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preface

For more than a billion Muslims around the globe, the Qurān reproduces God’s very own
words. To hear its verses chanted, to see its words written large on mosque walls, to touch the
pages of its inscribed text creates a sense of sacred presence in Muslim minds and hearts. For
countless generations, Muslim families have greeted a newborn baby by whispering words
from the Qurān in the infant’s ear. For centuries, small children have begun their formal
education with the Qurān. Seated around the teacher, they have learned to form the letters of
the Arabic alphabet and to repeat the words and phrases from which their own recitation of
the Qurān will develop. In a religious culture that extols learning, those individuals who
acquire an advanced knowledge of the Qurān are accorded profound respect. People who
commit all of the text to memory are treated with reverence. In fact, reverence marks most
Muslim interaction with the Qurān, whether that be in silent prayer, public proclamation or
serious study.
A description of the Qurān
For those with little previous exposure to the Qurān it may be helpful simply to describe this
book. In the library of world scriptures, the Qurān stands as one of the shorter entries. When
a textual tradition like the Buddhist canon of Pali, Sanskrit and Chinese scriptures is compared to the Qurān, the size differences are signiﬁcant. Even the Hebrew Bible or the Christian canon of Old and New Testaments comprise much larger collections. In contrast, the
Qurān is a fairly compact text of 114 sections. These sections or chapters, virtually all of
which begin with the introductory formula “In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate,” are called sūras. The sūras, in turn, are composed of verses or, in Arabic, āyāt (sing.
āya). Individual sūras can contain just a few verses or a few hundred. This variation in length is
noteworthy because the Qurān uses length as an organizing principle. The canonical text is
arranged by roughly descending order of sūra length. In other words, the longer sūras appear
earlier in the text, the very shortest ones toward the end.
The contents of the Qurān are varied and not easily categorized. Nor are they ordered in a
manner that systematic modern minds might prefer. You will not, for example, ﬁ nd separate
sūras devoted to theological pronouncements, to rules for social and personal behavior, to
prayers and liturgical speciﬁcations, to narratives about past prophets, to warnings about the
last judgment and descriptions of heaven and hell or to polemical challenges directed toward
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those with other beliefs. You will, however, find all of these themes, as well as others, woven
through the various sūras of the qurānic text. In fact, the thematic complexity of the Qurān
has spawned a genre of Islamic literature that seeks to extract and to categorize. Some of these
works attempt a comprehensive classiﬁcation of qurānic material under numerous headings
and subheadings while others concentrate upon a particular topic. In Muslim bookstores,
therefore, one ﬁnds books such as “What the Qurān says about women” or “What the Qurān
says about a just society.”
Just as there is thematic variation within the Qurān, there is also stylistic diversity. While the
Qurān contains relatively little sustained narrative of the sort to which readers of the Hebrew
Bible or Christian New Testament would be accustomed — the twelfth sūra being the principal exception — the language of the Qurān is frequently strong and dramatic. Vivid imagery and evocative similes abound. Oaths and dialogues combine with divine direct address,
whether to the prophet Muammad, to those who believe his message or to those who reject
it. Terse, elliptical language alternates with more prolonged, prosaic passages. Prayers and
prophecy intermix with the proscriptions and prescriptions that must guide human action.
The full force of this rhetorical diversity, however, may not be available to those who read the
Qurān in translation. It is an article of Muslim faith and belief that the Qurān is the Qurān
only in Arabic. When translated it ceases to be “God’s very own words” and becomes simply
an interpretation of the Arabic original. For this reason, whenever Muslims recite the Qurān
in ritual prayer or other liturgical formats, they always recite it in Arabic. Nevertheless, there
are numerous translations of the Qurān in most of the major languages of the world, including English.
The study of the Qurān
The long tradition of scholarship that the Qurān has generated provides another indication of
the reverence that surrounds this text. Although the history of the text’s pronouncement and
transmission, as well as the relation of this history to that of its earliest phases of inter pretation, remain matters of scholarly controversy, there is no doubt that questions about the text
itself and reﬂections upon its meaning were a part of the qurānic environment from its inception. Not unexpectedly, matters of language took precedence, and the ﬁrst efforts at interpretation or exegesis involved providing synonyms and explanations for unfamiliar words. As would
be the case with a recited text, variant vocalizations appeared and the increasing number and
variety of these eventually prompted steps toward regularization. Not all earlier listeners were
equally prepared to understand the sometimes elliptical nature of qurānic discourse. Individual phrases required exegetical interpolation as did narrative passages of a more allusive
nature.
Other questions quickly arose: When, and in what circumstances, were certain verses revealed? Who or what is intended by an ambiguous term or phrase? To whom or to what does a
particular pronoun refer? Who is being addressed by a speciﬁc passage and to whom should it
apply: to all believers, present and future, or to a restricted set of individuals? Is the intended
sense metaphorical or should the verse be understood literally? Are all parts of the Qurān
equally comprehensible or are some parts more inherently obscure or problematic? Are there
connections between verses, either within a sūra or across various parts of the Qurān? Can a
passage elsewhere in the text help to explain the one under present examination? Are there
levels or layers of meaning in the text and are these accessible only to individuals with special
intellectual or spiritual training?
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Clearly what motivated this multiplicity of interpretive inquiries was more than a scholarly
interest in the scripture. Those with a thorough or intimate knowledge of the text were pressed
to provide answers to crucial questions about individual and group behavior. The words of the
Qurān, understood as coming directly from God, guided social and religious practices within
the nascent Muslim community, so an adequate comprehension of the text was seen as essential to its correct application. But even the outlines of this early history remain a matter of
scholarly controversy. The question of “Islamic origins,” understood to include the ﬁrst two
centuries of this new religious movement, is the most contentious topic within the field of
Islamic studies. Scholars, both Muslim and non-Muslim, debate over matters of chronology,
geography and source reliability. Assertions and counter-assertions about the Qurān stand at
the center of these contentions.
A brief sketch of the earliest stages of both the promulgation and interpretation of the
Qurān can only allude to these debates, rather than engage them directly. Many scholars feel
that the initial stages of both promulgation and interpretation of the Qurān were oral. And
they were connected. In the midst of reciting a portion of the text, the reciter might stop to
provide synonyms for terms unfamiliar to his audience. He might also make associations between one part of the Qurān and another or offer short explanatory glosses for passages that
seemed allusive and elliptical. Storytelling was another activity of the first generations and
apparently qurānic recitation was frequently supplemented with associated narratives that
drew upon a common store of biblical, hagiographical and legendary material.
Seeking the connection between this oral-performative period and its written conveyance,
asking whether it was simultaneous or subsequent, raises all of the historiographical concerns
just mentioned. Much of the traditional scholarship about this era is drawn from sources that
postdate it by several generations. The paucity of extant textual and epigraphic material that
can be incontestably ascribed to much of the ﬁrst Islamic century exacerbates the situation.
What some scholars see as an exciting era of rapid religio-political change that has been adequately and reliably described by later Muslim historians, other scholars view as a period of
intense sectarian strife whose chronological and geographical specifics can only be dimly
glimpsed. And there are a range of scholarly perspectives that lie between these two extremes.
By the late ninth century, however, Muslim understanding of the Qurān had reached a stage
of doctrinal and exegetical stabilization and the tendency in academic study of the Qurān has
been to view this as a pivotal moment. Theological debates about the nature of the Qurān,
about whether it was “created” or “uncreated,” had been sustained and surmounted. Generations of qurānic interpretation, both oral and written, had produced a massive accumulation
of exegetical data, an accumulation captured in the key work that deﬁnes this moment. “The
compendium of explanations for the interpretation of the verses of the Qurān” ( Jāmi albayān an tawīl āy al-Qurān) was composed by the Baghdādī scholar Abū Jafar b. Jarīr alabarī (d. 310⁄923) and its most widely-available edition — it is still being reprinted — runs to
thirty volumes. Al-abarī’s commentary on the Qurān represents itself as the summation of
all previous exegetical activity. From the vantage point of this commentary and similar works
that followed it, later Muslim scholarship on the Qurān looks back to the ﬁrst centuries of its
history and tracks this history in a generational schema.
Within this schema, the prophet Muammad himself assumes pride of place as the Qurān’s
ﬁrst interpreter. After his death, this primacy is passed to his closest followers, whom Islamic
history calls his Companions. Among the most prominent names of this exegetical generation
are: Ibn Abbās, Ibn Masūd, Ubayy b. Kab and the fourth caliph, Alī b. Abī ālib. Qurānic
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interpretation attributed to this period is also associated with the Prophet’s youngest widow,
Āisha. The next generation, that of the Followers according to traditional Muslim terminology, includes names like Mujāhid b. Jabr, Ikrima, Saīd b. Jubayr, al- aāk, Qatāda b.
Diāma and Alī b. Abī ala. Later sources list all of these ﬁgures as students of Ibn Abbās, a
Companion whom the tradition has honored as being “the Ocean” of exegetical knowledge.
Between these very early names and the compendium work of al-abarī other important
ﬁgures entered the landscape of qurānic interpretation: al- asan al-Ba rī (d. 110⁄728), Muqātil b. Sulaymān (d. 150 ⁄ 767), Sufyān al-Thawrī (d. 161 ⁄ 778), Sufyān b. Uyayna (d. 196 ⁄ 811),
Abd al-Razzāq (d. 211⁄ 827), Sahl al-Tustarī (d. 238⁄ 896) and Hūd b. Muakkim (d. ca. 290⁄
903). During the last several decades printed editions have appeared whose attribution to these,
and other, early scholars raises all the questions of redaction history and authorial retrojection that continue to preoccupy the study of Islamic origins. Nevertheless, continuing sourcecritical work on this period should provide both greater security in the accuracy of attribution
and a more reﬁned understanding of the lines of exegetical inﬂuence.
While al-abarī’s commentary remains a fundamental source, the library of qurānic interpretation grew steadily in the centuries following its early tenth-century appearance. Both
Muslim and non-Muslim surveys of exegetical history tend to classify these works by doctrinal
or ideological orientation. Without attempting to be exhaustive I will group some of the major
names in this fashion to help orient readers of this encyclopaedia who are less familiar with the
field of qurānic studies. Most closely associated with the approach of al-abarī are: Abū
l-Layth al-Samarqandī (d. 375⁄ 985), Abū Isāq al-Thalabī (d. 427⁄ 1035), al-Baghawī (d. 516⁄
1122), Ibn A iyya (d. 541 ⁄ 1147), Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 597 ⁄ 1200), Ibn Kathīr (d. 774 ⁄ 1373) and alSuyū ī (d. 911⁄1505).
A more ﬂuid categorization is that which identiﬁes certain forms of interpretation as being
less concerned with conveying the exegetical dicta of the earliest Islamic centuries and more
interested in expressing particular theological or philosophical orientations. Muslim exegetical
history records a more mixed reception to this kind of interpretation. While the works of interpreters such as al-Qā ī Abd al-Jabbār (d. 415⁄ 1025), al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538⁄ 1144) and Fakhr
al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606 ⁄ 1210) have been questioned or condemned, those of Ibn abīb alNīsābūrī (d. 406 ⁄ 1015), al-Bay āwī (d. ca. 700 ⁄ 1301), al-Nasafī (d. 710 ⁄ 1310) and al-Khāzin
al-Baghdādī (d. 742⁄1341) have received a generally favorable response.
Lists of the most famous Shīī commentators usually include al-Ayyāshī (d. ca. 320 ⁄ 932),
al-Qummī (ﬂ. mid 4th⁄ 10th), al-ūsī (d. 460⁄ 1067) and al-abarsī (d. 548⁄ 1153). While these
works do not represent an exegetical tradition that is completely divorced from that of Sunnī
commentary, they do mark their distinctiveness through reference to certain early authorities,
such as Jafar al-ādiq (d. 148⁄765) and other Shīī imāms, and through attention to particular
topics and modes of interpretation. Shīī Islam is, of course, no more monolithic than its Sunnī
coun terpart and there are important groups within Shīism, such as the Ismāīlīs and the
Zaydīs, who cherish a lineage of commentators within their own intellectual communities.
A far more diverse form of qurānic commentary is that associated with “mystical” Islam or
ūfism. A very early figure in this tradition, Sahl al-Tustarī, has already been mentioned.
Other important ūfī commentaries are those of al-Sulamī (d. 412⁄1021), al-Qushayrī (d. 465⁄
1072) and Rūzbihān al-Baqlī (d. 606 ⁄ 1209), as well as that published under the name of Ibn
al-Arabī (d. 638 ⁄ 1240) but actually the work of a successor. ūfī commentary is less likely
to attempt comprehensive exegetical coverage of the qurānic text than the other works that
have been mentioned. Often it records the spiritual insights and mystical illuminations that a
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particular word or phrase of the Qurān has generated, either in the author’s mind or in the
minds of those whose thoughts he seeks to convey.
The selective nature of ūfī commentary finds its counterpart in another exegetical genre
that also focuses chieﬂy upon only certain parts of the qurānic text. Legal commentaries on
the Qurān concern themselves primarily with those verses that have behavioral implications,
that mandate or prohibit various kinds of human activity. The principal works in this category
are those of al-Ja ā (d. 370⁄981), Ilkiyā al-Harrāsī (d. 504⁄1110), Muammad b. Abdallāh b.
al-Arabī (d. 543⁄ 1148) and al-Qur ubī (d. 671⁄ 1272). Mention of the two last-named scholars
on this list allows me to note the geographic and linguistic spread of qurānic exegesis.
Both Ibn al-Arabī and al-Qur ubī are from Andalusia, an area of the medieval Muslim
world that produced a rich intellectual heritage. They wrote in Arabic, as did all of the commentators whose names have been mentioned thus far. But important exegetical work on
the Qurān has certainly not been limited to Arabic. Persian and Turkish contributions are
com plemented by those in the languages of south and southeast Asia and of sub-Saharan
Africa. Especially in more recent centuries the linguistic spread of this interpretive tradition
has become more pronounced. While the twentieth century witnessed the publication of major
commentaries in Arabic, such as those of Muammad Abduh and Rashīd Ri ā, of Sayyid
Qu b, of al-abā abāī — a Persian who wrote in Arabic — of Bint al-Shā ī and of Muammad Mutawallī al-Sharāwī, it also welcomed Urdu contributions by Abū l-Alā al-Mawdūdī
and Amīn Asan I lāī, as well as a thirty-volume work by Hamka (Haji Abdul Malik Karim
Amrullah) in Bahasa Indonesian.
Southeast Asia, which is home to about one quarter of the world’s Muslim population, has
witnessed a contemporary resurgence of all forms of qurānic studies. Recitation of the
Qurān, for instance, takes the form of local, regional and national competitions for both men
and women, with qurānic quiz shows as a popular part of these events. While quiz shows may
be a decidedly modern way to display expertise in qurānic studies, the desire for comprehensive attention to all aspects of the text and its conveyance has a very long history within Islamic
intellectual life. Although sequential commentary on the Qurān constitutes an important part
of that history and is a major element of what Muslims like to call the “qurānic sciences,” it is
by no means the only element.
Recitation itself has evolved into an elaborate set of disciplines that must be mastered in order to insure the accurate and euphonious reproduction of the text. Students wishing to develop this skill, whether native speakers of Arabic or not, spend years learning how to pronounce every phonological element perfectly, how to pace the recitation properly and to pause
where required or suggested, how to render particular combinations of letters and to elongate,
with some syllables, the sound production for a precise duration. Along with assimilating the
rules of recitation, students also begin to memorize the Qurān and many eventually can recite
all 114 sūras from memory, as have generations of their predecessors.
At advanced levels, recitation of the Qurān includes the acquisition of a thorough knowledge of the various “readings” of the Qurān. These represent yet another realm of the qurānic sciences and one with very ancient roots. According to traditional accounts of the Qurān’s
textual canonization, an acceptable range of variability eventually emerged and was ratiﬁed by
the scholarly community. While most printed texts of the Qurān that are in circulation today
draw upon only one of these textual traditions, others remain alive and are sustained by varying numbers of adherents.
As the qurānic text continued to attract scrutiny from successive generations of scholars,
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other categories within the broad range of the qurānic sciences became more standardized
and generated their own subgenres of scholarly literature. Attempts to provide historical contextualization for specific qurānic passages created the “occasions of revelation” literature,
exempliﬁed in a noted work by al-Wāidī (d. 468⁄1076). The belief that the Qurān contained
elements of its own abrogation, that some verses nulliﬁed the prescriptive force of others, gave
rise to an extensive interpretive and cataloguing effort that found expression in the works of
scholars like al-Zuhrī (d. 124⁄742), al-Naās (d. 338⁄949), Hibat Allāh b. Salāma (d. 410⁄1020)
and Ibn al-Atāiqī (d. ca. 790⁄1020).
Lexical examination led to yet further forms of categorization: qurānic vocabulary deemed
“difficult” or “unusual” by virtue of its derivation or dialectical connection was collected in
works by Ibn Qutayba (d. 276⁄889), al-Sijistānī (d. 330⁄942) and al-Rāghib al-Isbahānī (d. 502⁄
1108). Words with multiple meanings and words that function as synonyms are also treated by
Ibn Qutayba as well as by al-Damaghānī (d. 478 ⁄ 1085) and Ibn al-Jawzī. The more vexing
problem of semantic ambiguity prompted additional works of classiﬁcation and textual crossreferencing. Taken as a whole this exacting lexical scrutiny demonstrates a profound and reverential engagement with the text, a reverence that is also evident in the rhetorical engrossment
that characterizes the developed qurānic sciences.
From a very early period it has been a point of Muslim doctrine that the religious and rhetorical power of the Qurān could never be replicated: the Qurān, in the belief of Muslims, is
inimitable. Traditional literary criticism of the text concentrates upon elaborating the grounds
for this doctrinal declaration. As developed by classical scholars such as al-Rummānī (d. 386⁄
996), al-Kha ābī (d. 388 ⁄ 998), al-Bāqillānī (d. 403 ⁄ 1013) and al-Jurjānī (d. 470 ⁄ 1078), these
grounds are both substantive and stylistic. Muslims hold the Qurān to be the ratifying miracle
of Muammad’s prophethood because it contains information about the past and the future
and about God’s relations with the world that no human being could attain unaided. The
Muslim belief that Muammad was illiterate adds additional force to this sense of suprahuman origin and content. But beyond such matters of content lies the emphasis upon the
aesthetic effectiveness of the Qurān. Careful and painstaking analysis of the text isolated
relevant examples of genre forms and literary figures; it scrutinized patterns of rhyme and
assonance; it catalogued speciﬁc instances of word choice and arrangement. This scrutiny and
analysis intermingled with praise of the Qurān’s overpowering eloquence. In fact, much of
the intricate dissection of the qurānic text to be found in works on the “sciences of the Qurān” could be viewed as an effort to explain the effect of qurānic recitation upon the believer.
The rhetorical experience ﬁnds written manifestation in the extraordinarily detailed classiﬁcations produced by scholars such as al-Zarkashī (d. 794 ⁄ 1392) and al-Suyū ī. Surveying the
eighty chapters of al-Suyū ī’s monumental synthesis of the qurānic sciences gives one a good
sense of textual scholarship as an act of abiding reverential attention.
Scholarship on the Qurān was also produced by non-Muslims. Just as Muslim authors have
attended to the scriptural heritage of other religions, particularly Judaism and Christianity,
non-Muslim scholars have interested themselves in the Qurān. Of course, much of this interest was fostered by polemical concerns, a “know the enemy” mentality that became particularly acute during periods of military hostility and intense economic competition. Even from a
very early period, verses or passages from the Qurān were used by non-Muslims, in the timehonored tradition of religious polemic, in an attempt to discredit its status as divine revelation
and to demonstrate internal inconsistencies. Even without direct quotation, polemical arguments against the Qurān became a commonplace of medieval Jewish and Christian religious
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discourse. Such noted ﬁgures as John of Damascus (d. 749) al-Qirqisānī (mid 10th cent.), Maimonides (d. 1204) and Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) may be mentioned in this regard.
The later medieval period, however, brought a new approach, one associated with the renowned Abbot of Cluny, Peter the Venerable (d. 1156). While certainly not divorced from polemical motives, Peter’s initiative broadened the active translation movement that was producing
Latin versions of important Arabic scientific and medical works to include the Qurān and
other works of a religious nature. To do this, Peter assembled a team of translators including
the Englishman Robert of Ketton (ﬂ. 1136-57) who is credited with creating the ﬁrst full translation of the Qurān into any Western language. Despite criticisms of its accuracy and arrangement, Robert’s rendering remained the standard Latin version of the Qurān for several
centuries.
It was soon joined, however, by that of Mark of Toledo (ﬂ. 1193-1216) and recent scholarship
has demonstrated that both of these translators did not restrict themselves to the qurānic text
alone but clearly had access to a number of major commentaries, either directly or through a
scholarly Muslim informant, and made skillful use of them. Much later translation also followed this procedure, including that of the eighteenth-century English Orientalist George Sale
and his compatriot, the twentieth-century convert, Mohammed Marmaduke Pickthall.
Robert of Ketton’s translation, via its Italian rendering by Andrea Arrivabene published in
1547, inﬂuenced the ﬁrst German and then Dutch translations. Extant manuscripts of Hebrew
translations of the Qurān, such as that of Yaaqov b. Israel ha-Levi which too appeared in
Venice in 1547, apparently draw upon this same lineage. During this same period French versions were also being produced and in 1698 Ludovico Marraci published another Latin translation that soon saw replication in various European languages. George Sale’s 1734 combined
publication of both a translation of the Qurān and a “Preliminary Discourse” that drew upon
earlier prolegomena served as the principle English-language primer on Islam for more than a
century.
Translation is, of course, not the only form of non-Muslim qurānic studies that the medieval and early modern Europe generated. Access to the Qurān via such translations provoked
re sponses from Jewish and Christian authors. The interests of both polemic and apologetic
were served by a closer knowledge of the qurānic text, prompting scholars such as Ricoldo
da Montecroce (d. 1320) and Nicholas of Cusa (d. 1464) to pen refutations. Reference to the
Qurān and the citation of speciﬁc passages can be found in many works of Jewish and Christian scholarship from these periods. Fragments of transcriptions of the Qurān into Hebrew
characters, including some from the Genizah materials, provide additional indication of nonMuslim study of the text. Then, of course, there has been the post-Enlightenment emergence
of “oriental” studies as a distinct academic discipline. Much of what is to be found in the Encyclopaedia of the Qurān builds upon the work begun in those academic centers that undertook the
“scientiﬁc” study of non-Western cultures and religions.
Even before this, faculties devoted to such studies had been founded in places like Leiden
(1593), Rome (1627) and Oxford (1638). Later they opened at other major European universities
and, eventually, at certain North American ones, as well. Arabic and other Islamic languages,
such as Persian and Turkish, were a primary focus of instruction because language competency was the indispensable prerequisite to the study of texts and other historical sources. In
this regard the emerging discipline of Islamic studies modeled itself upon classical studies as
these had developed during the Renaissance and after. Philology, understood as the study of a
culture through the lens of the texts that it produced, became the dominant methodology.
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Because the Qurān was recognized as central to the identity and historical development of
Islam, close attention was given to it, and qurānic studies emerged as a major subﬁeld within
the study of Islam.
In its development, non-Muslim (or “Western”) qurānic studies was profoundly inﬂuenced
by its sibling discipline of biblical studies. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century biblical criticism, at least that part of it which had migrated from a rabbinic or monastic setting to a university one, bracketed belief in the divine character of the Jewish and Christian scriptures.
The Renaissance willingness to apply principles of literary and historical criticism to ancient
Greek and Latin texts was adopted for another ancient text, the Bible. Taking a rationalist
perspective, some scholars sought to reconcile biblical teaching with the mandates of reason
while others concentrated upon the contradictions between the Bible and the canons of scientific orthodoxy. Contextual investigations multiplied as scholars probed the cultural and
historical background of the biblical texts and pursued the literary heritage out of which these
grew, as well as the redactional process which created their ﬁnal form.
As scholars schooled in Semitic philology and conversant with the historical-critical study of
the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament turned their attention to another ancient text, the
Qurān, they brought with them this same disregard of dogmatic assumptions as irrelevant to
the tasks of scholarship. The Qurān, like the Bible, was subjected to textual and philological
analysis and in the second half of the nineteenth century some of the seminal works that still
guide the ﬁeld today were written. The names of Gustav Weil, Theodor Nöldeke, Abraham
Geiger and Hartwig Hirschfeld were soon joined by their twentieth-century counterparts, such
as Ignaz Goldziher, Gotthelf Bergsträsse, Otto Pretzl, Richard Bell, Arthur Jeffery and Rudi
Paret. From a related perspective, some of these scholars and others approached the Qurān as
the most reliable source for reconstruction of the life of Muammad and the history of the
early Muslim community.
New factors in the study of the Qurān
As this very brief sketch indicates, the history of Muslim and non-Muslim study of the Qurān
could be characterized as two parallel conversations. Ordinarily these conversations proceeded
in relative isolation from each other except for those times when polemical salvos were
exchanged. The long trajectory of Muslim study and interpretation of the Qurān has been a
largely self-contained exercise. Similarly, the more recently established ﬁeld of qurānic studies
within European and American institutes of higher education has certainly drawn upon the
centuries-long results of Muslim scholarship but has rarely established sustained, collaborative
conversation with contemporary scholars of the qurānic sciences.
But the “two solitudes” of Muslim and non-Muslim qurānic studies are beginning to break
open, at least on some occasions and within some contexts. Increasingly, international conferences devoted to the academic study of the Qurān attract scholars from both groups.
Journals that were formally quite segregated now show a greater diversity of authors’ names
and institutional identiﬁ cations. Opportunities to lecture at universities in the Muslim world
are being offered to non-Muslim scholars and the reverse of such invitations bring scholars
from these universities to European and North American institutions.
Perhaps the most signiﬁcant point of conﬂuence, however, is graduate training and the production of new generations of doctoral degrees in the ﬁ eld of qurānic studies. Increasingly,
students pursuing graduate work in qurānic studies, as well as other subfields of Islamic
studies, in major universities in Europe, the United States, Canada and elsewhere are coming
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from immigrant Muslim families. Many of these are second or third generation products of
post-colonial patterns of Muslim migration to Great Britain, France, Germany and North
America. Consequently, most of these students enter graduate programs with an educational
background and a set of academic assumptions that are indistinguishable from those of their
non-Muslim peers. The present mix of academic publication in the ﬁeld already reﬂects this
dynamic and future productivity will surely manifest its ampliﬁcation.
The vastly increased rate of scholarly exchange facilitated by electronic communication, including the Internet, further accelerates the opportunities for scholarly interaction within the
ﬁeld of qurānic studies. And it enhances another form of availability that will surely affect the
future of the ﬁeld. It is worth noting that, until quite recently, the Qurān as a written text was
available to a relatively small proportion of Muslims worldwide. Most Muslims for most of
Islam’s long history have experienced the Qurān orally. Literacy rates in pre-modern populations generally were far lower than they are today. In the last century, particularly with the
withdrawal of colonial domination in the Muslim world and the subsequent development of
systems of public education, there has been great change in mass literacy. The nineteenth- and
twentieth-century growth in book production has created the concomitant phenomenon of
textual accessibility.
Vast print runs, often subsidized by governmental agencies of religious affairs, have made the
Qurān available to large segments of the Muslim population worldwide. Multiple translations
into virtually all of the world’s languages have brought qurānic teaching directly to the individual without the necessary mediation of a religious scholar. Although translations do not
have the same status as the Arabic text, they have allowed many more Muslims to become
students of qurānic meaning than was ever possible before. One area where such changes in
literacy and textual accessibility are proving transformative is that of Muslim women. Currently Muslim women are achieving secondary and post-secondary degrees in far greater
numbers than in any previous generation. And these educated women are reading the Qurān.
Within its pages they are ﬁnding resources for religious and social renewal and they are forging
forms of leadership with which to effect these changes.
Easily-available printed versions are but one aspect of the contemporary textual accessibility
of the Qurān. Television and radio broadcasts of qurānic recitation are frequent. Audio
cassette or CD ROM recordings of the most famous reciters can be purchased in any town
with a substantial Muslim population, whether in the Middle East, Asia or North America.
And, of course, the Qurān is on the Internet. Thousands of web sites offer the Arabic text,
translations into European, Asian and African languages, synchronized recitation of all or part
of the text and countless pages of introduction, explanation and commentary. Some versions
are searchable, whether by keyword, word segment or chapter and verse number. In fact, some
of the editorial accuracy checking for the qurānic citations in this encyclopaedia was done
with a searchable, web-based text.
Creating the eq
Planning for the Encyclopaedia of the Qurān ( eq ) began in 1993 when I met in Leiden with a
senior Brill editor, Peri Bearman, to explore the possibility of initiating such a project. Very
quickly, four superb scholars, Wadad Kadi, Claude Gilliot, William Graham and Andrew
Rippin, agreed to join the editorial team. Both the desire to take stock of the ﬁeld of qurānic
studies at the turn of the century and an interest in seeing this field flourish in the new millennium prompted our initial conversations. From its inception, then, the eq has gazed both
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backwards and forwards and this dual visioning has shaped the structuring of this encyclopaedia. As the associate editors and I proceeded with the planning, we were determined to create
a reference work that would capture this century’s best achievements in qurānic studies. But
we also wanted the eq to stimulate even more extensive scholarship on the Qurān in the
decades to come. In the service of this dual ambition, it was decided to expand the expected
alphabetical format of an encyclopaedia to include a series of longer, more comprehensive
articles. The associate editors and I envisioned these as synoptic statements of the present state
of reﬂection and research on major topics within the purview of qurānic studies. The combination of encyclopaedia entries, of varying length, and of essay-length overviews of major
research areas within the ﬁeld of qurānic studies seemed to us the best way both to honor the
accomplishments of the last century and to foster the achievements of this one.
But as important as this retrospective and prospective vision was to the creation of the eq ,
yet more important was the desire to make the world of qurānic studies accessible to a very
broad range of academic scholars and educated readers. The various ﬁelds of literary studies
have produced countless dictionaries, encyclopaedias, commentaries and concordances dedicated to the study of particular periods, areas, authors and works. Similarly, religious literature,
especially the Bible, has been the subject of hundreds of such works, with new ones being
produced at an ever-increasing rate. This scholarly abundance stands in stark contrast to the
situation in qurānic studies. The number of reference works for the Qurān that are accessible
in European languages remains quite small; much of the available information is partial and
incomplete or hidden in difﬁcult-to-secure sources.
Of course, scholars who can command classical Arabic can avail themselves of thousands of
works on the Qurān, including concordances, dictionaries and commentaries, but those without this linguistic access have very little. For example, the last English dictionary of qurānic
Arabic was published in 1873 and the only widely-available English concordance is keyed to a
translation of the Qurān that used a nineteenth-century numbering system for the verses
now rarely encountered in printed versions. English-speaking scholars from ﬁelds other than
Islamic studies, therefore, are poorly served when they attempt to learn anything about the
Qurān, either for their own research purposes or to introduce it to their students. It is with this
need in mind that the associate editors and I made the decision to use English-language entrywords for this encyclopaedia. Our colleagues in the ﬁeld of Islamic studies will appreciate that
this was neither an easy nor an uncontroversial decision. The Encyclopaedia of Islam (ei ), which
has long been the most widely-used general reference work in the ﬁeld, employs transliterated
Arabic entry-words or lemmata and this has come to be regarded as the scholarly norm. Such
a system allows a precision that is lost with the move to English-language lemmata. To take
but one example: There is no exact Arabic equivalent for the word “prayer.” alāt refers to the
ritual worship that observant Muslims perform ﬁ ve times a day, while duā connotes less formalized, intercessory prayer. Dhikr is the term used for a very broad range of ūfī practices
and both classical and contemporary Arabic contain other relevant vocabulary items, as well.
The ei has articles on each of these three but nothing under the single entry-word, “Prayer.”
Consequently the non-Arabist scholar or student who wants to know something about this
more general topic has a difficult time using the ei but will not encounter such hurdles with
the eq .
Yet another, much-debated decision was that concerning the scope of this encyclopaedia.
The Qurān, as a major piece of world literature, and as the primary scripture of a world-wide
religious tradition, has generated a huge exegetical corpus. As I have already noted, multi-
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volume commentaries on the Qurān have been produced by virtually every generation of
Muslim scholars and, while most of these are written in Arabic, the languages of other Islamic
populations are well represented. The continuing popularity of this genre, in both its classical
and its contemporary productions, is manifest through sustained publication and sales. The
works of major classical commentators like al-abarī, al-Zamakhsharī, Ibn Kathīr and alSuyū ī can be found on the shelves of any good-sized bookstore in the Muslim world, alongside such contemporary standards as the commentaries of al-Mawdūdī, Sayyid Qu b and alabā abāī.
Consequently, the question had to be considered: Should this be an encyclopaedia of the
Qurān or should it be an encyclopaedia of the Qurān and its interpretation? There is, of
course, no clear division between these two categories. Virtually every article in this encyclopaedia draws, directly or indirectly, upon the corpus of qurānic exegesis. Nevertheless,
project containment demanded that the focus of concentration remain the Qurān itself.
Therefore, readers of the eq will not ﬁnd a separate article on al-abarī or Fakhr al-Dīn alRāzī, but they will find frequent reference to the works of these commentators and the eq ’s
cumulative index will allow users to track these references through all of its volumes. This, too,
was a tough editorial choice and one that I hope can be reconsidered if this encyclopaedia
eventually generates a second, expanded edition.
Along with the desire to create a reference work that would be accessible to scholars and
students from a broad range of humanistic and social scientiﬁc disciplines, the associate editors
and I shared a desire to include rigorous, academic scholarship on the Qurān, scholarship that
grows from a plurality of perspectives and presuppositions. The key words in the preceding
sentence are “rigorous” and “academic.” There is, as I have just recounted, no single academic
tradition of qurānic scholarship. Centuries of Muslim scholarship on the Qurān constitutes a
time line that overlaps with that of generations of Western scholarship on the text. And neither of these categories, inexact as they are, represents a single, monolithic approach or a
unique, overriding methodology. Both between and within the worlds of Muslim and Western
qurānic scholarship one finds vigorous and contentious debate. Increasingly these worlds
overlap, both geographically and intellectually. With the rapid growth of Muslim populations
in Europe, North America and other parts of the world, the rough polarity of “Muslim” and
“Western” becomes ever more blurred. The internationalization of scholarship and of academic life accelerates this trend. As mentioned above, Muslim and non-Muslim scholars
interact freely at conferences on the Qurān, whether these be in Leiden or Lahore. Academic
journals are much less self-segregated than they were a generation ago and the number of
Muslim scholars who have taken advanced degrees in Euro-American institutions in some ﬁeld
of Islamic studies has increased exponentially. Scholarly perspective can no longer be neatly
pinned to religious identiﬁcation and good scholarship is ﬂourishing in this richly plural environment. The editors of the eq have striven to capture that plurality within the pages of this
encyclopaedia, wanting this work to represent the widest possible range of rigorous, academic
scholarship on the Qurān.
Using the eq
Entries in the Encyclopaedia of the Qurān appear in the customary alphabetical order but are of
two kinds. By far the majority are articles of varying lengths that treat important ﬁgures, concepts, places, values, actions and events to be found within the text of the Qurān or which
have an important relationship with the text. For example, the entry on “Abraham” deals with
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a ﬁgure found in the text while that on “African Literature” discusses a literary relationship.
The second category of articles that have been commissioned for the eq are essay-length treatments of important topics within the ﬁeld of qurānic studies. Again to take examples from the
first volume, I would point to the entries “Art and Architecture” and “Chronology and the
Qurān.” Here scholars were asked to let their writing reflect the past and present “state of
the question” on these signiﬁcant topics.
As noted above, the decision to use English-language lemmata in the eq has both advantages
and disadvantages. While it makes the work much more widely accessible to scholars in cognate ﬁelds, it does not afford Arabists and Islamicists the familiar starting point of transliterated terminology. To solve this, a very thorough indexing of both English words and transliterated Arabic terminology is planned for the eq ’s final volume. Within the body of the
encyclopaedia, however, readers will ﬁnd extensive use of transliteration, both in identiﬁcation
of the lemmata and in the articles themselves, so that specialists in this ﬁeld can have the precision that is important to them.
Of course, in planning the list of entries the decision about what constitutes an English word
could never be entirely straightforward. In general, our editorial policy has been guided by
current English usage as reflected in contemporary dictionaries and works of general reference. Where an Arabic proper name has a clear English cognate, that has been used. Where it
does not, the Arabic form has been retained. Relevant examples would be “Adam and Eve” as
opposed to “Dhū l-Kiﬂ.”
Because the eq has been created both to present scholarly understanding of the Qurān and
to promote it, all authors have been urged to provide relevant and representative bibliography
for their articles. Readers will ﬁnd these a helpful entry into further study of a particular topic.
In addition, in-text citation of both primary and secondary literature should assist scholars in
the ﬁeld of Islamic studies as they develop more detailed studies of the topics treated in this
work. Citations of the Qurān are given by chapter (sūra) number, followed by verse (āya)
number, e.g. q 30:46. This represents a departure from the more common Muslim practice of
identifying sūras by name rather than number — the previous example would thus be Sūrat alRūm, 46 — but it makes it much easier for those unfamiliar with sūra titles to ﬁnd a passage in
a translated text of the Qurān. The verse numbering itself follows the now-standard 1924
Cairo edition. Most of the English versions of the Qurān that are commonly available follow
this numbering. The one signiﬁcant exception is the translation of A.J. Arberry which follows
the verse numbering of Gustav Flugel’s edition (1834), a numbering that can have a negative or
positive variance of several verses from the Cairo edition.
Although every effort has been made to assure accuracy of qurānic citation in the articles of
the eq , no particular translation was mandated by the project’s style sheet. Authors were free
to use available translations or to make their own translations of the passages quoted in their
entries. Similarly, there was no way to insure absolute standardization of reference to primary
sources in classical Arabic, such as adīth collections or commentaries on the Qurān. While
the eq style sheet, its “Instructions for Authors,” listed preferred editions of many such works,
these were not always the ones available in the university or private libraries of individual
authors. Although I wish it had been possible to standardize all such references, the editorial
time required would have postponed the publication of the eq considerably.
At the risk of repeating myself, I would like to underscore that the Encyclopaedia of the Qurān is
an inaugural effort. It is a ﬁrst attempt to create a substantial work of reference in a ﬁeld that
has relatively few such resources. From its inception as a scholarly project, the editors of the eq
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knew that they could never claim consummate thoroughness for this ﬁrst edition. Many readers and reviewers will have additional subjects and themes to suggest and both the editors and
the publisher welcome these proposals. If the eq serves the purpose intended by those who
have shepherded it to publication, there will eventually be another, expanded edition enhanced
by the suggestions.
A concluding comment on controversy
As a concluding remark, I will broach a topic that may seem odd coming from the pen of a
general editor. (But perhaps it is but another form of the “situated scholarship” that has become so prevalent in the last two decades.) That topic is this project’s potential for controversy.
Many times since undertaking the responsibility of the eq I have been asked by journalists,
colleagues and acquaintances whether I feel uneasy or at risk with such an involvement.
My answer is always “no” and it is usually accompanied by some expression of regret that the
frequent misrepresentation of Muslim sensibilities could even prompt such a question. Yet the
study of a text that millions of people hold sacred is a sensitive task. Some Muslims feel
strongly that no non-Muslim should even touch the Qurān, to say nothing of reading and
commenting upon it. Yet most Muslims do not feel this way. While there are those who choose
to ignore non-Muslim scholarship on the Qurān as irrelevant or inherently ﬂawed and misinformed, others welcome the contributions that non-Muslim scholars have made to this ﬁeld.
Conversely, there are non-Muslim scholars who have attempted to write about the Qurān in
a manner that is not immediately offensive to the theological sensibilities of Muslims. Others
have operated with the assumption that such considerations have no place in the realm of
academic discourse. Personalities differ, ideological orientations differ and scholarly practices
differ on both sides of the dividing line. I have deliberately embraced a plurality of method
and perspective within the pages of the eq , but I have done so conscious of the fact that not all
scholars, whether non-Muslim or Muslim, agree with this approach. There are Muslim colleagues who have preferred not to participate out of fear that association with the eq would
compromise their scholarly integrity. There are non-Muslim colleagues who have demurred for
exactly the same reason. Nevertheless, these are very much the exceptions. Most scholars who
were invited to contribute accepted with enthusiasm and alacrity, pleased to see the appearance of a reference work that would foster continued development within the field of qurānic studies. It is my sincere hope, and that of the associate editors, that the eq will do precisely that.
Jane Dammen McAuliffe
Georgetown University
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Toshihiko Izutsu, God and man in the Koran,
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Ja ā , A kām
Abū Bakr Amad b. Abdallāh al-Ja ās
al-Rāzī, A kām al-Qurān, 3 vols.,
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Jawālīqī, Muarrab
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Lane
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G. Le Strange, The lands of the eastern
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Makkī b. Abī ālib al-Qaysī, al-Kashf an
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Makkī b. Abī ālib al-Qaysī, Mushkil irāb
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Masūdī, Murūj
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Māturīdī, Tawīlāt
Abū Man ūr Muammad b. Muammad
al-Māturīdī, Tawīlāt ahl al-sunna, ed.
Ibrāhīm and al-Sayyid Awadayn,
Cairo 1391⁄1971; ed. Jāsim Muammad
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Alī b. Muammad al-Māwardī, al-Nukat
wa-l-uyūn fī l-tafsīr, ed. al-Sayyid b. Abd
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M. Mir, Verbal idioms of the Qurān, Ann
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Mufa aliyyāt
al-Mufa al b. Muammad al- abbī, alMufa aliyyāt, ed. Amad Muammad
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Muir, Mahomet
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Abū l- asan Alī b. Ibrāhīm al-Qummī,
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Qur ubī, Jāmi
Abū Abdallāh Muammad b. Amad
al-Qur ubī, al-Jāmi li-a kām al-Qurān,
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Qushayrī, Laāif
Abū l-Qāsim Abd al-Karīm b. Hawāzin
al-Qushayrī, Laāif al-ishārāt, ed. Ibrāim
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Rāzī, Tafsīr
Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, al-Tafsīr al-kabīr
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Rippin, Approaches
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Alī b. Īsā al-Rummānī, amd b.
Muammad al-Kha ābī and Abd alQāhir al-Jurjānī, Thalāth rasāil fī ijāz alQurān, ed. Muammad Khalaf Allāh
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Rūzbihān al-Baqlī, Arāis
Rūzbihān b. Abī Na r al-Baqlī, Arāis
al-bayān fī aqāiq al-Qurān, 2 vols.,
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ābūnī, Tafsīr
Muammad Alī ābūnī, afwat al-tafāsīr.
Tafsīr lil-Qurān al-karīm, 3 vols., Beirut 1981
afadī, Wāfī
Khalīl b. Aybak al-afadī, al-Wāfī bi-lwafayāt. Das biographische Lexikon des
alā addīn alīl ibn Aibak a -afadī, ed.
H. Ritter et al., 24 vols. to date,
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Alam al-Dīn Alī b. Muammad alSakhāwi, Jamāl al-qurrā wa-kamāl al-iqrā,
ed. Alī usayn al-Bawwāb, 2 vols.,
Mecca 1408⁄1987
aliī, Subul
Shams al-Dīn Muammad b. Yūsuf alāliī, Subul al-hudā wa-l-rashād, ed. Ādil
Amad Abd al-Mawjūd and Alī
Muammad Muawwad, 12 vols.,
Beirut 1414⁄1993
Samānī, Ansāb
Abd al-Karīm b. Muammad al-Samānī,
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Schawāhid-Indices
A. Fischer and E. Bräunlich, eds., Indices der
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Schwarzbaum, Legends
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Sezgin, gas
F. Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums,
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Shāﬁī, A kām
Muammad b. Idrīs al-Shāﬁī, A kām alQurān, 2 vols. in 1, Beirut 1980
Shāﬁī, Mufassirān
Muammad Shāﬁī, Mufassirān-i shīah,
Shiraz 1349[solar]⁄1970
Shahrastānī, Milal
Abū l-Fat Muammad al-Shahrastānī, al-
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Badrān, 2 vols., Cairo 1947-55; ed. Fahmī
Muammad, Beirut 1992
Shawkānī, Tafsīr
Abū Abdallāh Muammad b. Alī alShawkānī, Fat al-qadīr al-jāmi bayna
fannay l-riwāya wa-l-dirāya fī ilm al-tafsīr,
5 vols., Cairo 1349⁄1930; repr.
Beirut 1973
Sib Ibn al-Jawzī, Mirāt
Shams al-Dīn Abū l-Muaffar Yūsuf b.
Qizoǧlu Sib Ibn al-Jawzī, Mirāt al-zamān
fī tarīkh al-ayān, ed. Isān Abbās,
Beirut 1405⁄1985
Speyer, Erzählungen
Heinrich Speyer, Die biblischen Erzählungen
im Qoran, Gräfenhainich 1931; repr.
Hildesheim 1961
Sprenger, Mo ammad
A. Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre des
Mohammad, 3 vols., 2nd ed., Berlin 1869
Storey, pl
C.A. Storey, Persian literature. A biobibliographical survey, 2 vols. in 5,
London 1927
Sufyān al-Thawrī, Tafsīr
Abū Abdallāh Sufyān al-Thawrī, alTafsīr, ed. Imtiyāz Alī Arshī,
Beirut 1403⁄1983
Suhaylī, Tarīf
Abū l-Qāsim Abd al-Ramān b. Abdallāh
al-Suhaylī, al-Tarīf wa-l-ilām fī mā ubhima fī
l-Qurān min al-asmā wa-l-alām, ed.
Abdallāh Muammad Alī al-Naqrāt,
Tripoli 1401⁄1992
Sulamī, Ziyādāt
Abū Abd al-Ramān Muammad b. alusayn al-Sulamī, Ziyādāt aqāiq al-tafsīr,
ed. G. Böwering, Beirut 1995
Suyū ī, Durr
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū ī, al-Durr al-manthūr fī
l-tafsīr bi-l-mathūr, 6 vols., Beirut 1990
Suyū ī, uffā
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū ī, abaqāt al- uffā, ed.
Alī Muammad Umar, Cairo 1973
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Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū ī, al-Itqān fī ulūm alQurān, ed. Muammad Abū l-Fa l
Ibrāhīm, 4 vols. in 2, Cairo 1967
Suyū ī, Kha āi
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū ī, al-Kha āi al-kubrā,
Hyderabad 1320⁄1902; repr. Beirut n.d.
Suyū ī, Muf amāt
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū ī, al-Muf amāt alaqrān fī mubhamāt al-Qurān, ed. Mu afā
Dīb al-Bughā, Damascus and Beirut 1403⁄
1982
Suyū ī, Muhadhdhab
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū ī, al-Muhadhdhab fī mā
waqaa fī l-Qurān min al-muarrab, ed. alTihāmī al-Rājī al-Hāshimī, Rabat n.d.; in
Rasāil fī l-ﬁqh wa-l-lugha, ed. Abdallāh alJubūrī, Beirut 1982, pp. 179-235
Suyū ī, abaqāt
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū ī, abaqāt al-mufassirīn,
ed. Alī Muammad Umar, Cairo 1976
Suyū ī, Ta bīr
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū ī, al-Ta bīr fī ilm altafsīr, ed. Fatī Abd al-Qādir Farīd,
Cairo 1406⁄1986
Suyū ī, Tanāsuq
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū ī, Tanāsuq al-durar fī
tanāsub al-suwar, ed. Abd al-Qādir Amad
A ā, Beirut 1406⁄1986
abarānī, Awsa
Abū l-Qāsim Sulaymān b. Amad alabarānī, al-Mujam al-awsa, ed. āriq b.
Awa Allāh b. Muammad and Abd alMusin Ibrāhīm al- usaynī, 10 vols.,
Cairo 1415⁄1995
abarānī, Kabīr
Abū l-Qāsim Sulaymān b. Amad alabarānī, al-Mujam al-kabīr, ed. amdī
Abd al-Majīd al-Salafī, vols. i-xii,
xvii-xx and xxii-xxv, Baghdad 1398-1404⁄
1977-83; Mosul 1401⁄1983
abarī, Tafsīr
Abū Jafar Muammad b. Jarīr al-abarī,
Jāmi al-bayān an tawīl āy al-Qurān [up to
q 14:27], ed. Mamūd Muammad Shākir
and Amad Muammad Shākir, 16 vols.,

short titles
Cairo 1954-68; 2nd ed. for some vols.,
Cairo 1969; ed. Amad Sāīd Alī et al.,
30 vols., Cairo 1373-77⁄1954-7; repr.
Beirut 1984
abarī, Tarīkh
Abū Jafar Muammad b. Jarīr al-abarī,
Tarīkh al-rusul wa-l-mulūk, ed. M.J. de Goeje
et al., 15 vols., Leiden 1879-1901; ed.
Muammad Abū l-Fa l Ibrāhīm, 10 vols.,
Cairo 1960-9
abarsī, Majma
Abū Alī l-Fa l b. al- asan al-abarsī,
Majma al-bayān fī tafsīr al-Qurān, intr.
Musin al-Amīn al- usaynī al-Āmilī,
30 vols. in 6, Beirut 1380⁄1961
abā abāī, Mīzān
Muammad usayn abā abāī, al-Mīzān
fī tafsīr al-Qurān, 20 vols., Beirut 1393-4⁄
1973-4; vol. xxi, Beirut 1985
Tāj al-arūs
Muibb al-Dīn al-Sayyid Muammad
Murta ā al-Zabīdī, Shar al-qāmūs almusammā Tāj al-arūs min jawāhir al-Qāmūs,
10 vols., Cairo 1306-7; ed. Abd al-Sattār
Amad Faraj et al., 20 vols. to date,
Kuwait 1965Thaālibī, Ijāz
Abd al-Malik b. Muammad al-Thaālibī,
al-Ijāz wa-l-ījāz, ed. Iskandar Ā āt,
Constantinople 1897; Beirut 1983
Thaālibī, Iqtibās
Abd al-Malik b. Muammad al-Thaālibī,
al-Iqtibās min al-Qurān al-karīm, ed. Ibtisām
Marhūn al-affār and Mujāhid Mu afā
Bahjat, 2 vols. in 1, Cairo 1412⁄1992
Thaālibī, Yatīma
Abd al-Malik b. Muammad al-Thaālibī,
Yatīma al-dahr fī ma āsin ahl al-a r, 4 vols.,
Damascus 1304⁄1886-7; ed. Muammad
Muyī l-Dīn Abd al- amīd, 4 vols.,
Cairo 1375-7⁄1956-8
Thalabī, Qi a
Amad b. Muammad b. Ibrāhīm alThalabī, Qi a al-anbiyā al-musammā biArāis al-majālis, Cairo 1322; repr.
Beirut 1980

short titles
Thalabī-Goldfeld
I. Goldfeld, Qurānic commentary in the eastern
Islamic tradition of the ﬁrst four centuries of the
hijra. An annotated edition of the preface to alThalabī’s “Kitāb al-Kashf wa-l-bayān an Tafsīr
al-Qurān,” Acre 1984
Tirmidhī, a ī
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Aaron
The brother and companion of Moses
(q.v.). Aaron (Hārūn b. Imrān) is mentioned by name twenty times in the
Qurān. He is given prophetic status alongside Moses, having received the criterion
(q.v.) of revelation ( furqān, q 21:48-9; cf.
19:53; 7:122; 23:45; 37:114-20; and 20:70
and 26:48, containing the phrase, “We believe in the Lord of Moses and Aaron”; see
revelation and inspiration), and is
listed with a number of other prophets
(q 4:163; 6:84). Moses asked God to make
Aaron his partner (wazīr) in his affairs
when he was commanded to go before
Pharaoh (q.v.; q 25:35; cf. 10:75; 20:29-36;
26:13; 28:35). Moses also asked God to let
Aaron be his spokesman because he was so
eloquent (q 28:34-5). The form of the
name “Hārūn” is also known from early
Arabic poetry and entered Arabic from
Hebrew, likely via Syriac (see foreign
vocabulary).
A focus of attention regarding Aaron in
the Qurān is the worship of the calf of
gold (q.v.). The incident is mentioned
twice. In the ﬁrst account (q 7:148-57), the
story is told as in Exodus 32, with the
anger of Moses toward Aaron quite apparent even though his role was just that

of an onlooker. In the second version,
(q 20:83-98) a Samaritan (see samaritans)
is presented as the tempter of Israel (q.v.).
He urged the people to throw their ornaments in the ﬁre and he made the calf that
was worshipped by the people, despite Aaron’s advising them not to do so. Again,
Moses’ anger toward Aaron is apparent.
Thus, it may be said that the Qurān
agrees with the Jewish biblical commentary
(midrash) in reducing the blame upon
Aaron, although that innocence is not connected, as it is in Jewish commentary, to
Aaron’s status as high priest, an idea not
mentioned in the Qurān (see idolatry
and idolaters).
Later Islamic tradition has paid a good
deal of attention to the death of Aaron.
When Aaron died, the people accused Moses of having murdered him, but angels
(q.v.) appeared — or other divine interventions took place — in order to alleviate
their suspicions. According to Muslim legend, a similar accusation was lodged
against Joshua in the death of Moses.
An issue related to Aaron which has proven to be subject to dispute since the early
days of Islam is q 19:28, in which Mary
(q.v.), the mother of Jesus (q.v.), is called
“the sister of Aaron” (see also q 3:35, “a
woman of Imrān (q.v.)” and 66:12, “Mary,
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the daughter of Imrān, who guarded her
chastity”). In Muslim’s a ī , K. al-Adab,
for example, there is a adīth from alMughīra b. Shuba (d. 50⁄670) which indicates that the polemical nature of the
charge of “errors” in the Qurān existed
from the earliest period of Muslim-Christian relations.
Al-Mughīra said, “When I came to Najrān
(q.v.), the Christians asked me, ‘You read,
“O sister of Aaron,” in the Qurān, whereas Moses was born much before Jesus.’
When I came back to the messenger of
God, I asked him about that, whereupon
he said, ‘People used to give [to their children] the names of the messengers and
[other] pious persons who had gone before
them.’ ”
According to the biblical story, Aaron did
have a sister called Miriam (who watched
over the baby Moses in the bulrushes according to Exodus 2:4-7; see Exodus 15:20-1
for her name), but she was not, of course,
the same as Mary, the mother of Jesus, and
the Muslim tradition has never taken that
to be the case. Al-abarī (d. 310⁄923), for
example, in speaking of Mary, says that
people reacted to her presentation of the
baby Jesus by saying, “Sister of Aaron,
your father was not a wicked man and your
mother was not unchaste. So what is your
case, sister of Aaron?” This al-abarī explains as follows: “[Mary] was descended
from Aaron, the brother of Moses, so that
this expression is the equivalent of saying,
‘O brother of such-and-such tribe’; i.e. it
indicates a familial relationship [but not
necessarily the exact one indicated]”
(Tarīkh, i, 734; M. Perlmann (trans.), History, iv, 120). Other exegetes suggest that
the Aaron referred to here is an otherwise
unknown brother of Mary, the mother of
Jesus, and of Elizabeth, the mother of
John the Baptist (q.v.), who were related
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through their father Imrān b. Matthān
(see Bay āwī, Anwār, ad q 3:30-1). See also
prophets and prophethood.
Andrew Rippin
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Abd see servant; slaves and slavery
Ablution see cleanliness and
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Abortion
The premature expulsion of a fetus. Classical Muslim jurists applied a number of
terms to abortion, including ijhā , isqā,
ar , ilqā and imlā . The Qurān makes no
reference to abortion as the term is commonly understood, although it upholds the
sanctity of human life in general (e.g.
q 5:32) and forbids the killing of children
(q 17:31) and female infants (q 81:8-9) in
particular (see children; infanticide;
murder). The restrictive view of abortion
commonly held by jurists was based on the
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general qurānic interdiction of unlawfully
taking human life.
The qurānic descriptions of the development of the human embryo (see biology
as the creation and stages of life) led
scholars to differentiate between an initial
soulless and unformed biological entity
and the human being into which it developed: “We created man from an extraction
of clay (q.v.), then we set him as a drop
(nufa) [of sperm] in a safe lodging. Then
we created from the drop a clot of blood
(alaqa, see blood and blood clot); then
we created from the clot a small piece of
tissue (mu gha), subsequently creating from
the tissue bones and covering the bones in
ﬂesh; and then we produced it as another
creature” (q 23:12-14). With the exception
of the reference to creation from “an extraction of clay,” which was believed to apply only to the special case of the ﬁrst man,
Adam, this passage was held to represent
the normal development of the human fetus. Some scholars interpreted “and then
we produced it as another creature” as indicating that the infant was given a soul
some time after conception (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, xii, 5-14; Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxiii, 84-7;
abarsī, Majma, vii, 101; abā abāī,
Mīzān, xv, 20-4). Well-known adīth, recorded in both Sunnī and Shīī collections,
provided further justiﬁcation for this view.
Some of these set the duration of the ﬁrst
three stages of the fetus, namely drop, clot
and tissue, at forty days each. After the
completion of this cycle, God dispatched
an angel to breathe the soul (rū ) into the
fetus at which point its fate on earth and in
the hereafter was ordained (Bukhārī, a ī ,
K. al-Qadar; Muslim, a ī , K. al-Qadar;
al- urr al-Āmilī, Wasāil, K. al-Diyāt,
no. 35652).
For this reason, all Muslim jurists forbade
abortion after the fetus had been in the
womb for 120 days, although the legal
schools and individual scholars differed

over the permissibility of abortion before
this point (Qur ubī, Jāmi, xii, 8; Nawawī,
Shar , xvi, 191). The majority of the members of the Mālikī law school prohibited
abortion at any time on the basis that once
conception took place the fetus was destined for animation. Some individual
Mālikīs and the majority of the adherents
of the other legal schools did allow abortions, but they disagreed over whether the
period of permissibility extended forty,
eighty or 120 days after conception. These
thresholds determined whether a person
who caused a woman to miscarry or a
woman who caused herself to abort, either
deliberately or through negligence, was
liable for the full compensation stipulated
for the killing of a human being (diya
kāmila, see blood money) or a lesser
penalty. In practice, the status of the expelled fetus was determined by examining
its apparent state of development, i.e.
whether it was “formed” or “unformed,”
a distinction having its roots in the other
qurānic account of fetal development
(q 22:5).
The justiﬁcation for an abortion most
commonly cited in the classical legal literature was the threat posed to a nursing infant by the cessation of the ﬂow of its
mother’s milk due to another pregnancy. In
the case of a pregnancy which threatened
the mother’s life, a majority of jurists gave
priority to preserving the life of the fetus, if
it was believed that it had already acquired
a soul (Ibn Ābidīn, āshiya, i, 602; vi, 591;
al-Ghazālī, I yā, ii, 53; Ibn Rajab, Jāmi alulūm, 46). More recently, some thinkers
have come to advocate saving the mother’s
life in such cases. Rape and incest have
also been recognized as suitable justiﬁcations for abortion. See also birth
control.
Abdulaziz Sachedina
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Abraha
The Christian ruler of a south Arabian
kingdom founded by the Abyssinians (see
abyssinia), whose name is traditionally associated with the interpretation of q 105,
where there is a description of God smiting the People of the Elephant (q.v.). Although he is not mentioned in the qurānic
text, his name is regularly given in the
commentary literature. Epigraphic evidence, the writings of the Byzantine military historian Procopius as well as ecclesiastical sources provide independent
historical attestation for this ﬁgure, but his
association with the sūra is limited to Muslim sources, especially historical and exegetical texts.
The standard account of the Islamic
Abraha may be found in the early pages of
Ibn Isāq’s Sīra, the most commonly cited
biography of the Prophet. It is repeated or
summarized in many subsequent commentaries (cf. abarī, Tafsīr, xxx, 299-303; ūsī,
Tibyān, x, 409-11; Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxxii, 96).
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Read as an extended commentary on
q 105, the story forms part of a larger account of Yemeni history in the generations
immediately preceding the birth of
Muammad (see sra and the qurn).
Its earliest segment is clearly framed as the
annunciation of “an apostle who will bring
truth and justice among men of religion
and virtue” (Ibn Isāq-Guillaume, 6). As
his portion of the story unfolds, Abraha
is presented as seizing power of the
Abyssinian-controlled territory in the Yemen (q.v.) by a coup and then cleverly defusing the sworn revenge of the Abyssinian
ruler, the Negus (al-Najāshī). To mollify him
further, Abraha builds a magniﬁcent
church in Sanā and then pledges to divert
Arab pilgrimages to this new sanctuary.
Angered by a Meccan of the tribe of the
Banū Kināna who defiles the church — by
defecating in it, according to some exegetes
(cf. Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxxii, 96; Qur ubī, Jāmi,
xx, 188) — to prevent its use as a pilgrimage site, Abraha, in turn, vows revenge on
the Meccan sanctuary and marches toward
the Kaba (q.v.) at the head of a vast army.
Abraha’s defeat involves miraculous animals, including an Abyssinian battle elephant that kneels before the Kaba and refuses to ﬁght and ﬂocks of birds who rain
stones down upon his assembled troops.
Variants of this narrative abound, some
offering as an additional explanation for
Abraha’s advance upon Mecca the destruction of a Christian church in Abyssinia by a cooking ﬁre carelessly abandoned by some Arab traders (Muqātil,
Tafsīr, iv, 847; Qummī, Tafsīr, ii, 442-3; Ibn
al-Jawzī, Zād, ix, 232; Qur ubī, Jāmi, xx,
192-5).
Abraha’s advance upon Mecca acquired
additional importance in the Muslim
sources as a point of chronological calculation for the birth of Muammad. Dates in
pre-Islamic Meccan history were reckoned
from the Year of the Elephant (ām al-fīl)
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and the key dates in the life of the Prophet
were coordinated with this year. Although
Abraha’s invasion and Muammad’s birth
are often dated to a year equivalent to 570
c.e., the commentators record no unanimity on this matter. Qur ubī ( Jāmi, xx, 194)
is representative in presenting sources that
equate the Year of the Elephant with
that of Muammad’s birth as well as those
that place Abraha’s attack 23 or 40 years
earlier. Western scholars have also long
questioned the accuracy and historical reliability of these chronologies. Those of previous generations, such as T. Nöldeke, H.
Lammens and R. Blachère, pointed out
the inconsistencies within the early Arabic
sources and the contradictions between
them and evidence from extra-Islamic traditions. More recent work, such as that of
L. Conrad and U. Rubin, has investigated
the symbolic and topological signiﬁcance
of the dates and periodization of Muammad’s career in traditional biographies.
See also pre-islamic arabia and the
qurn.
Jane Dammen McAuliffe
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Abraham
Some two hundred and forty-ﬁve verses in
twenty-ﬁve sūras of the Qurān make reference to Abraham (Ibrāhīm), the progenitor
of the nation of Israel (q.v.). Among biblical ﬁgures, only Moses (q.v.) receives more
attention and in the Qurān Abraham and
Moses are the sole prophets explicitly identiﬁed as bearers of scriptures (q 53:36-7;
87:18-9; see book; scripture and the
qurn). Although the Islamic Abraham
shares many characteristics with the ﬁgure
in the Bible and later Jewish exegetical literature, the Qurān especially emphasizes
his role as a precursor of Muammad and
the establisher of the pilgrimage rites in
Mecca (see pilgrimage).
Abraham in the Qurān
The references to Abraham in the Qurān
take a number of different forms and appear in a wide variety of contexts. Several
descriptive appellations are applied to him.
He is deemed “very truthful” ( iddīq,
q 19:41) and “kind and gracious” ( alīm,
q 9:114; 11:75). He is one who “paid his
debt in full” (alladhī waffā, q 53:37). His
qurānic appellation as [God’s] friend
(khalīl) in q 4:125 formed the basis of his
honoriﬁc title “Friend of God” (khalīl Allāh)
in the Islamic tradition. (The city of Hebron, traditionally regarded as the site of
his grave, takes its Arabic name “al-Khalīl”
from this honoriﬁc). Abraham is also called
“ anīf ” (q.v.), usually translated as “upright” or “pure of faith,” in eight places
(q 2:135; 3:67, 95; 4:125; 6:79, 161; 16:120,
123). The term appears elsewhere only
twice, in both cases referring to Muammad (q 10:105; 30:30), and in the ﬁrst of
these he is called “ anīf and not a polytheist,” a phrase also several times applied to
Abraham. It is to be assumed that Muammad’s connection to this respected ﬁgure
served to enhance his religious authority
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and prestige among those Arabs familiar
with the Bible. The depiction of Abraham
as anīf, frequently in association with the
phrase “religion of Abraham” (millat
Ibrāhīm, q 2:130, 135; 3:95; 4:125; 6:161;
12:38; 16:123; 22:78), has suggested to Muslim believers and Western scholars alike
that an indigenous Abrahamic monotheism may have existed in Arabia prior to
Muammad’s mission.
Many Abrahamic references in the
Qurān parallel biblical material. Abraham
leaves his father and people and encounters God in a new land where he will raise
his family (q 19:48-9; 21:71; 29:26;
37:83-101; cf. Gen 12:1-5). He establishes a
sacred shrine, the House of God (q 2:125-7;
cf. Gen 12:6-8, 13:18). He mildly challenges
God and is then told to cut open or divide
birds (q 2:260; cf. Gen 15:1-10). He is associated with a covenant (q.v.) with God
(q 2:124-5; 33:7; cf. Gen 17:1-14). He is visited by divine messengers who announce
the forthcoming birth of a son to him and
his wife, and who then proceed to destroy
the people of Lot (q.v.; q 11:69-76; 15:51-9;
29:31; 51:24-30; cf. Gen 18:1-20). He argues
with God over the fate of the people of
Lot (q 11:74-6; cf. Gen 18:20-33). He takes
his son and attempts to offer him as a sacriﬁce, but is released from the task by God
(q 37:99-111; cf. Gen 22:1-19). He is God’s
friend (q 4:126; cf. Is 41:8; 2 Ch 20:7).
Two of these parallels ﬁnd expression in
sustained narrative form. The visit of the
divine messengers is mentioned in four
qurānic loci, a repetition which attests to
its importance. The messengers — or a
guest — come to Abraham and he hospitably offers them a calf to eat. Yet Abraham
fears these strangers because, according to
q 11:70, they eat nothing. In some earlier
Jewish interpretive literature, the messengers also do not eat — despite the statement in Gen 18:8 that they did — because
angels (q.v.) were believed neither to eat

nor to have any other human bodily functions (TB agigah 16a; Targum Yerushalmi,
Gen 18:8; Genesis Rabba 48:14). The postbiblical Jewish motif of these guests not
eating Abraham’s food was retained in the
qurānic version, but the Jewish explanation for this was not. The qurānic Abraham therefore interprets their refusal to eat
as a sign of hostility, causing him to fear for
his safety until he is assured by them that
they have come to announce the happy
news of a future son (abarī, Tafsīr, xiv,
70-1). His unnamed wife laughs ( a ikat,
q 11:71) or strikes her head in unbelief
(q 51:29), but since the Hebrew play on
words between laugh ( a oq) and Isaac
(Yi āq, see isaac) is not retained in Arabic, Muslim commentators offer a series of
alternative explanations for her behavior
(Firestone, Journeys, 52-9).
Many motifs in the qurānic account
(q 37:99-111) and Islamic exegesis of Abraham’s attempted sacriﬁce of his son
(dhabī ) ﬁnd parallels in Jewish tradition
(Firestone, Journeys, 105-34), although in the
Qurān the son knows beforehand of his
father’s intention and actually encourages
him to perform the deed. Of greatest interest to the Muslim commentators was the
identity of the son, who is not named in
the Qurān. Some identiﬁed him, as the Bible does, as Isaac, Abraham’s son by his
wife Sarah; although others wished to cast
the progenitor of the Arabs, Ishmael (q.v.),
his son by Sarah’s handmaiden Hagar, in
this central role. Muslim interpreters read
the explicit reference to Isaac in q 37:112 in
ways that support Ishmael as well as Isaac
as the intended sacriﬁce.
The most oft-repeated Abrahamic narrative in the Qurān, the story of his smashing the pagan idols (q 6:74-84; 19:41-50;
21:51-73; 26:69-86; 29:16-27; 37:83-98;
43:26-7; 60:4), has no biblical parallel, but
is well known in Jewish exegetical literature
(e.g. Genesis Rabba 38:13; TB Pesa im 118a,
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Eruvin 53a; pre 26). The various qurānic
versions tend to emphasize different issues
for which parallels can be found in Jewish
sources. In q 6:74, Abraham calls his father
by the name Āzar (q.v.). q 6:75-9 describes
Abraham’s discovery of monotheism
through logical reﬂection and the empirical
observation of nature, a story of great antiquity (Ginzberg, Legends, v, 210, n. 16). Despite his father’s hostility towards him
(q 19:46), Abraham prays that he be forgiven for his sin of worshipping idols
(q 9:113-4; 14:41; 19:47; 26:86; 60:4). This
aspect of the legend may have held particular poignancy for Muammad, who, according to tradition, wished to do the same
for his idolatrous ancestors (abarī, Tafsīr,
xiii, 40-53). Abraham destroys his father’s
idols and those of his compatriots
(q 21:57-8; 37:93; see idolatry and idolaters). For this he is sentenced to be burnt
alive, but God rescues him (q 21:68-9;
29:24; 37:97-8). He also endures further
trials in which he prevails (q 2:124; 37:106;
cf. Avot 5:3, with details provided in the
midrash and elsewhere).
One series of Abrahamic references in
the Qurān ﬁnds no parallel in either the
Bible or later Jewish traditions. These associate Abraham, and often Ishmael, with
the building of the Kaba (q.v.), with Arabian cultic practice and with terminology
of Islamic religious conceptions. Abraham
and Ishmael raise up the foundations of
the House and entreat God to keep them
and their descendants forever a “nation
in submission to You” and to show them
the proper pilgrimage rituals (manāsik,
q 2:127-8). Elsewhere, Abraham prays
for the safety of the territory around the
Kaba and prays for those of his descendants whom he settled in Mecca to engage
in regular prayers and remain secure
(q 14:35-7). God settles Abraham at the
House or makes the area habitable and enjoins him (or, perhaps, Muammad) to an-

nounce ofﬁcially the pilgrimage to Mecca
(q 22:26-7). Abraham and Ishmael are ordered to render the Kaba pure for the
proper monotheistic pilgrimage ritual of
circumambulation and for kneeling and
prostration there in prayer (q 2:125). The
famous place of prayer, the Place of Abraham (q.v.; q 2:125; 3:96-7), is situated near
the Kaba.
For Jews Abraham’s special covenantal
relationship with God established him as
the authenticator and founder of Judaism.
It was natural that when Christianity established itself as related to but independent of Judaism, Christians appropriated
the ﬁgure of Abraham as a means of legitimating their religion (Rom 4:9-25; 9:7-9; Ga
4:21-31). Similarly, Abraham’s role in the
Qurān includes a related but more polemical aspect as he appears as neither a Jew
nor a Christian but as a anīf muslim
(q 3:65-70; cf. 2:140). Like the New Testament citations, the Qurān stipulates that
the divine covenant established with Abraham does not automatically include all of
his progeny (q 2:124; 4:54-5; 37:113; 57:26).
Inasmuch as the religion of Muammad is
the religion of Abraham (q 22:78), those
Jews who reject Muammad and the religion he brings are, in fact, rejecting their
own religion. The Jews further deny the religious sanctity of Mecca, despite Abraham’s intimate association with it
(q 3:95-8).
It is worth noting that the inconsistent
qurānic references to Abraham’s descendants have been an issue of some interest
to Western scholars. Abraham is told by
God’s messengers that he will be the father
of an unnamed son in q 15:53; 37:101;
51:28. In q 37:112 the son is named Isaac. A
number of verses list Isaac and Isaac’s son
Jacob (q.v.) together as if they were both
sons of Abraham (q 6:84; 11:71; 19:49;
21:72; 29:27). In a series of quite different
passages, Ishmael is listed as if he had no
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familial connection to Abraham (q 6:86;
19:54-5; 21:85; 38:48). The idiomatic
phrase, “Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,” is
employed in two passages (q 12:38; 38:45;
cf. q 2:132), while in yet another idiom,
“Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob and the
tribes,” is used (q 2:136, 140; 3:84; 4:163).
Already in the nineteenth century C.S.
Hurgronje (Het Mekkaansche Feest) theorized
that this material reﬂects some confusion
over the exact relationship between Abraham and his descendants, claiming that
these verses date from the Meccan period
of revelations, i.e. before Muammad
came into regular contact with Jews or
Christians. The verses that reproduce the
biblical genealogy were held to date from
Muammad’s days in Medina, when he
apparently had ongoing contact with the
local Jewish community.

tents of Abraham’s impending birth in
Mesopotamia, often associated with Kūthā
in southern Iraq. Nimrod (q.v.) is the king
and he attempts to prevent the birth of his
nemesis through a variety of stratagems,
all of which fail. Abraham’s infancy and
youth are marked by miraculous signs (q.v.)
and events. While still a boy, he determines
through his natural intelligence and perspicacity that neither idols nor even the sun or
moon could possibly be divine (q 6:75-9).
Soon after, he argues against the idolatry of
his father and his people and a variety of
traditions weave together one or more of
the qurānic renderings of Abraham destroying his father’s idols. In some versions
of the story, Abraham destroys the idols of
king Nimrod as well. Consequently, he is to
be burned alive but instead is miraculously
saved from the ﬂames. The extra-qurānic
sources add many details. Nimrod, for instance, dies when God causes a gnat to ﬂy
through his nose into his head and torture
him to death. Meanwhile, Abraham marries Sarah who is sometimes described as
the daughter of the king of Haran (thus
explaining the Hebrew meaning of sārāh,
“princess”).
While traveling, Abraham encounters a
tyrant, king or pharaoh who becomes enamored of Sarah’s stunning beauty. Asked
about her, Abraham informs him that she
is his sister and she is taken from him. The
tyrant reaches for her when they are in his
chambers, but his hand, or entire body, is
miraculously stricken, sometimes repeatedly as he continually attempts to touch
her. He returns her to Abraham, along
with Hagar, who according to some accounts had been given to him as compensation. Hagar later gives birth to Ishmael,
but the references to Ishmael’s birth are inconsistent and do not seem to reﬂect a coherent narrative tradition. Abraham settles
in Saba near Jerusalem where he digs a
well (see well and springs) and estab-

The narrative Abraham cycle
Reports from the genres of adīth, prophetic biography, qurānic exegesis and
universal histories expand the spare
qurānic material on Abraham. Linked together, this interpretive literature forms a
full narrative cycle in three parts. The ﬁrst
takes place in Mesopotamia, the land of
Abraham’s birth; the second in the vicinity
of Jerusalem (q.v.) and the third in Mecca
(q.v.) and its environs. These three lands
represent a hierarchy of sanctity culminating with the most sacred place and its holy
sites. All of this material can properly be
considered scriptural exegesis, although
some of it indirectly interprets biblical
scripture in addition to the Qurān by supplementing the qurānic revelation with
material deriving from a biblicist milieu
(“biblicist” referring to Jewish or Christian,
whether “orthodox” or syncretistic in practice and belief ). Given the great variety in
the literature, only a representative account can be given here.
Part one begins with the astrological por-
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lishes a place of prayer. The people in the
area wrong him, so he moves away and
the well immediately dries up. After this
the people pursue him to beg forgiveness.
Abraham gives them seven goats and tells
them that when they are brought to the
well it will provide water, thus providing a
narrative explanation for the etiology of
the name of the place Beer-Sheba (bir
saba or “well of the seven [goats]”).
After these events, the scene is transferred
to Mecca. Sarah’s jealousy toward Hagar
after the birth of Ishmael forces Abraham
to separate the two women. He personally
brings Hagar and Ishmael to Mecca,
where he places them in the shade of a
thorn tree and entrusts them to God’s
mercy. Afterwards he returns to his family
in Syria⁄Palestine. With no water in
Mecca, Hagar cannot provide for her infant son, who begins to show signs of distress. She leaves him and desperately
searches for water by running between the
nearby hills of al-afā (q.v.) and al-Marwa
(q.v.), an action that sets the precedent for
the “running ritual” (say) of the pilgrimage. When all hope seems lost, they are rescued by an angel, sometimes identiﬁed as
Gabriel, who scratches the ground to bring
forth water from what would become the
famous Zamzam spring in Mecca. Abraham does not neglect his son in Mecca, but
comes to see him three times, although Ishmael is away during the ﬁrst two visits. On
his ﬁrst attempt to see his son, Abraham
encounters Ishmael’s inhospitable and unfriendly wife. He gives her a coded message
to pass on to his son to the effect that she is
not acceptable. Ishmael dutifully divorces
her and remarries. On Abraham’s second
visit he ﬁnds a hospitable and respectful
wife. With another coded message, he lets
his son know he approves of her. During
this visit, according to some accounts,
Abraham stands on a rock which would
become known as the Place of Abraham,

leaving his footprint. On his third visit,
Abraham ﬁnds Ishmael at home and together, in response to God’s command,
they build the Kaba. Abraham then calls
all humanity to perform the pilgrimage to
God’s House.
In a distinctly different version of the
Meccan sequence attributed to the Prophet’s son-in-law and the eventual caliph Alī
b. Abī ālib (q.v.; d. 40⁄661), Abraham
travels to Mecca with Hagar and Ishmael
in response to God’s command to establish
the Kaba. They are guided by a supernatural being called the “sechina” (q.v.) or by
a magic cloud that leads them to the exact
location for the structure. In some accounts, Abraham and Ishmael discover
the ancient foundations of a Kaba originally established for Adam which God
had removed so as to prevent its desecration by the great Noachian ﬂood. In a
series of traditions without any consistent
attribution or sequence of events, Abraham makes the ﬁrst paradigmatic pilgrimage.
The qurānic rendering of Abraham’s attempted sacriﬁce of his son is embellished
considerably in the exegetical literature. Its
relative placement within the full Abraham
cycle varies in the different versions, as
does the scene of the action, in some accounts occurring in Syria and in others in
Arabia. In some renderings of the legend,
Abraham and his family are confronted by
Satan or a devil (q.v.), occasionally in the
form of an old man. He attempts to convince them through appeals to logic and
mercy to refrain from carrying out God’s
command. In some versions, Satan appears to Abraham at the location of
various ritual stops of the Meccan pilgrimage and Abraham ﬁnally drives him
away by casting stones at him near the
three stone pillars (sing. jamra) where to
this day stones are thrown as part of the
pilgrimage.
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Abraham’s son — whose identity is contested by the qurānic commentators — is
informed that he will be sacriﬁced. In a
touching response, he asks his father to tie
him tightly so that he will not squirm, to
draw back his clothes so they will not be
soiled by his blood and to return his shirt
to his mother so as to offer her comfort.
Abraham kisses his son and they soak the
ground with their tears. Abraham actually
draws the knife across his son’s throat, but
discovers that it will not cut because it has
miraculously reversed in his hand to its
dull side. Or he ﬁnds that an impenetrable
sheet of copper has suddenly formed
around his son’s neck. In some versions,
Abraham tries repeatedly to fulﬁll the divine command, but is thwarted each time
by these miracles. He ﬁnally redeems his
son by sacriﬁcing a ram, sometimes identiﬁed as the very one that was successfully
offered to God in sacriﬁce by Abel (see
cain and abel) and kept in heaven for this
purpose.
The Muslim exegetes of the ﬁrst two Islamic centuries differed about which of his
sons Abraham was commanded to sacriﬁce. They approached the question in different ways and no consensus prevailed.
The historian al-Masūdī (d. 345⁄956) succinctly stated the geographical argument:
“If the sacriﬁce occurred in the Hejaz, it
was Ishmael, because Isaac never entered
the Hejaz. If the sacriﬁce took place in
Syria [i.e. Jerusalem], then it was Isaac because Ishmael did not enter Syria after he
was taken from there” (Murūj, i, 58). Nevertheless, some Shīī commentators claimed
that Abraham attempted to sacriﬁce Isaac
in Mecca while on the pilgrimage. Muslim
thinkers, like their Jewish and Christian
counterparts, came to believe that Abraham’s willingness and that of his son to undergo the sacriﬁce brought blessings on
them and their descendants. If Isaac were
the intended victim, the merit would natu-

rally accrue to his progeny, the Jews or
Christians; if Ishmael, then to the Arabs.
Those arguing in favor of Ishmael suggest
that Isaac is an interpolation of the Jews
and Christians: “[The People of the Book
(q.v.)] forced this understanding because
Isaac is their father while Ishmael is the father of the Arabs” (Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, ad
q 37:101). A quantitative study of the early
exegetical literature suggests that most
qurānic exegetes until about the middle of
the second⁄ninth century, regarded Isaac
as the intended victim, but later the choice
of Ishmael gained favor and this has prevailed until the present day (R. Firestone,
Abraham’s son). See also prophets and
prophethood.
Reuven Firestone
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Abrogation
A prominent concept in the ﬁelds of
qurānic commentary and Islamic law
which allowed the harmonization of apparent contradictions in legal rulings. Despite the voluminous literature Muslims
have produced on this topic over the centuries, Western scholars have historically
evinced little interest in analyzing the details of “abrogation.” Although aware of
these details, T. Nöldeke and F. Schwally,
for example, failed to probe adequately the
signiﬁcant distinction made in applying
theories of abrogation to the Qurān. To
understand this application, it is important
to distinguish the difference between the
Qurān as a source and the Qurān as a
text, the difference being the verses removed from the text, the substance of
which remains a probative source for doctrine ( J. Burton, Collection, 233). On the
question of the relation between the
Qurān and sunna (q.v.) — the customary
practice of the Prophet Muammad as
documented in the adīth — inadequate
information betrayed I. Goldziher (Muhammedanische Studien, ii, 20) into inadvertently misrepresenting the importance of
the stance adopted by the classical jurist
al-Shāfiī (d. 204⁄820). More recently,
J. Schacht’s concentration on “contradiction” (ikhtilāf) as an acknowledged category in the adīth and sunna as well as his
speculation on the origin and nature of
adīth led him to minimize the role of the
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Qurān, its interpretation and its perceived
relation to the sunna as factors important
to the evolution of jurisprudence (Origins,
95-7).
Classical Islamic jurisprudence recognizes two primary sources of legal rulings:
the Qurān and the sunna. In addition, two
secondary post-prophetic sources were acknowledged: analogy (qiyās) derived from
one or other of the primary sources, and
the consensus of qualiﬁed legal experts
(ijmā). Abrogation is applicable to neither
of the subsidiary sources, but only to the
documents on which they are based. Since
abrogation is solely the prerogative of the
lawgiver, it may be argued that it must be
indicated before the death of the Prophet
who mediated the laws supplied in the
Qurān and sunna.
“The cancellation of a legal enactment”
is an inadequate translation of the Arabic
term naskh which includes, when applied to
the Qurān, reference to “omission,” although it more commonly signiﬁes “substitution.” Abrogation may be external to
Islam or internal. On its appearance,
Christianity deemed itself to have replaced
Judaism, while with its revelation, Islam
saw itself as dislodging both of its predecessors as an expression of the divine will
(al-Ghazālī, al-Musta fā, i, 111). For each of
the historical revelations, there was a preordained duration (q 13:38), although Islam, intended to be the last of the series,
will endure until judgment day (q 33:40).
Like Christ, Muammad came to conﬁrm
the Torah (q.v.) and also to declare lawful
some of what had been previously declared unlawful (q 2:286; 3:50). For example, the Prophet was instructed to declare
the food of Muslims lawful to the Jews
(q 5:5). Indeed, some elements of Jewish
law had been intended as punishment, imposed on account of their wrongdoing
(q 4:160; 6:146).
To Muslim scholars, the abrogation of
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Judaism and Christianity by Islam was
obvious, although internal abrogation
remained less so. The latter had to be vigorously defended by appeal to the analogy
of external abrogation, to verses in the
Qurān and by reference to alleged instances of abrogation. For example, the
Companion Salama b. al-Akwa (d.
74⁄693) is reported to have said, “When
‘and those who can shall feed one of the
poor (q 2:184)’ was revealed, those who
chose to break their fast [during the month
of Rama ān, q.v.] fed the poor until the
verse was abrogated by ‘Whoever is present during the month shall fast (q 2:185)’ ”
(Muslim, a ī , K. al-iyām). In another instance, when a man inquired about the
night prayer, the Prophet’s widow Āisha
(q.v.) asked him, “Do you not recite q 73?
The Prophet and his Companions (see
companions of the prophets) observed
the night prayer for a whole year during
which God retained in Heaven the closing
of the sūra, revealing the alleviation only
twelve months later, whereupon the night
prayer became optional from being obligatory” (Muslim, a ī ). In these two instances of alleged abrogation, it is claimed
that one regulation was withdrawn and
replaced with a later one, although the
replaced verses remained in the text.
q 2:180 requires Muslims to make testamentary provision for their parents and
other close kin, while another passage
(q 4:11-12) stipulates the shares in an estate
which must pass automatically to a Muslim’s heirs (see inheritance). In deference
to the legal principle that no one may beneﬁt twice from a single estate, parents and
other close family members now lost the
right to the beneﬁt stipulated in q 2:180.
Widows, being named in q 4:12, lost the
maintenance and accommodation for
twelve months granted in q 2:240 (see
maintenance and upkeep). For some classical jurists, one verse of the Qurān here

abrogated another. Others argue that the
provisions of q 2:180 and q 4:11-12 were by
no means irreconcilable, but that the exclusion of parents and widows from their
dual entitlement had been settled by the
Prophet’s announcement, “There shall be
no testament in favor of an heir.” Here the
Prophet’s practice was seen as abrogating
the Qurān.
The words and actions of the Prophet
came to be regarded by many as a second
source of Islamic regulation which, like the
Qurān, was subject to the same process of
change (al- āzimī, Itibār, 23). For example, Muammad announced, “I prohibited
the visiting of graves, but now you may visit them. I had prohibited storing the meat
of your sacriﬁces for more than three
nights, but now you may store it as long as
you see ﬁt. I had prohibited the keeping of
liquor in anything but skin containers, but
now you may use any type of container, so
long as you drink no intoxicant” (Muslim,
a ī , K. al-Janāiz).
The qurānic passages concerning the
change of the direction of prayer (qibla,
q.v.) leave unclear which type of abrogation has taken place (q 2:142-50). Some
scholars argued that the change of direction indicated was a case of external abrogation. They held that the Prophet was
bound by God’s command to the Jews to
face Jerusalem when praying, until this was
abrogated by the qurānic verse. Others,
interpreting the words “We appointed the
direction of prayer which you formerly
faced” (q 2:143) as a reference to turning to
Jerusalem, saw the change as internal abrogation, with one qurānic ruling abrogating the other (al-Naās, al-Nāsikh, 15).
Noting the silence of the Qurān on the
earlier direction of prayer, some other
scholars presumed that praying toward
Jerusalem had been introduced by the
Prophet and later changed by the
Qurān.
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Al-Shāfiī’s theory of abrogation
The Prophet’s mission extended over
twenty years. There was therefore nothing
surprising in the idea that his instructions
to his community should show signs of development. Little resistance was expressed
to the notion that one of the Prophet’s
practices could abrogate another. Indeed,
for scholars who undertook the derivation
of the law from its sources in the Qurān
and sunna, the simplest means of disposing
of an opponent’s view was the blunt assertion that, although it had been correct at
one time, it has since been abrogated. It
was the need to regularize appeals to the
sources and especially to the principle of
abrogation that led the scholar al-Shāfiī
(d. 204⁄820) to compose his Contradictory
adīth (Ikhtilāf al- adīth) and Treatise [on Jurisprudence] (al-Risāla), the earliest surviving
statements on jurisprudential method.
A key feature of al-Shāfiī’s work is the
emphasis on redeﬁning the term “sunna”
to restrict it to the words and actions reported from the Prophet alone. Others had
interpreted the term in the older, broader
sense to include the practice of other authorities, in addition to the Prophet.
Al-Shāﬁī sought to convince them that
God had singled out the Prophet as alone
qualiﬁed to pronounce on the law. He
amassed from the Qurān evidence that
God insisted on unquestioning obedience
to his Prophet (e.g. q 4:13, 65). Appealing
to a series of verses linking Muammad’s
commands and prohibitions to the divine
will, and culminating in a verse which
identiﬁed Muammad’s will with the divine will (q 4:80), al-Shāfiī succeeded in recovering the unique prophet-ﬁgure central
to and partner in the processes of divine
revelation.
Those who denied the sunna any role in
the construction of the law did so on the
basis that the Qurān contains everything
that is needed and that many reports about
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the Prophet’s behavior were forged. AlShāfiī sought to convince these scholars
that it was the Qurān itself that enjoined
appeal to the prophetic sunna (al-Risāla,
79-105). The result was not merely his assertion that the Qurān required adherence
to the sunna of the Prophet, but also the
elevation of the sunna to the status of another form of revelation (Umm, vii, 271),
elucidating, supplementing and never contradicting the Qurān. Only a verse of the
Qurān could abrogate another verse of
the Qurān and these verses could only abrogate other qurānic verses. By the same
token, a prescriptive practice of the
Prophet could only be abrogated by his
adoption of another practice. Contrary to
the practice of earlier generations of scholars who were willing to believe that their
doctrines abrogated those of their foes
without any evidence to support the claim,
al-Shāfiī asserted that the adīth documenting every actual instance of abrogation have survived. Therefore, one had to
show that one sunna followed the other
chronologically in order to determine
which was abrogated. Although al-Shāfiī
deﬁned “abrogation” as “to abandon”
(taraka, al-Risāla, 122), he added that no ruling is abrogated without a replacement ruling being promulgated in its stead, as had
occurred in the case of the change of the
direction of prayer (al-Risāla, 106-13).
Thus, for him, “abrogation” actually
meant “substitution.”
Abrogation and divine knowledge
To some minds, the idea that one verse
from the Qurān abrogated another suggested that divine will changes and divine
knowledge develops and this was held to
contravene basic theological tenets. Those
who allowed that some verses of the
Qurān abrogated others, responded that
no Muslim ever objected to the notion that
Islam had abrogated Christianity and
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Judaism. External abrogation of this type
was an acknowledged reality, one to which
the Qurān referred and consequently one
that could be accepted. If God adapts his
regulations to the different circumstances
prevailing in different ages, as is apparent
in the alteration of laws revealed to the different prophets, he may equally adapt regulations appropriate to the initial stages of
one revelation to meet the changes
wrought in the course of the revelation
(al-Ghazālī, al-Musta fā, i, 111). Moreover,
there was historical evidence of this having
happened. For example, the Muslims at
Mecca were bidden to be patient under
the verbal and physical assaults of their
enemies. When the Muslim community
emigrated to Medina, they were ordered to
answer violence with violence. The weakness of Meccan Islam was replaced by the
numerical and economic strength of Medinan Islam. Given these changed conditions, patient forbearance could be replaced by deﬁant retaliation (q 2:191, 216;
20:130; 30:60; 73:10).
Muslim theologians maintained that divine will is sovereign and limited by no
power in the universe. God may command
or forbid whatever he wants. In the same
way, divine knowledge is inﬁnite and instantaneous. From all eternity, God has
known what he proposed to command,
when he would command it, the precise
duration intended for each command and
the exact moment when he proposed to
countermand it. There is perfect harmony
between divine will and divine knowledge.
Perfect will does not alter and perfect
knowledge does not develop. In the case of
fasting during the month of Rama ān, the
earlier option of fasting was subsequently
made obligatory. In the case of the night
prayer, an obligation was reduced to an option. In the case of the change in the direction of prayer, the Muslims were required
to face Mecca after having been required

to turn to Jerusalem. In each instance, the
earlier ruling was viewed to be proper for
its time and the later abrogation was also
viewed to be proper in its time (al-Shāﬁī,
al-Risāla, 117-37).
Human circumstances, however, do
change and human knowledge does develop. When humans command one another
and subsequently become aware of unforeseen consequences, they are obliged to withdraw a command. Their lack of perfect
foresight often obliges them to have second
thoughts (badā, Qur ubī, Jāmi, ii, 64), which
according to classical Sunnī theology, may
never by posited of the divine being.
When abrogation occurs people may perceive a change, but this is only a change
from the human perspective. God sends his
prophets with his commands and the true
believer is the one who obeys (q 4:65). Muslims should emulate the ideal attitude
adopted by Abraham and his son, when
both of them with full knowledge — in the
Islamic tradition — were willing to proceed with the sacriﬁce.
The qurānic evidence
The claim that abrogation, understood as
the cancellation of a legal ordinance, was
solidly rooted in the revelation was connected with the appropriation of the qurānic root n-s-kh as a technical term. The
root occurs in no fewer than four verses
which the classical exegetes treated as
circumstantially unrelated contexts to be
interpreted independently. That prevented
scholars from agreeing on an unequivocal
etymology and deﬁnition of “naskh” and
led to the consequent emergence of a host
of irreconcilable theories of abrogation.
q 7:154 (nuskha) and q 45:29 (nastansikhu),
the ﬁrst referring to tablets (alwā ) and the
second to a book (kitāb), united with the
everyday usage, “nasakha l-kitāb” (copied a
book), to produce the concept of “duplication.” The essence of this understanding is
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a plurality of texts. This secular usage was
said to be a synonym for “naqala l-kitāb”
(transcribed the book) which, however,
bears the added sense of “removal” hence
“transfer” or “replace,” as in the phrase nasakhat al-shams al-ill, “the sunlight replaced
the shadow” (an etymology that is rejected
by some, see Qur ubī, Jāmi, ii, 61). “God
abrogates (yansakhu) whatever Satan brings
forth” (q 22:52) could yield only the sense
of “suppression.” This paralleled the secular usage “nasakhat al-rī al-āthār” (The
wind obliterated the traces [of an encampment, etc.]; cf. Qur ubī, Jāmi, ii, 61; alGhazālī, al-Musta fā, i, 107). In this usage,
abrogation as “removal” carries the connotation of “withdrawal.”
“We will make you recite so you will not
forget except what God wills” (q 87:6-7)
and “We do not abrogate (nansakh) a verse
or cause it to be forgotten without bringing
a better one or one like it” (q 2:106) introduced the idea that God might cause his
Prophet to forget materials not intended to
appear in the ﬁnal form of the text ( J. Burton, Collection, 64). This interpretation
could be reinforced by reference to “We
substitute (baddalnā) one verse in the place
of another” (q 16:101). The concept of
“omission” was added to the growing list of
meanings assigned to abrogation (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, ii, 62). According to one report, one
night two men wished to incorporate into
their prayer a verse which they had learned
and had already used, but they found that
they could not recall a syllable. The next
day they reported this to the Prophet, who
replied that the passage had been withdrawn overnight and they should put it out
of their minds (Qur ubī, Jāmi, ii, 63). In
another report, the Companion Ibn
Masūd decided to recite in his prayers one
night a verse he had been taught, had
memorized and had written into his own
copy of the revelations. Failing to recall a
syllable of it, he checked his notes only to

ﬁnd the page blank. He reported this to the
Prophet who told him that that passage
had been withdrawn overnight (Nöldeke,
gq , i, 47, ii, 44).
Irrecoverable forgetting was thus formalized as “withdrawal,” a more satisfactory
explanation for the disappearance of revealed material. Although the majority of
scholars viewed forgetting as one of the
mechanisms of abrogation affecting the
Qurān, there were those who strove to
keep it separate from abrogation. According to one report, the Prophet omitted a
verse in a prayer and asked one of his
Companions why he had failed to prompt
him. The Companion replied that he
thought the verse had been withdrawn. “It
was not withdrawn,” declared the Prophet,
“I merely forgot it” (Sanūn, al-Mudawwana al-kubrā, i, 107).
Theological objections to the interpretation
Still some scholars had difﬁculty in accepting the mechanism of abrogation as worthy of God. Some went so far as to provide
variant readings for the references to abrogation in the holy text (abarī, Tafsīr, ii,
478). One particular difﬁculty was “We do
not abrogate a verse or cause it to be forgotten without bringing a better one or
one like it” (q 2:106). Some objected that
no part of the holy text could be said to be
superior to another so “without bringing a
better one” could not be a reference to the
Qurān. The same consideration applies to
the Prophet’s sunna abrogating the Qurān
since no adīth could be thought superior
or even similar to a divine verse. The proponents of abrogation claimed that God
was not referring to the text of the Qurān,
but to the rulings conveyed by the text
(al-Ghazālī, al-Musta fā, i, 125; cf. abarī,
Tafsīr, ii, 471-2). While in terms of beauty,
no qurānic verse can be considered superior to another and certainly no adīth is
more beautiful than a verse from the
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Qurān, the legal content of one verse —
or even of a adīth — could be considered
superior to the ruling contained in another
verse. Less easy to explain was the reason
that in these cases God did not suppress
the abrogated texts to avoid confusion
(abarī, Tafsīr, ii, 472).

held to be temporal, although it has also
been said to have a physical connotation,
“driving away,” as men drive strange animals away from the cistern intended for
their own beasts (Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf,
ad q 2:106; cf. ūsī, Tibyān, i, 395). Transferred to the qurānic context, verses might
be driven away from a text, even from human memory. Men may be caused to forget. In support of this interpretation, reports were cited which claimed that certain
sūras were originally longer than they are
in the present-day text of the Qurān. Even
verses which had allegedly been revealed
and failed to ﬁnd a place in the ﬁnal
text — such as the Ibn Ādam and Bir
Maūna verses (see J. Burton, Sources,
49-53) — were cited, supposedly from the
few Companions who had not quite forgotten them (abarī, Tafsīr, ii, 479-80).
Through another approach it is not even
necessary to resort to variant readings because the Arabic word for “to forget”
(nasiya) could be construed to mean “to remove something” or its opposite, “to leave
something where it is” (abarī, Tafsīr, ii,
476). This could mean that the verses were
in the heavenly original, but not revealed,
or the verses were left in the text of the
Qurān and were neither repealed nor removed. Once replacement is ascertained to
have occurred, it is immaterial whether the
wording of an abandoned ruling is expunged or whether it is left to stand in the
Qurān. The passages whose rulings have
been replaced become inoperative or effectively removed (abarī, Tafsīr, ii, 472).

Variant readings
That the notion of portions of the holy
text being forgotten was repugnant to some
is shown in two procedures adopted to
avoid that interpretation. As an exegetical
alternative, a number of different readings
(see readings of the qurn) were proposed for the troublesome passages. In the
passage “We do not abrogate a verse or
cause it to be forgotten (nunsihā) without
supplying a similar or better one” (q 2:106)
attention focused on the word which the
majority of scholars read as nunsi (cause to
forget). This reading was supported by
“You will not forget (tansā), except what
God wills” (q 87:6-7). Also suggested were
“You are caused to forget” (tunsa) which is
to be preferred to “You forget” (tansa,
abarī, Tafsīr, ii, 474-5). Both of the problems, Muammad forgetting on his own
and God making him forget, could be circumvented by reading nansa, “We defer”
(abarī, Tafsīr, ii, 476-8). q 2:106 would
then be mentioning two revelatory processes, naskh and deferment. The deferment of naskh, in the sense of “copying,”
could mean “the deferring of revelation
from the heavenly original (see preserved
tablet) to its earthly representation in the
Qurān,” said to have occurred in the case
of the night prayer which the revelation of
q 73:6 changed from obligatory to optional
(al-Shāﬁī, al-Risāla, 108). Or it could mean
deferring the removal of a passage from
the Qurān, by leaving the passage in the
text despite suppression of the ruling it
contained (abarī, Tafsīr, ii, 478). Generally, the sense of the verb nasaa (to defer) is

Abrogation and the law
Legal scholars appealed to the principle of
abrogation continually to resolve the apparent contradictions between the legal
practice of the various regions of the Islamic world and between all of these and
their putative sources in the revelation.
“Forgetting” and “omission” were of no
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interest to the legal scholars who concentrated on “substitution” derived from “We
substitute one verse in the place of another” (q 16:101) and imposed by them on
“We do not abrogate a verse or cause it to
be forgotten without bringing a better one
or one like it” (q 2:106). The difﬁculties
which beset the exegetes and theologians
were of little concern to legal scholars,
who declared that “abrogation” (naskh) was
a technical term with a meaning now clear
to all (al-Ja ā , A kām, ad q 2:106). Most
cited “We substitute one verse in the place
of another” (q 16:101) as evidence that abrogation in the form of “substitution” had
occurred, an interpretation already mentioned by the oldest exegetes (e.g. al-Farrā,
Maānī, i, 64-5). In fact, abrogation as substitution became the theater of the liveliest
development of the theories of abrogation.

with unspeciﬁed violence and the female
held under house arrest for life or “until
God makes a way for them.” The promised way was thought to have been provided in q 24:2, which imposed a penalty
of one hundred lashes for male and female
fornicators. Nevertheless, a Companion reported that the Prophet had announced,
“Take it from me! Take it from me! God
has now made the way for women. Virgin
with virgin, one hundred lashes and banishment for twelve months. Non-virgin
with non-virgin, one hundred lashes and
death by stoning” (al-Shāﬁī, al-Risāla, 129).
Reports from other Companions show the
Prophet extending the dual penalties to
males while a number state that he stoned
some offenders without ﬂogging them
(Mālik, al-Muwaa, udūd, add al-zinā).
On the basis of this material, some concluded that this was a case of the Prophet’s
practice abrogating the Qurān.
The vast majority of scholars, however,
regarded the imposition of stoning as the
penalty for adultery as an instance of a
verse from the holy text being eliminated,
although the ruling it contained remained
in effect. The Medinan scholar Mālik b.
Anas (d. 179⁄795), for instance, had heard
that the penalty of stoning had originated
in “the book of God,” which in this case he
understood to be the Torah. He reported
that the Prophet had consulted the rabbis
and the stoning ruling was indeed found in
the Torah. With explicit reference to “the
book of God,” Muammad imposed the
ruling. Other scholars interpreted the term
“the book of God” as a reference to the
Qurān and were puzzled that they could
not ﬁnd such a ruling within its pages. The
Prophet’s second successor Umar (r. 12⁄
634-22⁄644) gravely urged the Muslims not
to overlook “the stoning verse” which, he
maintained, had been revealed to Muammad, taught by him to his Companions
and recited in his company in the ritual

The third type of abrogation
To the jurisprudent’s interpretation of abrogation as “the replacement of the ruling
but not of the text in which it appears”
and to the exegete’s “the withdrawal of
both the ruling and its wording,” a third
type was added. q 5:89 mentions “a fast of
three days” as one way to atone for breaking an oath. The Companion Ibn Masūd
(d. ca. 33⁄653) was said to have preserved
in his personal notes the original reading of
“a fast of three consecutive days.” His anomalous reading was still referred to in the
time of the legal expert Abū anīfa (d. ca.
150⁄767). Although the word “consecutive” was not found in the text of the
Qurān that was in general use, the ruling
was adopted into anafī doctrine (alSarakhsī, U ūl, ii, 81). This exempliﬁes the
third type of abrogation in which the text,
but not the ruling, of a qurānic revelation
was cancelled.
q 4:15-16 introduces a penalty for illicit
sexual behavior (see adultery and forni cation). Both partners are to be punished
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prayers: “The mature male and female,
stone them outright.” Umar insisted that
the Prophet, his immediate successor Abū
Bakr (r. 11⁄632-13⁄634) and he himself had
put this ruling into practice and claimed
that fear of being accused of adding to the
holy text was the only reason that he did
not actually write the “verse” in the
Qurān. Countless scholars in succeeding
centuries have stated with assurance that
a verse with the same or similar wording
had once stood in the qurānic text. From
this, they concluded that a verse could be
removed from the Qurān without this vitiating the validity of the ruling it contained
(al-Ghazālī, al-Musta fā, ii, 124).
Al-Shāfiī did not analyze these materials
from the standpoint of those who saw here
the abrogation of the Qurān by the sunna,
a claim which he at all times studiously
avoided. Rather he preferred to review the
case on the basis of his theory of exclusion
(takh ī ). By imposing on slave women half
the penalty of the free, q 4:25 excluded
slaves from the full brunt of q 24:2 —
which ordered a ﬂogging of one hundred
lashes for male and female adulterers —
and from the stoning penalty, since death
has no deﬁnable half. Therefore certain
classes of free Muslims may also be exempt
from some of the penalties. The Prophet’s
practice indicated that married offenders
were not covered by q 24:2 or, if they had
originally been covered by that provision,
they were subsequently excluded. Their
penalty was to be stoning. The sunna of
stoning had replaced the earlier sunna of
ﬂogging and stoning. In his analysis, alShāﬁī maintained that the Prophet’s
words, “God has now made a way for
women,” showed that the qurānic ruling
“conﬁne [the women] in their home until
they die or until God makes a way for
them” (q 4:15) had been abrogated ( J. Burton, Sources, 143-56). He asserted that the
Prophet had dispensed with ﬂogging those

who were to be stoned, although earlier he
had applied both penalties. Because ﬂogging was undeniably a qurānic ruling,
some have mistakenly assumed that alShāﬁī believed that stoning was a qurānic
ruling as well.
Al-Shāﬁī did acknowledge a third type of
abrogation in his discussion of a different
question, that of the withdrawal of a
qurānic verse while the ruling it contained
remained in effect. q 4:23 lists the women
whom a Muslim male is forbidden to
marry, including his wet-nurse and any female to whom she has given suck. Scholars
disputed the number of times a child had
to be suckled by a woman to establish this
ban to marriage. For Mālik, a single suckling in infancy sufﬁced to create a barrier
to marriage (Mālik, al-Muwaa, al-Ra āa,
Ra āat al- aghīr). For others even a single
drop of breast-milk initiated the ban. AlShāﬁī fastened on one report in which the
Prophet’s widow Āisha was said to have
claimed that a verse imposing ten suckling
sessions had been revealed to the Prophet
and it was replaced by a second verse reducing the number of sessions to ﬁve,
which was also subsequently lost. Earlier
Mālik had curtly dismissed this report (alMuwaa, al-Ra ā, al-Ra āa bad al-kibar),
but al-Shāﬁī made it central to his conclusions. He accepted this as the one undoubted instance of the withdrawal of a
qurānic verse while the ruling it expressed
remained valid (Ikhtilāf al- adīth, vii, 208
margin; see also J. Burton, Sources, 156-8).
Conclusion
It is clear that the theory of abrogation developed its own internal dynamic. AlShāﬁī’s theory that the abrogating verses
of the Qurān had once existed was not accepted by all of his contemporaries, but it
later gained widespread support. Mālikīs
and anafīs had no general need of this
principle while Shāﬁīs had no need what-
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ever to posit that the sunna abrogated the
Qurān or vice-versa. One nevertheless
ﬁnds Mālikī and anafī scholars claiming
that three forms of abrogation are documented (al-Sarakhsī, U ūl, ii, 81; Qur ubī,
Jāmi, ii, 66), just as one also ﬁnds Shāﬁīs
adducing occurrences of the sunna abrogating the Qurān and the reverse which,
they claimed, their eponym had overlooked (al-Ghazālī, al-Musta fā, i, 124).
See also traditional disciplines of
qurnic study.
John Burton
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Abstinence
In the Qurān abstinence in the sense of
“restraint in or refraining from the indulgence of human appetites and impulses” is
connected with words deriving from four

different Arabic roots, namely -l-w, - -m,
-f-f and h-j-r.
The paradigmatic event for the qurānic
notion of abstinence is q 74:2-5, which recounts one of the early examples of Muammad’s experience of coming close to
God as the revelation descends on him. God
commands, “Arise and warn, your Lord
magnify, your robes purify, and deﬁlement
ﬂee ( fa-hjur).” Drawing close to God requires abandoning or ﬂeeing from all that
might inhibit the human response to the
divine initiative. This interpretation of an
experience in the life of Muammad is supported by a later qurānic reference — following the chronology of T. Nöldeke (see
chronology and the qurn) — to an
event in the story of Joseph (q.v.). Potiphar’s
wife admits that she tried to seduce Joseph,
saying, “Yes, I attempted to seduce him,
but he abstained ( fa-sta ama)” (q 12:32).
Humans are continually in need of rejecting or ﬂeeing from anything that interferes with the on-going movement of the
spirit in response to God. For instance,
q 4:6 states, “If any man be rich, let him be
abstinent ( fal-yastafif),” in reference to the
use of the property of orphans (q.v.) by
their guardians, who are enjoined to abstain from misusing their power to exploit
their vulnerable charges.
Abstinence also means refraining from illicit sexual activity, as in q 24:33: “And let
those who ﬁnd not the means to marry be
abstinent (wal-yastafif) till God enriches
them of his bounty.” On the other hand,
marriage entails responsibilities. q 2:226
forbids a man to carry out an oath of sexual abstinence (īlā) from his wife for longer
than four months: “For those who swear
to abstain (yulūna) from their women, a
wait of four months.” After that, he must
break his oath or she is divorced. See also
fasting.
Sheila McDonough
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Abū Bakr
A prosperous merchant in Mecca who was
an early convert to Islam (see abarī,
Tarīkh, ed. M.J. de Goeje et al., i, 1165-6)
and the ﬁrst caliph of the community. Abū
Bakr (d. 13⁄634) is often thought to be referred to in the Qurān, for example, in
q 39:33, where he is considered to be the
one who “conﬁrms the truth” of Muammad’s message.
See also companions of the prophet.
Andrew Rippin

Abū Lahab
An individual named once in the Qurān at
q 111:1. The name literally means “father of
the ﬂame,” that is of hell. “Abū Lahab”
was the nickname of an uncle of Muammad by the name of Abd al-Uzzā b. Abd
al-Mu alib who was a major opponent of
the Prophet. See also opposition to
muammad.
Andrew Rippin
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Abū ālib see family of the
prophet

Abyssinia
Abyssinia (al- abash or al- abasha) does
not appear in the Qurān, although the
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Christian Abyssinian state of Axum exerted a powerful inﬂuence on Arabia in the
sixth century. Separated from the Yemen
by only the narrow Bab al-Mandab Strait,
Abyssinia controlled southern Arabia for
some time and Christianity spread in the
region. One sūra is ordinarily interpreted
to allude to an Abyssinian military incursion that reached Mecca and it is said that
some of the early Meccan converts to Islam took refuge in Abyssinia. Ethiopic languages inﬂuenced the dialects of southern
Arabia and words of Ethiopian-derivation
are found in the Qurān (see foreign
vocab ulary). According to the exegete
and historian al-abarī (d. 310⁄923), the
Meccan tribe of Quraysh (q.v.) traded in
Abyssinia.
Sūra 105 (Sūrat al-Fīl) mentions God’s
destruction of the People of the Elephant (q.v.). According to the classical
commentators, this is a reference to an
Abyssinian incursion from the Yemen to
Mecca in 570 c.e., which, some reports
claim, was the year Muammad was born.
Islamic references to this military campaign are largely folkloristic and ﬁnd no
corroboration from south Arabian inscriptions or other sources. The expedition
made an impression on the local population because of the use of one or more elephants in the campaign. Abraha (q.v.), who
was said to have been the leader of the expedition, was known to the Byzantine historian Procopius as a former slave who had
seized control of the Abyssinian forces in
the Yemen.
According to some Islamic sources, a
group of Muammad’s followers left
Mecca for Abyssinia around the year 615.
The authority on the life of the Prophet,
Ibn Isāq (ca. 85⁄704-150⁄767), names
eighty-three adult male participants and
claims that this ﬁrst emigration (hijra, see
emigration) in Islam occurred as a result
of pagan Meccan persecution, although
other possible reasons have also been sug-
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gested (Watt, Muhammad at Mecca, 113-6).
The ruler of Abyssinia, the Negus (alNajāshī), is said to have granted them refuge, despite the fact that the pagan Meccans sent representatives who tried to
convince him to deny them protection. In
recognition of this, Muammad mourned
the Negus at his death and led public
prayers in his honor.
In the Arabic genealogical tradition, the
Abyssinians — along with the Egyptians,
Sudanese and most other black African
peoples — descended from Ham, the son
of Noah (q.v.). The scholar Ibn Hishām
(d. 218⁄834) in his Kitāb al-Tījān (p. 55), an
early work on south Arabian history,
claims that the south Arabian descendant
of Shem, a ramawt b. Qa ān, inherited
Abyssinia, creating by this claim a connection which draws attention to the close
geographical and cultural ties between
southern Arabia and Abyssinia. According
to one tradition, the biblical Esau married
the daughter of an Abyssinian king and
eventually came to rule his kingdom
(Kisāī, Qi a , 154). In light of the Jewish association of Esau with Christianity, this explained the Christian presence in Abyssinia. See also pre-islamic arabia and
the qurn.
Reuven Firestone
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Accident see god and his attributes;
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Ād
An ancient tribe to whom the prophet Hūd
(q.v.; q 7:65; 11:50; cf. 46:21) was sent. They
are mentioned twenty-four times in the
Qurān.
The Ād are described as a powerful tribe
which existed after the people of Noah
(q.v.; q 7:69). They were mighty and proud
of their strength (q 41:15; cf. 26:128-9) as
well as very tall of stature (q 7:69). The
prophet Hūd was sent to the Ād, but his
preaching was largely unsuccessful
(q 7:70-1; 11:53-4; 46:22). Other messengers
were also sent to the Ād, but they too were
rejected (q 26:123). Hūd tried to convince
his people to invoke God’s intervention after a period of drought (q 11:52) and God
punished them. The Ād were devastated
by a violent wind (q 41:16; 46:24; 51:41;
54:19; 69:6; see air and wind), “the chastisement of a dreadful day” (q 26:135),
which blasted for a week (q 69:7) and left
only their dwelling-places standing
(q 46:25). Only those who believed Hūd
were saved (q 7:72; 11:58; 26:139). Some
other references are unclear. It is said that
God caused the death of the “ﬁrst Ād”
(q 53:50). The Ād were summoned to faith
in a place called al-Aqāf (q 46:21). Another verse connects the Ād with the mysterious Iram Dhāt al-Imād (q 89:6-7; see
iram). In other verses the Ād are brieﬂy
mentioned with Noah (q.v.), the Thamūd
(q.v.) and others (q 9:70; 14:9; 22:42; 29:38;
38:12; 40:31; 50:13).
Frequent references in pre-Islamic poetry
show that legends about the tribe of Ād
were well known among Arabs before the
time of the Prophet (Horovitz, ku , 126-7)
and the qurānic versions of these stories
apparently belong to this cycle of genuinely Arabian traditions. Qurānic exegesis and works on the early prophets created a complete and coherent narrative of
the vicissitudes of the Ād, adding many
remarkable details (see punishment
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stories). According to differing interpretations, Iram was either the name of a place
associated with the Ād or the name of the
most representative subtribe of the Ād.
The Ād were originally a nation of ten or
thirteen subtribes and one of the ﬁrst Arab
tribes. Al-Aqāf, which literally means “the
sand dunes,” was identiﬁed as a place
called al-Shir, located between Oman
and Hadramawt. An utterance attributed
to Muammad speciﬁes that the wind
which killed the Ādites was a western one.
The Ād were giants between ten and ﬁve
hundred cubits in height and on one occasion they sent a delegation to Mecca to ask
for rain. Stories are told about the tribe’s
legendary eponym Ād and his powerful
sons Shaddād and Shadīd. According to
some reports, the sage Luqmān (q.v.) belonged to the Ād. The surviving Ādites
sought refuge in Mecca according to some
stories while others place them in the
mythical towns of Jābalqā and Jābarsā.
Roberto Tottoli
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Adam and Eve
Adam is the ﬁrst human being (bashar) and
the father of humankind in the Pentateuch
and the Qurān. “Adam” (Ādam) as an individual person occurs eighteen times in
the Qurān. In addition, the phrase “the
sons of Adam” (banū Ādam) in the sense of
“humankind” is attested seven times. The
qurānic commentators derive the name
“Ādam” from adīm al-ar (Abd al-Razzāq,
Tafsīr, i, 43; ii, 20; Ibn Sad, abaqāt, i, 26;
abarī, Tafsīr, i, 214-5) or from adamat alar (abarī, Tafsīr, i, 208), because he was
created from “the surface of the earth.”
The name of Adam’s wife Eve, in the Islamic tradition “ awwā,” is not qurānic,
although she ﬁgures in the Qurān as
Adam’s counterpart and complement.
“ awwā ” is said to be derived from ayy,
because she is the mother of everything
“living” (Ibn Sad, abaqāt, i, 39-40) or because she was created from something “living” (abarī, Tafsīr, i, 229). The qurānic
material on Adam and Eve addresses a
number of basic topics.
The announcement of the creation of man
q 2:30 reports the announcement of the
creation of man: “And when your lord said
to the angels (q.v.), ‘I am about to place a
vice-regent (khalīfa, see caliph) on earth,’
they said, ‘Will you place thereon one who
will work corruption (q.v.) there and shed
blood, while we proclaim your praise and
call you holy?’ He said, ‘I know what you
do not know.’ ” Like the Talmudic explanation of Genesis 1:26 (Speyer, Erzählungen,
52-3; C. Schöck, Adam, 97; cf. abarī,
Tafsīr, xiv, 31; Rāzī, Tafsīr, ii, 154), God’s
announcement (innī jāil, q 2:30; innī khāliq,
q 15:28; 38:71) is given before the council of
angels (al-mala al-alā, q 38:69), who argue
against the creation of man (abarī, Tafsīr,
xxiii, 183-4). The commentaries on the
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Qurān discuss the meaning of “khalīfa,”
his identity and the identity of “the one
who will work corruption there and shed
blood.” The term “khalīfa” denotes a person who takes the place of someone else
and most commentators agree that it refers
to Adam. This raised the question of whom
Adam replaced on earth. Early commentary assumes that Adam was the successor
of the angels or jinn (q.v.) who dwelled on
earth before him and who were replaced
because they became corrupt and shed
blood. The famous early religious scholar
al- asan al-Ba rī (d. 110⁄728) identiﬁed
the “khalīfa” as the offspring of Adam who
succeed their father, generation after generation. Others take Adam for the khalīfa of
God on earth in exercising judgment with
justice (al- ukm bi-l-adl, cf. q 38:26). The
commentators attribute the corruption and
bloodshed (q.v.) to those descendants of
Adam who do not follow the law of God
(abarī, Tafsīr, i, 199-201). There is general
agreement that Adam was not the one
causing corruption and shedding blood.
This interpretation reﬂects the understanding of Adam as the ﬁrst prophet and messenger, because these actions were deemed
to be a great sin (kabīra) and thus inappropriate for a prophet (see impeccability
and infallibility). Modern commentators tend not to accept the early adīth reporting that a rational species (al- inf alāqil) resided on the earth before mankind
(e.g. Rashīd Ri ā, Manār, i, 258). Some
combine this view with their refutation of
Darwin’s theory of the evolution of man
(A.W. al-Najjār, Qa a , 31; see also M.J.
Kister, Legends, 84-100; id., Ādam, 115-32;
C. Schöck, Adam, 97-102).

(al-asmā kullahā). Then he presented them
to the angels, and said, ‘Tell me the names
of these, if you speak the truth!’ They said,
‘Glory be to you! We know only what you
have taught us.…’ He said, ‘Adam, tell
them their names!’ When he had told them
their names, [God] said, ‘Did I not tell you
that I know the hidden things of the heavens and the earth?’ ” (q 2:31-2). The Qurān
does not mention how God taught Adam
all the names nor does it refer explicitly to
what God presented to the angels. Early
commentaries on these verses presuppose
that God showed Adam all the things while
teaching him their names. In this case, “the
names, all of them” means “the name of
everything” (kullu shay) for which the commentators give examples such as “man, animal, earth, plain, sea, mountain, donkey.”
Already al- asan al-Ba rī and his pupil
Qatāda (d. ca. 116⁄734) understand God’s
teaching as a demonstration of the connection between names and things, the signiﬁer and signiﬁed (cf. Rashīd Ri ā, Manār, i,
262). They add the deictic “this is” (hādhā⁄
hādhihi), explaining that God said, “This is
a sea. This is a mountain,” etc. (Abd alRazzāq, Tafsīr, i, 42-3; abarī, Tafsīr, i,
216). Adam’s knowledge of “all the names”
was later interpreted as a general knowledge of all languages and through man’s
gift of language it was understood as a
knowledge of the entire animate and inanimate world. q 2:31 provided the starting
point for the traditional Muslim discussion
of the origin of language (cf. Speyer, Erzählungen, 51-4; Kister, in Rippen, Approaches, 107-9; id., in ios (1993, 140f.;
Schöck, Adam, 79f., 87).

Learning all of the names
The announcement of the creation of man
(q 2:30) is followed by the verses “And
[God] taught Adam the names, all of them

The prostration of the angels before Adam
God’s teaching of “the names” is followed
by the qurānic verse: “And when We said
to the angels, ‘Bow down before Adam!’
they bowed down, except Iblīs (q.v.). He
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refused and behaved proudly. He was one
of the unbelievers” (q 2:34; cf. 7:11-2;
15:29-33; 17:61; 18:50; 20:116; 38:72-6).
The early commentators discussed the reason Iblīs refused, reasoning that the bowing was primarily intended as an act
of obedience to God and secondarily as a
display of respect for Adam (see bowing
and prostration). In other words, the
angels bowed down before Adam out of
deference to Adam and obedience to God,
not in worship of Adam (abarī, Tafsīr, i,
227; see adoration). Later scholars examined the question of whether Adam’s
knowledge (ilm) was cause for the prostration of the angels and whether it was the
reason for Adam’s superiority to the angels
(Rāzī, Tafsīr, ii, 212-4). They also debate
whether Adam’s knowledge, when demonstrated to the angels, might be understood
as a miracle (mujiza, e.g. Rāzī, Tafsīr, ii,
163-5, 169).

color and quality. Others held that the dust
was taken from different regions of the
world, so that every part of Adam’s body
corresponded to an area. Others speculated that Adam’s clay was taken from the
seven earths (cf. q 65:12) or the four elements so that his body combines the four
temperaments. One view held that the material for creating his body was taken from
the entire universe so that he became the
microcosm (al-ālam al-a ghar) corresponding to the macrocosm.
God himself formed the material of
which Adam is made and breathed his
spirit (q.v.; see also air and wind) into
him (q 15:29; 38:72). God says, “I created
[Adam] with my own hands” (q 38:75). In
some commentaries God acts as a potter.
He left the clay until it became good
(khammara) and then kneaded (ajana) it.
The question of the proper interpretation
of God’s “hand” or “hands” held a central
place in the debates over corporealism
(tajsīm) and anthropomorphism (tashbīh,
Speyer, Erzählungen, 43-6; M.J. Kister, Legends, 100-5; id., Ādam, 135-7; C. Schöck,
Adam, 67-8, 74-8, 82-6; J. van Ess, tg , iv,
399-400; Gimaret, Dieu à l’image de
l’homme, 190-8).

The creation of Adam
The Qurān mentions several materials
from which Adam was created, i.e. earth or
dust (turāb, q 3:59), clay (īn, q 7:12; see
clay), and sticky clay or mud (īn lāzib).
More speciﬁcally, it is described as “clay
from fetid foul mud” ( al āl min ama
masnūn) and “clay like earthenware,” i.e.
baked or dry clay ( al āl ka-l-fakhkhār).
These terms are commonly interpreted as
describing the different states of a single
material. Commentators insist that Adam’s
clay ( al āl) was not baked, but was dried
(īn yābis⁄turāb yābis) without the use of ﬁre,
for q 15:26-7 and q 55:14-5 report that the
jinn, unlike man, were created from ﬁre.
Narrative commentary and prophetic
adīth specify the places from which the
earth was taken and provide various etiological explanations. According to some
commentators, different kinds of dust were
taken from the four corners of the earth so
that the offspring of Adam would vary in

The creation of Eve
The Qurān speaks of the creation of the
second human being with the words:
“People!… Your lord who created you
from a single person and created from him
his wife (zawjahā)” (q 4:1). This “single person” (nafs wā ida) is interpreted as Adam
and “his wife” as Eve (abarī, Tafsīr, iv,
224). The early commentators report that
she was created from the lowest of Adam’s
ribs (qu ayrā) — which is sometimes also
understood as the shortest rib (al- il alaq ar) — or from a rib on his left side. This
was done while he was sleeping with the
aim “that he might dwell with her”
(q 7:189). The Qurān does not report
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when she was created, although some
adīth recount that she was created while
Adam was dwelling in the garden of paradise (q.v.), where he had roamed alone (Ibn
Sad, abaqāt, i, 39; abarī, Tafsīr, iv,
224-5). According to other reports, she was
created before Adam entered the garden
(q.v.; abarī, Tafsīr, i, 229-30). After describing the creation of Eve, q 7:189 continues: “Then, when he covered her, she
became pregnant with a light burden.”
The Qurān is not clear about where this
happened, but most of the commentators
situate Eve’s pregnancy after their fall from
paradise (abarī, Tafsīr, ix, 145).

impeccability (i ma), emphasize that Adam
and Eve were made to “slip” by Satan
(azallahumā, q 2:36) and Adam forgot (nasiya, q 20:115); or they characterize the disobedience (q.v.) as an error in judgment
(khaa fī l-ijtihād) since Adam had assumed
a single tree (shakh ) to be forbidden rather
than the species (naw). He did not eat
from the particular tree God showed him,
but from another one of the same species.
Tradition reports that from paradise Adam
was made to descend to India and Eve to
Jeddah. They re-united in Arafāt (q.v.) near
Mecca (q.v.; Speyer, Erzählungen, 61-73; M.J.
Kister, Ādam, 146-55; C. Schöck, Adam,
89-96, 106-32, 185). See fall of man.

The sojourn in paradise, the offense against God’s
command and the descent to earth
God commanded Adam and Eve to enjoy
paradise with only a single restriction:
“Adam, dwell you and your wife in the
garden (al-janna) and eat freely of it wherever you desire, but do not go near this
tree, lest you become wrong-doers!”
(q 2:35; cf. 7:19). This was a contract God
made with Adam (ahidnā ilā Ādam,
q 20:115). Most commentators interpret the
forbidden tree as an ear of grain (sunbula),
wheat (burr, ina), a vine (karma, shajarat alinab, shajarat al-khamr) or a ﬁg tree (tīna,
abarī, Tafsīr, i, 231-3). Other explanations
mention trees with delicious and fragrant
fruits. It is also called the “tree of knowledge (ilm)” or “tree of eternity (khuld)”
(q 20:120). The angels eat its fruit because
they are immortal (Abd al-Razzāq, Tafsīr,
ii, 226; cf. q 7:20).
Upon Satan’s prompting, Adam and Eve
ate from the forbidden tree (q 7:20-2;
20:121) and descended from the garden to
the earth (q 2:36; 7:24-5; 20:123). The early
commentators do not question that Adam
sinned, although his sin was viewed as predetermined ( J. van Ess, Zwischen adī und
Theologie, 161-8). The later commentaries,
inﬂuenced by the dogma of the prophetic

God’s forgiveness and guidance
After his “slip,” “Adam received words
(kalimāt) from his Lord and He forgave him
(tāba alayhi).… We [viz. God] said, ‘Get
down from [the garden of paradise], all together! If guidance comes to you from me,
whoever follows my guidance will experience no fear and will suffer no sorrow.’ ”
(q 2:37-8). Most commentators explain the
“words” which “Adam received” as his
speech: “Our Lord, we have wronged ourselves. If you do not forgive us and have
mercy on us, we shall surely be among the
lost” (q 7:23). The key element of these
verses is God’s forgiveness of man and
man’s repentance. Together with God’s
“guidance” (hudā, cf. q 20:122) and repentance (tauba), they will lead to man’s return
to paradise (abarī, Tafsīr, i, 242-5). For
Muslim orthodoxy, repentance became the
ﬁrst step toward a religious life (al-Ghazālī,
I yā, iv, 2-4).
The election of Adam
Muslims consider Adam a prophet, although this is not explicitely stated in the
Qurān. God elected (i afā) Adam as he
did the prophets and prophetic families,
e.g. Noah (q.v.); Abraham (q.v.) and his
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family; the family of the father of Moses
(q.v.), Imrān (q.v.); Isaac (q.v.); Jacob (q.v.);
and Moses. The earliest testimony for
Adam’s status as a prophet is a adīth narrated by Abū Dharr al-Ghifārī (d. 32⁄653),
in which he asks Muammad who was the
ﬁrst prophet and he replies Adam. q 20:122
reports that God “chose” (ijtabā) Adam,
when he forgave him and guided him after
his disobedience. Sunnī theology reconciled Adam’s sin with the dogma of prophetic impeccability by arguing that his
vocation began after his sin and his descent
from paradise and thus he did not sin as a
prophet.

brothers are identiﬁed as Cain (Qābīl) and
Abel (Hābīl). In the Islamic tradition, Cain
is the prototypical murderer and the two
brothers are seen as exemplars of good
and evil (M.J. Kister, Ādam, 145-6;
W. Bork-Qaysieh, Kain und Abel, 19-21).
See also prophets and prophethood.

The covenant
Prior to creation, “Your lord took from the
backs of the children of Adam their offspring and made them testify against themselves. [God said,] ‘Am I not your lord?’
They said, ‘Yes, we bear witness [to this]’ ”
(q 7:172). Early commentators interpreted
this verse as a covenant (mīthāq, see covenant) between God and humankind,
which committed men to monotheism. Although the Qurān states that the offspring
were taken from “the children of Adam,”
most early scholars interpreted this to
mean that God took from Adam’s loins all
of his progeny until the day of resurrection
(e.g. Abd al-Razzāq, Tafsīr, ii, 242). Although not all of the religious schools within Islam accepted this interpretation, the
idea of the innate monotheistic nature of
man ( fira, q 30:30) was derived from this
verse (cf. abarī, Tafsīr, xix, 40-1; Rashīd
Ri ā, Manār, ix, 386-8; R. Gramlich, Der
Urvertrag, 205-30).
The two sons of Adam
The Qurān reports the story of the two
sons of Adam, one of whom murders the
other because his sacriﬁce was not accepted while his brother’s was (q 5:27-32;
see cain and abel). In commentary the
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Adoption see children; family

Adoration
The acts and attitudes of praise and honor
accorded to God. The standard English
renderings of the Qurān typically use “adoration” and its cognates to translate sajada
(to prostrate oneself; see bowing and
pros tration), the quintessential Islamic
ritual of adoration (see prayer). There is,
however, a great deal more to adoration
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than a physical gesture. A variety of
qurānic terms vividly communicate the
sense of “adoration” as a response to the
divine being, including various forms of
the roots -m-d (praise), s-b- (glorify), m-j-d
(exalt) and --m (magnify). Certain verses
combine two or more of these terms (especially the ﬁrst two, e.g. q 2:30; 20:130;
39:75) to intensify the meaning, sometimes
explicitly associating praise and gloriﬁcation of God with prostration (q 15:98;
32:15; 50:39-40). One widely-used Arabiclanguage concordance glosses the word
amd in q 15:98 with all of the abovementioned roots, adding thanā (lauding),
which is not used in the Qurān, but found
in the adīth, “I cannot adore you adequately” (Haykal, Mujam, i, 309).
More attitude than action, adoration encompasses various aspects of the orientation of creation toward the creator. All created things naturally adore God (q 13:13:
“the thunder adores by praising him”), but
human beings need constant reminders.
Adoration is thus an integral part of islām
(surrender, see islam), representing its
more spiritually advanced and active
aspect.
The exclamation sub āna llāh (Praise be to
God!) is a widely-used expression of admiration. Sub āna and its cognate tasbī are
from a root associated with “swimming” or
“ﬂoating,” which is applied metaphorically
to the heavenly bodies (e.g. q 21:33; 79:3). It
is often linked in the Qurān with amd
(Dāmaghānī, Wujūh, i, 446-7; Mir, Dictionary, 84), which is in turn related to one of
the divine names (see god and his attrib utes), al- amīd (Worthy of Adoration), and typically paired with other
names such as al-Azīz (Mighty) and alGhanī (All-Sufﬁcient). Many commentators
(e.g. abarī, Commentary, i, 61-3; A. Rippin,
Tafsīr Ibn Abbās, 79, 81) gloss the word
“adoration” ( amd) in the phrase with
which the ﬁrst sūra begins, al- amdu li-llāh

“Adoration belongs to God,” as “thanks”
(Dāmaghānī, Wujūh, i, 263-4; Mir, Dictionary, 86), underscoring an understanding of
adoration as the natural response of all
creation to the source of all blessings.
Mystical exegesis often draws out more
personal implications of adoration, emphasizing, for example, that bridging the
inﬁnite gap between the adorer and the
one being adored implies annihilation of
the one adoring (Nwyia, Exégèse, 284-5).
Shīī commentators (see shism and the
qurn), many of whom also have been
mystically inclined, sometimes attached a
signiﬁcance to each of the letters of a
word. For example, the imam Jafar alādiq (ca. 80⁄699-148⁄765) identiﬁed the
root letters of amd ( -m-d) with divine
unity (wa daniyya), kingdom (mulk) and divine immutability (daymūmiyya), respectively (Nwyia, Exégèse, 166). Ayatollah Khomeini (1902-1989), commenting on the
meaning of amd, emphasizes the impossibility of directing adoration to any other
than God, for all that is not God lacks truly
adorable qualities. Picking up a theme important in some medieval mystical exegesis
such as that of al-Qūnawī (d. 673⁄1274,
Ijāz, 271-5), Khomeini explores the metaphysical intricacies of adoration.
John Renard
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Adultery and Fornication
The qurānic word zinā (elsewhere more
commonly zinā) means sexual intercourse
outside the institutions of marriage and
concubinage. q 17:32 characterizes this behavior as a fā isha, i.e. an obscene act of
transgression against God from which a
Muslim should refrain (cf. q 25:68). These
transgressions together with their speciﬁed
punishment are called udūd (sing. add, lit.
limit, boundary; see boundaries and precepts) and also include associating others
with God and homicide. The anaﬁte
jurist al-Ja ā (d. 370⁄981) explains that
adultery and fornication are transgressions
because of the social chaos they create.
The patrilineal descent of the offspring of
such unions is unidentiﬁed. Thus, his right
to inherit from the father is denied and he
cannot know his patrilineal ma ārim, i.e. the
relatives with whom sexual intercourse is
considered incest (A kām, iii, 200; see
family; inheritance). It is God who guides
people to avoid this sin, as in the story of
Joseph (q.v.), where God’s intervention
saved him from giving in to Potiphar’s wife
(q 12:24). Prayers also help people to refrain from committing such acts (q 29:45).
q 4:15 commands that women who commit an obscene act of transgression —
understood here to be either adultery or
fornication — witnessed by four witnesses,
be conﬁned in their home until death or
until “God makes a way for them.” q 4:16
orders that both participants be lightly
punished, but if they repent and reform,
they are to be left alone. Most interpreters
maintain that these two verses were later
abrogated (see abrogation) by q 24:2 (e.g.
Ja ā , A kām ii, 105-6), which stipulates
that the punishment for adultery and forni-
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cation, if witnessed by four competent men
(q 24:4), is one hundred lashes. (On the
other hand, some who did not acknowledge the existence of abrogation in the
Qurān believed that q 4:15-16 refer to
homosexuality.) The ﬂogging is to be administered in public and the spectators are
warned against misplaced compassion.
q 34:3 stipulates that these individuals will
be allowed to marry only those who have
committed similar wrongs and polytheists.
The punishment of an adulterous or fornicating slave is half of that of a free woman
(q 4:25). A divorced wife guilty of proven
adultery may be turned out of her home
during the three months during which she
would otherwise be entitled to remain
there (idda, q 65:1; see maintenance and
upkeep; waiting period). The Qurān does
not specify the marital status of the culprits
eligible for ﬂogging, but the jurists and interpreters (e.g. abarī, Tafsīr, xviii, 46-8)
understood it to refer exclusively to nonmu san individuals — essentially adults
who have never experienced sexual intercourse within a legitimate relationship.
The practice of stoning (q.v.) mu san adulterers and fornicators is stipulated in the
prophetic adīth, but not in the Qurān.
Schacht (Zinā, 1227-8) doubted that the
Prophet ever ordered this punishment.
The qurānic teachings and the prophetic
adīth make it practically impossible to
prove adultery. In the ﬁrst place, in practice it would be difﬁcult to procure the testimony of four men who witnessed the act
of penetration. Furthermore, inquiry into
the matter and questioning the culprits is
forbidden because prying into people’s
concealed actions is unlawful. The word of
a husband who accuses his spouse of adultery, but lacks the corroborating witnesses,
is acceptable, provided that he swears four
times that he is telling the truth. In the ﬁfth
oath (q.v.) he invokes God’s curse on himself if he is lying (see curse). The wife
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averts the punishment if she swears to her
innocence four times, followed by a solemn
oath that her husband is telling a lie and
invokes God’s wrath (see anger) on herself if her husband is telling the truth
(q 24:6-10). This procedure is called liān,
related to lana, “to curse.” The person
who voluntarily confesses adultery must repeat his confession four times and even
then it may later be withdrawn. Persistent
admission of sin and demand for punishment indicate a desire for atonement for
the sin committed. Repentance exonerates
the culprit from punishment. Inasmuch as
adultery and fornication constitute serious
offences, q 24:4 prescribes eighty lashes for
those who accuse women of adultery without the necessary proof and forbids that
their testimony ever again be accepted.
Some commentators believed that this revelation was occasioned by a false accusation lodged against Āisha (q.v.), one of
the Prophet’s wives (see wives of the
prophet).
It should be noted that qurānic teaching
emphasizes that Muslims should refrain
from abominable thoughts and desires
(q 6:151). However, if major sins are
avoided, an adulterous thought (lamam) is
not punishable (q 53:32). The Prophet explained that these are the look in the eye,
the desire within the heart and the verbal
expressions which constitute the preliminaries for sexual intercourse. These are
forgiven if they remain unacted upon
(Bukhārī, book on social etiquette, see
adultery of the senses: 5865).

are adapted to the social conditions and
values of Muslim societies in various areas.
In the coastal area of Tunisia, for instance,
the concept of concealment is interwoven
with the values of the power and wealth of
a woman’s agnates (father, sons, father’s
brothers and their sons). The wealth of the
rich enables them to seclude their women
and control their behavior. Furthermore,
their inﬂuence and material power intimidate other men and deter them from approaching their women and also enable
them to conceal any offences committed by
their women. Such privileges are denied
poorer men, who, together with their erring women, suffer social degradation
which they consider “destined by God”
(maktūb). However, the punishment ordained by Islamic law is not inﬂicted (AbuZahra, Social structure).
In Egypt sexual offences committed by
women also disgrace their agnates for it
makes them appear unable to defend
their honor or control their women. In
the countryside adulterous women are
drowned in the Nile. In Cairo people say,
“If you disgrace yourselves, hide it” (idhā
bulītum fa-statirū). They may also say, “God
commanded concealment.” Both sayings
are based on adīth and the interpretation
of q 24:19. The principle that repentance
exonerates one from punishment is also
followed by authorities in the local
mosques (Abu-Zahra, Pure and powerful,
197-9). The Azhar Fatāwā Committee
(Lajnat al-fatāwā) also follows this Islamic
teaching. In the case of a girl who contracted gonorrhea through adultery, the
Committee was asked whether it would be
lawful for her to conceal the illness from
her ﬁancé. A judgment was issued that it
would be a crime to do so (al-Ahrām,
Taqrīr, 53).
In 1995, the Muftī of Egypt declared that
it is necessary to integrate the qurānic
udūd, including those for adultery, in the

The social development of Islamic teaching
It is a tradition of the Prophet that if adultery is discovered, the punishment is atonement for the sin committed. If it is divinely
concealed, it is then left for God to punish
the culprit or forgive him. This, together
with the qurānic verses q 24:10-18 (Qu b,
ilāl, iv, 2494-505), which forbid slander
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state penal code, on condition that they are
carried out with meticulous observance of
the traditional Islamic safeguards (alAhrām, Taqrīr, 78). This recommendation,
however, has not been implemented. See
also law and the qurn; sin, major and
minor.

cording to Drew Ali, true emancipation
would come to African Americans through
knowledge of their Moorish heritage and
the return to their religion, Islam. Each
racial group had its own religion. For Europeans it was Christianity and for Moors
it was Islam. Although couched in Islamic
phraseology, many of the practices and insignia of the Temple seem to have been derived from The Ancient Egyptian Arabic
Order of Nobles of the Shrine (also known
as the Black Shriners). This movement had
adopted its practices and insignia from
The Ancient Arabic Order of Nobles of
the Mystic Shrine (originally a whites-only
organization in the United States) which
had acquired its “Islamic” elements
through its Scottish Rite Mason founders.
They claimed an initiation from a Grand
Shaykh of Mecca, honors from the Ottoman Sultan Selim III, a charter from the
Bavarian Illuminati and links with the
Bektashi Suﬁ Order.
The pseudo-Islamic nature of the Moorish Science Temple is particularly evident
in the sixty-four-page The Holy Koran of the
Moorish Science Temple of America, also known
as the Circle Seven Koran. About half of this
Koran is taken from an earlier text which
purports to provide an account of Jesus’
adolescence and early adulthood in India.
Another major section, entitled “Holy Instructions from the Prophet,” is an adaptation of the Rosicrucian or Masonic Unto
Thee I Grant (or The Economy of Life and Inﬁnite Wisdom). Drew Ali’s personal contribution consisted of replacing the word “God”
with “Allāh” and removing the description
of Jesus as blond and blue-eyed. Nothing
in the Circle Seven Koran comes from the
Qurān. Muammad, in fact, is mentioned
only twice and then only as the fulﬁller of
the works of Jesus (Wilson, Sacred Drift,
19-26). Therefore the Circle Seven Koran’s signiﬁcance to Islam lies mainly in the implicit challenge to the uniqueness and ﬁnality
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African Americans
Historical information about individuals
like Job ben Solomon (ca. 1700-73), Abd alRahman Ibrahima (1762-1829) and Omar
ibn Said (ca. 1770-1864) demonstrates that
some of the Africans brought to America
as slaves were not only Muslim but wellversed in the Qurān as well. For example,
the ﬁrst-named, born Ayuba Suleiman
Ibrahima Diallo, came from a family of religious leaders in Futa in present-day Senegal. After he was manumitted and taken to
England, he wrote several copies of the
Qurān from memory. These men, however, were exceptional. Enslavement eventually stripped nearly all Muslim Africans
of their language, culture and religion.
Only considerably later did African
Americans seek to reclaim their Islamic
heritage. The foundation of the Moorish
Science Temple in 1913 by Noble Drew Ali
represents one of the ﬁrst attempts. Ac-
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of the Qurān that the use of the title “Koran” represents.
The Nation of Islam represents another
attempt to rediscover a Muslim heritage
for African-Americans. Its founder, Wali
Fard Muhammad (ca. 1877-1934?), is reported to have taught directly from an Arabic Qurān and to have consecrated it as
the movement’s primary scripture. When
Fard Muhammad disappeared in 1934, his
disciple Elijah Muhammad (1897-1975) became the movement’s leader for the next
four decades. Fundamental doctrines of
the Nation of Islam included the belief
that God had appeared in the person of
Fard Muhammad; that Elijah Muhammad
was his messenger; that the “devil” Christian white race was created by a renegade
black scientist six thousand years ago; and
that, although it had been prophesied that
the white race would enslave the black
race, the battle of Armageddon that would
destroy the white race was imminent. Although these teachings appear to be unqurānic to most Muslims, Elijah Muhammad found qurānic support for them. For
example, he interpreted qurānic passages
about God, his messenger, Satan and the
last day as references to Fard Muhammad,
himself, the white race and contemporary
America, respectively. His exegesis therefore consisted largely of reading the
Qurān as a prophecy about peoples and
events in the United States. This put him
in conﬂict with the classical exegetical tradition, which relies heavily on lexical and
grammatical explanations and particularly
on the historicization of the Qurān
through reference to the occasions of revelation (q.v.), abrogation (q.v.) and so forth.
Elijah Muhammad’s framework is not that
provided by the biography of Muammad
(see sra and the qurn), but by the doctrines of Fard Muhammad. It is noteworthy that Elijah Muhammad relied much
more on the Christian Bible than the

Qurān, even though he felt that the former was a “poison” book full of “slave
teachings.” The Qurān, in his mind, was
a perfectly pure book of guidance, truth
and wisdom. Therefore, he encouraged all
African Americans to buy it and read it.
Despite his heretical views, he is primarily
responsible for introducing African Americans to the Qurān.
After his death in 1975, Elijah Muhammad was succeeded by his son Wallace D.
Muhammad — now known as Warith
Deen Muhammad — who led the movement in the direction of more traditional
Islamic beliefs and practices and changed
its name to “The World Community of alIslam in the West” and later to “The
American Muslim Mission.” Louis Farrakhan (b. 1933), unhappy with these
changes, reconstituted the Nation of Islam
in 1977 under the original teachings of
Fard Muhammad and Elijah Muhammad.
In both present-day movements, the
Qurān is the main scripture. Although the
Moorish Science Temple, the Nation of Islam and the American Muslim Mission
have been the most prominent African
American Muslim movements, there are at
least ﬁfteen other groups of this type, each
possessing its own understanding of the
Qurān.
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tary in West Africa. In fact, it is found in
almost every collection. Al-Suyū ī communicated with a number of West African
scholars and his writings are still greatly
admired in the region. Together with the
prominent Malikite legal work, the Muwaa by Mālik (d. 179⁄795), and a book on
the miraculous nature of the Prophet, Kitāb
al-Shifā by al-Qā ī Iyā (d. 544⁄1149), this
commentary forms the triad of fundamental texts for aspiring scholars of the clans
of the Dyula. Other commentaries one
ﬁnds in West African libraries are Lubāb
al-tawīl of al-Khāzin (d. 741⁄1340), Anwār
al-tanzīl of al-Bay āwī (d. ca. 700⁄1301)
and Maālim al-tanzīl of al-Baghawī
(d. 516⁄1122). Less commonly found are
al-Tashīl li-ulūm al-tanzīl of Ibn Juzayy alKalbī (d. 741⁄1340), Madārik al-tanzīl of alNasafī (d. 710⁄1310), al-Jawāhir al- isān of
Abd al-Ramān al-Thaālibī (d. 875⁄1471)
and al-Sirāj al-munīr of al-Shirbīnī (d. 977⁄
1576).
Local writing of qurānic commentaries
is less common, except for brief treatises
on speciﬁc verses or short sūras. The earliest complete commentary by an author
from sub-Saharan Africa is that of the
Mauritanian Muammad b. al-Mukhtār
al-Daymānī, known as al-Walī al-Yadālī
(d. 1168⁄1753), whose al-Dhahab al-ibrīz is a
ūfī exegesis (see fism and the qurn)
which seems to be little known outside its
land of origin. Much better known is iyā
al-tawīl fī maānī al-tanzīl (Cairo 1961) of
Abdallāh b. Muammad Fodiye (d. 1245⁄
1829; see J. Hunwick (ed.), Arabic literature,
ii, ch. 2, and esp. p. 93), brother of the celebrated Fulani warrior for the faith (mujāhid) and state founder Uthmān b. Muammad Fodiye. Copies of this commentary
have been found in libraries in the Ivory
Coast, Mali, Senegal, Mauritania and
Morocco. The original work is in two volumes and its author later produced a onevolume abridgement, appropriately enti-

African Literature
As is the case elsewhere in the world, the
memorization of the Qurān, or at least a
portion of it, is the starting point for a
Muslim child’s education in sub-Saharan
Africa. For those whose education continues beyond this point, the Qurān plays a
relatively small role in their studies. Nevertheless, the language of the Qurān remains the stylistic point of reference for
everything they subsequently write in the
Arabic language, especially among the
majority for whom Arabic itself is not the
mother tongue. Thus, in the seventeenthcentury chronicle of Timbuktu, Tarīkh alsūdān (ed. O. Houdas, Paris 1898) of Abd
al-Ramān al-Sadī, we ﬁnd a large number of phrases which were either taken
from the Qurān or inspired by it, e.g. fī
alālin mubīn (q 3:164 et passim), fata a lahu
fat an mubīnan (cf. q 48:1), al-fasād fī l-ar
(q 11:116; cf. 2:205; 5:32), al-taāwun alā
l-birr (cf. q 5:2), yaqūlūna mā lā yaf alūna
(q 26:226), lā tasmaū illā qīlan salāman (cf.
q 56:25-6), ulman wa-udwānan (cf. q 4:30).
Qurānic echoes are a marked feature of
the prose writing of West African religious
scholars (ulamā) in particular, regardless of
the topic they are treating.
Despite its mention in the study curricula
of some scholars, qurānic exegesis (tafsīr)
does not seem to have occupied a major
place in African teaching traditions and
few scholars wrote works in this ﬁeld. An
examination of the catalogs of public
manuscript collections shows that Tafsīr
al-Jalālayn of Jalāl al-Dīn al-Maallī
(d. 864⁄1459) and Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyū ī
(d. 911⁄1505) was, as in many parts of the
Muslim world, the most popular commen-
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tled That which sufﬁces for the weaklings of the
Sudan (Kifāyat uafā al-Sūdān). The same
author also wrote a versiﬁed introduction
to the traditional disciplines of qurānic
study (see exegesis of the qurn), entitled al-Miftā lil-tafsīr, based on two works
by al-Suyū ī, al-Nuqāya and al-Itqān fī ulūm
l-Qurān. More recently from the same region, the former chief judge (qā ī) of
Northern Nigeria, Abū Bakr Gumi (d.
1992) wrote a simple commentary partially
based on that of al-Bay āwī, entitled Radd
al-adhhān ilā maānī l-Qurān (Beirut 1399⁄
1979). Abū Bakr Gumi also published a
Hausa translation of the Qurān (Beirut
1399⁄1979; see translation of the
qurn). A voluminous commentary
entitled A wā al-bayān fī ī ā al-Qurān
bi-l-Qurān by the Mauritanian scholar
Muammad al-Amīn b. Muammad alMukhtār al-Jakanī al-Shinqī ī has also been
published in ten volumes (Beirut n.d.).
If formal written exegesis in Arabic has
not been such a widely practiced art, oral
and hence unrecorded commentary in
both Arabic and African languages has
been more common. Nevertheless, to date
little study of this form of exegesis has
been done. However, a project of the Research Centre on Islamic History, Art and
Culture in Istanbul — an organ of the Organisation of the Islamic Conference —
aims to establish a library of recordings of
the oral exegesis in the various African languages. At a more modest level, the practice of writing glosses in African languages
seems to have some historical depth. An
example of glossing in Kanembu, a language of Bornu, dating from ca. 1700, has
been published by A.D.H. Bivar. At least
one large written commentary exists in an
African language. The manuscript collection of the Institut Fondamental d’Afrique
Noire Cheikh Anta Diop has a work in
Wolof by Mouhammadou Dème which
runs 2,161 pages (see Islam et Sociétés au Sud

du Sahara, vii [1994], 178, item 203). In the
1960s the Sudanese scholar, critic and poet
Abdallāh al-ayyib undertook a bold experiment, offering on the radio a nightly
commentary in colloquial Sudanese Arabic
during the month of Rama ān (q.v.),
which was an immediate success.
West African and Mauritanian scholars
have also written works which deal with
the Qurān in other ways. There is a literature on the “virtues of the Qurān” ( fa āil
al-Qurān) and the virtues of particular
sūras (see popular and talismanic uses
of the qurn). Asmā bt. Uthmān b.
Fodiye (d. 1280⁄1864), for example, wrote
an Arabic treatise on the healing properties
of certain sūras (see J. Hunwick [ed.], Arabic literature, ii, 164) and there is a poem in
Fulfulde (also translated into Hausa) which
consists in large part of the names of the
various sūras to be recited to bring blessing
( J. Hunwick [ed.], Arabic literature, ii, 168).
The acrostic was a form of verse writing
which found favor in West Africa. Although acrostics have been composed, for
example, on the names of Shaykh Amad
al-Tijānī or Shaykh Ibrāhīm Niasse (and
even on the names of the astronauts who
landed on the moon in 1969), one of the
more frequent choices is the ﬁrst letters of
one or more verses of the Qurān (see, for
example, J. Hunwick (ed.), Arabic literature,
ii, 348, 398). Additionally, there are a small
number of works on the readings of the
Qurān (q.v.) and on the orthography of
the Qurān (q.v.). One example of the latter is Amad Mālik ammād al-Fūtīs
Miftā al-amān fī rasm al-Qurān (Dakar
1395⁄1975).
Africa has produced one true philosopher
of the Qurān, who takes an approach to
the text which has been considered by most
Muslims to be errant if not heretical.
Mamūd Muammad āhā was, in fact,
hanged in the Sudan for apostasy in 1985.
Born in 1909 (or 1911) in Rufa, he was
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graduated from Gordon Memorial College
in Khartoum with a degree in Engineering
in 1936. In 1948, after two years in jail for
leading an anti-government demonstration, he spent a further three years in religious retreat (khalwa) in his home town,
praying, fasting and meditating. This retreat was the breeding ground for the ideas
expressed in his book The second message of
Islam (al-Risāla al-thāniya min al-Islām, Khartoum 1967). While denying he had received a revelation as such, he did claim
that human beings can receive an “enlightened understanding” of God’s word
directly from God. The Republicans, a
political party which he had founded in
1945, was now transformed into a religious grouping known as the Republican
Brothers.
According to āhā, society has gone
through three stages: an initial stage in
which people were Muslims in the simple
sense of professing Islam; a second stage in
which people have been believers (muminūn) practicing the Holy Law (sharīa, see
law and the qurn); and a more advanced stage in which people are Muslims
in the higher sense, submitters to God who
practice a prophetic lifestyle. The guidance
for this more advanced stage was revealed
to Muammad in Mecca as a spiritual
message for the moral uplift of humanity.
But it was “abrogated” (see abrogation)
in the sense of being “postponed” by the
message of the Medinan period which was
necessitated by the exigencies of the time
(see chronology and the qurn). This
interpretation of abrogation is premised
on the adoption of an alternative reading
of q 2:106. The standard text reads:
“Whatever message we abrogate or cause
to be forgotten (aw nunsihā), We produce
one better than it or equal to it.’’ āhā
adopted the reading aw nansahā (see
abarī, Tafsīr, i, 477), i.e. “or postpone,”
arguing that the “one better than it” is the

Medinan message that was closer to the
understanding of the people at the time
of the Prophet. The original message
that was“postponed” would only be reinstated when people were sufﬁciently advanced materially and intellectually to
appreciate it.
During the second half of the Prophet’s
mission and thereafter up till the presentday, Muslims have continued to live in the
“believer” stage, enacting the social teachings of the Medinan revelation which was
revealed in accordance with the understanding of the people of the Prophet’s
day. But now after 1400 years, āhā
claimed, Muslims have reached a stage of
material and intellectual advancement that
makes it possible for the third more advanced stage, that of the true Muslim, to
come into being. We are now far from
Muammad’s epoch — which in āhā’s
view was not a perfect epoch because its
manners and conceptions were very close
to those of the Age of Ignorance (q.v.), the
period prior to the qurānic revelation —
hence we need to reinterpret the Holy
Law. This law is perfect in its ability to assimilate and develop the capabilities of individuals and society and guide human life
up the ladder of continuous development.
This daring interpretation of a single
verse was the basis for a complete revaluation of the nature of the qurānic message.
The legislative verses of the Medinan portions of the Qurān could now be regarded
as being secondary to the original message
of Mecca and no more than concessions to
the social realities of the Prophet’s day. In
āhā’s view, these verses have now outlived
their usefulness and Muslims in the
ﬁfteenth⁄twentieth century should look to
the Meccan verses of the Qurān and formulate new laws in accordance with the
moral and ethical precepts found in them.
Hence he could proclaim that jihād (q.v.),
slavery (see slaves and slavery), poly-
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gamy, divorce (see marriage and divorce) and the seclusion of women (see
veil; women and the qurn) are not the
original precepts of Islam, but have been
sanctioned simply because the early Muslims did not have the tools to build a social
order based on the Meccan revelations.
In a similar vein, he held that complete
equality between men and women was an
original precept of Islam, as were democracy, socialism, the eradication of social
classes and even the social equality of nonMuslims in a Muslim state.
āhā’s theory of a ﬁrst and second message was a bold way of trying to establish a
qurānic basis for genuine social and political reform. It must be viewed, however,
within the context of present-day Sudanese society, where women are largely
secluded and discriminated against, a longdrawn-out civil war rages over the status of
the non-Muslim southerners, and there is
constant pressure to “islamize” the law, i.e.
to establish the traditional Holy Law. Ultimately, it was āhā’s political and social
views (especially as expressed in a 1984
pamphlet), rather than his theology, that
turned the government of General Numeiri against him and his small band of
Republican Brothers. His engagement with
the Qurān, however, is symptomatic of the
need felt by many modernist Muslims to
ﬁnd a way around the impasse formed by
the doctrine of the undifferentiated eternal
validity of the entire text.
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Afterlife see resurrection; paradise;
hell; fire

Afternoon
The time between noon and evening. The
Qurān refers frequently to various times of
the day, but does not explicitly mention the
afternoon. In most cases this segment of
the day appears simply in the context of
instructions for Muammad’s followers involving the Islamic rituals that were being
established during his lifetime.
Several passages that address Muammad’s situation in Mecca before his emigration to Medina command him to perform a ritual prayer (see prayer) twice
daily: “at the two ends of the day”
(q 11:114), “at evening and at dawn”
(q 40:55), etc. (Welch, Muammad’s understanding, 21-2). A third daily prayer, most
likely instituted in Medina (Watt and
Welch, Der Koran, 264-71), is mentioned in
q 2:238: “Remember the prayers, and
[also] the middle prayer (al- alāt al-wusā),
and stand reverently before God.” This
ritual was probably performed in the
“middle” of the day, speciﬁcally in the
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early afternoon, thus being a precursor to
“the noon prayer” ( alāt al-uhr, Paret, Kommentar, 50-1). When, sometime after Muammad’s death, the performance of the
prayer ritual came to be required ﬁve times
daily, Qurān commentators interpreted
q 2:238 as referring to the “middle” of the
ﬁve, the alāt al-a r. Many adīth in alBukhārī (a ī , K. Mawāqīt al- alāt), Muslim
(a ī , K. al-alāt) and the other major collections show that the times when the daily
prayers were performed as well as their
names were not set during Muammad’s
lifetime.
The term a r occurs in the Qurān only
once, in the oath wa-l-a r in q 103:1 (see
oaths). This oath form wa-… (“[I swear]
by…”) occurs at the beginning of eighteen
sūras, half involving times of the day or
celestial bodies: “the dawn” (al-fajr, q 89:1),
“the forenoon” (al- u ā, q 93:1), “the night”
(al-layl, q 92:1), “the star” (al-najm, q 53:1),
“the sun” (al-shams, q 91:1), etc. The basic
meaning of a r is “epoch” or “era” in the
sense of passing time. The Shāfiite commentator al-Bay āwī (d. ca. 700⁄1300) in
his commentary (Tafsīr, ii, 670) and Jalāl
al-Dīn al-Maallī (d. 864⁄1459) and
al-Suyū ī (d. 911⁄1505) in theirs ( Jalālayn,
810) summarize well the views of most
classical commentators, saying a r in
q 103:1 could refer to time (al-dahr, see
time), the late afternoon, the alāt al-a r,
the era of the prophets or the era of
Muammad. Variant readings of this sūra
(see readings of the qurn) provided by
the Companions Ibn Masūd (d. 32⁄652)
and Alī (d. 40⁄660, see al b. ab lib)
add verses ending with al-dahr ( Jeffery, Materials, 111, 192), supporting the preference
of many modern Muslim scholars for interpreting a r in q 103:1 simply as “time”
(see Ibn al-Kha īb, Aw a , 761; Nadwī,
Qāmūs, 418). The translation “afternoon”
preferred by R. Bell, A.J. Arberry, R. Paret

and other Europeans appears to derive
from the association of this verse with alāt
al-a r. M. Pickthall possibly best translates
a r in q 103:1 as “the declining day” (Bell,
676; Paret, Kommentar, 521).
Unlike the Jewish Sabbath and the
Christian Sunday, the Islamic weekly congregational service on Friday afternoon
was set to occur during a busy day of
commerce, as is seen in the Qurān’s only
explicit reference to it: “Believers, when
the call is given for worship on the Day of
Assembly, hasten to God’s service and
stop bar-gaining.… Then when the worship is ﬁnished, disperse and seek God’s
bounty” (q 62:9-10). The Islamic weekly
service appears to have been established
to coincide with the Friday market day
held by the Jewish clans in Medina before
the beginning of their Sabbath at sundown (Goitein, Origin, 185; Watt and
Welch, Der Islam, 296-7). See also day,
times of.
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age of ignorance

This phrase is a common translation of the
Arabic word jāhiliyya used by Muslims to
refer to the historical period in west-central
Arabia covering the centuries immediately
prior to the mission of Muammad, a period characterized by ignorance of the divine truth. To the original audience of the
Qurān, however, it almost certainly referred primarily to the moral condition of
those individuals and their society which
led them to oppose the mission of the
Prophet (see opposition to muammad)
and only secondarily, if at all, to a deﬁned
historical epoch. It is also possible that the
word was a kind of collective plural of “ignorant person” ( jāhil), as has been asserted
by F. Rosenthal (Knowledge triumphant, 33-4).
As to the nature of this moral condition,
I. Goldziher and T. Izutsu have argued
that the primary meaning of the root, j-h-l,
from which jāhiliyya is derived, is not “ignorance” but “barbarism,” especially the
tendency to go to extremes of behavior.
According to this view the original antonym was not ilm (knowledge) but ilm (moral reasonableness, self-control). I. Goldziher (ms , 201-8) has adduced considerable
evidence for this from pre-Islamic Arabic
poetry, while T. Izutsu (Concepts, 28-35) has
examined key passages from the Qurān
and the biography of the Prophet (see sra
and the qurn). The word jāhiliyya is often translated “pagandom” or “heathendom” and it may be argued that its effective antonym is islām (q.v.), as it certainly is
for many later writers (see ignorance).
The texts of the four passages where the
word jāhiliyya occurs in the Qurān tend to
bear these prints out, though not conclusively. The contrast between jāhiliyya and
ilm seems particularly clear in q 48:26:
“When the unbelievers stirred up ﬁerce arrogance in their hearts, the ﬁerce arro-

gance of jāhiliyya ( amiyyat al-jāhiliyya),
God sent down his tranquility upon the
messenger and the believers and imposed
on them the command of self-restraint
(taqwā).” T. Izutsu (Concepts, 31) interprets
“the ﬁerce arrogance of the jāhiliyya” as
“the staunch pride so characteristic of the
old pagan Arabs, the spirit of stubborn resistance against all that shows the slightest
sign of injuring their sense of honor and
destroying the traditional way of life.”
q 3:154 speaks of “a band anxious for
themselves, wrongly suspicious of God
with a suspicion (ann) of the jāhiliyya.”
Here jāhiliyya may mean ignorance, but a
lack of trust in God would seem more speciﬁc. q 5:50 reads, “Do they seek a jāhiliyya
judgment ( ukm jāhilī)?” i.e. a judgment by
pagan rather than divine standards. Here
islām would seem the likely antonym. Finally, q 33:33 admonishes the wives of the
Prophet: “Stay in your homes and do not
make a display of yourselves in the manner
of the ﬁrst [or old] jāhiliyya (al-jāhiliyya alūlā).” Only here does it seem plausible,
though not necessary, to interpret
“jāhiliyya” as an epoch.
These passages illustrate some but not all
of the contrasts between the beliefs and
values represented by jāhiliyya and those of
the Qurān. The key difference is the attitude toward God. The Qurān insists that
only God is to be obeyed and worshipped.
The pagan Arabs did recognize God as
creator of the world and as a kind of remote ﬁgure to be approached in certain
crisis situations (q 29:65), but they also recognized other deities closer at hand, such
as the three Meccan deities, al-Lāt, alUzza and Manāt, who were thought to intercede with God (q 53:19-20; see satanic
verses). The Qurān calls this the association of other beings with God (shirk), and
treats it as the worst of sins, the one thing
God will not forgive (q 4:48; see belief
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and unbelief). While the Qurān inculcates an attitude of submission to God and
dependence on him, the pagan Arabs were
marked by a spirit of independence and
self-sufﬁciency in relation both to God and
to other deities, seeing themselves as subject only to a rather impersonal fate (q.v.).
The ways of their ancestors had more authority than the commands of God. While
the Qurān preaches universal values
(q 49:13), their highest loyalty was to the
tribe and to tribal solidarity (a abiyya) as illustrated by the words of the poet Durayd:
“I am of Ghaziyya: if she be in error, then
I will err; and if Ghaziyya be guided right,
I go right with her” (R.A. Nicholson, Literary history, 83). Whereas the key motive for
ethical action in the Qurān is the hope of
reward and fear of punishment in the future life (see reward and punishment),
for the pagan Arab there was no future life:
“There is nothing but our present life. We
die and we live. Nothing but time destroys
us!” (q 45:24). W.M. Watt has called these
attitudes “tribal humanism” (Muhammad at
Mecca, 24-5).
The Qurān, however, by no means rejects all the values of the pagan Arabs. At
many points the concern is rather to redirect and moderate them. Nobility comes
not from having noble ancestors whose
deeds one emulates, but from deeds of piety as deﬁned by God (q 49:13). The loyalty, courage and fortitude that once served
the tribe in battle and elsewhere are now
meant to serve God and the Muslim community (umma). Honor is a value, but not
the sort of honor that leads to unending
vendettas. The Qurān permits limited
retribution, but encourages forgiveness
(q 2:178; 17:33). Generosity and hospitality
are values, but not to the extent of ātim
of Tayy, who gained fame by giving away
all his father’s camels (R.A. Nicholson, Literary history, 85-6). The Qurān says, “Be
neither miserly nor prodigal” (q 17:29).

At other points, pagan values and practices are more completely rejected. The
hard-drinking and womanizing admired by
the pre-Islamic poets are rejected in favor
of bans on alcohol (q 5:90; see intoxicants; gambling) and on adultery
(q 17:32; see adultery and fornication).
In place of the class stratiﬁcation of the
jāhiliyya the Qurān supports human equality and encourages concern for the poor
(q 49:13; 80:1-16). In relations between the
sexes, the Qurān seems, at least in some
cases, to have limited women’s freedom,
as q 33:33 suggests. On the other hand, it
also appears to have given women greater
security and greater recognition of their
status as humans, as suggested by the ban
on female infanticide (q 16:58-9; see
infanticide).
While the word “jāhiliyya” in the Qurān
refers primarily to the moral condition of
the pagan Arabs, it came later to refer primarily to the epoch in which they lived.
The reasons for this are not hard to imagine. What was a living force when the ﬁrst
Muslims confronted their pagan neighbors
became in time a matter of history, the
characteristics of a past age. Thus in the
adīth collection of al-Bukhārī, jāhiliyya is
almost always a past epoch. For example,
we read “The tribe of the Quraysh (q.v.)
used to fast on the day of Ashūrā in the
jāhiliyya,” and “The best people in the
jāhiliyya are the best in Islam, if they have
understanding” (Sa ī , iii, 65; iv, 461). The
exact period of historical time covered by
the term “jāhiliyya” was a matter of discussion among the early Muslims, as is reﬂected in the commentaries on q 33:33.
These suggest various time spans for the
“ﬁrst jāhiliyya,” such as the time between
Adam (see adam and eve) and Noah (q.v.)
or that between Idrīs (q.v.) and Noah, or
the time when Abraham (q.v.) was born,
with the implicit “later jāhiliyya” being the
time between Jesus (q.v.) and Muammad.
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Some also suggest that the ﬁrst jāhiliyya was
“the jāhiliyya of unbelief ” ( jāhiliyyat al-kufr)
before Islam and the other is “the jāhiliyya
of iniquity” ( jāhiliyyat al-fusūq) after the
coming of Islam. They illustrate this with a
adīth in which Muammad says to one of
his followers, “Within you is jāhiliyya,” and
when asked whether he meant the jāhiliyya
of unbelief or the jāhiliyya of Islam (i.e. of
iniquity), he said the jāhiliyya of unbelief
(abarī, Tafsīr; Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf;
Bay āwī, Anwār; Qur ubī, Jāmi; Ibn
Kathīr, Tafsīr ad q 33:33.).
As these last examples illustrate, there has
always been an awareness that jāhiliyya is
not simply a past epoch but that the qualities that characterize jāhiliyya have continued to be present even after the coming of
Islam. This also appears quite forcefully in
the Shīī adīth, “Whosoever of my community dies and does not have an imām
(q.v.) from among them, has died the death
of the jāhiliyya” (M. Momen, Shii Islam,
158). Indeed, the early centuries of Islamic
history may be interpreted as a struggle between the older jāhiliyya culture and the
newer Islamic culture (e.g. A. Amīn, Fajr,
78-83) and some have seen jāhiliyya present
in much later times. Ibn Taymiyya (d.
728⁄1328) wrote of “a jāhiliyya in a restricted sense” in reference to the preIslamic customs persisting among the Muslims of his time (M. Memon, Ibn Taimiya’s
struggle, 146). In recent centuries, the idea
of a contemporary jāhiliyya has regained
currency in some circles. Muammad b.
Abd al-Wahhāb, the twelfth⁄eighteenthcentury Arabian reformer who began the
Wahhābī movement, and his followers perceived their fellow Muslims, either
throughout the world or in the Arabian
peninsula, as living in a jāhiliyya (E. Peskes,
Muhammad b. Abdalwahhab) because of their
adoption of practices and beliefs lacking
scriptural support.
More recently reformers such as Muam-

mad Abduh (d. 1905) and Muammad
Rashīd Ri ā (d. 1935), in their qurānic
commentary entitled al-Manār (vi, 422),
have compared the conservatism, injustice,
superstition and secular tendencies found
in their society with comparable aspects of
the pre-Islamic jāhiliyya criticized by the
Qurān. For example, their commentary on
q 5:50 (listed as q 5:53 in the verse-numbering of al-Manār) identiﬁes the “jāhiliyya
judgment” as the favoring of the strong
over the weak and argues that some geographical Muslims in this age are “more
corrupt in their religion and morals than
those concerning whom these verses were
revealed.” The idea of jāhiliyya as a contemporary reality has been more forcefully
asserted, however, by the twentieth-century
revivalists, Abū l-Alā Mawdūdī (d. 1979)
in India and Pakistan and Sayyid Qu b in
Egypt. Mawdūdī (Meaning of the Qurān, x,
106) deﬁned “jāhiliyya” as any conduct
which goes against Islamic culture, morality and the Islamic way of thinking and
behaving. He found it in both the West
and the communist world. Sayyid Qu b
took a similar position but went further.
In his best known book, Maālim fī l-arīq
(Milestones on the way), he said that a jāhilī
society is any society that does not serve
God by following his guidance in all areas
of its life. Such societies serve human beings instead of God and thus are inevitably
unjust, inhumane and backward. Only an
Islamic society can be truly “civilized.” In
his view, contemporary jāhiliyya is at least as
bad as that of Muammad’s time. He further asserted that not only Western and
communist societies were jāhilī at present
but also all of the so-called Muslim societies. This idea, along with his apparent belief that the nature of jāhilī societies is such
that they cannot be replaced without violence, led to his execution by the Egyptian
government in 1966 and has inspired many
militants since his death.
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Although relatively few Muslims would
take things this far, the idea of jāhiliyya as
a contemporary moral and social reality
seems to be quite widespread today. In this
current usage the term refers not so much
to the distinctive failings of the old pagan
Arabs as to those of modern societies, such
as materialism and secular ideologies. The
notion of jāhiliyya has thus been effectively
updated. See also idolatry and idolaters; idols and images.

“splitting.” When applied to the land, it
carries the sense of “furrowing,” “tilling”
or “plowing.” “Filā a,” therefore, is the art
of plowing and cultivating and is the term
used in the general sense of “agriculture”
in the titles of medieval Arabic treatises on
agronomy. The qurānic references to this
root, however, all derive from the form
“aﬂa a,” carrying the meaning “to prosper” and “to be in a fortunate, happy
state.” Other roots denoting cultivation in
the Qurān are z-r- and -r-th, appearing
together in q 56:63-4. The verb athāra, “to
till,” occurs in q 30:9. The most general
term for “vegetation” is nabāt, which is
found in q 18:45 and 71:17. Edward Lane
renders nabāt “whatever God causes to
grow, vegetate or germinate, in the earth”
(Lane, viii, 2754).
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Agriculture and Vegetation
The production of crops and plants in general. Agriculture and vegetation ﬁgure
prominently in the Qurān, reﬂecting their
signiﬁcance in the environment in which
the text was revealed. The Arabic root f-lcarries the basic meaning of “cleaving” or

Agriculture and vegetation in the Qurān
There are frequent direct and indirect references to the general concepts of agriculture and vegetation in the Qurān, despite
the mention in q 14:37 of Abraham (q.v.)
having settled his son Ishmael (q.v.), the
traditional “father of the Arabs,” in “an
uncultivated valley” beside the sacred
house of the Kaba (q.v.), and possible references to famine (q.v.). With regard to the
latter, it is impossible to determine the degree of need Mecca and the surrounding
areas experienced in seasonal or cyclical
shortages of food. Although shortages were
likely as much a part of the rhythm of
daily life there as was the case in many
other regions of the Middle East, the
Qurān suggests less severe austerity. The
storage of grain in anticipation of lean
times, as exempliﬁed in the story of Joseph
(q.v., q 12:47), was well known. Widelygrown hulled grains, such as emmer, spelt
and barley could be stored in the spikelet
stage, their hard outer glumes protecting
them against insects and pests. Moreover,
recent ethno-archaeological evidence sug-
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gests that storage decision-making in the
ancient Mediterranean occurred at the
level of the household or farm unit —
rather than the community — amid a
complex trade-off between environmental,
political and economic factors (Forbes and
Foxhall, Ethnoarchaeology and storage,
69-86); storage strategies, therefore, should
be considered as part of the overall economic picture of sixth and seventh century
Arabia. Grain was produced for animal as
well as human consumption (q 32:27). One
verse (q 6:136) mentions the practice of
setting aside a portion of the cattle and
seed produce ( arth) for God, which may
be a reference to storage.
There were other crops as well, like date
palms (q.v.), pomegranates, olives and
grapes (q 6:99, 141; 13:4; 16:11) and one
qurānic passage (q 18:32) depicts two gardens (sing. janna) of grape vines surrounded
by palm trees with cultivated ﬁelds between them. Nouns referring to planted
areas include janna (pl. jannāt) as already
noted (also q 6:99, 141; 17:91), not all of its
very frequent occurrences being in reference to a heavenly paradise (see paradise;
garden). In one of these, however, the
expression “gardens under which rivers
ﬂow” (q 2:25) may conceivably be an allusion to the underground irrigation systems
well-known in Arabia at the time. One of
the signs of the divine economy was the revival of “dead land” with gardens of dates
and vines watered from ﬂowing springs,
giving forth fruit (thamar) to feed humankind (q 36:33-5). Luxuriant gardens
( adāiq) are also mentioned (q 27:60;
80:30). Natural meadows (raw a, pl. raw āt,
q 30:15; 42:22) are noted as rewards in the
afterlife while pastures (marā) were created
on earth so that ﬂocks may feed (q 79:31;
87:4). One qurānic simile compares the
self-inﬂicted harm in this life that is the
consequence of improper behavior to a destructive glacial wind laying low the crops

( arth, q 3:117; see also 3:14; 10:24). Similar
to this is the moving parable of the owners
of a garden or orchard who on discovering
their possessions destroyed overnight (kal- arīm, as though all the fruit had been severed from the trees) acknowledged their
transgression against God (q 68:17-33). The
threat to or actual loss of what is precious
yet familiar, as described in these passages,
underlines the ﬁne balance between sufﬁciency and want in Arabian material life. A
passage promising cultivated ﬁelds in a future life ( arth al-ākhira, q 42:20) has a similar import. In a long description of paradise, there is the single occurrence of a
word, meaning “two well-watered and
intensely green gardens” (mudhāmmatān,
q 55:64). This term was less commonly applied to cultivated gardens in this world,
but the comparative intention of the expression would have been obvious to the
Prophet’s audience.
A notable aspect of the Qurān is the
number of terms related to the date palm,
possibly the single most important food
crop throughout the pre-modern Middle
East. A range of other words, often appearing only once, refers to vegetation in
the broadest sense, dry or fresh, including
leaves or stalks of corn (a f, q 55:12), trefoil or clover (qa b, q 80:28), acacia (al ,
q 56:29), a bunch of grapes (quūf, sing. qif,
q 69:23), stubble (hashīm, q 18:45; 54:31),
plant stalk (sha, q 48:29), a handful of
green or dry grass or husks ( ighth, q 38:44;
pl. a ghāth, q 12:44; 21:5), gardens with
thickly planted trees ( jannāt alfāf, q 78:16),
leaves (waraq, q 7:22; 20:121; waraqa,
q 6:59). Ayka, the word for “woods” or
“thicket,” occurring in the phrase “the
people of the thicket” (q.v.; q 15:78;
26:176; 38:13; 50:14), is said to refer to the
people of Midian (q.v.). Two words (sidr,
athl) designate plants growing in hell.
arī (q 88:6), a plant with large thorns
which no animal would approach —
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known to the people of the Hejaz in its dry
form — is described as the sole nourishment of the inhabitants of the nether
world. The tree of al-Zaqqūm (q 37:62;
44:43; 56:52), the fruit of which was like
the head of devils, is described as the fare
of sinners and was evidently known in
Arabia for its bitter taste.
Many of these terms and others to be
noted now are used in contexts demonstrating the all-powerful nature of God.
For example, the word a īd (q 10:24) is
used in the sense of “stubble” to describe
the formerly fertile ﬁelds destroyed by
God to punish the owners’ presumption
that they had control. In q 56:65 (also
57:20) the word uām, “dried straw,” describes what God could do to ﬁelds in a
similar instance. Plants, including fruit
( fākiha), herbage (abb) and seeds ( abb), exemplify the beneﬁts of God’s creation
(q 80:24-32). A person who expends his
property for the sake of God is likened to
a seed producing seven ears of corn (sanābil, sing. sunbul) each of which contains
one hundred seeds (q 2:261). Another passage describes how God revives “bare
land” (al-ar al-juruz, q 32:27) to produce
cereals (zar).
Several words and expressions referring
to water, a necessity of life, should be mentioned. For water as rain, there are the
terms ghayth (q 31:34; 42:28; 57:20), wābil
(q 2:265, which also contains the word for
dew, all ), and wadq (q 24:43; 30:48). “The
impregnating winds” (al-riyā lawāqi ,
q 15:22) are so called because they are
cloud-bearing winds which cause rain to
fall. Underground water comes from
springs ( yanbū, q 17:90, pl. yanābī, 39:21;
ayn, 88:12, dual aynān, 55:50, pl. uyūn,
26:57) and appears in the phrase “water
running underground” (māuhā ghawran,
q 18:41; cf. 67:30). By far the most common
word is simply “water” (mā) employed in
the frequent expression “[God] sent down

water from the sky” (anzala min al-samā
mā). This expression occurs twenty-six
times and in another nine instances the
word “water” appears in a similar context.
The following verse may be considered the
key passage which captures both this expression and a number of the plant terms
already noted:
God is the one who sent down water from
the sky and with it we brought forth all
manner of plants (nabāt) and foliage (khair) from which we bring forth clustered
seed ( abb); and from the ﬂowering date
palm (al-nakhl min alihā) [come] accessible
clusters of the fruit (qinwān). [We also
brought forth] gardens ( jannāt) planted
with grapes (anāb), olives (zaytūn) and
pomegranates (rummān), in many similar
and distinct varieties. When they blossom,
look to the fruit (thamar) when they bear
fruit and ripen. These are surely signs for
people who believe (q 6:99).
Drawing upon what has been already said,
it is possible to correct an image which has
been present in Western scholarship at least
since C.C. Torrey submitted his doctoral
dissertation, The commercial-theological terms
in the Koran (published in Leiden in 1892), to
the University of Strasburg at the end of
the last century. In this brief work, Torrey
asserted that, while in the Hebrew Bible
and the New Testament commercial-theological terms are found only “as occasional
ﬁgures of speech,” in the Qurān they are
not used to adorn certain facts, but rather
are “terms regularly employed to state the
bare and blunt facts themselves” (p. 7).
These qurānic “facts” then produce a theology governed by the predominating
“business atmosphere” (sic, p. 3) of the
Qurān: “The mutual relations between
God and man are of a strictly commercial
nature. Allāh is the ideal merchant… Life
is a business for gain and loss. He who does
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good or evil work (“earns” good or evil),
receives his pay for it, even in this life.
Some debts are forgiven, for Allāh is not a
hard creditor.…” (p. 48). The commercial
background of the rise of Islam has been
treated in the established biographies of
the Prophet Muhammad by W.M. Watt
and M. Rodinson and examined closely in
the more recent rebuttal of Watt’s argument by P. Crone in her Meccan trade
(Princeton 1987). Whatever the actual complex of forces at work in the historical
background of the Qurān, the text offers a
dominant motif quite distinct from Torrey’s “commercial theology.” This motif,
while addressed to actual human experience is at once rich in theological meaning
and goes to the core of the qurānic message. The theological import of passages
like the one cited above is that the life cycles of the natural world, of plants and animals, are governed by the divine gift of
water which an equally dependent humankind should acknowledge with appropriate
expressions of gratitude (q 34:15). On the
other hand, the secular signiﬁcance of the
numerous references to agriculture, vegetation and animal husbandry in the Qurān
will be better understood as our knowledge
of these subjects related to central Arabia
in the early centuries of the common era is
enriched. We turn now brieﬂy to the background against which the qurānic text
may be set.

ern Iraq and thence down through western
Iran. The revolution was decisive for the
subsequent emergence of urban civilization for “with the domestication of plants
and animals… vast new dimensions for
cultural evolution suddenly became possible” (Braidwood, The agricultural revolution, 71). The earlier hunting-gathering
way of life slowly yielded to the development of settled villages, although this did
not immediately entail the adoption of agriculture or the total abandonment of former ways of food collection. Sedentation,
however, did lead to an increase in population, which caused an increased demand
for food. This could not be met through
hunting and gathering in a village and its
immediate environs. At this time, the implements for reaping the grains of wild
grasses, grinding stones for their preparation for cooking and storage facilities already existed. With the use of stored grain
to raise cereal crops, the area given over to
cultivated plants gradually increased and
the time devoted to the older methods of
food gathering decreased (Reed, Origins,
543-67, 941-4). The rise of towns and cities
in the arid and semi-arid region of the
Middle East was accompanied — in
places, perhaps, preceded — by the emergence of new techniques for marshalling
the water resources, of both river and rain,
for more intensive and extensive cultivation of food crops. Irrigation took different
forms in different areas, including the ﬂood
and natural ﬂow methods of irrigation; the
use of manual hydraulic devices (shādūf,
sāqiya) and waterwheels (nāūra, dūlāb) and
the construction of surface and underground water channels of Iran (qanat, kārīz)
and the systems in Arabia (ghayl, falaj). It is
known that all of these hydraulic machines
had long been in use before the rise of Islam, although the questions of their origin
and diffusion have yet to be resolved.
Archeological knowledge of Arabia has

The origins of agriculture
In the generations following the Prophet’s
death, Islam became the newly-established
religion in the very lands where, as is now
almost universally accepted, the origins of
agriculture had begun several millennia
earlier. The food-producing revolution of
the post-Pleistocene era (from about 9,000
b.c.e.) occurred in the great arc of hills
stretching from Palestine and western Jordan, through southeastern Turkey, north-
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grown more slowly than that of the thoroughly-explored regions of Iraq, Egypt
and Iran. The ancient hydrological systems
of Arabia have only recently begun to be
investigated. Nevertheless, it is now clear
that early settled life differed considerably
from the stereotype of the nomad and the
desert tent-dweller. The Yemen, long regarded as the center of trade, possessed an
agricultural system almost entirely dependent upon irrigation. Although there is
only a single possible reference to the artiﬁcial control of water in the Qurān
(q 34:16, which may refer to the Mārib
Dam, the remains of which lie approximately 135 km. east of Sana; see
al-arim), it is evident that sophisticated
systems for the catchment, storage and distribution of water existed from early times
in other areas of the peninsula, suggesting
that Arabia should also be considered a
“hydrological society,” like Iraq and Egypt,
where settlement was dependent upon hydraulic constructions. “One of the most
characteristic settlement patterns throughout Arabia is the concentration of the
main built-up area on a rocky outcrop
surrounded by a cultivated ﬂood plain”
(Costa, Notes on traditional hydraulics,
264). See archaeology and the qurn.

from mainly unnamed sources which do
not always prove helpful. Certain authors,
he says, claim that the a f is the consumable part of the cereal, another says it is
the leaf of the plant and yet another that it
is the straw. Further in the same sūra,
q 55:68 reads, “Therein are fruit ( fākiha),
date palms (nakhl) and pomegranates (rummān).” Al-Bukhārī comments that the odd
overlapping of “fruit” and “pomegranates”
can be explained by reference to q 2:238,
which reads “observe the prayers and the
middle prayer,” the repetition of “prayer”
being added for emphasis.The nearly-contemporary exegesis of al-abarī (d. 310⁄
923) is much more extensive than that of
al-Bukhārī. In dealing with the vocabulary
of the plant kingdom, his approach is also
lexicographical, citing adīth as evidence
in his own exposition. However, glossing
the passage cited above (q 6:99), beginning,
“God is the one who sent down water from
the sky,” al-abarī writes, “With the water
we sent down from the heavens, we produced nourishment for cattle, beasts, birds
and wild animals and sustenance and food
for human beings” (Tafsīr, vii, 292). He concludes that creation contains “proofs, a
demonstration and an illustration” for
“those who afﬁrm the unity of God and
rate him as all-powerful” (Tafsīr, vii, 296).
The eighth/fourteenth century commentator Ibn Kathīr (d. 774⁄1372) adds nothing
of substance to al-abarī’s discussion of
this particular passage. He is, however,
more expansive than al-ābarī in his commentary on q 2:21-2, where the divine gift
of rain which brings forth fruits (thamarāt)
as sustenance for humankind is also mentioned. God’s unity, divine power and
blessings, both manifest and hidden, are all
expressed here and the meaning of the
phrase “[Your Lord] is the one who made
the earth a place of repose for you and the
heavens a protecting ediﬁce” (q 2:22) is explained by reference to other qurānic pas-

Commentary on selected passages
The prophetic adīth, the qurānic commentaries and similar works assign secular
and religious signiﬁcance to many of the
words and phrases noted above in the ﬁrst
section. Al-Bukhārī (d. 256⁄870), for example, in the section of his adīth collection
concerned with qurānic exegesis provides
a lexicographical explanation for three
terms in q 55:12, a f, ray ān and abb. He
says a f is the stem of cereal plants which
have been cut before reaching full maturity
and ray ān is the residual product after the
abb (seed) has been extracted for consumption. Al-Bukhārī also adds other deﬁnitions
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sages (e.g. q 21:32; 40:64). What particularly interests Ibn Kathīr in the passage is
the command, “Do not set up rivals (andād)
to God,” for which he adduces a number
of references in the adīth collections supporting the prohibition. A man once said
to the Prophet, “What God has willed, and
what you have willed.” The Prophet reproached him, saying, “Have you set me
up as a rival to God? Say, ‘What God
wills,’ and nothing else.” Associating peers
or rivals with God is pure polytheism (shirk,
see belief and unbelief). A tradition
from Ibn Abbās describes “polytheism”
as undetectable “as an ant crawling over
a black rock in the dead of night.” Ibn
Kathīr’s exegesis stresses, on the one hand,
the absolute singularity of God, a point
Jews, Christians and even Muslims tended
to forget in practice, despite the common
acknowledgement in their scripture of one,
sole divine being. On the other hand, using
an earthy analogy that “droppings (in the
desert) indicate the presence of a camel,”
Ibn Kathīr stresses how the divine existence and unity are mirrored in the multiplicity of God’s creation (q.v.), that is the
“signs (q.v.),” including the heavens, the
earth and all that comes forth from them
such as the life-giving rain which supports
the plant kingdom upon which the existence of the humans and animals depends.
It should be noted that, differences in presentation aside, al-abarī’s commentary
on q 6:99 and that of Ibn Kathīr on
q 2:21 are in essential agreement in their
view of the nature of God as demonstrated in creation.
Scriptural insistence, therefore, on observing God’s signs in the natural world as
proof of his existence, unity, power and
beneﬁcence, was seconded by the commentators who further afﬁrmed the need
to use the mind in pursuit of the truth. AlBay āwī (d. 685⁄1282), for example, commenting on q 2:164, which concerns God’s

signs for people with understanding, adds
that this verse provides instruction as well
as a “stimulus for the pursuit of research
and study.” Developing John Burton’s
schema of the three broad sources of exegesis — tradition, reason and intuition —
which illuminate the meaning of the
qurānic text, a further indirect and pragmatic method of exegesis was the investigation of the “signs” which serve to conﬁrm the truth of the text. In the early
centuries of Islam, this stimulated an impulse toward the collection and dissemination of information on plants in general
and agriculture in particular. This concern, traced in the following sections, is
reﬂected in a rich agronomic literature
and in the medieval “green revolution”
which fostered the study and diffusion of
new plants westward across the Islamic
domains.
Ibn Wa shiyya and al-Filāa al-Naba iyya
During the vigorous translation movement
of the early Abbāsid period (late eighth to
late tenth century c.e.), there was evident
interest in agronomic, and indeed botanical, works. Among the ancient geoponic
works known to the Arabs was one by
Apollonius of Tyana (not Anatolius of
Berytos as once thought), which was translated under the title Kitāb al-Filā a in 179⁄
795. The Georgica of Cassianus Bassus was
translated ﬁrst into Pahlavi and then into
Arabic in 212⁄827 as al-Filā a al-Rūmiyya.
The most outstanding of these treatises,
however, was al-Filā a al-Nabaiyya, “Nabatean [i.e. Syriac] Agriculture,” attributed
to Abū Bakr b. Washiyya. The author —
whose identity has been disputed — claims
that he translated it from the “ancient Syriac,” the Aramean dialect of the Kasdān
community of Iraq, in 291⁄903 and then
dictated the translation to a disciple in
318⁄930. If for no other reason, the work
is remarkable for its sheer size, the author
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saying that the original ran to around ﬁfteen hundred folios. The work appears to
have been compiled in a milieu where Alexandrian Hellenism and gnosticism still
survived and where neither Judaism nor
Christianity had much inﬂuence, suggesting an era prior to the ﬁfth century c.e.
While the work reﬂects Hippocratic medical principles and certain aspects of Dioscorides’ Materia medica, it may also represent a tradition independent of the latter.
Furthermore, it seems to have no connection with the Arabic botanical writing
which had already appeared prior to Ibn
Washiyya’s translation. Indeed, it presents
a far more varied range of plant life than
that found in Akkadian sources: more than
360 plants, with special attention given to
the olive tree, the vine and the date palm,
indicating their essential place in the agricultural activities of the region. In comparison with known Greek geoponic works,
al-Filā a al-Nabaiyya is more developed,
dealing with matters both practical and
theoretical. In short it represents a kind of
“philosophy” of humankind’s relationship
with the soil. The text’s editor Touﬁc Fahd
has argued that al-Filā a al-Nabaiyya presents a picture of the state of knowledge of
agriculture, botany and the rural and domestic economy in Iraq at the end of the
Hellenistic era (Matériaux pour l’histoire,
276-379).
The opening chapters of al-Filā a alNabaiyya are dedicated to the olive tree, its
beneﬁts, the places where it best grows and
the properties of its various components
such as the leaves, roots, the oil and pits of
the fruit. At one point the text says that
“concerning all these matters, some [information] came to us by experience (tajriba)
and some by revelation (wa y) from the
gods to our forefathers… some by inspiration (ilhām) to us and to the idols who in
turn instructed us… all of which we put to

the test and thus were able to judge the
soundness of the best practice… for which
we are grateful to [the gods]” (i, 49). The
contrast with the monotheistic spirit of the
Qurān is evident. It is similar, however, to
the response of gratitude found in the
qurānic verse, “Vegetation comes forth
from good earth with the permission of its
Lord, while from bad land it comes forth
with difﬁculty; thus do we expound the
signs to a people who are grateful” (q 7:58).
Indeed, the pagan Nabatean text translated well into the monotheistic Islamic
context as it provided a rich catalog of the
gifts of the divine economy. Inserted in a
lengthy and largely theoretical discourse
on how to manage an agricultural estate —
complemented by a discussion of the principles of procreation and generation — is
an agricultural calendar which lists the activities occurring each month of the year
(i, 218-41). This is the earliest example of
the genre in Arabic and may be compared
with later works from al-Andalus and the
Yemen.
As stated above, detailed attention is
given to the olive tree, the vine and the
date palm, the ﬁrst and last of the trio
forming the opening and closing sections
of the work. The three plants are also
grouped together in two qurānic passages,
q 16:11 and 80:28-9, signaling the importance of the triad. Apart from this, the
bulk of the work is devoted to a wide range
of other edible plants, the names for many
of which the translator was obliged to
leave in transliteration as he could ﬁnd no
Arabic equivalents.
Following the section on the olive, cereals are the next group of plants treated.
Wheat and barley are discussed at greatest
length, as both had played a major role in
the Mesopotamian diet for several millennia. Rice and sorghum (dhura) are also
noted among many other grains. Various
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aspects of cereal culture are discussed: the
appropriate location for growing; the season and atmospheric conditions required
for a good crop; the procedures for harvesting, threshing, winnowing and storing
the grain and the means of testing whether
the grain is beginning to deteriorate.
In sum, the spirit of al-Filā a al-Nabaiyya
may be expressed in words not so distant
from the qurānic passages cited earlier,
save for the absence of the single divine
agent:

Malik al-Ashraf, it is clear that the dominant crop in the Yemen was sorghum,
some twenty-two different varieties of
which — distinguished chieﬂy by color —
are listed. Indeed, the common term for
sorghum was simply “food” (aām). There
is evidence of Ibn Washiyya’s inﬂuence
on this Yemeni “school,” although its nature and degree have yet to be determined
precisely. Although there is the eighth⁄
fourteenth-century Miftā al-ra ā li-ahl alfilā a (ed. M. āliiyya) by an unknown author, likely a Syrian, it is in the far west of
the Islamic domains, in al-Andalus, that
the tradition of agronomic writing continued with vigor and novel contributions of
its own.

Agriculture is a source of plant life whose
nutritional beneﬁts are the very foundation of [human] life… Plants have also
medicinal value, dispelling pains, ailments
and illnesses… Furthermore, our clothes
which conceal our nakedness and protect
our bodies from the dangers of heat and
cold also come from [cultivated] plants
(i, 702).
Later agronomic works: Egypt, Yemen, Syria
No surviving agronomic work matches the
encyclopedic breadth and detail of alFilā a al-Nabaiyya. The manual of Ibn
Mammātī (d. 606⁄1209), Kitāb Qawānīn aldawāwīn, contains information on the
farming practices in his native Egypt. In
the beginning of the eighth⁄fourteenth
century, the Egyptian Jamāl al-Dīn Muammad b. Yayā al-Wa wā (d. 718⁄1318)
produced another work on agriculture, in
which he frequently cites Ibn Washiyya.
Later in the same century, the Yemeni
Rasūlid sultans al-Malik al-Ashraf Umar
(d. 696⁄1296) and al-Malik al-Af al alAbbās b. Alī (d. 778⁄1376) wrote agricultural treatises. To al-Ashraf ’s brother alMalik al-Muayyad Dāwūd is attributed
another book on agriculture now lost.
These almanacs provide a basis for reconstructing the agricultural activities
throughout the year. In the almanac of al-

The agricultural revolution and the Andalusian
“school” of agronomy
In the ﬁrst half of the fourth/tenth century, Dioscorides’ Materia medica became
known in al-Andalus, stimulating an interest in botany and pharmacology, which
were allied to the development of agronomy. The so-called Calendar of Cordoba of
Arīb b. Saīd (d. 370⁄980) contains data on
arboriculture and horticulture, reﬂecting
local knowledge and custom. Arīb may
have also written a treatise on agriculture
and, if this is correct, it would have been
the ﬁrst of its kind in al-Andalus. From the
end of the fourth⁄tenth century, an agronomic treatise of unknown authorship has
survived entitled Kitāb fī tartīb awqāt alghirāsa wa-l-maghrūsāt (ed. A. Lopez) with
contents similar to those of the Calendar,
complementing that work with an important section on the cultivation of ornamental plants.
These activities were undoubtedly fostered by another factor, which A. Watson
in 1983 called “the agricultural revolution”
in his important and controversial book
Agricultural innovation in the early Islamic world.
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At the heart of this revolution was the diffusion of new crops westward from India
and Persia through the Arab lands to the
Iberian peninsula during the early centuries of Islamic expansion and consolidation. Watson examines in detail sixteen
food crops and one ﬁber crop as part of
this process of diffusion. In most cases, diffusion meant the acclimatization of plants
native to a humid tropical environment to
a Mediterranean climate. Diffusion was
accompanied by changes in farming practices. The development of summer crops
and more intensive and extensive land exploitation were made possible by a combination of the use of more varied types of
soil, the more widespread application of a
different kind of manure, improvements in
irrigation and changes in landholding size
and fallow practices. Watson’s critics have
challenged certain of his conclusions, while
conﬁrming others. The overall impression
remains that during the ﬁrst Islamic centuries there was indeed a greatly renewed interest in agriculture, including horticulture
and arboriculture, with a corresponding
rise in food production, which made possible the rise of new urban cultures throughout the Middle East. In al-Andalus, a concomitant development was the appearance
of experimental botanical gardens, generally founded by rulers, where new plants
were grown and old varieties improved. A
more precise picture of the process and
scope of this “green revolution” will be
gained only when a thorough study of the
agronomic treatises is closely integrated
with an examination of works of the botanical, medical (especially dietetic) and
culinary traditions.
By the ﬁfth⁄eleventh century, al-Filā a alNabaiyya was not only known in al-Andalus, but was a factor in the emergence of
what Garcia Sanchez has called the “Andalusian school of agronomy,” which continued uninterrupted into the seventh⁄

thirteenth century. Andalusian agronomic
writing culminated in the works of several
individuals in different cities spanning the
ﬁfth⁄eleventh century to the seventh⁄thirteenth. First are the Toledans Ibn Wāfid
(d. 466⁄1074) and Ibn Ba āl (d. 499⁄1105),
the latter’s treatise being based upon his
personal experience. Ibn al- ajjāj of Seville wrote his work in 466⁄1074. The work
of the Granadan botanist al-ighnarī (ﬂ.
ﬁfth⁄eleventh-sixth⁄twelfth century) has
yet to appear in a printed edition. A contemporary of al-ighnarī and a personal
acquaintance of Ibn Ba āl, Abū l-Khayr
of Seville, also made a signiﬁcant contribution. The great successor and synthesizer
of this “school” was the Sevillian Ibn alAwwām, who lived between 512⁄1118 and
663⁄1265. He left the most extensive of all
the Andalusian works, Kitāb al-Filā a. Its
contents, covering agriculture and animal
husbandry, are selected from eastern and
Andalusian texts, supplemented by the author’s own experimental practice. Finally,
the cycle ends with Ibn Luyūn (d. 750/
1349) of Almeria, who wrote a lengthy
poem (urjūza) on agronomy. The sources
employed by these Andalusian scholars,
the relationship between the authors and
the precise nature of the inﬂuence of the
classical geoponic tradition have been subject to much recent investigation and debate. Compared with certain classical
works translated into Arabic — such as the
one sometimes attributed to Anatolius of
Berytos — the Andalusian texts appear far
more developed and sophisticated. They
frequently exhibit both a theoretical and
practical outlook and project the authors’
collective conviction that agriculture was
“the basis of subsistence for men and animals… [allowing for] the preservation of
life and the sustaining of the spirit” (alighnarī) and that it was “a well-founded
science, a divine gift and a great recompense” (Abū l-Khayr).
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Conclusion
In the works of qurānic commentary, the
signiﬁcance of the plant kingdom within
the natural world is explained as an aspect
of the Creator’s unique, all-powerful, beneﬁcent nature. In their broadest sense, the
“signs” of creation are the keys to the comprehension of the divine reality. The works
dedicated to agriculture are by extension
the exploration of the signs themselves, the
types of land, plants, climatic conditions
and the like, a proper understanding of
which could maximize for human society
the beneﬁt of the divine gifts. The relationship between these two literatures is suggested by the stimulus to learning of the
“green revolution” in the early Islamic centuries which gave scope for the practical
examination of plants and agricultural
techniques documented in the agronomic
texts. Taken together in this way, the works
of the commentators and agronomists are
complementary and illustrate that the
proposition that God’s creatures are both
determined and yet free (see freedom and
predestination) is only an apparent contradiction in the thought of medieval
scholars such as al-Ghazālī (d. 505⁄1111).
That is, humankind is determined by the
divine nature’s creative act, but free to explore and exploit the natural world for its
own greater beneﬁt. See also food and
drinks.
David Waines
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was accused of rejecting the dogma that
Muammad was the last prophet. Under
British rule, the controversy was merely a
doctrinal dispute between individuals or
voluntary organizations, but when the
movement’s headquarters and many
Amadīs moved in 1947 to the professedly
Islamic state of Pakistan, the issue was
transformed into a major constitutional
problem and the Muslim mainstream
demanded the formal exclusion of the
Amadīs from the Muslim fold. This was
attained in 1974, when the Pakistani parliament adopted a constitutional amendment
declaring the Amadīs to be non-Muslims.
Despite the impression which may be
gained from anti-Amadī polemical literature, the Amadīs passionately attest that
the Qurān is a heavenly book of unsurpassable beauty and unquestionable validity which will never be superseded (see
inimitability). They initiated the translation of the Qurān into numerous languages and maintain that it is the only
scripture (see scripture and the qurn)
which has suffered no interpolation or corruption (q.v.). Their profound veneration
of the Qurān has led them to re-interpret
the idea of abrogation (q.v.). They claim
that whenever abrogation is mentioned in
the Qurān, it denotes the abrogation of all
other religions by Islam rather than the abrogation of early qurānic verses by later
ones. This implies that all qurānic verses
have the same validity, a position which
undermines the exegetical principle according to which injunctions included in
later verses cancel those included in earlier
ones. Consequently, they deal in an alternative manner with inconsistencies in the
Qurān. Instead of following injunctions
set forth in “abrogating” verses, they maintain that where there are contradictory
statements about a certain issue, one
should abide by the verses revealed in circumstances more similar to one’s own.

Ahl al-Bayt see family of the
prophet; people of the house

Amad see muammad
Amadiyya
The Amadiyya Movement in Islam
(Urdu Jamāat-i A madiyya) is a modern
messianic movement. It was founded in
1889 in the Indian province of the Punjab
by Mirzā Ghulām Amad (1835-1908) and
has become exceedingly controversial
within contemporary Muslim circles.
Claiming for its founder messianic and
prophetic status of a certain kind, the
Amadī Movement aroused ﬁerce opposition from the Muslim mainstream and
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Ghulām Amad used this exegetical method in his reinterpretation of the mandated
holy struggle, jihād (q.v.). According to his
exposition, the verses commanding military struggle were revealed when nascent
Islam was in danger of destruction by
force. In Ghulām Amad’s times, Islam
was no longer in danger of military attack,
but suffered from defamation by Christian
missionaries. Military struggle is therefore
unnecessary and Muslims should respond
by verbal struggle: they should refute the
defamatory statements of their opponents
and propagate Islam by preaching.
Two qurānic verses are central to Amadī theology. “Jesus, I cause you to die
and raise you to myself ” (q 3:55) is taken to
mean that Jesus’ ascension took place after
his death. Coupled with the qurānic denial
of the cruciﬁxion in q 4:157, the verses are
interpreted to mean that Jesus died a natural death and, contrary to numerous
adīths, there will be no second coming.
q 33:40 which describes Muammad as
“the seal of the prophets” (khātam alnabiyyīn, see prophets and prophethood)
is not understood as meaning that he was
the last prophet, but that he was “the
owner of the seal” without whose conﬁrmation no other prophet may be accepted.
The dogma asserting the ﬁnality of Muammad’s prophethood refers, according
to the Amadiyya, only to legislative
prophets who bring a divinely revealed
book of law. Non-legislative prophets like
Ghulām Amad whom God sends to revive the law promulgated in the Qurān
can appear in a Muslim community even
after the completion of Muammad’s mission. A similar idea can be found in the
works of the famous ūfī Ibn al-Arabī (d.
638⁄1240) and Ghulām Amad’s prophetology may have been inspired by his
thought. See also  fism and the qurn.
Yohanan Friedmann
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Air and Wind
The gases which surround the earth and
the motion within these gases. Air is mentioned only twice in the Qurān, once as
jaww and once as hawā. The general word
for wind, rī and its plural riyā , occurs
more than thirty times. It is supplemented
by a number of terms with signiﬁcantly
fewer attestations denoting speciﬁc types of
wind.
Air
Of the attestations of air, one is literal,
q 16:79: “Have you not reﬂected on the
birds set in the air ( jaww) of the ﬁrmament, none holds them there other than
God. In that, indeed, is a sign for those
who believe,” referring to the region between heaven and earth where the birds
have their place. The other is metaphorical, q 14:43: “Their hearts are air (hawā),”
where it is used to emphasize the terror felt
by the wicked on judgment day that renders their minds insubstantial and incapable of thought.
Wind
Wind, like the other phenomena of nature,
is a sign (āya) of God (see signs). It can be
either beneﬁcent or destructive. The
qurānic references to wind give an account of the diverse forms in which it may
occur: in the relief it brings from drought
by bearing clouds laden with rain to the
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pastoral steppes and agricultural centers,
in blinding sandstorms, in torrential rain
and in its beneﬁts and dangers to shipping.
Yet however varied and unpredictable it
may appear to humankind, wind in the
Qurān is never arbitrary. It and all its
concomitants — whether for good or ill —
are in the hands of God and occur as a direct act of his will, whether to reward or
punish.
The grammatical structures in which
wind occurs and the contexts in which it
has a role illustrate this. On most occasions
wind is the direct object of God’s action:
he⁄we send(s) it (arsala, yursilūna, arsalnā
[passim]). He uses it to drive ( yuzjī, q 17:66;
24:43) clouds and ships (q.v.) and may
grant control of it to whomever he wishes.
On three occasions it is mentioned that
God put it at the disposal of Solomon (q.v.;
q 21:81; 34:12; 38:36). It moves according to
God’s direction (ta rīf al-riyā , q 2:164; 45:5).
He may still it ( yuskin, q 42:33), if he wishes. Only on four occasions is it the subject
of a verb: it blows (tahwī, q 22:31), it comes
( jāat, q 10:22), it blows violently (ishtaddat,
q 14:18), it scatters (tadhrū, q 18:45). Thus its
role in qurānic discourse, in direct speech,
narrative, parables, metaphors and oaths
alike, is clearly deﬁned as a part of nature
under God’s command.
Rī may at times express meanings beyond those common in everyday usage of
the word “wind” in English. On two occasions it occurs with an extended meaning
as in the exclamation of Jacob (q.v.), “I
sense the fragrance (rī ) of Joseph (q.v.)”
(q 12:94), and, “Do not quarrel one with
another lest you lose heart and your spirit
(rī ) [i.e. zeal] depart” (q 8:46). Rū , derived from the same root, sometimes expresses a specialized signiﬁcance of breath
considered as air in motion, i.e. the breath
of life and spirit. Thus Adam (see adam
and eve) is brought to life by the divine
breath God blows into him (q 15:29; 32:9;

38:72; 66:12) and Jesus (q.v.) is created by
the breath or spirit God breathes into
Mary (q.v.; q 19:17; 21:91). In its other attestations, the meanings rū bears are conceptually distinct from the English word
“wind” and do not fall within the scope of
this entry (see spirit).
In addition to rī there are a number of
words in the Qurān indicating winds of
various kinds: ā if (q 10:22) or ā ifa
(q 21:81), “a violent wind”; ā ib (q 54:34),
“a sandstorm”; qā if (q 17:69), “a violent
gale”; and rukhā (q 38:36), “a gentle
breeze.” Moreover, there are a number of
words which qualify it adjectivally: ar ar
(q 41:16; 54:19; 69:6), meaning “searing
cold,” if the root is associated with irr
(q 3:117), or “terrible clamor,” if associated
with arra (q 51:29); ātiya (q 69:6), “violent”;
and aqīm (q 51:41), “stiﬂing.” On one occasion the verb tanaffasa (q 81:18), “to
breathe,” is used to designate the tremulous stirring of the air before dawn.
As a divine gift
Wind is a gift of God and an integral part
of the interlocking complex of blessings
(see blessing) he bestows on humankind
by which he reveals himself as Lord and
Benefactor. Above all, it is a bearer of
God’s mercy. Its role is epitomized in
q 7:57: “It is he who sends the winds as
dispersers⁄heralds (nashran [or nushuran or
nushran]⁄bush[u]ran) of his mercy until
when they bear clouds heavy with rain, We
guide them to a land dead [in drought]. By
them do we send down water, and by them
do we bring forth fruits of every kind. Just
so do we bring forth the dead. On this then
should you reﬂect.” Attention should be
drawn to the alternative readings of “dispersers” and “heralds” (see readings of
the qurn). Modern commentators, like
Rashīd Ri ā (1865-1935), prefer “heralds.”
This is now widely regarded as canonical
thanks to the prominent status of the
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“Egyptian” edition of the Qurān and tacitly accepted as such by most translators.
Al-abarī (d. 310⁄923), however, states explicitly his dislike of this recitation, preferring “dispersers” (nashran or nushuran). He
says that the Bedouin use “nashr” (or its alleged dialectal variant nushr) for “the nice,
soft, diminishing winds which spawn
clouds.” He accepts the same recitation in
q 25:48 and 27:63 (Tafsīr, viii, 209). In this
he is followed by al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538⁄
1144), al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1209), al-Bay āwī
(d. ca. 700⁄1301) and others for whom the
verse is a locus classicus for excursuses on
wind in the divine economy. For these exegetes, the winds are “dispersers” of God’s
mercy (q.v.). They gloss “mercy” as “rain.”
It is by the rain that God revives the dead
earth, just as he will raise the dead on judgment day. It is not a coincidence that the
word “nashr” also refers to the raising of
the dead at the resurrection (q.v.). It must
be noted, however, that in a similar context
(q 30:46) the winds are described as “heralds” (mubashshirāt), without any recorded
variant recitation.
In addressing q 7:57, al-Rāzī (Tafsīr, vii,
143-51) presents a number of excursuses
which establish a frame of reference for
discussion of wind in the Qurān. He
quotes Ibn Umar (d. 73⁄693) to the effect
that there are eight terms for wind in the
Qurān, four of them designating winds
sent as punishment — qā if, “violent gale”;
ā if, “violent wind”; ar ar, “searingly
cold”; and aqīm, “stiﬂing” — and four as
tokens of mercy — nāshirāt, “restoring to
life”; mubashshirāt, “heralding”; mursalāt,
“sweeping in succession”; and dhāriyāt,
“raising dust.”
The exegetical tradition highlights various aspects of the character and function
of the wind in the Qurān, which can be
enumerated as follows: 1. It fecundates the
clouds: “We send the fecund wind. We
send water down from the sky and give it

to you to drink. It is not you who store it”
(q 15:22). 2. God shows his power by directing it: “The alternation of night and day,
the water God sends down from the sky by
which he revives the earth after its death
and the directing of the winds are signs
for a people who understand” (q 45:5).
3. It brings rain: “It is God who sends the
winds, stirs up the clouds and extends them
in the sky as he wills and sunders them.
You see the rain pour down from within
them. He makes it fall on whichever of his
servants he wills” (q 30:48). 4. It is one of
the signs of the resurrection: “It is God
who sends the winds and stirs up the
clouds. We drive [the clouds] to a dead
land, and by them we revive the earth after
its death. Like this is the resurrection.…”
(q 35:9). 5. It drives ships across the sea:
“We have honored mankind and carried
them on the land and sea” (q 17:70).
Such images occur throughout the Qurān and a majestic array of God’s signs is
given in q 2:164. They include creation
(q.v.) itself, the alternation of night and
day, the ships moving swiftly through the
sea, the rain reviving the dead earth, the
clouds poised between heaven and earth
and the winds that bear them. Yet no matter how many blessings the wind is instrumental in bringing, there are many who do
not believe (see belief and unbelief).
q 30:51 states that, even if God were to
send a wind to turn the greenery of the
earth yellow, they still would not believe.
God’s control over the wind
As stated above, God grants power over
the wind to whomever he chooses. As a reward for Solomon’s faithfulness, God gave
him the wind to carry him wherever he
wished: “[We disposed] the wind to
Solomon, a violent one (ā ifa). It moved
swiftly at his command to the land on
which we had laid our blessing” (q 21:81).
In q 38:36 we are told how it moved at
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Solomon’s command as “a gentle breeze”
(rukhā) and in q 34:12 how it could carry
him a month’s journey, every morning and
evening. On the other hand, God may
withhold it to indicate his displeasure, as in
q 42:32-3: “Among his signs are the ships
on the sea like mountains. If he wishes, he
stills the wind so the ships rest motionless
on its surface. In this are signs for all who
are steadfast and grateful.”

Meccans who besieged Medina in the Battle of Uud (q.v.). Muammad and the
Muslims are reminded: “When armies
came upon you, we sent against them a
wind, and armies you did not see.” The
people of Lot (q.v.) were destroyed by a
sandstorm ( ā ib, q 54:34) and the people of
Ād (q.v.) were annihilated by a searing
cold wind ( ar ar), when they rejected their
prophet Hūd (q.v.): “We sent upon them a
searing cold wind on a doom-laden day”
(q 41:16; see also 54:19; 69:6). In q 51:41
this wind is described as stiﬂing (aqīm) and
in q 69:6 is a vivid account of its destructive power. It obliterated the community
utterly, leaving only the remnants of their
dwellings. See also punishment stories.

Wind as a warning
Wind is not always a blessing. The Qurān
warns: “Can you be sure that he who is in
the heaven will not send upon you a sandstorm ( ā ib)?” (q 67:17). In q 17:66-70 sailors are threatened with punishing winds:
It is your Lord who [by the wind] drives
onward ( yujzī) ships at sea for you, that you
may seek of his bounty. He is merciful to
you. Whenever harm threatens you at sea,
apart from [God] whomever you call upon
will be lost. Yet when [God] brings you
safely to shore, you turn away. Man is ungrateful. Can you be sure that when you
are ashore he will not make a part of the
land swallow you up, or send upon you a
sandstorm ( ā ib)? Then you will ﬁnd none
to protect you. Can you be sure that [while
you are still at sea] he will not put you in
peril yet again, and send upon you a violent gale (qā if ) of wind and drown you because of your ingratitude. Then you will
not ﬁnd for yourselves any support against
Us for it.
Similar ideas are developed in q 10:22,
which tells how sailors when in peril from a
tempest pray desperately, but once safe on
land revert to their evil ways. See also
warning.
Wind as punishment
q 33:9 records that a cold wind led to the
disintegration of the army of the pagan

In parables
Wind is a component in a number of similes (q.v.) and parables often introduced by
expressions such as mathal and ka-annamā,
putting to didactic effect everyday experiences with wind. In q 3:117 the effort the
wicked expend in the life of this world “is
like a wind (rī ) which is biting cold ( irr)
which strikes the tillage of a people who
harm themselves and destroys it.” In
q 14:18 all the efforts of those who disbelieve are dismissed as nothing more than
“ash (see ashes) blown violently by the
wind on a stormy day.” q 18:45 reiterates
the point: “[The life of this world] becomes chaff and the wind scatters it.” In
q 22:31 the wicked are warned that someone who disbelieves in God is like a person falling from a great height, caught
by the wind, “and blown to a remote
place.”
In oaths
A striking feature of the Qurān are the
oaths sworn by natural phenomena including the wind to draw attention to and
heighten the impact of its message (see
oaths). Of particular beauty is q 81:18 de-
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claring that the qurānic revelations are indeed brought to the Prophet by Gabriel
(q.v.): “I swear… by the dawn when it
draws its breath (tanaffasa).”
The clusters of oaths opening sūras 51
and 77 are of special interest. All the topics
of asseveration are suggestive of power
and inevitability, like the coming of the
judgment day, which they foreshadow.
They have particular strength because, as
al-abarī suggests, their meaning is multilayered, which heightens the role of the
wind to create a breathtaking impact. Thus
in q 51:1 dhāriyāt means “winds raising the
dust,” but in other contexts can mean
“women giving birth.” āmilāt in q 51:2 has
the meaning of “winds bearing rain
clouds,” but it can also mean “pregnant
women.” Jāriyāt in q 51:3 may be understood, perhaps simultaneously, as “swiftlymoving winds,” “ships cutting through the
sea” and “stars following their course.”
Likewise in q 77:1 mursalāt may be “successive surges of wind,” as well as “the continuing revelation of the pericopes of the
Qurān to Muammad.” Nāshirāt in q 77:3
may be “winds dispersing the rain of God’s
mercy” (cf. q 7:57) or “spreaders of the
news of the qurānic revelation.” Wind is
inseparable from the layers of meaning
discoverable within these words. As each
cluster of oaths creates images of “wellarranged and continuous movement” so
the wind, as a component of these images,
is associated with the coming and violence
of judgment day. The sublime pun on nashr
(dispersing⁄resurrection) and its derivatives
highlights the inevitability and drama of
this event.

man beings to trade and interact with each
other across the earth and is highlighted
as one of the signs of the resurrection. In
the cosmological sense, air and wind lie
between the heavens and the earth. To humankind, wind may be terrifying and uncontrollable. Like all else in nature control
over it is in God’s hands. It is a symbol of
the helplessness of humankind and the
power of God. Everything said about it relates directly to human experience and as
everything else in nature the Qurān presents it in all its diversity as a teacher of
ultimate truths to humankind. See also
natural world and the qurn.

Conclusion
Wind is part of the great array of signs
and gifts that demonstrates God’s power
and benevolence. It belongs to the regenerative cycle of events that ﬁlls the earth with
plants that sustain life. It also enables hu-
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Āisha bint Abī Bakr
The woman thought by the majority of
Muslims to be the Prophet Muammad’s
favorite wife. Although Āisha bint Abī
Bakr (d. 58⁄678) is never explicitly named
in the Qurān, she was consistently deﬁned
with reference to the sacred text in the formation of her historical and symbolic
standing in Islamic history. Through
Āisha, Muslim scholars, who historically
were almost exclusively men, struggled
with questions central to the formation of
communal identity and gender roles. Her
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persona focused debate and determined
the nuances of the Islamic identity in its
formative phase. These intertextual exchanges, particularly in the early and classical periods of Islamic history, allowed
scholars to establish for Muslim women the
parameters of their social behavior, political participation and the feminine models
endorsed for them as ideals. In this process,
Āisha acted as a prism for the focus and
refraction of shared and sharply divided
Islamic interpretations. At the heart of
these signiﬁcant debates — prompted by
her actions as an historically attested
ﬁgure — was the Qurān, the verses of
which would be used both to defend and
criticize her.
Three pivotal themes invoked important
sacred precedents in Āisha’s depiction:
her vindication from adultery (see adultery and fornication); her participation
in the ﬁrst civil war; and the attempt to
idealize her as an exemplary female in relation to Mary (q.v.), the mother of Jesus
(q.v.). Āisha’s role as the wife of the
Prophet Muammad conferred upon her
and her co-wives an exalted status, but also
a heightened visibility in the realm of sacred praxis and symbol. These additional
responsibilities were outlined in the Qurān, which implicitly deﬁned Āisha as one
of the mothers of the believers: “The
wives of [Muammad]are the mothers of
[the believers]” (q 33:6), a unique female
élite unlike other women (q 33:32). Special
conditions applied exclusively to the wives
of the Prophet, including the injunction in
q 33:53 that they stay behind a screen or
curtain (min warāi ijāb; see veil). All
women, including the Prophet’s wives,
were instructed to wear cloaks (q 33:59),
cover their bosoms and comport themselves with modesty in public (q 24:31). Yet
the Qurān makes explicit that the wives of
the Prophet were also held to a higher
moral standard than other women since

the punishment and reward for their acts
in this life would be doubled in the hereafter (q 33:30-1; see reward and punishment). In q 33:33 the wives of the Prophet
are speciﬁcally enjoined to stay in their
houses, a restriction that was ultimately interpreted by religious scholars to include
all Muslim women. This verse of the
Qurān was applied to Āisha in her one
foray into politics in 11⁄632, the year after
the Prophet’s death, and was ultimately extended to all Muslim women over time in
order to insure their seclusion from male
spheres of public activity.
The accusation of adultery
Sectarian division within the classical Islamic world is nowhere more evident than
in the interpretation of the Qurān regarding the accusation of adultery made
against Āisha in 5⁄627. The most direct
linkage of Āisha with the Qurān, found
in q 24:11-20, does not refer to her directly
by name or to the accusation of adultery
made against her, historically referred to
by Sunnī Muslims as the account of the lie
or slander (ifk). Rather, the revelation explicitly concerns the dire punishments for
those who spread slander without the four
male witnesses required by q 24:13.
The affair of the lie was celebrated as an
example of Āisha’s divine vindication
from the charge of adultery. According to
the earliest written Muslim accounts,
Āisha accompanied the Prophet on a raid
against a tribe called the Banū l-Mu aliq.
During a rest stop on the journey home,
she found that she had lost her necklace
and left the encampment to retrieve it. It
was assumed by the other members of the
party that she had remained seated in her
covered litter. So they lifted the howdah on
to the back of her camel and left with it.
Stranded and alone in the desert, she was
eventually found by a young Muslim
named afwān b. al-Mua al al-Sulamī
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who returned her safely to the Prophet’s
camp. The enemies of the Prophet claimed
that in fact Āisha had betrayed her husband with her rescuer before they rejoined
the rest of the party, although there were
no witnesses to this (Ibn Isāq-Guillaume,
493-9). This account — ﬁrst recorded in
written form one hundred and ﬁfty to two
hundred years after the events described —
represents the narrative frame for the explication of q 24:11-20, which the majority
of Muslims regard as supporting Āisha’s
exoneration from the charge of adultery.
The famed Sunnī exegete al-abarī (d.
310⁄923) declared in his qurānic commentary on these verses that the people of Islam as a religious community were unanimous on Āisha’s vindication (Tafsīr, xviii,
96). Even as he wrote these unqualiﬁed
words about this position in his exegesis, he
surely knew that Shīī commentators, like
his fourth⁄tenth-century contemporary
al-Qummī (ﬂ. fourth⁄tenth century), explicated the same verses quite differently.
Al-Qummī stated that they referred not to
Āisha but to when the Prophet’s Egyptian
concubine Maryam was slandered, an incident which the author dates to ﬁve years
later (Tafsīr, ii, 99; cf. Majlisī, Bi ār al-anwār,
xxii, 153-5; M.M. Bar-Asher, Scripture, 42-3).
These contradictory interpretations reﬂect
both the emergence of contested religiopolitical identities and the importance of
interpretation in recreating the Islamic
past. The same revelation might, through
sectarian explication, render two quite different readings. The Sunnī majority supported and defended Āisha not just as the
Prophet’s favorite wife but as the daughter
of Abū Bakr (q.v.; r. 11⁄632-13⁄634), one of
the Prophet's closest friends and his successor as head of the Islamic community.
Conversely, Shīī Muslims rejected and reviled Āisha as an enemy of their political
and spiritual leader, Alī b. Abī ālib (q.v.;
r. 35⁄656-40⁄661), in a discourse consist-

ent with their own vision of past events.
Indeed, Shīī interpretation of these qurānic verses opened the way for their designation of Āisha as an adulteress, in sharp
contrast to the majority Sunnī Muslim vindication and ultimate praise of her chastity.
The sectarian differences between the
Sunnīs and Shīīs emerged through contested interpretations of the Qurān and
captured contradictory visions of a shared
past as refracted through female as well as
male historical ﬁgures (see shism and the
qurn). The dual interpretations work, in
part, because Āisha is not explicitly named
in the Qurān in the verses in question and
the name of Maryam, the Copt, is also not
present in the sacred text. In interpretation,
the commentators attempted to clarify to
whom these verses refer and in interpretation there remained latitude for contradictory human readings of the divine revelation and its gendered import. Historicizing
such internal debates undermined Islam’s
claim, articulated by Muslim scholars, to
be a monolithic and static truth. Their divisive, co-existent religious interpretations
may assume an exclusive right to clarify an
eternal and timeless Islam, but these same
assertions of exclusivity are undermined
by their attachment to a time-bound, very
human struggle for deﬁnitional control
over a shared faith and its political applications. Such ﬁssures, once found, suggest the
possibility that the history of an ostensibly
religious discourse may reveal precedents
for a multiplicity of present-day ideological
interpretations of Islam by Muslim women
as well as men.
The anthropologist Erika Friedl more recently recorded the voice of one Shīī
woman from an Iranian mountain village
who tells a story of the charge of adultery
made against one of the Prophet’s wives.
Although Āisha is not named and the rescuer of the early Arabic account, afwān
b. al-Mua al al-Sulamī, is replaced with
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an anonymous caravansary owner, the details of this accusation reveal an alternative
sectarian reading which eliminates the very
existence of the Sunnī heroine and the
centrality of divine revelation. Instead, this
probably illiterate female Shīī interpreter
proposes a distinctly human and logical
outcome of the tale, which emphasizes the
power of rumor and the ever-present
threat of divorce in the lives of women,
whose chastity (q.v.) is the object of communal gossip.
Although E. Friedl’s anthropological
work is exemplary, in this instance the
broader implications of the modern female
narrative remain subsumed within the ethnography. By privileging the voice of her
Shīī source, the anthropologist did not
make the critical contextual connections
that characterize this modern interpretation as the distinctive outcome of a contested, exclusively male, classical Sunnī
and Shīī sacred commentary. The ahistorical presentation suggests an implicit timelessness which undermines the source’s
gendered distinction in the history of religion. It is not simply an Iranian folktale
told to a foreign anthropologist, but rather
a modern oral interpretation of the
Qurān expressed by a Shīī Muslim female
in a clearly demarcated continuum of Islamic interpretation of the sacred.

(shīa) was personal, political and ultimately military. Her forces, led by her two
allies, were defeated by Alī in his successful bid to defend his position as the fourth
leader of the Muslim community after
Muammad’s death.
The central presence of a woman in the
struggle for political succession did not escape censure by either the Sunnī or Shīī
Muslim community. Indeed, although both
communities would read this event differently in retrospect, both shared common
tactics in their condemnation of Āisha.
The Sunnī and Shīī sources alike utilized
the same qurānic verses and adīth to buttress their criticism. The verse central to
their shared arguments is found in q 33:33.
Speciﬁcally directed to the Prophet’s wives
in the plural, the verse enjoins them: “Stay
in your houses.” There are no extant written sources contemporary with the ﬁrst
civil war, but Āisha is reminded in a later
biography that had she stayed at home the
carnage of the battle of the camel might
not have occurred. Ibn Sad (d. 230⁄845),
an early Sunnī biographer, records that,
when Āisha recited these verses of the
Qurān years after the event, she wept until
she soaked her veil with tears (abaqāt, viii,
81). The Shīī chronicler al-Masūdī (d.
354⁄956) allows Alī, his Shīī hero and the
victor, to reproach Āisha directly by reminding her that the Prophet had once revealed that she should stay in her house, a
reference to q 33:33 (Murūj, iv, 102-19, nos.
1628-57, esp. no. 1644). Actually, the
Qurān emphasizes that all of the Prophet’s wives should stay, using a plural verb,
in their houses, which also appears as a
plural, but al-Masūdī is not troubled by
the grammatical exactitude of the sacred
verse. Later Shīī sources utilize this same
verse of the Qurān even more pointedly to
condemn Āisha’s political motives (M.M.
Bar-Asher, Scripture, 40-1).
Her symbolic presence at the ﬁrst battle

The battle of the camel
The battle of the camel in 36⁄656 was the
ﬁrst military conﬂict in the ﬁrst Islamic
civil war (abarī, History, xvi, 122-3). Both
the Qurān and the adīth recording the
words and actions of the Prophet were
used by authors who, hundreds of years
after the bloody conﬂict, were still trying
to make sense of the event. All histories,
whether Sunnī or Shīī accounts, had to
consider the central presence of Āisha
bint Abī Bakr in this conﬂict. Her opposition to Alī b. Abī ālib and his partisans
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of the civil war struck a negative universal
point of accord between Sunnī and Shīī
Muslim authors. Through Āisha’s example, all Muslim women were warned not to
leave home or involve themselves in political matters. Traditional lessons derived
from the ﬁrst civil war and the example of
the Prophet’s wife Āisha proved a memorable warning against the future participation of any Muslim woman in politics.
Male religious authorities could not have
attached such a potent precedent to
Āisha’s actions without their shared citation of the Qurān.

scholars to condemn her behavior with reference to the verse q 33:33, as they were
cited in both Sunnī and Shīī spheres. Such
a political precedent deﬁnitively excluded
Āisha as a potential Muslim female ideal
of the obedience extolled in the qurānic
Mary. Finally, Āisha alone would be compared to the most negative female ﬁgures
in the Qurān, the wives of the prophets
Lot (q.v.) and Noah (q.v.), who are characterized in q 66:10 as examples for unbelievers. Their refusal to obey their husbands
became a Shīī criticism directed at Āisha,
their disobedient equivalent in her refusal
to follow the instructions of q 33:33.
Ultimately, examining Āisha’s legacy,
unlike that of the women chosen as the
most exalted of the ﬁrst Muslim community, reveals that her depiction consistently
aroused conﬂicting responses within the
Muslim community. In Sunnī support or
Shīī criticism, the qurānic precedents of
both positive and negative female ﬁgures
were applied to Āisha alone. Although
praised by Sunnīs, Āisha deﬁed categorization as absolutely positive or negative in
the Muslim search for her meaning. The
interpretation of her active, controversial
life revealed that the process of idealization
in Islamic history would never admit her
into the realm of perfection. Thus, while
Islamic tradition asserted that there were
no perfect women except Mary and the
wife of Pharaoh in q 3:42, these two in
qurānic exegesis would ultimately be
joined by the Prophet’s ﬁrst wife, Khadīja
(q.v.) bint Khuwaylid (d. 619 c.e.) and their
daughter Fā ima (q.v.; d. 11⁄632). The consistently positive, unchallenged portrayals
of these women established, through direct
parallels to the qurānic Mary, their centrality as Islamic female models. Both
Khadīja and Fā ima represented an idealized vision of the feminine on which both
Sunnī and Shīī Muslims ultimately agreed.
As further idealized within Shīī texts,

The definition of Islamic female ideals
Mary, the mother of the Jesus, whom Muslims regard as a prophet, is the only explicitly named female ﬁgure in the Qurān.
She is highly praised in q 3:42 as chosen,
pure and preferred above all other women
of creation. In q 66:11-2, Mary and the wife
of Pharaoh (q.v.), named Āsiya in the Islamic tradition, represent behavioral exemplars for all Muslim believers. Mary’s chastity and obedience (q.v.) are particularly
extolled in the Qurān. In the adīth and
qurānic exegesis, Āisha was often associated with Mary, but never with the latter’s
divine selection, obedience and chastity.
Indeed, references to her tended to underscore the particularly vexed aspects of her
historical persona especially those attached
to the accusation of adultery and the ﬁrst
civil war. Although ultimately exonerated
according to the Sunnī interpretation of
the affair of the lie, Āisha’s chastity remained a point of sectarian confrontation.
In this critical controversy over female sexuality, Āisha’s comparison to Mary implied the accusation of sexual impropriety
also lodged in the Qurān against the
mother of Jesus in q 19:27-8. Such a parallel established a negative precedent for the
idealization of Āisha. Her perceived disobedience in the ﬁrst civil war also allowed
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Fā ima ﬁnally transcended the precedent
of Mary in the Qurān and challenged the
Sunnī majority to defend Āisha, not as an
ideal female ﬁgure, but as one whose reputation was diminished by contrast. The impact of the dichotomy depicted between
Āisha and Fā ima ultimately raises questions about the reaction of Muslim women
to male interpretations of the Qurān. Until recently, the reaction of Muslim women
to these male constructed ideal females has
been missing from the written record. Although it has been argued that real Shīī
women cannot hope to emulate Fā ima’s
sacred transcendence of her own sexuality
in the matters of propriety and motherhood, it is no more certain that the precedent of Āisha’s persona will ﬁnally yield a
more practical legacy for Sunnī women.
Although Āisha bint Abī Bakr remains a
model for the Sunnī majority especially
with regard to her intelligence and prodigious memory in the transmission of the
reports about the life of her husband, her
biography remains securely attached to the
qurānic precedent. The control of such
sacred interpretations will continue to pose
a challenge for those Muslims, whether
male or female, who attempt to deﬁne
Āisha’s persona as a positive force in the
present. See also wives of the prophet;
women and the qurn.
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Ākhira see resurrection; paradise;
hell; eschatology

Al-Abbās see family of the prophet
Ālamīn see world

Al-Arim
The most popular interpretation was that
arim (sing. arima) were dam-like structures
designed to hold back ﬂood waters. The
words occurs only once in the Qurān:
“They turned away [from God], so we sent
upon them the ﬂood of the dams (sayl alarim) and gave them, instead of their two
gardens, two which produced bitter fruit,
and tamarisks and a few lote trees”
(q 34:16). Citing other Muslim sources, alabarī (d. 310⁄923) describes the construction of the dams and their destruction after
the people of Sheba (Sabā, see sheba),
who had enjoyed the easiest existence on
earth, rejected the thirteen prophets sent to
them. According to one account, the
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Queen of Sheba, identiﬁed in the Islamic
tradition as Bilqīs (q.v.), originally built the
dams to ensure the fair apportioning of
water among her subjects, who had constantly feuded over water rights. Ironically,
the mighty structures were brought down
by a mouse ( fara) or large rat ( juradh).
Soothsayers had predicted that the dams
would be destroyed by a mouse, so the Shebans stationed cats all over them. When
God decreed the destruction of this sinful
people, he sent a ferocious mouse — or a
large rat — which overpowered one of the
cats and penetrated the dam, unbeknownst
to the Shebans. When the ﬂoods came, the
weakened dam was swept away along with
the homes and property of the Shebans
(Tafsīr, xxii, 78-83).
However, there were other interpretations (see, for example, Yāqūt, Buldān, iv,
110). According to some, sayl al-arim
means “a violent ﬂood,” while others held
that al-arim was the name of the valley
containing the ﬂood waters. Still others believed that it was the name of the great rat
which gnawed through the dam. The famous adīth-collector al-Bukhārī (d.
256⁄870) put forth an interesting theory.
He argued that arim was “red water”
which was used on the gardens of the Shebans. To punish them, God caused this water to drain so far into the earth that the
roots of the plants could no longer reach
it. Consequently, the once fertile gardens
withered and died. See also archaeology and the qurn; punishment
stories.
R.G. Khoury
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Alexander
The Macedonian conqueror who lived
from 356 until 323 b.c.e. Traditional and
modern scholars have identiﬁed the ﬁgure
the Qurān refers to as the Possessor of
the Two Horns (Dhū l-Qarnayn, q 18:83,
86, 94) as Alexander the Great (al-Iskandar
in Arabic). His “two horns” may be the
east and the west, suggesting breadth of his
dominion. Anomalously, some early scholars saw the epithet as reference to a preIslamic monarch of south Arabia or Persia. The famous mystic Ibn al-Arabī (d.
638⁄1240) interpreted the ﬁgure allegorically, identifying the “Possessor of the Two
Horns” as the “heart” ruling the “earth” of
the body through the “east” and “west” of
its palpitations.
Alexander is the best known qurānic ﬁgure not actually named in the scripture. In
the Islamic tradition, his major roles are
those of sovereign, seeker, sage, prophet
and “perfect person.” By constructing an
iron wall to contain Gog and Magog (q.v.,
q 18:93-9), Alexander joins the company of
both David (q.v.), who could melt iron, and
Solomon (q.v.), the only other “Muslim” to
rule the globe and who built his temple
with the help of the jinn (q.v.). In addition,
Alexander defended the world against
apocalyptic chaos (cf. q 21:96-7).
Alexander shares his mysterious notoriety
with al-Kha ir (see khair ⁄khir), whom
tradition identiﬁes as Moses’ unnamed
guide on his search for the conﬂuence of
the two seas (q 18:60-82). Firdawsī’s (d. 411⁄
1020) Shāhnāme names al-Kha ir as Alexander’s guide in his quest for the fountain (or
spring) of life in the Land of Darkness. In
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fact, Alexander’s relationship to al-Kha ir
(also rendered Khi r) is strikingly similar
to that of Moses to his unnamed guide in
sūra 18. Alexander did not reach the fountain, because he became distracted, just as
Moses failed in his quest because he asked
too many questions. Alexander’s other
guides in lore are the sage Luqmān (q.v.)
and the prophet Elijah (q.v.). The legend
that Aristotle tutored Alexander in dreaminterpretation further enhanced his status
as sage, a theme fully developed in Niāmī’s (d. early seventh⁄thirteenth century)
Persian romance Iskandarnāme.
Alexander’s place in the narratives (q.v.)
on the prophets (qi a al-anbiyā) is signiﬁcant. In commenting on q 18:83, alThalabī (d. 427⁄1035) allots more space to
the “Possessor of the Two Horns” than he
accords to at least ﬁve other prophets. He
says that most authorities identify him as
Alexander, who, it is said, descended from
Abraham (q.v.) on his father’s side. Restating the views recorded by many exegetes,
al-Thalabī observes that Alexander was
called the “Possessor of the Two Horns”
either because he ruled both Greece and
Persia; or because, when the prophet summoned his people to belief in one God,
they struck one side of his head and then
the other in deﬁance; or because he had
two attractive locks of hair that people
called horns. Citing a report in which
Muammad does not know whether the
“Possessor of the Two Horns” was actually
a prophet, al-Thalabī notes that scholars
disagree, some arguing that he was a
prophet (nabī, see prophets and proph ethood) but not a messenger (rasūl, see messenger). Al-Kisāī (ﬂ. 597⁄1200) mentions
the “Possessor of the Two Horns” only in
Jacob’s (q.v.) prophecy of a great future
king, not identiﬁed as Alexander. Alexander reaches the pinnacle of mystical and
cosmic apotheosis as the “perfect person”
(al-insān al-kāmil) in his legendary journey

to Mount Qāf, which recalls Muammad’s
ascension (q.v.) into heaven. Confronting
his mortality, Alexander gains wisdom
enough to spread God’s word and become
a model of spiritual perfection.
John Renard
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Alī b. Abī ālib
The cousin of the Prophet Muammad
and husband of his daughter Fā ima. Alī
b. Abī ālib (d. 40⁄661) was among the
ﬁrst to embrace Islam and was renowned
for his loyalty to the Prophet and his courageous role in a number of the military
expeditions in the defense of the early
Muslim community. Also known for his piety, his profound knowledge of the Qurān
and the sunna (the exemplary practice of
the Prophet; see sunna), he ﬁgures prominently in several esoteric traditions in Islam including ūﬁsm (see fism and the
qurn).
Shīī Muslims — originally “the partisans
of Alī” (shīat Alī, see sha) — citing texts
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from the Qurān and the adīth, maintain
that on the Prophet’s death the temporal
and spiritual leadership of the Muslim
community should have devolved to Alī,
but instead was usurped by other close
Companions of the Prophet (q.v.). According to Shīī doctrine, Alī as the divinelydesignated imām (q.v.) also bore the responsibility for preserving the divine
message of the Qurān after its revelation.
Upon his passing, his direct descendants
inherited the imamate, although few of
them were able to exercise the powers of
their position due to persecution by the
rival Sunnī rulers as well as the Sunnī religious establishment.
Early Shīī tradition claims that Alī had
in his possession an authentic version of
the Qurān which was rejected by his political opponents among the powerful Meccan tribe of the Quraysh (q.v.). Instead the
vulgate commissioned by his rival, the caliph Uthmān (q.v.), and purged of the
verses naming Alī and the other members
of the Prophet’s family as the leaders of
the community became canonical (see
collection of the qurn). According to
the lore of the Twelver (or Imāmī) Shīites,
the succeeding imāms secretly passed down
Alī’s copy of the Qurān, the contents of
which will be revealed to the world by the
messianic twelfth imām. Shīī views on the
nature of Alī’s Qurān were gradually
modiﬁed from the fourth⁄tenth century
onwards, when the majority of Shīī scholars came to accept the accuracy of the ofﬁcial Uthmānic vulgate, disputing only the
order of the chapters and verses. Alī’s
Qurān, they believed, while not containing any additional revealed texts, presented
the chapters and the verses in the original
order of their revelation and held as well
his personal notes. This original arrangement and Alī’s notes were what subsequent imāms passed on.
Nevertheless, Alī in his capacity as the

imām, was held to possess a special knowledge of the inner meaning of the Qurān
and hence was in a position to engage in
hermeneutic interpretation (tawīl) of the
text (see exegesis of the qurn: classical and medieval). This divinely endowed knowledge which Alī transmitted to
his descendants provided the Shīī Imāms
with insight into the esoteric aspect (bāin)
of the revelation, thus enabling him to
guide the faithful to a truer and more comprehensive understanding of God’s guidance to humanity. The Shīī imām in the
role of the supreme inter preter of God’s
revelation is often referred to as the
“speaking Qurān (al-Qurān al-nāiq), while
the text itself is called “the silent leader”
(al-imām al- āmit). See also family of the
prophet; shism and the qurn.
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Alif Lām Mīm see letters and
mysterious letters

Alif Lām Rā see letters and
mysterious letters

Allāh see god and his attributes
Al-Lāt see idols and images
Allegiance see oaths; pledge
Allegory see language and style of
the qurn

almsgiving

Alliances see contracts and alliances

Almsgiving
Charitable gifts to relieve the poor. In common with the teachings of most other
faiths and more particularly the biblical
traditions, the Qurān repeatedly emphasizes the moral value of giving. While the
term “almsgiving” may suggest a somewhat simple and unfocused act of charity
directed at the poor and needy, the Qurān
articulates through a variety of terms, especially adaqa and zakāt, a very textured
and multivalent conception of giving
which draws upon the ideals of compassion, social justice, sharing and strengthening the community. As this act aims at being both a social corrective and a spiritual
beneﬁt, it reﬂects the ethical and spiritual
values which are associated with wealth,
property, resources and voluntary effort in
personal as well as communal contexts. It
is in this broader sense that Muslims understand almsgiving and apply it in their
daily life.
The perspective of the Qurān on sharing
wealth and individual resources through
acts of giving is rooted in speciﬁc essential
ideals: 1. the absence of a dichotomy between spiritual and material endeavors in
human life, i.e. acts sanctioned as a part of
faith are also linked to the daily conditions
of life in this world; 2. the nature, purpose
and function of the Muslim community as
“the best of communities created to do
good and to struggle against evil” (q 3:110);
3. the trusteeship of wealth and property
and hence accountability for the way in
which they are expended. These ethical
perspectives in the Qurān, among others,
established the basis for what came to be
understood as an Islamic form of giving
and its moral signiﬁcance. As the Muslim
philosopher Fazlur Rahman (1919-1988)
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observed in addressing the key ethical concepts of the Qurān, “Islam aims necessarily (and not just peripherally or indirectly)
at the creation of a world order wherein
the imperatives and principles will be embodied in such a way that the “earth shall
be reformed” (Some key ethical concepts
of the Qurān, 182-3). In an essay exploring the use of the qurānic term aqq,
“real” or “true,” Clifford Geertz remarks
that one ﬁnds the identiﬁcation of the right
with the real at all levels of Islamic practice
(Local knowledge, 189). Other Western scholars of Islamic civilization, including Marshall Hodgson, have made the same point.
Inasmuch as true sovereignty, according
to the Qurān, belongs only to God, the
Prophet, his successors, the members of
the community and even the state acted as
the instruments by which these ideals were
to be translated into practice. Individuals
within that society, whom God endowed
with a capacity to acknowledge and respond to him were seen as trustees through
whom the moral and spiritual vision of the
Qurān was fulﬁlled in personal and communal life. They were thus accountable for
the way in which they used their resources
and their wealth, and they earned religious
merit by expending them in a socially beneﬁcial way. While recognizing that individuals were endowed with different abilities,
resources and property, the Qurān emphasizes the ideal of social solidarity and enjoins justice and generosity (q 16:90). In
particular, it holds up as truly virtuous
those who spend their resources to assist
others (q 57:18) and condemns the hoarders
of wealth (q 3:180).
The speciﬁc notions of setting aside a
portion of one’s wealth for others or of
recognizing the necessity and value of giving are articulated in the Qurān through a
number of terms that are often used interchangeably. The most signiﬁcant of these
are adaqa and zakāt. There are a number
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of other terms that signify “giving” in the
Qurān. Forms of the verb nafaqa (expend)
occur primarily with the sense of expending one’s wealth to please God (e.g.
q 2:265). Khayr (charity) is another qurānic
term which describes beneﬁcent and voluntary acts of giving. Individuals are also
urged to offer God “a beautiful loan” (qar
asan), the beneﬁt of which will be multiplied many times over by God’s bounty
(q 2:245). Since God is deemed to be the ultimate giver, such offerings are interpreted
merely as acts of returning to him what is
ultimately his.

not completed because of illness or other
reasons. Giving also beneﬁts the givers
spiritually as part of their quest to seek the
“face of God” (q.v.; q 2:272). Such a quest
is pursued out of love for God (q 76:8) and
may be public or private (q 2:274). According to the Qurān, those who give because
they seek the face of God will be truly fulﬁlled (q 30:39). An interesting use of adaqa
occurs in what has come to be called in the
exegetical literature (tafsīr), the “verse of
the audience” (āyat al-najwā, q 58:12),
which enjoins the offering of alms before
an audience with the Prophet. This suggests that giving alms was viewed as both a
way to expiate past sins and display respect, as well as a gesture of recognition of
the values embodied by the Prophet, whose
own acts of generosity were looked upon
as a model for the rest of the followers of
Islam.
According to the Qurān, words of kindness and compassion are better than adaqa
coupled with insult (q 2:263). The donation
of alms need not be a gift of material
value. It can also consist of voluntary effort
(q 9:79) or merely a kind word (q 2:263). It
is better to offer alms discreetly to those in
need rather than for the purpose of public
acknowledgement (q 2:271). The Qurān
is critical of those who give in order to appear generous or who compromise the
value of the act by ostentatious public behavior that serves only to render a normally charitable act purely self-serving
(q 2:264).
It is clear from q 58:12 that the Qurān
envisaged a broad framework both for
those who might beneﬁt from the more formalized practice that was evolving in the
early Muslim community and for the ﬁscal
support of the community’s needy. Almsgiving served to beneﬁt the early Muslims
who had migrated from Mecca with the
Prophet (see emigrants and helpers). It
was also used to encourage others to join

adaqa
While the word adaqa and its various
forms came to be interpreted in later Muslim religious and legal texts to connote the
restricted notion of voluntary — rather
than obligatory — giving, adaqa and zakāt
are used interchangeably in a broader
sense in the Qurān. In the Arabic lexicographical literature, the root -d-q sustains
numerous meanings associated with ideas
of righteousness and truth. Elsewhere in
the Qurān, related words, such as al- iddīq
(truthful, q 12:46), which is used to describe
the prophet Joseph (q.v.), or adīq (trusted
friend, q 24:61), reﬂect this notion of moral
excellence. Modern critical scholarship has
suggested that the word adaqa is linked
etymologically to the Hebrew sedāā (almsgiving), leading some experts to conclude
that it is a loanword (see foreign vo cabulary).
The application of the term in its various
contexts in the Qurān develops some of
the key themes of the ideal of giving.
q 9:104-5 links God’s acceptance of repentance (see repentance and penance) with
adaqa, thus suggesting its value for the expiation of sins. This is further emphasized
by the joining of fasting (q.v.) with adaqa
(q 2:196), as ways of fulﬁlling the obligations of a pilgrimage ( ajj, see pilgrimage)
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the Muslim community and to support the
Muslims in the conﬂict against Mecca.
q 9:60 speciﬁes the types of recipients who
ought to beneﬁt from it: those afﬂicted by
poverty; those in need and incapable of
assisting themselves; those who act, sometimes in a voluntary capacity, as stewards
and custodians to ensure the collection and
appropriate expenditure of funds; those
whose hearts need to become favorably inclined towards Islam; captives who need to
be ransomed; debtors; travelers; and ﬁnally
those active for the sake of God. All of
these categories came to be strictly deﬁned
in later legal and exegetical literature.
q 2:273 suggests that the broader uses of
adaqa were not only to assist the poor but
also others who during this period of transition were not visibly in need and who
nonetheless either required assistance to
enhance their livelihood or needed to be
directed towards new occupations and economic opportunities. While one aspect of
almsgiving in the Qurān was clearly projected towards charitable acts for the poor
and the needy, the practice also encompassed the wider goal of applying the donations to improve the general condition
and economic well-being of other recipients and constituencies in the growing
community (umma).

to emphasize that the giving of one’s resources is simultaneously an act which entails the cleansing of oneself and one’s
property and, through sharing, an enhancement of the capacity of others. More
speciﬁcally, this kind of giving is considered in the Qurān to be analogous to a
fertile garden whose yield is increased by
abundant rain (q 2:265). It is this multiple
connotation of zakāt that is reﬂected in
subsequent interpretations and in the institutionalization of the principle in Muslim
thought and practice. The centrality of
zakāt is underscored by the many times it is
coupled with the commandment of ritual
worship. Right religion is summed up as
serving God, sincere obedience (q.v.), virtue
(q.v.), worship (q.v.) and paying the zakāt
(q 98:5). Abraham (q.v.) and the other prophets, including Jesus (q.v.), enjoined their followers to pay the zakāt (q 19:31; 21:73).
Since one purpose of ritual action in religion in general is to establish and display
communal solidarity, the performance of
the duty of paying the zakāt acted as a visible symbol of individual commitment to
the religious and social values of the growing Muslim community. This signiﬁcance
was further stressed by the incorporation of
this duty as part of the observance of the
two major Muslim holidays established by
the Prophet, the Festival of Fast Breaking
(Īd al-Fir) marking the end of Rama ān
(q.v.) and the Festival of the Sacriﬁce (Īd
al-A ā), when Muslims celebrate the culmination of the pilgrimage. The acts of
giving “purify” the individual’s wealth just
as the fasting and the pilgrimage purify the
individual. (See festivals and commemora tive days.)

Zakāt
The word zakāt is etymologically linked to
zakā (to be pure). The Qurān joins explicitly the word zakāt to other primary acts of
belief: “Piety does not consist of merely
turning your face to the east or to the west.
Rather, the pious person is someone who
believes in God, the last day, the angels,
the book and the prophets and who out of
his love gives his property to his relatives,
orphans, the needy, travelers, supplicants
and slaves; and who performs the required
prayers and pays the zakāt” (q 2:177).
The verb zakā suggests the idea of growth

The institutionalization of qurānic values
The Prophet’s own behavior was perceived
as exemplary in the matter of almsgiving
and his generous and selﬂess behavior was
a model to be emulated. Reports about the
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Prophet’s almsgiving counteracted the excessive dogmatism about religious practice
that was to emerge later. For instance,
adaqa in some reports means every good
deed, even removing an obstacle from the
road and planting a tree. Some of the
Prophet’s statements emphasize that a
poor man’s small offering is more meritorious than a rich person’s donation of a
large sum.
The fact that the Prophet eventually organized the collection and distribution of
alms suggests that the process was being
cast into speciﬁc institutional forms even in
his day. According to the Qurān, some of
the Bedouin groups which had converted
to Islam remonstrated about the paying
of the obligatory alms tax (q 9:54-9). AlBukhārī (d. 256⁄870), the compiler of the
most respected collection of Sunnī prophetic adīth, cites a report in which the
Prophet sends a representative to the Yemen to invite the local tribes to convert to
Islam and pay the alms tax. Upon Muammad’s death, his close Companion
Abū Bakr (q.v.; r. 11⁄632-13⁄63-4) assumed
the leadership of the nascent community
and a number of tribes refused to pay the
alms tax because they felt that the death of
the Prophet absolved them from the obligations contracted with him (see apostasy). Their actions were perceived as a
rebellion against the new authority in Medina which suppressed the revolts and reimposed the payment of the alms tax. Abū
Bakr clearly regarded the payment of the
alms tax to be obligatory and its imposition
necessary in order to honor the Prophet’s
practice and sustain the well-being of the
community. Shīite sources attributed to
Alī and the early imāms, also emphasize
the need to entrust zakāt to the rightful authorities since they held the custodial authority to disburse them appropriately.
As the community expanded, through
conversion and conquest, Muslim rulers

and scholars looked to these values of
community maintenance for guidance.
Though the world of Islam was to encompass in time considerable geographical and
cultural diversity, a common pattern of
thought developed and was articulated in
theological and legal forms, translating
such principles into social practice. The
Muslim community was not perceived as a
merely religious community in the strictest
sense of the word, but also a political,
moral and social order (see community
and society in the qurn). It provided
the context in which Muslim thinkers
could develop formalized approaches to all
spheres of human life, including the institutionalization of the procedures for the
collection and distribution of what was
offered as alms.
The juristic literature produced by succeeding generations of scholars further formalized the collection and disbursement of
the alms tax. Writers attempted to justify
the prevailing custom by linking it retrospectively to the practice of the Prophet
and other early authorities. In these juristic
elaborations, the distinction of zakāt as an
obligatory contribution and adaqa as supererogation ﬁnally solidiﬁes. The obligatory alms tax was to be paid to the treasury
(bayt al-māl), an institution which was developed more fully under the early caliphs.
Nevertheless, legal scholars attempted to
elaborate and codify norms and statutes
that gave concrete form to the qurānic
prescriptions associated with almsgiving
and their distribution. The work of the
anafī jurist Abū Yūsuf (d. 192⁄808) on
taxes, Kitāb al-Kharāj, which was written
during the reign of the Abbasid caliph
Hārūn al-Rashīd (r. 170⁄786-193⁄809), is
an instructive example of the collaboration
between jurists and rulers to appropriate
and extend such practices as almsgiving as
part of the ﬁscal working of the state. A jurist such as al-Shāfiī (d. 204⁄820) was able
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to systematize and rationalize prevailing
practice in his work. Generally, such works
built upon the references to zakāt and
adaqa in the Qurān, detailing the payments based on the ownership of property,
possessions and money, including income
generated from farming. They prescribed
when an amount was to be paid and to
whom, as well as what minimum amounts
were due in each category. It is interesting
to note that the obligatory alms tax was
also extended to include underground resources, such as minerals and treasure
troves. The pattern that emerges in these
juristic works illustrates clearly that the earlier practices of almsgiving were now developing into a more formalized obligation
presented as a religious duty. It is important to note that many of the sources that
exemplify the evolution of these practices
continued to emphasize the moral agency
of the act, linking its obligatory character
to religious merit and reward. Moreover,
they often identiﬁed adaqa and zakāt as a
means of seeking God’s pleasure and the
reward of the afterlife (see reward and
punishment).
In distinguishing between zakāt and
adaqa, jurists pointed out that zakāt had
speciﬁc limits and usages attached to it
while adaqa was unlimited. The Shīī
imām Jafar al-ādiq (d. 148⁄765) is said to
have emphasized that adaqa spent in the
“way of God (see path of way [of god])”
included a variety of good works and thus
provided a broader context for the charitable use of collected funds. Moreover, there
were no constraints in terms of recipients,
which could include mosques, individuals
in distress or needy individuals who were
not impoverished. Jurists often cite the
qurānic narrative of Joseph (q.v.) where
his brothers, unaware of his true identity,
ask him to help their family temporarily in
distress (q 12:88).
Developments in legal theory also reﬂect

the way different groups in Islam interpreted almsgiving. Shīite sources, citing
Alī b. Abī ālib (q.v.) and the other early
imāms (q.v.), also emphasize the need to
pay the alms tax to the rightful authorities.
Among the Shīīs, alms were to be entrusted to the imām or those designated by
him and disbursed in accordance with
qurānic values. Among Shīī groups such
as the Twelvers, who believe that the imām
is in a state of physical absence from the
world (ghayba), alms are to be given to
those considered his trusted worldly representatives. Their role is to ensure that
alms reach the appropriate recipients.
The Ismāīlīs interpret almsgiving as both
a formal act and a signiﬁcant spiritual
deed whereby individuals employ their resources, talents and knowledge to assist the
imām, the legatee of the Prophet, and the
community at large.
The ūfīs emphasize the mystical connotation of almsgiving. In certain circles, individuals were known to distribute their
entire possessions as alms. Some groups
sanctioned the acceptance of alms as a gift
emanating directly from God. Other ūfī
groups practiced almsgiving both among
themselves and throughout the general
community. Most Sunnī jurists, fearing that
an unjust ruler or authority might abuse
such dues, recommend that individuals
give the obligatory alms directly to the intended recipients. In some cases they even
suggest that if individuals are constrained
to give the alms to authorities whom they
regard with suspicion, they should distribute the alms a second time directly.
This turn towards systematization and
formalization did not preclude acts of voluntary almsgiving outside of what was
deemed obligatory. Based again on qurānic precedents and prophetic practice,
almsgiving was also translated into endowments created in perpetuity. The juristic
tradition speciﬁed in most instances the
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ways such gifts were to be regulated. One
narrative recounts how the Prophet wished
to purchase land from a group for the
building of a mosque. Rather than agreeing to sell the land, they gave it to the
Prophet for “the sake of God.” These
charitable trusts were used to endow
mosques, schools, hospitals, water fountains and other useful public structures and
they have played an important role
throughout Islamic history. Notable Muslims, descendants of the Prophet and many
women played noteworthy roles in generating such philanthropic works. These acts
were not restricted to beneﬁting Muslims
alone. The Prophet himself speciﬁed that
non-Muslims could also be beneﬁciaries of
charity and encouraged non-Muslims to
establish charitable foundations for the
beneﬁt of their own coreligionists.
The qurānic obligations were elaborated
and articulated parallel to other taxes imposed. Ibn Khaldūn (d. 808⁄1406) argues
in his Muqaddima that in the early history of
Islam only those dues stipulated by the law
(sharīa), such as the alms tax, were levied
and these, though they were assessed at a
low rate, yielded large sums. In his view,
however, as dynasties grew and the state’s
economy became more complex, additional burdens in the form of taxes were
imposed beyond the limits of equity. These
non-qurānic taxes penalized enterprise
and made people lose hope, thus generating less revenue and causing the economy
to shrink. Simplistic as this may sound to
modern ears, Ibn Khaldūn’s account does
underscore the fact that the qurānic taxes,
which possessed a spiritual and moral dimension, were eventually supplanted by
heavier, secular taxes that undermined the
spirit.

ment, almsgiving afforded them the opportunity to rethink the relevance of charitable practices. A majority of Muslims live in
areas of the world which are considered to
be less-developed. Hence, issues of social
justice and the equitable distribution of resources ﬁgure prominently in discussions of
the present-day signiﬁcance of the qurānic
injunctions. Some Muslim theorists have
advocated the re-introduction of the obligatory alms tax as one element of a general
tax policy to add the moral aspect of almsgiving to a modern economic policy.
In recent times, some Muslim states have
adopted speciﬁc policies to incorporate the
payment of the obligatory alms tax into
their ﬁscal framework rather than leave it
as a private and personal, voluntary contribution. Sudan and Pakistan are two examples. In Pakistan an alms tax fund was
created in 1979 and distributed through a
centralized agency for a variety of causes,
including feeding the poor and providing
scholarships for needy students. However,
various Muslim groups, including the
Shīīs, have objected to these practices on
the basis that it is detrimental to traditional almsgiving and to the diversity of
practice among Muslims. Many of the
more wealthy Muslim countries practice a
form of almsgiving by providing assistance
to poorer Muslim countries and Islamic
causes.
It is, however, within the framework of
voluntary giving that the most innovative
and sustainable adaptations of the qurānic
spirit of almsgiving have occurred. Many
Muslims, individually or as a community,
have developed extensive networks to
translate the Qurān’s philanthropic values
into active vehicles of assistance to a wide
variety of constituencies. In some cases,
these efforts have taken the form of voluntary associations and charitable organizations to help the poor and the needy in
many parts of the world. Historical insight

Modern almsgiving
As modern Muslim nation-states sought to
address questions of identity and develop-

ambiguous
into the way the qurānic ideals of almsgiving strengthened communities and ameliorated inequities might still serve to aid
Muslims to move beyond mere rhetoric in
their search for continuity. See also gift
and giving.
Azim Nanji
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Ambiguous
A concept in qurānic exegesis which bears
upon the controversial issue of the amount
of interpretive license which may be taken
in commenting on God’s word. The root
sh-b-h is attested several times in the
Qurān. In reference to the Qurān or its
verses, the active participle mutashābih (or
mutashābihāt) appears twice with the sense
of “ambiguous” or “similar.”
q 3:7 states that the Qurān consists partly
of mu kam verses and partly of mutashābih:
“It is he who sent down upon you the book
(q.v.), wherein are verses clear (āyāt mu kamāt) that are the essence of the book (umm
al-kitāb), and others ambiguous (mutashābihāt).” Numerous commentators, while
examining q 3:7, mention two other verses
which seem to contradict it. They are
q 39:23, which states that all the verses of
the Qurān are mutashābih: “God has sent
down the fairest discourse as a book consimilar (kitāban mutashābihan)” and q 11:1 in
which all the verses of the Qurān are
characterized as clear: “A book whose
verses are set clear (u kimat āyātuhu).” AlZarkashī (d. 794⁄1392), on the authority of
the commentator Ibn abīb al-Nīsābūrī
(d. 406⁄1015), argues that these passages
present three different statements on the
nature of the Qurān: the Qurān as clear
(mu kam), as ambiguous (mutashābih) and as
a combination of the two. He characterizes the verse that supports the idea of
the compound nature, a Qurān made up
of clear verses and ambiguous ones (q 3:7),
as the “correct” one ( a ī , Burhān, ii, 68;
cf. Suyū ī, Itqān, iii, 30).
The relation between the two components of the Qurān is governed by the
meaning ascribed to the word mutashābih,
for which the exegetical literature offers a
variety of deﬁnitions. The meaning of
“similar” is used to document the miracu-
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lous nature of the Qurān. On the other
hand, the term interpreted as “ambiguous”
has wider implications and bears upon
three central qurānic issues: 1. The juridical validity of the Qurān, where the ambiguous verses are contrasted with the
clear ones. 2. The question of the validity
of interpreting the Qurān, where the ambiguous verses are used to argue the cases
for and against interpretation. 3. The inimitability (q.v.) of the Qurān (ijāz al-Qurān).

shābih verses touches upon the inimitability of the Qurān. The relation between
the inimitability (q.v.) of the Qurān and
the mutashābih verses can be understood
through the dichotomy of wording and
meaning mentioned above. In his commentary on “It is he who sent down upon
you the book, wherein are verses clear that
are the essence of the book, and others
ambiguous” (q 3:7), Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī
(d. 606⁄1210) combines the verse under discussion with two verses already mentioned,
q 11:1 and q 39:23, as well as “If [the
Qurān] had been from other than God,
surely they would have found in it much inconsistency” (q 4:82; see difficult passages). Based on the four verses, he concludes that the mutashābih verses are those
which repeat, resemble and conﬁrm each
other, and they prove the miraculous
nature of the text. There are no contradictions in the Qurān. Rather, its verses
conﬁrm and reinforce one another. Simultaneously, the Qurān is also deﬁned as
consisting of mu kam verses, namely, verses
written in an inimitable way. Thus these
two features, i.e. noncontradictory conﬁrmed messages and an inimitable style of
language which cannot be produced by
mortals, attest to the divine source of the
Qurān (Rāzī, Tafsīr, vii, 180).
Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 597⁄1200) offers a different explanation for the correlation between
the inimitabilty of the Qurān and the
mutashābih verses. Trying to ﬁnd a reason
for the existence of the mutashābih verses in
the Qurān, he argues that stylistically the
mu kam and the mutashābih verses represent
the two major forms of expression used in
the Arabic language, the concise (mūjaz)
and the allusive (majāz). God has included
both styles in the Qurān to challenge mortals to choose either style should they attempt to produce a Qurān similar to that
brought by Muammad. However, no one

Similar verses
Similarity between verses may manifest itself either in the wording (laf) or in the
meaning (manā) of the verse. Accordingly,
mutashābihāt are sometimes deﬁned as
verses in which the same words are used to
mean different things (Ibn Qutayba, Tawīl,
74; abarī, Tafsīr, iii, 114, 116) or else as
verses that use different words to express a
similar sense (abarī, Tafsīr, iii, 115-6; see
L. Kinberg, Mukamāt, 145). In a widelyrepeated deﬁnition, wording and meaning
appear together and the similar verses are
presented as those that “resemble one another in rightness and truth (al- aqq wa-lidq), i.e. meaning, and in beauty (al- usn),
i.e. wording” (Baghawī, Maālim, i, 426).
Naturally, the resemblance of verses can
occur only in cases of repetition. This explains why repetition is presented as one of
the characteristic features of the mutashābih
verses. The correlation between the repetition of the mutashābih verses and their resemblance is treated in one of the deﬁnitions adduced by al-abarī (d. 310⁄923)
where mutashābih verses are those in which
the words resemble one another when
repeated in other qurānic chapters (Tafsīr,
iii, 116).
Similar verses and the inimitability of the Qurān
Each of the deﬁnitions dealing with the resemblance and the repetition of the muta-
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can ever meet this challenge and the
Qurān therefore, with its two styles, the
mu kam and mutashābih, will forever remain
inimitable (Zād, i, 350-1; cf. Ibn Qutayba,
Tawīl, 86).

The mu kam are presented here as the
verses that deal with essential matters
whereas the mutashābih verses are held to
deal with secondary matters. This is the
way to understand the comparison made
in the qurānic text itself. q 3:7 deﬁnes the
mu kam verses as “the essence of the book”
and the mutashābih as the rest.
Another way to examine the juridical
value of the terms is to consider them as
two kinds of divine commandments (q.v.).
In this case, the mu kam verses contain the
commands that are universal and never
change, whereas the mutashābih verses contain the commands that are limited and do
change. The mu kam contain the basic
commandments, shared by all religions,
such as obeying God and avoiding injustice. The mutashābih verses, on the other
hand, contain the practical aspects of these
commandments and may vary from one
religion to another, e.g. the number of required prayers and the regulations concerning almsgiving and marriage (Rāzī,
Tafsīr, vii, 183; cf. Māwardī, Nukat, i, 380).
In this interpretation, the distinction between abrogating and abrogated verses becomes meaningless because the chronological element is replaced by a question of
universality. This means that the mu kam
verses are deﬁned as those that are universal to all of the revealed religions and the
mutashābih verses are those that contain
what distinguishes Islam from the other revealed religions.

Mutashābih meaning “ambiguous”
A common way to treat the terms mu kam
and mutashābih is to contrast the clarity of
the ﬁrst with the ambiguity of the other. As
was mentioned, this contrast bears upon
some of the most prominent qurānic issues: the abrogating and abrogated verses
(al-nāsikh wa-l-mansūkh, see abrogation),
the authority to interpret the Qurān and
the inimitability of the Qurān.
Ambiguous verses and the abrogating and abrogated
verses
Among the deﬁnitions that contrast the
mu kam with the mutashābih, there is to be
found the presentation of the mu kam
verses as abrogating ones (nāsikhāt) and
the mutashābih as abrogated ones (mansūkhāt). A widely-cited deﬁnition represents
the mu kam as the abrogating verses, the
verses that clarify what is allowed ( alāl),
the verses that clarify what is prohibited
( arām), the verses that deﬁne the punishments ( udūd, see boundaries and precepts) for various offenses, the verses that
deﬁne the duties ( farāi ) and the verses
that one should believe in and put into
practice. Conversely, the mutashābih verses
are the abrogated ones, the verses that
cannot be understood without changing
their word order (muqaddamuhu wamuakhkharuhu), the parables (amthāl), the
oaths (q.v.; aqsām) and the verses in which
one should believe, but not put into practice (Ibn Abbās, Tafsīr, 124; Abū Ubayd,
Nāsikh, 4; Ibn Abī ātim, Tafsīr, ii, 592-3;
abarī, Tafsīr, iii, 115; Baghawī, Maālim, i,
426; Ibn A iyya, Mu arrar, i, 400; Qur ubī,
Jāmi, iv, 10; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, i, 345;
Suyū ī, Durr, ii, 5; Shawkānī, Tafsīr, i, 314).

Ambiguous verses and the authority to interpret the
Qurān
Several commentators recognize three
kinds of mutashābih verses: those that cannot be understood, those that can be examined and understood by everyone and
those that only “the experts” (al-rāsikhūn fī
l-ilm) can comprehend (e.g. Fīrūzābādī,
Ba āir, iii, 296). The mu kam are deﬁned as
clear verses that require nothing to be un-
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derstood whereas the comprehension of
the mutashābih requires explanation
(abarī, Tafsīr, iii, 116-7; Abd al-Jabbār,
Mutashābih, i, 13; Māwardī, Nukat, i, 369;
Baghawī, Maālim, i, 428; Ibn A iyya,
Mu arrar, i, 401; Rāzī, Tafsīr, vii, 184;
Qur ubī, Jāmi, iv, 9; Suyū ī, Itqān, iii, 3;
Shawkānī, Tafsīr, i, 314). A different set of
deﬁnitions represents the mu kam as verses
that contain or permit only one interpretation whereas the mutashābih are those that
may be interpreted in more than one way
(abarī, Tafsīr, iii, 115-6; al-Ja ā , A kām,
ii, 281; Māwardī, Nukat, i, 369; Wāidī,
Wasī, i, 413-4; Baghawī, Maālim, i, 427;
abarsī, Majma, ii, 15; Qur ubī, Jāmi, iv,
10; Suyū ī, Itqān, iii, 4; Shawkānī Tafsīr, i,
314). While there is no room to doubt the
instructions supplied by the mu kamāt, the
ambiguity of the mutashābih verses may
create a situation in which the believers become confused, not knowing which direction to choose. They may then tendentiously interpret these verses in favor of
their own personal interests.
This raises the question as to whether any
exegetical effort should be made to eliminate the vagueness of the mutashābih verses
and two contradictory attitudes developed.
Some scholars claimed that the mutashābih
verses are meant to remain ambiguous and
any attempt to interpret them might lead
the believers astray. Only God knows their
true meaning and this is the way it should
stay. Others maintained that the mutashābih
are meant to be illuminated. Not only does
God know the meaning of these verses, but
the scholars of the Qurān also know it.
Their duty is to supply the interpretation
of them and this may vary among the different scholars since the mutashābih verses
may be interpreted in a variety of ways.
These two opposing views on the validity
of interpreting the mutashābih verses parallel those on the interpretation of the
Qurān as a whole.

ambiguous
Ambiguous verses as those that should not be
interpreted
The basic argument against the interpretation of the mutashābih is that knowledge of
these verses is limited to God (abarī,
Tafsīr, iii, 116; Māwardī, Nukat, i, 369; Ibn
A iyya, Mu arrar, i, 401; Qur ubī, Jāmi, iv,
9; Abū ayyān, Ba r, ii, 381; Ālūsī, Rū , ii,
82). As such, they concern matters about
which no mortal has clear knowledge. To
show that the essence of the mutashābihāt
cannot be grasped by human beings, several topics deﬁned as mutashābih are mentioned: resurrection day (Māwardī, Nukat, i,
369; Baghawī, Maālim, i, 427; Rāzī, Tafsīr,
vii, 184; Qur ubī, Jāmi, iv, 10; Abū ayyān, Ba r, ii, 381; Zarkashī, Burhān, ii, 70),
the appearance of the Antichrist (alDajjāl) before the end of days, the return
of Christ (abarī, Tafsīr, iii, 116) and the
prophesied day the sun will rise in the
west (Māwardī, Nukat, i, 369; Baghawī,
Maālim, i, 427; Abū ayyān, Ba r, ii, 381),
among others (see antichrist, apocalypse, resurrection; last judgment).
A different argument contends that the
mutashābih are those verses whose meaning
can be easily distorted (abarī, Tafsīr, iii,
116; Ibn A iyya, Mu arrar, i, 401; Qur ubī,
Jāmi, iv, 9; Suyū ī, Durr, ii, 5; Shawkānī,
Tafsīr, i, 314). This should be understood in
light of the second part of the key verse
“As for those in whose hearts is swerving,
they follow the ambiguous part, desiring
dissension and desiring its interpretation”
(q 3:7). The commentators who correlate
the mutashābih and dissension (q.v.) adduce
a number of qurānic verses in support of
their position. One such example is presented by al-Suyū ī (d. 911⁄1505) on the authority of Saīd b. Jubayr (d. 95⁄714): To
justify their ideas, the early sect of the
Khārijīs (q.v.) employed “Whoever fails to
judge according to what God has sent
down is a wrongdoer” (q 5:47) and “Then
the unbelievers ascribe equals to their
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Lord” (q 6:1) to support their controversial
doctrines. When the Khārijīs faced the injustice of a leader, they read these two
verses together and, by assuming correlation between the two, they set forth the following argument: He who does not judge
according to the principles of justice is an
unbeliever. An unbeliever is a polytheist
(mushrik) who ascribes equals to God.
Thus a leader who acts in this manner can
be deemed a polytheist (Durr, ii, 5). The
technique used here joins two verses that
were not necessarily meant to be combined
and draws conclusions from this juxtaposition. By so doing, the Khārijīs were able to
prove that their teachings — such as espousing that a caliph should be deprived
of his position for acting improperly —
are anchored in the Qurān and thus fully
authorized.
Another example of the correlation between the mutashābih verses and dissension
deals with the controversial issue of free
will versus predestination (see freedom
and predestination). The rivals are the
rationalist Mutazilīs (q.v.) and the conservative Sunnīs. Both sides refer to the same
verse, q 18:29 which states “Say, ‘The truth
is from your Lord.’ So whoever wishes, let
him believe and whoever wishes, let him
disbelieve.” The Mutazilīs deﬁne the verse
as mu kam, i.e. the kind of verse that should
be followed since it favors the argument for
free will. The Sunnīs, who do not accept
the idea of free will, deﬁne this verse as
mutashābih, i.e. the kind of verse that should
not be followed. q 76:30 presents the opposite view: “You cannot will [anything] unless God wills it.” The Mutazilīs deﬁne this
verse as mutashābih since it contradicts their
view, but the Sunnīs deﬁne it as mu kam because it favors the idea of predestination.
By shifting the terms, it became possible to
endorse or refute an idea according to
one’s needs (Rāzī, Tafsīr, vii, 182; Abū
ayyān, Ba r, ii, 382). The same method

was applied to other verses on topics such
as the disagreements between the proponents of determinism ( Jabriyya) and the
proponents of indeterminism (Qadariyya),
or the issue of whether believers will see
God in the afterlife (Rāzī, Tafsīr, vii, 185;
Abū ayyān, Ba r, ii, 382; cf. L. Kinberg,
Mukamāt, 159).
The correlation between the mutashābih
verses and dissension was also mentioned
in the discussion of the reasons for the existence of the mutashābih in the Qurān:
God revealed them to test the people.
Those who do not follow the mutashābih
will be rewarded as true believers, while
those who follow them will go astray (Ibn
al-Jawzī, Zād, i, 353). The same idea is
mentioned along with the fact that the
mutashābih can be easily distorted. Although
established and profoundly elaborated, the
negative approach to the interpretation of
the mutashābih was not the only one adduced in the exegetical literature. No less
detailed were the arguments favoring their
interpretation (see exegesis of the
qurn; classical and medieval).
Ambiguous verses as those that may be interpreted
The perception of the mutashābih as ambiguous verses was used to argue, as shown
above, against their interpretation. The
same perception, however, is also used to
support and encourage their interpretation. Although contradictory, the two approaches had a common starting point:
Ambiguous verses are dangerous in the
sense that a wrong interpretation might
mislead the believer. With this idea in
mind, some scholars recommended avoiding any examination of these verses
whereas others encouraged the interpretation of them, but prescribed caution with
regard to the steps that need to be taken in
this process. One precaution is to check the
mutashābih against the mu kam. This is expressed in a set of deﬁnitions which oppose
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the mu kam and the mutashābih regarding
the dependence of the latter. The mu kam
are deﬁned as independent verses that
need no explanation (Māwardī, Nukat, i,
369; Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād, i, 350; Abū ayyān,
Ba r, ii, 381) nor reference to other verses
to be understood (al-Naās, Irāb, i, 355;
Qur ubī, Jāmi, iv, 11; Shawkānī, Tafsīr, i,
314). Conversely, the mutashābih are dependent verses that cannot be understood
without consulting or comparing them to
other verses (Baghawī, Maālim, i, 427;
Zarkashī, Burhān, ii, 68). The mutashābih’s
dependence on the mu kam derives from
the clarity of the latter and the ambiguity
of the former. The mu kam, by interpreting
the mutashābih, clears away any misunderstanding that might mislead the believer
(Rāzī, Tafsīr, vii, 185). It thus can happen
that when a believer consults a mu kam to
understand an ambiguous mutashābih, he
ﬁnds his way to the true faith (Rāzī, Tafsīr,
vii, 185; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, i, 345). When a
mutashābih is not interpreted in accordance
with a mu kam, those who rely on it will go
astray (al-Ja ā , A kām, ii, 281). In light of
this argument, the mu kam are regarded as
“the essence of the book” (umm al-kitāb,
q 3:7) or “a source to which other verses
are referred for interpretation” (Suyū ī,
Itqān, iii, 9).
Thus the ambiguity of the mutashābih
verses creates the need to scrutinize them.
Had the Qurān consisted only of mu kam
verses, there would have been no need for
the science of the interpretation of the
Qurān to develop (Rāzī, Tafsīr, vii, 185-6).
Had every verse been clear to everyone,
the difference in people’s abilities would
not come to the fore. The learned (ālim)
and the ignorant ( jāhil) would have been
equal and intellectual endeavor would
cease (Ibn Qutayba, Tawīl, 86; cf. Rāzī,
Tafsīr, vii, 185). Behind this perception is
the notion that the mutashābih are verses
that make people think when they try to

identify them and use their own judgment
in interpreting them. Consequently, it can
be said that they are presented as verses
that stimulate people and put them on
their guard. It seems that the mutashābih are
perceived as the conscience of the believer
and indicate the level of his religious
knowledge. Due to their ambiguity, dealing
with them requires a high degree of religious discernment. The more profound the
person, the better his decisions and thus
the more pleasant his condition in the next
world. This issue is thoroughly discussed in
the commentaries with regard to the status
of “the experts in knowledge” (rāsikhūn fī lilm) mentioned in q 3:7.
Ambiguous verses and the inimitability of the
Qurān
As indicated above, the features of the
mutashābih as “similar verses” are held to
supply proof of the miraculous nature of
the Qurān. Additional evidence of this
was found in the features of the mutashābih
in the sense of “ambiguous verses.” This
derives from two opposing attitudes toward
the interpretation of these verses, opposition to interpreting the mutashābih and support for their interpretation.
Almost every commentator identiﬁes
the “mysterious letters” ( fawāti — or
awāil al-suwar, see letters and myste rious letters) of the Qurān as mutashābih
(e.g. abarī, Tafsīr, iii, 116-7). These are the
letters that occur at the beginning of certain sūras and whose meaning is unclear.
The signiﬁcance of the mysterious letters,
as well as the other mutashābih verses, is
considered a divine secret known only to
God himself. Both should be regarded as
parts of the book that God has prevented
his people from understanding. Their concealed meaning points to the divine source
of the Qurān and thus attests to its miraculous nature (Abd al-Jabbār, Mutashābih,
i, 17).
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The ambiguity of the mutashābih verses
enables believers to interpret them in more
than one way. This means that the Qurān
accommodates more than one approach to
a given issue and that different trends in Islam are likely to ﬁnd their ideas reﬂected in
the Qurān (Abd al-Jabbār, Mutashābih, i,
26, 28. See also L. Kinberg, Mukamāt,
158, 168). This allows the holy text to serve
as a source of answers and solutions to any
problem at any time and represents one of
the central aspects of the miraculous nature of the Qurān.
In examining the different attitudes toward the interpretation of the Qurān,
H. Birkeland (Opposition, 9) states that the
opposition to qurānic exegesis was never
comprehensive and was aimed at the usage
of human reasoning (ray). The validity of
tafsīr bi-l-ilm, i.e. exegesis based on adīth
(the records of the pronouncements and
actions of the prophet Muammad, see
adth and the qurn) was, in H. Birkeland’s view, never disputed. Support for
this theory can be found in the way the
term mutashābih is treated in the exegetical
literature as well as in its relation to the
term mu kam. The prohibition of interpreting the mutashābih verses may be understood as a reﬂection of the opposition
to the use of human reason. At the same
time, allowing the interpretation of these
verses seems to be conditional upon the
usage of adīth as a means of interpretation. Indeed, Muslim scholars have traditionally not regarded the employment of
adīth to illuminate a qurānic verse as interpretation, but rather as a means of conﬁrming the message included in the verse.
Consequently, a verse in harmony with a
reliable adīth may be relied upon as a
source of guidance. Such a verse would be
deﬁned as mu kam. The mutashābih, on the
other hand, can never be regarded as authoritative. Both the need of various
streams in Islam to have their distinctive

ideas anchored in the Qurān and the injunction to follow only the mu kam verses
may explain the variance in the identity of
the verses which different groups view as
mu kam and mutashābih. As shown above, a
verse deﬁned by one scholar as mutashābih
may be characterized as mu kam by another. The ﬂexible way in which the two
terms were used enabled the commentators to adapt a verse to their needs by deﬁning it as mu kam. In so doing they were
actually using their own independent reasoning presented as adīth. See also
traditional disciplines of qurnic
study.
Leah Kinberg
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blowing to the four winds and stroking the
face or other parts of the body (Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb, 11, 121-4, 139, 145-6;
C. Padwick, Muslim devotions, 84-91, 104-7;
J.C. Bürgel, Feather, 34-5). adīth mention
written uses of the Qurān for healing, including talismans to be attached to clothing or animals or placed in the home (Ibn
Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb, 172-3; Abdallāh
and al- usayn b. Bis ām, ibb, 125; J. Robson, Magical uses, 42; C. Padwick, Muslim
devotions, 87; J. Campo, Other side, 104-5).
Amulets bearing qurānic verses, numbers
and geometric symbols, such as magical
squares, were often carried or worn on the
person (E. Westermarck, Ritual and belief,
144-6; A.O. Owusu-Ansah, Talismanic tradition, 96-100 and appendix; J. Robson, Magical uses, 35-7; J. Flueckiger, Vision, 251-7;
V. Hoffman, Suﬁsm, 154-5).
The essential qurānic justiﬁcation for the
use of the Qurān in amulets to transmit
the divine blessing (baraka) of the text is its
God-given characterization as “a healing
and a mercy” (shifāun wa-ra matun, q 17:82;
D. Owusu-Ansah, Talismanic tradition, 122).
The words of the Prophet Muammad as
recorded in the adīth have also been used
as support for the practice. In its chapter
on medicine (Kitāb al-ibb), the famous
collection that is the a ī of al-Bukhārī
(d. 256⁄870) contains a number of adīth
on the proper use of amulets bearing
verses from the Qurān. Those who employed amulets could cite a range of positive juristic opinions which argue that amulet use cannot be an act of unbelief (kufr),
if the process brings beneﬁt and the contents of the amulet are from the Qurān
(D. Owusu-Ansah, Talismanic tradition,
25-40). Nevertheless, the use of amulets
was surrounded by continual legal debate.
Medieval sources for the making of
qurānic amulets drew on the books of
magical healing, such as the so-called
“books tested by experience” (mujarrabāt)

Amulets
Ornaments worn as charms against evil
and sickness. Muslims have used amulets
(ruqā, sing. ruqya) most often to cure spiritual or psychological conditions, including
madness, spirit possession and the evil eye.
The Qurān may be recited in the form of
a spell (duā) or worn in written form (ilasm) on the person or placed in the home.
Among the Indonesian Gayo, spells, called
doa, include the use of qurānic verses in
Arabic for healing and other purposes accompanied by supplementary words in
Gayo and visualizations ( J.R. Bowen, Muslims through discourse, 77-105; J. Flueckiger,
Vision, 271). Others employ a practice
known as “erasure” (ma w), whereby select
verses, or the whole Qurān, are written
out and water is poured over the paper.
The water is then drunk (Ibn Qayyim
al-Jawziyya, ibb, 124; J. Robson, Magical
uses, 40; A.O. El-Tom, Drinking the Koran, 414-8; J. Flueckiger, Vision, 258). Another way to tap the power of the Qurān
has been to recite verses over water and to
apply the water as an external wash (nushra,
al-Suyū ī, ibb, 172; D. Owusu-Ansah, Talismanic tradition, 107-11). Other procedures
include reciting the muawwidhatān, the last
two sūras of the Qurān, and other verses
and names of God, together with magical
gestures such as spitting into the hands,
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of Amad al-Dayrabī and Abū Abdallāh
Muammad b. Yūsuf al-Sanūsī (d. 892⁄
1486) and the magical texts like the Sun of
knowledge (Shams al-maārif ) by al-Bunī
(d. 622⁄1225), Strung pearls on the special properties of the Qurān (al-Durr al-naīm fī khawā
al-Qurān al-aīm) by al-Yāﬁī (d. 768⁄1367),
and The brightest lights and the secret treasures
(Shumūs al-anwār wa-kunūz al-asrār) by Ibn
al- ājj al-ilimsānī (d. 737⁄1336). These
works were complemented by the various
adīth collections and the medical corpus
devoted to “prophetic medicine” (al-ibb alnabawī), the medical practices ascribed to
the Prophet. Some notable works on prophetic medicine include Sunnī works by
Abū Nuaym al-I bahānī (d. 430⁄1038), alDhahabī (d. 748⁄1348), Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya (d. 751⁄1350), and al-Suyū ī
(d. 911⁄1505). There is as well a Shīī text
known as the Medicine of the imāms (ibb alaimma) by Abdallāh b. Bis ām and his
brother al- usayn (ﬂ. 300⁄913) which collects the reports of the medical practices of
the Shīī imāms (see imm; shism and the
qurn).
This higher literature on religious healing
generated a large body of popular literature on folk religious healing in the form of
chapbooks for amulet usage, usually bearing the title “a collection of cures” (majma
al-adwiya), in manuscript form and later in
print. Among these are The gleanings of
safety in medicine (Luqa al-amān fī ’l-ibb) by
Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 597⁄1200) and The beneﬁts of
medicine made easy (Kitāb Tashīl al-manāﬁ fī
l-ibb) by Ibrāhīm b. Abd al-Ramān
al-Azraq (d. 815⁄1412). This testiﬁes to the
widespread popularity of employing amulets (F. Rahman, Health and medicine, 41-58).
Such practical manuals become the guide
for local handwritten copies used by adepts, e.g. the umbatri of the Sudanese Berti
(A.O. El-Tom, Drinking the Koran, 416;
see also D. Owusu-Ansah, Talismanic tradi-

tion, 44-91). Special editions of the Qurān
were even published with marginal notation on the methods of divination and the
apposite verses for magical spells or talismans. The talismanic manuals traditionally categorize the verses into various
classes, e.g. verses for protection (āyāt alif), for healing (āyāt al-shifā), for victory
( futū al-Qurān). These verses, the divine
names of God (al-asmā al- usnā) and
qurānic formulae such as the basmala (“In
the name of God, the merciful and compassionate,” see basmala) and the repetition of the formulae of taking refuge
(istaādha) became the materia medica of the
makers of amulets (K. Opitz, Medizin im
Koran; J. Robson, Magical uses; B.A. Donaldson, Koran as magic; C. Padwick, Muslim devotions; A.O. El-Tom, Drinking the
Koran).
The belief in and use of qurānic amulets
continues as living practice within the
framework of Islamic religious healing and
is documented in anthropological studies
throughout the contemporary Muslim
world, particularly in the Middle East
(C. Padwick, Muslim devotions, pp. xi-xiv,
289-97; P. Antes, Medicine, 187-91), Africa
(A.O. El-Tom, Drinking the Koran), south
Asia ( J. Flueckiger, The vision), and southeast Asia ( J.R. Bowen, Muslims through discourse). Men and women still have recourse
to qurānic amulets and other forms of religious healing, often for the sake of children. The amulets are carried on the person and placed in the home, vehicle and
place of business. The male practitioner is
more likely to be able to consult the amulet
chapbooks and texts on “Prophetic medicine” or to be trained by someone expert
in the use of amulets, e.g. a local ūfī adept
or a religiously learned person in the urban
neighborhood or rural village (A.O. ElTom, Drinking the Koran, 415-7). Women,
especially older women, can also occupy a
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visible position in public ritual as charismatic healers and as spirit mediums and by
employing the techniques of dream interpretation, divining and other folk religious
healing techniques, such as amulets ( J.
Flueckiger, The vision, 261-80). Contemporary religious healers operate as alternatives or complements to the practitioners
of western medicine, in both Muslim
countries and among the emigrant Muslim
communities in the West (P. Antes, Medicine, 181-91). The widespread production
and use of qurānic healing images highlight the strong creative interaction of authoritative sources, the Qurān and adīth,
and actual belief and practice in medieval
and modern Islam.

uses of the Koran, in Transactions 6 (1929-33),
53-60; id., Islamic cures in popular Islam, in mw
24 (1934), 34-43; E. Westermarck, Ritual and belief
in Morocco, 2 vols., New York 1926, i, ch. 1.
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Anatomy
References to the structure of the human
body in the Qurān. The Qurān mentions
body parts many times, but these are
spread throughout the text and particular
terms do not always convey the same
meaning in different contexts. In some sections of the Qurān human anatomy is
treated as a functional element, but most
qurānic references to the human body are
employed in metaphors (see metaphor)
aimed at encouraging the pursuit of an
ethical and pious life. Anatomy and body
parts in the Qurān are cited in conjunction with the faith of believers to ensure
that there is a complete understanding of
the harmony between the workings of the
body and the message of the Qurān. In
the Qurān, human anatomy can be divided into two spheres. The ﬁrst consists of
the various physical elements, such as the
ﬂesh, ﬂuids, eyes, ears, head, heart and
backside. The second includes anatomical
experience, such as speaking, weeping, eating, fasting, listening and dying, and what
the body experiences in the light of religious faith.
While the Qurān does not have many
references to the speciﬁc Arabic word for
the human body, jism, one instance of its
occurrence is when a prophet says to the
Children of Israel (q.v.), “God chose [Saul,
q.v.] above you and increased him vastly in
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knowledge and body ( jism)” (q 2:247). The
Qurān mentions the body to support the
validity of the Prophet Muammad’s mission as well as that of the previous prophets, despite their lack of supernatural qualities. q 21:8 afﬁrms the ordinary humanity
of prophets: “We did not endow them with
a body ( jasad) that could dispense with
food and they were not immortal” as a defense against those who claimed that to be
a messenger of God an individual should
possess extraordinary human qualities.
q 23:12-13 explains that the original composition of the body is from organic and
inorganic substances: “We create man out
of the essence of clay (q.v.) and then made
a drop of sperm in ﬁrm keeping.”
Human ﬂesh (la m) is referred to both literally and metaphorically in the Qurān.
q 23:14 describes the way that ﬂesh protects
the bones in the body: “Then we clothed
the bones in ﬂesh (la m).” The Qurān also
characterizes activities such as gossiping,
spreading rumors and second guessing one
another as eating the ﬂesh of an individual. q 49:12 states, “Would any of you like
to eat the ﬂesh (la m) of his dead brother?”
which Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1210)
interprets as cautioning the believers to be
conscious of their conversations with one
another. Al-Rāzī also felt this passage was
urging believers to preserve their dignity by
not involving themselves in rumors (Tafsīr,
ad loc.).
The Arabic word for backside (dubur, pl.
adbār) is commonly applied in the Qurān
to describe the times when unbelievers
turn away from God’s message, e.g. “When
you invoke your Lord — and him alone —
in the Qurān, they turn their backs (adbār),
ﬂeeing” (q 17:46) and “Those who turn
their backs (adbār) in apostasy after the way
of guidance was made clear to them are
tempted by Satan” (q.v.; q 47:25). Here,
turning the backside symbolizes rejecting
truth and being led astray (q.v.). The ex-

pression also may refer to cowardice and a
lack of faithfulness: “If they do help them,
they will turn their backs” (adbār, q 59:12).
Other examples of the word include,
“How will it be when the angels draw out
their soul, striking their face and their
backs (adbār)?” (q 47:27).
Additional qurānic references to turning
the backside are not meant for unbelievers
but are speciﬁcally directed at the believers
who were preparing themselves to ﬁght in
a battle. q 8:15-16 states, “When you meet
those who disbelieve, never turn your backsides (adbār) to them. Whoever on that day
turns his backside (dubur) on them — except as a battle maneuver or to join another unit — will have earned the wrath of
God.” The combat theme is continued in
passages such as “If the unbelievers had
fought you, they would have turned their
backsides (adbār)” (q 48:22) and “If you
ﬁght them, they will turn their backsides
(adbār) to you” (q 3:111).
The references to blood in the Qurān
range from the blood on the shirt of Joseph
(q.v.) to the blood of useless animal sacriﬁces (see animal life; sacrifice). “They
brought his shirt with false blood (dam) on
it” (q 12:18) occurs in the situation where
brothers of Joseph go to their father to explain his disappearance. The Qurān emphasizes that wasting blood, either in animal offerings or physical self-sacriﬁcing, is
not acceptable and does not bring one
closer to God. In passages such as “Their
ﬂesh (lu ūm) and blood (dimā) will never
reach God, but your reverence will reach
him” (q 22:37), the Qurān wants to make
clear that blood is a precious element in
the human body and should not be wasted
out of negligence.
Blood and a blood clot (see blood and
blood clot) also ﬁgure as important features in human creation (see biology as
the creation and stages of life), e.g.
“[Your lord] created man from a blood-
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clot (alaq)” (q 96:2), “Then we created a
clot (alaqa) from the drop” (q 23:14),
“Then from a sperm-drop, then from a
blood clot (alaqa)” (q 40:67; 22:5) and
“Then he was a blood clot (alaqa)”
(q 75:38). Al-Rāzī’s commentary stresses
both the divine origin of human life and
the inconsequential material of this genesis
(Tafsīr, ad loc.).
Blood as a source of impurity ﬁnds expression when the Qurān instructs male
believers not to have intercourse when
their spouses are menstruating ( āi ) or
about to menstruate (see menstruation;
purity and impurity). For example,
q 2:222 states, “They will question you concerning the monthly cycle (ma ī ). Withdraw from women during the monthly cycle and do not approach them until they
become ritually clean.”
References to the eye and eyesight express not only physical vision but also spiritual enlightenment. “Did we not make two
eyes (aynayn) for him” (q 90:8) is an afﬁrmation that human beings were created
with the faculty of sight. “You will see their
eyes (ayun) overﬂow with tears” (q 5:83) refers to an experience of spiritual sight. In
various other verses, the Qurān asserts
that eyes are meant both to see and understand, as in q 16:78: “He appointed for you
hearing and sight (ab ār).”
Negative references to eyes and sight sustain this usage as a metaphor for those who
are unable to distinguish right from wrong.
q 6:46 warns, “If God seizes your hearing
and sight (ab ār).” q 7:179, “They have eyes
(ayun), but do not see with them,” expresses the strong disapproval of those
whose eyes have been sealed. The possibility of divine retribution occurs in q 36:66:
“We would have obliterated their eyes
(ayun),” while q 3:13: “In that is a lesson for
men possessed of eyes (ab ār),” continues
the theme of spiritual insight. Yet the limits
of this metaphor are indicated in verses

such as “It is not the eyes (ab ār) that are
blind” (q 22:46).
Literal and metaphoric usages also characterize the qurānic references to the
head. Prior to performing the pilgrimage
(q.v.), male pilgrims shave their head immediately before they don the customary
garb. The prescriptive force of “You shall
enter the holy mosque (al-masjid al- arām),
if God wills, in security, your heads (ruūs)
shaved” (q 48:27) conveys this instruction.
Additional reference to the ritual treatment
of the head may be found in verses like
“Wipe your heads (ruūs) and your feet”
(q 5:6), which underscores the importance
of purifying the body before praying or
even entering a sacred space like a mosque.
“Do not shave your heads (ruūs) until the
offering reaches the place of sacriﬁce”
(q 2:196) gives the pilgrim permission to
shave his head at the conclusion of the pilgrimage. Metaphorical allusions to the
head or to raising it occur in connection
with the sinner who is incapable of understanding the message the Prophet brought
because of his arrogance (q.v.). AlZamakhsharī (d. 538⁄1144) understood,
“We have put shackles up to their chins, so
that their heads are forced up” (q 36:8) as
an allegory for the deliberate refusal of the
truth (Kashshāf, ad loc.). For him, the rejection of the truth results in total chaos in
the afterworld, as in “[They will be] running in confusion with their heads (ruūs)
raised” (q 14:43). In the verses that have
been interpreted both literally and metaphorically, the Qurān speaks about sinners
whose heads will suffer from their punishment (see rewards and punishment), as
in “Boiling water will be poured on their
heads (ruūs)” (q 22:19). More particularly,
the forehead is speciﬁed in “On the day
they will be heated in the ﬁre of hell (q.v.)
and their forehead ( jibāh), sides and back
will be burnt” (q 9:35) to warn those who
mispend their wealth.
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Reference to the heart (qalb, pl. qulūb, see
heart) functions repeatedly as a mark of
distinction between believers and unbelievers (see belief and unbelief). “God has
not assigned to any man two hearts
(qalbayn) within his breast” (q 33:4) indicates the individual’s free choice to believe
or disbelieve. Heart terminology also captures images of divine immanence, as in
“God knows what is in your hearts (qulūb)”
(q 33:51) and “Know that God stands between a man and his heart (qalb)” (q 8:24).
In passages like “There is no fault in you, if
you make mistakes, but only in what your
hearts (qulūb) did purposely” (q 33:5), the
heart operates as a metaphor for the will.
In others like “Those, in whose hearts he
has inscribed faith and whom he has
strengthened with a spirit from him (birū in minhu)” (q 58:22), the heart represents the imaged reception of divine guidance. For al-Zamakhsharī, the phrase
“with a spirit from him” meant both illumination from the divine and the ways
one becomes spiritually strengthened from
that inspiration (Kashshāf, ad loc.). For him,
the heart is integrally linked to being faithful as well as to remembering God, as in,
“Those who believe, their hearts (qulūb)
being at rest in remembrance of God”
(q 13:28).
As an explanation for unbelief, the
Qurān frequently uses the metaphor of
the “sealed heart.” For example one ﬁnds,
“thus God seals the hearts (qulūb) of the
unbelievers” (q 7:101), “God set a seal on
their hearts (qulūb) and hearing” (q 2:7) and
many similar phrases (e.g. q 6:46; 9:87, 93;
10:74; 16:108; 30:59; 40:35; 42:24; 45:43;
47:16; 63:3). Other similar images include
q 6:25: “We laid veils upon their hearts
(qulūb), but they failed to understand it,”
and q 3:167: “Saying with their mouths
that which never was in their hearts
(qulūb),” both of which depict hearts that
were affected by the misguided actions per-

formed by unbelievers (Zamakhsharī,
Kashshāf, ad loc.).
Mentions of the mouth often focus on its
ethical misuse. Sins of hatred and hypocrisy are cited in “Hatred has already
shown itself from their mouths (afwāh)”
(q 3:118), “Such men say, ‘We believe,’ with
their mouths (afwāh)” (q 5:41) and “Saying
with their mouths (afwāh) something which
never was in their heart” (q 3:167). Additional misuses of the mouth are indicated
in verses such as “You were speaking with
your mouths (afwāh) regarding something
of which you have no knowledge” (q 24:15)
and “They desire to extinguish the light of
God with their mouths (afwāh)” (q 9:32;
61:8). Less usual than references to the
mouth are speciﬁc reference to the lips, as
in “Have we not given him two eyes, and a
tongue and two lips (shafatayn)?” (q 90:8-9).
From another angle, qurānic injunctions
target the speaking voice, both in regard to
its potential for misuse and in regard to the
necessity for propriety and control. In describing the qualities of the unbelievers,
q 47:30 mentions the way they are evasive
and convoluted in their speech, when it
states, “You shall certainly recognize them
by their faulty speech (la n al-qawl).” To
counteract these unacceptable forms of
speech, the Qurān instructs the believers
in their tone and in the times when they
should reduce their speech. Examples are
“Be modest in you gait and lower your
voice ( awt)” (q 31:19) and “Believers raise
not your voice (a wāt) above the voice
( awt) of the Prophet” (q 49:2-3). q 49:3
even refers to lowering one’s voice in the
presence of the Prophet “Those who lower
their voices (a wāt) in the presence of
God’s messenger.”
References to the tongue (lisān, pl. alsina)
center on its use for speaking the truth and
following the way of God, as in the previously mentioned “Have we not given him
two eyes, a tongue (lisān) and two lips”
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(q 90:8-9) and “We appointed unto them a
high tongue of truthfulness” (q 19:50).
“Move not your tongue (lisān) with it to
hasten it” (q 75:16) urges the believers to
recite the revelation carefully and thoughtfully. The tongue also appeals to God for
forgiveness and repents for its sins, as in
“Appoint me a tongue of truthfulness
among the others” (q 26:84).
By extension, the word “tongue” (lisān) is
used to refer to language and human
speech. Several passages proclaim that the
Qurān was revealed in the Arabic language, for example “In a clear Arabic
tongue (bi-lisānin arabiyyin mubīnin)”
(q 26:195), “We have made it easy in your
tongue” (q 44:58) and “This is a book conﬁrming in the Arabic tongue” (q 46:12).
Another instance of this usage is “We
never sent a messenger who did not speak
the tongue (lisān) of his people so that he
may explain to them” (q 14:4).
As with other parts of the body, the misuse of the tongue receives attention in the
qurānic text. q 4:46 speaks of the Jews
“twisting their tongues (alsina) and slandering religion.” While “Their tongues (alsina)
describe falsehood” (q 16:62) and the previously cited “They say with their tongues
(alsina) something which is not in their
hearts” (q 48:11) provide further reference
to this, verses like “Do not utter the lies
your tongues (alsina) make up: ‘This is lawful and that is forbidden,’ in order to attribute your own lying inventions to God”
(q 16:116) connect with those that have an
eschatological signiﬁcance, such as, “The
day when their tongues (alsina), their hands
and their feet shall testify against them”
(q 24:24).
Many qurānic passages forge a particular
connection between the function of hearing and the reception of revelation. The
verb “to hear” (samia) corresponds to the
active process of learning from what was
heard. “He appointed for you hearing

(sam), sight and a heart” (q 16:78) connects
hearing to seeing and feeling, and “So that
they may have hearts to understand and
ears to hear with” (q 22:46) conﬁrms the
linkage with comprehension of the revelation. Some verses point to the believers’
continuity with previous communities who
heard the revelation, as in “You will hear
from those who were given the book before
you” (q 3:186). As with eyes and eyesight,
the ears and the function of hearing are
used to convey conceptions of God’s intimacy with his creation and the probative
signs he provides for them. Examples include, “Surely I will be with you, hearing
(asmau) and seeing” (q 20:46) and “In that
are signs for a people who listen ( yasmaūna)” (q 10:67).
By the same token, the unbelievers are
chastised for their refusals to hear or to let
their ears comprehend. q 2:93 states,
“They said, ‘We hear (saminā) and we disobey’ ” and q 41:4 claims, “Most of them
have turned away and do not hear (lā yasmaūna).” Additional instances are, “They
have ears (ādhān), but they hear not with
them (lā yasmaūna bihā)” (q 7:179), “If you
call them to the guidance, they do not hear
(lā yasmaū)” (q 7:198), “But the deaf do not
hear (lā yasmau) the call when they are
warned” (q 21:45) and “When they hear
(samiū) the reminder and say, ‘Surely he is
possessed’ ” (q 68:51). The image of “sealing” and of possible divine intervention
also ﬁnds a place in the qurānic references
to ears and hearing, as with “God set a seal
on their hearts and on their hearing” (khatama ’llāhu alā qulūbihim wa-alā sami-him,
q 2:7) and “Had God willed, he would have
taken away their hearing and sight (ladhahaba bi-samihim wa-ab ārihim)” (q 2:20).
Both the generative organs of the human
body and its other sexually provocative
parts are ordinarily referred to indirectly in
qurānic allusions to modesty. The preservation of modesty is mandated in “The
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believers have prospered… who guard their
private parts ( furūj)” (q 23:1-5). q 33:35 announces forgiveness and rewards for “men
and women who guard their private parts
( furūj),” while q 4:34 praises “women who
guard the intimacy (ghayb) which God has
guarded.” References such as “Those who
guard their private parts ( furūj)” (q 70:29)
have been understood to mean wearing
clothing that does not reveal the body and
restricting one’s sexual desires to one’s lawful mate. Similarly, mention of nudity
(q.v.) in the Qurān has been understood
both ﬁguratively and spiritually. q 20:118
refers to the initial condition of Adam and
Eve (q.v.): “There you will have no hunger
and not be naked (lā tarā),” while q 20:121
“Then they ate from [the tree] and thereupon became conscious of their private
parts (sawāt) and began to hide themselves
with leaves” records one consequence of
their fall from grace and innocence (see
fall of man). In the verses concerning social and sexual legislation, the Qurān
speaks of the circumstances under which
the body may be partially or completely
unclothed. q 24:58, for example, speciﬁes,
“Before the prayer of the daybreak, when
you lay aside your garments from the heat
of the middle of the day and after the
prayer of nightfall: the three occasions on
which your nakedness (awrāt) is likely to
be bared.
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Angel
Heavenly messenger. Like its Hebrew
(malak) and Greek (angelos) counterparts,
the Arabic term malak (pl. malāika) means
“messenger.” The Qurān uses the term
about ninety times, with some angels designated by name, Gabriel ( Jibrīl, see
gabriel) and Michael (Mikāīl, q 2:97-8;
see michael) and others only by function,
e.g. reciters, gloriﬁers, dividers, guardians,
ascenders, warners, recorders. Reﬂection
about the role of angels — as described in
the Qurān and elaborated in adīth and
commentary — constitutes a fundamental
aspect of Muslim theological contemplation and spirituality.
Historical sources of discussion on the role of the
angel
Belief in angels as a tenet of Islamic faith,
as well as the theological and philosophical
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discussions that emerged in the Islamic
world as to the nature and function of angels, must be understood within the larger
context of three issues: 1) the qurānic
worldview which afﬁrms many elements of
the monotheistic faiths of Judaism and
Christianity including the concepts of the
one transcendent God, revelation (q.v.),
prophets (see prophets and prophethood), angels, an end time and divine justice (see apoc alypse; last judgment);
2) the intellectual and cultural ﬂowering
that began under Abbāsid rule in the
second⁄eighth century which put Islamic
scholars in contact with past and current
intellectual traditions including those of
Greek, Iranian and Indian origin and
3) the development and reciprocal inﬂuence of emerging discourses within the Islamic world particularly between philosophy ( falsafa) and theology (kalām, see S.H.
Nasr, al- ikma, 139-43). Thus, for example,
the most important of Muslim philosophers, Avicenna (Ibn Sīnā, d. 428⁄1037),
integrated Aristotelian and neo-Platonic
views on knowledge and experience into a
fundamentally Islamic monotheistic revelatory worldview. In his treatment of angels,
Avicenna shows how the angelic hierarchy
afﬁrmed in Muslim faith corresponds to
the gradation of intelligences discerned by
the philosophers, providing a philosophical
grounding for the canonical imagery and
function of angels and a religious grounding for the ontological and cosmological
theories of the philosophers. Avicenna’s
work in turn was read, critiqued and incorporated in the work of subsequent scholars
and popular wisdom teachers, from alGhazālī (d. 505⁄1111) to Ibn al-Arabī (d.
638⁄1240). The most striking use of angelic
imagery in Islamic philosophy and mysticism was that of Shihāb al-Dīn alSuhrawardī (d. 578⁄1191), founder of Illuminationism (ishrāq), which is a form of
mysticism deriving from Neoplatonism and

the divine wisdom (al- ikma al-ilāhiyya)
school of thought in Islam, which integrated qurānic, Platonic, Zoroastrian (with
its vivid angelology), and Hermetic elements into a view of the universe the reality of which consists wholly of gradations
of light (q.v.) with God as pure “Light of
lights” (based on q 24:35, the Light Verse),
source of all existents and all knowledge —
the inner reality of a thing being its “angel.”
See G. Webb, The human-angelic relation for a
summary of the intellectual currents important in the development of commentary
and interpretation of angels in the Qurān.
Qurānic thematic sources on the angels
The role of the angel in classical Islamic
thought may be understood by looking at
three major themes of the Qurān: creation (q.v.), revelation, and eschatology
(q.v.) — and the elaboration thereof in
adīth — the sayings and stories attributed
to Muammad — and commentary. The
nature and function of angels is clearly
meant to be understood in relation to the
nature and function of other orders of reality, especially the divine and the human
orders. Creation stories point to the theme
of the relation between human beings and
angels in terms of their differing natures
and functions as well as to the theme of a
pre-existent covenant (q.v.) between humankind and God. Qurānic materials on
the “descent” (tanzīl) of the revelation to
the Prophet Muammad and the “ascent”
(mirāj, see ascension) of the Prophet become sources of reﬂection on the nature of
prophecy and revelatory knowledge including the role of angels therein. Qurānic eschatological materials reveal the intermediary function of the angels, that is, the
carrying out of the divine consequences of
human accountability, but they also become sources in Islamic spirituality for psycho-spiritual interpretations of the tomb
and the end time (“the hour,” al-sāa, or
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“the resurrection,” al-qiyāma, see resur rection).
Angels and the creation accounts
The qurānic accounts of creation provide
models for the distinct nature of the human and angelic species, as well as for the
distinction of types of knowledge in the
human and angel. God asks the angels and
Adam to name things; the angels could not
and Adam could (q 2:31-3). Muslim commentators interpret this qurānic statement
as a demonstration of a human capacity
which the angels lacked, that of creative
knowledge, the knowledge of the nature of
things. By virtue of his knowledge of the
names, Adam became master over created
things. Some commentators see the story
as implying that God had taught Adam all
of the divine names reﬂected in creation;
therefore the human being stands in the
unique ontological position of — potentially — being a mirror of the totality of
the names and qualities of God, which became a prominent theme in ūfī (Islamic
mystical; see fism and the qurn)
thought (see al-Rūmī, Mathnawī, i, 1234;
Ibn al-Arabī, The bezels of wisdom, ch. 1).
The story is also seen as an afﬁrmation of
man’s vicegerency. God creates Adam as
his vicegerent (khalīfa, see caliph) on earth
(q 2:30) and ordered the angels to prostrate
before him (q 2:34; see adoration; bowing and prostration); hence the view
that the human being (insān) is superior to
angels. The angels plead with God, “Why
will you [create one] who will create mischief therein and shed blood while we celebrate thy praises?” to which God responds,
“I know what you do not know.” A traditional reading of the narrative is humankind’s superiority over the angels because,
whereas the angels’ nature is to worship
God in perfect obedience (q.v.), human beings suffer moral choice, the struggle between good and evil, the tendency toward
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forgetfulness and heedlessness. Furthermore, man was burdened with the trust
(amāna, q 33:72) which heaven and earth refused to undertake — the trust being interpreted variously as responsibility, free will
or love. Only Satan does not prostrate himself before Adam; but as Satan in other accounts is described as “of the jinn” (q.v.)
those who are made of ﬁre, not clay (q.v.)
as Adam or light as the angels (see adam
and eve). Satan (Shay ān) is less identiﬁed
with the “fallen angel” and more with the
force that strengthens the tendencies toward evil and forgetfulness in man which
function in tension with the human qualities of goodness and knowledge of the real
(see devil; antichrist).
The primordial time envisioned in the
creation narratives, where “we were the
companion of angels” as the mystic alRūmī (d. 672⁄1273) describes it in his
Kullīyāt-i Shams yā Diwān-i kabīr becomes,
particularly among ūfī commentators, a
source of reﬂection and of longing for that
original time of unity between man and
God, when human beings “knew their
Lord.” Commentators on the primordial
experience in which the souls of all future
humans are “pulled from the loins of
Adam” and testify to God’s sovereignty
(q 7:172), see these verses as describing an
on-going possibility of such “intimate colloquy” (munājāt) between man and God.
Al-Tustarī (d. 283⁄896) identiﬁes the idea
of (spiritual) genesis with the cognizing
and re-cognizing of divine lordship. He
describes the act of remembrance in
prayer (dhikr) as the re-actualization of
God’s presence in his innermost being,
comparing this state of recollection to the
constant celestial celebration of God’s
commemoration (tasbī ) on the part of the
angels, holding that this celebration is their
mode of being, their very sustenance (rizq).
Just as the angel’s very life ( ayāt) is by virtue of the commemoration of God, so
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prayer is the vital part of man’s spiritual
life, the provision for the spiritual self (nafs
al-rū ).

engender a close association between the
concepts of spirit, angel and Gabriel.
Rahman argues therefore that strictly
speaking the Qurān seems to make a distinction between the angels and the agent
of revelation sent to Muammad. Yet the
spirit and angels are not wholly different,
“the spirit” being the highest form of angelic nature and closest to God (e.g.
q 81:19-21).
There is also a close connection between
the qurānic “command” (amr), spirit and
angels. “The command” in the qurānic
phrase, “The spirit is by the command of
my lord” (q 17:85), is identiﬁed with the
Preserved Tablet (al-law al-ma fū, see
pre served tablet), the source of all
books — in fact, all reality — including the
Qurān (q 85:22). It is from thence that the
spirit is brought by the angels to the heart
of the Prophet and, as the source of all
books, ranks “higher” than the angels.
These images and associations become
food for speculative thought on the nature
of “logos,” the generation of the cosmos
and such cosmogonic metaphysical conceptions as the world of archetypal realities
(ālam al-mithāl). A common feature of both
early and late speculation in Islamic
thought — in consonance with numerous
qurānic passages (e.g. q 2:97; 97:4) — is
that the spirit exists as a power, faculty or
agency which descends from “above” (nazzalahu), clearly emphasizing the dependency and origin of human knowledge —
particularly prophetic and visionary — in
God. This power, or faculty, of spirit⁄
Gabriel is described as being located in
the Prophet’s heart and Islamic mystical
exegesis as early as the third⁄ninth century
develops the notion of the heart (qalb, see
heart) as the seat of spiritual vision and
intuitive cognition.
Related to the conception of the descent
of revelation on the Prophet’s heart —
and closely related to the development of

Angels and the revelatory experience
The role of angels is a prominent feature
in the qurānic theme of the revelatory
event itself and the prophetic function,
for it is in passages dealing with the revelation of the Qurān that we see the close
relationship between the holy spirit (rū alqudus) and angels (q 16:102). “Spirit” (q.v.)
is the agency of revelation “that came
upon the Prophet’s heart,” and the spirit
and the angels appear together in several
sūras (q 70:4; 97:4; 16:2). As F. Rahman
points out (Major themes, 97), the ﬁgure of
Gabriel in the Qurān, who is mentioned
as having brought down the Qurān, is
never given the appellation of “angel” and
is always differentiated from “the angels”
as if to signify a different rank or even species, a supra-angelic function. The qurānic
identiﬁcation of Gabriel with the “bringing down” (nazzalahu) of the very word of
God (q 2:97), along with adīth, in which
Gabriel is spoken of as an angel, albeit
with a special function and rank, contributed to the theological, philosophical and
mystical theories which identiﬁed these
concepts with each other (Holy Spirit =
Angel = Gabriel). Note, for example, the
“annunciation of Mary (q.v.)” passages in
q 3:42-8 and q 19:17. In the former, the angels are messengers announcing to Mary
that “God has chosen you and puriﬁed
you and chosen you above women of all
nations.” In the latter, the messenger is singular and has the appearance of a man:
“Then we sent to her our spirit (rū anā,
though some translations, e.g. A. Yūsuf
Alī, render the phrase “our angel”) and he
appeared before her as a man.” Other related passages, e.g. “We breathed into her
of our spirit” (q 21:91) and “Into whose
body we breathed of our spirit (q 66:12)”
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eschatological notions, are commentaries
and literature about the qurānic reference
to God sending Muammad on a night
journey (asrā bi-abdihi) in q 17:1, in which
the Prophet travels from “the sacred
mosque to the farthest mosque,” from
Mecca to Jerusalem (q.v.; see also aq
mosque) in the usual interpretation and
then in a vertical journey to the divine
throne (“in order that we might show him
some of our signs”). By the third⁄ninth
century many of these narratives of the ascension (mirāj) had come into the form of
adīth, many of which are attributed to
Ibn Abbās, a contemporary of Muammad, but are more likely the work of the
second⁄eighth-century Egyptian Ibn Wahb
(d. 197⁄813) which in varying versions and
degrees of detail describe the awakening of
the Prophet by Gabriel followed by the
preparation of Muammad for his ascent
by two angels’ washing his breast and ﬁlling it with faith and wisdom. Gabriel — in
some versions accompanied by the angel
Michael — then leads Muammad on a
night journey from Mecca to Jerusalem,
then through the heavens of the Ptolemaic
universe to the gates of paradise and ﬁnally to the throne of God (q.v.). Muammad’s journey always includes the vision
of hell and the appropriate punishment
experienced by sinners who have committed various kinds of evils as well as a vision of the paradisiacal garden (see reward and punishment; paradise; hell;
garden). The paradisiacal scene contains
the traditional image of the lotus tree of
the boundary (q 53:14) beyond which no
human or angel may pass. There is a hierarchy of angels with varying functions, an
allusion to q 25:25, which implies descending ranks of angels and q 35:1 whose discussion of the varying number of wings
possessed by angels is usually interpreted
as their functions, duties or errands. The
angels of the heavenly spheres — the asso-

ciation made explicit by Avicenna — down
through the sixth sphere are the guardians
of the throne and singers of praise. Gabriel ranks above the guardians of the
throne. Angels in the highest sphere under
the throne are the cherubim whose light is
so strong that no angel in the lower spheres
may raise its eyes lest it be blinded. Gabriel, the guide of Muammad, acts as interpreter of the visions to which the
Prophet is witness. Descriptions of the garden are based on the qurānic imagery of
the fount of abundance (kawthar, q 108:1)
and of peace (q 14:23). Angels in these traditions, which have been traced to the
second⁄eighth-century Persian Maysara b.
Abd Rabbihi appear sometimes in human
form, sometimes as huge and monstrous
beings, always radiating dazzling light. At
each stage of the journey, Muammad
experiences fear of being blinded by the
brilliant spectacle and Gabriel in many
versions intercedes with God so that Muammad is granted new vision that allows
him to look at the light that had heretofore
blinded him. Gabriel furthermore acts as
advisor and comforter. Although Gabriel
acts as interpreter of the visions for the
duration of the ascent, Muammad is left
by the angel to accomplish the last stage
alone.
The ascension (mirāj) literature developed alongside and fused with Muslim
eschatological literature. What the angel
reveals to Muammad in his journey becomes the prototype of the experience of
the soul upon physical death and the angel
functions both as part of the hierarchy of
being and as revealer and interpreter of
that hierarchy. Abū Yazīd al-Bis āmī (d.
261⁄874), who ﬁrst formulated the Islamic notion of annihilation of the self in
God ( fanā), appears also to have been the
ﬁrst to describe the inner transformative
experience of the pious Muslim in terms of
the ascension of the Prophet which there-
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after becomes the prototype of the various
stages and stations of the experience of the
ūfī in his experience of attaining the presence of God. Inasmuch as the qurānic
verses on the nocturnal ascent (q 17:1),
Muammad’s ecstatic vision of the two
bows (q 53:1-18) and the descent of the
Qurān (q 2:97) all became associated in
tradition with an angelic event, the speciﬁc
relation of the angel to the role of the
Prophet — and angelic knowledge to
human knowledge — becomes a source of
speculation. In L. Massignon’s remarks on
the “two bows verse” he states, “In Surah
53, the culminating point of ecstasy is
clearly marked by the sentence of verses
8-9: ‘Then he went out, then he returned,
near; it was a distance of two bow shots or
a little closer (thumma danā fa-tadallā; fakāna
qāba qawsayni aw adnā, The passion of alHallaj, trans. H. Mason, iii, 295-6). He
points out that opinions have differed as to
the subject of the sentence: some commentaries consider Gabriel as the one who
draws near to Muammad who in turn
sees him (e.g. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya);
some say it is God who draws near to Muammad (al- asan al-Ba rī); some suggest Muammad as subject (Ibn Abbās
and al- allāj); others suggest two successive subjects, Muammad and Gabriel
(Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī); ﬁnally, others say it
is a simultaneous mutual coming together
of God and Muammad. However, in all
cases Muammad’s experience is seen as
an ecstatic vision of “divine nature by
man’s spiritual nature, through the instrumentality of an illuminated angelic nature” (L. Massignon, The passion of alHallāj, iii, 298).

tion — eschatological themes — that is,
themes referring to the “end time.” Murata
(Angels) and Smith and Haddad (Islamic
understanding) detail the qurānic and subsequent interpretive traditions regarding angels in Islamic eschatology. Angels function
in qurānic end-time — the cataclysmic
end of the created order — sources in a
number of ways. They usher in the day of
resurrection: “The day when they see the
angels. No good tidings that day for the
sinners” (q 25:22). “The day when the
heavens and the clouds are split asunder
and the angels are sent down in a great descent” (q 25:25). They are gatherers of
souls: “The angel of death, who has been
charged with you, will gather you; then to
your Lord you will be returned” (q 32:11;
cf. 6:93). They guard over hell: “Believers,
guard yourselves and your families against
a ﬁre whose fuel is men and stones, and
over which are harsh, terrible angels”
(q 66:6). They shall enter the eternal abode
with those human souls who have shown
devotion: “The angels shall enter unto
them from every gate” (q 13:23). The
“Mālik” (q 43:77) who rules over hell is traditionally thought to be an angel. adīth
materials and traditional commentators
give names to other angels whose functions
are described in the Qurān: Izrāīl is the
angel of death that appears to the person
at the cessation of life and Isrāfīl is the angel charged with the blowing of the trumpet at the arrival of “the hour” (al-sāa,
q 39:68; 69:13). Though not mentioned in
the Qurān or early adith, the angel Ri wān became an accepted ﬁgure in Arabic
literature from the time of al-Maarrī onwards, perhaps in relation to the word
(ri wān, q 9:21) indicating God’s favor, or
sanction.
There are a number of manuals and
teaching stories describing end-time events
which became particularly important in
popular piety with regard to issues of

Angels in eschatological literature
Parallel to the development of the literature on Muammad’s ascension are the
traditions which discuss and interpret the
process of death and the day of resurrec-
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death: al-Ghazālī’s al-Durra al-fākhira
(ﬁfth⁄eleventh century), Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya’s Kitāb al-Rū (an authoritative
eighth⁄fourteenth century text on the life
of the spirit after death), al-Suyū ī’s Bushra
al-ka īb bi-liqā al- abīb (ninth⁄ﬁfteenth century), the anonymous Kitāb A wāl al-qiyāma
(ed. M. Wolff; most likely an adaptation of
al-Qā ī’s work, probably ﬁfth⁄eleventh
century, Daqāiq al-akhbār fī dhikr al-janna
wa-l-nār). Contemporary manuals on death
reﬂect these traditions, such as To die before
death by the twentieth-century Sri Lankan
ūfī Shaykh, Bawa Muhaiyaddeen. It is
clear that the theologians (mutakallimūn)
and the ūfī commentators were for the
most part not interested — when it came
to death themes — in determining a given
sequence of events, but rather were concerned with using these traditions to illustrate speciﬁc points about the nature of
God, the human being and ethics. Qurānic discussions on death and resurrection
are aspects of the theme of the nature of
divine justice; the symmetry of the heavens
is a symmetry — a perfection — of justice
and accountability for one’s deeds. There
is ultimately no evasion from acknowledging the shape that one’s faith (dīn) and
piety (taqwā) has taken during one’s life.
The Durra and the Kitāb A wāl develop the
theme of the death visit of the recording
angels, Nakīr and Munkar, who in some
narratives allow the deceased a glimpse of
the gates of Eden; who question the deceased on their recitation of the Qurān,
prayers and right conduct; who remove the
soul from the body with ease, shock or pain
depending on the quality of faithfulness in
life, the latter, an extension of q 79:1-5, “By
the angels who tear out (the souls of the
wicked)… by those who gently draw out
(the souls of the blessed)…” The descriptions of the fate of the soul after death
parallel the ascension imagery, the overarching theme being the soul’s immediate

tasting of the fruits of its religious duties as
it ascends on a journey with Gabriel or the
angels, sometimes mentioned as two or
four, acting as guides through the successive heavens.
Al-Ghazālī’s Durra describes the cosmological stages of the journey of the faithful
soul through the seven levels of the heavens, through oceans of ﬁre, light, darkness,
water, ice and hail, the length of which is a
thousand years and, ﬁnally, through the
covering afﬁxed to the throne of mercy.
The fate of the impious soul is described as
an attempted journey by the soul in the
company of the angel Daqyāīl, but he is
thwarted in his attempt to lead the soul to
the throne. The gates of heaven do not
open up to the pair and Daqyāīl ﬂings the
soul back into the body — even as the
corpse is being washed. Thus, the traditions of the soul’s peace or suffering at
death as well as the discussions of the symmetry of the cosmological heavens as
abodes for various categories of saints and
sinners support qurānic and theological
themes of divine justice and the variety of
human responses to the call of faith. AlGhazālī also utilizes the ﬁgure of the angel
Rūmān who visits each newly deceased
person even prior to the questioning of
Nakīr and Munkar and asks the deceased
to write down the good and evil deeds he
has done. The dead person protests that
he or she has no pen, ink, or paper; Rūmān — or in some traditions, simply Munkar and Nakīr — orders the deceased to
substitute his own ﬁnger, saliva and shroud.
The tradition concludes with the deceased
sealing the record and hanging it onto his
neck until the day of resurrection, an allusion to q 17:13, “We have fastened the fate
of every man on his neck.”
Little is said in the Qurān about the state
between death and resurrection, the time
of angelic visitation and instruction immediately after death. The term partition (bar-
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zakh, q.v.) in the Qurān (q 23:100) simply
refers to the inability of the departed to
return to earth — to do or to undo how
one has lived his or her faith. The partition
or barrier comes to denote, however, the
time between death and resurrection and
the place or abode wherein the waiting
occurs. The imagery of the partition in
death and resurrection literature is a further afﬁrmation of the qurānic themes of
divine justice and human accountability.
Moreover, the traditions regarding the
barrier emphasize the themes of conscious
awareness of the conﬁguration of the life
of faith or lived religion (dīn) during one’s
earthly existence (al-dunyā) and the
angel — mirroring the role of Gabriel in
Muammad’s ascension — as constant
companion, guide and cognitive intermediary in the death process. These traditions regarding the barrier echo qurānic
end-time themes, focusing on that moment: “When the great cataclysm comes,
that day when man will recall what he had
been striving for” (q 79:34-5), “the hour”
when every human being will be shaken
into a unique and unprecedented selfawareness of his deeds in which “We have
lifted your veil so your sight today is keen”
(q 50:22). The eschatological themes of the
transparency of the heart as an ultimate
aim of the human being and the questioning of the soul “immediately” after death
by the angels and by the guards of the
gates of hell (q 39:71-4) — also identiﬁed
with angels — signify key theological
themes in Islam: while God is utterly transcendent, it is through the divine mercy
and illumination that self-understanding
takes place and this justice mandates that
the human being experiences⁄knows the
motivations and consequences of his
deeds.
The mystical schools of thought in Islam
in particular interpreted the qurānic day
of resurrection ( yawm al-qiyāma), “the day

when the earth shall be transmuted into
something else” (q 14:48), when “we shall
create you in [forms] you do not know”
(q 56:61) as referring not only to the end of
the world and one’s physical existence but
also to an interior state of transformation
in this life. The annihilation of all things at
the end time, is seen as a spiritual state of
having overcome the struggle in the human
heart against the lower self (nafs), the
world (dunyā) and Satan — a “dying before death.” As Böwering describes in The
mystical vision of experience in classical Islam
(149-58), this experience is one of reintegration into the lasting presence of the one
God in which one is granted the encounter
with God (liqā al- aqq), the abiding in the
divine truth (al-baqā maa al- aqq) and the
visual perception of God (al-naar ilā laqq). The heart (qalb) becomes in mystical
literature the seat of knowledge “through
God’s knowledge” and the angel becomes
identiﬁed as the puriﬁer of the heart, the
spiritual cleansing of which is seen as a
prerequisite for clear understanding of
God, self and the world. Furthermore, the
qurānic “expansion” of Muammad’s
breast: “Did we not expand your breast?”
(q 94:1) is read as a widening or opening
of Muammad to the infusion of divine
gifts and is described as being initiated
“through the light of the prophetic mission” (nūr al-risāla) and through the “light
of Islam” (nūr al-islām). Thus, links are
made in early Islamic mystical literature
(e.g. Tustarī, Tafsīr, 123, in Böwering, Mystical vision) between the heart of Muammad — the essence or living reality of Muammad, which receives its pristine light
from the divine substance, the light of
prophecy — and the symbol of the angel
as the agent of the initial expansion of
Muammad’s breast and, by extension, the
expansion (the opening and receptivity) of
“whomsoever God desires to guide” to
spiritual realities. The early Islamic mystics
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speak of the peak of mystical experience as
a preﬁguring of the ﬁnal day of resurrection in which all humankind will be exposed before God in order to account for
their deeds as well as a preﬁguring of that
ﬁnal annihilation of the created order
(q 28:88; 55:26-7). In the eschatological traditions, Isrāfīl (who is not named in the
Qurān) is the angel who sounds the trumpet signaling the arrival of the hour, as
stated above, and who reads from the Preserved Tablet (q.v.; al-law al-ma fū), the
account of human creatures’ deeds and
motivations. In many traditions there is a
second blast signaling the ﬁnal cataclysm at
which time all created order must lose itself, even the angels and archangels. We
see, then, in classical mystical literature the
development of the notion of the unveiling
(kashf ), that is, the revealing of one’s most
secret motivations to oneself by the agency
of the angel of God through the light of
God himself and the notion of the ultimate goal and end of individual existence
as the annihilation of the self (nafs), the realization that all perishes but the “face of
God” (q 55:26-7).
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Anger
A manifestation of God’s opprobrium
mentioned numerous times in the Qurān
in the context of his censure of unbelievers, detractors of Muammad and those
guilty of moral and material crimes and
general wrongdoing. It is furthermore an
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emotion attributed to believers, Muammad’s enemies and prophets, for instance
Moses (q.v.) and Jonah (q.v.).
God’s anger, paired occasionally with his
curse (q.v.; q 4:93; 5:60; 24:9; 48:6), symbolizes his negative opinion of certain human behavior. Among past nations, the
pre-Islamic prophet Hūd (q.v.) informed
the people of Ād (q.v.) of God’s anger
against them (q 7:71), while the People of
the Book (q.v.) incurred God’s anger by
mistreating messengers sent to them
(q 3:112). Jews (see jews and judaism) in
particular are chastised for disobeying their
prophets’ monotheistic injunctions (q 2:61;
7:152; 20:86).
Polytheists, hypocrites and those who
swear to falsehood knowingly are among
those who provoke God’s wrath (q 48:6;
58:14; see belief and unbelief; hypocrites and hypocrisy). Their lasting
abode is a blazing ﬁre that wants to consume them in its fury (q 25:12). Jews and
other People of the Book also continue to
incur God’s wrath by aligning themselves
with the unbelievers (q 5:59-60) and by
“denying the revelation which God has
sent down” (q 2:90). See also opposition
to muammad.
Aside from the speciﬁcally named groups,
those who are religiously and morally misdirected in a general sense are also subject
to God’s anger (q 1:7; 3:162; 20:81; 47:28;
60:13). In addition, God’s wrath falls on
those miscreants who spread discontent
among the believers by attempting to dissuade them from their faith (q 42:16). The
same fate is reserved for a believer who relinquishes his faith, unless under compulsion or torture (q 16:106), for someone who
murders a believer (q 4:93) and for a believer who turns away from a righteous
battle (q 8:16). A woman accused of adultery by her husband may, in the absence of
any evidence in support of the adultery
such as other witnesses, refute the charge

by professing her innocence and swearing
that God’s wrath be upon her if her accuser is telling the truth (q 24:9). See also
apostasy; murder; adultery and
for nication.
With respect to anger as a human emotion, the Qurān mentions Moses’ outburst
against his people for being led astray in
worshipping a calf of gold (q.v.) during his
absence (q 7:150, 154; 20:86). The prophet
Jonah was angry at God in a moment of
unjustiﬁed frustration, but eventually realized his error and was saved (q 21:87-8).
When the time of ﬁghting against those
who oppose Muammad is over, the
Qurān states that God improves the believers’ hearts by removing their anger
against their enemies and making them
merciful (q 9:15). Suppression of anger is
generally deemed a praiseworthy quality
(q 3:134; 42:37). In contrast to the merciful
believers, the unbelievers (q 22:15; 33:25;
48:29), the hypocrites (q 3:119) and those
who criticize Muammad out of greed
(q 9:58) are said to be seething in anger because of his success and God’s protection
of him. See also punishment stories.
Shahzad Bashir
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Animal Life
The references to fauna in the Qurān.
There are more than two hundred passages in the Qurān dealing with animals
and six sūras bear the names of animals as
titles (q 2 The Cow [Sūrat al-Baqara]; q 6
The Herding Animals [Sūrat al-Anām];
q 16 The Bee [Sūrat al-Nal]; q 27 The
Ant [Sūrat al-Naml]; q 29 The Spider
[Sūrat al-Ankabūt]; q 105 The Elephant

animal life
[Sūrat al-Fīl]). Nevertheless, animal life is
not a predominant theme in the Qurān.
Animal species
The common Arabic word for “animal”
ayawān (lit. life) occurs only once in the
Qurān (q 29:64) and actually does not refer to an animal, but rather to life in the
next world. Arabic authors of the Middle
Ages commonly classiﬁed animals into four
basic categories on the basis of their habitat. They separated animals living on dry
land from those living in the air, those living in dust and those living in water. We
ﬁnd no evidence of this classiﬁcation in the
Qurān, which only distinguishes between
animals which creep on their belly, animals
which walk on two legs and animals with
four legs. Yet some other distinctions are
also found, e.g. animals similar to men are
of greater importance than others. Likewise, some kinds of animals, such as ﬁsh,
are discussed less.
The qurānic term for animal in general
and the land animal in particular is dābba
with 18 occurrences (pl. dawābb), although
this word is not typically used in this sense
in medieval Arabic works on zoology. The
most frequently-occurring animal name in
the Qurān is anām, “gregarious or herding
animals” (thirty-two occurrences) and
there are three occurrences of its synonym
bahīmat al-anām, referring to livestock and
large domestic animals. The singular form
naam only occurs once. The animals which
live in herds include domestic animals as
well as those driven to pasture, which represent the wealth of men. q 6:143-4 identiﬁes them as sheep, goats, camels — more
precisely dromedaries — and cattle. There
is also a certain number of speciﬁc references to each of these species. General
terms for camel (q.v.) such as ibil (twice),
jamal⁄jimāla (twice) and nāqa (seven times)
occur alongside more speciﬁc terms. Ishār
(a she-camel ten months with young), āmir
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(the lean one, meaning a riding camel),
rikāb (a generic term for “riding animal,”
which in the Qurānic passage [q 59:6] is
clearly not referring to a horse but to a
camel), budn (sacriﬁcial camels) and hīm
(camels crazed with thirst) occur only once.
In addition, there are two terms which
probably also mean “camel,” amūla and
farsh (q 6:142), but the exact meaning and
scope of these words was disputed. amūla
was obviously connected with the root
-m-l, bearing the basic sense of “to
carry.” Thus, according to the interpretation preferred by the famous exegete alabarī (d. 310⁄923) and most others who
have commented on this passage, amūla
are mature camels capable of carrying a
load while farsh are camels too young to
support any weight. Some commentators
have speculated that amūla are camels and
cows while farsh are sheep or that amūla
are camels and cows while farsh are everything else. Others reasoned that amūla are
camels, horses, asses and other animals
and farsh are sheep (Tafsīr, viii, 62-4). There
are nineteen occurrences of terms for “cattle” and “cow” (baqar⁄baqara⁄baqarāt, and
ijl for calf ), eight occurrences of terms for
“sheep” ( an, ghanam and naja⁄niāj, “female sheep”), but only one occurrence of
maz (goat).
The word khayl for “horse” occurs ﬁve
times in the Qurān and we ﬁnd once the
word muallaqa used metaphorically for a
“disregarded woman” (q 4:129), a term
with the original sense of a mare which is
no longer ridden. The title and the ﬁrst
verse of sūras 79 (Those that Draw [alnāziāt]) and 100 (The Runners [al-ādiyāt])
are probably further references to horses.
The titles of sūras 37 (Those who Dress the
Ranks [al- āffāt]), 51 (Those that Scatter
[al-dhāriyāt]) and 77 (Those that are Sent
[al-mursalāt]) may also refer to them as
well. We also ﬁnd words denoting asses
( imār⁄ umur⁄ amīr, four occurrences) and
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mules (bighāl, a single occurrence). “Swine”
(khinzīr⁄khanāzīr) and “dog” (kalb, see dog)
each occur ﬁve times in the Qurān.
Wild animals are also mentioned. We ﬁnd
four references to “quarry” ( ayd), i.e. an
animal being hunted, and three references
to “wolf ” (dhib). Furthermore, there is one
occurrence of a general term for “beast of
prey” (sabu), one occurrence of “lion”
(qaswara, a word for “lion” that is otherwise
rarely encountered), three occurrences of
“apes” (qirada) and one occurrence of “elephant” ( fīl).
With regard to ﬂying animals or birds,
there are twenty-four occurrences of the
general terms ayr and āir (ayr is also used
for “omen”). A term of particular interest
is jawāri which in qurānic usage means
“hunting animals,” while later Arabic authors use this term exclusively for “birds of
prey.” There are only a few references to
speciﬁc species of birds. We ﬁnd one mention of “quail” (salwā), one of “hoopoe”
(hudhud) and two of “raven” (ghurāb). Furthermore, mention is made of ﬂocks of
birds called abābīl, although the exact
meaning of this word remains unclear. According to some commentators, there was
a verse in the Qurān referring to the three
pre-Islamic goddesses al-Lāt, al-Uzzā and
Manāt, who were described as “cranes”
( gharānīq, the qurānic usage of this word is
connected to q 53:19-20). However, it
should be noted the question of whether
this verse ever existed has been hotly debated (see satanic verses).
Although the Arabic language has a great
number of words for reptiles and crawling
and ﬂying insects, very few of them are to
be found in the Qurān. Only “snake”
(thubān, ayya), “ant” (naml⁄namla, also
dharra, “ant” being only one of several possible meanings of the last), “ﬂy” (dhubāb),
“gnat” (baū a), “lice” (qummal), “locusts”
( jarād), “moths” ( farāsh, also used for “butterﬂies”), “bees” (na l), “spider” (ankabūt)

and “termite” (dābbat al-ar , with ar understood to be “wood” and not “earth” in
this usage. This term is not to be confused
with the dābba min al-ar — beast coming
from the earth — of the Apocalypse, q.v.).
We ﬁnd ūt⁄ ītān used for “ﬁsh” in general
in the Qurān and there is one special ﬁsh
(nūn, a whale?) which swallowed Jonah.
Frogs ( afādi) are also mentioned. Several
passages also make reference to body parts
of animals, such as wings, claws and
trunks, as well as to products from animals,
such as eggs, feathers, fat, milk, meat and
skin, and even musk, pearls and coral.
The creation of animals and their destiny
God cares for all his creatures and provides
for them (q 11:6; 29:60; see creation). The
Qurān asserts that God is the creator of
every living creature (q 2:29). The beasts
which God has dispersed in the heavens
and the earth are given special mention in
the Qurān as divine signs (q 2:164; 31:10;
42:29; 45:4; cf. also q 25:49). God created
animals (dābba) from water (q 24:45), just as
he created every living thing (shay ayy,
q 21:30). No further remarks about the origin of life are found in the Qurān. God
created pairs of every living thing (q 43:12
and 51:49 refer to couples and hence to the
different species of living beings), which
should be interpreted as a reference to
males and females. q 53:45 deﬁnitely makes
a distinction between the two sexes. Herd
animals close to man are explicitly emphasized (q 16:5; 36:71). Four of the animals
usually driven to pasture — sheep, goats,
camels and cattle (q 6:143-4; 39:6) — were
said to have been created in pairs. Gregarious animals are of great importance.
When Satan wanted to lead humankind
astray, he planned to cut the ears of camels
with the intention of changing an animal
which God had created (q 4:119). Furthermore, God instructed Noah (q.v.) to take
two examples of all the animal species
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onto his ark to save them from drowning
(q 23:27). Just like men, animals (dābba) and
birds form communities (umam, q 6:38, a
reference to groups of animals of the same
species living together), which will be assembled before God (q 42:29). The following passages seem to indicate that animals
will be resurrected, although this is never
explicitly stated.
God subjected his whole creation (q.v.),
including animals, to men (q 22:65; 45:13)
and also provided men with cattle
(q 26:133). Therefore animals must have
been created in order to serve men, especially the domestic animals and those
driven to pasture. q 16:5-8 refers to these
two main uses for animals, to carry loads
and to warm and feed men. Furthermore,
horses, mules, asses and camels are to be
ridden (q 6:142; 22:27; 36:72; 40:79-80).
Men regard horses as desirable property
(q 3:14), but they are only appurtenances of
the life of this world and should not be esteemed too highly. There are also passages
in the Qurān referring to animal products
like pure milk from the belly of animals
(q 16:66; 23:21; 36:73), skins (q 16:80) and
the healing power of honey (q 16:69). All of
these beneﬁts exemplify God’s concern for
humanity. Animals are of still further use
for men as adornments. q 16:8 refers explicitly to horses, mules and asses in this regard. q 35:12, in an apparent reference to
pearls, speaks of the wearing of adornments coming from the depths of the sea
(q 22:23; 35:33). Coral (q.v.) in particular is
described as pleasing to look at (q 55:58;
56:23; 76:19). q 16:6 describes the pleasure
one has in looking at cattle when they are
brought home or driven out to pasture.
Thus it seems to have also been God’s intention to create animals for the aesthetic
enjoyment of man.
Naturally, all of the animals are at God’s
disposal: “There is not a beast but he takes
it by the forelock” (q 11:56). God sends

down rain to revive dead land and slake
the thirst of his creation (q 25:48-9; cf.
10:24; see agriculture and vegetation). By his order, ﬂocks are led to pasture
(q 20:54). The bee is following God’s command when it makes its home in the mountains, trees and manmade structures and
eats from the various fruits (q 16:68-9). Animals beneﬁt man in many ways and stand
as proof of God’s benevolence toward
man, who, according to the Islamic viewpoint, stands in the center of creation and
dominates the universe, having precedence
over all other creatures (cf. q 17:70). Even
animal products coming out of the sea,
such as pearls and corals, represent God’s
mercy (q 55:22).
Animals in Islamic law
The Qurān includes many regulations for
the use of animals and animal products, as
well as for hunting. The quintessence of
these regulations is that animals are a beneﬁt to humankind, either as food or as sacriﬁces. Man is allowed to kill animals to
keep himself alive. He may eat animals on
condition that they are lawful ( alāl) and
that they fall into the category of “good
things” (ayyibāt, cf. q 2:172; 7:157; 23:51).
Furthermore, they must be slaughtered in
accordance with the law, although the
Qurān itself offers no information regarding the technical details of this operation
(see consecration of animals).
The Qurān provides the basic outline of
Islamic dietary law, emphasizing the unlawful over the lawful foods. A number of
verses (q 2:173; 5:3, 145; 16:115; cf. 6:118-9,
121; 22:34) prohibit the consumption of
carcasses, blood, and pork as well as any
other meat over which any name other
than God’s has been invoked. The Qurān
explicitly mentions what is unlawful while
everything else is assumed to be lawful and
permitted (cf. q 5:1; 6:119) and even the forbidden foods are permitted in emergencies
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(q 2:173; 6:119; 16:115). The only foods explicitly characterized as lawful in the Qurān are animals taken from fresh or salt
water (q 16:14; 35:12). The consumption of
poultry and veal are mentioned in contexts
that indicate that they speciﬁcally are not
forbidden. Poultry will be the food of the
blessed in paradise (q 56:21) and Abraham
(q.v.) fed the ﬂesh of a calf to his angelic
guests (q 11:69). Dishes eaten by Jews and
Christians are also permitted to Muslims
except for those which are speciﬁcally forbidden (q.v.), such as pork.
Islamic dietary restrictions are portrayed
as a relaxation of both the customs observed by the pagan Arabs (q 6:138) and
the Jewish dietary law (q 6:146, 4:160),
which is described as prohibiting the eating
of animals having claws and certain kinds
of fat from cattle and small livestock. The
Jewish prohibitions had already been partially abrogated by Jesus (q.v.; q 3:50; see
abrogation).
q 22:36 refers to sacriﬁcial camels (budn)
as signs (shaāir) of God (see signs). The
sacriﬁcial animals (hady) mentioned in q 5:2
and 5:97 should probably be identiﬁed as
camels and sheep. The Qurān prohibits
the bloodless sacriﬁces or consecrations
practiced in pre-Islamic times in which animals were set free and allowed to go wherever their impulses led them (q 5:103).
These animals are privileged creatures that
were neither milked nor ridden. According
to the most common interpretation of the
relevant Arabic terms, the animals which
could serve as a bloodless consecration in
the past were a she-camel which has borne
ﬁve young ones, the last one being male
(ba īra); a she-camel subject to the owner’s
vow (sāiba); the only male descendant of a
goat which had also given birth to three female kids (wa īla); a camel having offspring
old enough to be ridden; or a stallion
which has sired ten foals ( āmī).
As for hunting, animals living within the

sacred precincts (q.v.) around Mecca are
taboo (q 5:1). The prescription declares
that the hunting of land animals within
this area is forbidden, while aquatic animals remain lawful (q 5:95). According to
the Qurān, this prohibition is nothing less
than a test God is imposing on man (q 5:1,
94-6). It is interesting to note that all of the
qurānic references to punishment and
compensations having to do with animals
concern the pilgrimage (q.v.) to the Kaba
(q.v.) in Mecca (5:94-5).
The qurānic dietary regulations are neither completely nor systematically presented. The rules concerning slaughtering
and hunting are also not very detailed.
This situation may be a reﬂection of a debate or dialogue over dietary regulations
occurring between the Muslims and the
Jews of Medina (q.v.; see also jews and
judaism), since the rules offered by the
Qurān appear to be answers to particular
questions raised in that environment and
do not constitute a full-ﬂedged dietary
code. Thus, many vital questions awaited
the attention of later scholars for answers.
In order to elaborate and systematize the
isolated qurānic injunctions, the experts in
Islamic law turned to the practice of the
Prophet as documented in the adīth. Initially, the passages concerning animals in
the adīth received little attention, but
when the jurists tried to draw up a complete dietary code, emphasis was also
placed on what the Prophet himself had
said about animals. It was then that the relevant and appropriate passages became of
interest and hence of real importance.
Animals as signs of God’s omnipotence and
warnings of punishment
Animals were created because of God’s benevolence and goodwill toward humankind. Moreover, their existence is proof of
God’s omnipotence and wisdom. He is the
one who has the power to create life and to
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destroy it (cf. q 3:27). The Qurān particularly emphasizes the marvelous ﬂight of
birds which are kept in the air by God
(q 16:79; 67:19). There are also tales about
the events of the past which illustrate
God’s omnipotence and in which animals
ﬁgure. Manna and quails were sent down
to the Children of Israel (q.v.; q 2:57; 7:160;
20:80). The dog of the Seven Sleepers is
mentioned (q 18:18; see men of the cave).
There is also a similar story of a man who
was brought back to life after one hundred
years and instructed to look at his ass,
among other things, so that he could appreciate how much time had passed
(q 2:259). God brought to life four dead
birds before the eyes of Abraham (q.v.;
q 2:260). There has been only one living
being who on one special occasion God
permitted to create life and this was Jesus.
He created ﬁgures like birds from clay and
then breathed upon them, bringing them
to life (q 3:49; 5:110). Therefore, Jesus is
privileged. Although not a part of the New
Testament, in the apocrypha we do ﬁnd a
story about the young Jesus creating twelve
sparrows from clay on the Sabbath.
Here, one may see a relation between
animals which are signs of God’s omnipotence and those which are symbols
representing warnings and admonitions.
Animals are frequently cited when humankind is commanded to fear God’s punishment. God may let the animals needed by
men perish in order to call them to account for their misdeeds (q 16:61; 35:45;
during the events of the Apocalypse (q.v.),
even camels ten months with young will be
untended, cf. q 81:4). On the other hand,
animals are powerful signs to convert the
inﬁdels and make them observe God’s
commands. In this connection, the unbeliever is instructed to examine a camel to
realize God’s greatness (q 88:17) and we are
warned that sinners “will not enter the
Garden until a camel passes through the

eye of a needle” (q 7:40; cf. Matt 19:24,
Mark 10:25, and also Luke 18:25, not referring to sinners but to the rich).
As for the warnings, the Qurān cites instances in history in which animals play
different roles (see also punishment stories; warning). The people of Thamūd
(q.v.) were punished after they hamstrung a
she-camel the prophet āli (q.v.) had
brought forth to demonstrate the power of
God (q 7:73-9). In this case, an animal led
to God’s intervention. There are many different occasions when God used animals as
instruments to guide men toward the good
or the bad. God sent plagues of locusts,
lice and frogs to punish the sinful Egyptians who thought themselves mighty
(q 7:133). God also dispatched the raven
which showed Cain how to hide the corpse
of his brother Abel (q 5:31; see cain and
abel). As a punishment for impiety, God
transformed human beings into swine and
apes for worshipping evil (q 5:60) and some
Jews were transformed into detestable apes
as punishment for breaking the Sabbath
(q 2:65; 7:166). In reference to more recent
times, q 105 describes the military expedition of the Abyssinian general Abraha
(q.v.) to Mecca (ca. 570 c.e.) on which occasion the Abyssinians were accompanied
by at least one elephant. In their raid
against the Meccans, the Muslims had
horses at their disposal (q 8:60). Flocks of
birds attacked and destroyed the army of
the people of the elephant (q 105:3-4; see
also abyssinia). In another passage speaking of the successes of the early Muslims,
God reminds them that he alone is responsible: “You spurred neither horse nor
camel” (q 59:6). Even Satan musters horses
(q 17:64).
Many of the animals found in the Bible
are also mentioned in the Qurān to show
God’s authority, omnipotence and wisdom.
The staff of Moses (q.v.) was turned into a
snake as a divine sign. (The serpent is
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called thubān in q 7:107; 26:32, but ayya in
q 20:20. Minor differences in the versions
of the story itself are neglected in this article.) Solomon (q.v.) understands the speech
of an ant advising caution to his fellows
(q 27:18.) The jinn (q.v.) learned that Solomon had died when a termite (dābbat alar ) ate away the staff his body had been
leaning on (q 34:14). A ﬁsh (a whale?, ūt,
q 21:87-8; 37:142-5; 68:48-9; nūn, q 21:87-8)
swallowed Jonah (q.v.) and then cast him in
the desert.
In the Qurān, we ﬁnd further references
to legendary events dealing with animals.
There are references to the cow being sacriﬁced by the Israelites by order of Moses
(q 2:67-71). The intended breakfast of
Moses on his journey with the wise man to
reach the junction of the two seas is a ﬁsh
(q 18:61-3; see khair ⁄khir). Birds are
gathered as troops by Solomon, in addition
to men and jinn (q 27:17-20, followed by
the story of the hoopoe). Birds are seen in
a dream which Joseph (q.v.) interprets
(q 12:36, 41). The dog of the Seven Sleepers is mentioned four times but is never
named (q 18:18, 22). David (q.v.) and Solomon ruled in a case in which the sheep of
one shepherd wandered into the ﬁeld of
someone else (q 21:78). David also settled a
dispute between two brothers over the
ownership of another sheep (q 38:23-4). In
the narrative on Joseph, his brothers play
on their father’s fear that Joseph would be
eaten by a wolf by claiming that a wolf
had killed him (q 12:13-7).
Nevertheless, God grants grace and possesses unlimited compassion, e.g. toward
the Israelites who have taken as a god the
golden calf (q 2:521-4, 92-3; 7:148, 152;
20:88; see calf of gold). Humankind
should not forget about the goodness of
God. They should turn to him, praise him,
adore and worship him and confess their
dependence on him (see adoration;
bowing and prostration; worship).

This is the reason that the Qurān offers a
number of arguments derived from history
and from nature (q 2:116, everything is submissive to God; 17:44; 24:41; 43:12; 59:24;
61:1; 62:1; 64:1, everyone in the heavens
and on earth gives glory to God). The animals (every dābba, q 16:49; 22:18) worship
God by prostrating themselves, including
the birds, which do so while ﬂying (q 24:41).
The birds as well as mountains sing his
praises (q 34:10; cf. 38:19).
Animals as symbols and objects of comparisons
In certain cases, we ﬁnd animals referred
to in analogies. The ﬂames of hell throw
out sparks as large as castles the color of
“yellow camels” ( jimāla ufr, q 77:32-3). The
word dharra means a “tiny particle,” an
“atom,” a “grain” or an “ant.” God does
not do an ant’s weight of wrong (q 4:40).
Something as tiny as an ant does not escape God’s attention (q 10:61). Those who
have done an ant’s weight of good or evil
(q.v.) will see it on the day of judgment
(q 99:7-8; see last judgment). Other small
insects are symbols of the insigniﬁcant and
trivial. The idols (see idols and images)
people had formerly worshipped cannot
create even a “ﬂy” (dhubāb, q 22:73). God
“does not disdain to coin a simile (q.v.)
from a gnat” (baū a, q 2:26).
As for the comparison of men with animals or the metaphorical use of animals in
the Qurān, it is worth noting that negativity and deprecation predominate. It is
chieﬂy the sinners and inﬁdels who are
compared to animals. Those who have disbelieved and those who do not want to believe (q 8:55) and the metaphorically deaf
and dumb who do not understand (q 8:22)
are the worst of beasts (dawābb). In hell,
the inﬁdels will drink boiling water the way
a camel crazy with thirst (hīm) drinks
(q 56:55). Unbelievers are more misguided
and heedless than cattle (anām) and are
even further astray than cattle (q 7:179;
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25:44). They even eat as cattle do, oblivious
to anything else (q 47:12). The Jews, who do
not understand or adhere to the laws of
the Torah (q.v.), are like an ass carrying
books (q 62:5). On the day of judgment,
sinners will be like startled asses ﬂeeing
from a mighty lion (qaswara, q 74:50-1).
Those who choose for themselves benefactors other than God are to be likened to
the spider (q.v.) because it chooses for itself
the frailest of houses (q 29:41). An unﬂattering comparison with animals also occurs
in q 2:171: “A simile of those who disbelieved is like someone calling to goats,
something which hears nothing but a calling and a shouting [without comprehension].” In q 7:176, one of the inﬁdels is
compared to a dog that lolls out its tongue
“whether you attack him… or leave him
alone.” If anyone associates anything with
God, it is as if he fell down from heaven
and the birds snatched him away or the
wind swept him to a remote place (q 22:31).
Furthermore, on the day of judgment,
men will come forth from the tombs as if
“they were locusts scattered abroad”
(q 54:7) and people will be “like moths scattered” (q 101:4). Those who disbelieve and
behave arrogantly will not enter the garden
until “a camel passes through the eye of a
needle” (q 7:40).

(q 16:68-9). These verses show awareness
of the natural environment spiders and
bees inhabit. The mention of the termite
(dābbat al-ar ) gnawing Solomon’s staff displays knowledge of its eating habits
(q 34:14). Locusts are described as “scattered abroad” (q 54:7).
The qurānic descriptions of animal behavior are very basic and for the most part
are conﬁned to commonly-known matters.
The Qurān also draws upon popular
pseudo-zoological lore, e.g. some animals
are able to talk. Three animals speak in the
presence of Solomon, who understands
their language (q 27:16, 18, 22-6). As was
mentioned above, Solomon understood the
words of an ant advising the other ants to
avoid being stepped on (q 27:18). Solomon
was said to know the speech of birds as
well (q 27:22-6). In fact, it is a hoopoe — an
exotic looking bird indigenous to most of
the old world — who informs Solomon
about the Queen of Sheba, her magniﬁcent trappings and her heathen ways
(q 27:22-6; see also sheba; bilqs). The
bird then bore a letter from Solomon to
the Queen. This story was a favorite of the
commentators and was considerably elaborated in later literature. The fourth animal
able to speak is the beast of the Apocalypse
(dābba min al-ar , “the beast coming out of
earth,” q 27:82) which has not yet spoken,
but eventually will. There is no information in the Qurān about what this beast
will look like or what it will do. Nevertheless, later commentators, basing their accounts on the prophetic adīth, are able to
provide a fairly detailed description of it.
Apart from the beast of the Apocalypse
(q.v.) and the aforementioned birds (abābīl)
which destroyed the army of the People of
the Elephant (q.v.), no other mythical and
theriomorphic beings are mentioned in the
Qurān. While the Qurān does not personify animals, in a very few instances animals appear as primary actors. The most

The zoological elements of the Qurān
Very little zoological information is found
in the Qurān. Zoological realities based
on actual observation are not offered in the
Qurān. The Qurān does not describe animals in any depth and only very few passages refer to animal behavior. Remarkably, where we do ﬁnd zoological accounts
is mainly in reference to insects. The spider
chooses the frailest of houses (q 29:41).
God commanded the bee, in the sūra
named after the insect: “Take as houses the
mountains, the trees and the arbors men
erect. Then eat all of the fruits”
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notable exceptions are King Solomon’s
hoopoe (q 22:28), Cain’s raven (q 5:31) and
the ﬂocks of birds which stymied the People of the Elephant (q 105:3) and Solomon’s ant and termite. However, these animals always act to beneﬁt men and none
actually possesses any individuality. Consequently, we cannot say that the Qurān
offers much information about animal
behavior.
The Qurān, like Arabic zoological literature of later centuries, contains no reﬂections on animals for their own sake or in
connection to purely zoological aims. Animals are only examined in respect to humankind. The description of animals in
classical Arabic literature centers on a few
important points. Only one of these is
treated in the Qurān and these are the
practical components of the legal regulations. The Qurān clearly did not provide a
framework for the zoological research of
later authors. This fact is indeed striking,
since the Qurān contrasts with pre-Islamic
poetry which is full of descriptions of the
appearance and behavior of a great number of wild and domestic animals.

zoology. There are certain passages in the
Qurān which would make us expect farreaching reﬂections on animals. But even
in these passages, many details remain unexamined or not described. Reﬂections on
folk and animal lore are lacking as well.
Also, the few animals who are mentioned
in more than a few passages in the Qurān
are neither really informative nor detailed.
Furthermore, the presentation of animals
sometimes seems inconsistent. For instance,
cattle adore the Lord, but when mentioned
in analogies their description is negative.
Apart from the power of speaking, animals
are not personiﬁed and they never bear
personal names. Animals have no individual existence in the Qurān. What is more,
the Qurān displays a decidedly urban attitude towards animals. This attitude is also
prominent in later Arabic prose writings on
animals. Within this literature as well, numerous accounts of animals are collected
without any real scientiﬁc research.
The qurānic view of animals created the
Islamic tendency toward anthropocentrism. According to this viewpoint, animals
are beholden to humankind in principle
and must be seen in relation to men.
Therefore, the animal’s right to exist is
based on its coexistence with men. As a
consequence, pets were not considered ﬁt
companions for humans, and they were not
portrayed as such in either the Qurān or
in later Arabic literature.

Conclusion
Neither animals nor animal life are a principal theme in the Qurān. Though there
are six sūras named after identiﬁable animals, animals are not described in any
depth. They stand as signs of God’s omnipotence and sometimes play a role in his
attempts to warn sinful peoples. The
Qurān, like later Islamic writing on animals, deals with them in relation to man
and not their life in their natural surroundings. Animals were created to serve humankind. Nevertheless, the Qurān does
not provide much information on how people should treat animals. Observation of
animals in their natural surroundings is not
a qurānic topic. If it had been, it may
have led to the development of scientiﬁc
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meaning reﬂected in q 23:20, “a tree issuing from the Mount of Sinai that bears oil
(duhn) and ﬂavoring for foods.” In the common use of the word duhn, however, there
appears to be no particular religious significance. It is used in connection with the
anointing of one’s moustache, face or hair
with oil, perhaps speciﬁcally sesame oil, or
an ointment. Zayt, another word for oil,
perhaps speciﬁcally olive oil, has the sense
of an oil for burning, certainly when used
in q 24:35, “whose oil well-nigh would
shine, even if no ﬁre touched it.”
It is in the word masī in reference to
Jesus, of course, that the prime interest in
this concept arises. The word is used eleven times in the Qurān (“the Messiah,
Jesus, son of Mary (q.v.)” in q 3:45; 4:157;
4:171; “the Messiah, Mary’s son” in q 5:17,
72, 75; 9:31; “Messiah” in q 4:172; 5:17, 72;
9:30) and is a loanword from the Aramaic
meshī ā (see foreign vocabulary). The
sense often attached to that word is “puriﬁed” or “ﬁlled with blessing,’’ both fairly
obvious attempts at isolating an appropriate meaning with little foundation in the
language and mainly derived from exegesis
(see q 19:31 in which Jesus says of himself,
“He has made me blessed (mubārak) wherever I be”). The idea of connecting the
word to “touching,” a root sense in Arabic,
also produced the idea that Jesus’ touch
could heal; thus it was suggested that Jesus
had this power because he had been
“touched” himself as had the earlier
prophets (see prophets and prophethood). Al-Fīrūzābādī (Ba āir, iv, 499-505)
has been able to compile a list of forty-nine
different meanings for the word masī , indicating the extent to which the exegetes
went in order to ﬁnd an explanation for a
word which would avoid the Christian
connotations. In the use of al-masī in reference to Jesus in the Qurān, there is little
signiﬁcance given to the sense of “anointing” as it had become connected to the

Anointing
The ritual practice of touching objects or
persons with scented oils. A practice common to various cultures of the ancient
Near East, anointing is typically done on
festive occasions and avoided during periods of fasting and mourning, although it is
used in burials. It has also been a ritual act
of the dedication of an individual to the
deity. In the ancient Near East, kingship
especially was conferred formally through
anointing rather than through a crown or
other fabricated symbols. The practice of
anointing was then extended to the priesthood in the person of the high priest who
adopted many of the roles of the king. It is
in that context that the anointing of David
(q.v.) in ancient Israel and the image of
Jesus (q.v.) as the anointed one — in
Greek, the “Christ”, and Hebrew, the
“Messiah” — were developed. The Christian usage carries a deeper sense than that
of the simple act of being anointed. It conveys also the eschatological idea of the
promised redeemer.
In Arabic, duhn can be used in the sense
of anointing oil and that may be the
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Redeemer in Christianity, who is known as
al-Masī . The common statement that alMasī is understood as a proper name or
perhaps a title of honor — in the same
way that “Christ” frequently is understood
in popular Christianity — would appear
to be the best conclusion about its occurrence in q 3:45: “His name (ism) shall be
the Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary,” although
the use of the proper article with a nonArabic proper name is unknown in other
instances.
The use of the word al-masī in connection with the Antichrist (q.v.; see also apocalypse), the one-eyed al-Masī al-Dajjāl,
follows the Syriac usage and does not alter
the fundamental observation that the ancient idea of “anointed” is very remote
from any Muslim use of the term al-masī .

English as “anthropomorphism,” does not
appear in the Qurān with that meaning.
The second form of the root sh-b-h appears
only once, in the passive voice, in reference
to Jesus’ death: “They did not kill him nor
did they crucify him, but it appeared to
[ Jesus’ followers that they had]” (q 4:157).
The sixth form occurs nine times, predominantly denoting “likeness,” as in q 2:70:
“To us all cows look alike.” The form tashābaha also connotes ascribing associates to
God (q 13:16). It also appears in q 3:7,
which distinguishes between the ambiguous verses of the Qurān (mutashābihāt) and
the clear verses (mu kamāt, see ambiguous).
Another expression of anthropomorphism was found in the ontological claim
by some Muslims that God has a physical
body ( jism). Corporealism (tajsīm) was not
based on any occurrence of the term with
that sense in the Qurān but rather on literal understandings of qurānic descriptions
of God as having a physical body and also
on the ground that God exists and only
that which has physical extension can exist.
Nonetheless, references in the Qurān gave
rise to the image of God having a human
form. Often cited were such passages as
the Throne Verse (q 2:255; cf. 20:5; see
throne of god) which suggests that God
is seated on a throne in heaven and the
passages that suggest God has hands (e.g.
q 3:73; 5:64; 48:10) and eyes (e.g. q 20:39;
52:48; 54:14). Quite early on, those who accepted literal meanings of passages in the
Qurān that likened God to humans were
labeled by their opponents as anthropomorphists (mushabbihūn).
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Anthropomorphism
Ascribing human attributes to God. Tashbīh, the term most commonly rendered in

The background of Islamic anthropomorphism
The topic of likening God or gods to humans was already well-known in the Middle East prior to the rise of Islam, both in
Christianity and in Judaism. It had been
discussed much earlier by the Greeks. The
poet Xenophanes (ﬂ. ca. 570-470 b.c.e.), in
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his criticism of the anthropomorphism of
Homer and Hesiod (ﬂ. ca. 700 b.c.e.),
claimed that God could in no way be like
human beings. This led, as H. Wolfson has
argued (Philo, i, 125), to a struggle between
the popular conception of Olympic deities
in human form on the one side and the abstract philosophical conceptions on the
other. The latter came to be expressed
through allegorical interpretations of the
human representations of the gods, a solution not unlike the one argued by Mutazilite theologians in Islamic discussions
of the question. In certain passages the
Hebrew Bible portrays God in human
terms, with hands (e.g. Isa 41:13) and feet
(Zech 14:4) and so on; but Hebrew scripture
in other passages distances God from human likeness (Isa 40:25, 46:5; Ps 89:7). As
with the Greeks, opposition to anthropomorphic understandings of God in the
Hebrew Bible was strongest among philosophers like Philo (d. ca. 50) and later Talmudic scholars. Among the Church Fathers, it was the less educated monks who
asserted the anthropomorphic conceptions
of God. Clement of Alexandria (d. ca. 215)
and Origen (d. ca. 254), under the inﬂuence of Philo and perhaps the Greek philosophers, rejected anthropomorphism on
theological grounds.
The formation of the discourse on anthropomorphism and corporealism in the
ﬁrst three centuries of Islam in many ways
resembles the earlier discussions among the
Christians, Jews and pagan Greeks. It was
Plotinus (d. ca. 270) who said in the Enneads, “The One is, in truth, beyond all statement; whatever you say would limit it…”
(5, iii, 1215). In the early second⁄eighth
century, the church father John of Damascus (d. 749), under the employ of the
Umayyad chancery, included in his De ﬁde
orthodoxa a chapter on the human need to
conceive of God metaphorically in human
terms (A.J. Wensinck, Muslim creed, 68). Al-

though some Neoplatonic and Christian
inﬂuence on Muslim thinking in this regard is possible, the earliest statements of
the problem in Islam are clearly linked to
disputes about how to interpret passages in
the Qurān that ascribe, or seem to ascribe,
human attributes to God. Moreover, since
the great majority of Muslim speculative
theologians (mutakallimūn) denied anthropomorphism, the textual record of this dispute is accordingly biased against those
who held that God may be described literally in human terms. The critique of anthropomorphism among those who denied
the anthropomorphic doctrine of God was
expressed by the term taīl (divesting God
of all human attributes). In point of fact,
most of the speculative theologians and
their opponents who disputed this doctrine
found ways to hedge extreme positions of
totally affirming or totally denying the human attributes of God. Tashbīh and taīl
became terms of opprobrium used ascriptively, rather than descriptively, as accusations against theological opponents.
Anthropomorphism in early and medieval Islam
The context of the earliest expressions of
anthropomorphic views of God is difﬁcult
to establish with precision. Although it is
possible to speak in general terms of the
way theological movements, such as
Asharī or Mutazilīs (q.v.) or the anbalī
scholars of adīth (mu addithūn), approached the problem of anthropomorphism, it is more accurate to analyze how
individual theologians stated the problem
and often that must be based on textual
evidence as scant as one or more brief
quotations preserved in later sources.
Muslim heresiographical sources locate
the ﬁrst arguments in favor of the position
that God lacks human attributes, that is,
denying anthropomorphic views of God,
in the tumultuous ﬁnal decade of the civil
war during the second quarter of the
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second⁄eighth century that brought the
Umayyad Arab kingdom down and ushered in the Abbāsid age. Two rather shadowy ﬁgures among the earliest theologians
were said to have advanced arguments
against anthropomorphism: Jad b. Dirham, who was put to death for his heterodox religious views around the year 126⁄
744, and Jahm b. afwān, who also was executed in 128⁄745 for his religious teachings. The theological views of Jahm are
better attested by later heresiographers.
According to the heresiographer al-Shahrastānī (d. 548⁄1153), Jahm said it is not
possible to describe the Creator by an attribute by which his creatures are described
because this would entail likening God to
his creatures (Milal, i, 86). Abū l- asan alAsharī (d. 324⁄936) quotes Jahm and some
of the Zaydī Shīīs as saying that God cannot be described as a thing (shay) because
a created thing has a likeness to other created things (Maqālāt, 181). Al-Asharī
quotes an argument from Jahm that identiﬁes him also as an anti-corporealist: God
cannot be a thing because a thing, according to Jahm, is an existent body and God
cannot be so described (Maqālāt, 494).
Modern scholars have suspected that Jahm
was inﬂuenced by the Neoplatonic doctrine
of the unique Transcendent One (R.M.
Frank, Neoplatonism, 399-402; B. Abrahamov, Anthropomorphism, 12). One can infer
from the later association of the attack
against anthropomorphism with such heterodox ﬁgures as Jad and Jahm that in the
emerging orthodoxy of the late Umayyad
period anthropomorphic conceptions of
God must have been well established.
Denying that God had human attributes
entailed more than mere theological conﬂict. R. Strothmann has pointed out that
third⁄ninth-century Mutazilīs in Baghdad accused the pro-Uthmān party,
known as the “rising generation” (nābita)
among the speculative theologians, of pro-

fessing anthropomorphic views of God.
Political conﬂict played a role that one can
identify in these early theological conﬂicts
but not always describe in much depth or
detail.
Those often accused of anthropomorphism, the collectors and teachers of the
prophetic adīth, were known as the “adherents of adīth” (a āb al- adīth, ahl aladīth). The extreme literalists were often
referred to contemptuously by Mutazilī
and Asharī theologians as ashwiyya (derived from ashwa, forcemeat) because they
accepted anthropomorphic descriptions of
God in the Qurān “without [asking] how”
(bi-lā kayf ). The defense of their views regarding anthropomorphism is often traced
to Amad b. anbal (d. 241⁄855) whose
statements on anthropomorphism were described in the next generation by al-Asharī
(d. 324⁄935) in his Maqālāt (pp. 290-7).
There al-Asharī reports that the “adherents of the adīth and sunna (q.v.)” — referring in this context to the followers of
Ibn anbal — confess “without [asking]
how, that God is on his throne, just as He
said [in the Qurān] — ‘The Beneﬁcent
One, who is seated on his throne’
[q 20:5] — and that he has two hands”
(Maqālāt, 290). Although Ibn anbal and
the adherents of adīth generally rejected
the Mutazilī doctrine of purifying God of
all human attributes, he is also counted
among those who rejected the doctrine of
anthropomorphism. Indeed, the anbalī
method of dealing with troublesome theological claims by not attempting to explain
them rationally often led to the stance of
afﬁrming neither of two conﬂicting views.
Al-Shahrastānī tells us that Amad b. anbal and other adherents of adīth took a
more moderate position, afﬁrming their
belief in everything revealed in the Qurān
and authentic adīth while at the same
time asserting that God is not like any of
his creatures (Milal, i, 104). Some of the
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early Imāmī (Twelver) Shīīs — referred to
by Mutazilīs, Asharīs and others as “turncoats” (rāfi a) — on the other side, asserted
both corporealism, i.e. God has a physical
body, and anthropomorphism, i.e. God’s
body is like a human body. The later
Imāmī Shīīs who studied theology (kalām)
with Mutazilī teachers did not afﬁrm anthropomorphism (al-Asharī, Maqālāt,
34-5). Another early Muslim sect accused
of anthropomorphism and corporealism
was the Karrāmiyya, a group that began in
Khurāsān in the ﬁrst half of the third⁄
ninth century and continued to attract followers until the Mongol devastation of the
seventh⁄thirteenth century.
Beyond the ascription of anthropomorphism to these sects, certain individuals
among the early theologians were also accused of holding and defending such
views. Opposing such views were the majority of the theologians of the Mutazilī,
Asharī and Māturīdī schools. Also, the
second⁄eighth-century Qurān exegete,
Muqātil b. Sulaymān, was accused by later
Muslims of holding anthropomorphic
views of God, but the recent publication of
his qurānic commentary (tafsīr) indicates
that he understood some of the seemingly
anthropomorphic passages in the Qurān
ﬁguratively (B. Abrahamov, Anthropomorphism, 4-6).
The problems of anthropomorphism and
corporealism lay at the heart of the disputes about God in Islamic theology. For
some, such as the more extreme Imāmī
Shīīs, anthropomorphic and corporealistic
notions of God were necessary ontologically; for they believed that God could not
be said to exist unless he had physical extension in space and time. Yet, as the
Mutazilites and other theologians argued,
a God limited by a body could not be omnipresent. For the extremists among the
Sunnī adherents of adīth, asserting anthropomorphic views of God seems to

have been more a matter of ﬁdeism based
on scriptural literalism (tamthīl). Such
crude literalism could be attacked by reference to the Qurān itself. q 42:11, for example, says of God: “nothing is like him”
(laysa ka-mithlihi shayun). For the theologians who attacked anthropomorphism,
the discourse became more abstract and
specialized over the problem of divine attributes. The Mutazilī and Asharī theologians generally disagreed with each other
as to why anthropomorphism was a matter
of theological error. Inasmuch as they denied that it was possible for God to possess
human or any attributes, the majority of
the Mutazilīs adopted a doctrine of God
via negativa. Al-Asharī described the Mutazilī view in the third⁄ninth century as God
“is not comparable with humans and does
not resemble creatures in any respect”
(Maqālāt, 155). The Mutazilīs also advanced the concept of tanzīh, the declaration that God is free of any impurities such
as the ascription of human attributes to
him. Al-Asharī himself, following scholars
of adīth (mu addithūn) like Amad b.
anbal, argued that what the Qurān
states about God — such as passages referring to God’s eyes, feet, hands, face and
seated body — should be accepted as true
“without [asking] how,” thus neither afﬁrming the anthropomorphic or nonanthropomorphic interpretations (B. Abrahamov, Anthropomorphism, 6).
Anthropomorphic passages in the Qurān
basically posed a problem in hermeneutics,
for the question that remained for all but
the most crude literalists (mumaththilūn) was
how these qurānic passages could be interpreted without violating the divine nature.
The Mutazilīs took the position that God’s
word, i.e. the Qurān, must be rational and
therefore the rational, i.e. true, meaning of
the anthropomorphic and ambiguous
(mutashābihāt) passages must be determined
allegorically or ﬁguratively. This is the her-
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meneutical principle behind allegorical interpretation (tawīl). Eventually Asharī and
Shīī exegetes came to prefer allegorical
over literal methods of interpreting the
Qurān (S. Wasserstrom, Between Muslim and
Jew, 136-53). Like Ibn anbal, al-Asharī
also claimed that the anthropomorphic
passages in the Qurān must be accepted
“without asking how.” Yet, in the Book of
the sparkle (Kitāb al-Luma, 9) he offers a
rationale for rejecting the claim that God
is like his creatures: If he were like them
in any or all respects, he would be, like
creatures, temporally produced in those
respects and it is impossible to say this
about the eternal, uncreated God
(Luma, 9).
In contemporary Islamic theology, the
position usually found is the Asharite
melding of literalist and rationalist treatments of the anthropomorphic passages in
the Qurān. Among many modernist thinkers, the more stringent Mutazilī denial of
anthropomorphism is even argued, though
it is seldom identiﬁed as such. See also god
and his attributes; exegesis of the
qurn: classical and medieval.

philosophy in Judaism, Christianity and Islam, 2 vols.,
Cambridge, Mass. 1947.
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Antichrist
In the Islamic tradition, an evil ﬁgure who
will lead people astray (q.v.) in the last days
and whose advent will be one of the signs
of the approaching “hour.” The Antichrist
(al-Dajjāl, al-Masī al-Dajjāl) is not mentioned in the Qurān, but he ﬁgures in numerous adīth that are cited by the classical commentators. Although many Jews
expected an eschatological conﬂict between God’s agents and the forces of evil
(see eschatology), the belief that those
forces would be concentrated in a speciﬁc
individual called the Antichrist seems ﬁrst
to have arisen in Christian circles shortly
before the destruction of the temple in 70
c.e. During that period, there were rumors
that the Roman emperor Nero (r. 54-68
c.e.) who had committed suicide in 68 c.e.
was not dead but had escaped to the East
and was about to return to recapture the
Roman empire. As Nero was a notoriously
cruel man who had instigated the persecution of Christians, it is possible that this
rumor gave rise to the speciﬁcally Christian belief in the Antichrist (cf. Ascension of
Isaiah 4:2; Sibylline oracles 4:121; Rv 13:3; 17:8).
Etymology
It is likely that the Muslims learned about
the Antichrist from Syriac-speaking Christians as the Arabic dajjāl almost certainly
comes from the Syriac daggāl which means
“a liar” or “lying” (see foreign vocabulary). Hence, al-dajjāl literally means “the
liar” and al-masī al-dajjāl “the lying Messiah.” However, medieval lexicographers
attempted to derive dajjāl from an Arabic
root (Lane, iii, 853). One fanciful suggestion is that it comes from the verb dajala,
“to cover [a mangy camel] with tar,”
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because the dajjāl will in like manner cover
the earth with his adherents. The claim
that it comes from a homonym of the same
verb meaning “to have one eye and one
eyebrow” is equally implausible, for when
dajala is used in this sense it is clearly denominal and means “to resemble the Antichrist.” A third suggestion is that dajjāl is
derived from dajala meaning “to gild,” because the Antichrist will deceive humankind by covering up the truth, which has
the merit of giving a sense not far removed from that of the original Syriac
term.

court whose role is to accuse human beings
( Jb 1:6; Zech 3:1). As the devil (q.v.), Satan
was subsequently identiﬁed with the serpent who brought death into the world
(Wisd of Solomon 2:24; cf. Gen 3:1-15) and
Belial, who gains power over all human beings ( Jub 1:20). According to some authors,
Belial will be the eschatological enemy who
will perform signs and wonders and deceive many before he is ﬁnally destroyed
(Sibylline oracles 3:63-74). 3) Evil human
ruler. From the sixth century b.c.e. onwards, when Jerusalem was conquered by
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon (r. ca. 605561 b.c.e.), the Jews were increasingly oppressed by foreign rulers. Matters came to
a head in 168 b.c.e., when the Hellenistic
king of Syria, Antiochus IV (r. 175-164
b.c.e.), erected a statue of the Greek god
Zeus in the Jewish temple in Jerusalem
(1 Macc 1:54). The Book of Daniel refers to
this as “the abomination of desolation”
(Dan 8:13) and ﬁctionally projects the incident into the future so that it marks the last
of the seventy weeks of years before the
restoration of God’s people (Dan 9:1-2,
20-7). 4) False prophet. The Book of Deuteronomy contrasts “the prophet like
Moses (q.v.)” who must be obeyed (Deut
18:15-9) with the “false prophet” who will
lead people astray by performing signs and
wonders (Deut 13:2-6; 18:20). Originally,
both descriptions were generic. By the time
of the New Testament, however, some
groups, including the Qumran sectaries,
expected the advent of a speciﬁc prophetlike-Moses (1qs 9:11). A corollary to this
was the belief that one or more false
prophets would be active in the last times.

Jewish background
The English word “Antichrist” comes from
the Greek antichristos, which is composed of
two elements: the preposition anti, “in
place of,” and the noun christos, “Messiah”
or “anointed one.” However, as in other
compound words of this sort, the prepositional element implies that the substitute is
a counterfeit and that his relationship with
the real person is antagonistic. Thus the
Antichrist is not simply a substitute Messiah, he is a false Messiah, the opponent
of the genuine one.
Although the Jews looked for the coming
of a Messiah, there is no speciﬁc mention
of an Antimessiah in the Hebrew Bible or
intertestamental Jewish writings. Nevertheless, there are several Old Testament types
which set a precedent for a belief in this
ﬁgure: 1) Sea monster. Together with the
ancient Babylonians and Canaanites, the
Jews believed that before creating the
world God had vanquished a sea monster
(e.g. Isa 51:9; Ps 74:13f.). According to
some authors, the monster still lies dormant (Amos 9:3; Job 7:12) and will eventually be slain in an eschatological struggle
(Isa 27:1). 2) Angelic adversary. Probably
through contact with the Persians, the Jews
came to believe in Satan (Shayān, lit. the
Adversary), a member of the heavenly

Christian background
The New Testament writers assume that
Jesus (q.v.) is the Messiah and often refer to
him as Christ Jesus or Jesus the Christ.
However, they differ over the nature of the
eschatological conﬂict in which he and the
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Christians will be involved. Features of all
of the four types from the Old Testament
are combined in the Johannine apocalypse,
which purports to be a revelation of those
things which must soon take place (Rev 1:1).
It includes a vision of a sea monster (Rev
13:1-10) which is clearly an allegorical description of the Roman empire and the emperors who persecuted Christians. There is
also a reference to Satan who will lead the
whole world astray and who is identiﬁed
with the devil and the serpent of old (Rev
12:9). Finally, there are three references to
the “false prophet” (Rev 16:13; 19:20; 20:10).
Mark’s gospel, which portrays the eschatological conﬂict as having already begun
during Jesus’ ministry, depicts Jesus’ adult
life as coinciding with the fulﬁllment of
time and the approach of God’s kingdom
(Mark 1:15). Because of this, it portrays the
eschatological conﬂict as having already
begun during his ministry. Thus, the Markan Jesus quells a storm on the Sea of Galilee, addressing it as if it were a sea monster (Mark 4:39), and presents his healings
and exorcisms as the binding of Satan
(Mark 3:23-7). Nevertheless, Mark holds
that there will be other developments in
the future. When the disciples see “the
abomination of desolation standing where
he ought not to be,” they will know that
the days of tribulation have arrived
(Mark 13:14-20). The disciples are warned
that in those days there will be “false
Christs” (pseudochristoi) and “false prophets”
who will perform signs and wonders and
seek to lead people astray (Mark 13:21f.) before Jesus ﬁnally returns on the clouds as
the Son of Man (Mark 13:26).
Although Mark does not use the term
Antichrist, he probably has the Antichrist
in mind when he employs the Danielic expression “the abomination of desolation.”
In this context, the term can be understood as a reference to a human embodiment of evil who will make his stand in the

Jerusalem temple as the eschatological adversary of God. In a similar vein, the author of 2 Thess insists that Jesus will not
return until “the man of lawlessness is revealed, the son of perdition who opposes
and exalts himself against every so-called
god or object of worship, so that he takes
his seat in God’s temple proclaiming himself to be God” (2 Thess 2:3f.). He further
states that Jesus will slay him by the breath
of his mouth (2 Thess 2:8). Some scholars
still defend the Pauline authorship of this
letter, but it is probably a pseudonymous
work written like Mark in the turbulent period immediately before the destruction of
the temple in 70 c.e. At that time, as mentioned above, there were rumors that Nero
was about to return and this may have catalyzed the Christian formulation of the ﬁgure of the Antichrist.
The only New Testament writer to employ the actual word antichristos is the author of the ﬁrst and second letters of John,
which were probably written some thirty
years after the destruction of the Temple:
Children it is the last hour. You heard that
the Antichrist is to come. Well now many
Antichrists have come.… (1 John 2:18)
Who then is the liar? None other than the
person who denies that Jesus is the Christ.
Such is the Antichrist.… (1 John 2:22).
Every spirit which does not profess Jesus
is not from God. It is rather of the Antichrist (1 John 4:3).
For many deceivers have gone out into
the world, those who do not confess that
Christ has come in the ﬂesh. This is the
Deceiver and the Antichrist. (2 John 7).
These passages are striking in the extent to
which they demythologize the notion of
the Antichrist. The recipients of the letters
had been led to await his coming as that of
a distinct eschatological ﬁgure, but the author urges them instead to recognize him
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in the false teachers who have broken with
the community and who fail to acknowledge the full humanity of Jesus.
With some justiﬁcation, the Fathers of
the Church assumed that the Markan
“abomination of desolation” and the Pauline “man of lawlessness” were alternative
names for the Antichrist. Hence, they inferred that the Antichrist would come to
the temple; that he would rule for three
and a half years (Irenaeus, Against the heresies, 5:1-3; cf. Dan 7:25); and that Jesus,
upon his own return, would dispatch him
(e.g. Cyril of Jerusalem, Catechetical lectures,
15:12). Ephraem Syrus (ca. 306-373 c.e.)
added the interesting detail that the Antichrist will come from Khurāsān (Sermo II de
ﬁne extremo). Some of these features recur in
the Islamic tradition. Moreover, in the
Peshitta — the standard Syriac translation
of the New Testament — the Greek words
for “the liar” and “the Antichrist” (in
1 Jn 2:22) are rendered as daggālā and
mashī ā daggālā respectively, furnishing a
precedent for the two ways of rendering
“the Antichrist” in Arabic.

on the night of his ascension (q.v.). The
Antichrist will be released after a six- or
seven-year war between the Arabs and the
Byzantines (q.v.) which will culminate in
the capture of Constantinople. His coming
will be one of the ten signs (q.v.) which will
precede the last hour. The signs usually
listed are smoke; the Antichrist; the beast;
the rising of the sun from the West; the descent of Jesus; Gog and Magog (q.v.); a
landslide in the East; a landslide in the
West; a landslide in Arabia; and ﬁre burning forth from the Yemen. However, some
reports substitute a violent gale for the descent of Jesus and others make his descent
the tenth and ﬁnal sign. The Antichrist will
come from the East via Khurāsān. He will
ride a white donkey and will be followed by
seventy thousand hooded Jews from Isfahan. He will not be able to enter Mecca
or Medina. He will set out to attack the latter but, when he reaches the mountain of
Uud (q.v.) outside of Medina, the angels
will turn his face towards Syria. He will
have two canals with him, one ﬂowing with
water and the other with ﬁre. The people
will believe in him because he will work
miracles and will bring an abundant supply
of water, bread and mutton. He will be at
large for forty days or forty years. Jesus will
descend in Damascus and will catch up
with him at the port of Lydda in Palestine,
where he will kill him with a lance. In addition, there are adīth that the Prophet said
that the person who most resembled the
Antichrist was a pagan Arab called Abd
al-Uzza b. Qa an. It is also reported that
he suspected a Medinese Jew named Ibn
ayyād (or Ibn āid) of being the Antichrist. Muammad is said to have loved
the tribe of Banū Tamīm because they
would put up the staunchest resistance to
the Antichrist. He also prayed for refuge
from the trial of the Antichrist and urged
his Companions to do the same; and he
promised that reciting the ﬁrst (or last) ten

The Antichrist in Islamic tradition and qurānic
exegesis
The Sunnī collections of adīth contain
numerous traditions about the Antichrist.
When these are pieced together, the following picture is obtained. He was born to
parents who waited thirty years to have a
son. He is a thick-set man with a ruddy
face and a mass of very curly hair. He is
blind in his right eye, which swims in its orbit like a swollen grape. He also has the
word “unbeliever” (kāfir) written on his
forehead. He is currently chained up on an
island in the East, where a Companion of
the Prophet (see companions of the
prophet) called “Tamīm al-Dārī” claimed
to have seen him. The Prophet himself
dreamed that he saw him circling the
Kaba (q.v.) and he was shown him again
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verses of sūra 18 would offer protection
against the Antichrist. Many of these details are also reported in Shīī adīth but
the Shīī belief is that the Antichrist will be
dispatched by the Mahdī and not by Jesus
(see shism and the qurn).
The folkloric character of much of this
material suggests that it may have originated with Muslim story-tellers long after
the rise of Islam. However, there is little
doubt that the Prophet and his Companions were concerned about the Antichrist.
Proof that this must have been an interest
of theirs may be gleaned particularly from
the authentic ring of the extensive traditions about Ibn ayyād, a Jew who apparently indulged in merkavah mysticism.
Moreover, the difﬁculty of reconciling
these traditions with some of the other
reports tells against their having been
invented.
The classical commentators make reference to the Antichrist principally in the following contexts: 1) Traditional accounts of
the Prophet’s description of the Antichrist
are mentioned in their commentaries on
the allusion to Muammad’s night journey
in q 17:1. 2) Traditions that indicate that Jesus is alive and will return to kill the Antichrist are cited as evidence that the phrase
“before his death” in q 4:159 means before
Jesus’ death. 3) They use the same traditions in connection with q 3:55 as evidence
that this verse refers to Jesus’ rapture rather than his death. 4) Traditions which list
all the signs that will precede the ﬁnal hour
are contained in their comments on the
references to Gog and Magog in q 18:94
and q 21:96, to the beast in q 27:82, and to
smoke in q 44:10. 5) They cite the same traditions in connection with the references to
the hour in q 7:187 and q 79:42. 6) They
cite these same traditions of the signs preceding the ﬁnal hour together with those
which relate that Jesus will kill the Antichrist as evidence that q 43:61 alludes to Je-

sus’ ﬁnal descent. 7) In their introduction
to sūra 18, they cite traditions, as mentioned above, about the merits of reciting
its ﬁrst (or last) ten verses. See also apoca lypse; resurrection.
Neal Robinson
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Apocalypse
Revelation of things to come, especially at
the end of times, and a religiously-motivated form of eschatology (q.v.) with an emphasis upon the cosmic events which will
occur at the end of the world. Since most
of the apocalyptic events mentioned in the
Qurān are connected with the resurrection (q.v.) of the dead, they are called by
Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1210) “the
portents of the day of resurrection”
(muqaddimāt yawm al-qiyāma, Tafsīr, ad
q 39:68).
In the Qurān
As a prophetic, revealed message, the
Qurān is to a large extent apocalyptic yet
there are parts of it that carry this theme
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in a more intense manner. For example,
q 81 The Overthrowing (Sūrat al-Takwīr),
q 82 The Cleaving (Sūrat al-Inﬁ ār) and
q 99 The Earthquake (Sūrat al-Zilzāl) are
accurately termed “apocalyptic sūras,” inasmuch as they are entirely devoted to the
portrayal of the upset in the natural order
of things that will occur at the end of
times. A good example of this is q 81:1-14,
which is considered one of the earliest passages with an apocalyptic theme to have
been revealed: “When the sun will be darkened, when the stars will be thrown down,
when the mountains will be set moving,
when the ten-month pregnant camels will
be neglected… then will a soul know what
it has produced.” Nevertheless, other parts
of the Qurān are not necessarily less apocalyptic. In the earlier sūras in particular,
the theme of the end of the world and its
accompanying terrifying phenomena is often repeated. Although Muslim and nonMuslim qurānic scholarship — notwithstanding their interdependency — do not
always agree on the order of the revelation
of these segments of the qurānic text,
there is a general consensus that the following apocalyptic passages: q 56:1-56; 75:7-15;
80:33-42; 81:1-14; 82; 83; 84; 89:21-30; 99;
101 are to be dated to the earlier period
of revelation (see chronology and the
qurn). Western scholarship, when using
the classiﬁcation of T. Nöldeke and R.
Blachère, considers the most picturesque
apocalyptic parts to be from the latter
part of the ﬁrst Meccan period and from
the second Meccan period. In R. Bell’s
schema, they are attributed to the “early
Qurān period.”
Images of the end of the world in these
early sūras are often quite vivid and contain colorful descriptions of cosmic events.
However, given the variety of images depicted in the various sūras, one cannot
form an exact picture of the events which

will occur at the end of times. As R. Paret
states, on the last day “the earth begins to
move violently. It staggers, quakes and is
crushed and ﬂattened. It brings forth what
is inside of it and empties itself. Like a mirage the mountains assume variable forms.
They collapse, are like teased wool and disintegrate into sand and dust. Heaven will
be like molten metal and be rent asunder,
split open and full of gaping holes. The
sun will be coiled up. The moon will
darken. The sun and moon will be brought
together. The stars will go out and tumble
down (or become dull), etc. It would be
pointless to try to patch together a coherent and comprehensive account of the
events on the last day from the different
statements. The individual sūras must be
taken separately, just as they originally
were recited. Indeed, the images of the
events on the last day are not intended to,
as it were, depict objective reality or to
foretell the future exactly in all its details.
They have been designed and formulated
with the intention to shock the audience, to
foreshadow the terror that, at some time in
the future, on the last day, will seize all of
creation” (Mohammed, 64-5). In addition to
these cosmic events, there are other signs
which will signal the end, e.g. the breaking
loose of Gog and Magog (q.v.; q 18:94,
21:96). God will bring forth from the earth
a beast that will speak (q 27:82) and the
trumpet or horn ( ūr, e.g. q 27:87; 36:51;
39:68; 69:13; 78:18; nāqūr, q 74:8) will be
blown to summon every creature.
Interestingly, the early apocalyptic passages do not explicitly mention the end of
the world, refer directly to the resurrection
of the dead or give much detail about the
day of judgment (see last judgment).
Much is implicit, although the ﬁnal result
is clear: the unbelievers (or ungrateful,
kuffār) and the evildoers (alladhīna ajramū)
will receive their punishment in hell (al-
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jahīm or al-jahannam) and the reward of the
believers (alladhīna āmanū) who do righteous deeds (amilū al- āli āt) will be paradise (al-janna, see hell; paradise;
garden; belief and unbelief; reward
and punishment). The fact that much is
implicit in these early apocalyptic passages
suggests that in the Mecca of the early
qurānic revelations at least part of Muammad’s audience must have been familiar with some of this apocalyptic imagery.
Scholars have noted that it calls to mind
many parallels with Jewish and Christian,
canonical and apocryphal apocalyptic literature, although Arabian features, such as
the neglect of ten-month pregnant camels
(q 81:4) are unique to the Qurān.
Some of the expressions used to indicate
apocalyptic phenomena occur only once in
the Qurān, e.g. “when the earth shall be
rocked and the mountains crumbled” (idhā
rujjati l-ar u rajjan wa-bussati l-jibālu bassan,
q 56:4-5). One conspicuous characteristic
of the descriptions of the apocalyptic
events is that there is no mention of who
or what brings them about (Ā. Abd alRamān, Tafsīr, i, 80). Often the meaning
of the apocalyptic terms is not straightforward, as in the case of “the great catastrophe” (al-āmma al-kubrā, q 79:34) and “the
blast” (al- ākhkha, q 80:33) and traditional
exegesis does not offer much more than to
say that they are names for the day of resurrection (e.g. abarī, Tafsīr). The same
is said about “the calamity” (al-qāria,
q 101:1-3) but this term is also used to
denote the catastrophe that overtakes unbelieving communities in the punishment
stories (q.v.; q 13:31; 69:4). Likewise, the
root r-j-f — basically “to tremble” — is
used both in apocalyptic passages and in
punishment stories (q.v.; q 7:78, 91, 155;
29:37; 73:14; 79:6). The apocalyptic passages in combination with the announcement of the ﬁnal judgment belong to the

earliest themes of the qurānic message. As
in Christianity and Judaism, the theme of
punishment has raised the question of
compatibility with the idea of a good creator God (see Watt-Bell, Introduction,
158-62; R. Paret, Mohammed und der Koran,
62-71).
Just as the identity of the author and the
precise nature of the events of the last day
are ambiguous, so too is the time when it
will occur. Not even the Prophet himself
was able to tell when the apocalyptic end
of the world and the subsequent resurrection and judgment will come (q 79:43), but
that they are sure to happen and nearly
at hand is stated more than once (e.g.
q 51:5-6; 52:7; 53:57; 78:40). According to
q 47:18, its tokens or portents (ashrā) have
already come, but the hour itself will arrive
suddenly.
In exegesis and adīth
The fact that the Qurān mentions that
even the Prophet cannot foretell the coming of the hour is probably one of the reasons why the exegetical works generally do
not elaborate on the apocalyptic phenomena or try to determine when the end of
the world will come. Referring to q 3:7 and
q 7:187, al-abarī (d. 310⁄923), for instance, mentions in his introduction that
God has reserved the knowledge and the
interpretation of the future apocalyptic
events for himself (Tafsīr, i, 74).
Nevertheless, one can ﬁnd some additional and traditionally accepted details in
the exegetical works. For instance, it is
commonly stated that an angel (q.v.),
Israfel (Isrāfīl) or Gabriel ( Jibrīl; see
gabriel), will blow the trumpet and that
he is also the “caller” (al-munādī) of q 50:41.
The commentaries elaborate upon the two
blasts of the trumpet of q 39:68. At the
ﬁrst blast everybody will die except for a
few chosen by God (the archangels and⁄or
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the martyrs, cf. q 3:169) and the resurrection of the dead will occur forty years later
at the second blast (Muqātil, Tafsīr; abarī,
Tafsīr; Qur ubī, Jāmi; Bay āwī, Anwār ad
loc.). In an apparent attempt to harmonize
q 39:68 and q 27:87 (cf. Rāzī, Tafsīr, ad
q 39:68), Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī (d.
ca. 375⁄985), in his commentary mentions
a variant given on the authority of the
Prophet: The ﬁrst blast of the trumpet or
horn — which has a circumference as
great as the distance between heaven and
earth — frightens all of creation. At the
second blast, the inhabitants of heaven and
earth die. At the time of the third blast, all
the souls or spirits (arwā ) are gathered in
the horn and then blown into their respective bodies for the resurrection (Tafsīr, ad
q 39:68). The famous commentator alabarī (d. 310⁄923) mentions the tradition
of the Companion Abū Hurayra about the
three blasts (Tafsīr, ad q 27:87 and 39:68),
without any further comments and alQur ubī (d. 671⁄1272), after having mentioned the three, explicitly states that there
will only be two blasts ( Jāmi, ad q 27:87).
Ibn Kathīr (d. 774⁄1373) in his commentary
on q 27:87 and 39:68 also mentions three
blasts (Tafsīr, ad loc.). Another accepted detail of the end of times is that Jesus (q.v.)
will defeat the Antichrist (al-dajjāl, see
antichrist). Ibn Kathīr, in keeping with
his penchant for providing very detailed information on the events at the end of
times, says (quoting, among other sources,
the adīth contained in the Sa ī [Fitan,
117] of Muslim, d. 261⁄875) that the period
of peace after this defeat will extend seven
years. Usually in connection with the “near
place” (makān qarīb) of q 50:41, “the rock of
Jerusalem” ( akhr bayt al-maqdis) is identiﬁed
as the place where the trumpet shall sound.
Often this is rationalized on the grounds
that it is the place on earth nearest to
heaven (e.g. Muqātil, Tafsīr; abarī, Tafsīr;

Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, Tafsīr; Māwardī, Nukat; Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf; Qurubī, Jāmi; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr; al-Maallī
and al-Suyū ī, Jalālayn ad loc.). Muqātil
(d. 150⁄767) suggests that the end of times
will not witness the end of the earth, but
rather the world “will become empty with
nothing in it. It will be laid out new and
white, as if it were silver or as if it were unwrought. It will have rays like the rays of
the sun. There will be no sin committed on
it and no blood shed” (Tafsīr, ad q 99:2).
The adīth literature — such as the
chapter of Muslim’s a ī entitled Kitāb
al-Fitan wa-ashrā al-sāa, which contains 143
adīth on the subject — gives much more
detailed and precise accounts of the apocalyptic events than is found in the Qurān
and the commentaries (see adth and
the qurn). In Western qurānic scholarship the study of the apocalypse in the
Qurān and its commentaries is somewhat
underdeveloped, especially when compared with the recent upsurge of attention
given to Jewish and Christian apocalyptic
literature.
Frederik Leemhuis
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Apologetics
A systematic argumentative discourse in
defense of a religion or doctrine. In the
history of encounters between Muslims of
differing opinions and between Muslims
and members of other faiths, the Qurān
has usually been central as a guide and
source in debates and has often been a signiﬁcant topic in these discussions.
Within the Qurān itself there are arguments defending both its proclamations
and its own status. Its fundamental emphasis that God is one and distinct from all
other beings is most emphatically asserted
in q 112, which is generally thought to have
been delivered in the context of debates
with polytheists, Jews or Christians (e.g.
Rāzī, Tafsīr, ad loc.). The Qurān argues
generally against anyone who thinks of
God as a creature (q 2:255; 43:81, etc.);
against those, including the Jews and
Christians, who implicate him in humanlike relationships (q 5:116; 6:100-1; 9:30; see
anthropomorphism) or suggest he is Trinitarian (see trinity; cf. q 4:171; 5:73); and
against the notion that anyone else is capable of creating anything without his aid
(q 6:1). Likewise, Muammad’s activity as
God’s messenger is distinguished from the
actions of soothsayers and people possessed by the jinn (q.v.; q 52:29-31; 68:2),
authenticated (q 53:10-1) and supported by
God against opponents (q 108:3; see opposition to muammad) and deﬁned as a
continuation of the work of previous
messengers (q 4:163; 33:40; 37:37; 61:6; see
messenger; prophets and prophethood).
With equal emphasis, the divine origin of
the Qurān is defended against its detractors (q 46:7-8) by reference to its inimitability (q.v.; q 2:23-4; 10:38; 11:13-4; 17:88).

apologetics
On the whole, the Qurān counsels
against involvement in pointless disputes
about matters of faith (q 4:140; 6:68-70).
The appropriate course of action is to
point out true belief politely and tactfully
(q 16:125; 29:46). It does, however, explicitly sanction confronting those who deny
the plainly revealed truth, as is indicated
by the injunction given in q 3:61 that the
opposing parties should meet and ritually
invoke a curse (q.v.) on the liars among
them. This verse is connected with the mutual cursing (mubāhala) that was arranged
to decide the outcome of the meeting between Muammad and the Christians,
who are said to have come from Najrān
(q.v.) in 10⁄631 to put questions to him (Ibn
Isāq-Guillaume, 277). It is the ﬁrst intimation of the long history of debate between
Muslims and Christians in which the
Qurān was nearly always crucial.
Among some Muslims the status of the
Qurān was a matter of dispute from an
early date. In the second⁄eighth century,
Mutazilī (see mutazils) theologians
(mutakallimūn, sing. mutakallim) rejected the
Qurān’s uncreatedness as part of their
perception of the strict unity and uniqueness of God (see createdness of the
qurn). At the same time scholars of a
more independent frame of mind have
openly rejected the notion that its miraculous nature could be readily proven (alQā ī Abd al-Jabbār, Tathbīt, 412-3). The
fragmentary form in which their views
have come down to us makes it difﬁcult to
appreciate the real intention behind them,
but if the early third⁄ninth-century Muslim Abū Īsā l-Warrāq, who will be discussed further below, is in any way typical
of them, it appears that they were rebutting
apologetic arguments based upon the Qurān’s literary qualities. Remarkably, he denigrates the notion that the Qurān represents an inimitable literary achievement.
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Among the points he makes is that the
Qurān stands out only because literary
ability was lacking at the time it appeared,
that Muammad’s opponents were too occupied with resisting him to meet the challenge to produce passages comparable to
the Qurān and, maybe most telling, that
literary abilities can be acquired naturally
and are not necessarily indications of divine endowments (al-Māturīdī, Taw īd,
191; see also D. Thomas, Anti-Christian polemic, 28). These particularly provocative
criticisms presuppose a lively and developed debate about the claims made within
the Qurān itself for its distinctiveness and
suggest that the opposition to which the
text itself attests was by no means silenced
in every quarter by the defensive responses
it contains.
If such radical criticisms were relatively
rare among Muslims themselves and leveled by marginal ﬁgures, they persisted
among Christians who expressed views
about the Qurān throughout much of the
shared history of the two faiths. The ﬁrst
major ﬁgure whose opinions are clearly
known is John of Damascus (d. ca. 132⁄
750) who accuses Muammad of writing a
work on his own on the basis of what an
Arian monk had told him about the Bible
(q.v.; J.-P. Migne, Patrologia graeca, xciv, col.
765; see informants). Here there is a clear
allusion to the story of the monk who recognized Muammad as a prophet, which
the classical biographies of Muammad
(see sra and the qurn) relate (e.g. Ibn
Isāq-Guillaume, 79-81). However, the
Christian apologists identify him as a heretic who was consciously exploited by Muammad. The accusation that the Qurān
springs from Muammad’s own authorship
became commonplace in the Christian
anti-Muslim polemic in the Middle Ages,
when it was generally accepted unquestioningly that he was driven by selﬁsh ambition in composing it (N. Daniel, Islam and

the West, 47-99). Some modern scholars
have substantially reversed this received
verdict. Their views concerning the sincerity of Muammad’s sense of vocation may
suggest that Muslims and Christians can
move closer together with regard to their
view of the status of the Qurān in the
light of present-day understandings about
the incidence of inspiration (see revelation and inspiration).
Undoubtedly, the Qurān has been the
most important single inﬂuence upon Muslim thinking about other faiths. This is attributable to the explicit teachings it contains concerning the leading ﬁgures and
beliefs of Judaism and Christianity, and
even more importantly to the relationship
it asserts both between itself and previous
revelations and between the faith it proclaims and earlier beliefs. Among the most
detailed, though nevertheless incomplete,
teachings in the Qurān are the explanations about the person of Jesus (q.v.), the
Messiah, and the community who claimed
to follow him. Muslims who were involved
in encounters with Christians in the early
centuries of Islam often made these teachings the basis of arguments with which
they attempted to show that Jesus was only
human, that God was one and not triune,
and that Christians had been misled in a
number of their beliefs. One of the earliest
surviving, though incomplete, examples of
this demonstrative literature, perhaps dating from as early as 210⁄825, is the now incomplete Response to the Christians (al-Radd
alā l-na ārā) of the Zaydī imām al-Qāsim
b. Ibrāhīm (d. 246⁄860). This relatively
short tract contains full and accurate information about Christian doctrines and beliefs. Nevertheless, its author remains loyal
to what he understands to be the qurānic
view of Christianity. Thus his main argument that Christianity is wrong about the
divinity of Christ, which he adduces Gospel texts to support, is essentially a vindica-
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tion of the teaching on this point given in
the Qurān (see jews and judaism; christians and christianity; scripture and
the qurn).
It might be assumed that polemical literature of this type runs the risk of failing to
carry its arguments home to Christians for
the reason that it was not addressing their
understanding of the doctrines but rather
the qurānic interpretation of them. Nevertheless, in numerous later instances it is still
evident that Muslim authors were guided
primarily by the teachings of the Qurān.
Even when they took Christian doctrinal
explanations into account, they still generally conformed to the tendency to follow
the Qurān’s guidelines in their approach.
The most striking exception to this general
trend appears to be the independent
thinker Abū Īsā al-Warrāq, from the early
third⁄ninth century, one of the most intense periods of intellectual encounter between Muslims and Christians. His long
and concentrated refutation of the doctrines of the Trinity and Christ’s divine
and human nature is based upon exhaustive research into the teachings of the major Christian denominations. It relies for its
effect entirely upon stringent logical reasoning, which reveals the inconsistencies
and contradictions in the doctrines he examines. Thus, his arguments stem from the
structure of Christian thought itself. It is
little wonder that within a few decades
Christians recognized the cogency of his
attack and saw the need to marshal responses. Nonetheless, the work tacitly acknowledges the pervasive inﬂuence of the
Qurān, since its twin attacks are effectively
ampliﬁcations of the qurānic denial of the
Christian assertion of the Trinity (tathlīth,
cf. q 4:171; 5:73) and the divine sonship of
Jesus (q 9:30; 19:34-5). Therefore, despite its
stance of rational impartiality, the attack is
as much a defense of absolute unity (tawīd) as a refutation of Christian doctrines.

In this respect it conforms to the typical
model of Muslim anti-Christian polemic.
The general stance of Muslim polemicists
may be linked to the attitude expressed in
the Qurān itself that it was revealed to
conﬁrm the earlier revelations (q 3:3-4;
5:48; 6:92; 10:37; 46:12) and that it should
be taken as the complete guide to the truth
(q 9:33; 25:1). Believing that the Qurān was
the source of the truth and that Islam was
the authentic expression of this truth, polemicists viewed other religions as either
incomplete or incorrect forms of Islam
(q.v.; see also belief and unbelief). It followed that one main purpose of their arguments was to show where the inadequacies
of the other faiths were to be found. Another was to establish the truth of Islam
by demonstrating that other attempted
versions of the truth did not have the inner consistency or comprehensiveness of
their own. Some of the fullest examples of
this approach are to be found in the theological compendiums of the two leading
fourth⁄tenth century theologians, the Book
of preparation (Kitāb al-Tamhīd) of the
Asharī theologian al-Bāqillānī (d. 403⁄
1013) and the Only work necessary on the various aspects of [divine] unity and justice (alMughnī fī abwāb al-taw īd wa-l-adl) of the
Mutazilī al-Qā ī Abd al-Jabbār alHamadhānī (d. 415⁄1025). In both of these
works a refutation of the main doctrines of
other religions as understood by Islam follows the exposition of the corresponding
Islamic doctrine. A refutation of the Christian doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation follows the exposition of the Muslim
doctrine of God’s unity. In the same way,
Jews are criticized for their rejection of
prophets who succeeded Moses and this is
combined with an exposition of Muammad’s authenticity as a prophet. In such
cases the refutations of the rival doctrines
serve to adumbrate the soundness of the
Islamic formulation. This is a large-scale
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expression of the way in which qurānically-inspired religious thinking in
Islam gives arguments against the validity
of other religions a character which is both
instructive and apologetic. Again, this approach accords with the qurānic injunction to desist from unedifying discussions
about matters of faith (q 4:140; 6:68-9) and
to use the best means when arguing with
the other so-called “People of the Book”
(q.v.; q 29:46).
A last feature of Muslim apologetics
worth noting is the manner in which the
scattered remarks given in the Qurān regarding the concealment and corruption of
earlier revelations (q 2:75, 140; 3:78; 4:46;
5:15, 41) are systematized into the general
principle that the Torah (q.v.) and Gospels
(q.v.) are unreliable. Some authors proceeded on the assumption that, while the
actual text of the biblical books was more
or less sound, the Jewish and Christian interpretations of them were confused.
Among these were the aforementioned alQāsim b. Ibrāhīm, who adduces long quotations from the Gospels to support his
argument that Jesus was only human. Another was the Christian convert to Islam
Alī b. Rabbān al-abarī (d. ca. 250⁄864),
whose Book of religion and empire (Kitāb al-Dīn
wa-l-dawla) contains about 150 verses translated from throughout the Bible together
with ingenious and sometimes tortuous interpretations to show the ways in which
they foretell the coming of Muammad
and Islam. The author of The beautiful response (al-Radd al-jamīl), which has often
been attributed to al-Ghazālī (d. 505⁄1111),
also followed this course. Other scholars
adopted the position that the texts themselves had been corrupted. They postulated that this came about when the early
Christians attempted to reconstruct the
original Gospels, which they had lost, or
when the apostle Paul introduced extraneous material into the sacred text. The anti-

Christian polemic of the famous littérateur
al-Jāi (d. 255⁄869) implies that the evangelists have lied (al-Radd alā l-na ārā, 24).
Al-Qā ī Abd al-Jabbār argued at length
that Paul corrupted the original purity of
Jesus’ message (Tathbīt dalāil al-nubuwwa).
The Andalusian theologian and littérateur
Ibn azm (d. 458⁄1065) composed one of
the most searching critiques of the biblical
texts (Milal). Al-Juwaynī (d. 478⁄1085) attempted to show that textual corruption
had taken place (Shifā al-ghalīl). Whether
exposing misinterpretations or misrepresentations of the original texts, Muslim authors produced their arguments in conformity with the belief that the Qurān itself
provided unimpeachable guidance.
A small but instructive indication of the
trust placed in sacred text by Muslim polemicists is that for many of them a proof
verse against the divinity of Jesus was John
20:17, where Jesus says to Mary Magdalene, “Do not touch me, for I have not yet
ascended to my father, but go to my brethren and say to them, ‘I ascend to my father
and your father, to my God and your
God.’ ” They could presumably feel conﬁdent in citing this because it was close
enough to Jesus’ words to the people of Israel in the Qurān, “It is God who is my
lord and your lord. So worship him”
(q 3:51), for them to consider it authentic.
See debate and disputation.
David Thomas
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Apostasy
Turning away from or rejecting one’s religion. The qurānic notion of apostasy is
functionally represented by two main concepts, kufr and irtidād, the latter bearing
more directly than the former upon notions of apostasy. Beginning sometime during the second⁄eighth century, irtidād came
to be used in legal and other discourses
to speak exclusively of apostasy. In the
Qurān, however, the semantic and conceptual connection between the terms irtidād and kufr seems to have already been
made, albeit tenuously, before the emigration to Medina, as evidenced in the verse:
“Those who come to disbelieve (kafara) after believing” (q 16:106). In the Medinan
period of the Qurān, the connection became more pronounced and in some instances the terms were used synonymously.
The meaning embedded in the qurānic
concept of disbelief (kufr) assumes God to
be inﬁnitely merciful, generous, compas-
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sionate, and beneﬁcent. Being directed towards human beings, these qualities dictate
that humans, in turn, should be grateful to
God for his goodness. Disbelief, then, is
the act of failing to acknowledge, even of
rejecting, God’s benevolence, and together
with this ingratitude and rejection comes,
in a more developed sense of the term, the
renunciation of God himself (see belief
and unbelief). In this respect, the Qurān
distinguishes between two types of disbelief: that of the person who could never see
God’s goodness and thus remains in his
original state of disbelief and that of
someone who did acknowledge God, but
subsequently turned his back upon his benevolence and ﬁnally upon God himself.
This latter type becomes the exact equivalent of the apostate (murtadd), one who
commits apostasy (irtidād). Derivatives of
the root k-f-r occur some 482 times in the
Qurān. When verbal variations of kafara
are used, it is not always clear which of the
two types is meant. In at least nineteen
verses, kufr is unmistakably used in the
sense of apostasy. A small number of other
verses may arguably be interpreted as carrying this sense, but such interpretations
remain shrouded in uncertainty.
Yet another central qurānic term conceptually associated with apostasy is ﬁsq, a
stage beyond that of kufr, when the person
stubbornly persists not only in turning
away from God but also in deliberately disobeying his commands. q 24:55 reads:
“God has promised to appoint those of
you who believe and perform honorable
deeds as [his] representatives on earth, just
as he made those before them into such
overlords, and to establish their religion for
them which he has approved for them, and
to change their fear into conﬁdence. They
serve me [alone] and do not associate anything else with me. Those who disbelieve
(kafara) henceforth are the miscreants ( fāsiqūn).” Abandoning the religion of Islam is
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therefore not only irtidād but also kufr and
ﬁsq. It is through the juxtaposition of this
terminological triad that the Qurān articulates the idea of apostasy.
The characterization and fate of those
who commit apostasy vary in the Qurān.
What is striking, especially in light of later
juristic developments, is that although
apostates are usually assigned a place in
hell, there is no mention of any speciﬁc
corporeal punishment to which they are to
be subjected in this world. In certain chapters of the Qurān, the apostates are described merely as “having strayed from the
right path” (q 2:108; also 4:167), while in
others they are threatened with a severe yet
unspeciﬁed punishment in this world and
in the hereafter (q 9:74). They are ignorant
and “their punishment is that upon them is
heaped the curse of God, of angels and of
people in their entirety” (q 3:87). In fact, in
q 2:109, the believers are even asked to forgive them: “Many People of the Book (q.v.)
would like to turn you back ( yaruddūnakum)
into unbelievers (kuffār, sing. kāﬁr) after you
have professed the faith, out of envy of
their own, even though the truth has been
manifested unto them. Pardon and forgive
them till God brings his commands.” The
relatively lenient position of the Qurān toward apostates is also betrayed by the selfreassurance expressed in such verses as
q 3:176-7: “Let not their conduct grieve
you, who rush into disbelief, for lo! they injure God not at all. It is God’s will to assign
them no portion in the hereafter, and theirs
will be an awful doom. Those who purchase disbelief at the price of faith harm
God not at all, but theirs will be a painful
torment.” It is quite plausible that the various types of reaction to apostasy, from the
near oblivion to the angry chastisement
(see chastisement and punishment),
may be a reﬂection of the changing circumstances with which the Qurān had to

deal as its mission evolved. At the early
stages, the Prophet did not have the effective power to deal with the apostates and
thus the Qurān adopted a considerably
more lenient attitude. With the growing
strength of the new religion that attitude
changed into a conﬁdent and less compromising one.
Despite the apostates’ fate (q.v.) in the
hereafter and their awful doom, they can
always return to Islam, for God is “forgiving and merciful.” This is especially true in
the case of those who were coerced to
apostatize (q 16:106). But the repentance of
those who persisted in and cherished apostasy and heresy (q.v.), and who remained
for long obdurate in their antagonism toward Islam, shall never be accepted
(q 3:90). The Qurān frequently reminds
the apostate who is not long persistent in
his heresy and disbelief to re-embrace the
faith soon while he still has the opportunity
to do so. For death can come stealthily and
seal the fate of the apostate into an eternal
and irreversible doom. q 47:34 is quite
clear and sums up the qurānic position on
the matter: “Those who disbelieve (kafarū)
and turn from the way of God (see path
or way [of god]) and then die unbelievers, God surely will not pardon them” (see
also q 2:161, 217; 3:91).
Upon the Prophet’s death and until the
early months of 13⁄634, Muslim armies
engaged in a number of battles that came
later to be known as the wars of apostasy
( urūb al-ridda). Except for Medina, Mecca
and the immediately surrounding regions,
nearly all the rest of Arabia rose up against
Muslim rule. Scholars disagree as to the
causes of resistance, some arguing that it
was provoked by a rejection of the taxes
the Prophet imposed on the Islamicized
tribes together with what that clearly implied in terms of political domination.
Others have seen it as expressing a reli-
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gious revolt, challenging the religion of the
new state at Medina. A more convincing
view, however, is that each of the revolts
against the new order had its own causes.
Of the six major centers of uprising, four
had a religious color, each led by a socalled prophet, prophetess or soothsayer:
al-Aswad al-Ansī in Yemen, Musaylima
(q.v.) in Yamāma, ulaya b. Khuwaylid of
the tribes of Banū Asad and Banū Gha afān and Sajā of the tribe of Tamīm. The
resistance in the two other centers — east
and southeast of the Arabian peninsula —
seems to have been caused by a refusal to
submit to the political authority of Medina
including the payment of taxes imposed
upon them by the Prophet in 9⁄630.
Following classical Islamic sources, much
of modern scholarship tends to see all
these wars and battles that took place
within the boundaries of Arabia — before
the conquests in Syria and īra began —
as falling into the category of the wars of
apostasy. In point of fact, of all the centers
of revolt only Najd qualiﬁes, strictly speaking, for classiﬁcation as a center of apostate
rebellion. The Banū anīfa, led by Musaylima in Yamāma, had never been subject to
Medinan domination nor did they sign
any treaty either with Muammad or with
his successor Abū Bakr (11⁄632-13⁄634). It
was only when the military commander
Khālid b. al-Walīd (d. 21⁄642) defeated
them in 12⁄633 that they came, for the ﬁrst
time, under Medinan domination. In
other words, they never converted to Islam
in the ﬁrst place so that they cannot correctly be labeled as apostates. A similar
situation existed in Umān, al-Barayn, alYaman, and a ramawt. There, Muammad concluded treaties with military
leaders — some of whom were Persian
agents — who were quickly ousted by the
local tribes. Thus, the tribes’ resistance to
Medina did not presuppose a particular re-

lationship in which they paid allegiance to
the Muslim state. Again, their uprising
does not constitute apostasy, properly
speaking. The tribes of Najd, on the other
hand, were their own masters and signed
treaties with Muammad, the terms of
which required them to adopt Islam and to
pay homage as well as taxes to Medina.
Their revolt, thus, constituted a clear case
of apostasy. In the other cases it was not
exactly apostasy on the part of the tribes
which prompted the wars but rather the
Medinan religious, political and territorial
ambitions.
It is highly probable that the events making up the so-called wars of apostasy, together with their fundamental impact upon
the collective Muslim psyche, generated a
new element in the attitude toward apostasy. Being largely a reﬂection of the postProphetic experience, adīth — the reports
that are believed to document the words
and deeds of the Prophet — stipulate, at
variance with the Qurān, that the apostate
should be punished by death. To be sure,
this stipulation reﬂects a later reality and
does not stand in accord with the deeds of
the Prophet. In fact, if we go by what
seems to be reliable information about
Muammad, the Qurān emerges as a
more accurate representation of his attitude toward apostasy. It is more likely that
Abū Bakr was the ﬁrst to be involved in
putting to death a number of apostates, an
action which was in the course of time perceived as the practice (sunna, q.v.) of the
Prophet. Later sources sanctioned this penalty and made a point in mentioning that
the other Companions approved of Abū
Bakr’s action.
On the authority of the Companion Ibn
Abbās (d. 68⁄688), the Prophet is reported
to have said, “He who changes his religion,
kill him.” Another adīth from Ibn Abbās
and the Prophet’s wife Āisha (see isha
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bint ab bakr) states that the Prophet allowed the execution of anyone who abandoned Islam and dissented with the community. The Prophet is also reported to
have given Muādh b. Jabal the following
order when he dispatched him to govern in
the Yemen: “Any man who turns away
from Islam, invite him [to return to it]; if
he does not return, cut off his neck.” The
second half of the adīth occurs also in a
virtually identical formulation, but applies
to women. A more categorical, yet valueless, adīth speciﬁes that “He whose religion differs from that of Islam, behead
him.” The means of implementing capital
punishment so stated in adīth did vary.
One adīth, reported by Āisha, speciﬁes
that beheading, cruciﬁxion or banishment
are acceptable, but burning at the stake is
not. Another adīth — used by Ibn
Abbās in criticism of the fourth caliph
Alī (r. 35⁄ 656-40⁄661), who burned some
unbelievers or heretics (zanādiqa, sing.
zindīq) — declares that: “He who abandons his religion (variant: “turns back on
his own religion”) kill him, but do not punish anyone by means of God’s punishment,” i.e. ﬁre.
Within Islamic law, apostasy is deﬁned as
releasing oneself from Islam (qa al-Islām)
by means of saying or doing something heretical, even in jest. Upholding a theological doctrine which negates the existence of
God; rejecting the Prophets; mocking or
cursing God or the Prophet; kneeling down
in prayer to an idol, the moon or the sun
(see idols and images); dumping a copy
of the Qurān in a waste basket; declaring
legal what is otherwise strictly illegal, such
as adultery (see adultery and fornication), all constitute apostasy.
The apostate who is compos mentis (mukallaf ), is given a three-day grace period to reconsider his decision. If he repents, there
are to be no legal consequences. If he does

not, then he is by juristic consensus (ijmā)
to be executed by the sword. The female
apostate receives the same punishment according to all the schools except the
anafīs and Twelver Shīīs ( Jafarīs), who
waive this punishment and replace it by
imprisonment. If the apostate is killed
during the grace period, his killer is not
prosecuted nor under the obligation to
pay blood money (diya, see blood
money). Some of the civil consequences of
apostasy are that the property of the apostate is appropriated by the state treasury
and all his transactions are considered null
and void. If the person repents, he is given
what is left of his property. This precept
was formulated in a context where apostates had escaped to non-Muslim territory
and returned much later to repent and reclaim their property. Legally speaking, minors, madmen and fully capacitated persons coerced into apostasy are not
considered apostates. The foregoing discussion of the Qurān makes it clear that
nothing in the law governing apostates
and apostasy derives from the letter of the
holy text. See also faith.
Wael Hallaq
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Apostle
The disciples of Jesus (q.v.). The word for
the apostles, awāriyūn (sing. awārī), occurs
four times in the Qurān (q 3:52; 5:111, 112;
61:14) and only in the plural. Most Muslim
commentators (cf. M. Ayoub, The Qurān,
158-62) regard awārī as a pure Arabic
word derived from the verb āra, meaning
“to return,” or from awira, “to be glistening white.” The ﬁrst derivation yields the
meaning “disciples,” since a prophet turns
to a disciple for help. This understanding
would also be compatible with another
tradition that the apostles are “helpers”
(an ār). This reﬂects Jesus’ question in the
Qurān, “Who will be my helpers to God?”
(man an ārī ilā llāh, q 3:52). Some reports indicate that apostles are, in a general sense,
the “special companions of the prophets”
(khā at al-anbiyā wa- afwatuhum), as in the
statement of Muammad, “[The Companion al-Zubayr b. al-Awwām]… is my
apostle from my community” (cf. M.
Ayoub, The Qurān, 159; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr,
ii, 42-3). The most popular etymology derives the meaning of awārī from awar,
meaning “intense whiteness.” Some report
that the apostles wore pure white garments. Others make them fullers (sing.
qa ār). Still others hold that the name refers to the purity of the apostles’ hearts.
Interpretations closer to the witness of
the Christian gospels frequently mention
that Jesus’ apostles, corresponding to the
twelve tribes of Israel, were twelve in number; they were ﬁshermen and his ﬁrst loyal
followers (khula ā or talāmīdh), even leaving
their families and homes to follow Jesus.
Others say awāriyūn means “strivers” (sing.
mujāhid) because in q 61:14 believers are being asked to ﬁght for Muammad in a spirit of obedience like that of Jesus’ apostles.
The most difﬁcult interpretation to justify
with reference to a speciﬁc Qurānic pas-
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sage is that the apostles were “kings” (sing.
malik).
Most Western interpreters trace the origin of awārī to the Ethiopic word awāryā,
meaning “messenger.” In the Ethiopic
translation of the New Testament this
word is used for the twelve apostles of Jesus
(see foreign vocabulary).
The Qurān mentions only two events involving the apostles of Jesus. In q 5:112 the
apostles ask Jesus to have God send down a
table of food to satisfy their hunger and
strengthen their faith. Jesus agrees to do so,
but warns them that, because they have
witnessed such a conﬁrmation of faith,
God will tolerate no future deviation from
faith on their part. The second instance
takes place at the end of Jesus’ mission.
When he is under attack from unbelievers,
his apostles testify to the constancy of their
faith in him. Jesus asks, “Who will be my
helpers to God?” His apostles answer, “We
are God’s helpers! We believe in God and
do you bear witness that we are Muslims.
Our lord! We believe in what you have revealed and we follow the messenger. Then
write us down among those who bear witness (q 3:52-3).” One ﬁnal passage probably
refers to the apostles of Jesus and his other
followers: “We sent… Jesus the son of
Mary (q.v.), and bestowed on him the Gospel (q.v.); and We ordained in the hearts of
those who followed him compassion and
mercy” (q 57:27). See also christians and
chris tianity.
A.H. Mathias Zahniser
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Apparition
The preternatural appearance of a specter
or vision. There is no speciﬁc qurānic
term for apparition, and qurānic words
which in some contexts may be taken to indicate an apparition, such as burhān (proof )
and āya (sign), have different meanings in
other verses. For example, Joseph (q.v.)
“saw the proof of his Lord,” while being
seduced by his master’s wife. The qurānic
verse reads “For she desired him and he
would have taken her but that he saw the
proof (burhān) of his Lord” (q 12:24).
“Proof ” in this verse has been interpreted
in a variety of ways. Most commonly exegetes claim that Joseph saw a vision of his
father Jacob (q.v.), from which he came to
understand that he was acting improperly
(e.g. Muqātil, Ashbāh, ii, 329; abarī, Tafsīr,
xii, 110-3; Wāidī, Wasī, ii, 608; Rāzī,
Tafsīr, ix, 122; Qur ubī, Jāmi, ix, 169-80;
Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, ii, 474; see also The Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Sota, ii, 36b). Others claimed that he saw a vision of something that appeared through the roof of
the house which reminded him that he was
one of the prophets of God and therefore
infallible (abarī, Tafsīr, xii, 113; Suyū ī,
Durr, iv, 15; Shawkānī, Tafsīr, iii, 18; see
impeccability and infallibility). The
commentaries give different form to this
vision, e.g. the palm of a hand, a note of
warning, certain verses read or heard by
Joseph (abarī, Tafsīr, xii, 113; Ibn Abī
ātim, Tafsīr, xii, 2124-6; Qur ubī, Jāmi,
ix, 169; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, ii, 475). In each
of these cases, the “proof ” is interpreted as
an apparition.
If “apparition” is understood to include
visual illusions or optical errors, we may
cite other examples. For instance, the com-
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mentators regarded “There was already a
sign (āya) for you in the two companies
which met, one company ﬁghting in the
way of God and the other unbelieving.
Their eyes saw them to be twice their number” (q 3:13) as dealing with the battle of
Badr (q.v.). However, they differed as to
whether it was the inﬁdels who saw the believers in this fashion or vice versa. One
view is that the inﬁdels were made to see
the believers as being twice as many in
number as themselves. Another holds that
the believers saw the inﬁdels as being twice
their own number while in reality the
Meccan force was three times as large as
theirs (abarsī, Majma, i, 7-28). Whichever
interpretation is adopted, the victory of
the believers is attributed to a divine sign
in the form of the apparent change in
number.
In the case of “and for [the Jews] saying,
‘We slew the Messiah, Jesus (q.v.), the son
of Mary (q.v.), the Messenger of God,’ yet
they did not slay him or crucify him. It
only appeared like that to them (wa-lākin
shubbiha lahum)” (q 4:157), we are dealing
here with something else which was perceived differently from its actual state (for
the way in which the change became possible, see abarsī, Majma, i, 282-3). The illusion was created by God to mislead the
Jews.
Another apparition of a different nature
is implied in q 7:148: “And the people of
Moses took to them, after him, a calf
[made] of their jewelry, a mere body that
lowed ( jasadan lahu khuwār)” (see calf of
gold). The commentators had to answer
two questions: How did the idol produce
the sound and why? The last question is
more relevant to our topic. Most commentators argue that God turned the golden
calf into ﬂesh and blood and enabled it to
low, with the intention of putting the people to a test (Qur ubī, Jāmi, vii, 284-5, see
esp. the secret conversation between God
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and Moses). This means that the people
who melted the gold and created the calf
witnessed an apparition: They saw their
idol as a living creature and took it to be
God, failing the test. All of these apparitions originate in the divine will and demonstrate the divine plan. In this sense, the
apparitions in the Qurān may be viewed
as a particularly edifying means for God
to communicate with mankind. See also
signs; visions.
Leah Kinberg
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Aq ā Mosque
An early mosque located in Jerusalem on
what is called in Islam “The Noble Sanctuary” (al- aram al-Sharīf, see archaeology
and the qurn). “The farthest place of
prayer” (al-masjid al-aq ā) is attested once
in the Qurān, in q 17:1 (see ascension):
“Glory be to he who transported his servant by night from the sacred place of
prayer (al-masjid al- arām) to the farthest
place of prayer (al-masjid al-aq ā).” Within
Muammad’s life-time “the sacred place of
prayer” (al-masjid, the place of prayer,
mosque; al- arām, the sacred) was recognized as the sacred mosque at Mecca (q.v.)
while “the farthest (al-aq ā) place of
prayer” might have been in heaven, in Jerusalem (q.v.) or perhaps in a locale near

Mecca. Only at a later, unknown time did
the topographical attribution become the
proper name of the Aq ā Mosque. In the
earliest associations of al-masjid al-aq ā
with Jerusalem, it is likely that the whole
of the aram was thought to be a place
of prayer.
There was no mosque on al- aram alSharīf before Muammad’s death; the
Herodian platform was used then as a refuse dump and it is said that the second
Caliph (q.v.), Umar b. al-Kha āb, who accepted the surrender of Jerusalem in about
17⁄638, commenced clearing away the
rubbish. No Muslim source records the
aram’s ﬁrst mosque but, in the reign of
Caliph Muāwiya I (41⁄661-60⁄680), the
Gallic pilgrim Arculf saw that the “Saracens” had a rough prayer house, unnamed,
in its eastern part, built on what he understood to be the remains of the Jewish Temple. That mosque has been attributed to
Umar b. al-Kha āb.
The Aq ā Mosque is situated in the
southwest corner of the aram and during the repairs of 1938-42, ﬁve previous
major (Aq ā I-V), and several lesser, structural periods were identiﬁed. In period V
(746-7⁄1345-751⁄1350), associated with
the Mamlūk Izz al-Dīn Aybak al-Mi rī,
the western vaulted aisles and the outer
western porch bays were constructed. Period IV was the work of the Knights Templar who occupied the mosque (492⁄1099582⁄1187), when some of the eastern aisles
were demolished and replaced with vaulted
galleries and the central porch bays built.
Literary evidence credits two Umayyad caliphs, Abd al-Malik (65⁄685-86⁄705) and
al-Walīd I (86⁄705-96⁄715) and two Abbāsids, al-Man ūr (136⁄754-158⁄775) and alMahdī (158⁄775-169⁄785) with the building
or restoration of the ﬁrst three archaeologically distinguishable structures, which will
now be discussed.
Al-Muqaddasī, who saw the Aq ā
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Mosque in 374⁄985, Nā ir-i Khusraw who
saw it in 438-9⁄1047 and the eighth⁄fourteenth century author of Muthīr al-gharām
quoted by al-Suyū ī all say that Abd alMalik built the mosque. Remains of Aq ā I
were found in the mosque’s southern part
and nineteen meters short of its present
northern wall (Hamilton, Structural history,
ﬁg. 30). Archaeological evidence for Aq ā
II, which had a wide central nave, a dome
before the mi rāb (see art and architecture and the qurn) and the nineteen
meter extension of its northern wall, included Greek grafﬁti found on and
deemed to be contemporary with the nave
timbers. On epigraphic grounds, these carpenters’ notes have been given a date
range from the end of the sixth century
c.e. to the beginning of the second⁄eighth
century.
For Aq ā III the nave and aisles north of
the dome were demolished and new columns installed. Al-Muqaddasī wrote of
these “marbled” columns which, Hamilton
determined, had been specially prepared
for the mosque and which remained in
place until the 1938-42 repairs, when they
were transferred to the aram museum.
The Muthīr, written at Jerusalem in 752⁄
1351, states that the Aq ā Mosque was
rebuilt by al-Man ūr after the earthquake
of 130⁄747-8, and built again by al-Mahdī
after a second earthquake; this second
quake is unrecorded and is generally
thought to duplicate the earlier one.
No contemporary Muslim reports of the
building of the Aq ā Mosque exist. Its
most detailed, sometimes contradictory,
descriptions are those of al-Muqaddasī,
Nā ir-i Khusraw and the author of the
Muthīr al-gharām as repeated by al-Suyū ī,
while Hamilton’s study provides the most
complete archaeological record. Greek papyri of ca. 90⁄708-96⁄714 found at the
Egyptian village of Aphrodito mention
workmen and materials having been requi-

sitioned for construction of a mosque and
palace at Jerusalem, but it cannot be determined if the reference is to a new mosque
or to an ongoing project.
According to Creswell’s interpretation of
all of the evidence, al-Walīd I built Aq ā I,
al-Mahdī Aq ā II, and, after the 424⁄1033
earthquake, the Fā imid Caliph al-āhir
constructed Aq ā III. He believed that the
Aphrodito papyri conﬁrmed al-Walīd I as
the mosque’s originator and inferred from
al-āhir’s mosaic inscription (see below)
that, in addition to his renovation of the
dome and its supports, al-āhir rebuilt the
nave and aisles. Stern understood the evidence to mean Aq ā I and II were Umayyad and Aq ā III Abbāsid; furthermore,
he believed that the Fā imid mosaics on
the dome were modeled after those of the
original Umayyad building, pointing out
their resemblance to those found in the
Dome of the Rock. In more recent evaluations of the literary and archaeological record summarized by Hamilton (Creswell
and Allan, A short account, 79-82), Aq ā I is
credited to Abd al-Malik, Aq ā II to alWalīd I and Aq ā III to al-Man ūr and alMahdī after the earthquake of 130⁄748-9.
It is surmised that Aq ā II was enlarged
considerably because the original building
was too small.
An extant mosaic inscription at the base
of the dome recording al-āhir’s repairs of
426⁄1034-6 contains q 17:1 immediately following the basmala (q.v.). A second inscription of al-āhir, in the dome and now lost
but recorded by Alī al-Harawī in 568-9⁄
1173, also contained q 17:1 immediately
after the basmala. An inscription of part of
q 17:1, dating from 583-4⁄1187, appears on
the wall east of the mi rāb, while the inscription of q 17:1-6 which is found at the
eastern end of the transept is dated 731-2⁄
1331.
N.J. Johnson
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Arabic Language
The language codiﬁed by the grammarians
of al-Ba ra and al-Kūfa in the second⁄
eighth century as representing the speech
of the pre-Islamic Arabs and the language
of the Qurān. Ever since, this language
has been the one in which most of the Islamic cultural and religious heritage has
found expression. Historical, geographical
and social varieties closely related to this
language exist or have existed and a number of linguistic communities currently use
variants of this language.
Considerable controversy surrounds
such questions as the status of Arabic
(al-arabiyya, lisān al-arab) before and at the
time of codiﬁcation, the status of the variety of Arabic used in the Qurān at the
time of revelation (see dialects), the nature of the relationship between Arabic
and the colloquials spoken in the various
parts of the Arab world as well as the nature of the relationship between this “classical” Arabic language and that used for
written and formal spoken communication
in the Arab world today. This article will
outline current terminology relating to the
varieties of the language and then address
these questions. (For an outline of the
structure of Arabic, the reader is referred
to works such as M.C. Bateson’s Handbook
and C. Holes’ Modern Arabic.)
Varieties of Arabic
Twenty modern states use Arabic as an ofﬁcial language: Algeria, Bahrayn, Djibouti,
Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, the Sudan,
Syria, Tunisia, the United Arab Emirates
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and the Yemen. To this list should be
added the Palestinian Authority⁄State and
Israel, where Arabic is not the principal
language, but is nevertheless widely used.
The language used in all of these states,
and taught in their schools, is said to be
structurally identical to the classical Arabic
language and the language of the Qurān
(al-fu ā or “classical Arabic”). It is, however, freely admitted that both its vocabulary and idiomatic usage have developed
considerably. One, therefore, frequently
ﬁnds a distinction being made between
classical Arabic, on the one hand, and contemporary Arabic (al-lugha al-arabiyya aladītha or al-muā ira), on the other. Contemporary Arabic, which in Western
studies is frequently referred to as Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA) or, mainly in textbooks, as Modern Literary Arabic, is not a
variety used for everyday, informal speech
by any community, even if certain groups
would like to see it become one. Nor is it a
purely written language. It is, perhaps, best
described as a formal language, used for all
types of formal communication, both written in most contemporary literature and in
the press and spoken on all formal occasions, including “serious” programs on radio and television as well as in most educational contexts. Its use is acquired mainly
through formal education and only a relatively small group within the communities
which it serves as an ofﬁcial language can
be said to have mastered it.
For informal communication, regional dialects, referred to as al-lahjāt or as alāmmiyya, the language of the commonality,
or sometimes as al-dārija, the popular language, is used. In Western research, they
are commonly called “colloquials.” The
various dialects all belong to the same recognizable type of Arabic, sometimes called
neo-Arabic, but show a great deal of divergence among themselves, increasing according to geographical distance. The dia-

lects of the extreme west and those of the
eastern parts of the Arabic world are thus
almost mutually incomprehensible. Dialects are normally referred to by names derived from the geographical area in which
they are used, qualiﬁed, at times, with a
reference to the religious status of the
users. For purposes of classiﬁcation, a distinction is made between sedentary ( a arī)
and Bedouin (badawī) dialects, the Bedouin
dialects being those descended from the
varieties used by tribal groups that migrated from the Arabian peninsula well after
the original conquests. These groups may
later have settled so that one encounters
places where the sedentary population
speak Bedouin dialects (see bedouin). The
sedentary dialects are again subdivided
into town (madanī) and village (qarawī)
dialects.
The term “Proto-Arabic” has frequently
been used for the language in which the
Thamūdic, Liyānic, afāitic and
a āitic inscriptions were written (see
arabic script). This language may be an
early stage of the later Arabic language.
K. Versteegh suggests that it be called
Early North Arabic to distinguish it from
the language of Arabic inscriptions (ProtoArabic) and that the language of the Islamic papyri pre-dating the codiﬁcation of
Arabic be called Early Arabic (Arabic language, 26). It is to be hoped that this distinction will be adopted.
Classical Arabic is the language which
was deﬁned at the beginning of this article.
The term is, however, used for a wide
range of purposes. It is thus commonly
used for the formal language as opposed to
the colloquials throughout all periods of
the development of Arabic but also for a
speciﬁc period in the history of this development. Sometimes this period is narrowly
deﬁned — for instance, classical as opposed to medieval — while at other times
it is deﬁned more broadly — the classical
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language as opposed to the modern. It is
also ordinarily used to designate a style of
language, that of literature and religious
learning as opposed to the “modern standard” of the press. In short, readers of
works where this term is used would do
well to look for clues as to its exact meaning in the speciﬁc text in which it is encountered. In this article, it is used as a
translation of the Arabic term fu ā for all
of the varieties of the formal language irrespective of the period from which they
stem.
Old Arabic is a term sometimes used for
the tribal dialects which are supposed to
have co-existed with classical Arabic as
vernaculars from pre-Islamic times onwards. The use of this term signals a belief
in an essentially diglossic relationship between these dialects and classical Arabic.
Most Arabs, and certain Western researchers, prefer to see these dialects as local variations of the classical language. Evidence
as to the nature of the dialects is limited to
a few scattered remarks in the works of the
philologists regarding the forms they perceived to be unusual.
From Old Arabic, or from the dialects of
the classical Arabic if one subscribes to this
view, developed the medieval vernaculars
collectively known as Middle Arabic.
Much can be inferred about this stage of
development from various kinds of text
produced in circumstances where the normative inﬂuence of classical Arabic was
not too strongly felt, either for religious
reasons ( Jewish and Christian Arabic) or
because the purpose of the text was simply
too mundane to warrant the effort entailed
in attempting to produce correct classical
Arabic. It is generally recognized that the
modern colloquials developed from Middle
Arabic vernaculars.
The impression of diversity — which the
plethora of terms used above must necessarily create — should not be left unquali-

ﬁed. The Arabs will insist on the essential
unity of their language and are right in doing so. Anyone with an educated person’s
command of Modern Standard Arabic
ﬁnds it easy to acquire the knowledge necessary to read classical or medieval Arabic
texts and the divergence between the various dialects is, on the whole, small, considering the distances and geographical obstacles which separate their users.
Classification and early history
Arabic is usually classiﬁed as belonging,
alongside the south Arabian and Ethiopian
languages, to the southwestern branch of
the Semitic family of the Afro-Asiatic phylum. The classiﬁcation as such is relatively
undisputed, yet a number of points pertaining to its meaning deserves special consideration. Firstly, the group of languages
referred to as the Semitic family is not such
a widely divergent and heterogeneous one
as, for instance, the Indo-European family,
and a comparison to one of the smaller
branches of the latter, such as the Romance languages, would provide a truer
picture of the facts. Secondly, the varieties
within the Semitic family tend to show
continuous rather than discrete variation
among themselves. This family of languages should therefore be seen as a large
and varied continuum, speciﬁc segments of
which have, at speciﬁc points of time, been
liberalized and codiﬁed, becoming,
through this process, the individual Semitic
languages of antiquity and modern times.
The early history of the Arabic language
cannot at present be satisfactorily established. This is mainly due to the lack of
sources or to the unreliable nature of those
sources which do exist. At the time of the
revelation of the Qurān, Arabic had long
been the bearer of a literary, mainly poetic, tradition. Yet the development of the
Arabic script (see calligraphy), and
hence of Arabic as a written language, is
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almost entirely connected to the transmission of the text of the Qurān. The process
was a long one and the Arabic script was
not fully developed until the end of the
third⁄ninth century. Epigraphic evidence
of Arabic predating the revelation of the
Qurān is mainly limited to ﬁve brief inscriptions the oldest of which is the ﬁveline Namāra inscription from 328 c.e.,
written in Nabatean characters, but in a
language which is essentially identical to
Classical Arabic. Then follows the Zebed
inscription dated to 512 c.e., the Jabal
Usays inscription dated to 528 c.e., the
arrān inscription dated to 568 c.e., and
the Umm al-Jimāl inscription, also from
the sixth century c.e. All of these are brief
inscriptions representing an early stage of
the Arabic script. All these inscriptions tell
us, however, that for some time before the
Arabic language emerges into the light of
history with the mission of the prophet
Muammad, a language very similar to
classical Arabic was in use on the peninsula
and in neighboring areas, and that some of
the users of this language had mastered
the art of writing (see epigraphy and the
qurn).
The poetic literature of the pre-Islamic
Arabs was committed to writing only
through the efforts of the Muslim philologists towards the middle of the second⁄
eighth century. The earliest preserved specimens of the tradition would seem to date
from the beginning of the sixth century
c.e., so that the time span in which oral
transmission was unsupported by writing
was quite considerable. This has made several researchers doubt the validity of the
poetic evidence for purposes of research
on the linguistic situation prior to the codiﬁcation of Arabic. In addition, there is evidence indicating that the philologists collecting the poems may have corrected
them a bit during the process. To rely on

the poetic corpus as evidence for the linguistic situation prior to the codiﬁcation of
Arabic is therefore to rely on the work of
early Muslim philologists. Another matter
is that the very nature of poetry, and the
speciﬁc use to which poetry was put in the
pre-Islamic society of Arabia, makes it
likely that the language of the poetic corpus may not directly represent the linguistic varieties used for purposes of everyday
communication within the tribes of the
peninsula. The question which arises at
this point, to wit, that of how great the differences between the language of the poetry and the vernaculars were in preIslamic times, has been a matter of contention throughout the twentieth century.
Currently, the proponents of the view that
the “poetic koine” existed in a diglossic relationship with the vernaculars would seem
to outnumber those who think that the
“poetic register” and the vernaculars essentially represented one and the same
language. The latter view, which is represented mainly in the writings of K. Versteegh, does, however, have the considerable weight of the Islamic scholarly
tradition to recommend it. See poetry
and poets.
To sum up, of the very little that can be
known about Arabic before the dawn of Islam, we know that varieties very similar to
classical Arabic were used for several hundred years before, extending over an area
encompassing not only the Arabian peninsula but also parts of the Fertile Crescent.
We also know that some of these varieties
had sufﬁcient prestige to be used for inscriptions and poetic composition. We do
not, however, know who the users of these
varieties were, what name they gave to
their language, or for what other purposes,
besides inscriptions and poetry, they may
have used them. Nor do we know how
great were the differences between the va-
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rieties in question since only one of them,
classical Arabic, has been preserved for us
in the form of a corpus of text and a systematic description.
Codification
The actual codiﬁcation of Arabic took
place, as has already been stated, in the
second⁄eighth century. The ﬁrst dictionary
was compiled — but never completed —
by al-Khalīl b. Amad (d. 175⁄791), who
also codiﬁed Arabic prosody. The ﬁrst
grammar is the famous Kitāb of al-Khalīl’s
student Sībawayhi (d. 177⁄793), which was
completed and transmitted after the author’s death by his student al-Akhfash
al-Awsa (d. 221⁄835).
Among the factors usually mentioned to
explain the process of codiﬁcation, the
most important are, on the one hand, the
needs of non-Arab citizens of the empire
to master Arabic as well as the linguistic
corruption which supposedly came about
as a result of the uprooting of Bedouin
tribesmen from their natural environment
and, on the other hand, the decision taken
during the reign of the Umayyad caliph
Abd al-Malik b. Marwān (r. 65⁄685-86⁄
705) to make Arabic the language of the
public registers. It should, however, be
noted that the early works on grammar are
not elementary textbooks for teaching language to beginners. On the contrary, a
work such as the Kitāb is concerned mainly
with explanation and the systemization of
the hierarchical ordering of facts with
which the student is assumed to be familiar
into a coherent whole. It is, in short, a treatise on grammar. Yet, the object of this systematization is deﬁnitely not Arabic as
it was spoken in the time and place of the
actual codiﬁcation. Sībawayhi aims at an
ideal which M. Carter terms “good old
Arabic” (Sībawayhi, 526). The data of
which Sībawayhi makes use include pas-
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sages from the Qurān and verses of poetry, but also data obtained from contemporary Bedouin. This indicates that “good
old Arabic” was a living language among
the Bedouin at the time, in the sense that
they could produce it upon demand, but
not necessarily that it was a common
medium of day-to-day communication. It
should be noted that although as a totality
the three groups of data are seen as embodying “good old Arabic,” no individual
group is given priority or accepted uncritically. The variety among the “readings”
(qirāāt, see readings of the qurn) of
the Qurān sometimes makes it possible to
reject certain readings. Poetic usage is in
some cases seen as differing from prose
and certain Bedouin usages are dismissed
as incorrect.
M. Carter has argued convincingly that
Sībawayhi’s system of grammar was, on
the whole, inspired by the science of “law”
( fiqh) as it was taught at that time. This implies a wholly pragmatic view of language:
A language is not a system — though its
grammar is — but rather a type of behavior, the individual acts of which are to be
judged “by motive, structure and communicative effectiveness” (M. Carter, Sībawayhi, 526). Communicative effectiveness
is the absolute. Speech is right (mustaqīm) if
it conveys meaning, but wrong (mu āl) if it
does not. Structural correctness, on the
other hand, is relative and speech may be
mustaqīm qabī , that is, make sense and thus
be right, but still be structurally incorrect
and hence “ugly.” This implies that the
codiﬁcation of Arabic was neither a prescriptive project, aimed at teaching a forgotten language — or a language rapidly
becoming forgotten — nor a descriptive
one, aimed at setting down the facts of
acknowledged contemporary usage.
Rather it was a conservative effort, intended to keep linguistic behavior from
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straying too far from what was the “way”
of the Arabs (q.v.) and, more importantly,
of the Qurān.
The Qurān
The Qurān is somewhat self-conscious
with respect to its language. Generally
speaking it identiﬁes the language (the
word used is lisān, “tongue”), in which it is
revealed as that of the Prophet (q 19:97;
44:58), as that of the Prophet’s people (bilisni qawmihi, q 14:4) and as Arabic
(q 26:195; 46:12). The epithet “Arabic” is
also given to the Qurān itself (q 12:2) and
to its function as a decisive utterance ( ukm,
q 13:37).
As was recently pointed out by Jan Retsö,
the Qurān, which is the oldest source in
Arabic which actually talks about a language named after the Arabs, does not
contrast the Arabic language to any other
languages identiﬁed by name. Throughout,
the epithet arabī, “Arab” or “Arabic,” is
contrasted to ajamī, “non-Arab” or “nonArabic,” but it is never stated that the
Arabic tongue is not understood by nonArabic speakers. Indeed, verses such as
q 26:199 seem to indicate that the Qurān
would be understood by non-Arabs should
it be recited to them. However, it is also
clear, from e.g. q 16:103, that one whose
tongue is ajamī cannot be expected to produce Arabic.
In order for the Qurān to be able to declare itself Arabic, there had to exist some
sort of criteria for what is Arabic and what
is not. Such criteria may, of course, be very
loose, but if one assumes that the ajām
were foreigners in the sense of people
speaking languages entirely different from
Arabic and maybe even incomprehensible
to an Arab the qurānic argumentation
loses much of its force. For the argument
“this is Arabic and hence divine” to have
any noticeable force, the criteria for what is
Arabic have to be quite narrow, to amount,
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in fact, to a standard of language recognizably out of reach of the ordinary member
of society. In the words of J. Wansbrough:
“The linguistic tradition to which reformers and prophets, as well as poets, turn may
be ancient. What it must be, is other than
the current usus loquendi…” (qs , 103).
The philologists’ choice of the poetic corpus as the second source for the codiﬁcation of Arabic has been taken to indicate
what the tradition to which Muammad
turned was. Their use of contemporary
Bedouin informers demonstrates that this
tradition was, at least in some areas, still
alive at the time of codiﬁcation. What is
important to note is that the tradition is
presented neither as a language nor as a
literature but as a way of life, an ideal of
culture. Even in works speciﬁcally devoted
to the language itself, it is the “speech of
the Arabs” (kalām al-arab) which is presented and it is presented as a “way,” a set
of manners and customs. Equally important is the fact that both the Qurān and
the philologists present the tradition as essentially somebody else’s. Whether the
“way” of the Arabs consisted in the active
use of case and mode endings (irāb) no
longer in use in the vernaculars, as the proponents of the “poetic koine” hypothesis
would have it or merely in the deliberate
use of an archaic tradition of poetic diction and eloquent speech encompassing
such features as the careful pronunciation
of the glottal stop (a phoneme not realized
in the Meccan dialect), use of the elevated
register of poetry, the use of rhymed prose
and the deliberate creation of parallelism,
the effect would be much the same. The
point, in both cases, is the appeal to a tradition which is both an essential part of the
community’s heritage and at the same time
deﬁnitely not a “natural” part of the community’s everyday language. Whoever
coined the translation “classical” for fu ā
knew what he was doing.
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The current situation: diglossia
The concept central to most descriptions
of the linguistic situation of the Arab
world today is that of diglossia. In Ferguson’s classic paper from 1959, diglossia is
deﬁned as “a relatively stable language situation in which, in addition to the primary
dialects of the language (which may include a standard or regional standards),
there is a very divergent, highly codiﬁed
(often grammatically more complex) superimposed variety, the vehicle of a large and
respected body of written literature, either
of an earlier period or in another speech
community, which is learned largely by formal education and is used for most written
or formal spoken purposes, but is not used
by any sector of the community for ordinary conversation” (Diglossia, 336). To
Ferguson, this deﬁnition is an attempt to
outline one speciﬁc type of language situation, in the hope that other contributions,
outlining other types of language situations, would in the end lead to the establishment of a viable taxonomy. However,
much of the discussion relevant to Arabic
pivoted on the validity of the concept itself,
with alternatives such as pluriglossia and
multiglossia competing with models employing the concept of variation along a
continuum.
The crux of the problem lies in the fact
that Ferguson’s original article outlined
the properties and areas of use of two “varieties” of language as if these varieties —
which Ferguson later identiﬁed as cases of
register variation — were linguistic (sub-)
systems in normal and frequent use. As is
shown by D.B. Parkinson’s attempts to have
Egyptians produce classical Arabic, at least
this high variety is used very seldom by
most members of the Egyptian speech
community in any kind of pure form.
Though I do not know of any published
investigations of the problem, I would predict that “pure” Egyptian colloquial, with-
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out the slightest admixture of classical
forms, is not very common either. In most
cases of actual conversation, elements of
the high variety and elements of the low
variety are mixed in such a manner that it
is frequently difﬁcult to identify both the
underlying matrix on which the speciﬁc instance of usage builds and the target at
which the user aims. Actual usage is normally neither “high” nor “low” but somewhere in between.
S. Badawi’s very inﬂuential Levels of contemporary Arabic in Egypt recognizes this
problem. For him, modern Egyptian Arabic exhibits a continuum of socio-linguistic
variety which he illustrates through the
identiﬁcation of ﬁve imaginary levels: “the
classical of the heritage” ( fu ā al-turāth),
“contemporary classical” ( fu ā al-a r),
“the colloquial of the cultured” (āmmiyyat
al-muthaqqafīn), “the colloquial of the enlightened” (āmmiyyat al-mutanawwirīn) and
“the colloquial of the illiterate” (āmmiyyat
al-ummiyyīn). Although Badawi stresses
that the levels are imaginary points of reference on a scale of free variation, he does
assign speciﬁc linguistic features to the different levels. However, analysis of actual
speech will show that there is normally a
mixture of elements from various places on
such a scale, operating on all levels of analysis. Not only may a sentence contain some
words that are markedly classical side by
side with some that are markedly colloquial but a single word marked as one variety may take an ending marked as another.
The varieties, seen as levels on a scale, are
therefore not discrete systems. The study of
this phenomenon, called code-switching,
has currently not reached the point where
any decisive results can be established but a
considerable amount of research is at present being carried out.
If Ferguson’s original term diglossia
still remains the most frequently used description of the current linguistic situation
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in Arab societies, it is because, as he himself points out, the type of variation which
he calls diglossic is just that and not pluriglossic because there are only two identiﬁable poles or ends to the scale of variation
(Epilogue, 59). Furthermore, these poles
are identiﬁable in the sense that systematic
descriptions do exist, based, for the classical end of the scale, on the Arabic linguistic tradition and for the colloquial
end, mostly on textbooks aimed at foreign
students.

hostility or ignored. Classical Arabic remains the language in which the religion of
Islam ﬁnds expression throughout an area
considerably greater than that of the
Arabic-speaking countries. It remains the
language in which the cultural and political life of the Arab world is conducted and
the language used by most mass media in
the Arab world. It may be that the percentage of speakers who can claim an active
command of the language is rather small,
but there is no sign that this will seriously
affect its position.
Classical Arabic is often treated as something of a special case in modern linguistics. Dominant trends, such as generative
grammar, have assigned a somewhat important place among their data to the “intuition” of “native speakers” about their
“ﬁrst language.” Classical Arabic does not
quite ﬁt in here since there is no one who
has it as a ﬁrst language. This may, unless
due care is taken, lead to a view of classical
Arabic as somehow “artiﬁcial” or “congealed” or as a “dead language” artiﬁcially
kept alive by the conservatism of certain
elites. The feeling that the “real” or “living” Arabic language is represented by the
colloquials is quite widespread. This has
the laudatory effect of drawing attention to
the actual colloquial usage in which most
communication within the Arab world
takes place, a ﬁeld which is seriously understudied. It is, however, also an attitude
which an Arab may regard as offensive.
Not only is this person denied the status of
a “native speaker” of his own language, he
is also being told that he may not really
master it (Parkinson, Variability), and that
it is a foreign language, or at least a strange
dialect, even to the great linguists from
whom he inherited its rules (Owens, Foundations, 8). One cannot help but feel that
this is quite unnecessary and certainly
counterproductive.
In the end, classical Arabic is much more

Attitudes
As K. Versteegh recently pointed out, languages are surprisingly often discussed as if
they were some kind of living organisms,
capable of birth, growth, change and decline. Yet they are not. They are patterns of
human behavior, conventions acquired and
manipulated by individuals. The attitude
which the individual user of a language
takes towards that language is therefore a
matter of some importance. Of even
greater importance are the attitudes which
researchers take towards the object of their
research.
Classical Arabic is, throughout the Arab
world, seen as the Arabic language par excellence. Correspondingly, the colloquials
are often seen as not being languages at all,
but rather as chaotic, unsystematic and
lacking in grammar. Yet a certain ambivalence of feeling towards the use of the classical language is often reported. D.B. Parkinson relates how users with an active
command of the classical language are often constrained to deliberately employ a
certain admixture of colloquial forms,
even when speaking from rather formal
platforms like that of the university lecture
theatre (Variability, 92). On the other
hand, suggestions for linguistic reform involving modiﬁcation of the classical language or letting the colloquials take over
some of its functions are either met with
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than a language. A adīth of the Prophet,
related in the History of Damascus (Tarīkh
madīnat Dimashq) of Ibn Asākir (d. 571⁄
1176) illustrates this point: “Oh my people!
God is one and the same. Our father [i.e.
Adam, (see adam and eve)] is the same.
No one amongst you inherits Arabic from
his father or mother. Arabic is a habit of
the tongue, so whoever speaks Arabic is an
Arab” (Y. Suleiman, Nationalism, 22). Classical Arabic is thus the heritage of all Arabs,
though it may not be the heritage of any
individual Arab. It is the primary indicator
of the Arab identity, though individual
Arabs may partake of it in varying degrees.
In most cases it is, and as far as we know it
may always have been, more of an ideal to
be striven for through painstaking effort,
than an actual habit of everyday life, but
this does not diminish its reality nor its status. As a matter of fact, it enhances it, for
such strife is the theme around which the
entire religion of Islam revolves. Thus,
Arabic is more than the language of Islam,
it is part of Islam. It is, as indeed are all
languages, a phenomenon of culture, not
one of nature, and changes as does the culture for which it is a medium changes but
at the core it is unchanging, just as the document which is at the core of the culture of
Islam, the Qurān, is unchanging.
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Arabic Script
Arabic script (al-kha al-arabī) refers to 1) a
set of characters and their sequential and
spatial arrangement, 2) their forms and
media and 3) the typology of a consonantonly system (abjad) denoting utterances in
an abbreviated manner with linguistic and
sociological implications (P. Daniels, Fundamentals, 730). Arabic script also forms
part of the broader concept of Arabic
writing which usually deﬁnes one Arabic
variant (classical, Modern Standard or
“written”) within a multiglossic environment (see arabic language). The signiﬁcant role of Arabic writing in religion, art,
administration and scholarship, as well as
in public and private life, characterizes the
Arabic-Islamic world as a literate culture,
albeit one in which the written and oral
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transmission of knowledge were continuous and complementary (F. Rosenthal,
Many books, 46-7). The impact of Arabic
script throughout the multilingual Muslim
world far surpassed that of Arabic language (F. Rosenthal, Signiﬁcant uses, 53-4).
As the Islamic script par excellence, Arabic
was adapted by many non-Semitic Muslim
languages, notably Berber, Persian, Pashto,
Kurdish, Urdu, Sindhi, Kashmiri and Uyghur. In the past, languages as diverse as
Medieval Spanish (Aljamiado), Ottoman
Turkish, Azeri, Serbo-Croatian, Malay
( Jawi), Sulu, Malagasy (Sorabe), Swahili,
Hausa, Fulani and Afrikaans were periodically spelled with Arabic characters. Conversely, Christian Arabic was also recorded
in Syriac (Karshūnī) and Judeo-Arabic in
Hebrew characters. Today, the Arabic abjad
is, next to the Latin alphabet, the most
widely employed segmental script in the
world.

bische Schrift, 169-70) interprets the accounts as a retrospective construction by
Muslim scholars to place the inception of
writing at the point of the encounter between Aramaic-Hellenistic culture and a
pre-Islamic Arab culture as exempliﬁed
by the person of Adī b. Zayd (d. ca. 600
c.e.). The literary accounts of this early
stage, generally composed after the time of
the scribal practices they discuss, lack complete descriptions of graphemes. Ibn alNadīm deﬁnes one letter (alif ) of the early
Meccan script, allowing its identiﬁcation in
actual specimens (N. Abbott, Rise, 18-9, pls.
8-13). The terms māil and mashq, often understood as names of scripts today, may
not have meant that originally (F. Déroche,
Écritures coraniques, 213-21). Nonetheless
scholars have ventured to identify scripts
listed in the sources. J.G. Adler ﬁrst applied
the term kūfic in 1780 to qurānic material
and J. von Karabacek did the same with
māil and irāqī (F. Déroche, Écritures coraniques, 209-12). Others identiﬁed badī
(Schroeder, Badī script, 234-48), ghubār
(N. Abbott, Rise, 37-8), musalsal (N. Abbott,
Arabic paleography, 98-9), jalīl (A. Grohmann, From the world, 75-7), thuluth ray ān
(A. Grohmann, From the world, 81), and qarmaa (A. Dietrich, Arabische Briefe, 46, 67).
Some medieval terms became too vague,
so the kūfī of early Qurāns has been split
into six groups of scripts by Déroche
(Abbasid tradition, 34-47), and naskhī should
no longer be used in reference to early papyri, according to G. Khan (Arabic papyri,
45-6). In short, the use of medieval terminology in paleographic study can be
treacherous, and one should, according to
Déroche, rely instead on datable specimens (Paléographie des écritures livresques, 3-5). Irrespective of their often dubious factual accuracy for the early period,
the rich literary sources underscore the
interest of Arabic-Islamic culture in the
history of its script (see art and archi-

Sources and methods
Arabic paleography, i.e. the history of
Arabic script and its emerging styles, is
based both on medieval Muslim accounts
and preserved written specimens. In addition, it draws on the disciplines of papyrology, codicology, numismatics and
art history (see epigraphy and the
qurn).
Medieval accounts of Arabic script and
penmanship appear in over forty literary
sources, notably Ibn al-Nadīm’s (d. 385⁄
995 or 388⁄998) Fihrist and the extensive
treatment by al-Qalqashandī (d. 821⁄1418)
in ub al-ashā (ii, 440-88; iii, 1-226⁄ii2,
440-88; iii2, 1-222; cf. G. Endress, Arabische Schrift, 190-1; A. Gacek, al-Nuwayrī’s
classiﬁcation, 129-30). Some of these accounts claim that the Arabic script originated in al-Anbār or al- īra in Iraq,
against the mainly Syrian epigraphic evidence, a conﬂict N. Abbott attempts to
reconcile (Rise, 3-12). But G. Endress (Ara-
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tecture and the qurn). Later, Mamlūk secretarial manuals described and even
illustrated chancellery scripts which were
also partially used for calligraphy. By the
seventh⁄thirteenth century, ﬁve or, more
frequently, six scripts (later called al-aqlām
al-sitta) had established themselves in chancellery and popular practice. They fell into
a “moist” (muraab) subgroup which emphasized the curvilinear elements and consisted of thuluth, tawqī, riqā and a “dry”
( yābis) subgroup that tended towards the
rectilinear and included mu aqqaq, ray ān
and naskh. Scripts were further classiﬁed by
size — the extremes being the gigantic
umār and the tiny ghubār used for pigeon
post — or by the presence of serifs (tarwīs)
or closed loops (ams, A. Gacek, Arabic
scripts, 144-5). The literary sources also
recorded pioneering calligraphers: Ibn
Muqla (d. 328⁄940), who codiﬁed naskh,
elevating it to a qurānic script; Ibn alBawwāb (d. 413⁄1022), who further reﬁned it; and Yāqūt al-Musta imī (d. ca.
697⁄1298), who invented a new way of
trimming the pen and excelled in the six
scripts. Ibn al-Bawwāb left us the ﬁrst
Qurān in naskh, dated 391⁄1001 (D. Rice,
Ibn al-Bawwāb, 13 and pl. 7) and Yāqūt’s
name appears on several (partly forged)
Qurāns (D. James, Master scribes, 58-74).
The second type of source, groups of
dated or datable specimens, provides a
more reliable basis for early paleographic
study. Even so, this research remains in a
preliminary state with a vast amount of yet
uncharted material in Eastern and Western
libraries including that from recent ﬁnds,
such as the one in the Great Mosque of
Sanā in 1971-2. The latter discovery not
only offers new material for the paleography of the Qurān but also for the history
of its codiﬁcation (G. Puin, Ma ā if anā,
11-14; id., Observations, 110-1; E. Whelan,
Forgotten witness, 13). During the ﬁrst
three centuries of Islam, scripts diverged

among four more or less homogenous
groups of texts with distinct functions: memorial and votive inscriptions, Qurāns,
papyrus documents and letters, and scholarly and literary manuscripts. To apply one
script terminology derived from secretarial
manuals to these various groupings is problematic. Some scholars prefer a careful analysis of all, or a signiﬁcant sample, of a
script’s graphemes in order to build a typology, yet the conclusions drawn from
small samples are limited (S. Flury, Islamische Schriftbänder, 8-21; F. Déroche, Écritures coraniques, 213). Different concepts
have been introduced to grasp the level of
execution in a piece of writing. For example, a cluster of scripts can be viewed as a
circle with the specimen closest to the
“ideal” at its center and the loosest reproduction at the periphery (F. Déroche, Abbasid tradition, 16). Similarly, N. Chomsky’s
syntactical notion of competence versus
performance serves to distinguish a
writer’s ideal form, “competence,” from
the actual result, “performance” (G.
Khan, Arabic papyri, 39, n. 53).
The formation of Arabic script before Islam
Prior to the (north) Arabic script, inhabitants of the Arabian desert wrote grafﬁti —
short informal texts on rocks and the
like — using the Dedānic, Liyānic, afāitic, Thamūdic and asaean (also called
asāitic), derivatives of South Arabian
script. In Tell el-Maskhū a near Ismailiyya
in Lower Egypt, Arabs used Imperial Aramaic as early as the ﬁfth century b.c.e.
but, four centuries later, the Arab satellite
states of the Seleucid and Roman empires
developed their own branches of Aramaic
script, including Nabatean and Palmyrenian. The script of the Nabateans continued to be used after the Romans defeated
them in 106 c.e. for inscriptions made by
Arabs throughout the Provincia Arabia
until the fourth century c.e. Two such
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inscriptions (En Avdat, between 88-9 and
125-6 c.e.; al-Namāra, 328 c.e.) employ
Nabatean characters for writing Arabic
while others (e.g. Umm al-Jimāl, ca. 250
c.e.; Madāin āli, 267⁄268 c.e.) show a
linguistic admixture of Arabic (A. Negev,
Obodas, 48; K. Versteegh, Arabic language,
30-6 with further bibliography).
The characteristic basic forms of later Arabic
The characteristic basic forms of later
Arabic (the Arabic abjad ) ﬁrst materialized
in ﬁve brief pre-Islamic inscriptions from
Syria and northwest Arabia. They display
a clearly Arabic ductus — general shape
and formation of letters and their combinations — though their language is controversial and their writing unhomogeneous.
Except for the grafﬁto in a Nabatean
sanctuary in Jabal Ramm near Aqaba,
datable to the ﬁrst half of the fourth century c.e., they all belong to the sixth century c.e. They include a trilingual inscription in Greek, Syriac and Arabic on
a Christian martyry in Zabad southeast of
Aleppo (512 c.e.), a historical inscription in
Jabal Usays (Sēs) on the Syrian-Roman
border about 100 kilometers southeast of
Damascus (528 c.e.), a grafﬁto in the double church of Umm al-Jimāl southwest of
Bosra (ca. sixth century c.e.) and a Greek
and Arabic bilingual inscription on a martyry in arrān in the Lejā (586 c.e.; see
A. Grohmann, Arabische Paläographie, ii,
14-5; B. Gruendler, Development, 13-4.). The
general proportions of this pre-Islamic
Arabic script suggest Syriac calligraphic inﬂuence (N. Abbott, Rise, 19-20; F. BriquelChatonnet, De l’araméen, 143-4; J.F.
Healey, Nabatean, 41-3). Yet the individual
Arabic graphemes descend through Nabatean from the west Semitic alphabet. T.
Nöldeke ﬁrst established this link in 1865,
later to be conﬁrmed against J. Starcky’s
Syriac thesis (Pétra, 932-4) by A. Grohmann (Arabische Paläographie, ii, 13, 17-21).
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This afﬁliation is now fully documented
( J.F. Healey, Nabatean, 44-5 and tables; B.
Gruendler, Development, 123-30 and charts).
The shift from Nabatean to Arabic was
complex, for the Nabatean script combined epigraphic, formal and free cursive
variants, developing at different rates. At
the end of the ﬁrst century c.e. the formal
cursive of the Engaddi papyrus ( J. Starcky,
Contrat, 162, pls. 1-3) and the free cursive
of the Nessana ostraca (F. Rosenthal,
Nabatean, 200) already include shapes
which the epigraphic script only achieves
two centuries later. But few cursive documents have been preserved and supplementary evidence must be gleaned from
late epigraphic Nabatean ( J. Naveh, Early
history, 156; J.F. Healey, Nabatean, 43-4,
50-2 with further bibliography, 156).
The ﬁve constitutive trends of Arabic
script articulated themselves very early:
1) positional variants (allographs) emerged
in the Aramaic cursive of the fourth century b.c.e., 2) letters became fully connected in cursive Nabatean of the ﬁrst century c.e., 3) the lām-alif ligature appeared
in the Namāra inscription (328 c.e.), 4) the
“ceiling-line” limiting the height of most
letters yielded to a baseline for free cursive
in the ﬁrst century c.e. (and for grafﬁti the
third century c.e.), 5) the bars of letters
were integrated into continuous strokes
and formerly distinct letters merged (bēt⁄
nūn, gīmel⁄ ēt, zayin⁄rēš, yōd⁄tāw, pēh⁄qō p̄) in
the cursive of Naal ever. (In this article,
a letter’s name, e.g. zayin or zāy, is a reference to its shape; and one mentioned by its
phonetic symbol, e.g. z, is a reference to its
sound ). These mergers are the only ways to
account for the Arabic homographs jīm⁄
ā, rā⁄zāy, medial bā⁄nūn, yā⁄tā, and
medial fā⁄qāf and by themselves preclude
a provenance from Syriac, where these
graphemes stay distinct. Cursive Nabatean
graphemes most closely approximate those
of pre-Islamic Arabic: straight (Nabatean)
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ale p̄⁄(Arabic) alif, short hooked tāw⁄tā,
three parallel teeth for shīn⁄shīn, integrated
ēt⁄ā, hooked ayin⁄ayn, a closed loop
without stem for pēh⁄fā, rounded mēm⁄mīm,
looped hēh⁄hā, lowered curved wāw⁄wāw,
and s-shaped left-turning ﬁnal yōd⁄yā. At
the present state of paleographic evidence,
the emergence of the Arabic abjad must be
assigned to the late second or third century
c.e., between the latest cursive Nabatean
and the earliest attested Arabic script.
In the Arabic abjad, two formative trends
(1 and 2 above) were harmonized into a coherent system, each shape corresponding
to a speciﬁc (initial, medial, ﬁnal or isolated) position, excepting the six letters alif,
dāl⁄dhāl, rā⁄zāy and wāw, which formed no
connection to the left. In addition to the
above-mentioned mergers (5), homographs
had been imported with the West Semitic
abjad based on its reduced inventory of
twenty-two Phoenician sounds. In Arabic
most proto-Semitic sounds (except ś) had
been preserved and had to be recorded by
an extant grapheme. This explains the
presence of multiple homographs. The
Nabatean letters tāw, ēt, dālet, ādeh, ēt and
ayin denoted additionally the sounds th, kh,
dh, ,  and gh, and Nabatean shīn denoted
both Arabic s and sh. The spelling of a
given Arabic word followed its (Imperial
Aramaic or Nabatean) etymological cognate (W. Diem, Hauptentwicklungsstadien,
102-3). Combined graphic and sound
mergers reduced the Arabic graphemes to
eighteen (alif, bā, jīm, dāl, rā, sīn, ād, ā,
ayn, fā, qāf, kāf, lām, mīm, nūn, hā, wāw, yā),
or ﬁfteen in non-ﬁnal position (identical
bā⁄nūn⁄yā and fā⁄qāf ) expressing a total
of twenty-eight sounds. This homogeneity
became an asset for Arabic calligraphy, but
it also hampered the legibility of texts.

gest that it was readily available at the time
of the Prophet. Some qurānic fragments
on papyrus have indeed been attributed to
the ﬁrst⁄seventh century, though a more
precise dating remains impossible. As the
medium recording the Qurān and the ofﬁcial script of the Umayyad caliphate since
Abd al-Malik’s (d. 86⁄705) reforms, the
Arabic script thrived and spread from
Upper Egypt to Sogdiana within a century.
In this time, ﬁve distinct scripts emerged:
1) An angular epigraphic script, ﬁrst attested in a clumsily carved Egyptian tombstone (31⁄652), reached a regular ductus in
milestone inscriptions (65⁄685-86⁄705) and
the mosaic band and copper plate of the
Dome of the Rock (both 72⁄691; see archaeology and the qurn). Arabic
rounded cursive, ﬁrst attested in a requisition of sheep on papyrus (22⁄643), diversiﬁed into 2) a routinized ligatured protocol
script, 3) a wide-spaced slender chancellery
hand, preserved in the gubernatorial correspondence of Qurra b. Sharīk (r. 90⁄
709-96⁄714), including 4) a denser and
squatter variant for bilingual tax notiﬁcations (entagie) and 5) a slanting script of
qurānic fragments, now referred to as
ijāzī (B. Gruendler, Development, 131-41).
Diacritical marks (ijām, naq) were possibly inspired by pre-Islamic Nabatean or
Syriac examples (G. Endress, Arabische
Schrift, 175, n. 82 with further bibliography). They appear as a full system, though
used selectively, on the earliest dated documents: the aforementioned requisition and
a building inscription (58⁄678) on a dam of
the ﬁrst Umayyad caliph Muāwiya (r. 41⁄
661-60⁄680). During the next two centuries diacritics were generalized in Qurāns
and difﬁcult texts. As points or strokes —
the former predominate in Qurāns, the
latter in papyri and manuscripts — they
marked either several meanings of a homograph (<bā⁄tā⁄thā⁄nūn⁄yā>, <jīm⁄
ā⁄khā>, <fā⁄qāf>) or only one of a pair

The development of Arabic script in early Islam
The pre-Islamic formation and early Islamic documentation of Arabic script sug-
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(<dāl⁄dhāl>, <ā⁄ā>, <ayn⁄ghayn>,
<sīn⁄shīn>). In the second⁄eighth century,
qāf alone was distinguished by a dot above
or below. Only later did fā receive the respective opposite diacritic. This method
was preserved in maghribī script, while a
single dot on fā and a double dot on qāf
spread in the East from the third⁄ninth
century onwards. The early ﬂuidity of the
system articulated itself in further alternate
diacritics. A qurānic manuscript (Paris Ar.
376 b) distinguishes zāy from rā and ayn
from ghayn with a dot beneath and sīn from
shīn with three dots beneath. In the
second⁄eighth century, the feminine ending written in pausal form as hā received
two dots, forming the tā marbūa, and a
century later, a miniature kāf was placed
inside the ﬁnal kāf to prevent confusion
with lām. Muhmal signs indicated unmarked
letters in the form of dots, tilted small lā or
miniatures of the letters themselves. In
modern print, diacritics have become part
of the letters, yet in pre-modern writing,
their presence varied greatly. Business and
private correspondence largely dispensed
with them, and an entirely unmarked epistle conveyed a writer’s respect for the
learning of the addressee.
The Arabic script is an abjad (or consonantal) system, with the added obligatory
notation of long vowels. It abbreviates
words by omitting the short vowels, doubled consonants and inﬂectional endings.
Thus it can be read faster than alphabetic
script, denoting both consonants and vowels, but it requires simultaneous linguistic
reconstruction. This is done for each word
theoretically by paradigmatic-etymological
analysis and practically by lexical recognition. Many words, however, are ambiguous, <ktb> for instance, stands for kitāb,
“book,” and kuttāb, “scribes,” the correct
reading depending on the syntactic and semantic context. Such reconstruction requires competence in the classical language

(arabiyya), and Arabic-Islamic society is
unique in the precedence it assigns this
knowledge as the foundation of general
culture. The same graphic economy safeguards the inclusiveness of Arabic script,
for it tends to veil the mistakes and hypercorrections of uneducated writers. This
feature also permits written texts to be
read as colloquial, a capacity the renowned
Egyptian writer Tawfīq al- akīm (18981987) exploited in his play al-afqa, “The
Deal.”
Most medieval Arabic sources ascribe the
invention of qurānic vocalization to Abū lAswad al-Dualī (d. 69⁄688) or his disciple
Na r b. Ā im (d. 89⁄707), but they trace
the impulse back to an Umayyad governor,
Ziyād b. Abīhi (r. 45⁄665-53⁄673) or alajjāj (r. 75⁄694-95⁄714). Evidence of the
actual use of vowel signs in the midsecond⁄eighth century can be gathered
from the theological dispute about them, as
well as from contemporary qurānic fragments (N. Abbott, Rise, nos. 9-13, 15).
There, a colored dot above a consonant indicates the following short vowel ⁄a⁄ ( fat ),
beneath it ⁄i⁄(kasr), at the letter’s base ⁄u⁄
( amm) and a double dot in these positions
signiﬁes indeterminacy (tanwīn). Further
orthographic signs — an inverted halfcircle or hook for a double consonant
and a line above alif for its zero-value
(wa l) — were ascribed to al-Khalīl b.
Amad (d. 175⁄791) though attested only
in the third⁄ninth century. Since the
orthography of the consonantal text reﬂected the dialect of the Quraysh, it did
not indicate the glottal stop (hamz) unless
an otiose alif had been kept or a glide had
replaced it. Hamz was reinstated as a supplemental sign to an existing letter (alif,
wāw or yā) or placed on the line. The
marker was a colored dot, a semi-circle or
a miniature ayn. In the same century, papyri began to display the use of short
strokes for the vowels ⁄a⁄ and ⁄i⁄, a small
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wāw for ⁄u⁄ and a double stroke (or a double wāw) for indeterminacy. Further miniature letters were introduced: to indicate
the absence of vowels (sukūn), a small mīm
standing for the word for “apocopation,”
jazm; a small shīn derived from the word
shadd or tashdīd, “strengthening,” for a
double consonant; a small ād standing for
either wa l or ila, “connection,” for alif
with zero-value, and small mīm-dāl derived
from the word madd, “extension,” for
word-initial ⁄ā⁄ or word-ﬁnal ⁄ā⁄. These
orthographic signs became fully used a
century later in Qurāns and difﬁcult texts.
Qurānic verse markers (dots, strokes, circles or rosettes) remained the only punctuation. Occasionally, non-qurānic texts
were subdivided with dotted circles or extended words (mashq).

pose and addressee. For example, a later
text might revert to archaic graphic features, an earlier text might anticipate new
developments or different stages of development could coincide (W. Diem, Arabische
Briefe, nos. 24⁄25). 1) The script of the ﬁrst
two Islamic centuries was angular with
mostly open loops, well-separated letters
and extended connecting strokes. Typical
letter shapes recall the epigraphic script,
e.g. isolated alif with a bent foot and extending high above other letters; medial⁄
ﬁnal alif extending below the connecting
stroke; dāl bending rightward at its top;
and medial⁄ﬁnal ayn made up of two
oblique strokes (G. Khan, Arabic papyri,
27-39; id., Bills, 19-21). 2) With the third Islamic century, letters grew rounded, most
loops were ﬁlled in, and four cursive tendencies dominated the performance: Angular forms became rounded, rounded
forms, straightened, the nib no longer left
the writing surface between letters and the
pen covered a shorter distance. New homographs ensued, such as dāl⁄rā and ﬁnal
nūn⁄yā. Unusual ligatures abounded to the
point of connecting most letters of a given
line. This, as well as the papyri’s laconic
formulation, complicates their decipherment. A comprehensive assessment of the
papyri’s scripts is still needed; nonetheless,
recent publications by W. Diem, R.
Khoury, G. Khan and others have rendered much material accessible.
As is the case with the Yemeni ﬁnd,
Qurāns offer cohesive groups of scripts,
conducive to establishing script families.
For some areas and periods they also provide the only illuminated specimens.
Qurānic fragments prior to the third⁄
ninth century, however, lack dates, leaving
their dating to paleographic considerations
(A. Grohmann, Problem, 225). The production of Qurāns falls into two larger
phases, using very different scripts. From
the beginning of Islam until the fourth⁄

Papyri, Qurāns, and manuscripts
Ibn Durustawayh’s (d. 346⁄957) thesis that
script varies by profession, that there are,
for example, differences between a copier
of Qurān codices (ma ā if ), a booksellercopyist (warrāq) and a chancellery scribe
(kātib), is supported by the fact that three
functionally distinct groups of texts — letters and documents on papyrus or paper,
Qurāns, and literary and scholarly manuscripts — have warranted their own subdisciplines (Ibn Durustawayh, Kuttāb,
113-27; E. Whelan, Early Islam, 49-53).
Papyrus remained in use until the
cheaper and smoother rag paper replaced
it in the middle of the fourth⁄tenth century. In addition to governmental use, papyrus was (re)used for legal documents as
well as commercial and private letters,
which were written in a careless non-ofﬁcial style (mulaq), governed by common use
rather than formal rules (mu aqqaq). The
writing can be divided into two phases
dominated by “tendencies” rather than
discrete scripts, as a piece of writing depended not only on date, but also on pur-
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tenth century, Qurāns were written on vellum and more rarely on papyrus. During
the earliest period, usually limited to the
ﬁrst⁄seventh century, Qurāns were written
in high format in various styles of slanted
ijāzī script. From the second⁄eighth century onwards, broad format fragments exhibit six “Abbāsid styles” (F. Déroche’s
term replacing kūfī), each of which is deﬁned by a signiﬁcant sample of letters.
During the third⁄ninth century, “new
styles” (F. Déroche’s term replacing “eastern” or “broken kūfī”) emerge with oblique
letter shapes and a changing thickness of
the line, resembling contemporary book
script (F. Déroche, Collection, 157-60).
Meanwhile, the western part of the ArabIslamic world developed the “new style”
into maghribī and andalusī, written on vellum in a square format. These western
scripts persisted, unaffected by the eastern
emergence of naskh script. Ibn al-Bawwāb’s
naskh codex dated 391⁄1001 heralds the
second phase of Qurān production in
rounded scripts written in high format and
on paper. An early mu aqqaq Qurān is attested in 555⁄1160 (M. Lings and Y. Safadi,
Qurān, no. 60). Rounded scripts soon
reached calligraphic perfection. Naskh,
mu aqqaq and ray ān formed the Qurān’s
main text and thuluth adorned headings as
did ornamental kūfī. The Saljūq and Ayyūbid dynasties commissioned magniﬁcent
Qurāns, celebrating the return to Sunnī
orthodoxy. Yet the earliest fully preserved
(single or multiple-volume) Qurāns belong to the Mamlūk and Īlkhānid periods.
Under Tīmūrid, afavid, Mughal and
Ottoman patronage, the qurānic scripts
themselves hardly changed, but were creatively adorned and framed with exquisite
illuminations.
The scripts of scholarly and literary manuscripts and codices are the least studied to
date and pose the greatest problems for
classiﬁcation. The scholars, literati and

copyists were not committed to formal
scribal criteria and their hands diverged
substantially. Systematic paleographic
study has been almost nonexistent up to
the present and is urgently needed. Much
material must still be consulted in the albums collected around the turn of the last
century. However, a preliminary survey
based on dated specimens suggests ﬁve
styles (G. Endress, Handschriftenkunde,
282-4), the ﬁrst two of which, dating
mostly to the third⁄ninth century, overlap
with a style deﬁned in another study as
“ Abbāsid book script” (F. Déroche, Manuscrits arabes, 356-63, tables i-ii).
Calligraphy
Arabic script also served as a highly reﬁned
artistic medium on buildings, objects, paper and other supports. Calligraphy ﬂourished in the post-Mongolic period, particularly under afavid, Mughal and Ottoman
patronage. The Ottoman dīvānī script
emerged and scripts of the oblique ductus,
talīq, nastalīq and the “broken” shikasta
found application in illuminated pages and
albums, mostly in Persian. New calligraphic genres were invented, among them
the tughrā (originally a sultan’s stylized signature, later any pious name or formula
shaped into a graphic), pages of single letter exercises, mirrored writing, the verbal
image of the prophet ( ilya), miniature
script inside larger letters (ghubār), decoupage and the gilt leaf. Arabic or pseudoArabic script was also adopted as an ornamental feature in European medieval and
Renaissance art. See also calligraphy
and the qurn.
Beatrice Gruendler
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Arabs
The native inhabitants of the Arabian peninsula and their descendants. The Qurān
refers repeatedly to what may loosely be
called peoples, communities, tribes and nations (see tribes and clans). Most belong
to the past but a few are contemporaneous,
e.g. the Byzantines (al-Rūm, see byzantines) and the Quraysh (q.v.). However,
the Arabs (al-arab) are not among these
groups, either of the past or of the present.
Instead, the Qurān employs the adjective
arabī (Arab, Arabic) to qualify a number of
substantives such as the Qurān itself (six
times) and the language in which it is re-
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vealed (three times). In one instance only,
q 13:37, the expression “an Arab(ic) judgment” ( ukm arabī) is used in a context
which may suggest a contrast between two
ethnic groups but may equally be interpreted linguistically. Finally, there is another phrase in q 41:44, which contrasts
arabī (Arab, Arabic) to ajamī (non-Arab)
but here, too, the linguistic interpretation is
as likely as the ethnic. From this brief portrait of the term “Arab(ic),” one might conclude that the Qurān does not employ this
term to refer to a distinct ethnic group. This
impression is fortiﬁed by the fact that in
pre-Islamic ( jāhilī, see age of ignorance)
poetry, the terms arab and arabī are hardly
ever encountered as an ethnic designation.
Yet the issue appears to be more complex
than this. To begin with, it is not entirely
legitimate to conclude from the absence of
ethnic designators the absence of any concept of an Arab ethnos. Secondly, the
Qurān insists upon its own manifest clarity
and derives this clarity from its use of the
Arabic language (q.v.; e.g. q 16:103; 26:195).
In this, one may well detect an appeal to
Arabism as a form of collective consciousness. Thirdly, the ten references in the
Qurān to a group called al-arāb (nomadic
Arabs; see bedouin; nomads) — a term
that has preserved the same meaning up
to the present day in many Arab countries
and has been consistently applied by
urban Arabs to nomads — suggests a contrast of group identities that is not far
from the ethnic. “You call us arāb but our
name is the Arabs,” sings a poet of the
Umayyad pe-riod (41⁄661-132⁄750), not
too many years after the revelation of the
Qurān.
Examined from this or a similar perspective, it appears that the term “Arab” in the
Qurān should be contextualized within a
broad array of kindred terms. One such
that should be singled out here is the term
umma (group, community, religious follow-

ing; see community and society in the
qurn). The umma of Muslims is what the
Qurān proposes as the new collective
identity of the faithful: “You are the best
umma that ever was delegated to mankind”
(q 3:110). If we now reintroduce the emphasis by the Qurān on its Arabic speech,
it would be possible to argue that this new
umma, this new collective identiﬁer, is to be
coupled with Arabic, which is, as it were,
its banner of clarity. Thus, although a
community of the faithful strictly deﬁned
by religion is put forward as the ideal, this
is nevertheless combined with a particular
cultural expression. In short, while the
term “Arab” may not have been used in a
strictly ethnic sense in the Qurān, a quality of Arabness is attached to the concept
of umma, rendering it an essential aspect of
the earliest self-deﬁnition of the new faith.
See also pre-islamic arabia and the
qurn.
Tarif Khalidi
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Arafāt
A plain extending about six and a half km
in breadth from east to west and about
twelve km in length, lying twenty-one km
to the east of Mecca (q.v.). The grammarians agree that the word Arafāt is a singular noun in the form of a plural. Although
the plain is also referred to by the singular

ararat
form Arafa, this is regarded by some experts as a later-day corruption (Yāqūt,
Buldān, iv, 104). The name, according to the
classical scholars, is derived from the verbs
based on the root -r-f. According to one
account, Gabriel (q.v.) is said to have
taught (arrafa) the rites of the pilgrimage
to Abraham (q.v.). When Gabriel made the
prophet stand (waqqafahu) on the plain, he
asked him “Do you know? (arafta)” and he
replied, “yes.” Other discussions of the
etymology claim that the plain was where
Adam and Eve (q.v.) encountered each
other (taārafā) after the fall. The sole mention of this place in the Qurān is in
q 2:198: “There is no fault in you that you
seek bounty from your Lord. So when you
pour out from Arafāt, remember God at
the sacred monument. Remember him as
he has guided you, though formerly you
had gone astray (q.v.).”
The plain of Arafāt plays an important
role in the rites of the pilgrimage. According to a famous adīth of the Prophet, the
ritual at Arafāt is the pilgrimage. On the
ninth day of the month of Dhū l- ijja,
the pilgrim must stand (waqafa) before
God from shortly after midday until sunset. Most of this time is occupied by two
long sermons (sing. khuba), which are usually delivered by a local dignitary. The
preacher sits astride a camel on the side
of a low hill known as the Mountain of
Mercy ( Jabal al-Rama), also sometimes
called Arafāt or Arafa, which lies in the
northeastern corner of the plain.
At one time, the plain was fertile. It is described as containing ﬁelds, meadows and
ﬁne dwellings which the inhabitants of
Mecca occupied during the pilgrimage.
Indeed, the area produced a number of
notable transmitters of adīth and poetry
(Yāqūt, Buldān, iv, 104-5). Today, little
remains but a few stunted mimosas and
the plain is uninhabited with the excep-
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tion of one day of the year. See also
pilgrimage.
R.G. Khoury
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Ararat
The tallest of two peaks of a group of
mountains, actually an extinct volcanic
range, in the northeast of modern Turkey,
south of present-day Armenia. Mount
Ararat is identiﬁed by Jews and Christians
with the biblical story of the ﬂood and the
ark (q.v.) of Noah (q.v.) in Gen 6-9. This
peak is known by the Arabs as Jabal alārith, by the Turks as Büyük Aǧrı Daǧ,
by the Iranians as Kūh-i Nū (Mountain of
Noah) and as Mount Masis (or Masik) by
the Armenians, who view the mountain as
their national symbol, but did not come to
consider it to be the resting-place of Noah’s ark until about the twelfth century c.e.
Islamic tradition makes no mention of
Ararat, for q 11:44 states that “[Noah’s]
ship came to rest on Mount Jūdī,” presentday Cudi Daǧ. This mountain lies some
forty km northeast of Jazīrat Ibn Umar
(now Cizre) in Turkey, just north of the
Iraqi border, and some three hundred km
southwest of Ararat. Nearby lies the town
of Thamānīn (Arabic for “eighty”), supposedly named for the eighty passengers of
the ark who survived the ﬂood.
Attempts at locating the biblical Ararat
are complicated by the names and locations given to the resting-place of the ark
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in other languages and traditions. It is often overlooked that the biblical text, which
has inspired repeated searches of remnants
of the ark, actually states (Gen 8:4) that “the
ark [of Noah] rested on the mountains of
Ararat” as the ﬂood waters subsided. In
the Jewish Aramaic Targum and in Syriac
“mountains of Ararat” is translated “turē
Qardū.” The latter appears as Qardā in
the famous geographical dictionary of
Yāqūt (d. 626⁄1229), Mujām al-buldān (iv,
56), which locates it south of the present
day Ararat. Yāqūt states that “[al-Jūdī]…
is a mountain overlooking Jazīrat Ibn
Umar, on the east side of the Tigris, in the
district of Mosul” (ii, 144, s.v. al-Jūdī),
hence in the territory of ancient Qardū.
Some scholars have linked this name with
Gordyene, the Greek appellation for the
entire area and generally connected with
the Kurds, whose ancient presence in this
area seems to be attested by Xenophon (d.
ca. 350 b.c.e.). The q⁄k of Qardū⁄Kurd,
however, presents a problem and scholars
are now of the opinion that an earlier
people in this area, named Qardū were
succeeded by the Kurds coming from the
east.
The location of Ararat is undoubtedly
connected with the ancient kingdom of
Urar u (Arara in ancient Hebrew). Urar u
ruled much of the area of today’s eastern
Turkey from about the ninth to the seventh
century b.c.e., vying for control of the region with the Assyrians until, weakened by
constant warfare with its neighbors, it was
ﬁnally conquered by the Medes in 612
b.c.e. A current view is, therefore, that the
biblical phrase “the mountains of Ararat”
actually refers to the entire area of mountain ranges of the kingdom of Urar u
which includes both Mount Jūdī and
Mount Ararat. See also jd.
William M. Brinner
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Arbitration
An arrangement by which two or more
persons, having a difference, appoint someone to hear and settle their dispute and to
abide by that decision. Arbitration appears
in the Qurān several times. The Arabic
equivalent, used only in the singular, is
ukm, a verbal noun of akama. The root
-k-m, which is said to be of non-Arabic
origin ( Jeffery, For. vocab., 111), has a number of meanings (see foreign vocabulary). The principal meanings of the
simple verbal form akama are “to govern,”
“to restrain,” “to pass judgment” and “to
be sage.” From these original meanings
ākim, “he who decides, the authority, governor, judge, wise,” and ukm, “order, rule,
sentence, judgment, wisdom,” are derived
(q 5:46-9; 6:56; 12:39; 18:25; 26:82). akam,
“arbiter,” appears twice in the Qurān.
One verse enjoins the appointment of an
arbiter in the case of marital disputes: “If
you fear a split between a man and his
wife, send for an arbiter from his family
and an arbiter from her family. If both
want to be reconciled, God will adjust
things between them. For God has full
knowledge, and is acquainted with all
things” (q 4:35). The other is “Shall I seek
an arbiter other than God, when he it is
who has sent you the book, explained in
detail?” (q 6:114).
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The appointment of arbiters, like a number of other practices of the Islamic community, is of pre-Islamic origin. In the
Mecca of Muammad’s day, it was customary for the parties in a dispute to select
their own arbiter, usually a man noted for
his tact, wisdom and knowledge of ancestral custom. Very often the disputing parties
referred their case to a soothsayer (kāhin,
see soothsayers), a practice the Qurān
speciﬁcally denounces (q 52:29; 69:42).
Ultimately, the Qurān stresses that ﬁnal
judgment belongs to God alone (q 6:57, 62;
12:40; see last judgment) and “the Arbiter” (al- akam) is one of his titles (see god
and his attributes). It is he who conferred the authority to make decisions on
his prophets (q 21:78-9). As long as Muammad was alive, he was naturally regarded as the ideal person to settle disputes
and was elevated to the position of judge
supreme. His functions and responsibilities
in Medina are deﬁned in terms of qurānic
decrees: “We have sent down to you the
Book (q.v.) with the truth in order that you
may judge (li-ta kuma) between the people
on the basis of what God has shown you”
(q 4:105). Muammad distinguished himself from soothsayers by basing his judgments upon scripture.
Muammad is told that if Jews come to
him seeking arbitration and he accepts,
“Judge ( fa kum) between them fairly”
(q 5:42; see Watt-Bell, Introduction, 29). The
Prophet left Mecca for the purpose of acting as an arbiter between the feuding tribes
in Medina (see emigration). His role as
the messenger (q.v.) of God apparently
suggested that he was a man of superior
wisdom (Watt, Islamic political thought, 21).
Later generations ascribed to Muammad
a great number of legal decisions which,
coupled with the existing customary law,
formed the basis of Islamic law. See also
judgment; law and the qurn.
Mohsen Zakeri
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Archaeology and the Qurān
At present the ﬁeld of archaeology has little to contribute to an understanding of
the Qurān and the milieu in which Islam
arose. Archaeological excavations are taboo in Mecca (q.v.) and Medina (q.v.) and
only a few other excavations or surveys
have yet taken place in the Arabian peninsula that shed much light on the topic.
The pioneering work on historical geography and on the initial survey and collections of inscriptions in the Arabian peninsula began at the end of the nineteenth
century with such explorers as Alois Musil
in northern Arabia and Eduard Glaser in
the Yemen, but only a limited number of
archaeological surveys or excavations were
carried out prior to the second World War.
Substantial archaeological work has been
underway since the 1950s in the Yemen
(see B. Doe, Monuments, for a summary) and
in the Arabian Gulf states (conveniently
synthesized by D. Potts, Arabian Gulf ). Archaeology in Saudi Arabia, beginning with
the excavation at Qaryat al-Fāw in 1972
and regional surveys since 1976 (published
in the ﬁrst issues of Alāl ), is less advanced
than in those two areas.
Yet some information has become available. Among the principal journals devoted
to the archaeology of the Arabian peninsula are Alāl, published by the Department
of Antiquities in Saudi Arabia since 1977,
the Proceedings of the seminar for Arabian stud-
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ies, held annually in Great Britain since
1971, and Arabian archaeology and epigraphy
since 1990. One should also note in general
the several volumes of the Studies in the history of Arabia published in Riyadh between
1979 and 1989. While few articles in those
journals examine the physical remains of
the cultural milieu of early Islam, there are
two articles — S. Rashīd, Āthār Islāmiyya
and G. King, Settlements — that summarize the state of knowledge about the
archaeology of Arabia around the rise of
Islam. One should also note numerous
short entries of relevance in the Oxford encyclopedia of archaeology in the Near East (1997).
The light that archaeology can shed on
the Qurān falls into two categories: 1) the
physical remains from the distant preIslamic past that can be associated with
earlier biblical and Arabian prophets and
peoples (see scripture and the qurn;
punishment stories), 2) the physical remains that can be informative for the lifetime of Muammad. Concerning the distant pre-Islamic past, the archaeological
remains in Palestine that can be associated
with the Israelites and other peoples also
recorded in the Bible have been receiving
intensive attention for over a century and
little need be said here. But one should
note that there is no recorded physical
trace of the destruction of the people of
Lot (q.v.; q 15:76; 25:40; 37:137; 15:73;
37:136) other than the general God-forsaken barrenness of the Dead Sea region.
A number of qurānic verses relate to
events that took place in Jerusalem (q.v.) in
the pre-Islamic periods. Likewise, the Muslims early on localized there the mi rāb of
Mary (q.v.; q 3:37), the mi rāb of Zechariah
(q.v.; q 3:39; 19:11), the cradle of Jesus (q.v.;
q 3:46; 5:110; 19.29), the mi rāb of David
(q.v.; q 38:21) and the gate where the Children of Israel (q.v.) were to enter and say
“Repentance” (q 2:58; 7:161; cf. A. Elad,
Medieval Jerusalem; A. Kaplony, Die fatimidische Moschee). The Islamic tradition has

also associated eschatological traditions
with the double-door golden gate on the
east enclosure wall of the aram (the
Arabic-Islamic designation of the Temple
Mount), called the “gate of mercy and repentance” (localizing q 57:13). Yet the
development of the architectural manifestations associated with those qurānic allusions, which have no claim to preserving
any pre-Islamic features, falls within the
purview of later Islamic art and architectural history rather than archaeology.
No trace of the palace of Solomon (q.v.;
q 27:44) or the ﬁrst temple has been identiﬁed nor would they have survived the neoBabylonian destruction of the city in 586
b.c.e. and subsequent rebuildings.
The people of Midian (q.v.), to whom the
prophet Shuayb (q.v.) was sent (q 7:85;
11:84; 26:176), are also known from the Bible and can be identiﬁed with the population of northwest Arabia in the northern
Hejaz and Gulf of Aqaba coast during the
late second millennium b.c.e. in the Late
Bronze Age (G. Mendenhall, Qurayya).
But only limited survey work has been
done in the area, notably at the major site
of Qurayya, which consists of a citadel, a
walled sedentary village and irrigated
ﬁelds. Such clearly important sites like alBad, the probable city of Midian itself,
and Maghāir Shuayb await careful examination.
To turn to the non-biblical, pre-Islamic
peoples, the Thamūd (q.v.), the people to
whom the prophet āli (q.v.) was sent (e.g.
q 7:73-9; 11:61-8; 26:141-58; 27:45-52;
54:23-31), are a historically well-documented tribal group in northwest Arabia.
The Thamūd ﬁrst appear in Assyrian texts
in the eighth century b.c.e. as tribal enemies of the Assyrians (I. Ephal,The ancient
Arabs); the name also appears in a variety
of Greek and Roman written sources.
Most interestingly, a bilingual GreekNabataean dedicatory inscription records
the erection of a temple dedicated to the
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god Ilāhā between 166 and 169 c.e. in the
reign of the Roman emperors Marcus
Aurelius and Lucius Verus at Ruwwāfa in
northwest Saudi Arabia by the confederation of the Thamūd (Thamudênôn ethnos in
Greek; S^RKTH TMWDW in Nabataean),
by the heads of the confederation and by
the efforts of the Roman governor who
had made peace among them (D. Graf,
The Saracens; M. O’Connor, Etymology
of Saracen). The term S^RKTH for confederation is a possible etymology for the
term “Saracen” that the Romans used to
identify the Arabs in general. The architectural style of the temple is typical Nabataean and along with the use of Nabataean
for the dedicatory inscriptions reﬂects the
acculturation of the Thamūd to their
Nabataean rulers. One assumes that the
temple functioned as a central shrine for
the Thamūdic confederation along the
major caravan route. The Thamūd became federate allies of the Romans and
served as auxiliaries in the Roman army.
For example, there were cavalry units in
the fourth century c.e. identiﬁed as “Thamudeni” stationed in Palestine in the
Negev, and as “Saraceni Thamudeni”
stationed in Egypt in the Nile Delta.
The name Thamūd, however, only occurs a very few times in pre-Islamic Arabian inscriptions themselves. The inscriptions found by the thousands throughout
northern Arabia and southern Syria and
Jordan of uncertain date and debated classiﬁcation, which modern scholars have attributed to nomads in the pre-Islamic centuries and have labeled as “Thamūdic” for
the sake of convenience, need not have
had anything to do with the Thamūd
themselves. The “Thamūdic” inscriptions,
mostly short grafﬁti recording personal
names, may have been written by a number of diverse tribes with no necessary connection with the Thamūdic confederation.
See also arabic script.

The place where the Thamūd cut the
mountains into dwellings (q 7:74; 89:9) has
commonly been identiﬁed with ijr⁄Madāin āli in northwest Arabia where in
the ﬁrst century c.e. the Nabataean rulers,
generals and other central government authorities, rather than the locals, cut numerous tombs for themselves into the mountain sides, similar to their more famous
tombs in Petra. Architectural studies were
carried out there in an earlier period (A.
Jaussen and F. Savignac, Mission archeologique) and archaeological excavations began
in 1986 (see the preliminary reports in Alāl
since 1988). The area of ijr (Hegra in
Nabataean) marked the southern limit of
Nabataean territory and the Nabataeans
established ijr along the caravan route as
their military and government center in
the south in preference to nearby Dedān⁄
al-Ulā. The earliest pottery found there is
Nabataean, leaving open the question of
whether there was substantial pre-Nabataean occupation at the site. The site continued as a government center after the
Roman annexation of the Nabataean
kingdom in 106 c.e. Some Latin inscriptions at Madāin āli and at al-Ulā from
the second century c.e. provide slight evidence for a Roman military presence, although the area was always outside the
frontier of the Roman empire (D. Graf,
The Saracens). There is no trace of occupation at the site after the second or third
century c.e.
The other peoples that were destroyed
after they rejected the prophets who were
sent to them are not readily identiﬁable as
any archaeological remains. They include
the Ād (q.v.) who built monuments and
strongholds on every high place
(q 26:128-9) and whose fate, according to
the Qurān, is manifest from the remains of
their dwellings (q 29:38; 46:25). Likewise
remains have not been found which could
be associated with the dwellers in al-Rass
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(q 25:38, see also people of the ditch;
rass).
The site of Mārib, capital of the Sabean
kingdom in southwest Arabia, and its irrigation dam (q 34:15-6) have been investigated intensively, especially by German
scholars (B. Doe, Monuments, 189-202; W.
Daum, Yemen, 55-62; and the several volumes of the Archäologische Berichte aus dem
Yemen of the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut
anā). The Mārib dam was the largest
and most technologically sophisticated of
the numerous other dams in southwest
Arabia. While the Mārib oasis was being
irrigated as early as the third millennium
b.c.e., the oldest extant inscription that refers to separate irrigation works for the
north and south halves of the Mārib oasis
(q 34:15) dates to 685 b.c.e. The extant single large dam, eight kilometers from the
city, was ﬁrst constructed after the date of
these inscriptions, in ca. 528 b.c.e. Like the
other dams, its function was not to store
water long term but rather to reduce the
velocity of the twice yearly ﬂood waters
and to raise the water level so that the
water could be diverted through two
sluices and distributed through a complex
system of canals onto a wide cultivated
area. The area irrigated by the dams was
some 9,600 hectares along a distance of
some eleven kilometers for the northern
oasis and twenty-one kilometers for the
southern oasis. The dam would have required frequent maintenance, and dam
bursts necessitating repairs are recorded
numerous times in inscriptions in the ﬁrst
centuries c.e., and for the last time in 553
c.e. Another dam burst occurred some
thirty-ﬁve years later and it was repaired.
The ﬁnal, unrepaired burst caused by the
qurānic ﬂood of al-Arim (q.v.; q 34:16;
-r-m is the Sabean word for “dam”) would
have occurred in the early years of the
ﬁrst⁄seventh century.
The principal difﬁculty with such ﬂood

diversion irrigation is the gradual accumulation over time of deposits of silt that continuously raise the ground level of the irrigated ﬁelds. This necessitates the periodic
raising of the water channels and the dams
or relocating them so that they remain
higher than the ﬁelds. Such maintenance
to keep the system in operation becomes
increasingly difﬁcult and eventually becomes uneconomical and results in the
abandonment of the irrigation works. The
ultimate abandonment of the Mārib dam
was, however, not due to questions of the
technical feasibility of repairing it, but
rather due to the political and social conditions of decline, culminating in the Sasanian Persian occupation of southern Arabia
in 575 c.e., that broke down the public institutions needed to maintain such large
projects as the dam.
Various locations have been proposed for
the cave referred to in the qurānic passage
on the Men of the Cave (q.v.; q 18:9-27).
One such possible location is at an excavated rock-cut Roman-Byzantine tomb at
al-Raqīm, just south of Amman in Jordan
(R. al-Dajānī, Iktishāf kahf ).
To turn to more general topics, in south
Arabia the Kingdom of Sheba (q.v.), with
its capital at Mārib, was the leading state
in the ﬁrst millennium b.c.e. It was formed
as a tribal confederation headed by a ruler
who was given the title of “Mukarrib.”
The early chronology of the Sabean state
is obscure due to the lack of early datable
inscriptions or links with events outside
southern Arabia. A Solomon and Queen
of Sheba (see bilqs; q 22:15-44) synchronism would need to be in the tenth century
b.c.e. (see J. Pritchard, Solomon and Sheba),
but the Queen is not an otherwise attested
historical ﬁgure. There is no reference to a
queen in any Sabean inscriptions, although
queens of the Arabs are cited in several
eighth-century b.c.e. Assyrian inscriptions
recording the Assyrian military campaigns
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into the northern Arabian peninsula (I.
Ephal, Ancient Arabs). These obscurities
have led to two competing scholarly reconstructions of Sabean history, one dating
the origins of the state to the eighth century b.c.e., based on synchronisms, which
are not deﬁnite, of names of Sabean rulers
appearing in the Assyrian annals. The
other reconstruction locates the start of the
monumental cultures of south Arabia hundreds of years later, around the ﬁfth century b.c.e. For the second view of Sabean
history, that of the shorter chronology, the
Solomon and Queen of Sheba incident becomes more legendary than historical.
The other independent states in southern
Arabia, Maīn, Qatabān and a ramawt
also arose by the ﬁfth and fourth centuries
b.c.e. In the ﬁrst centuries c.e. the political situation changed with the emergence
of the state of imyar. Tubba (q.v.) was
the title used by the imyarite rulers, thus
localizing the people of Tubba (q 44:37;
50:14) in southwest Arabia. By the mid-ﬁrst
millennium b.c.e. the south Arabians certainly were building monumental stone architecture, including city walls and temples, characterized by a distinctive style of
square-sectioned monolithic pillars, perhaps evocative of the multi-columned Iram
(q.v.; q 89:7). There are any number of major surviving monumental temples in
southwest Arabia (see B. Doe, Monuments).
The temples are often identiﬁed with the
term ma ram in the south Arabian dedicatory inscriptions. Those temples typically
are rectangular columned structures without any direct inﬂuence on later mosque
design. The Awwam temple of the god Ilmuqah at Mārib is unique in having a
large oval enclosure wall (100 X 75 m), delineating a sacred space ( awa) with a rectangular entrance hall on one side.
The caravan trade linking the incenseproducing areas in southern Arabia and
the Mediterranean was of major impor-

tance and was facilitated by the domestication of the camel (q.v.). While the ﬁrst use
of camels may have been as early as the
fourth or third millennium b.c.e., and
camels were certainly being used as pack
animals by the second millennium b.c.e., it
was the development of a suitable camel
saddle by the early ﬁrst millennium b.c.e.
that enabled nomadism to develop fully
(see bedouin; nomads). At ﬁrst the Sabeans were in control of most of the caravan route north to the Mediterranean but
in the last centuries b.c.e., the Minaeans
controlled the route, and they established a
trading colony in the oasis at Dedān⁄alUlā in northwest Arabia. The site of
Dedān is known to have been occupied
previously and the kingdom of Liyān was
centered there by around 400 b.c.e., about
the time that the colony of traders from
Maīn was established. Dedān continued in
the Hellenistic period until the Nabataeans
took over in the second or ﬁrst century
b.c.e. and moved their center to ijr⁄
Madāin āli to the north. The connection between the Liyāns and the Thamūd, discussed earlier, is obscure. The archaeological site of al-Khurayba, ancient
Dedān, has been surveyed and the water
supply system has received focused attention (A. Nasif, al-Ulā).
A few excavation projects at other sites
from the distant pre-Islamic past took
place in Saudi Arabia in the 1980’s. Accompanying these projects were brief preliminary reports published in Alāl, such as
the excavation at Taym at the sixth or ﬁfth
century b.c.e. palace of Qa r al- amrā,
and at tombs dating from 1450-750 b.c.e.
and excavations at the multi-period site of
Dūmat al-Jandal⁄al-Jawf (K. al-Muaikel,
Study of the archaeology; A. al-Sudayri, The
desert frontier). Of greater interest here is the
excavated site of Qaryat al-Fāw, the thriving capital of the pre-Islamic state of
Kinda in southwest Arabia, occupied be-
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tween the second century b.c.e. and the
ﬁfth century c.e. (A. al-An ārī, Qaryat alFāw). The ancient name of the site was
Dhāt Kahl, named after their chief god.
Although there was some limited agricultural potential at the site, trade was important for the city. It was a large town with its
buildings constructed of mud bricks on
stone foundations. The excavations uncovered remains of a walled, two-storied market, with further open markets surrounding
it; a palace; a temple; a residential area
and a number of tombs, including one of
the king, Muāwiya b. Rabīa, and tombs of
nobles and commoners. Among the striking ﬁnds were a collection of bronze statues from the temple, some with Hellenistic
features; painted wall plaster depicting
people and animals from the palace; coins
minted at the site; and numerous inscriptions in south Arabian musnad script.
There are large numbers of rock drawings throughout the Arabian peninsula
spanning a wide range of time, both preIslamic and Islamic. They frequently depict hunting and pastoral scenes (E. Anati,
Rock art, M. Khan, Prehistoric rock art; and issues of Alāl since 1985).
Inscriptions from the pre-Islamic period
in the Arabian peninsula number in the
tens of thousands. H. Abū l- asan’s
1997 study of Liyānic inscriptions is only
the most recent of a number of publications of inscriptions by King Saūd University in Riyadh; one should also note a
growing number of masters theses by the
students of Yarmouk University in Jordan.
There are many different types of inscriptions, ranging from dedicatory inscriptions
to grafﬁti. Some of these are the monumental dedicatory inscriptions in southwest
Arabia written in the musnad script. Others
include the thousands of grafﬁti written in
a variety of scripts labeled, as stated above,
by scholars for convenience as Thamūdic.
Another group includes over fourteen

thousand north Arabian inscriptions
whose sites are concentrated in southern
Syria and northeastern Jordan, labeled by
scholars as “āfāitic”, again for convenience, after the afā basalt region of
southern Syria, regardless of the fact that
few such afāitic texts have been found
there speciﬁcally. The afāitic texts are
rarely dated but range from the ﬁrst century b.c.e. and seem to end by the fourth
century c.e. because there is no hint of
any Christian inﬂuence in them (M.
Rūsān, al-Qabāil al-Thamūdiyya). The evolution of the Nabataean script into the
Arabic script has been well established
(B. Gruendler, The development).
Of special note is a south Arabian inscription from the second century b.c.e.
that decrees a ban on the practice of killing (new-born?) girls (C. Robin, L’Arabie antique, 141-3; see q 16:58-9; 81:8-9; see infanticide). It is noteworthy that around the
fourth century c.e. pagan formulas in the
south Arabian inscriptions are replaced by
monotheistic expressions, using the term
ra mān (C. Robin, L’Arabie antique, 144-6; see
god and his attributes). The term
mi rāb — later used to indicate the direction of prayer (qibla, q.v.) in mosques — is
used in the south Arabian inscriptions to
mean a structure, along the lines of an audience chamber, or the title of a government ofﬁcial, along the lines of chancellor
(C. Robin, L’Arabie antique, 152-5). There
are some surviving papyrus documents and
inscriptions that shed light on the period of
the Rightly-Guided Caliphs (11⁄632-40⁄
661; see F. Donner, The formation), but not
on the lifetime of the Prophet.
Turning to the time period of Muammad himself, very little can be said about
the physical remains of pre-modern Mecca
and Medina, although much can be known
from the historical sources which have
been repeatedly analyzed. Nothing remains of the original architectural features
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of the sanctuary in Mecca except for the
Kaba (q.v.) itself nor of the sanctuary in
Medina due to the repeated rebuilding and
expansions over the centuries. Little of the
pre-modern cities in general has survived
massive modern development, although
there are a number of pre-modern historic
mosques in the two cities and elsewhere in
Saudi Arabia (G. King, Historical
mosques). A few stone defensive towers
(uūm) from the pre-Islamic period are
known around Medina (A. An arī, Āthār alMadīna, 72-4; G. King, Settlements in Arabia, 189-91). There are, of course, many
place names recorded in the biographies of
the prophet Muammad (see sra and
the qurn), such as battle sites or places
where Muammad built mosques, but
archaeological inquiry, as opposed to the
study of historical geography, has little to
offer. A number of places known to have
been major settlements at the time of
Muammad, such as Khaybar (q.v.) or
Ukā, remain essentially uninvestigated
beyond basic identiﬁcation in the course of
surveys. Nothing is known about al-āif
beyond several dams and other irrigation
works, one of which was constructed in
58⁄678 under the Umayyad caliph Muāwiya (M. Khan and A. al-Mughannam,
Ancient dams).
However, a few excavated sites are worth
mentioning here. The major site of Najrān
(q.v.) in southwest Arabia is well known historically from the sixth century c.e. as a
center of Christianity. The persecution of
the Christians there by the Jewish ruler
around 520 c.e. is one candidate for the incident of the People of the Ditch (q.v.;
q 85:4-9). Ukhdūd, the archaeological site
of Najrān, received some attention in 1967
and the early 1980s ( J. Zahrins et al., Second preliminary report, 23-4; G. King, Settlements, 201-5). It had a stone-walled citadel within which possible remains were
found of the Kaba of the Banū l- ārith b.

Kab, mentioned by Ibn al-Kalbī (d. 204⁄
819). During the late pre-Islamic period
continuing into the Islamic period, the
principal settlement in the area of al-Ulā
shifted to Qur or Wādī al-Qurā. Qurā is
identiﬁable with the archaeological site of
al-Mābiyāt, where two seasons of excavations were carried out in 1984 and 1985
(M. Gilmore et al., Preliminary report;
A. Nasif, al-Ul ā). The site of Jurash was
excavated, but few details beyond a pottery
analysis are available (A. al-Ghamedi, The
inﬂuence, 176-220). The port of Ayla,
modern-day Aqaba in Jordan, which
some commentators have identiﬁed as the
Sabbath-breaking town on the sea
(q 7:163), has received intensive attention
in the last decade. Work has been done
excavating at the early Islamic settlement,
founded perhaps as early as the reign of
the third caliph Uthmān (r. 23⁄644-35⁄
656; D. Whitcomb, Ayla) as well as at the
Roman-Byzantine site nearby (T. Parker,
Roman Aqaba project), whose surrender
on terms to Muammad in 630 c.e. is
prominently recorded in the Islamic
sources.
Of particular note is the excavated site of
al-Rabadha, a settlement east of Medina
along the caravan route between the Hejaz
and al-Kūfa. Al-Rabadha experienced a
continuity of settlement in the pre-Islamic
and early Islamic periods, although the excavation report (A. al-Rashīd, al-Rabadhah)
makes little mention of the pre-Islamic and
pre-Abbāsid remains there. The second
caliph Umar b. al-Kha āb (r. 13⁄634-23⁄
644) set aside the area around the site as a
state pasturage ( imā). Reservoirs and
wells were studied there, along with a western mosque and a second mosque in the
residential area; a fortress or palace; several residential units; industrial installations; and a portion of the town enclosed
by a wall with towers.
P. Crone and M. Cook’s idea (Hagarism,
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22-4) that the original pre-Islamic shrine of
Bakka (q 3:96) was located in northwest
Arabia has no remaining physical support.
The orientation of some early mosques
that are well off the true direction of
prayer can be explained as the result of inaccurate measurement rather than as a deliberate orientation to a shrine in northwest Arabia. One should also note that Y.
Nevo and J. Koren’s (Origins of Muslim
descriptions) discussions of the pre-Islamic
cultic practices in Mecca are based on fundamental misidentiﬁcations as cultic of the
non-cultic sites that Y. Nevo excavated in
the Negev area of southern Palestine.
The diffusion of Christianity in the Arabian peninsula was limited (see christians
and christianity). J. Beaucamp and C.
Robin (Le Christianisme) summarize the
evidence, to which should be added more
recent archaeological discoveries along the
Persian Gulf. These include churches (see
church) in Jubayl, Saudi Arabia and elsewhere ( J. Langfeldt, Early Christian monuments). An example of one of these is the
church at Failaka, Kuwait dating from the
end of the fourth century c.e. with later
non-church occupation starting in the
seventh century c.e. (V. Bernard et al.,
L’église d’al-Qousour). Another of these is
the Nestorian monastery at īr Banī Yās in
Abu Dhabi, dating around the sixth to seventh century c.e. (G. King, A Nestorian
monastic settlement). One may also note
the isolated hermitage at Kilwa in extreme
northwest Saudi Arabia; one cell has a
cross and a Christian Arabic inscription on
its lintel (N. Glueck, Christian Kilwa). In
South Arabia, a few columns remain of
the famous al-Qalīs church built by Abraha
(q.v.) in the middle of the sixth century c.e.
to surpass the sanctuary of Mecca (R. Serjeant and R. Lewcock, anā, 44-8). These
columns can now be found appropriated
for use in the main mosque of Sana. There
seems to be no identiﬁed physical trace of

the Jewish presence, known from historical
sources, which existed in Medina and
northern and central Arabia in the preIslamic period (see jews and judaism;
khaybar; nar; qaynuqa; quraya).
Several aspects of archaeological inquiry,
such as palaeo-botanical and faunal analyses, and environmental studies, have not
yet been fully integrated into archaeological projects, so the contribution that they
could make for understanding the milieu of
early Islam remains mostly a potential for
the future. There are no physical anthropological studies of human skeletal remains particularly close to the time of
Muammad, although one can note the
Bedouin cemetery excavated at the Queen
Alia International Airport south of Amman in Jordan dating to the ﬁrst and second centuries c.e. (M. Ibrahim and R.
Gordon, A cemetery). The issue of possible
climate changes remains open ( J. Dayton,
The problem of climatic change).
No examples are known to have survived
of divining arrows (q 5:3, 90), and one
would have to move beyond the close cultural milieu of the Hejaz in Muammad’s
day to ﬁnd surviving examples of jewelry
(q 24:31). There are no surviving early examples of armor (q 21:80). The ﬁrst Islamic artistic depictions are the stucco statues
of soldiers from the eighth-century c.e.
Umayyad palace at Khirbat al-Mafjar
(R. Hamilton, Khirbat al-Mafjar). Just what
distinguished the famous sword of Muammad and Alī (see al b. ab lib) to
warrant its special name Dhū al-Faqār
(sword with grooves) is not clear, but it may
have been a straight-bladed, double-edged
sword with two grooves as known from the
Yemen (W. Daum, Yemen 3000 years, 15-6,
24); it would scarcely have had the impractical bifurcated tip so often described. The
swords attributed to Muammad and
other early ﬁgures in the Topkapı Museum
in Istanbul are of dubious authenticity (A.
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Zaky, Medieval Arab arms, 203-6).
In addition to the major settlements that
they passed through, the various trade
routes throughout the peninsula were provided with numerous way stations. Such
facilities for travelers were expanded along
the routes that were used by the pilgrims to
Mecca (see pilgrimage). The way stations,
reservoirs and wells along the main pilgimage route from Kufa to Mecca have been
well-documented. That route is known as
the Darb Zubaydah, named after the wife
of the Abbāsid caliph Hārūn al-Rashīd
(r. 170⁄786-193⁄809), who expanded the
route’s facilities. The Egyptian and Syrian
pilgrimage routes in the northwest Arabian
peninsula have also been studied (A. Hamed, Introduction). Some fragments of stone
ﬁgures (see idols and images), seemingly
deliberately destroyed at the onset of Islam,
are at Qaryat al-Fāw and al-Ulā (G. King,
Settlements, 211-2). The Nabataeans had
often depicted their gods in a non-ﬁgurative manner ( J. Patrich, The formation).
Concerning Jerusalem, the early Islamic
tradition quickly identiﬁed it as the location of the Aq ā Mosque (al-Masjid alAq ā, q 17:1; see aq mosque) which is associated with Muammad’s night journey
and ascension (q.v.) to heaven (q.v.). The
use of the term “al- aram al-Sharīf ” to
identify the area of the former Jewish
Temple Mount in Jerusalem, as well as the
identiﬁcation of the tomb of Abraham
(q.v.) in Hebron as a aram, has no explicit
qurānic authority and only came into
general use in the Mamluk and Ottoman
periods. Prior to that period, the term
“al-Masjid al-Aq ā” was used to refer both
to the entire aram area as well as to the
roofed structure in the south edge of the
aram, the Aq ā mosque in the narrower
sense. The Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, the oldest surviving Islamic monument, contains the earliest extant extensive
portions of the qurānic text, datable by

Abd al-Malik’s dedicatory inscription to
72⁄692 c.e. (see epigraphy and the
qurn; art and architecture and
the qurn). The qurānic passages vary
slightly from the standard text with
changes from the ﬁrst to the third person
and are interspersed with other nonqurānic pious phrases (see most recently
O. Grabar, The shape of the holy). The Aq ā
Mosque was ﬁrst built as a monumental
stone structure by the Umayyad caliph alWalīd (r. 86⁄705-96⁄715), replacing a
wooden structure noted by the Christian
pilgrim Arculf around 675 c.e. But alaram al-Sharīf, where both the Aq ā
Mosque and the Dome of the Rock are
located, is off limits for excavations, while
the results of the excavations of the
Umayyad palaces just to the south and
southwest of the aram await substantive
publication. See also material culture
and the qurn; pre-islamic arabia and
the qurn.
Robert Schick
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see al-rim

Ark
The English term most frequently used in
reference to the vessel that bore Noah (q.v.)
and his family during the ﬂood, it also denotes (2) the sacred chest that, for the Israelites, represented God’s presence among
them known as the ark of the covenant,
and (3) the raft that carried the infant Moses (q.v.).
The ark of Noah
The ark or vessel that bore Noah, his family and two of every kind of animal is referred to in the Qurān by two separate
Arabic words, fulk and safīna, both meaning
“boat,” as well as one circumlocution, “a
thing of planks and nails” (dhāti alwā in wadusur). The last, found in q 54:13, is the
only qurānic reference to the composition
of the vessel. In extra-qurānic legends,
which are generally derived from haggadic
sources, the early Muslim commentators
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elaborated on the materials and method of
the ark’s construction, the number of its
levels, the types and location of the animals and the sundry difﬁculties that Noah
faced when loading and unloading it. In
accordance with the Qurān’s general
tendency to present a more abstract and
paradigmatic representation of themes
paralleled in the Jewish and Christian
scriptures (see scripture and the
qurn), the ark is a sign both of God’s
punishment and of his willingness to save
believers. When the Qurān is read in Arabic, the words referring to Noah’s ark resonate with the more general uses of the
words, usually translated as “ship” or
“boat,” reinforcing the sense of the ark as
one of God’s portents and providing a connection to the story of Jonah (q.v.; q 37:140)
and to that of Moses and God’s servant in
q 18:71 (see khir ⁄khir).

pitch-covered reed vessel in the biblical account. See also ships.

The ark of the covenant
In q 2:248, the ark (tābūt) of the covenant
(q.v.) is mentioned as a sign of God’s sovereignty. In that verse, it is said to contain the divine presence (sakīna, see
sechina). Extra-qurānic commentaries
on this verse identify the ark of the covenant with the same cultic object mentioned in the Hebrew scriptures (see Exod
25:10-22).
The ark of Moses
The ark (tābūt) in which the infant Moses
ﬂoated down the Nile is mentioned in
q 20:39. The qurānic account follows the
biblical and extra-biblical stories of Moses
being set adrift during the time Pharaoh
(q.v.) was killing the ﬁrst-born sons of the
Israelites. Moses was found by a sister of
Pharaoh and was given, by divine intervention, to a wet nurse who was Moses’ actual
mother. The Islamic tradition understands
the ark as a small chest rather than the
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Army see expeditions and battles

Arrogance
A sense of superiority which manifests
itself in an overbearing manner. Acting
arrogantly or insolently has different connotations in reference to God and his creatures. In the case of God, the creator of
the whole universe and the supreme authority on heaven and earth, his expression
of his superiority is devoid of any negative
connotation. “The Great” (al-kabīr) is mentioned six times in the Qurān as one of
God’s attributes; ﬁve times in association
with “the Supreme” (al-alī, q 4:34; 22:62;
31:30; 34:23; 40:12) and once with “the Exalted” (al-mutaāl, q 13:9). The Qurān speciﬁes, “God possesses greatness (kibriyā) in
the heavens and on earth” (q 45:37). As a
divine attribute, “exalting in his greatness”
(al-mutakabbir) means that God exalts himself over his creation (q.v.) and transcends
the characteristics of his creation.
Humans who claim to be great are guilty
of an unwarranted assumption of dignity,
authority (q.v.) and knowledge. A human
who claims any of these attributes is to be
considered an inﬁdel (kāfir) and should be
punished as a polytheist. In fact unbelief
(kufr), “as man’s denial of the Creator,
manifests itself most characteristically in
various acts of insolence, haughtiness, and
presumptuousness” (Izutsu, Concepts, 120;
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see belief and unbelief). The basic difference between God and his creatures is
that “whereas God is inﬁnite and absolute,
every creature is ﬁnite. All things have potentialities but no amount of potentiality
may allow what is ﬁnite to transcend its ﬁnitude and pass into inﬁnity. This is what the
Qurān means when it says that everything
except God is ‘measured out’ (qadar or qadr,
taqdīr, etc.) and is hence dependent upon God,
and that whenever a creature claims complete self-sufﬁciency or independence (istighnā, istikbār), it thus claims inﬁnitude and
a share in divinity (shirk)” (F. Rahman, Major themes, 67). Human arrogance is a form
of injustice (ulm) against God and the self
(q 6:93), as well as against other people.
“Those regarded as weak” (musta afūn) are
a category of people mentioned in the Qurān as subjugated by the arrogant (alladhīna
stakbarū, q 7:75; 34:31-3). The Qurān urges
Muslims to ﬁght for the weak (q 4:75).
The common word for “arrogance” (kibr)
occurs only once with this sense in the
Qurān: “Those who dispute about the
signs of God without any authority, there is
nothing in their hearts but an [unfounded]
sense of greatness (kibr) that they will never
[actually] attain” (q 40:56). Related to kibr
is the verbal noun kibriyā (greatness) which
occurs twice in the Qurān, once as one of
God’s attributes, “To him be greatness
throughout the heavens and the earth: and
he is exalted in power full of wisdom”
(q 45:37). The second occurrence is associated with the allegation made by Pharaoh
(q.v.) and his people against Moses (q.v.)
and Aaron (q.v.) that they wanted to turn
the people of Pharaoh away from their traditions in order for Moses and his people
to gain greatness, al-kibriyā, in the land of
Egypt (q 10:78). Moses’ prayer, on the other
hand, asks God to provide protection for
him and his people against every arrogant
one (mutakabbir, q 40:27). Conceiving of

oneself as great and superior is considered
by the Qurān to be claiming one of God’s
attributes, because only he is great (alkabīr). Thus, arrogance in man is a grievous sin (kabīra, see sin, major and minor).
Acting insolently or behaving arrogantly is
to claim God’s position (q 59:23). It is reported in one of the pronouncements of
God preserved as a adīth and not found
in the Qurān ( adīth qudsī, see adth and
the qurn) that God said, “Magniﬁcence
(al-aama) is my garment and greatness
(al-kibriyā) is my covering. Whoever claims
them surely will be thrown into hell.” A
well-known adīth of Muammad reads,
“Whoever has in his heart the smallest portion of arrogance (kibr) will never enter
paradise.”
Al-Ghazālī (d. 505⁄1111) explains that the
arrogant person (al-mutakabbir) is one who
considers the position of every one else to
be inconsiderable. He looks down on others and treats them like slaves. If arrogance
manifests itself as mere insolence, it is
wicked behavior. Whoever claims absolute
greatness is nothing but a liar, because this
position is absolutely inconceivable for
anyone but God. Al-Ghazālī concedes that
some individuals who enjoy higher positions or authority in society have the right
to be somewhat arrogant. He explains
that, according to mystical terminology,
“arrogant” (mutakabbir) also may refer to
the ascetic gnostic, i.e. one who renounces
whatever keeps him from serving and
communicating with God (al-Maq ad alasnā, 75).
Takabbur and istikbār, acting insolently or
behaving arrogantly have different connotations in reference to God and to his creatures. For humans, acting arrogantly is a
form of behavior directed towards other
people on the grounds that they are inferior. It has been deﬁned as undue assumption of dignity, authority, or knowledge,
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aggressive conceit, presumption or haughtiness. In the case of God, understood as
the creator of the whole universe and the
supreme authority on heaven and earth,
arrogance is devoid of such a connotation.
As a divine attribute al-mutakabbir means
that he exalts himself over doing injustice
to his creation, or that he transcends the
characteristics of his creation. Besides being great, high and self-exalted, he is also
exalted in might ( jabbār). Whoever acquires or claims any of these attributes is to
be considered kāfir and should be punished
as a polytheist. In fact kufr, “as man’s denial
of the Creator, manifests itself most characteristically in various acts of insolence,
haughtiness, and presumptuousness”
(Izutsu, Concepts, 120).
The ﬁrst act of arrogance was committed
by Satan when he refused the command of
God to prostrate before Adam (see adam
and eve). For this he was condemned as an
inﬁdel. Although Satan represents the most
wicked example of arrogance (q 7:13;
38:74, 75), Pharaoh became the human reﬂection of Satan when he rejected the message God revealed to Moses (q 28:39) and
misled his people into acting arrogantly
(q 7:133; 10:75; 23:46; 29:39). Thus Satan
and Pharaoh became the two representative symbols for the disastrous consequences of arrogance and insolence (takabbur and istikbār). The majority of Muslim
theologians and jurists consider Satan’s arrogance, and to a great extent Pharaoh’s,
to be the act of disobedience that led to
the existence of the devil (q.v.) on earth.
The jurist and theologian Ibn azm (d.
456⁄1064), with the obvious intention of
condemning speculative theology (kalām),
considers Satan the ﬁrst one to employ
analogy (qiyās) in religious matters.
The view of the famous mystic al- allāj
(d. 309⁄940) regarding Satan and Pharoah
was exceptional. He saw their arrogance as
a manifestation of their awareness of the

divine nature of all creatures. Their apparent disobedience was thus in consonance
with their real inner nature. Though Satan
was cursed and expelled from God’s presence, his loyalty and sincerity did not
change. For his part, Pharaoh was drowned,
but he did not betray himself. Al- allāj
considered them his true models (awāsīn,
16-20). As is to be expected, this view was
totally rejected by the mainstream of Islamic thought (see fism and the qurn).
There are many references in the Qurān
to communities, groups and individuals
who insolently and arrogantly rejected the
word of God. In addition to the subjects of
Pharaoh, the Qurān mentions the neighbors of Noah (q.v.; q 71:7), the people of
Ād (q.v.; q 41:15), the people of Thamūd
(q.v.; q 7:75-6), the people of Midian (q.v.;
q 7:88) and the pagan Meccans (passim).
Apart from these speciﬁc groups, a number
of general classes of people are portrayed
as arrogant, including those in deﬁance of
right (q 7:146); those who dispute about the
signs of God (q 40:35; see signs); those
who refuse to serve God (q 4:172); those
who tell lies about God, scornfully rejecting his revelation (q 6:93; see revelation
and inspiration); those who turn away
from listening to the Qurān and prefer
frivolous tales (lahw al- adīth, q 31:6); those
who ignore the revelations of God completely (q 45:8); those who do not believe in
the afterlife (q 16:22); and the hypocrites
(munāfiqūn, see hypocrites and hypocrisy) of Medina (q 63:1,7-9). Hell will
be the ﬁnal dwelling place of all of these
arrogant people (q 16:29; 39:60, 72; 40:76).
Those who are not arrogant, but rather
are humble, unconditionally obey God and
willingly accept his revelation. The Qurān
several times refers to those who do not
disdain to be God’s servants (lā yastakbirūna
an ibādatihi, q 7:206), e.g. the followers of
Jesus (q.v.; q 5:83), the angels (q.v.) and all
of creation (q 16:48-9; 21:19) and those who
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believe in the Qurān (q 32:15). In contrast
with the arrogant disobedience of Satan
and Pharaoh, Jesus, who is described as a
servant of God (q 19:30-2), was neither
overbearing ( jabbār) nor miserable (shaqī).
He will never disdain (lan yastankifa) to
serve and worship God (q 4:172). The believers are those who accept the Qurān.
When the verses are recited to them, they
fall down in adoration (q.v.), praising their
Lord. They are never puffed up with pride
(lā yastakbirūna, q 32:15). The ideal behavior
expected from Muslims that makes them
worthy of the title “servants of God most
gracious” (ibād al-ra mān) is, among other
things, that they walk on the earth in humility (q 25:63). The advice of the sage
Luqmān (q.v.) to his son was “Do not put
on a contemptuous mien toward people
and do not walk on the earth exuberantly,
for God does not like any self-important
boaster” (q 31:18). All those who disdain his
worship and are arrogant (man yastankif an
ibādatihī wayastakbir, q 4:172) will be gathered together to be questioned and punished grievously, while those who believe
and perform righteous deeds will be given
their just rewards and more from God’s
bounty (q 4:173). The musta afūn, the illtreated or the disinherited, is a category of
people mentioned in the Qurān as oppressed by the mustakbirūn (q 7:75; 34:31-3).
The Qurān urges Muslims to ﬁght for the
liberation of the musta afūn (q 4:75) and encourages them in the meantime to resist
such oppression even by emigrating to another land (q 4:97). Istikbār thus leads to oppression which is a grievous form of ulm,
injustice against others.
It is worthwhile to refer brieﬂy to the recent political manipulation of the notion of
arrogance. The old slogan of the national
movements in the Arab and Muslim countries through the sixties was commonly
“The struggle against international imperialism” (al-kifā idda l-istimār al-ālamī).

The increasing power of the Islamic movements in the seventies led to the replacement of the non-qurānic concept of “imperialism” with “arrogance” (istikbār).
Before the Islamic revolution in Iran, Ayatollah Khomeini (d. 1989) started using the
concept in reference to the Shah’s regime.
“The mustakbirūn were those who supported
the regime of the Shah. After the revolution, mustakbirūn was used in a broader
sense to describe also external enemies of
the Islamic Republic” (Gieling, Sacralization, 100). The same negative connotation
was applied to “the industrialized world,
with the United States as its major representative. In this sense, istikbār was synonymous with other concepts with a negative
connotation like colonialism and imperialism” (Gieling, Sacralization, 100). During the
Iran-Iraq War (1980-88), the concept was
used to condemn Saddam Hussain and
other enemies. See also god and his
attributes.
Nasr Abu Zayd
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Art and Architecture and the
Qurān
The relationship between the revealed
scripture of Islam and attitudes towards art
and architecture and the practice thereof
will be discussed under three headings:
1. Qurānic references or allusions to art
and architecture, including passages later
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cited with respect to artistic creativity, even
if they were not initially so intended;
2. The uses of the Qurān as a source for
citations in the making and decorating of
works of art; and 3. The enhancement of
the Qurān itself through art.

struction. One rather striking set of examples involves concrete items which are
mentioned only once. All of them are described as being in the possession of Solomon (q.v.), the prophet-king whose patronage for works of art was legendary and
whose artisans were usually the no less legendary jinn (q.v.). In q 34:12 he ordered the
making of a fountain of molten brass, a
Muslim adaptation of the celebrated brazen sea in Solomon’s temple in Jerusalem
(q.v.) as it is described in 2 Kings 25:13 and
1 Chron 18:8. Then in q 34:13, the jinn manufacture for him ma ārīb, tamāthīl, jifān of
enormous size and qudūr which were anchored down so that they could not easily
be removed. The meaning of the word
mi rāb (sing. of ma ārīb), which will be discussed later, appears in other contexts as
well. Jifān — meaning some sort of receptacle, usually translated as “porringer,” a
term of sufﬁciently vague signiﬁcance to
hide our uncertainty as to what was really
involved — and qudūr, “cooking-pots” are
only mentioned in this particular passage.
The exact meaning and function of these
two items are somewhat mysterious. Timthāl, also in the plural, appears again in
q 21:52, where it clearly refers to the idols
worshiped by the father of Abraham (q.v.).
These idols would have been sculptures of
humans or of animals and it is probably
sculptures in general rather than idols in
particular that must be understood in
q 34:13 (see idols and images).
The association of Solomon with unusual
buildings is conﬁrmed by q 27:44, where, in
order to test the Queen of Sheba (q.v.) and
ultimately to demonstrate his superiority to
her, Solomon orders the construction of a
ar covered or paved with slabs of glass
(mumarrad min qawārīr). Usually translated
as “pavilion” or “palace,” the word ar occurs also in q 28:38 and q 40:36. Both times
it is modiﬁed by the adjective “high” and
refers to a construction ordered by Pha-

Art and architecture in the Qurān
It must be stated at the outset that, with
the partial exception of q 27:44, which will
be discussed later, the Qurān does not
contain any statement which may be construed as a description of manufactured
things or as a doctrinal guide for making or
evaluating visually perceptible forms. The
world in which the revelation of the
Qurān was made was not one which knew
or particularly prized works of art and
later adīth — the reports recording the
Prophet’s words and deeds — only brieﬂy
mention a few fancy textiles owned by the
members of the entourage of the Prophet.
Furthermore, although adīth do attribute
to the Prophet theoretical positions or
practical opinions on the making of works
of art, none is directly asserted in the
Qurān itself, but only deduced from various passages. Finally, while the Qurān is
quite explicit about such practices as
prayer (q.v.) or pilgrimage (q.v.) being speciﬁcally restricted to Muslims, it provides
no direct or implied deﬁnition or even a requirement for a particular locale for the accomplishment of these practices. For all
these reasons, the consideration of art and
architecture in the Qurān does not lead to
a coherent whole, but to a series of disjointed observations which may be divided
into two groups: the direct references to
things made or to spaces built; and the indirect implications for the making of
things and the design of spaces.
Direct references
There are, ﬁrst of all, references to categories of manufacture and especially of con-
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raoh (q.v.). Since all these passages deal
with mythical buildings and because the
root of the word implies purity and clarity,
the term may reﬂect the attribute of transparency in a building, rather than its form.
It would then be a pavilion comparable to
the elaborate construction alleged to have
existed on top of pre-Islamic Yemeni palaces. Generally speaking, it seems preferable to understand the term as a “constructed space of considerable merit and
attractiveness,” without being more speciﬁc, though the matter remains open to
debate. What is of import here is not the
exact meaning of the term but the presence
within the qurānic images of works of art
that have not been seen, but only imagined.
Further on it will be seen that the story of
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba (see
bilqs), as told in the Qurān, has many
additional implications for the arts.
A second category of qurānic terms
dealing with or applicable to the arts consists of much more ordinary words. There
is a series of terms for settlements, such as
qarya (q 25:51), usually the term for a city as
well as for smaller settlements; madīna, a
word used only twice (q 28:18, 20), possessing very broad connotations; masākin “[ruined] dwellings” (q 29:38), which often occurs in poetry; and a more abstract term
like balad in al-balad al-amīn, “the place of
security” (q 95:3), which is probably a reference to Mecca (q.v.). Bayt is the common
word for a house and it is supposed to be a
place of privacy (q 3:49; 4:100; 24:27-9), a
quality which has been sought until today
by architects building in what they assume
to be an Islamic tradition. The word was
used for the dwellings of the wives of the
Prophet (q.v.; q 33:33-4), for whom privacy
was an essential criterion, and also for the
presumably fancy abode of Zuleika, the
wife of Potiphar (q 12:23; see joseph).
When it is mentioned as adorned with gold
(q.v.; q 17:93), it is meant pejoratively as an

expression of vainglorious wealth. Dār occurs occasionally (e.g. q 17:5; 59:2) with no
clear distinction from bayt except insofar as
it implies some broader function as in aldār al-ākhira in q 28:83 indicating “the
space of thereafter.” The rather common
word qa r (castle, palace) occurs only four
times, twice metaphorically, once in a wellknown cliché referring to the destroyed
“palaces” of old and once with reference
to paradise (q.v.) in a passage which will be
examined later. Other terms for something
built or at least identiﬁed spatially are
rarer, like mathwā (dwelling, q 47:19) or
ma āni (buildings, q 26:129). There are a
few instances when techniques of construction are indicated, often in a metaphorical
way as in q 13:2, where the heavens are depicted as a miraculous, divine creation
built without columns.
A third category of terms consists of
words which, whatever their original
meaning, acquired a speciﬁcally Muslim
connotation at the time of the Prophet or
later. The two most important ones are
masjid and mi rāb. Masjid (place of prostration, see mosque) occurs twenty-eight
times in the Qurān. In ﬁfteen instances it
is modiﬁed by al- arām, a reference to the
Meccan sanctuary whose pre-Islamic holiness was preserved and transformed by the
Muslim revelation, i.e. the Kaba (q.v.), the
holy house (al-bayt al- arām in q 53:97)
which Abraham and Ishmael (q.v.) built
(q 2:125). It is mentioned as the qibla (q.v.)
or direction of prayer (q 2:142-7) and as the
aim of the pilgrimage (q 5:96-7). However,
nothing is said about its form or about the
space around it and there is only a vague
reference to the importance of its proper
maintenance (q 9:19). Even this action is
not as important as professing the faith in
all of its truth. In q 17:1, the word is once
used for the Meccan sanctuary while in
q 17:7 it refers to the Jewish temple in Jerusalem (q.v.). The word is used a second
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time in q 17:1 in the expression “the farthest mosque” (al-masjid al-aq ā), the exact
identiﬁcation of which has been the subject of much debate (see aq mosque).
There is no doubt that, at some point in
history and possibly as early as the midsecond⁄eighth century, it became generally
understood as a reference to Jerusalem.
This, however, was not the case during the
ﬁrst century after Muammad’s emigration to Medina (hijra, see emigration),
when it was identiﬁed by many as a place
in the neighborhood of Mecca or as a symbolic space in a miraculous event (see
ascension).
The remaining ten occurrences of masjid
do not form a coherent whole except insofar as they all mention a place where God
is worshiped (q 7:29). It literally belongs
to God (q 72:18, a passage often used in
mosque inscriptions, see below) and unbelievers are banned from it (q 9:17). “Those
who believe in God and his last day, practice regular prayer and give to charity, and
fear none but God must maintain and
frequent [the verb amara has a complex
range of meanings] the mosques of
God” (q 9:18, another passage frequently
used in inscriptions). In recounting the
story of the seven sleepers of Ephesus (see
men of the cave), the Qurān asserts that
God built a masjid over them (q 18:21). A
most curious and somewhat obscure passage is q 22:40, which contains a list of
sanctuaries that would have been destroyed
had God not interfered to save them. The
list includes awāmi, biya, alawāt and masājid, usually — but there are variants —
translated as “monasteries [or cloisters],
churches, synagogues and mosques.” The
ﬁrst two words are never again used in the
Qurān. The third term, alawāt, is the plural of alāt, the word commonly used for
the Muslim ritual prayer. Here it seems to
mean a place rather than the act of prayer.
But the sequence itself suggests four differ-

ent kinds of sacred spaces, probably representing four different religious traditions.
If there are four religious groups implied,
Islam, Judaism and Christianity are easy
to propose — even if one does not quite
know which term goes with which system
of faith —, what is the fourth religion? It
is, in fact, with some skepticism that the
word masājid is translated as “mosques”
since nowhere else in the Qurān is the
word masjid used alone to be understood
correctly as a place of prayer restricted to
Muslims. It always means a generally
holy space which could be used by Muslims. This verse must, therefore, be connected to some particular event or story
whose speciﬁc connotations are unknown.
In short, the proper conclusion to draw
from the evidence is that, while the Qurān
clearly demonstrates the notion of a sacred
or sanctiﬁed space, it does not identify a
speciﬁcally Muslim space as a masjid. The
only speciﬁcally Muslim space mentioned
in the Qurān is the masjid of Mecca and its
sacred enclosure. The vagueness of nearly
all references to it may explain some of the
later problems in actually deﬁning the exact direction of prayer (qibla). Was it toward the city of Mecca (q.v.), a large enclosure, the Kaba, one of its sides or the
black stone in its corner? In short, the
word masjid — destined for a long and
rich history in Arabic and in many other
languages — soon after the death of the
Prophet in 11⁄632 came to mean a special
type of building restricted to Muslims. In
the Qurān it appears to have a very broad
signiﬁcance with a very uncertain relationship to exclusively Islamic worship.
Matters are almost as complicated with
the word mi rāb, which also possesses a
range of practical and symbolic meanings.
It too was destined for a long and distinguished history as the name for the niche
indicating the direction of prayer on the
wall of all Muslim sanctuaries. The term
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mi rāb also refers to a type of decorative recess found on tombstones, faience panels
and rugs. As has been shown in a recent
article (N. Khoury, Mihrab), the word originally designated elevated structures which
had acquired some sort of honorary significance, although the element of height is
only clearly present in one qurānic verse.
In q 38:21 the disputants go up to the mi rāb
where David (q.v.) is. The honoriﬁc quality
applies to this particular place by inference
as it does in the three instances (q 3:37, 39;
19:11) where the term is used for Zechariah
(q.v.), the servant of God and the father of
John the Baptist (q.v.). When used in the
plural ma ārīb (q 34:13), it has usually been
interpreted as “places of worship,” but,
even if consecrated by tradition, this interpretation does not seem necessary since the
other terms listed in this passage — the
ma ārīb, tamāthīl, jifān and qudūr (see above)
that the jinn manufactured for Solomon —
are mostly exemplars of power and wealth
rather than of religious, though pagan,
needs. Altogether, the exact meaning of
this word in the Qurān seems to be more
secular than pious and bears no direct relationship to the word’s later uses in mosques
and as a theme of design.
While masjid and mi rāb became terms to
deﬁne major elements of Islamic architecture and while other terms dealing with
created forms remained consistent and relatively clear (bayt or dār) or rare and fairly
obscure ( ar ), there is a category of qurānic references to visually-perceived matters which have not been seen, but which
nonetheless are held to exist. The numerous accounts of paradise include a great
number of references which fall into the
category of architecture and planning.
These accounts may have had an impact
on the design of gardens, most particularly
in Mughal India as with the tomb of Akbar in Sikandara near Agra and with the
Taj Mahal in Agra itself (see W. Begley

and Z.A. Desai, Taj Mahal, although their
arguments are not universally accepted). It
has also been argued that these qurānic
passages were literally illustrated in the
decoration of mosques, most speciﬁcally in
the early second⁄eighth century mosaics of
the Great Mosque of Damascus, also
known as the Umayyad Mosque (B. Finster, Die Mosaiken; C. Brisch, Observations) although others (O. Grabar, The formation) have remained more skeptical.
Whatever turns out to be appropriate to
explain later developments in decoration
and in design, an architectural and decorative imagery pervades most of the Qurān’s
vision of paradise and even, at times, of
hell (q.v.).
Both paradise and hell are entered
through fancy gates, green being the color
of the ones for paradise (q 39:72). Rivers
and formal — as opposed to natural —
gardens abound (q 43:70-3; 44:51; 47:15;
76:12, among many places; see garden) in
paradise. There are also fountains (q 76:6).
In a celebrated passage (q 61:12) gardens
are described above underground rivers
and beautiful dwellings (masākin in q 61:12
or qu ūr in q 25:10) are erected in the gardens. In ﬁve passages (q 25:75; 29:58; 34:37;
39:20-1), these dwellings are called ghuraf
(sing. ghurfa), in all cases but one modiﬁed
by the adjective “lofty” with apparently the
same equation between height and importance as in the instance of the word mi rāb.
It is difﬁcult to know what was meant or
imagined by the term in its singular occurrence in a strange passage (q 25:75), which
seems to state that there is only one ghurfa
in paradise. Were these meant to be whole
architectural establishments or simple pavilions? Inasmuch as we have no means to
enter the imaginary world of qurānic sensitivity, the question cannot be answered in
historical terms, although it possibly, as will
be seen, may be entered in the ﬁction of
later art.
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The same difﬁculty appears when we try
to imagine the khiyām, “tents or pavilions”
(q 55:72) in which houris ( ūr, see houris)
are found, the surur (sing. sarīr, one of the
several words for “throne,” [q.v.]) with perpetually youthful companions (q 56:15) and
especially the throne of God himself. The
word for God’s throne is arsh, as in q 40:7,
only one of its twenty-nine occurrences in
the Qurān. Most of the time the word is
used in the singular and refers to the
throne as the place of divine presence (see
sechina). The word arsh is also used once
in the story of Solomon and the Queen of
Sheba (q 27:41-2). When used in the plural
(urūsh, q 2:259; 18:42; 22:45), it refers to
some part of a larger architectural composition. Here it is usually translated as “turrets” or “trellis,” which reﬂects the uncertainty of the translators and commentators
about a feature which is always shown as
destroyed by divine wrath.
One last visually signiﬁcant qurānic reference dealing with paradise and with
visually-perceived matters is that the elect
are beautifully dressed (q 35:33; 76:21) and
the companions they ﬁnd there (q 76:15-7)
carry vessels (āniya), cups (akwāb) and goblets (kas) polished to look like crystal or silver (this seems to be the correct interpretation of qawārīra min fi a, q 76:16). Their
clothes are of silk (q.v.), the most precious
metals are silver and crystal and polished
glass is the model for the expected visual
effect. These images are important in suggesting the materials and objects which
were considered luxurious in early ﬁrst⁄
seventh century Arabia and also serve as
inspiration for later Persian painting,
where the association between paradise
and luxury through expensive clothes and
other objects was fully exploited.

Muslim attitudes toward the arts in general
and the representation of living beings in
particular. This last topic has been and will
continue to be the subject of much debate
and discussion because it reﬂects the everchanging needs and concerns of the prevailing culture and society as much as the
actual positions apparent in the Qurān.
The latter is, on the whole, quite clear. Unlike the second commandment of the Old
Testament, there is no opposition to art or
to representation, just as there is no call for
the creation of works of art or of a material culture that would be distinctly Muslim. Thus terms like “iconoclasm” (a call
for the destruction of images) or even the
German Bilderverbot (forbidding the making
of images) are inappropriate to deﬁne any
part of the message of the Qurān. The
term “aniconism,” meaning simply “the
absence of a doctrine or even of much
thought about representational imagery,”
has found favor among some scholars and
is more accurate in reﬂecting the attitude
of the Qurān.
On the other hand, once a broad Muslim
culture had been established over vast territories, it was compelled to deal with the
rich and varied artistic traditions of the
alien cultures it encountered and it sought
in the Qurān either direct answers to its
own questions about the validity of artistic
activities or, at the very least, references
that could lead to such answers. In the absence of direct statements, three kinds of
arguments could be, and were, derived
from the Qurān.
One is based on a few passages which
may be construed as dealing with representations. The “statues” made for Solomon
(q 34:12-3) have already been mentioned.
A more frequently used passage to uphold
a prohibition of images is q 6:74, where
Abraham, a far more saintly ﬁgure than
Solomon in the Islamic tradition, says to
his father Āzar (q.v.): “Do you take idols

Implications for art
Quite early passages from the Qurān
came to be used to justify and explain
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(a nām) as gods? Indeed, I see that you and
your people are in manifest error.” This
passage must be connected with q 5:90,
where idols (an āb) are also mentioned, together with wine and games of chance (see
intoxicants; gambling), as “abominations
of Satan’s handiwork.” Both words mean
“idols,” which usually have the shape of
men or animals, or “statues” of ﬁgures that
could be used as idols. The two passages
are usually seen as expressing an objection
to images, but they are more appropriately
construed as being in opposition to idols
regardless of their shape. A third passage is
more speciﬁc and, therefore, more pertinent. In q 3:47-9, God says to Mary (q.v.),
“God creates what he wills. When he decrees something, he only says to it ‘be’ and
it is.” An example is the case of Jesus (q.v.),
who comes with the following message: “I
have come to you with a sign from your
lord. I will make for you out of clay the ﬁgure of a bird. I will breathe into it and it
will become a [real] bird by God’s leave.”
Here it is clear that the making of a representation is only meaningful if life is given
to that representation. Since the giving of
life is reserved to God alone, it is only with
his permission that the creation of a threedimensional and lifelike bird can occur.
These few speciﬁc passages dealing with
representations are not conclusive in themselves, but they served as important points
of reference in the later development of
the opposition to the making of images.
They acquired their particular importance
when put next to a second type of argument based less on speciﬁc passages than
on two themes which pervade the Qurān:
the absolute opposition to idolatry and
God’s uniqueness as creator. These two
Islamic doctrines were used as arguments
against the legitimacy of images as long as
images were indeed worshiped and the belief existed that they partook of the spirit
of what was represented. It may also be ar-

gued that they lost their pertinence once
the old equation no longer held. Over the
years, much has been written arguing that
abstraction, visual distortion and ornamentation occur with such frequency in Islamic
art because mainstream Muslim patrons
and artists sought to conform to a doctrine
that always aimed at the equation of the
representation and the represented. According to this view, alternate modes of expression had to be found in order to avoid
criticism or even condemnation for vying
with God, as a result of such an alleged
doctrine.
Another doctrine alleged to have been
derived from the Qurān has been that of
opposition to luxury, what may be called
an ideal of reasonable asceticism in private
and public life. Its premise is that art is a
luxury, a point which certainly has been argued forcefully by fundamentalist groups
and more moderately by moralists down
through the centuries. Although common
enough in any religious movement with a
populist base, as Islam was certainly at the
beginning, such a doctrine is difﬁcult to
represent as one which has maintained itself on a signiﬁcant scale throughout time
and even its qurānic basis is somewhat
uncertain.
In spite of a number of contrary arguments, on the whole it is difﬁcult to explain
the development of an Islamic art through
doctrines derived from the Qurān. This
view may only appear to be correct, because too many problems have not received the proper attention. Instead, it
would seem to have its roots in the complex contingencies of a new ethic encountering the well-developed cultures of the
world with their rich visual heritage There
is a need for a careful investigation of the
terminology dealing, directly or potentially,
with the arts. Words like a nām (idols), an āb
(idols), tamāthīl (statues), ūra (shape, q 82:8),
haya (form, q 3:49; 5:110) are all terms
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which actually refer to or imply a likeness
or copy and suggest some sort of relationship to a previously existing original. The
full investigation of the occurrences of
these terms in the Qurān and in early Arabic poetry, as well as later usage both
among littérateurs and in technical philosophical thought, may well provide a
sketch of the conceptual framework implied by the revelation and give some idea
of what the arts may have meant at the
time. An interesting beginning in that direction occurred in a recent article by
Muhammad Qlaaji published in a Saudi
Arabian legal journal which argues, on the
basis of a set of qurānic citations, for the
canonical value of ornament in Islamic
art. A much more imaginative work by the
young French esthetician Valérie Gonzalez
(Piège de crystal) will soon demonstrate the
deep philosophical problems behind the
qurānic passage mentioned earlier
(q 27:44) in which Solomon creates an object, the mysterious ar , which is supposed
to appear real and to be understood as
such, without in fact being what it appears
to be. The implications are striking not
only for Islamic art, but for the very nature
of art in general. Comparable statements
have been made by twentieth-century surrealists like René Magritte. Yet such efforts
at an interpretation adapted to the needs,
tastes and paradigms of our own century
are rare. Also they may well go against an
interpretative current which asserts that
only in its historical truth can the divine
message be accepted.
Altogether, there is no doubt that the
Qurān will continue to be mined for answers to the esthetic and social needs of
Muslim societies and cultures as they
evolve with time. It is also fairly clear, however, that the arts were not a signiﬁcant
concern of the revelation nor did they play
a large role in the modes of life prevalent

in the Arabian peninsula during the ﬁrst
decades of the ﬁrst⁄seventh century. Fancy
and elaborate objects were largely absent
in the surroundings of Mecca and Medina
and the vision of architecture was limited
to the simple Kaba. There was a vision of
art and architecture based on the legends
of Solomon and memories of the ancient
Arabian kingdoms. Ruins in the desert or
in the steppe could then, as they do now,
be transﬁgured into mirages of a lost manmade world of awesome proportions. It
does not, however, seem that the milieu in
which the Qurān appeared was truly
aware of the great artistic traditions of the
Mediterranean, Mesopotamia, Iran, India,
or even of the Yemen and Ethiopia. Furthermore, the Qurān contains no trace of
the neoplatonic debates about the nature
of art. The emerging universal Muslim
culture had to seek in the Qurān answers
to questions which were only later formulated.
Uses of the Qurān in later art
It is well known that script played an important part in the arts of all Muslim
lands, regardless of whether that art was
primarily secular or religious (see arabic
script). Large inscriptions are a common
part of the decoration of buildings and
many objects have long bands or short cartouches with writing, at times even with
imitations of writing. These inscriptions often used to be identiﬁed in older catalogs
and descriptions as “Koranic” without
proper concern for what they really say. It
is, of course, true that there is an ornamental or esthetic value to these inscriptions which is independent of whatever
meaning they convey. In order to organize
a subject, which heretofore has received little attention, it has been broken into two
headings: iconographic uses of the Qurān
and formal uses of qurānic scripts.
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Iconographic uses
The founder of the systematic study of
Arabic epigraphy (see epigraphy and the
qurn), Max van Berchem, was the ﬁrst
scholar to establish that most formal inscriptions in monumental architecture consist of citations from the Qurān which
bear or may bear a relationship to the
function of the buildings on which they
were found. He initiated the systematic
publication with commentary of all Arabic
inscriptions. Beginning in 1931 these were
published under the title Matériaux pour un
corpus inscriptionum arabicarum as part of the
Mémoires of the Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale in Cairo. M. van Berchem
himself published the volumes on Cairo
(with a supplementary volume by G. Wiet),
Jerusalem and Anatolia, while E. Herzfeld
produced the volumes on Aleppo. A similar survey, although less elaborate in its
commentaries, was made by Muhammad
Husain for the Archaeological Survey of
India. In recent years, G. Wiet and M. Hawary, using almost exclusively secondary
sources, produced collections of the inscriptions of Mecca. In addition, S. Blair
recently collected the inscriptions of preMongol Iran and M. Sharon published
those of Palestine. Unfortunately, M. van
Berchem adopted the practice of providing
only the sūra and verse numbers of the
qurānic quotations, usually according to
the verse division of the G. Flügel edition,
which does not always agree with the nowstandard Egyptian edition. Therefore,
there are problems whenever one tries to
identify the exact wording of an inscription. Although most recent publications
have abandoned this practice, it is still
found in the most important corpus of
Arabic epigraphy, the eighteen volumes
published so far of the Matériaux pour un
corpus inscriptionum arabicarum.
A particularly important tool has been
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derived from all these efforts. Erica Dodd
and Shereen Khairallah produced the
work The image of the word, the ﬁrst volume of which contains a list of all of the
qurānic passages cited in inscriptions and
where they have been used, thus allowing
one to study the frequency of use of certain passages and the temporal or geographical variations in their use. The second volume is comprised of a series of
essays on individual monuments and on
questions which grow out of these catalogs,
for example why certain inscriptions were
placed in different places on different monuments. All of the essays show the inﬂuence of a major article written by E. Dodd
in 1969 entitled “The image of the word,”
outlining the historical and psychological
premises behind the existence of an iconography of the Qurān. She argues that
in trying to avoid or even reject the religious imagery of Christianity and paganism, the mainstream of Islamic culture
replaced images with words whenever it
wished to make some pious, ideological
or other point. Within this scheme, the
Qurān was pre-eminent both because of
its sacredness and because most Muslims
were familiar with it. Therefore, the viewer
appreciates the signiﬁcance of the selection
of the particular passages from the Qurān
and interprets them in accordance with
the expectations of the patron. It may be
noted that Buddhism and Hinduism do
not appear to have been pertinent to the
formation of Islamic culture, even though
this assertion may be modiﬁed by future
research.
Though never established as a formal
doctrine, this “iconography” of the divine
word developed quite early in Islamic
times, under Umayyad rule (r. 41⁄661-132⁄
750). It might even be proper to associate
its appearance with the caliph Abd alMalik (r. 65⁄685-86⁄705), who made the
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language of administration Arabic and introduced Arabic inscriptions on the coinage. For the latter, the so-called “mission
verse,” “It is [God] who sent his messenger
with guidance and the religion of truth to
proclaim it over all religion, even though
the pagans may detest it” (q 9:33; see
verses) became the standard formula for
thousands and thousands of coins. It is, in
fact, rather remarkable how rarely alternate passages were used. Even if there are
sixty-one qurānic citations identiﬁed in
North African coinage (H.W. Hazard, Numismatic history), many are only pious statements rather than fuller citations and
should not be considered as iconographically or semantically signiﬁcant quotations.
The ideological and political assertion of
truth made by the passage chosen for coins
is easy to explain for a coinage that was
used all over the world and which, quite
speciﬁcally, competed in its inscriptions
with Byzantine gold and silver. It is also
quite early that the glass weights and
stamps used for internal consumption received as decoration “Give just measure
and be not among the defrauders”
(q 26:181; G.C. Miles, Early Arabic glass
weights). This selection demonstrates a considerable and very early sophistication in
the manipulation of qurānic passages for
pious as well as practical purposes.
The most spectacular early use of
qurānic quotations on a building occurs in
the Dome of the Rock (dated 71⁄691) in
Jerusalem, where 240 meters of Umayyad
inscriptions running below on either side of
the dome octagon are divided into seven
unequal sections, each of which begins with
the phrase known as the basmala (q.v.), “In
the name of God, the merciful and the
compassionate.” The ﬁrst ﬁve sections
contain standard proclamations of the Muslim faith. “There is no god but God, one,
without associate” is the most common of
these. There is also a series of short pas-

sages which are probably excerpted from
the Qurān (q 112; 35:36; 17:111, 64:1 combined with 57:2), but which might also be
merely pious statements not taken from the
Qurān. The sixth section contains historical data while the seventh, occupying half
of the space, repeats a few of the formulas
or citations from the ﬁrst half and then
creates a composite of q 4:171-2; 19:33-6
and 3:18-19 with only one minor addition in the middle. This statement exposes
the main lines of the Christology of the
Qurān (see christians and christianity; scripture and the qurn), which
makes sense in a city which was at that
time a major ecclesiastical and devotional
center of Christianity. Other inscriptions
in the Dome of the Rock use various combinations of q 2:255 and 2:112 (or 3:1 and
6:106); 3:26; 6:12 and 7:156, 9:33, 2:139 or
3:78 (slightly modiﬁed) in order to make
clear the eschatological and missionary
purpose of the building. Although the matter is still under much discussion, it is possible that the transmission of the qurānic
text used for the decoration of the Dome
of the Rock was done orally rather than
through written copies of the text. This
would seem to account for the fact that
many of the inscriptions do not exactly
agree in wording with the most common
version of the Qurān in circulation.
While the use of the qurānic passage
q 9:33 on coins remained a standard procedure throughout Islamic history and the selection of verses made for the Dome of the
Rock remained unique, other citations appear in several early Islamic inscriptions
and deserve to be studied in detail. Such is
the case with the series, known from later
texts, of inscriptions from Mecca and Medina (see rcea , nos. 38, 40, 46-52; G. Wiet
and H. Harawy, Matériaux) with a primarily
religious content. A curious painted grafﬁto in Medina dated 117⁄735 contains a
long citation dealing with faith (rcea , no.
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30), but its context is unclear and slightly
troubling. There are no such concerns
about the fragment of an inscription found
on a ﬂoor mosaic in a private house, probably from the Umayyad period, excavated
in Ramallah in Palestine. It contains a
fragment of q 7:205 “Do not be among the
unheedful” next to the representation of
an arch which may or may not be a mi rāb
(Rosen-Ayalon, The ﬁrst mosaic). The actual point of the inscription and the reason
this particular citation was chosen are still
difﬁcult to explain.
These early examples all suggest a considerable amount of experimentation in
the use of qurānic citations during the ﬁrst
two centuries of Muslim rule. A certain
norm became established from the third⁄
ninth century onward. Epitaphs will almost
always contain the Throne Verse q 2:255,
sūra 112 in its entirety, or both. These
verses proclaim the overwhelming and
unique power of God. Often these passages are accompanied by q 9:33 with its
missionary universality. Mosques will have
the throne verse and q 9:18 beginning with
“the masājid of God will be visited and
maintained by such as believe in God and
the last day.” Mi rābs have their own
qurānic iconography with the beautiful
q 24:35: “God is the light of the heavens
and of the earth, the parable of his light
(q.v.) is as if there was a niche [mishkāt, another mysterious architectural term] and
within it a lamp, the lamp enclosed in
glass, the glass like a brilliant star, lit from a
blessed tree, an olive neither of the East
nor of the West, whose oil is luminous, although ﬁre hardly touches it. Light upon
light, God guides whom he wills to his
light.” There is little wonder that the decoration of mi rābs and of tombstones often
included lamps hanging in a niche and
tree-like vegetal ornaments.
The history of this iconography is still in
its infancy but almost every major monu-

ment of Islamic architecture bears, in addition to the common and frequently repeated passages, citations expressing some
special function or purpose or references to
events which have been mostly forgotten.
Examples include the great mosque of
Isfahan (O. Grabar, The great mosque); the
minarets of Iran ( J. Sourdel-Thomine,
Deux minarets and S. Blair, Monumental inscriptions); the striking minaret at Jām in
Afghanistan (A. Maricq and G. Wiet, Le
minaret and J. Moline, The minaret); the inscriptions of the small al-Aqmar mosque in
Cairo, which expresses Shīī aspirations
through qurānic citations (C. Williams,
The cult); the Ghaznavid palace of Lashkar-i Bāzār in Afghanistan, which is the
only building known so far to have used the
Solomonic reference of q 27:44 ( J. SourdelThomine, Lashkar-i bazar); the Firdaws law
school (madrasa) in Aleppo, where a relatively unusual qurānic passage (q 43:68-72)
is found together with an extraordinary
mystical text made to look like a qurānic
inscription (Y. Tabbaa, Constructions of
power). In the great mausoleums of the
Mughal emperors of India (r. 932⁄15261274⁄1858), a wealth of qurānic inscriptions have allowed some scholars (W. Begley and Z.A. Desai, Taj Mahal) to interpret
the buildings themselves in an unusual way
as slightly blasphemous attempts to create
on earth God’s own paradise. These interpretations have not convinced all historians, but the point still remains that the
choice of inscriptions and of qurānic citations is not accidental and reﬂects precise
concerns on the part of patrons and constitutes a powerful message to the outside
world.
In general, it is proper to conclude that
qurānic citations were important signifying components of Islamic art, especially
of architecture. They became part of the
monument and served as guarantors or
witnesses of its function and of the reasons
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for its creation. They could be highly personalized, as in the epitaphs ﬁlling graveyards, where endlessly repeated statements
are attached to individuals or more general
proclamations of power, glory or good
deeds projected to the whole of humankind and especially to the faithful. What is,
however, less clear is the extent to which
these messages were actually understood
and absorbed. It is, in part, a matter of
evaluating the level of literacy which existed over the centuries or at the time of a
building’s construction. It is also a matter
of seeking in the chronicles and other
sources describing cities and buildings actual discussions of the choice of inscriptions made. These descriptions, however,
are surprisingly rare. Often it seems as
though this powerful visual instrument,
from which modern scholars have derived
so many interpretations, was hardly noticed in its own time. Much remains to be
done, therefore, in studying the response
of a culture to its own practice, if one is to
accept the position that the use of the
qurānic word can be equated with the use
of images in other religious systems. It is
just possible that modern, primarily Western, scholarship misunderstood the meaning of these citations by arbitrarily establishing such an equation.
In a fascinating way, the contemporary
scene has witnessed rather interesting
transformations of this iconographic practice. A recently-erected mosque in Tehran,
the al-Ghadir Mosque designed by the architect Jahangir Mazlum and completed in
1987, is covered with large written statements, for the most part in glazed or unglazed bricks. Some of these calligraphic
panels are indeed placed like icons or
images in a church and contain qurānic
passages. Others are pious statements or
prayers, for example the ninety-nine names
of God on the ceiling and the endlessly repeated profession of faith (see confession

of faith). While the esthetic success of the
structure is debatable, the building itself is
impressive for its use of writing so wellblended into the fabric of the wall that its
legibility is diminished and its value as a
written statement difﬁcult to perceive. It is
almost as if the difﬁculty of reading the
words contributes to their esthetic and
pious values (M. Falamaki, al-Ghadir
mosque). Many other contemporary
mosques, especially the monumental ones,
provide examples of the same difﬁculties
(R. Holod and H. Khan, The mosque).
A particularly spectacular use of the
Qurān has been proposed by the architect
Basil al-Bayati for the city of Riyadh in
Saudi Arabia. He envisioned huge arches
in the shape of open books of the Qurān
along the main highway leading into the
city as a sort of processional alley greeting
the visitor. The project, however, has not
been executed. Yet an open book appears
as the façade of a mosque designed by the
same architect in Aleppo and the Pakistani
sculptor Gulgee created a stunning freestanding mi rāb in the shape of two leaves
from an open Qurān for the King Faisal
Mosque in Islamabad. The effect is striking, if unsettling for those who are used to
traditional forms, but it demonstrates the
contemporary extension of an iconography taken from the Qurān to one that uses
the book itself as a model. Whether successful or not as works of art, these recent
developments clearly indicate that the future will witness further experiments in the
use of the Qurān, as a book or as a source
of citations, to enhance architecture, especially that of mosques, and to send religious and ideological messages. Thus,
shortly after the end of the Cultural Revolution in the primarily Muslim Chinese
province of Sinkiang, a modest plaque at
the entrance of a refurbished mosque in
the small town of Turfan (Tufu in Chinese)
on the edge of the Tarim Basin quoted in
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Arabic script, which presumably was inaccessible to the secret police, q 9:17: “It is not
for idolaters to inhabit God’s places of worship (masājid), witnessing unbelief against
themselves. Their work has failed and in
ﬁre they will forever dwell.” Thus, the Qurān continues to reﬂect the passions, needs,
and aspirations of Muslims everywhere.

canons for scripts and variations of these
scripts around well-deﬁned norms. As a result, from the time of the small Qurān of
Ibn al-Bawwāb (d. 413⁄1022) in the Chester
Beatty Library dated to 391⁄1001 (D.S.
Rice, The unique Ibn al-Bawwāb) until today,
thousands of professional scribes and artists have sought to create variations on the
conventional scripts which would attract
and please the eyes of buyers. These scripts
were not restricted to the text of the
Qurān but, with the major exception of
manuscripts of Persian poetry, the holy
book was the text on which the most effort
was lavished. This is demonstrated by the
magniﬁcent Qurāns of the Mamlūks
(r. 648⁄1250-922⁄1517) in Egypt, Syria and
Palestine and those of the Īlkhānids
(r. 654⁄1256-754⁄1353) in Persia (D. James,
Qurans and After Timur). It is also for the
accurate reading of the qurānic text that
diacritical marks and other identifying
signs were carefully integrated into the
composition of words and of letters without detracting from the availability of the
text. Already with the celebrated “Qarmatian” Qurān of the ﬁfth⁄eleventh or
sixth⁄twelfth centuries, the leaves of which
are spread all over the world (B. St. Laurent, The identiﬁcation), each page became a composed entity to be seen and
appreciated in its own right and in which
writing and ornament are set in an even
balance. A potential conﬂict between form
and content has begun, with the former of
greater importance to the ordinary faithful
and the latter more important to the collectors of artistic writing or calligraphy.

The forms of the Qurān
Thanks to important recent studies in the
paleography of early Arabic (F. Déroche,
Les manuscrits du Coran; Y. Tabbaa, The
transformation; E. Whelan, Writing the
word) and to the stunning discovery of
some forty thousand parchment pages of
early Islamic manuscripts of the Qurān in
the Yemen, we are beginning to understand the evolution of the Arabic script
used in manuscripts of the Qurān in spite
of the total absence of properly-dated examples before the third⁄ninth century. The
variety of early scripts was already recognized by the bibliographer Ibn al-Nadīm
(d. ca. 385⁄995) and modern collectors
have transformed early pages of what is
known in the trade as “Kūfic” writing into
works of art which frequently fetch high
prices on the market.
It is much more difﬁcult to decide whether these early manuscripts were indeed
meant to have a formal esthetic value independent of their sacred content. Some of
them acquired many forms of ornamental
detail, which will be examined in the following section of this entry. It is also difﬁcult to evaluate whether they or the many
styles of angular writing discovered in the
anā trove or elsewhere were meant primarily for the pleasure of the beholder.
Matters changed considerably after the introduction of a proportioned script (al-kha
al-mansūb) by the Abbāsid vizier Ibn
Muqla (d. 328⁄940) in the fourth⁄tenth
century. The establishment of a modular
system of writing made it possible to create

Enhancement of the Qurān through art
Two aspects of the enhancement of the
Qurān have already been mentioned: the
varieties of styles of writing and the addition of small, ornamental, usually abstract
or ﬂoral, features in the midst of the text
itself or in the margins. At some point, large
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headings were introduced between sūras
and some of these acquired decorative designs. A group of pages, presumably in the
Egyptian National Library in Cairo but
not seen since their publication by B. Moritz almost a century ago, uses arcades and
other architectural features, perhaps representing or symbolizing places of prayer, as
well as geometric and ﬂoral designs. Large
ﬂoral compositions project into the margins and the design of these headings has
been compared to the tabulae ansatae of
classical antiquity. In Mamlūk, Īlkhānid or
later manuscripts, the cartouches with the
titles of each sūra are often dramatically
separated from the text proper, while in
earlier manuscripts they are more closely
imbricated with each other. Enhancement
could also be provided by variations in size.
There are minuscule copies of the Qurān
and gigantic ones, like the Tīmūrid one
which requires a special stand to be used
and whose pages cannot be read and
turned simultaneously. Accounts of calligraphers, especially in Iran, often boast of
such feats of marvelous transformations
of the holy book, thereby illustrating the
major traditional esthetic value of being
“astonishing” (ajīb). Qurāns were also
honored with fancy and expensive bindings. Especially valued copies were even
kept in special boxes. When the Almohad
ruler Abd al-Mumin (r. 524⁄1130-558⁄
1163) received from the people of Cordoba
the copy of the Qurān which had allegedly belonged to the caliph Uthmān (r. 23⁄
644-35⁄656) and preserved traces of his
blood, he hired jewelers, metalworkers,
painters and leather workers to embellish
it. In Ottoman times (r. 680⁄1281-1342⁄
1924) particularly beautiful cabinets were
made for keeping pages and manuscripts of
the holy book.
It is, on the whole, clear and not particularly surprising that many techniques were
used to honor manuscripts of the Qurān

by making them more attractive and more
exciting than other books and by treating
them like precious items, if not literally like
works of art. What is more difﬁcult to decide is whether certain styles of writing,
certain techniques of binding, certain ways
of ornamenting pages and certain motifs
were, generally and exclusively, restricted
to the Qurān. The argument may be
made for the composition of pages after
the ﬁfth⁄eleventh century and for scripts
which, angular or cursive, were written
with particular care when used for the holy
text. More tentatively, it may be argued
that certain types of decorative feature like
the marginal ornaments — which also
served to signal divisions within the text —
were exclusively restricted to the Qurān.
All these hypotheses, however, still await
investigation and discussion. The difﬁculty
they present is well illustrated by two hitherto unique pages from the trove in Yemen
which were published by H.C. von Bothmer (Architekturbilder) and discussed by
O. Grabar (The mediation). They illustrate
large architectural ensembles, which have
been interpreted as mosques shown in a
curious but not unique mix of plans and
elevations. Are they really images of
mosques? If so, are they representations of
speciﬁc buildings or evocations of generic
types? Could they be illustrations of passages in the Qurān describing buildings in
paradise? There are as yet no ﬁrm answers
to these questions, but it may be suggested
that there was a complex vocabulary of
forms more or less restricted to the enhancement of the Qurān. These forms did
indeed create an art. See also material
culture and the qurn.
Oleg Grabar
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Artery and Vein
The only qurānic reference to these vessels
which carry blood away from and to the
heart is the word warīd, usually translated
as “jugular vein:” “We are nearer to him
than his jugular vein” (q 50:16). The critical nature of the jugular heightens the import of the message: Just as human life is
dependent upon this vein, so human existence is dependent upon God. Exegetes
have observed four constellations of meaning in the verse: the closeness of God to
the believer, the protection afforded the
believer by God, God’s control of and
oversight of the individual and the profound relationship which demands caution in all of one’s activities. Al-Bay āwī
(d. ca. 716⁄1317) stresses that God knows

ascension
everything about humans and this knowledge encompasses all details about the
individual. Thus, God is closer to the individual than even the most intimate living
person. This knowledge has immediate
spiritual beneﬁt because the believer can
thus be assured that he is “closer to God
because of his knowledge of humans.”
Al-Qur ubī (d. 671⁄1272), on the other
hand, ﬁnds signiﬁcance in the blood ﬂowing through the vein and sees this as symbolizing that God is “in control of and
oversees everything the individual does or
thinks.” Hence, one becomes aware of
God’s closeness and lives in cautious
awareness. He concludes that if one “knew
the meaning of the verse, one would never
do anything against God” ( Jāmi, iv, 4, no.
3362). For ūfī commentators (see fism
and the qurn), the divine watchfulness
is a key factor in interpreting this verse.
They see it as indicating a spiritual relationship between God and the believer that
transcends ordinary language. They hold
that this closeness is the conﬁrmation of
the special spiritual states, namely “intimacy” (uns) and “nearness” (qurb), that a true
believer moves through in his spiritual
quest. Thus, these words are held to denote
experiential levels of religious attainment
and the verse is a scriptural validation of
the metaphysical system that the ūfīs
practice in their spiritual exercises. The
ūfī commentator al-Qushayrī (d. 465⁄
1072), for example, elaborates a complex
system of meanings based on nearness to
God that ends with an exploration of selfidentity. The Pakistani savant Abdullāh
Yūsuf Alī (1872-1948), in the commentary
on his translation of the Qurān, combines
these notions when he argues that just as
the blood vessel is the vehicle of life and
consciousness, so God “knows more truly
the innermost state of our feeling and consciousness than does our own ego” (The
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holy Qurān, 1412 n. 4952). In short, the
word is universally interpreted by commentators to indicate the depth of God’s
relationship with human beings.
Earle H. Waugh
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Asbāb al-Nuzūl see occasions of
revelation

Ascension
Muammad’s night journey. The qurānic
grounding of the ascent (mirāj) of Muammad is tenuous in two ways. In the ﬁrst
place, the ascent is not described and the
term mirāj is not used in the Qurān. Secondly, the Qurān stresses that Muammad
brings no miracle (q.v.) other than the
divinely-wrought miracle of the Qurān
itself (see inimitability). Even so, key
qurānic passages are woven through the
post-qurānic narrative of Muammad’s
ascent.
The qurānic evidence for the tradition of
the ascension is the ﬁrst verse of q 17, “The
Night Journey” (Sūrat al-Isrā): “Glory to
the one who took his servant on a night
journey from the sacred place of prayer
(al-masjid al- arām) to the furthest place of
prayer (al-masjid al-aq ā, see aq mosque)
upon which we have sent down our blessing, that we might show him some of our
signs (q.v.). He is the all-hearing, the allseeing.” The tradition has understood “the
sacred place of prayer” either as the sacred
enclosure at Mecca (q.v.) or the Kaba (q.v.)
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itself. However, the identity of “the furthest
place of prayer” has been disputed, leading to several traditions about the ascension. One modern scholarly view holds
that the oldest tradition identiﬁed “the furthest place of prayer” with the heavenly
prototype of the Kaba. The night journey
(isrā) was then a night journey from Mecca
through the heavens to the celestial Kaba.
A later tradition identiﬁed “the furthest
place of prayer” as the abode of sanctuary
(bayt al-maqdis), which is considered to be in
Jerusalem (q.v.). Finally, the two journeys,
the vertical and horizontal, were harmonized as Muammad was portrayed on a
night journey to Jerusalem and from there
on an ascension from Jerusalem through
the heavens (see B. Schrieke and J. Horovitz, Mirādj).
The debate over the layers of tradition
and the goal of the journey is largely based
upon extra-qurānic evidence. There is little further information to be found in sūra
17. Verse 60 does mention a vision (ruyā)
but within a hypothetical framework not
tied clearly to q 17:1. Verses 90-3 offer a list
of proofs that the opponents of Muammad demand from him to validate his
prophecy: a spring that bursts forth from
the earth; a garden of date palms and
grape vines among which rivers are gushing; the ability to bring down the sky or to
summon God and the angels (see angel);
possession of an ornamented abode (bayt);
and the ability of the prophet to “rise (ruqī)
into the sky.” These challenges are answered not by the claim that Muammad
has carried out or could carry out such
wonders, but rather by the repetition that
he is merely a mortal messenger (q.v.).
Yet the challenges of q 17:90-3 could have
been an impetus for later storytellers who,
qurānic statements to the contrary notwithstanding, began elaborating the miracles of Muammad in competition with

miracle stories from other religious traditions. In such a spirit, storytellers may have
been provoked by q 17:90-3 into vindicating Muammad more literally in the face
of such challenges. According to some ascension accounts, Muammad indeed attains a garden with gushing rivers — often
named and speciﬁed as four — and a
spring (zamzam) that bursts from the
ground (see wells and springs).
In the ascension stories, q 17:1 is collated
with the depiction of Muammad’s prophetic vision or visions in q 53, “The Star”
(Sūrat al-Najm). Verses 1-12 begin with an
oath, “By the star as it falls,” then explain
that “your companion” is not deluded and
does not speak out of desire (hawā) but that
the vision is a revelation given to him by
one of great power. What was seen is described as being on the uppermost horizon,
and then coming within a distance of “two
bows’ length” (kāna qāba qawsayn). Some
consider q 53:13-8 to be another description of the same vision, while others maintain that it is a description of a separate
vi-sion. Here, there is another descent
(nazla ukhrā) at the lote tree of the furthest
boundary (sidrat al-muntahā) when the tree
was enshrouded. In a phrase that would be
key to the ascension tradition, the gaze of
the Prophet neither exceeded its bounds
nor strayed (mā zāgha l-ba aru wa-mā aghā).
The passage ends with a statement that
the Prophet had seen one or more of the
greater signs of his Lord (min āyāti l-rabbihi
l-kubrā).
The opening verses of sūra 53, especially
q 53:12-8, serve as a constant subtext for
the ascension stories. The lote tree and the
garden of sanctuary ( jannat al-mawā) are
not constants; that is, they appear at different stages in different accounts of the ascent. However, q 53:1-18 was used as a subtext by commentators not only for q 17:1,
but also for the depiction of the descent
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of revelation on the night of destiny (laylat
al-qadr) in q 97:1-5: “We sent him⁄it down
on the night of destiny (see night of
power). What could tell you of the night
of destiny? The night of destiny is better
than a thousand months. The angels come
down — and the spirit among them⁄it⁄
her — by permission of their lord from
every decree. Peace she⁄it is until the rising
of the dawn.” Qurānic commentators disagree on whether what is sent down on the
night of destiny is Gabriel (q.v.; “We sent
him down”) or the qurānic revelation
(“We sent it down”). The angels that are
said to come down in q 97:4 are said, in
some adīth, to have been sent down from
the lote tree of the furthest boundary (cf.
Qur ubī, Jāmi, xx, 133-4). The fact that the
visions of q 53 serve as a subtext for both
the ascension and the night of destiny sets
up a tension between the sending down of
revelation to Muammad and his rising up
to receive it in the heavens. These two
paradigms — the sending down of the revelation and the rising up to receive it —
were in tension throughout the late antique
era and they are clearly in tension in the
tradition surrounding Muammad’s prophetic call. As the tradition holds that the
night of destiny and the night of the ascension are separate events, some commentators associate the ﬁrst vision passage
(q 53:1-12) with the night of destiny and the
second vision passage (q 53:13-18) with the
ascension. The tension is not easily resolved, however, and recurs throughout
the exegetical tradition (see exegesis of
the qurn: classical and medieval).
A particularly revealing and brilliantly il-

lustrated example of this tension occurs
in the commentary of al-Qur ubī ( Jāmi,
xvii, 81-103).
Further heightening the tension between
the ascent and descent paradigms is the intertextual connection between q 97 and
q 70:1-9, which begins with a question
about the “pain that would fall” (adhāb
wāqi): “From God, Master of the ascending stairways (al-maārij), angels and the
spirit (q.v.) ascend to Him on a day whose
span is ﬁfty thousand years. Patience, patience most fair. They see it from afar, we
see it near. A day the sky will be like molten copper and the mountains like ﬂuffs of
wool.” These verses depict the day of
reckoning ( yawm al-dīn; see last judgment) in terms that resonate directly with
other day-of-reckoning passages such as
q 101:4-5, which also refers to a time when
the mountains are like ﬂuffs of wool (al-ihn
al-manfūsh).
A reference to stairways in a passage concerning the rising of the angels at the end
of time would seem at ﬁrst an unlikely
proof for the ascent of Muammad during
his lifetime. However, the intertextual link
of q 97 and q 70:1-9 may have facilitated
the use of the term mirāj and variations on
the -r-j radical in traditional accounts of
Muammad’s ascent. In q 70, the angels
rise; in q 97, the angels descend during the
night of destiny or upon the night of destiny. The night of destiny is “better than a
thousand months.” Similarly, the day of
reckoning is “a day whose span is ﬁfty
thousand years.” These parallels in imagery are strengthened by sound and syntax
parallels:

70:4
97:4

taruju
there rise
tanazzalu
there descend

l-malāikatu
the angels
l-malāikatu
the angels

wa-l-rū u
and the spirit
wa-l-rū u
and the spirit

ilayhi
in⁄upon him⁄it
fīhā
in⁄upon⁄among it⁄them⁄her
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Both the night of prophetic revelation and
the day of reckoning are boundary moments, moments in which the eternal
realm comes into contact with the temporal realm. Although discrete in narrative
sequence, they are nevertheless linguistically embedded within one another. The intertextual link between these two sūras accentuates further the tension between the
ascent and descent models of revelation
even as it binds the two models together.
Another day-of-reckoning passage critical
to the ascension accounts is in q 52:1-10:
“By the Mount [i.e. Mount Sinai]. By the
book inscribed on rolls of parchment most
ﬁne. By the enlivened house (al-bayt almamūr). By the roof raised high. By the sea
boiled over. The pain of your lord will fall
(inna adhāba rabbika la-wāqi). None can
ward it off. On a day the sky will sway and
the mountains will slide.” These verses are
bound to the opening verses of q 70 in that
both contain a warning of the pain that
will fall (adhāb wāqi) and cannot be kept
away, and by their depiction of the mountains sliding on the day of reckoning. Such
intertextual connections cluster around the
term al-bayt al-mamūr, a term difﬁcult to
translate but which means the abode that is
inhabited and, as such, enlivened. The two
major uses of the term bayt in the Qurān
are with little ambiguity attributed to the
Kaba: al-bayt al-atīq (the ancient abode)
and al-bayt al- arām (the sacred abode). The
identity of “the enlivened house,” mentioned only this one time in the Qurān, is
not speciﬁed.
The commentary of al-Qur ubī on “the
enlivened house” ( Jāmi, xvii, 59-61) elaborates on the controversy among various exegetes over which heavenly sphere contains
the house. The region above the seventh
sphere just before the divine throne, the
sixth sphere, the fourth sphere, and lowest
sphere are among the candidates (see cos -

mology in the qurn). In each case, the
enlivened house would be a celestial abode
that corresponds to the Kaba, although
some others claim that the term refers to
the Kaba itself. For those who put the enlivened house in the world of the celestial
spheres, the way is paved for a connection
between the apocalypse (q.v.) — in which
the house will be encountered on the day
of reckoning — and Muammad’s ascent,
a preview of what is revealed on the day of
reckoning. Once Muammad’s ascent is
accepted, then it would be as natural to
ﬁnd him encountering the enlivened house
as it would be to ﬁnd him encountering
the lote tree or the rivers of paradise (alQur ubī cites the proof par excellence for
such an encounter from Muslim’s Sa ī ).
Given the association of “the sacred place
of prayer” with the origin of Muammad’s
journey, the links between sūras 52, 70 and
97 facilitate the identiﬁcation of “the enlivened house” as its goal, particularly when
the journey is seen as one of heavenly ascent, and provide a matrix of qurānic subtexts for the development and differing versions of the traditions about the ascension.
Finally, q 94:1, “Did We not open your
breast?” becomes the evidence for stories
of the extraction of Muammad’s heart
and its puriﬁcation in the waters of zamzam that parallel accounts of shaman-like
preparatory practices in other cultures.
Eventually, almost any aspect of qurānic
language can be incorporated into the ascension tradition but the passages above
form its core.
A passage from Muslim’s Sa ī concerning the Prophet near the culmination of
his ascent offers an example of how these
passages are incorporated into the ascent
narrative: “He [Abraham] was resting his
back against the enlivened house (al-bayt almamūr, q 52:4) into which seventy thousand
angels would disappear each day, not to
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return. Then I was taken to the ‘lote tree of
the furthest boundary’ (q 53:14, sidrat almuntahā). Its leaves were like the ears of elephants and its fruits were as large as jugs of
clay. He said, When by the command of its
lord ‘the tree was enfolded’ (q 53:16) it was
transformed. None of the creatures of
God could describe its beauty. ‘Then God
revealed to me what he revealed’”
(q 53:10).
The ascension traditions expanded in
length, complexity and cultural accretions
throughout the medieval world in which
traditions of heavenly ascent abounded.
The number seventy thousand was standard in the ascent of Enoch stories, for example. In other cases, features of cosmology, both qurānic and extra-qurānic,
associated with the creation were woven
into the story of the ascension.
Muammad’s ascent brought together
the imagery of creation, revelation and the
reckoning, the three major boundary moments of qurānic and extra-qurānic tradition. Examination of the relation of the ascension to extra-qurānic sources must be
left to another occasion. Once the notion
of the physical ascent was established,
qurānic subtexts with strong intertextual
bonds became a vehicle for exploring the
tensions between the this-worldly vision
and the end-of-time vision. Within the
individual religions, the interreligiously
symbolic cosmos of successive spheres or
heavens became the site of contest among
differing religions. The ascension was
Islam’s principle vehicle for expressing
such a contest.
Within the Islamic tradition, these heavens also became the site of exploring the
tension between revelation as sent down to
earth and its retrieval by a prophet rising
through the heavens. Both sets of tensions
were at the core of the apocalyptic traditions that surrounded Islam and with
which Islamic traditions of ascent were

in increasing competition. They were
adapted into the ūfī tradition, both in the
forms of paradigms of ūfī experience and
in ūfī accounts of their own personal ascents. (For Bis āmī’s ascent, see M. Sells,
Early Islamic mysticism, 121-231, 242-50; for
that of Ibn al-Arabī, see his al-Futū āt almakkiyya, trans. M. Chodkiewicz, Les illuminations, 350-81.)
Just as the mosque retains its basic elements but reﬂects the culture in which it is
built, the ascent traditions reﬂect the historical and cultural diversity, tensions and
interactions of the classical Islamic world.
A late pictoral representation of the ascension offers an example. Among the angels
encountered by Muammad is an angel
half of ﬁre and half of ice, reﬂecting a dichotomy and experience that can be traced
back to the world of 1 Enoch (Séguy, plate
10). The angels recite the tasbī (Praise be
to God!) in the same place that the angels
in the Jewish Merkevah tradition recite the
qedusha. Yet this angel in full lotus position
reﬂects the cultural sphere of Buddhism,
even as the facial features, dress and the
bearing of this and other angels are Mongolian.
Michael Sells
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Asceticism
The principles or practice of people who
engage in rigorous self-discipline, abstinence and austerity for the sake of spiritual
or intellectual discipline. The Arabic term
zuhd — not found in the Qurān — has
usually been translated as “asceticism” but
would be better rendered as “renunciation
of the world.” Another Arabic word that
does not appear in the Qurān, nask (also
vocalized as nusk and nusuk), which designates the pious lifestyle of the hermit, is a
closer equivalent of “asceticism.” There is
not much about asceticism in the Qurān,
but a certain amount of attention is given
to two key elements of the ascetic lifestyle,
vigils (q.v.) and fasting (q.v.), while there are
also brief mentions of a third, weeping
(q.v.), and of monasticism (rahbāniyya, see
monasticism and monks), which asceticism overlaps. By contrast, the Qurān does
not advocate celibacy (see sex and sexuality; abstinence), another key element
of asceticism, but enjoins marriage (see
marriage and divorce). Men are permitted the pleasures of sex with wives and
slave-girls. The Qurān also rejects the idea
that one should give all one’s wealth away
(q 17:26-9). While almsgiving (q.v.) is enjoined, the absolute and voluntary poverty
which is characteristic of asceticism is not
recommended. However, the presence of
Christian — and especially Syrian — asceticism in the historical background to the
Qurān is undoubtedly important as are
the vigils apparently observed by Muammad himself.

asceticism
Background
In eastern Christianity, in the centuries before Muammad, one ﬁnds an extremely
strong ascetic tradition. Notably, one encounters the “Sons of the Covenant,” who
were neither priests nor monks but pursued
mortiﬁcation of the ﬂesh and devotional
exercises. Celibacy, even within marriage,
was particularly venerated. Although
Egypt is supposedly the birthplace of
Christian monasticism, abstention from
food does not seem to have been more
than moderate amongst Egyptian monastics. In Syria, however, the mortiﬁcation of
the ﬂesh was more extreme: There were
“browsers” who ate nothing but plants and
wearers of heavy iron chains, alongside the
celebrated “stylites,” ascetics who lived on
the tops of pillars for decades. Here laymen often retired into solitude to live like
hermits for a time, and nightly vigils for
prayer and recitation were particularly
prominent. It is not clear how all of this
would have had an inﬂuence on the
Qurān. According to Christian sources, a
large number of Arabs from northern Arabia came to the most famous of the stylites,
St. Simeon Stylites (ca. 390-459 c.e.) and
were converted by him (A. Vööbus, History,
ii, 253-4). T. Andrae (Mohammed, 83-8) insists that Syrian Christian asceticism lies at
the root of the Qurān’s piety but K. Wagtendonk (Fasting, 129) sees this view as “certainly one-sided.”
Mu ammad outside the Qurān
In assessing extra-qurānic materials that
attribute ascetic practices or teachings to
Muammad one comes up against the
problems of the authenticity, historicity
and reliability of the adīth. Muammad
is credited with advocating poverty and
weeping (Wensinck, Handbook, q.v. “Poor”
and “Weeping”). In general, however, the
adīths which have been collected that favor a renunciation of the world are often
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vague exhortations to a life of piety as
opposed to speciﬁc recommendations of
ascetic practices. By contrast, Muammad
is said to have rejected both monasticism
and the “wandering” (siyā a) characteristic
of the Syrian anchorites (Wagtendonk,
Fasting, 129-30). As regards Muammad’s
own practices, we are told that before his
mission he would spend one month a year
in seclusion on mount irā (ibid., Fasting,
32-3). There he would engage in “the holding of pious exercises” (ta annuth, a word
again not found in the Qurān, and the exact meaning of which is not clear). Apparently asceticism as such did not exist as an
indigenous Arabian phenomenon; fasting
and other forms of abstinence existed only
in particular rituals and as penance or as
the result of speciﬁc vows but not as part of
asceticism in the sense of a permanent way
of life (cf. Wagtendonk, Fasting, 8, 31-40;
and G. Hawting, Taannuth).

the same sūra (q 73:20) we are informed
that Muammad and some of his followers
keep vigils for two-thirds, half or a third of
the night. As there then ensues an obscure
continuation, generally considered to be
God’s abrogation (q.v.) of his earlier command at the beginning of q 73, this verse
is said to have been revealed much later.
God now gives a collective command to
Muammad’s followers to recite as much
of the Qurān as they can easily manage,
given their various difﬁculties (cf. Wensinck, Tahadjdjud). It is not clear, however,
whether this collective command also includes Muammad himself; if it does not,
then it does not require the hypothesis of
abrogation and subsequent revelation since
there is no contradiction with the initial individual command addressed to Muammad. In q 76:26 Muammad is again told
to prostrate himself to God and praise
him through the night (see adoration;
bowing and prostration). In q 25:64 we
are told that God’s servants are those who
spend the night prostrating themselves and
standing in worship (q.v.) of him. In q 17:79
the command to keep a vigil is again addressed to Muammad alone and it is explained that this is a “work of supererogation” (nāfila) for which Muammad may
be rewarded with a glorious position in the
hereafter (see reward and punishment).
In q 39:9 a rhetorical question asks whether someone who spends the night in worship, prostrating himself and standing up,
in wariness as regards his fate in the next
world and in hope of God’s benevolence,
is equal with someone who does not. In
q 3:113 we are told that among the People
of the Book (q.v.) there are some good people who recite the scriptures and prostrate
themselves all night long (see scripture
and the qurn). In q 51:15-8 the righteous are depicted as being rewarded in
heaven for having slept little at night and

Mu ammad and vigils in the Qurān
In the Qurān itself Muammad is shown
as engaging in vigils (q 73:1-4, 20). Here the
injunction to Muammad to keep awake
for half the night is an echo of eastern
Christian teachings. Similarly, the qurānic
injunction for Muammad and his followers to recite the Qurān (see recitation
of the qurn) during vigils also echoes
Christian practices in which the recitation
of the scriptures formed an important part
of the vigil along with constant prostration. Here again, the Qurān’s assertion
that Muammad’s true followers have
marks on their faces as a result of their
constant prostrating (q 48:29) is an echo of
a classic eastern Christian topos. The actual term for “keeping a vigil,” tahajjud, occurs only once in the Qurān (q 17:79). In
q 73:1-4 the command to keep a vigil and
to recite the Qurān for about half the
night is addressed to Muammad alone. In
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for praying at dawn and in q 32:16 they are
shown as forsaking their beds in order to
pray in fear and in hope.

F. Meier has pointed out (Bakkā, 960),
there is clear evidence of historical continuity between the two traditions, from the
Coptic and Syrian monks, with Isaac of
Nineveh in the seventh century c.e., to the
“weepers” of early Islam. In the Qurān
there are explicit references to weeping:
The recitation of the Qurān itself causes
people to weep (q 17:109) and in the past
the recitation of God’s previous signs (q.v.)
to true believers had the same effect
(q 19:58).

Fasting
Alongside the obligatory fast in the month
of Rama ān (q.v.) and the examples of
fasting prescribed as penance and acts of
reparation or compensation (see atonement), supererogatory pious fasting is also
mentioned in the Qurān (q 9:112; 33:35;
66:5). In q 9:112 and 66:5 the verb sā a is
used to mean “fast” and here there is certainly an echo of the “wandering” (siyā a)
of the Syrian Christian anchorites. As
Wagtendonk observes, this verb is never
used to designate the fast of Rama ān and
it must designate supererogatory pious fasting as must the verb āma in the comparable passage q 33:35. In all three passages
the context is that of the behavior of pious
Muslims (see piety): They are obedient
(see obedience), persevering, humble, givers of alms, chaste (see chastity), penitent, worshipping and also fasting (men
and women in q 33:35, potential wives of
Muammad in q 66:5 and ﬁghters in the
holy war in q 9:112). However, this context
cannot be seen as that of asceticism and
the extreme fasting of ascetics cannot be
intended. Thus sā a, in spite of its Syrian
ascetic connotations, must here be used in
a weaker sense of “supererogatory pious
fasting” or “voluntary religious fasting” on
a more moderate scale. As for the fast of
Rama ān itself, it has its roots in Judaic
penitential fasting but in the Qurān is
associated with gratitude (q 2:185; see
gratitude and ingratitude): it is a
thank-offering (Wagtendonk, Fasting,
128-43).
Weeping
Weeping is an important aspect of both
Christian and Islamic asceticism and, as

Monasticism
The Qurān’s attitude to asceticism is probably best expressed in its speciﬁc mention
of Christian monasticism (q 57:27). Unfortunately, this verse is unclear and has been
interpreted in different ways. It reads,
“And in the hearts of those who followed
him [i.e. Jesus], we put kindness and benevolence, and monasticism (rahbāniyya) —
they instituted it — we did not prescribe it
for them — out of desire to please God.
But they did not observe it as they ought.”
Some exegetes take the view that here rahbāniyya is not one of the objects of God’s
“putting:” thus it would be of purely human origin. Other exegetes do see rahbāniyya as put in the hearts of Christians by
God, and, thus, of divine origin but not
prescribed for everyone and later perverted (cf. A.J. Wensinck, Rahbāniyya;
McAuliffe, Qurānic, 263-81). The idea, in
any case, seems to be that the extreme
asceticism of Christian monasticism,
however well-intentioned, is an unrealistic
and impractical ideal and the monks have
not lived up to it. This interpretation is
supported by the Qurān’s brief references to the Christian monks themselves:
On the one hand, the Christians are closest to the Muslims because they have
priests and monks (q 5:82) but, on the
other hand, the monks have become
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objects of worship and have amassed
riches (q 9:31-4).
Julian Baldick
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Ashes
The solid residue left when a material is
burnt. The word “ashes” (ramād) occurs
only once in the Qurān, in 14:18: “A similitude of those who have disbelieved in their
Lord: Their actions will be like ashes swept
away by a severe wind on a stormy day.
They have no power over what they
earned; it is this that is extreme misguidance.” As the phrase “swept away by a severe wind on a stormy day” qualiﬁes the
ashes, it will be discussed here as well (see
also air and wind). The point of the simile is that on the day of resurrection the disbelievers who had hoped to be saved on
the strength of their supposedly good actions will be disappointed because these
deeds will not avail them “just as no one
can control ashes when [God] sends a
wind against them on a blustery day”
(abarī, Tafsīr, xiii, 198). The verse thus
emphasizes the importance of grounding
actions in faith and the utter futility of actions not so grounded, for the latter will
not only be reduced to ashes, but these
ashes themselves will be blown away and
no trace of them will be left behind (Za-

makhsharī, Kashshāf, ii, 298; Rāzī, Tafsīr,
xix, 105; Qu b, ilāl, iv, 2094).
The qurānic use of the word ramād in the
sense of wasted effort represents an older
usage most likely derived from a nomadic
lifestyle. The wind blowing away the ashes
left by a campﬁre must have been a familiar sight to the dwellers of the desert (cf.
Qu b, ilāl, iv, 2094). A proverb such as
“Your brother roasted [meat] until it was
cooked, but then threw ashes over it (rammada)” means that he spoiled the good he
had done (cf. Lisān al-Arab, q.v. r-m-d, and
Zamakhsharī, Asās, q.v. r-m-d). This particular usage appears to antedate the Qurān,
as does this expression for destruction: “We
arrived in this town and were reduced to
ashes (ramadnā) in it” (Zamakhsharī, Asās,
q.v. r-m-d ). From a literary viewpoint, the
Qurān’s comparison of certain kinds of
human actions to ashes is an instance of
what the twentieth-century Egyptian theologian Sayyid Qu b represents as the characteristic qurānic technique, corporealizing (tajsīm) abstractions (al-Ta wīr al-fannī fī
l-Qurān).
Although the word “ashes” occurs only
once in the Qurān and expresses wasted
efforts, there are several instances in which
other words and images are used to represent utter destruction in a similar eschatological context (see eschatology). God
will turn the actions of the disbelievers into
scattered dust motes (habāan manthūran,
q 25:23); the disbelievers will realize that
their actions have been nulliﬁed. What
they had regarded as water will turn out
to be a mirage (q 24:39). The wealth such
people might have spent on good causes
will become like a crop hit by a freezing
cold wind (q 3:117). The actions of someone who does somebody a favor and then
reminds him of it will be washed away like
the layer of dust on a rock (q 2:264). Thus
it may be seen that q 14:18, with its mention of ashes, belongs to a larger category
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of verses. Indeed the concept of nulliﬁcation of deeds is stated and explained in
many places in the Qurān and all the
above-mentioned verses and many others
may be subsumed under that general
concept. See also apocalypse; resurrection.
Mustansir Mir
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Ass see animal life
Association see politics and the
qurn

Astray
To wander from a set path. alla, the root
of which ( -l-l) means “to err,” “to go
astray,” “to lose one’s way,” is a ubiquitous
and fundamental qurānic concept that appears 191 times in forty-seven derivatives of
the Arabic verb. The best-known example
is al- āllīn “those who go astray,” the ﬁnal
word in the opening sūra of the Qurān
(Sūrat al-Fātia, see ftia). It is linked
in the same sūra to a central qurānic
theme “the straight way” (al- irā almustaqīm).
In pre-Islamic sources, the word alla is
employed primarily in discourse on mundane matters related to travel in the desert.
With the advent of Islam and the growing
inﬂuence of the Qurān on the Arabic language (q.v.), alla assumed an array of
moral and spiritual meanings related to the
straight way. This concept, ﬁrst encountered in q 1:6, forms the basis of one of
several religious dichotomies that charac-

terize the qurānic worldview: the distinction between belief (īmān) and unbelief
(kufr, see belief and unbelief). In Sunnī
sources, the straight way is interpreted as
God’s guidance (hudā) consisting of the
Qurān and the exemplary words and
practices of Muammad (q.v.). Humans
respond to God’s guidance either with
belief — demonstrated by accepting
God’s guidance and adhering to the way
(ihtidā) — or with unbelief characterized
by straying ( alāl or alāla), the rejection of
guidance and right conduct. Thus straying
came to represent the harmful, base inclinations of human nature in the Qurān’s
dualistic moral conception.
The synonyms, correlatives and derivatives of alla reﬂect its variant but related
qurānic meanings. Synonyms include
ighwā (temptation, enticement to evil),
khusrān, (spiritual deterioration, moral depravity) and shaqā (misery, suffering).
Among the chief causes of a person’s going
astray are Satan’s desire to lead people
astray (q 4:60) and the natural, destructive
appetites and passions of human nature
(ahwā, sing. hawā, q 5:77; 6:56). The most
prominent and exhaustively interpreted
derivative is al- āllīn. Classical Sunnī exegesis regularly identiﬁes “those who have
gone astray” (al- āllīn) as the Christians
who once possessed but subsequently lost
true knowledge of the way. The famous
commentator al-abarī (d. 310⁄923), however, points out that both Jews and Christians have incurred God’s wrath and have
gone astray in the same manner (Tafsīr, i,
189-95; see jews and judaism; chris tians
and christianity). Modern Sunnī commentators tend to interpret “those who
have gone astray” more broadly, given the
absence in the Qurān of speciﬁc reference
to any particular religious group. For example, M. al-Sharāwī, a famous contemporary Egyptian shaykh, states that al- āllīn
are people who do not know the way to
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where they want to go, who adopt any way
of life other than God’s and who thus become Satan’s associate (Tafsīr, i, 90). Predictably, Shīī commentators identify
“those who have gone astray” as those who
do not recognize the spiritual primacy of
the imām (q.v.). In mystical exegesis, spiritual seekers go astray if they fail to see the
beauty and love of God in all things. See
also fism and the qurn; shsm and
the qurn; exegesis of the qurn.
Exegetical differences concerning going
astray fueled debate in early Islamic theology on the question of indeterminism versus determinism (see freedom and predes tination). Some verses seem to afﬁrm
the principle of free will: “Those who receive guidance, do so for the good of their
own souls. Those who stray, do so to their
own loss” (q 10:108); “Let him who will, believe. Let him who will, reject” (q 18:29).
Other verses appear to support the doctrine of God’s causality: “For those whom
God has led astray (man yu lili llāh), never
will you ﬁnd the way” (q 4:88); “God leads
astray ( yu illu) those whom he pleases and
guides whom he pleases” (q 14:4). Alabarī deals with this controversy in his
commentary on “those who have gone
astray” in q 1:7, ﬁrst dismissing the conclusion that humans are free to choose their
spiritual destiny and then afﬁrming the traditional view that God is the cause of human action (Tafsīr, i, 195-7). The trend in
modern commentary is to reconcile the apparent contradictions. A. Yūsuf Alī’s
commentary on q 81:28-9 argues for a
compromise position: “Both extremes, viz.,
cast-iron Determinism and an idea of
Chaotic Free-will, are condemned” (The
holy Qurān, ad loc.). M. Mir avers that according to q 92:5-10 “God facilitates (taysīr)
the doing of good actions for those who
would perform them, and… he facilitates
the doing of evil actions for those who
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would do such actions” (Dictionary, 79-80).
M. an awī, the Shaykh of Sunnī Islam’s
al-Azhar University, holds that God gives
humans only what they ﬁrst choose for
themselves: guidance for those who seek
the straight path through God and misguidance for those who opt to go astray.
James A. Toronto
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Astronomy see cosmology in the
qurn

Asylum see protection; oaths
Atheism see polytheism and atheism
Atmospheric Phenomena see
natural world and the qurn

Atom see science and the qurn

Atonement
The act of making amends for an injury or
an offense. The idea that acts, whether
moral or ritual lapses, can be atoned or
compensated for by other acts occurs on a
number of occasions in the Qurān, but it
does not seem possible to construct either a
clear or complete doctrine of atonement
on the basis of the qurānic references
alone. In three passages, the act which
atones, expiates or compensates is called a
kaffāra (cf. the cognates in the other Semitic
languages; see foreign vocabulary), but
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there are other words used as well which
are not easy to distinguish in sense.
q 5:45 says that waiving, as an act of
charity, one’s right to retaliate for an injury
or a death suffered is an atonement (kaffāra). In this instance the idea seems to be
that a voluntary meritorious act can atone
for past sin. Here the commentators discuss whether the sin in question is that of
the perpetrator or that of the one who
waives his right to retaliate. In other passages the act of atonement appears to be
undertood more as a compulsory consequence of a speciﬁed act or lapse.
q 5:89 — where the word kaffāra occurs
twice — sets out a choice of atonements in
connection with oaths (q.v.): feeding ten
poor people according to the normal level
of the provision for one’s own family,
clothing them, emancipating a slave or
fasting (q.v.) for three days. Commentators
disagree whether the selected act atones for
an oath which, for one reason or another,
was not properly made (al-laghw fī aymānikum) or for an oath which was binding (mā
aqqadtumu l-aymān) but broken. In this connection it is questionable whether the idea
of atonement for a sin (see sin, major and
minor) or lapse actually applies since release from oaths which it was not desirable
or possible to keep was a frequent and normal procedure.
q 5:95 sets out three possible courses of
action for someone who infringes the law
by killing game ( ayd, see hunting and
fishing) while in the state of ritual consecration (i rām) of the pilgrim (see pilgrimage). Such a person should provide a
“compensation” ( jazā, see recompense) in
the form of a domestic animal comparable
to the animal killed, to be brought as an
offering (hady, see sacrifice) at the Kaba
(q.v.); or he should make an “atonement”
(kaffāra) by feeding an unspeciﬁed number
of the poor or fasting for an unspeciﬁed

period of time. These requirements are interpreted in qurānic commentary in ways
which suggest no clear distinction between
the idea of compensation and that of atonement. Some regard all three courses of action as equal in value so that the one who
has killed an animal in a consecrated state
may choose freely from among them (see
consecration of animals). Others regard the offering of an animal in compensation as preferable to the other two possibilities and thus perhaps see compensation
as different in nature from atonement.
One possible distinction is that the compensation involves doing something comparable in kind to the sin: “As for [God’s]
saying, ‘a compensation of livestock similar
to what he killed,’ he is saying that [the
hunter] owes the equivalent and the reimbursement” (wa-ammā qawluhu “fa-jazāun
mithlu mā qatala min al-naami” [q 5:95] fainnahu yaqūlu wa-alayhi kifāun wa-badalun,
abarī, Tafsīr, xi, 13). The idea that one
can make up for having missed a duty by
performing something similar in different
circumstances occurs too without the word
compensation ( jazā). For example, in
q 2:184 it is said that someone who does not
fast because he is sick or travelling might
make up the missed days at a later time.
Another concept which seems to carry
connotations of atonement is that of “ransom” ( ﬁdya). q 2:184 prescribes the feeding
of a poor person or something more than
that as a ransom ( ﬁdya) for someone who
has failed to fast, and q 2:196 asks for a
ransom of fasting, charity or sacriﬁce from
someone who has had to interrupt his pilgrimage.
q 58:3-4 sets out a choice of acts required
from a man who renounces sexual relations
with his wife ( yuāhirūna min nisāihim) by
an oath known as ihār but then wished to
retract it and resume sexual relations (see
abstention). It is not clear whether the
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acts set out are a consequence of having
made such an oath in the ﬁrst place or are
a condition of release from it. They are arranged not as equal alternatives but in descending order of acceptability: freeing a
slave, fasting for two consecutive months,
or feeding sixty poor people. Though the
word “atonement” (kaffāra) is not used
here, a connection with q 5:89 seems obvious. Commentaries and works of Islamic
law freely use “atonement” (kaffāra) when
discussing the case.
The idea of atonement also occurs in
q 2:54 in connection with the story of the
worship of the calf of gold (q.v.) by the
Children of Israel (q.v.). The words of
Moses (q.v.), “Kill yourselves,” are understood as a command to the Israelites to
atone to God for their sin. In commentary
we are frequently told that the Israelites’
subsequent ﬁghting and killing one another
was an atonement (kaffāra). See also law
and the qurn; repentance and penance.

modern Arabic word for “authority,” sula,
does not occur in the Qurān. Its cognate,
sulān, does indeed occur there frequently,
although solely as a verbal noun with an
abstract sense. Sulān denotes mainly, according to the classical exegetes, “proof ”
or “argument”; it only occasionally seems
to mean “authority,” and even then mostly
in association with “proof.” Other terms
which denote some form of authority are
quwwa (power), amr (command), ukm
( judgment or decision) and mulk (sovereignty, possession or power). With the exception of q 4:59, which might hint at political authority, the authority with which
the Qurān is concerned is essentially religious with credal, theological, legal, eschatological and moral implications.
There is no ambiguity whatsoever in the
Qurān that all, full and absolute authority
in the entire universe belongs to God and
God alone. The Qurān thus keeps repeating: “To [God] belongs the sovereignty
(mulk) of the heavens and the earth” (e.g.
q 5:40; 9:116). Although this authority does
derive from God’s singular and unique omnipotence, omnipresence and omniscience,
it is essentially based on his being the creator of all things and on his holding supreme sway over their affairs in all matters,
including the day of judgment (see last
judgment). Thus one ﬁnds the strikingly
simple “verily His is the creation and the
command.” (a-lā lahu l-khalqu wa-l-amr,
q 7:54). This makes God’s relationship to
his creatures one of sovereignty and
ownership (mulk), where he is “the lord of
all being” (rabb al-ālamīn, e.g. q 1:2) and his
creatures are his servants and worshippers
(ibād, abīd, sing. abd, e.g. q 39:10). This relationship is one which all human beings
accepted collectively before creation (q.v.)
and which constituted the primordial and
binding covenant (mīthāq, see covenant)
between humankind and God (see adam
and eve). It is binding for man until the
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Authority
The right to act or command. The concept of authority is clearly attested in the
Qurān but is not imparted by a single
term or expression. The most common
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day of judgment and man cannot deny being aware of it (q 7:172). Accordingly, the
Qurān emphasizes repeatedly the fundamental importance of man’s obedience
(āa, see obedience) to God (e.g. q 3:50).
While the Qurān presents God as empowering both individuals and groups to
perform extraordinary acts — e.g. Dhū
l-Qarnayn (q 18:83-98), Moses’ (q.v.) companion (q 18:60-82; see khair ⁄khir)
and the people of Ād (q.v.; q 7:74) — such
acts do not necessarily provide them with
authority. In one case only does a verse
come close to associating empowerment
with authority. When God created Adam,
he made him a vice-regent (khalīfa, see
caliph) on earth, asked the angels to prostrate before him (q 2:30-4; see adoration;
angel; bowing and prostration) and
put the fruits of the earth at his service (e.g.
q 55:1-27). Nevertheless, in the Qurān the
only area where God’s authority is unambiguously and actually delegated to any
creature is prophecy (see prophets and
prophethood).
According to the Qurān, God selected
from among humankind a number of
prophets and messengers (see messenger)
as guides to his way and warners against
deviating from it (see warning). These
messengers are provided by God, among
other things, with power and authority
supported by proof (sulān, q 11:96; 4:144).
The most paramount of these is a scripture
(kitāb, see book; scripture and the
qurn) which carries God’s authoritative
message (e.g. q 2:29; 4:54, 113). Hence belief in it is a requirement of faith (q.v.; e.g.
q 2:177, 285; 3:84; see also belief and
unbelief). Most importantly, though, these
prophets are fundamentally aware that
their authority is not independently acquired, but is derived from God (e.g.
q 14:11). It is precisely because of this that
they can demand obedience from others:
“We sent no messenger save that he be

obeyed by God’s leave” (wa-mā arsalnā min
rasūlin illā li-yuāa bi-idhni llāh, q 4:64). This
obedience to the prophets is given an elevated position in the Qurān and in the
case of the Prophet Muammad it is coupled frequently with obedience to God, as
in the repeated statement “Obey God and
the messenger” (aīū llāha wa-l-rasūl, e.g.
q 3:32, 132). Indeed, obedience to the
Prophet is equated once with obedience to
God: “Whoever obeys the messenger obeys
God” (man yui al-rasūla fa-qad aāa llāh,
q 4:80). In another signiﬁcant verse (q 4:59),
the Qurān commands people to obey
“those in charge among you” (ulī l-amr minkum), in addition to God and the Prophet.
Due to the nature of the topic and its
manifestation in many contexts in the
Qurān, the qurānic commentaries are of
limited use, except where a particular verse
(such as q 4:59) is of direct relevance. The
ambiguity of q 4:59, as well as its potential
political signiﬁcance, made it subject to numerous interpretations, most of which reﬂect the opinions of the various theological
and political groups in early Islamic society. The Sunnī groups identiﬁed “those in
charge among you” variously as the
Prophet’s military commanders (umarā),
religious scholars (ulamā, fuqahā), the
Prophet’s Companions (see companions
of the prophet) or more speciﬁcally the
Prophet’s close associates and future caliphs Abū Bakr (q.v.; r. 11⁄632-13⁄634) and
Umar (q.v.; r. 13⁄634-23⁄644; see abarī,
Tafsīr, viii, 495-502; Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād, ii,
116-7). The view that became prevalent,
however, is that they are the actual rulers
of the Muslim community (al-umarā wa-lwulāt), as al-abarī (d. 310⁄923) himself
concludes (Tafsīr, viii, 502-5). The Shīīs,
on the other hand, believe that “those in
charge among you” are the infallible
imāms (q.v.; al-aimma min āl Mu ammad,
abarsī, Tafsīr, v, 138-9). ūfīs tended to
identify them as the Suﬁ saints (e.g.
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Qu-shayrī, Laāif, ii, 36-7). See also imm;
shism and the qurn; adth and
the qurn; fism and the qurn.
While divinely sanctioned authority is
considered legitimate in the Qurān, authority unauthorized by God is not
(q 55:33). Accordingly seven out of the
thirty-six verses containing the word sulān
assert the falsehood of idols and other
“gods,” calling them merely “names” devised by people without God’s proof, authority or authorization (e.g. q 7:71), a matter which has credal implications (see
idols and images; idolatry and idolaters). Seven others decry the machinations of the devil (q.v.), declaring that he
has authority only over the non-believers
(e.g. q 14:22), an issue which has some bearing on the theological question of indeterminism or determinism (qadar, see freedom and predestination). On the moral
level, the worldly authority of Korah
(Qārūn, see korah) derived from his
wealth (q 28:76-82), that of Hāmān (q.v.)
was due to his ambitious constructions
(q 28:38-9; 40:36-7); and that of Pharaoh
(q.v.) was because of his powerful kingship
(e.g. q 7:75-92). All of these ﬁgures are condemned for the fault of arrogance (q.v.; cf.
q 7:146; 10:75). This authority is in any case
ephemeral and these ﬁgures are eventually
destroyed by God. In contrast, the right or
authority (sulān) of an heir to retaliate
when his relative is wrongfully slain is conﬁrmed (q 17:33; see bloodshed). This produced a legal rule that had political and
ideological implications in early Islamic
history.
Although obedience to God and his messengers is obligatory upon people, due to
their original and derived sovereignty, respectively, history, according to the
Qurān, is replete with instances of unlawful and hence sinful disobedience to
them (see pun ishment stories). The archdisobedient ﬁgure in the Qurān is the

devil, who ﬁrst refused to prostrate himself
before Adam (q 2:34) and then pledged —
and implemented his pledge — to lead humanity astray (q.v.; e.g. q 7:16-22). The various peoples who refuse to heed and obey
God’s messengers are sometimes considered to have been led astray by the devil
(e.g. q 6:121), although more frequently no
mention of the devil’s machinations is
made. In any case, those people are held
accountable for their transgressions. Some
are severely punished, as human history
has repeatedly shown, and all are to be
subject to eternal punishment on the day
of judgment (e.g. q 7:59-136).
Wadad Kadi (al-Qā ī)
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Avarice
Greed or cupidity. Avarice is a multifaceted vice that plays an important role in
the Islamic assessment of human nature
and behavior. Despite the existence of synonyms, the primary term for the vice is
bukhl. The miser is a bakhīl (with the rare
form of bākhil), plural bukhalā (and more
rarely bukhkhāl).
The pre-eminent role that avarice holds is
but a counterpart to the importance of
generosity, long considered a primary social virtue by the Arabs, even before the
advent of Islam. Both the Qurān and the
adīth have much to say about avarice.
Qurānic verses, both Meccan and Medinan (see chronology and the qurn),
argue in favor of generosity and the giving
of alms as well (see almsgiving) and oppose the notion that one should accumulate one’s wealth. Two examples will sufﬁce. q 3:180 lays this out clearly: “But as for
those who are niggardly (alladhīna yabkhalūna) with the bounty God has given them,
do not let them suppose it is better for
them; rather it is worse for them; that
which they were niggardly with (mā bakhilū
bihi) they will have hung about their necks
on the resurrection day” (see last judg ment). q 92:5-11 also says, “As for him who
gives, is god-fearing and testiﬁes to the
best; we will certainly make the path to
bliss smooth for him. But as for him who is
a miser (man bakhila), and self sufﬁcient and
denies what is good, we will certainly ease
his way to misery. His wealth will not avail
him when he perishes.”
Qurānic exhortations must be seen
alongside the numerous adīth of the
Prophet in which avarice plays an important role. There, avarice takes its place in
the garden of vices, sitting side by side
with, among others, laziness and cowardice. The Prophet sought God’s protection
from these vices, carefully enumerating
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them one after another. Avarice is also
transformed into a tool that can permit
the elaboration of proverbial constructions. It becomes, for example, one of the
trees of hell (q.v.), the branches of which
hang over the world and whoever grabs one
of the branches will be led by this branch
to hellﬁre. The Prophet even asked if there
was a disease worse than avarice. It should
not be a surprise then that he declared,
“An ignorant ( jāhil, a loaded word implying ignorance of Islam; see age of ignor ance) generous man is more beloved to
God than an avaricious worshipper.”
Despite these various denunciations, the
miser has a special place in the ArabIslamic cultural sphere. Anecdotal
works — like the much-beloved Kitāb alBukhalā of al-Jāi (d. 255⁄869) or the
work of the same title by al-Kha īb alBaghdādī (d. 463⁄1071) — testify to the fact
that the miser is a character type who can
become the subject of anecdotes. As such
he or she (there are female misers) testiﬁes
to an aspect of avarice that is almost denuded of any religious signiﬁcance. Here,
avarice becomes a major player in a cultural game of hospitality in which the
guest reigns supreme. Nevertheless, the religious injunctions with their concomitant
moral repugnance mean that the miser as
anecdotal type is not as ludic as his anecdotal cousins, such as uninvited guests. The
synonyms for avarice (bukhl) play an important role here, directing the concept towards the area of covetousness ( ir ) or a
more intense and generalized state of avarice (shu ), as well as lowness or meanness
(lum). See also virtues and vices.
Fedwa Malti-Douglas
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ayn) are attested (cf. J. Horovitz, Jewish
proper names, 157). Moreover, there is no
evidence that the word āzar was considered
an insult outside of the commentaries on
this verse. It therefore appears that in this
as in many other cases in the Qurān, the
name is borrowed from a non-Arabic
source and this has been the approach of
orientalist scholarship (see foreign vocab ulary). One school ( Jeffery, For. vocab.,
53-5) suggests that it derives from Eusebius’
error of metathesis when, in writing the
Septuagint, he wrote Thara (for Tera) as
Athar, in which form it entered the Islamic
corpus (but with an unlikely phonetic
switch from th to z). Another proposes that
the word derives from the old Persian ātar
(modern Persian ādhar) associated with the
ﬁre demon. The most widely-accepted
view ( J. Horovitz, Jewish proper names,
157; cf. S. Fraenkel, Miscellen, 72) is that
the name derives from the Hebrew Eliezer,
the name of Abraham’s servant in Gen
15:2, with the eventual omission of the el
after it was construed as the Arabic article
al and with a lengthening of the vowel of
the ﬁrst syllable according to the Arabic
pattern af al (likewise with Ādam). This,
however, does not adequately explain the
problem of the dropping of the ayn in the
Arabic form, and it also suggests an inability among early Muslims to differentiate Abraham’s father from his servant in
the biblical account. Another possibility
derives from a rabbinical homiletic
interpretation of Ps 89:20: “I have conferred help upon a warrior (Heb. shīwwītī
ēzer al gibbōr)...” The Psalm references
David but the rabbis also associate it with
Abraham (M. Margalioth (ed.), Midrash vayikra rabah, 1:4). Although not now attested,
a typical rabbinical interpretive hermeneutic would easily render the verse: “I have
made Ēzer (i.e. Tera) [the father] of warrior Abraham,” a ﬁtting reference to Gen
14, with which the midrash associates the

Āya see verses; signs; form and
structure of the qurn

Ayyūb see job

Āzar
Generally considered to be a name for the
father of Abraham (q.v.) in the Qurān, the
word “āzar” appears only in q 6:74: “[Remember] when Abraham said to his father,
Āzar, do you take idols as gods? I most certainly see you and your people clearly in
error.” Early commentators know the biblical name of Abraham’s father, Tera (Arabic Tāri or Tārakh; cf. Gen 11:24-32) and
therefore suggest three interpretations to
reconcile the difference. The most widely
cited considers the name Āzar as a second
name for Abraham’s father, but only a few
explanations are provided: one suggests
that Tera’s name in Arabic is Āzar, another that it was a title given to him after
he became responsible for Nimrod’s (q.v.)
idols. A second interpretation is that Āzar
is the name of an idol (see idolatry and
idolaters; idols and images), with the
verse therefore meaning: “… Abraham
said to his father: “do you take ‘Āzar’ as
idols for gods?” (cf. N. Calder, Tafsīr from
abarī to Ibn Kathīr, 102). A third explanation is that āzar is a disparaging epithet
with which Abraham insults his father for
remaining idolatrous even after having
been warned by Abraham.
There is no evidence in early Arabic literature for the name Āzar, either applied to
humans or gods, although the names alAyzār and al-Ayzāra (both with the letter
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verse. By the period of late antiquity, the
rabbis had lost the phonetic distinction between the Hebrew ayin and aleph and
would easily have rendered ēzer as ēzer
which, in Arabic, would become āzar.
Abraham’s father is referenced elsewhere
in the Qurān, although never by name.
Although Abraham later disowned his father, in q 9:114 (and again in 26:86), he is
noted to have prayed for his idolatrous father’s forgiveness. In q 19:42-9, Abraham
tries to dissuade his father from idolatry
but to no avail and, even after being banished by his father, tells him that he will
ask God’s forgiveness on his behalf. In
q 21:51-71, Abraham rejects his father’s and
his people’s idols and is punished with
burning, but is saved by God. These
themes are repeated in q 11:69-104;
37:85-99; 43:26-8; and 60:4.
Reuven Firestone
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Baal
Baal (bal) is both a proper name of a preIslamic pagan deity worshipped by the
people to whom the messenger Elijah (q.v.)
was sent (q 37:125) and a common noun
meaning “husband” (q 2:228; 4:128; 11:72;
24:31).
Baal as a pagan deity
The biblical prophet Elijah (1 Kings 17-22;
2 Kings 1-2) is mentioned two times in the
Qurān (q 6:85; 37:123-30). He was sent to
turn his people from the worship of the deity Baal. Commentary elaborates on the
brief qurānic passages. It is said that, during the reign of the Israelite king Ahab
(r. ca. 873-851 b.c.e.), Elijah attempted to
turn the Children of Israel (q.v.) away from
the false worship of Baal and asked God to
give him power over the rain. That
granted, Elijah caused a three-year
drought during which time he concealed
himself. This torment failed to divert the
Israelites from their paganism, so Elijah
prayed to be taken into heaven. There he
was transformed into a heavenly being
made up of light. The story of Elijah’s
control over the rain may possibly survive
in the common modern use of the Arabic
word bal in the sense of unirrigated land

and plants relying exclusively on natural
water. Some scholars see a parallel to the
ancient Mesopotamian god Baal and his
three daughters in the Meccan belief that
the goddesses al-Lāt, Manāt, and al-Uzzā
were the daughters of God (q 53:19-23).
See also idols and images; pre-islamic
arabia and the qurn.
Baal as a common noun
The word bal is used four times in the
Qurān as a common noun meaning husband, twice in the singular (q 4:128; 11:72)
and twice in the plural (buūla, q 2:228;
24:31). In this sense, the word ﬁnds parallels in the northwest Semitic languages, in
which the root bears the basic sense of
“owner,” one of the characteristics of the
deity with that name in Canaanite mythology.
Gordon Darnell Newby
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Babylon
The renowned ancient Mesopotamian city.
Babylon (Bābil) is mentioned once in the
Qurān: “And follow what the devils used
to recite in the reign of Solomon (q.v.).
Solomon did not disbelieve, but the devils
disbelieved, teaching the people magic and
what had been sent down to the two angels, Hārūt and Mārūt (q.v.), in Babylon.
They do not teach anyone without ﬁrst
saying, ‘We are only a temptation, so do
not disbelieve’ ” (q 2:102).
According to the geographer and biographer Yāqūt (d. 626⁄1228), Babylon constituted an entire region famed for its magic
and wine (Buldān, i, 309-11). The commentators are unanimous in their agreement
that Babylon is a place in Mesopotamia, although they do not identify it as an ancient
Akkadian city. Islamic tradition states that
Noah (q.v.) settled in Babylon after the deluge and expanded it and that the Chaldeans served him as soldiers there. According to some commentators, Hārūt and
Mārūt were two fallen angels (see angel)
condemned to live in Babylon as prisoners,
where they devoted themselves to magic.
Many legends about these angels are found
in the classical qurānic commentaries
(summarized in A. Khoury, Der Koran, ii,
77-9; Horovitz, ku , 146-8; M. Ayoub, The
Qurān, i, 130-6; see also magic, prohibition of).
Relying on the Qurān, the Muslim storytellers familiar with biblical lore connected
Babylon and the Bible. Of special interest
are the tales concerning Babylon in the
oldest collections (see R. Khoury, Babylon,
123f.; id., Les légendes, 223-84). These contain a description of the prophet Jonah’s
(q.v.) encounter with the whale, his return
to his people and the designation of Isaiah
(q.v.) as his successor (R. Khoury, Les légendes, 223-37). The main Babylonian kings
are then treated. Sennacherib (ibid.,

babylon
237-50), ruling from Nineveh, is the ﬁrst
king of Babylon to be mentioned. He led
into Palestine an army of “six hundred
thousand banners,” each representing a
thousand warriors, which was defeated as
the prophet Isaiah had prophesied. The
story of Nebuchadnezzar is of more interest because it covers the fall of Jerusalem
and the deportation of Daniel with the
other Jewish captives. They are liberated
when Daniel interprets the king’s dream
(ibid., 250-79).
Such early tales circulated ﬁrst orally and
were gradually written down in the
second⁄eighth century. They may be
viewed as elaborate commentaries on the
qurānic material, taken primarily from
Jewish and Christian converts — who
knew more about this subject than the pagan Arab converts did — to explain the
biblical elements in the Qurān. The historian and philosopher Ibn Khaldūn (d.
808⁄1406) mentions the necessity of relying on these sources, while condemning
their overuse in the commentaries (see R.
Khoury, Ibn Khaldūn, 197-8; id., Babylon, 142f.). In any case, the tales about
Babylon belong to a common historical
tradition and stories of this sort should be
considered important sources for ancient
history, especially when other information
is lacking. The work of H. Schwarzbaum
illustrates how useful such material can be
in elucidating certain aspects of the biblical tradition (Biblical legends, 10f., 21f.; for
the present topic, see 46f., esp. 57f.; see also
scripture and the qurn).
R.G. Khoury
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Abū Jahl and his army of approximately
one thousand. Despite the disparity in
numbers, the Muslim force emerged victorious over the Meccans, who reportedly
had not known defeat for generations. Abū
Jahl and a number of other prominent
Meccan leaders lost their life and many
prisoners and the caravan’s cargo were
captured as well.
The basic theme of the qurānic allusions
to the victory of Badr is God’s unmistakable vindication of Islam. The Prophet
prayed for deliverance and received clear
signs of God’s grace (q 8:7, 9), causing the
Muslims to ﬁght with even greater conviction. God himself aided the Prophet’s
forces (q 8:17), sending a thousand angels
to help (q 8:9, 12). God’s direct intervention
signiﬁed his conﬁrmation of Islam and set
the Islamic community (see community
and society in the qurn) apart from
all others. In particular, the identiﬁcation
of the battle with the “Day of the Criterion” ( yawm al-furqān, q 8:41; see criterion) signaled the distinction between
right and wrong which the battle of Badr
had wrought.
Badr reﬂects other motifs as well. God
tested his servants (q 8:17; 33:11). Humankind must fear God and be grateful to him
since, in spite of the small size of the Muslim force, he gave them victory (q 3:123; see
gratitude and ingratitude). God also
provided clear insight — i.e. the distinction
between truth and falsehood — when he
caused it to rain before the battle (q 8:11),
thereby aiding the Muslims (see hidden
and the hidden).
The battle of Badr took place just after
Muammad had broken with the Jewish
tribes in Medina and the direction of the
ritual prayers had been changed from Jerusalem to Mecca (see qibla). Thanks primarily to this triumph, the Prophet and his
followers became even more assured of the
righteousness of their cause. Furthermore,

Badr
The site of Islam’s ﬁrst major military
victory which occurred in the month of
Rama ān (q.v.) in the second year after
Muammad emigrated from Mecca to
Medina (March 624, see emigration).
Badr is mentioned explicitly only a single
time in the Qurān (q 3:123), but there are
allusions to it in at least thirty-two other
verses. Almost all of these references are
found in the eighth sūra, “The Spoils”
(Sūrat al-Anfāl), which addresses the issues
that arose as a direct consequence of this
Muslim victory and stresses above all the
spiritual gains that gave Islam its ﬁrm
foundations.
Badr, also known as Badr unayn, was at
the time a small settlement with water
wells on the Arabian peninsula near the
Red Sea coast, lying some one hundred
and ﬁfty kilometers southwest of Medina
and more than three hundred kilometers
northwest of Mecca. The encounter between the Muslims from Medina and their
pagan Meccan foes was occasioned by the
return of a Meccan caravan. One of the
Prophet’s archenemies, Abū Jahl, led the
Meccan forces sent to defend the caravan.
At Badr, the Prophet together with little
over three hundred of his followers met
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it consolidated their break with the pagan
Meccans and their creation of an independent community of believers. Later
generations viewed the Muslims who
fought in this battle with special reverence.
See also expeditions and battles.

occultation of the twelfth imām (see imm;
shism and the qurn). On 22 May 1844
the Bāb effected a decisive, eschatological
break from Islam by means of an exegetical work entitled The immortal renovator of the
divine names (Qayyūm al-asmā, often referred
to as The commentary on the Joseph sūra), an
audacious and revolutionary commentary
on the twelfth sūra of the Qurān (see
joseph). In this work he “proclaimed himself the focus of an Islamic apocalypse”
(T. Lawson, Structure, 8). One of his most
distinctive exegetical techniques is his “exploded commentary.” In works on q 108
and q 103, the exegesis proceeds “not only
verse by verse, or even word by word, but
also letter by letter” (T. Lawson, Dangers,
179). The Bāb’s commentaries on the
Qur-ān are remarkable in that, by force
of his prophetic authority, “interpretation
became revelation” (T. Lawson, Interpretation, 253). In 1848, he revealed a new
law code (bayān-i fārsī), paradoxically
super-Islamic in piety, yet supra-Islamic
in principle.
After the Bāb’s execution (1850) by the
Persian authorities, Bahāullāh revitalized
the Bābī community by employing symbolic interpretation as strategy to abolish
the Bābī antinomianism. In the Arabic
Tablet of “all food” (Law -i kull al-aām,
1854 — note that the titles of Bahāi works
written in Arabic are conventionally given
in Persianized form), Bahāullāh related
the abolishment of the Jewish dietary restrictions in q 3:93 to the mystical and cosmological realms. While the Baghdad
period (1853-63) was eschatologically
charged with his own messianic secrecy
(ayyām-i buūn), Bahāullāh, in his preeminent doctrinal work, the Book of certitude
(Kitāb-i Mustaāb-i īqān, Jan. 1861), advanced
an extended qurānic and biblical argument to authenticate the Bāb’s prophetic
credentials. Bahāullāh’s repertoire of exegetical techniques includes most of the
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Bahāīs
The adherents of Bahāism (ahl al-Bahā),
widely recognized as the “Bahāī Faith,” an
independent world religion with Islamic
origins. The Bahāī movement, a universalization of Bābism, was founded by Mīrzā
usayn Alī Nūrī (1817-92), known as Bahāullāh (Splendor of God; standardized
Bahāī spelling, Bahāullāh), in Baghdad
in the year 1863. In 1866, it emerged as a
distinct faith-community in Adrianople
(Edirne). Bahāism underwent transformations in ethos and organization throughout
three missionary phases: the Islamic context (1844-92), the international missions
(1892-1963) and global diffusion (1963-present). The Islamic context was co-extensive
with the combined ministries of Bahāullāh
and his precursor, Sayyid Alī Muammad
Shīrāzī (1819-50), known as the Bāb (Gate),
the prophet-martyr of the Bābī movement.
The year 1260⁄1844 marked the Shīī millennium, a thousand lunar years since the
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twelve “procedural devices” attested in the
classical commentaries (Wansbrough, qs ,
part ii) as well as others. Bahāullāh’s style
of discourse is itself exegetical, with frequent pairings, linked by the Persian
metaphorical genitive (i āfa-yi majāzī), of
qurānic symbols and referents. Hermeneutically, Certitude resonates with ﬁve Islamic orientations to symbolism: 1. the
semanticism of rhetoric, especially the science of tropes (ilm al-bayān); 2. the dialectic of theology (kalām); 3. reason (aql) and
analogy (qiyās) as a reﬂex of philosophy
( falsafa) and jurisprudence ( fiqh); 4. the use
of allusion (ishāra) and gnosis (marifa qalbiyya) in ūfī⁄Ishrāqī mysticism (see fism
and the qurn); 5. recourse to apocalyptic presentism, adducing prophetic prooftexts to instantiate a realized eschatology, a
common characteristic of millenarian sectarianism. In his Commentary on the sūra “By
the sun” (Tafsīr sūrat wa-l-shams), while critical of rhetoric (ilm al-balāgha) and the cognate qurānic sciences, Bahāullāh echoes
al-Ghazālī (d. 505⁄1111) and al-Taftazānī
(d. 791⁄1389) in stressing the need to harmonize literal and ﬁgurative interpretations (C. Buck, Symbol, 91-2, 104). In his
Tablet on esoteric interpretation (Law -i tawīl),
citing q 3:5, he states that eschatological
verses are properly susceptible to esoteric
interpretation (tawīl) whereas qurānic
laws are to be understood by their obvious
sense (tafsīr, see exegesis of the qurn:
classical and medieval).
Islamic prophetology is anchored in the
received interpretation of q 33:40, which is
widely believed to establish Muammad as
the ﬁnal prophet (see prophets and
proph ethood). In what is perhaps his
most signiﬁcant exegetical maneuver,
Bahāullāh relativizes that claim in order to
supersede it, refocusing the reader’s attention a mere four verses later (q 33:44) on
the eschatological attainment to the presence of God (liqā Allāh) on the last day (see

eschatol ogy). Arguing that direct beatiﬁc
vision of God is impossible, Bahāullāh
reasons that q 33:44 anticipates a future
theophany who, as deus revelatus and divine
vicegerent, is symbolically God by proxy.
By force of explicative logic, Certitude —
arguably the world’s most-widely-read
non-Muslim qurānic commentary —
served as an advance prophetic warrant for
Bahāullāh, who on 22 April 1863 declared
himself “He whom God shall manifest”
(man yuhiruhu llāh), the messianic theophany foretold by Alī Muammad. In public
epistles to Queen Victoria, Napoleon III,
Pope Pius IX and other world leaders
during the Adrianople and Akkā (Haifa)
periods (1864-92), Bahāullāh proclaimed
himself the advent of the millenarian
“Promised One” of all religions — a
“multiple-messiahship” (C. Buck, Unique,
158), i.e. the Zoroastrian Shāh Bahrām
Varjāvand, the Jewish Everlasting Father
(Isa 9:6)⁄Lord of Hosts, the Christian
Spirit of Truth, the Shīī al- usayn redivivus and the Sunnī return of Christ (see
apoc alypse).
As “the world-reformer,” Bahāullāh advocated world peace, parliamentary democracy, disarmament, an international
language, the harmony of science and religion, interfaith concord as well as gender
and racial equality. From a historicist perspective, Bahāī principles represent modernist universalizations of Islamic canons,
transcending the traditional believer⁄inﬁdel dichotomy (see belief and unbelief).
In precocious religious preparation for a
global society, Bahāullāh’s signal contribution was to sacralize certain secular modernist reforms within an irreducibly original paradigm of world unity in which
peace is made sacred. By designating his
son Abdu l-Bahā (Servant of the Bahā,
d. 1921) as interpreter, exemplar and successor and by establishing elected councils,
Bahāullāh instituted his Covenant, sym-
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bolized as “the Crimson Ark” (C. Buck,
Paradise, ch. 5). This is the organizing principle of the Bahāī community and the
means to safeguard its integrity against
major schism. Succeeding Abdu l-Bahā in
1921 as “Guardian” of the Bahāī faith,
Shoghi Effendi (d. 1957) globalized and
evolved the Bahāī administration as a system of local and national Spiritual Assemblies. This led in 1963 to the establishment
of the Universal House of Justice, the international Bahāī governing body, on
Mount Carmel in Haifa, Israel.
While granting the Bible’s divine inspiration, Bahāīs regard the Qurān as the sole
world scripture which, apart from the
Bahāī canon, qualiﬁes as pure revelation.
Sacred, but not central, the Qurān nonetheless profoundly enriches the Bahāī
scripture as a revelation within a revelation
and is essential to its study. Qurānic vocabulary, ideology and motifs, as well as a
plethora of citations and allusions and even
the use of rhymed prose similar to that in
the Qurān (see rhymed prose), inform
and suffuse the other Bahāī scriptures.
Alī Muammad’s earliest works exhibit a
conscious effort to extend and amplify a
qurānic voice, a crucial warrant of revelation. Bahāullāh’s commentaries include
Commentary on the mysterious letters (Tafsīr-i
urūfāt-i muqaaa; see letters and mysterious letters), which incor porates a
discourse on the Light Verse (q 24:35);
Commentary on “He is” (Tafsīr-i Hū[wa]) and
Essences of the mysteries ( Jawāhir al-asrār).
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baptism

Baptism
The practice of using water for religious
puriﬁcation, while a ritual feature in a
number of religions, is often most closely
identiﬁed with Christianity. There is one
possible reference in the Qurān to baptism, q 2:138: “The baptism ( ibgha) of
God and who is better than God in terms
of baptizing ( ibghatan)?” The term ibgha,
however, usually refers to “color” or “dye”
and it is not absolutely clear how the word
has come to be understood as a reference
to baptism. English translations of the
Qurān reﬂect this ambiguity, with G. Sale,
J.M. Rodwell, A.J. Arberry, K. Cragg and
A. Yūsuf Alī rendering ibgha as “baptism.” Preferring some reference to color
or dye (see colors), M. Pickthall and A.
Mawdudi translate it as “color,” N.J.
Dawood as “dye” and M. Asad as “hue.”
R. Bell gives “savour,” focusing on a
slightly different metaphor, that of taste.
Bell comments that “the exact meaning of
the word is uncertain” (Bell, i, 18).
Muslim commentaries on the Qurān display a similar range of understanding. Alabarī (d. 310⁄923) takes ibgha as a synonym for milla, which occurs three verses
earlier with the sense of “religion:” “Follow
the religion of God, which is the best religion” (Tafsīr, iii, 18). For his part, alabarsī (d. 548⁄1153) interprets it as the
faith which is inculcated into children, so
that the Jews give their children the ibgha
of Judaism and the Christians give their
children the ibgha of Christianity, the true
ibgha being Islam (Majma, i, 492-3; cf.
q 3:19). Al-Wāidī (d. 468⁄1076), by contrast, takes the verse to be an explicit reference to the Christian custom of immersing
a child in water seven days after its birth in
order to purify it, a replacement for circumcision (Asbāb, 38). Similarly, al-Qur ubī
(d. 671⁄1273) suggests that ibgha refers to
the ritual bath which must be taken by
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those who wish to enter into Islam, equating it with the major ablution (ghusl, Jāmi,
ii, 144-5; see cleanliness and ablution;
ritual purity). Among the modern commentators, Asad (Message, 28), following alabarī, takes the term as referring to
“creed” in general, while Mawdudi (Towards understanding, i, 117-8) sees the verse as
commending the adoption of the color of
God which comes from service and devotion to God rather than from any bathing
or immersion: “Of what use is this formal
baptism?”
Perhaps the most plausible explanation
for the double meaning of the term comes
from A. Yūsuf Alī who, building upon alBay āwī (d. ca. 700⁄1300) and al-Suyū ī
(d. 911⁄1505), speculates in a footnote to his
translation that “apparently the Arab
Christians mixed a dye or colour in the
baptismal water, signifying that the baptized person got a new colour in life” (Holy
Qurān, 56, n. 137). Bell, on the other hand,
notes that ibgha has frequently been derived from the Syriac ba, meaning “to
baptize” (see foreign vocabulary), but
comments that this is not the usual word
for “to baptize” in Syriac and suggests that
an Arabic usage referred to by E. Lane, i.e.
a girl who is brought into the household of
someone, is preferable (Commentary, i, 27).
Perhaps M. Watt’s careful conclusion is
therefore best: “While the verse could
possibly mean that God gives a man a
certain colour when he serves him, it is
better to regard its interpretation as uncertain.” He adds, “It is doubtful if there
is any reference to Christian baptism”
(Companion, 31). See also christians and
christianity.
Hugh Goddard
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ful at all times contrasted particularly with
the Ahl-i adīth who denied the importance
of prophetic intercession (see intercession). It also conﬂicted with the position
taken by Sayyid Amad Barēlwī (d. 1831)
and Muammad Ismāīl (d. 1831), leaders
of the Delhi-based arīqa-i Mu ammadiyya
movement. Amad Ri ā Khān referred to
these and other like-minded religious
groups as “Wahhābīs,” a reference to the
austere religious movement prevalent in
the Arabian peninsula which has the unity
of God as its central theme. The Barēlwīs
also opposed these groups on questions related to ūﬁsm (see fism and the
qurn). The Ahl-i adīth and others were
hostile to the idea of saintly intermediaries, while the Barēlwīs regard saints as an
essential means to having a loving relationship with the Prophet and ultimately with
God.
The sources for the Barēlwī interpretation of Islam and more particularly of its
prophetology (see prophets and prophethood) are the classic ones of Qurān,
adīth (see adth and the qurn) and
Islamic law ( fiqh). It is noteworthy that
Amad Ri ā Khān was primarily a jurist
( faqīh) and a religious scholar (ālim) rather
than a ūfī. He supported his positions regarding the Prophet primarily with textual
citations from legal sources rather than
ūfī writings. In qurānic exegesis, Amad
Ri ā Khān employed the concept of abrogation (q.v.) to support his arguments. An
illustration of this may be seen in his views
regarding the question of the Prophet’s
knowledge of the unseen (ilm al-ghayb, see
hidden and the hidden), which he
addressed in numerous writings. Brieﬂy,
Amad Ri ā Khān’s position was that God
gave the Prophet knowledge of the unseen,
including the ﬁve items mentioned in
q 31:34 as known to God alone: “God has
knowledge of the hour and he sends the
rain. He knows what is in the womb. No

Barēlwīs
A group of religious scholars (ulamā) and
their followers, originally of South Asia,
who trace their worldview to the teachings
of Amad Ri ā Khān Barēlwī (d. 1921).
The Barēlwīs call themselves the “People
of the [Prophet’s] sunna (q.v.) and the majority community” (Ahl-i sunnat wa-jamāat)
and reject the name “Barēlwī” as derogatory, because of its implication that their
beliefs are local and deviant rather than
universalistic and mainstream. Nevertheless, the term “Barēlwī” is widely current
wherever the movement exists, which today includes not only South Asia but also
Britain, continental Europe and South
Africa, among other places.
The Barēlwīs emerged as a cohesive
movement in the 1880s under the leadership of Amad Ri ā Khān. He strongly
opposed interpretations of Islam articulated by the leading contemporary ﬁgures.
These included Mirza Ghulām Amad (d.
1908), the founder of the Amadiyya (q.v.);
the Deobandīs (q.v.); the Ahl-i adīth and
Nadwat al-ulamā; as well as modernist
Muslim intellectuals such as Sayyid Amad
Khān (d. 1898) of Aligarh and Mawlānā
Abū l-Kalām Āzād (d. 1958). In the twentieth century, the Barēlwīs have also opposed
the interpretations of al-Mawdūdī (d. 1979)
and his movement, the Jamāat-i Islāmī.
What was in dispute between the Barēlwīs and the nineteenth-century groups
mentioned above related primarily to beliefs about the Prophet Muammad. The
Barēlwīs’ strong belief in the Prophet as intercessor with God on behalf of the faith-
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one knows what he will gain tomorrow and
no one knows where he will die.” Amad
Ri ā Khān asserted that these ﬁve items
were actually a small fraction of the
Prophet’s total knowledge, which encompassed knowledge of heaven (q.v.) and hell
(q.v.), the resurrection (q.v.), the angels (see
angel), the nature and attributes of God
(see god and his attributes) and much
else besides. Central to his argument is
both “[God] will not disclose to you the secrets of the unseen, but he chooses of his
messengers whom he pleases” (q 3:179) as
well as “He knows the unseen. He does not
make any one acquainted with his mysteries, except a messenger whom he has chosen” (q 72:26-7).
In Amad Ri ā Khān’s formal legal
judgment ( fatwā) written in Mecca in 1905
entitled “al-Dawla al-makkiyya bi-māddat alghaybiyya,” he argued that each time a verse
(āya) or chapter (sūra) was revealed, the
Prophet’s knowledge increased further. Although some qurānic verses refer to Muammad’s lack of knowledge of the prophets and of those to whom the Qurān refers
as the hypocrites, for instance, this was
only because the Qurān had not yet been
fully revealed to him. Thus, these verses
were abrogated by later ones, such as those
quoted above. By the time the revelation
was complete, the Prophet had detailed
(mufa al) and clear knowledge of everything (Amad Ri ā Khān, al-Dawla, 105).
Elsewhere in the same document (175-91),
he wrote that sometimes the Prophet was
silent about certain things such as when
judgment day (see last judgment) would
come, for he had been ordered not to reveal them. Also he sometimes temporarily
forgot something because his mind was
preoccupied with other important matters.
Amad Ri ā Khān argued that “forgetting
something is not a negation of knowledge
[of that thing], rather it requires that one
have known it ﬁrst” (ibid., 110-12).

The concept of abrogation (q.v.) was
again employed in the context of arguments made in 1919-20, when the Indian
religious scholars were debating whether to
support the Congress Party’s Non-Cooperation Movement — which was largely
Hindu — and whether to invite Congress
to support their own Khilāfat Movement.
In qurānic exegesis undertaken to oppose
the above movements, Amad Ri ā Khān
used the exegetical principle that some
earlier qurānic verses are abrogated by
later ones to argue that q 60:8-9, in which
Muslims were told they could enter into
friendly relations with non-Muslims as long
as they were not ﬁghting them, had been
abrogated by q 9:73, which advocated taking stern measures against “unbelievers”
and “hypocrites” (see belief and unbelief; hypocrites and hypocrisy).
Amad Ri ā Khān relied heavily on quotations from the adīth and Islamic legal
texts, as well as the Qurān. He even accepted weak adīths that elevate the
Prophet’s stature. It is interesting to note
that on several issues concerning the
Prophet he reached a position that resembles Shīī beliefs even though his arguments
were based on Sunnī sources and not Shīī
ones. Such issues include the concept of
the pre-eminence of the Prophet’s light
(q.v.), which was created before God
created the spiritual or material universe
and before the creation of the ﬁrst prophet
Adam (see adam and eve); the belief that
God created the world for the Prophet’s
sake; the belief that the Prophet’s ancestors
were believers; and the belief that the
Prophet, being made of light, had no
shadow (see shism and the qurn).
Amad Ri ā Khān’s translation of the
Qurān, entitled Kanz al-Īmān fī tarjumat alQurān, published in Muradabad, India
1911, has recently been translated into English by .A. Fa mī and published by the Islamic World Mission, U.K. It is in current
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use among English-speaking followers of
the Barēlwī movement, although it awaits
scholarly attention. See also exe gesis of
the qurn: early modern and contemporary.

cites the Qurān, God places between him
and “those who do not believe in the hereafter a hidden ijāb” ( ijāban mastūran,
q 17:45; cf. 83:15). However, the focus of
this article is on barrier in its sense as an
actual physical barrier.
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Barrier
An obstacle; anything that hinders approach or attack. Both ijāb and barzakh
(q.v.) are used to denote “barrier” in the
Qurān. Under this general category of
barrier, Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 597⁄1200) in two
cases understands the word ijāb to mean a
concrete division: he interprets “between
the two is a ijāb” (baynahum ijābun, q 7:46)
as a bridge (sūr) between heaven (q.v.) and
hell (q.v.); while he considers the ijāb that
obstructs Solomon’s (q.v.) view (tawārat bi-lijāb, q 38:32) to be a mountain (Nuzha,
246). Other qurānic citations of ijāb are
used to connote a covering (satr), such as a
curtain or a veil (q.v.): Believers are instructed to speak with the wives of the
Prophet from behind a ijāb (q 33:53; see
wives of the prophet); ijāb also appears
in reference to Mary’s (q.v.) seclusion from
her people (q 19:17); when Muammad re-

Barzakh as barrier
Although barzakh is most commonly understood as the barrier that separates this
world from the next, in q 25:53 and 55:20
barzakh connotes a barrier, partition or separation between two oceans (see geography in the qurn). Ibn Qutayba (d. 276⁄
889) deﬁnes barzakh as a partition between
two entities (kullu shay bayna shayayn fahuwa barzakh, Gharīb, 438). The Lisān (i, 193)
describes barzakh as an obstacle or partition
( ājiz), a term found in the exegetical works
of Muqātil (d. 150⁄767; cf. Tafsīr, iv, 197),
al-abarī ( d. 310⁄923; cf. Tafsīr, xix, 16;
xviii, 41), al-Qur ubī (d. 671⁄1272; cf. Jāmi,
xiii, 59; xvi, 162-3), Ibn Kathīr (d. 774⁄
1373; cf. Tafsīr, v, 158; vi, 488), al-Bay āwī
(d. ca. 716⁄1316-7; cf. Anwār, ii, 167, 484),
al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1210; cf. Tafsīr, vi, 300-3),
and abā abāī (d. 1403⁄1982; cf. Mīzān, xv,
229; xix, 99-100) — whereas al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538⁄1144) refers to barzakh as a
hindrance of divine will ( āil min qudratihi) that bars the merging of the two
oceans (Kashshāf, iii, 286-7; iv, 445). AlNasafī (d. 710⁄1310) uses both terms ( ājiz
and āil) interchangeably (Tafsīr, ii, 548;
iii, 455).
The two oceans
The interpretation about what the barzakh
separates has been subject to varied interpretations. Al-abarī (Tafsīr, xix, 16) and alBay āwī (Anwār, ii, 167) interpret the fresh
water as that of rain and rivers and the salt
waters as that of the ocean. Al-Qur ubī
( Jāmi, xvii, 162-3) lists other possibilities:
the Persian Gulf (ba r fāris) and the Mediterranean (ba r al-rūm); the oceans of
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heaven and earth; or, metaphorically, the
paths of good and evil (q.v.). The point of
contact between the two seas (majma alba rayn) has been somewhat mysterious. AlQur ubī considers the destruction of the
barzakh as one of the eschatological signs
(see apoc alypse; cosmology in the
qurn; eschatology). The two oceans
are separated for the duration of this
earth. The overﬂowing oceans of the earth
(q 82:3) herald the end (Qur ubī, Jāmi,
xvii, 162-3). Ibn Kathīr, on the other hand,
strongly objects to the notion of cosmological oceans. The barrier is concrete ( yābis
min al-ar ) and maintains the separation of
the distinct characteristics of salt and sweet
waters (Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, v, 158). In describing the cyclical pattern of water,
abā abāī infers that the barrier, though
not visible, does exist nonetheless. The
oceans help form clouds that ﬁll the wells
and rivers with sweet water through rain.
These rivers, in turn, lead to the sea
(abā abāī, Mīzān, xix, 99-100).
Cosmography
A.J. Wensinck (The ocean, 37-8) suggests that
the isthmus and the dual form of ocean is
part of a cosmographic story that is now
lost. Within western Semitic cosmology the
meeting of the oceans (majma al-ba rayn)
marks the end of the world. This majma
was incorporated in legends of al-Khā ir
and the Alexander (q.v.) romance (see also
khir ⁄khir). In the latter, it is given as
the goal of the journey. Al-Khā ir is sometimes depicted as sitting on a pulpit (minbar) of light between the upper and lower
oceans. Ibn al-Wardī (d. 749⁄1349; Kharīda,
6) identiﬁes the barzakh as the four stages of
the journey (marā il) separating the Mediterranean (ba r al-rūm) and the Red Sea
(ba r al-qalzam).
Mona M. Zaki
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Barzakh
The term barzakh occurs three times in the
Qurān; in q 25:53 and 55:20, barzakh is a
partition between two seas, a barrier that
could be an allusion to a cosmic myth (see
barrier; cosmology in the qurn).
The third reference, which is the focus of
this article, occurs in q 23:100: “And behind them is a barrier until the day they
are raised.” This verse applies the concept
of partition to the eschatological scene and
death (see eschatology; death and the
dead). A. Jeffery (For. vocab., 77) suggests
Persian as a possible source for this loan
word — farsakh, parasang, a measure of land
that ﬁts the description of a physical barrier (see foreign vocabulary).
Barzakh and the day of resurrection
One interpretation places barzakh as a time
barrier, a stated time or life span (ajal) in
the momentous day of resurrection (qiyāma, see resurrection). Barzakh is the time
gap between the ﬁrst and the second blowing of the trumpet (see apocalypse). It
lasts forty years and constitutes the only respite (khumūd) that the tormented sinners
will ever experience (Ibn abīb, Firdaws,
105; Ghazālī, I yā, iv, 512-3; Qur ubī,
Jāmi, xii, 150).
A second interpretation brings barzakh
closer to home. Mujāhid (d. ca. 104⁄722)
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describes the barzakh as the grave that separates us from the hereafter (al-barzakh hiya
hādhihi l-qubūr allatī baynakum wa-bayna lākhira, Tafsīr, 488). The term becomes central to belief in life after death and, thus,
co-opts a range of issues related to the continual existence of the soul (q.v.). By the
third⁄ninth century al-abarī (d. 310⁄923)
deﬁnes barzakh as life span (ajal); as a veil
( ijāb) between the dead and their return
(rujū) to this world; as what is between
death (mawt) and resurrection (bath); and,
spatially, as what separates this world (aldunyā) from the hereafter (al-ākhira, abarī,
Tafsīr, xii, 150). Al-Qur ubī’s (d. 671⁄1272)
list is similar. Parsing these deﬁnitions in
light of texts on the afterlife reveals how
the temporal concept acquired a spatial
concreteness that makes barzakh an indispensable phase in what happens after
death (Qur ubī, Jāmi, xii, 150).
Ajal, which literally means a “stated time”
or “life span,” when used as a meaning for
barzakh testiﬁes to existence in the grave, a
view adopted early by Muqātil (d. 150⁄767;
Tafsīr, iii, 165-6). A later fourth⁄tenth century Ismāīlī text refers to barzakh as man’s
second ajal — a continuation of his time
on earth. The author draws the conclusion
that whoever has a long life on this earth
has a shorter span in the barzakh and vice
versa ( Jafar b. Man ūr al-Yaman, Sarāir,
110).
Barzakh acts as an obstacle ( ājiz) that
prevents the dead from returning (rujū) to
this world. This is also an early idea suggested by Mujāhid (Tafsīr, 488). Al-Bay āwī
(d. ca. 716⁄1316-7; Anwār, ii, 128) and alNasafī (d. 710⁄1310; Tafsīr, ii, 438) prefer
the term āil. Exegetes emphasize here the
deﬁnitive aspect of barzakh that is applicable to sinners who, at the moment of death
or in the process of eyeing the torments
awaiting them in hell (q.v.), request a second chance. Death heralds the barzakh

from which there is no return; the despair
of the doomed is total.
Ibn Qutayba (d. 276⁄889) deﬁnes the barzakh as what lies between this world and
the next. It acquires a life of its own. It is
an interregnum (mutawassi) between death
and resurrection (Kāfiyajī, Manāzil, 72-3).
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751⁄1350) refers to dār al-barzakh as the intermediary of
three stages, which are this world (dunyā),
barzakh and the hereafter (ākhira); in this
schema, barzakh is seen as a partition
through which the dead can look onto this
world and the next. Each of the three
stages is governed by its own rules (a kām,
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, Rū , 92-3, 105-6).
Al-Suyu ī (d. 911⁄1505) is more precise, interpreting barzakh as threefold: place, time
and condition. The place is the grave from
which the soul (q.v.) traverses either to the
uppermost heaven (illiyūn, see paradise;
heaven) or to the depths of hell (sijjīn); the
time is that between death and resurrection; and the condition is that of pain,
pleasure or incarceration — the last being
a reference to the interrogation of the
grave that should be over in seven days
(Suyū ī, āwī, ii, 185). Ibn Taymiyya (d.
728⁄1328) maintains that these conditions
are experienced by both body and soul.
The soul is free to roam and connect with
other souls. It is God’s will that permits it
full or partial contact with its body. The
soul has the full capacity of hearing and
responding (Ibn Taymiyya, Adhāb, 92-3).
Barzakh as repository of souls
The association of barzakh with souls was
not limited to the dead. There is also a tendency to expand it so that it would incorporate all souls including the unborn. In
rejecting the doctrine of the Ashariyya of
the continual recreation of the soul, Ibn
azm (d. 456⁄1064) asserts that the barzakh
is the repository of all the spirits of Adam’s
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progeny (see adam and eve). It exists in
the lowest heaven where an angel (q.v.)
blows these souls into wombs (see birth).
This doctrine is strongly rejected by Ibn
Qayyim al-Jawziyya (Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya, Rū , 158-9; see also I. Netton,
Nafs).
Punishment in the barzakh
The interrogation by the angels Munkar
and Nakīr and the punishment of the
grave become central to the barzakh experience (see reward and punishment). The
vision of Muammad during an eclipse
and his ascension (q.v.; mirāj) were evidence
that certain punishments are ongoing
(Bayhaqī, Ithbāt, 76-9; Ibn ulūn, Barzakh,
222-8; and for an analytical version, see
Suyū ī, Āya, 3-29). The Mutazilīs (q.v.) acknowledge barzakh as a stage but strongly
object to the idea of punishment, maintaining that the soul does not reside in the
grave and that the body would be incapable of experiencing pleasure or pain. Ibn
Kathīr (d. 774⁄1373; Tafsīr, v, 38-9) emphasizes that q 23:100 is primarily a warning
(q.v.) and a threat (tahdīd) to tyrants (ālimūn) who will be punished in their graves
until their resurrection. In more general
terms, this punishment is treated as a preliminary penance prior to the reckoning
( isāb) of the resurrection (qiyāma). There
is no doubt that the punishment of the barzakh endorsed the legitimacy of the idea of
a reckoning in the afterlife. The corporeality attributed to the dead in their graves
has at times been exaggerated. Ibn alJawzī (d. 597⁄1200) alludes to and rebukes
the credulity of the masses who believe the
dead are currently partaking in carnal
pleasures, such as food and sex, in their
graves (ayd, 40).
Relationship of the living to the barzakh
The deeds of the dead affect the conditions of the barzakh. These conditions are
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ameliorated further through the prayers of
the living. Shīīs, who emphasize the concept of the return (raja) as part of their
millenarian thought, list among their criteria for good deeds that the rewards are
reaped in this world, the barzakh and the afterlife. Good deeds performed in ignorance
(ghaﬂa) are rewarded in the barzakh by preventing the punishment of the grave or
opening the gate of heaven to the grave so
that the soul can enjoy respite (Asāi,
Raja, 197). Later ūfīs such as al-Sharānī
(d. 973⁄1565) describe the spatial dimensions and the quality of light and visibility
in the barzakh as deﬁned by the deeds of
the dead. Unpaid debt can incarcerate the
soul. The barzakh is portrayed as a cosmology of consecutive circles (al-barzakh almulaq) where every prophet resides with
his own constituents in separate spheres
(Sharānī, Durar, 60-1; see also shism and
the qurn; fism and the qurn).
Ibn al-Arabī and the barzakh
Ibn al-Arabī (d. 638⁄1240) expands the
spatial idea of barzakh beyond the deﬁnition found in relation to death (cf. S. alakīm, al-Mujam al- ūfī). Man himself is
an intermediate creation, a barzakh between God and the world. The barzakh is
also the beyond; Ibn al-Arabī coins the
term al-nubuwwa al-barzakhiyya in the case
of Khālid b. Sinān who promised to tell
his sons what happens after death if they
exhumed his body. Death signals the birth
of man into the ﬁrst stage of the afterlife,
the barzakh, during which he continues to
mature until resurrection. The soul could
travel to barzakh in its dream-state thus
making it an accessible realm to living humans. In Ibn al-Arabī’s deﬁnition of imagination as a creative energy that is capable
of touching the eternal, knowledge gained
through dreams (ilm al-khayāl) is synonymous with that gained through the barzakh
(ilm al-barzakh), a divine emanation where
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meanings manifest themselves without the
need of form.
Conclusion
R. Eklund maintains that barzakh emerges
on the eschatological scene free of any inﬂuence from the People of the Book (ahl alkitāb, see people of the book; scripture
and the qurn) and represents a “genuine Islamic product, a rare phenomenon
on the eschatological market” (Life, 82).
Most scholars hesitate to label it as purgatory, preferring the term limbo. Barzakh as
a barrier between this world and the next
acquires a life of its own. The expanded
sphere of the barzakh is exempliﬁed in later
works, like that of al-Sharānī, where the
dead are depicted as conducting an active
afterlife allowing for a more dynamic interaction with the living. Here barzakh stops
short of being the passive barrier to the
afterlife.
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The invocation bi-smi llāhi l-ra māni lra īm(i), “In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate,” also known as the
tasmiya, “naming⁄uttering (God’s name),”
occurs 114 times in the Qurān: at the head
of every sūra except the ninth, which is entitled “Repentance” (Sūrat al-Tawba or
Sūrat al-Barāa), and also in q 27:30 as the
opening of Solomon’s (q.v.) letter to the
queen of Sheba (see bilqs). Of the 113 occurrences at the head of a sūra, only the
ﬁrst, that before the opening sūra, Sūrat alFātia (see ftia), is commonly reckoned
as an āya, i.e. as q 1:1, although the other
112 unnumbered prefatory occurrences
are still considered part of the sacred text
(Rāzī, A kām al-basmala, 21; Suyū ī, Durr,
i, 20).
Precedents for and parallels to the basmala
The basmala has various historical precedents among invocational formulae in
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other traditions. Al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538⁄
1144) long ago noted the pre-Islamic Arab
use of parallel formulae such as “in the
name of al-Lāt [or] al-Uzzā” (Kashshāf, i,
29; see idols and images; pre-islamic
arabia and the qurn). T. Nöldeke
points out Jewish and Christian parallels
to bi-smi llāhi in the recurrence of “in the
name of the Lord” (gq , i, 112, 116-7; cf. ii,
42; see jews and judaism; christians
and chris tianity) in the Hebrew and
Christian bibles. Y. Moubarac suggests a
coalescence of Jewish, Christian and pagan south Arabian inﬂuences behind the
tripartite Allāh al-ra mān al-ra īm (Les
études d’épigraphie, 58-61). There is
also a parallel in the Mazdean formula
pad nām ī yazdān, “in the name of (the)
god(s),” attested as early as the third century at Paikuli (P. Gignoux, Pad Nām,
162).
Meaning of the basmala in the Qurān
Grammatically bi-smi llāhi has the form of
an oath (see oaths) introduced by bi- but
traditionally it has been construed as an invocation, as opposed to an oath such as billāhi, “by God!” The bi- is held to require
an implied verb expressing the intention of
the one uttering the basmala to act or begin
an action “with the naming [glossing ism as
tasmiya] of God.” Thus al-abarī (d. 310⁄
923) cites Ibn Abbās as saying that an action following utterance of the basmala —
be it reciting, standing or sitting down —
implies intent to perform the act “in the
name of ” or “by naming” God, not
“through” God (as agent; Tafsīr, i, 114-8).
On the other hand, a modern interpreter,
Rashīd Ri ā, says that to recite a sūra “in
the name of God...” means to “recite it as
a sūra coming from him, not from you”
(Tafsīr al-manār, i, 44; A. Khoury, Koran, 147).
There are frequent invocations of God’s
name in the Qurān apart from the basmala. The short formula, “in the name of
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God,” occurs only in q 11:41: “[Noah (q.v.)]
said, ‘Embark in it [the ark (q.v.)]! In the
name of God be its sailing and its mooring!…’ ” However, bi-smi rabbikā, “in the
name of your Lord,” occurs four times, after the command to “glorify” (q 56:74, 96;
69:52; cf. 87:1) or to “recite” (q 96:1) expressing similarly the invoking of God’s
name in performing an action. “Mentioning” or “remembering” (dh-k-r) God’s
name occurs 13 times and q 55:78 speaks of
blessing God’s name (tabāraka smu rabbika).
These passages have been interpreted speciﬁcally as exhortations to repeat the basmala to declare one’s righteous intention
and to bless and consecrate any act, from
drinking water to ritual ablution to marital
intercourse (see blessing).
There are two possible grammatical readings of the ﬁnal three words of the basmala:
(i) with al-ra mān and al-ra īm taken as parallel attributive epithets of Allāh, seen in
modern translations that replicate the Arabic word order (e.g. M. Henning [1901],
“Allah, der Erbarmer, der Barmherzige;”
R. Bell [1937], “Allah, the Merciful, the
Compassionate”) or that emphasize the
emphatic force of two cognate attributives
(e.g. G. Sale [1734], “the most merciful
God”; E.H. Palmer [1880], “the merciful
and compassionate God”; R. Paret [1962],
“der barmherzige und gütige Gott”);
(ii) with al-ra mān construed as a name of
God in apposition to Allāh, modiﬁed by the
attributive al-ra īm, (e.g. R. Blachère
[1949], “Allah, le Bienfaiteur miséricordieux”; K. Cragg [1988], “God, the merciful Lord of mercy”). Al-abarī’s discussion
(Tafsīr, i, 55f.) supports the former, which
became the standard reading. Most commentators focus on distinguishing the
meanings of ra mān and ra īm, taking the
intensive ra mān to refer to God’s mercy
(q.v.) generally either (a) in this world and
the next or (b) to all creatures; and ra īm
for God’s mercy more speciﬁcally, limited
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either (a) to the next world only or (b) to
the faithful only. The commentators note
also that ra mān can only be used of God
while ra īm can be applied to humans
(abarī, Tafsīr, i, 55f.; Ibn al-Arabī [attr.],
Tafsīr, i, 7; Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, i, 41-5;
M. al-Gharawī, Ism, 148-50).
While Muslim and non-Muslim scholars
have preferred to read al-ra mān al-ra īm as
paired attributive epithets (see god and
his attributes), the other instances of
ra mān and ra īm in the Qurān could support reading ra mān as an appositive modiﬁed by ra īm. The two words are paired
only four times (q 1:3; 2:163; 41:2; 59:22)
apart from the basmala and can in each
case be cogently construed as a substantive
(al-ra mān) with a following adjective (al-raīm), “the compassionate Merciful [One].”
Ra mān occurs in the Qurān only with the
deﬁnite article al- (57 instances in numbered āyas). Ra īm occurs 81 times without
the deﬁnite article as an adjectival predicate of God, most often paired with and
following ghafūr, “forgiving.” Al-ra īm is
found 32 times (including four occurrences
apart from the basmala with al-ra mān), all
but once (q 34:2: al-ra īm al-ghafūr) as an attribute following other divine names or attributes: al-azīz (“the Mighty”), al-ghafūr
(“the Forgiving”), al-tawwāb (“the Relenting”) and al-birr (“the Beneﬁcent”). Thus
the qurānic evidence could support the
translation, “God, the compassionate (alra īm) Merciful One (al-ra mān).” This
would accord also with pre-Islamic use of
al-ra mān as the name of God in south
Arabia (see archaeology and the
qurn), the pagan Meccans’ aversion to
using it instead of Allāh (G. Ryckmans, Les
religions arabes, 47-8; cf. J. Jomier, Le nom
divin, 2; Y. Moubarac, Les études d’épigraphie, 58-9) and its use as God’s name by
Muammad’s contemporary, the “Arabian
prophet” Musaylima (abarī, Tarīkh, iii,
245-6; Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, i, 42; cf.
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Nöldeke, gq , i, 112-3; see musaylima and
pseudo-prophets).
Place of the basmala in the Qurān
The question as to whether the basmala is
to be counted as the ﬁrst āya in the Fātia
(q 1) and the remaining 112 sūras it precedes has been discussed by Muslim and
non-Muslim scholars alike. The Muslim
consensus is represented in the modern
Cairo text, which counts it as an āya only in
the Fātia, otherwise as an unnumbered
line of text (sar) that separates the ﬁrst āya
of every sūra (except q 9, “Repentance”
[Sūrat al-Tawba]) from the last āya of the
preceding sūra (cf. Suyū ī, Durr, i, 20). The
exception of Sūrat al-Tawba is held traditionally to stem from either (i) its being
originally joined with q 8, “The Spoils of
War” (Sūrat al-Anfāl), as a single unit later
divided in two before the word barāa,
which thus became the ﬁrst word of q 9
(Suyū ī, Itqān, i, 60, 65; Tirmidhī, 48:10.1;
cf. Ibn al-Arabī, Futu āt, 4, 211-3, 355-6,
who says the basmala of q 27:30 is the one
missing at the head of q 9) or (ii) its having
as a main theme God’s threats against the
idolaters which makes the basmala inappropriate for it (Rāzī, Tafsīr, vii, 225; M. alGharawī, Ism, 77; see idolatry and
idolaters; polytheism and atheism).
Whether the basmala even belongs to the
Qurān at all has been a live question for
Muslims (cf. M. b. Alī al-Shawkānī, Fat
al-qadīr, i, 64-5). According to most reports,
neither Ibn Masūd’s nor Ubayy b. Kab’s
Qurān copy (mu af, see codices of the
qurn) included Sūrat al-Fātia. Further,
Anas is reported as saying, “I performed
the ritual prayer ( alāt) with God’s apostle,
Abū Bakr (q.v.), Umar (q.v.) and Uthmān
(q.v.) and I did not hear any of them recite
‘bi-smi llāh...’” (Muslim, a ī , 4:50; cf. 4:52;
see prayer). However, Anas is also said to
have reported that Muammad recited
q 108, “Abundance” (Sūrat al-Kawthar),
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with the basmala (Muslim, a ī , 4:53) and
al-Suyū ī (d. 911⁄1505) cites traditions that
the basmala belonged to the revelations
from the beginning or sometime during the
Prophet’s mission (e.g. it “was sent down
with every sūra”); however, he also cites
traditions that the basmala was an opening
or closing benediction given Muammad
at the institution of the ritual prayer ( alāt,
Suyū ī, Durr, i, 20-3; cf. A. Spitaler, Verszählung, 31-2). The reciters (see reciters
of the qurn) and jurists of Medina,
Basra and Syria did not consider it an āya
at the beginning of a sūra, but a sūradivider and a blessing that one would use
to begin any important act. Abū a-nīfa
(d. 150⁄767) agreed, and the anafīs do
not recite it audibly in the ritual prayer.
However, the Meccan, Kufan and most
Iraqi reciters and jurists recognized it as
an āya whenever it begins a sūra, as did alShāfiī (d. 204⁄820) and his followers who
recite it aloud in the ritual prayer ( alāt)
and likewise the Shīīs who recite it silently
(Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, i, 24-5; Rāzī,
A kām al-basmala, 20; Shawkānī, Fat alqadīr, i, 64-5; H. Algar, Besmellāh, 172).
The division of the law schools over the
audible reciting of the basmala likely reﬂects the early tradition’s ambivalence
about both the basmala and the Fātia: Are
they part of the Word of God (see book)
or only invocations used by Muammad?
(cf. Nöldeke, gq , ii, 79). It would also appear from the earliest extant Qurān pages
that the basmala is almost always orthographically integral to the subsequent
sūra’s text and not set apart visually in any
way (Dār al-Āthār al-Islāmiyya, Ma ā if
Sanā, 36-61).
Western scholars have also examined the
question of the basmala’s relationship to the
qurānic text (see collection of the
qurn). Nöldeke suggests that at least as
early as the Qurān copy (mu af, q.v.) of
af a the basmala was used to separate

sūras (gq , ii, 46). R. Blachère sees the basmala as a formula used by Muammad to
introduce letters and pacts which was inaugurated at some point to mark the beginning of a sūra (Introduction, 143-4). R. Paret
says it was likely added later as a seventh
verse to q 1 to allow “the seven oft-repeated
[verses]” (saban mina l-mathānī, q 15:87) to
apply to the Fātia (Kommentar, 11). A. Neuwirth argues from Christian and Jewish liturgical formulae and the Fātia’s internal
structure and content (e.g. repetition of
part of the basmala in q 1:3) that the basmala
of q 1:1 did not belong originally to the
Fātia (cf. Nöldeke, gq , i, 116-7; ii, 41-2).
Place of the basmala in Muslim life and
tradition
The basmala has been arguably the mostrepeated sentence in Muslim usage. It is
axiomatic that a Muslim should begin
every act of any importance with the basmala (Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, i, 26; Bājūrī,
Tu fat al-murīd, 3; Rāzī, A kām al-basmala,
19; M. al-Gharawī, Ism, 91; see ritual
and the qurn). Muammad is quoted
as saying that “every important affair that
one does not begin with ‘in the name of
God’ is void” (Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, i, 31;
M. al-Gharawī, Ism, 13; abbān, Risāla, 21).
Scriptural support is found in q 6:119
which begins, “Why do you not eat that
over which the name of God has been
mentioned?” Various traditions stress the
basmala’s great power and blessing, e.g.
“Whoever recites bi-smi llāh al-ra mān alra īm enters paradise (al-janna [see paradise; garden])” (A. Ghaylān, Dawa, 37;
cf. M. b. Alī al-Shawkānī, Fat al-qadīr, i,
67-8).
The use of the basmala is often a legal and
sometimes even political matter of importance. The divergence of the law schools
concerning the audible recitation of the
basmala in worship (q.v.), based on its status
as an āya in the Fātia and elsewhere, has
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been especially subject to considerable
Muslim debate and discussion (e.g. Rāzī,
A kām al-basmala, 38-78; Murta ā alZabīdī, Radd; cf. Bājūrī, Tu fat al-murīd,
3-4). This question has even become the
key issue for differing local interpretations
of Islam as in the case of modernists and
traditionalists in Gayo society in Acheh
( J. Bowen, Muslims, 306-9).
Traditionally, the basmala carries special
blessings and power (cf. I. al-Basyūnī, Basmala, 19-20; abarsī, Majma, i, 26-7) and is
used as a talisman in popular magic (see
amulets). One tradition claims it is “…
an āya of God’s scripture not revealed to
anyone other than the Prophet save for
Solomon (q.v.) the son of David (q.v.)”
(Suyū ī, Durr, i, 20). Especially in mystical
thought it is considered the quintessence
of the Qurān: According to Ibn al-Arabī
(d. 638⁄1240) “the basmala is the key to
every sūra” and God says that uttering the
basmala is remembering (dhikr) him (Futu āt,
viii, 343; vii, 274-5). An early Ismāīlī work
studied by W. Ivanov explains its esoteric
meaning in cosmological terms (W. Ivanov,
Studies, 68). The mysteries of the letters of
the basmala are many, e.g. the popular tradition that all of the scriptures are contained in the dot of the Arabic letter bā in
the bi- of the basmala (Abd al-Karīm al-Jīlī,
Kahf, 4-5; see letters and mysterious
letters). Shīī sources develop a similar
interpretation: According to Jafar alādiq (d. 148⁄765) and others, the greatest
āya in the Qurān is the basmala (M. alGharawī, Ism, 77); all the areas of knowledge (ulūm) are contained in “the four
[Shīī adīth] books” and their ulūm in the
Qurān and the ulūm of the Qurān in
the Fātia and the ulūm of the Fātia in
the basmala and the ulūm of the basmala
in the bā of the basmala (M. al-Gharawī,
Ism, 64, 98). In a variation on this theme,
Mir Dard (d. 1199⁄1785) cites Alī b. Abī
ālib (q.v.) as saying all mysteries are con-

tained in the dot beneath the bā of the basmala and he, Alī, is that dot (A. Schimmel,
Pain, 90).
Orthographically, the basmala is set apart
by the traditional but grammatically exceptional omission of the prosthetic alif of
ism (<s-m-w) connecting the bā directly to
the sīn. One attestation of this is the absence of mention of the alif from the tradition that Umar said “Lengthen the bā,
show clearly the teeth [of the sīn] and
make round the mīm” (Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, i, 35).
The calligraphic embellishment of the
basmala has always been a favorite artistic
undertaking in Islam, whether executed in
formal script styles, zoomorphic (bird, lion,
etc.) designs, stylized calligraphic shapes
(tughra) or decorative calligrams (see art
and architecture and the qurn;
arabic script; calligraphy). The culmination of the calligrapher’s art is often
considered to be the famous basmala of the
Ottoman artist Amad Qarāi ārī (d.
963⁄1520) in which extreme application of
the principle of assimilation of letters (the
letters rā and yā disappear, lām is shortened and “Allāh” becomes symbolic vertical strokes) leads to a basmala crafted into a
single sweeping line of script without lifting the pen.
William A. Graham
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Bā in and āhir see exegesis of the
qurn: classical and medieval

Battles⁄Warfare see expeditions and
battles

Be see creation; jesus
Beast of Prey see animal life; lawful
and unlawful

Beating see chastisement and
punishment

Beauty
A quality in persons or objects that appeals
to the human senses and exalts the spirit.
At least a dozen terms describe beauty in
the Qurān, which is more often understood as a moral quality than an aesthetic
one. It is a quality deﬁned by its deep effects upon the beholder rather than by its
own properties. Aesthetic terms (e.g. the
various terms related to jamāl, ijāb, zīna,
ilya, zukhruf, ayyib, alwān, qurrat ayn, bahīj )
signal moral choices to be made or divine
grace rendered (see consolation), while
moral terms (e.g. the various terms related
to usn, itqān, ﬁtna, karīm) signal either beauty or the appropriate response to it. Reference to three kinds of beauty is discernible
in the Qurān. The ﬁrst characterizes the
signs (q.v.) of God in creation (q.v.): awesome, delightful, instructive or useful, but
ultimately transitory. The second describes
the ornaments produced by human beings:
attractive and enticing but also meaningless and even deceptive. This, too, is transitory. The third kind of beauty is not of this
world but rather is sublime and eternal.
Each of these three categories will be discussed in sequence.
The Arabic word most often translated as
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“beauty” ( jamāl) occurs only once in the
Qurān and in that instance it has an aesthetic denotation: “And livestock… you
ﬁnd beauty in them when you bring them
home in the evening and when you put
them out to pasture” (q 16:5-6). Yet other
forms and effects of beauty are frequently
cited. Humans delight in their children
(q.v.; q 28:13); fair winds (q 10:22; 30:46; see
air and wind); rain (q 30:48) and the
earth (q.v.) afterward (q 57:20) and seed
that grows (q 48:29); ﬁne animals (q 2:69)
and fertile pairs (q 22:5; 26:7-8); and nice
clothes and pure things (q 7:31-2; see
blessing). God has made things beautiful
on purpose, as seen in the phrase “the creation of God, who has perfected (atqana)
all things” (q 27:88; cf. 22:6; 95:4). “We
placed constellations in heaven and made
them beautiful (zayyannāhā) to the beholders” (q 15:16; cf. 37:6-7; 50:6; 67:3-5). “It is
God… who has formed you and made
your forms beautiful (a sana uwarakum)”
(q 40:64).
Earthly beauty, however, can be a temptation and a test. q 18:7 asserts: “What is on
earth we have made a [mere] decoration
for it (zīnatan lahā), so that we might test
which of them is best in his actions” (cf.
q 57:20). q 2:221 notes that beauty must not
be the overriding criterion: “A believing
slave-woman is better than an unbeliever,
however much the latter pleases you
(ajabatkum).” Other verses remark that humans deceive themselves and others with
superﬁcialities (zīna). Signiﬁcantly, the calf
of gold (q.v.) is made from “the people’s ornaments” (zīnat al-qawm, q 20:87). We hear
of unbelievers dazzled by their own stratagems (q 13:33) and of him “whose evil act
is made to seem ﬁne to him (zuyyina lahu
sūu amalihi)” (q 35:8; cf. 9:37; 10:12; 47:14).
Forms of natural and man-made ornamentation (zukhruf ) can be assessed as both
positive and negative: “The earth takes on

its ornament (akhadhat al-ar u zukhrufahā)
and is adorned (azzayyanat)” (q 10:24) but
humans deceive each other with “fancy
talk (zukhruf al-qawl)” (q 6:112).
The delights of paradise (q.v.) are sometimes evoked by the mention of beautiful
objects, e.g. luxuries such as gold (q.v.) and
silk (q.v.; e.g. q 35:33) or couches and rich
drinking cups (e.g. q 56:12-18 ; see cups
and vessels). More often, however, the
pleasures of paradise are described in
terms that would appeal particularly to
desert dwellers: trees, gardens, shade, and
water (q.v.; see garden). The Qurān itself
is more often described in terms that mark
its connection to the divine. The jinn (q.v.)
who hear the Qurān do not call it “beautiful” but “a wonder” (Qurānan ajaban,
q 72:1), while humans break out in gooseﬂesh (q 39:23). God himself is the subject
of an extended metaphor in the Light
Verse (q 24:35; see verses) from which the
listener infers his beauty, though he is
never called “beautiful.” Aspects of divinity are awesome rather than beautiful (see
god and his attributes). Yet a adīth
says what the many qurānic references to
beauty seem to imply: “God is beautiful
and loves beauty” (Muslim, a īh). Beauty
was certainly a factor in the later theological concept of the “miraculous inimitability” (ijāz) of the Quran (see inimitability). See also art and architecture and
the qurn.
Rosalind Ward Gwynne
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Bedouin
The Arabic term for “desert-dweller” (badawī) is a derivation from the root b-d-w.
Arabic lexicographers use the term badw⁄
badawī as an antonym for “sedentary people” ( ā ir), and the expression “people
became Bedouin” (badā l-qawm badwan)
means that they went out to the desert (Ibn
Sīda in Lisān al-Arab, xiv, 67). The cognate
term bādiya refers to the sand-desert as opposed to the settled lands. The terms badw,
badawī or the active participle bādī signify
one who pursues a certain way of life, i.e.
people of the desert or nomads as distinct
from settled people. Bādī is used twice in
the Qurān; of more frequent occurrence is
another term for Bedouin, the plural form
arāb (sing. arab, see arabs).
Words derived from the root -r-b were
used in pre-Islamic times in different Semitic languages as appellations for the inhabitants of the desert, whether for sanddwellers or oasis dwellers. In the biblical
context arab is a term for a particular
mode of life (Isa 13:20; Jer 3:2) and not the
name of a particular people. The Old Testament locates the Arabs as nomads in the
neighborhood of Israel ( Jer 25:24; Ezek
27:21; 2 Chron 9:14). Assyrian documents of
the second half of the eighth century
b.c.e. frequently mention the aribi⁄aribu as
referring to nomadic tribes in the deserts
around Palestine and northern Sinai.
In south Arabian inscriptions from the
third century c.e. onwards the term arab
(pl. arāb) designates the Bedouin inhabitants of the Arabian peninsula as distinct
from its sedentary people. From the mention of arāb in Sabaic inscriptions in connection with accounts of armed conﬂicts
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between Saba and imyar, the conclusion
can be drawn that imyar recruited some
of its soldiers from the Bedouin. In a late
Sabaic inscription (516 c.e.) the arāb occur
as soldiers too. An inscription from the late
third century b.c.e. mentions the arāb of
Mārib and it is not clear whether they are
part of a south Arabian tribe or serve as
auxiliaries in armed conﬂicts. After the
year 400 c.e. the royal title also includes
the arāb of the peninsula highlands and
the Tihāma without precise deﬁnition.
Before Islam, the use of the term arab
was restricted and appears rarely in preIslamic poetry though it is seen more frequently in pre-Islamic prose (for examples
see G. von Grunebaum, Nature of Arab
unity, 21-2). In pre-Islamic times, the inhabitants of the Arabian peninsula did not
know the term arab as a name for themselves. Use of this word for the whole peninsula and its population was adopted
from the Greeks who ﬁrst described the
inhabitants of the northern part of the
peninsula with this term and applied it
later to the whole peninsula. The close
relationship between the word arab and
the meaning “Bedouin,” especially in the
sense that the Bedouin preserve the pure
Arabic speech, is a later development. To
date there has been no complete study of
the development of the term arab and its
derivatives in early Islamic times.
Modern ethnology distinguishes between
so-called full Bedouin and non-sedentary
agriculturists and pastoralists. Yet these
categories are frequently blurred because
the main characteristic of both is nomadism or a non-sedentary life. There are
many intermediate and transitional stages
between a sedentary life and that of the
full Bedouin (cf. M. von Oppenheim, Beduinen, i, 22-36). In addition to the transition
of the breeders of sheep, goats and cattle
from a non-sedentary life with occasional
farming to a fully settled life, there is also
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evidence of the reverse development. Arabic lexicographical works that draw upon
classical sources, however, do not reﬂect
such ethnographic reﬁnements. The appellation arāb is given to those who dwell in
the desert and move about in search of
grazing and water (Lane, 1993). Such a definition presents no distinction between the
above-mentioned different types of nomadic life nor does it permit a strict differentiation between the terms arāb and bādī
(e.g. Lisān al-Arab, i, 586; Tāj al-arūs, iii,
333). In light of this, the translation of the
term bādī as it occurs in the Qurān presents something of a problem. In q 22:25
bādī is in contrast with ākif, a word that signiﬁes someone who is remaining or staying
in a place (Lane, 2122). In this verse, bādī
can thus be interpreted as strangers or as
visitors who are not permanent residents of
Mecca (q.v.). It need not necessarily refer
to non-sedentary people. The passage
bādūna fī l-arāb in q 33:20 (translation by
Arberry: “desert-dwellers among the
Bedouins,” Blachère: “au désert, parmi les
Bédouins,” Paret: “unter den Beduinen in
der Steppe”) gives the impression that a
particular group of Bedouin is meant and
arāb functions as a generic term for different types of nomadic people. There is,
however, no hint in pre-Islamic literature
of a similar use.
The Qurān and later classical sources of
Islamic literature present a composite picture of Bedouin lifestyles. The Bedouin are
pastoralists specialized in camel breeding.
Unlike pastoralists who specialize in the
breeding and raising of other domesticated
animals, such as cattle, sheep and goats,
the Bedouin are almost self-sufﬁcient. Nevertheless they are, to some extent, dependent on the settled lands. The existence of
the Bedouin depends in great measure on
the dromedary camel that supplies them
with milk, meat (on festive occasions),
leather, hair and dung (as fuel) and is used

as both a means of transportation and a
pack-animal (cf. q 16:5; 40:79-80; 43:12-3;
see camel). The life of the Bedouin differs
from that of the settled Arab despite the
ties and relations between them. Summers
are spent near permanent wells or other
water-sources. With the beginning of the
winter rains, animals are moved away from
the exhausted summer pasture and are
driven out to graze on the new grasses of
the more arid steppes and deserts, a process called tabaddī. In spring the Bedouin
return to their permanent wells to await
the dry season. These places are called
a ar, i.e. a ﬁxed place. q 16:6 refers to this
periodic wandering of the Bedouin and
the daily driving of their animals to pasture: “When you bring them home to rest
and when you drive them forth to pasture”
(see also early reports in Marzūqī, Azmina,
ii, 119-23, 125-32). Of course, tent-dwelling
is a feature of this nomadic existence and
q 16:80 mentions the tents or round huts
(buyūt) made of leather (min julūdi l-anāmi).
Unlike the Bedouin, the population in urban and oasis settlements earned their livelihood from agriculture or from trade and
pilgrimage income. Yet the development of
trade in Arabia, especially on the incense
route, was closely connected with camel
nomadism. The Bedouin were certainly involved in conducting caravans of merchandise and in guaranteeing the safe transit of
these caravans, although the details of that
have not yet been closely studied. Because
a Bedouin lifestyle also included raiding
and plundering, people of the settled areas
always strove for effective control of the
Bedouin. Not only the trader had to come
to an agreement with the Bedouin for
guaranteeing him safe transit but also the
oasis dweller often had to pay a so-called
khūwa as protection money against raids on
the settled population. Arab historiographers mention continual diplomatic conﬂicts in pre-Islamic times between the

bedouin
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settled population and its nomadic neighbors (see the examples in R. Simon, ums
et īlāf, 217-20.)
In the Qurān, remarks about the Bedouin are not extensive and they testify to
problems that emerged from forming alliances (see contracts and alliances)
with the Bedouin and to Muammad’s suspicions about the existence or sincerity of
their belief in God. In the years after the
emigration from Mecca to Medina (the
hijra, see emigration) the armed conﬂicts
of the newly established Muslim community with the Bedouin were of great historical importance for Medina’s development
and independence. As we know from Arab
historiography, raids (ghazw) against the
Bedouin were more numerous than the
armed conﬂicts with the Meccans (alWāqidī mentions 74 raids in his Kitāb alMaghāzī); and problems that emerged from
contracting alliances with Bedouin tribes
came into focus in this period. One of the
most important efforts to consolidate Muammad’s own strength in Medina was the
formation of alliances with nomadic tribes
in the surrounding area of the town.
Some verses in the Qurān indicate that
Muammad had enormous difﬁculties in
controlling and using the Bedouin for his
own ends. q 9:90, 33:20, 48:11 and 48:16 refer to different expeditions (see expeditions and battles) that depended upon
the support of Bedouin on both sides, the
Muslim and the Meccan. During the siege
of Medina in the year 5⁄627, known to
Muslims as the Expedition of the Trench
(khandaq, see people of the ditch), the
Meccans were supported by a vast confederacy, including some of the nomadic
tribes. In q 33:20 Muammad mentions
the groups (a zāb) of Bedouin who joined
the Meccans in this siege and criticizes the
vacillation of some of his own Bedouin
allies. In q 48:11 and 16 — obviously revealed after the expedition of al-

udaybiya (6⁄628; see udaybiya) —
Muammad rebukes the Bedouin who
were left behind (mukhallafūn, for an explanation see Paret, Kommentar, 208-9). The
Bedouin (al-arāb) mentioned in these verses did not join the expedition to aludaybiya and made ﬂimsy excuses for
their absence. In q 9:90 Muammad
threatens the Bedouin with dire punishment in the afterlife (see reward and
punishment) for absenting themselves
from an expedition, probably that to
Tabūk in the summer of the year 9⁄630.
These verses show how deeply Muammad had been disappointed when some of
the nomads refused to join the expedition.
Apparently the Bedouin had seen no prospect of booty (q.v.) and therefore had rejected Muammad’s appeal to them.
q 9:97-9, 101, 120 and 49:14 offer indications of the fact that Muammad held the
religious zeal of the Bedouin in low regard.
He charges that some of the nomadic people pretend to be faithful simply in order
to derive material advantage. These are
described as more stubborn in unbelief
(ashaddu kufran wa-nifāqan, q 9:97) and as
hypocrites (munāfiqūn, q 9:101; see belief
and unbelief; hypo crites and
hypocrisy). In the early Medinan years
Muammad contracted alliances with nomadic tribes in the neighborhood on a
secular basis, i.e. without demanding religious afﬁliation. After the treaty of aludaybiya, however, the position of Muammad and the Muslims in Medina grew
stronger and he began to demand acceptance of Islam and recognition of himself
as Prophet. In letters and treaties concerning alliances with different tribes there are
statements that, if the persons fulﬁl their
obligations (performing the ritual prayer
[ alāt, see prayer] and paying the communal alms [ adaqa, see almsgiv ing]), they
have a guarantee of security (dhimma),
meaning security for their lives, goods and
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rights to use the land (Ibn Isāq, Sīra, 963f.;
Ibn Sad, abaqāt, i, 2, passim). Bedouin
acceptance of these obligations does not
appear to have modiﬁed their religious
practices signiﬁcantly nor could their degree of compliance be presumed to match
that of those who had migrated from Mecca to Medina with Muammad (cf. Hamdānī, Iklīl, i, 167 for an account that there
existed a special pledge made by the Bedouin to Muammad, baya arābiyya as
against a pledge of migration, baya hijriyya). In pre-Islamic times the religious life
of the Bedouin consisted largely of periodic visits to holy places (q.v.), various
forms of ritual sacriﬁce (q.v.) and the consultation of diviners (see pre-islamic
arabia and the qurn; divination). It
is likely that most Bedouin managed with
even less than that. Therefore the Bedouin
considered the daily prayers ( alāt) and also
the communal alms ( adaqa), which were
two of the most important religious duties
for a Muslim, as an unreasonable demand.
Later Muslim sources elaborated upon
such differences of religious adherence and
observance. Al-Marzūqī (Azmina, ii, 330-1)
differentiates between those who emigrated
from Mecca to Medina (muhājirūn, see
emi grants and helpers) and nomadic
peoples who neither took part in the migration (hijra) nor submitted themselves to
Muslim sovereignty. About the difference
between Arabs (arab) and Bedouin (arāb)
the philologist al-Azharī wrote that the
muhājirūn and the residents of Medina who
allied themselves with Muammad — the
Helpers (an ār) — are not Bedouin but
Arabs because they live in settlements (qurā
arabiyya) and towns. Those who reverted to
a nomadic lifestyle (ahl al-badw) after the
migration to Medina became Bedouin
again (taarraba). As indicated by passages
such as q 4:31 and q 42:37, such reversion
constitutes one of the “great sins” (kabāir,
see sin, major and minor) for which an

individual can be held accountable on the
day of judgment (cf. Azharī in Lisān alArab, i, 586-7; Tāj al-arūs, iii, 334; see last
judg ment). Only the Bedouin who performed the migration were considered to
be full Muslims and this included the obligation of military service. From the lastmentioned remark of al-Azharī the conclusion can be drawn that, after the migration
to Medina, many of the Bedouin returned
to their tribes and refused to perform the
military service (see tribes and clans).
This situation changed after the defeat of
the ridda, the “defection” of some tribes
that occurred after the death of the
Prophet (see apostasy). Eventually nomadic units developed into important auxiliary troops and were brought together in
garrison towns (am ār). Nevertheless, the
integration of the nomadic population into
the Islamic state remained a source of social and political tension for centuries.
Ute Pietruschka
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Bee see animal life
Beguiling⁄Bewitching see magic,
prohibition of

Belief see belief and unbelief

Belief and Unbelief
The fundamental attitudes to the divine
being, to the prophethood of Muammad
and to the message of the Qurān. The
paired terms “belief and unbelief ” (īmān,
kufr) and their correlates “believer and unbeliever” (mumin, kāﬁr) represent the central antithesis of the qurānic discourse.
The root -m-n in the sense of “believing”
and its most common, though by no means
only, antonym, k-f-r (see gratitude and
in gratitude), are among the most frequently attested roots in the Qurān with
close to 500 cases of each. They appear,
either separately or in combination, in
most qurānic sūras, often more than once
in a single verse. This in itself shows the
central importance of these two pivotal
concepts in the Qurān.
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Belief and the believers
The term used most frequently in the
Qurān to denote belief or faith (q.v.) is
īmān. It is closely related to the term islām
(q.v.) which is usually translated as “submission” or “the act of submitting.” Although these two closely-related concepts
seem at times to be near-synonymous
(q 10:84; 51:35-6), their difference is emphasized in q 49:14: “The wandering Arabs
(q.v.; see also bedouin) say: We believe
(āmannā). Say: You believe not, but rather
say ‘We submit’ (aslamnā), for the faith has
not yet entered into your hearts.…”
Īmān is the verbal noun of the fourth
form of the root -m-n. The active participle, mumin, is usually translated as “believer” (its plural, muminūn, is sometimes
rendered “the faithful”), the only exception
being q 59:23 where it is God who is described as mumin but in the sense of a protector or guarantor of security (cf. also
q 106:3-4). According to M. Mir (Īmān),
the root -m-n, especially in its fourth form,
does indeed connote security since the one
who believes becomes secure against untruth and misguidance in this world and
against punishment in the next (cf. ūsī,
Tibyān, i, 54; abā abāī, Mīzān, i, 45).
Muslim commentators usually provide an
explanation of what is to be understood by
the term īmān at its ﬁrst occurrence in the
Qurān (q 2:3), glossing it as afﬁrmation
or attestation of the truth of something
(ta dīq).
Even though the term mumin, in an absolute sense, is primarily used to describe an
adherent of the religion founded by Muammad — in other words, a Muslim —
it should be emphasized at the outset that
in the Qurān mumin does not have this
exclusive meaning. It also covers the preMuammadan believers, i.e. those who
believed in the messengers (see mes senger;
prophets and prophethood) that were
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sent by God before the appearance of
Muammad, the most obvious example
being the mumin mentioned in q 40:28-45
who was a supporter of Moses (q.v.) at the
court of Pharaoh (q.v.). A second group of
non-Muslim muminūn consists of individuals among the People of the Book (q.v.;
see below) who are described in the Qurān
(q 2:62; 3:110, 113-5, 199; 5:66, 83; 28:52-4;
57:27) as believers although most commentators regard them as converts to Islam.
Strictly speaking, then, mumin and Muslim
are not synonymous. However, in the following, mumin will be used primarily in
the sense of an adherent to the religion of
Muammad. The for mula “O you who
believe” ( yā ayyuhā lladhī āmanū), which appears frequently in sūras from the Medinan period introducing a precept (see
boundaries and precepts) or an admonition, invariably addresses this class of believers. At times, female believers (mumināt)
are explicitly addressed or mentioned, e.g.
q 9:71-2.

various glosses by the commentators (see
Ibn al-Jawz, Zād, i, 24-5). The commonly
accepted view is that it refers to “unseen
things,” knowledge of which is hidden
from humankind. Examples of “unseen
things” that commentators on the Qurān
frequently mention include the destiny
(q.v.; see also fate) of an individual human being, the events of the last day (see
apoc alypse), the resurrection (q.v.), and
the last judgment (q.v.; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, i,
41; Jalālayn, 7; Qur ubī, Jāmi, i, 159). For a
Shīī exegete like al-ūsī (d. 460⁄1067;
Tibyān, i, 55), al-ghayb includes the (unknown) duration of the occultation of the
awaited Imām (q.v.) and the coming of the
Mahdī. Only God has the keys to the unseen things (mafātī al-ghayb, q 6:59, also the
title of the commentary by Fakhr al-Dīn
al-Rāzī) but man must believe in their existence. Moreover, some commentators
state that in order for īmān to be valid, it
should be a genuine afﬁrmation and not
merely an attitude acquired by imitation
(taqlīd, Rashīd Ri ā, Manār, ii, 111f., 145f.
and cf. Ibn al-Arabī [attributed], Tafsīr, i,
16-7, who distinguishes between īmān taqlīdī
and īmān ta qīqī).

The objects of belief
What distinguishes true believers from
polytheists (see polytheism and atheism)
is the belief in one God, whereas what sets
them apart from the earlier monotheists is
the belief that Muammad is the messenger of God. This is reﬂected in the shahāda,
the Muslim profession of faith (q.v.), which
constitutes one of the ﬁve pillars of Islam
and to which the Shīīs add the afﬁrmation
that Alī (see al b. ab lib; shism and
the qurn) is the friend of God. But
there is more to belief than that. In order
to qualify as a mumin, one must furthermore believe in God’s earlier messengers,
his revealed books (see book), his angels
(see angel) and the hereafter (see heaven;
hell; q 2:177, 285; 4:136). A separate article of faith is belief in al-ghayb (q 2:3, see
hid den and the hidden), which is given

Belief and works
According to the Qurān, the attitude of
true believers towards God is characterized
by gratitude, awe, repentance, and submission. In their attitude to their fellow
humans, they are distinguished by their
chastity, modesty, humility, forgiveness,
and truthfulness. They respect their contracts and covenants (see q 8:2-4, 74; 9:112;
13:20-3; 23:1-6, 8-11, 57-61; 24:36-9;
25:63-8, 72-4; 28:54-5; 32:15-7; 33:35-6;
42:36-43; 48:29; 70:22-35; 76:7-10; see
contracts and alliances; covenant;
breaking trusts and contracts). The
sūras from the Medinan period emphasize
the importance of the coherence of the
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Muslim community (see community and
so ciety in the qurn). Believers are
brothers (q 49:10; see brothers and
brotherhood) and should assist and protect each other (q 8:72, 74; 9:71). Peace
must be established between them in case
they should ﬁght (q 49:9-10) and they
should show each other mercy (q 48:29).
Offending another believer is a sin (q 48:29;
see sin, major and minor). These passages, incidentally, show that all was not
well and harmonious among the believers
in Medina; there were even special rules
governing their proper conduct towards
the Prophet and his wives (e.g. q 33:53;
49:2-5; 58:12-3; see wives of the prophet).
Belief should ideally be accompanied by
and expressed in pious deeds (amal alāli āt) such as worship (q.v.), charity and
striving for the cause of God in different
ways. Belief and works frequently appear
together in the Qurān which suggests that
amal (see work) is an integral part of īmān
(q 2:82, 277; 3:57; 4:57, 122, 173; 5:9, 93;
7:42). However, post-qurānic literature reveals a tendency to separate īmān and amal,
often equating the latter with islām in the
sense of an outward expression of the faith
whose interior location is the heart (q.v.).
This tendency can already be observed in
certain traditions on īmān in the canonical
collections of adīth where Muammad is
asked by the angel Gabriel ( Jibrīl, see
gabriel) about the essence of islām, īmān
and i sān (which latter stands for supererogatory acts of worship; see Bukhārī,
Sa ī , K. al-Īmān, 38, 50; cf. Muslim, Sa ī ,
K. al-Īmān). Compendiums of theology and
heresiographical tracts invariably include
discussions about the relationship between
faith and works and the nature of belief.
They raise such questions as whether
someone who professes faith but does not
observe the corresponding precepts can be
considered a mumin and whether he or she
is entitled to a reward (see reward and

punishment) in the hereafter. (For a survey
of theological positions held by different
groups and individuals, see Rāzī, Tafsīr, ad
q 2:6.) Another much-debated question is
whether belief can increase or decrease
(based on q 3:173; 8:2; 48:4).
For their belief and their righteous deeds,
believers will be the recipients of God’s
favor and enjoy preferential treatment. Although they will be subjected to trials in
this world (q 2:214; 3:186; 47:31; see trial),
they also prosper and God makes their
works succeed (e.g. q 2:5; 3:104; 23:1; 33:71).
He strengthens the believers and defends,
saves and protects them (q 58:22; 22:38;
39:61; 40:9). Ultimately, they will be admitted to paradise (q.v.) — described in vivid
detail throughout the Qurān — where
they will remain in eternal bliss (e.g. q 2:25;
3:15; 9:72; 13:23; 18:31; 22:23; 23:19; 35:33;
55:54; see also garden).
Unbelief and unbelievers
The most frequent, though not the only,
Arabic term denoting unbelief, disbelief or
misbelief is kufr but the Qurān contains a
series of related and to some extent synonymous concepts. These include iniquity
(ulm), sinfulness ( ﬁsq), arrogance (q.v.) or
haughtiness (istikbār) and denial (takdhīb),
each of which expresses an aspect of the
unbeliever’s attitude (for a detailed analysis, see Izutsu, Concepts, 105-77).
The basic meaning of k-f-r is to cover, to
hide, to conceal, e.g. the truth. By extension, kufr came to mean to ignore or fail to
acknowledge (q 30:13; 35:14; 46:6; 3:115), to
reject, to spurn, to be thankless or ungrateful (q 2:152; 16:55, 83, 122-4; 17:27;
26:18-19; 29:66; 30:24; 43:15). Finally, mention must be made of the meaning which
today is regarded as the primary one, to
disbelieve. This signiﬁcation of kufr retains
all the connotations of the above-mentioned verbs. It was not so much transformed as extended in the course of the
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revelation of the Qurān (see M. Waldman,
Development). According to classical
sources of Arabic lexicography, such as the
Lisān al-Arab (v. 144), the fundamental
meaning of kufr is ingratitude for beneﬁts
received (kufr al-nima).
Someone accused of kufr is called a kāfir
(pl. kāfirūn, kuffār, alladhīna kafarū, and
kafara, which latter occurs only once in the
Qurān; often, however, the Qurān simply
calls them alladhīna lā yuminūna, “those who
do not believe”). The older English translation “inﬁdel” is now used less frequently.
The intensive forms, kafūr and kaffār, describe someone whose kufr takes extreme
forms (q 2:276; 11:9; 14:34; 22:38; 31:32;
35:36; 39:3; 42:48; 50:24). The derived
form takfīr, not found in the Qurān, means
branding someone, especially a fellowMuslim, as a kāfir. This is condemned in
adīth but nonetheless takfīr became an effective instrument of excluding someone
from the Muslim community. In the formative period of Islam the ﬁrst ones to make
this accusation were the Khārijīs (q.v.) who
reserved for themselves the qualiﬁcation
muminūn while applying the term kuffār to
all others. Their example has been followed by many others. Similarly, accusations of ascribing partners to God or of
making anything else equal to him (shirk)
have been used by Muslims in both medieval and modern times to challenge those
whose views are deemed to be deviant.
The Qurān distinguishes two main groups
of unbelievers. Although at ﬁrst sight these
two appear very different, they actually
have much in common, not least being the
fact that both rejected the message of
Muammad. The idolaters (mushrikūn, see
idolatry and idolaters) were by far the
most numerous for they constituted the
majority among the Arabs, both sedentary
and nomadic. The second group is that of
the People of the Book (ahl al-kitāb). A third
group, to be discussed separately, is formed

by the so-called hypocrites (munāfiqūn, see
hypocrites and hypocrisy) who ﬁrst
appear in the Medinan period. Though
outwardly professing belief, they are not
truly committed to faith. This attitude is
referred to in the Lisān al-Arab (v. 144) as
kufr al-nifāq, to be distinguished from kufr
al-inkār (failure to acknowledge the oneness
of God either in the heart or in speech),
kufr al-ju ūd (refusal to afﬁrm in speech
what the heart acknowledges as true), and
kufr al-muānada (to acknowledge God in
the heart and in speech but to refuse to
act accordingly; cf. Lane, vii, 2621).
Idolaters, idol-worshippers, polytheists, pagans
The term mushrik is derived from shirk, i.e.
associating, in the sense of ascribing partners to God, which is described in the
Qurān as the only sin for which no forgiveness is possible (q 4:48). Another common qurānic expression for this is “those
who associate” (alladhīna ashrakū). At ﬁrst,
Muammad’s preaching was addressed almost entirely to the pagan Arabs whose attitude may be described as follows: Not believing in the existence of an afterlife, they
are excessively attached to worldly goods
and take great pride in their material possessions and in their sons (q 19:77-80). But
their enjoyment of this world will be brief
(q 2:126; 3:196-7; 31:24; 77:46) and their
possessions and children will not avail
them (q 3:10, 116; 9:85; 34:35-7; 58:17;
60:3). Although they ascribe daughters to
God (q 16:57; 53:19-23), they themselves are
aggrieved when female children are born
to them (q 16:58-9). God shows them his
signs (q.v.), the wonders of nature, that
they may believe and gives them of his
bounties, that they may be grateful but
they fail to acknowledge that the source of
these favors is the one God, the creator of
all things, who will resurrect and judge
them on the last day. In their unbelief they
follow the ways of their ancestors (q 2:170;
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37:69-70; 53:23) and are loath to give up
their traditional beliefs and rites which are
connected with idols (see idols and images) that will be of no help to them
when the ﬁnal hour comes. They ignore
the warnings (q.v.) communicated to them
by Muammad, just as earlier nations (the
pre-Islamic unbelievers) had rejected the
call of the messengers that God had sent,
messengers such as Hūd (q.v.), āli (q.v.),
Noah (q.v.), Abraham (q.v.), Lot (q.v.),
Moses (q.v.), and Jesus (q.v.; e.g. q 6:34;
26:105, 123, 139, 141; 43:7; see also age of
ignorance; pre-islamic arabia and
the qurn). They mock the believers
(q 83:29-32) and are not impressed by a
message coming from someone who is a
mere mortal like themselves, someone who
fails to produce the miracles (see miracle)
that they demand as proof (q.v.; q 17:90-3;
cf. q 74:52). Considering him possessed as
had previous nations deemed the earlier
warners, they call Muammad a liar who
represents stories he received from outsiders as divine revelations. For their rejection, these nations had been severely punished (see punishment stories) both in
this life and in the hereafter, and this is
what awaits the pagan Arabs unless they
repent and turn to God and Muammad.
However, most of the people to whom
Muammad was sent will only recognize
the truth of the warning and the reality of
the punishment in the afterlife, when it is
too late to mend their ways (e.g. q 34:33;
39:56-8). Rather, they turned away when
they were admonished (q 21:2; 26:5; 74:49)
or put their ﬁngers in their ears (q 71:7; see
also blasphemy). Theirs will be a painful
doom in hell (graphic descriptions are
found throughout the Qurān, e.g. q 2:24;
4:56; 7:50; 8:50; 9:35; 21:39; 22:19; 23:104;
40:49, 72; 37:62-8; 44:43-8; 56:52-6). Criticism of the pagans continues into the Medinan period although there the focus shifts
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somewhat from the mushrikūn to the hypocrites and the People of the Book.
The People of the Book
This term (q 2:105, 109; 3:64, 65, 69, 70, 71,
72, 75, 98, 99, 110, 113, 199; 4:123, 153, 159,
171; 5:15, 19, 59, 68, 77; 29:46; 33:26; 57:29;
59:2, 11; 98:1, 6), along with phrases like
“those who were given the book” (alladhīna
ūtū l-kitāb, q 2:144, 145; 3:19, 20, 100, 186,
187; 4:47, 131; 5:5; 9:29; 74:31; 98:4, and cf.
2:213; 4:44, 51) and “those to whom we
gave the book” (alladhīna ātaynāhum al-kitāb,
q 2:146; 6:20, 89, 114; 28:52; 29:47), is commonly taken to refer to the Jews and the
Christians (see christians and christianity; jews and judaism). In some
verses that allude to the Jews and Christians, the Qurān mentions a third group:
the enigmatic Sabians (ābiūn, q 2:62;
5:69; 22:17) but whether they and the
Magians (Majūs, q 22:17) are to be considered as “People of the Book” is disputed
among commentators and legal scholars
(see sabians and magians).
The Meccan sūras contain little direct
polemic against Judaism or Christianity.
On the contrary, the Israelites or Jews and
the Christians are presented as an example
to be followed. This is because they acknowledge that there is only one God, the
creator of the universe, who makes himself
known to humankind through revelations
(see revelation and inspiration)
brought by prophets and messengers and
who rewards obedience (q.v.) and severely
punishes rejection and unbelief. In the
Meccan period, the believers are still encouraged to seek the advice of the People
of the Book who, having been steeped in
monotheistic tradition, may be able to clarify for them issues that they do not understand (q 10:94).
This initially benevolent attitude changes
after Muammad moves to Medina (q.v.)
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where he becomes closely acquainted with
adherents of other monotheistic religions,
especially with Jews. Although some of the
Jews converted to the new religion, the majority rejected Muammad’s claim to
prophethood. This, combined with political factors, led to the deterioration of relations between Muammad and the Jews of
Medina as is reﬂected in many of the sūras
from the Medinan period. Jews are now
grouped together with the idolaters as
those who are the most inimical towards
the believers. Christians, on the other
hand, who constituted a less immediate
threat, are presented as sympathetic to the
believers (q 5:82-3; see McAuliffe, Qurānic,
chap. 7). Even though Christians themselves — although, according to certain
commentators, only a portion of them —
are judged more favorably than are the
Jews, Christian teachings such as the Trinity (q.v.) and Jesus as the son of God,
which are considered by Muslims to be
distortions of true Christianity, are severely condemned in the Qurān as being
in contradiction with the doctrine of the
absolute oneness of God (q 4:171; 5:75, 116;
9:30).
The unbelief of which the majority
among the People of the Book are accused
is of a different kind than that of the pagans. The stubborn rejection of Muammad’s message by the People of the Book is
simply incomprehensible because they had
received revelations before and should
therefore have been the ﬁrst to believe in
Muammad, whose coming was foretold
in their scriptures (q 7:157; 61:6; see scripture and the qurn). Moreover, they
shared with Muammad and his followers
a number of essential truths. But, they refused to accept that Muammad had
brought a new (or rather renewed) dispensation and are accused of having obscured
scriptural references to him. In addition,

they constituted a threat to the believers,
whom they tried to lead astray (q.v.), seducing them back to their former unbelief
(q 2:109; 3:98-199).
The People of the Book, however, are not
all alike. According to the Qurān, there
are some among them who believe (q 3:110,
113, 199; 28:52-4, and cf. 5:66, analyzed in
detail in McAuliffe, Qurānic, chaps. 5, 6, 8).
According to most commentators, this refers to those Jews and Christians who embraced Islam, such as the Jew Abdallāh
b. Salām and certain Christians from
amongst the Abyssinians and others (e.g.
abarī, Tafsīr, vii, 107; ūsī, Tibyān, ii, 54;
abarsī, Majma, iv, 170; Qur ubī, Jāmi,
ii, 166; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, i, 397; Jalālayn,
69-70; see also abyssinia). They are, in
other words, Muslims. Another view is that
the reference is to people who did not formally convert to Islam but whose loyalty to
the true interpretation of their scriptures
impelled them to profess belief in Muammad as the one who was announced therein. Unlike their coreligionists, they were
not dismayed by the fact that he was not
from among their own people. The ones
who are described in q 28:52-4 as stating
that they submitted before “it,” i.e. before
the coming of Muammad or the revelation of the Qurān (innā kunnā min qablihi
muslimīn), are seen as Jews and Christians
who understood from their scriptures that
a new prophet was to be sent and who
recognized Muammad as that prophet
when he appeared. They are promised a
double reward because of their loyalty to
two books, the earlier revelation and the
Qurān.
Despite the potentially higher status of
the earlier monotheists, those among them
who are guilty of unbelief will share a
painful doom with the pagans unless they
mend their ways. q 98, taken by most
commentators to be Medinan, places the
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unbelievers amongst the People of the
Book on the same level as idolaters (mushrikūn), calling them “the worst of created
beings,” as opposed to the believers, who
are the best of them (q 98:6-7).
The People of the Book were offered the
choice of joining the new religion or of
maintaining their own religious identity,
but at the price of a poll-tax ( jizya, q.v.),
payment of which expressed submission to
the Muslim community (q 9:29). This arrangement was to become the basis for the
dhimma-system which guaranteed the People of the Book protection (q.v.) of their
lives and goods and which dates from the
period following the death of Muammad
(see A. Fattal, Le statut légal; C. Cahen,
Dhimma; id., Djizya). The tolerance that
was sometimes accorded to the People of
the Book was not granted to the idolaters
(mushrikūn). For them, the choice was between Islam and death. q 2:256, which
reads “there is no compulsion in religion”
(lā ikrāha fī l-dīn) and which in modern
times is often adduced as proof of Muslim
tolerance of other religions, is considered
by most exegetes to have been abrogated
by the so-called sword-verse (q 9:5; see
abrogation) and other passages that call
for an all-out war against the unbelievers
(q 2:216; 8:39; 47:4). Another passage
which is often considered as proof of tolerance is “To you your dīn, to me mine”
(q 109:6) where dīn is interpreted either as
religion or as the recompense for one’s beliefs. Most commentators interpret this
verse as a radical break with the pagans by
those who had accepted the prophethood
of Muammad (see Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād, ix,
252).

not of their own rank. Whoever associates
with them is one of them (q 3:28; 118;
4:144; 5:51; 9:23-4; 13:1; 60:1; and cf. 58:22).
The unbelievers are each other’s allies
(q 8:73). Sitting with the unbelievers who
mock the Qurān is forbidden (q 4:140); the
contributions from unbelievers may not
be accepted (q 9:54) and praying at their
graves is prohibited (q 9:84). Some passages explicitly forbid relations with pagan
Arabs even if these are one’s own relatives.
The reason for the passage’s revelation
(sabab al-nuzūl, see occasions of revelation) is not clear in every case, nor is the
category of unbelievers to which reference
is being made: the pagans, the People of
the Book or perhaps the hypocrites. Not
surprisingly, then, the exegetical literature
also presents many different solutions. The
unbelievers in q 3:28, for example, are
identiﬁed once as Jews and then again as
pagan Meccans (Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād, i, 371).
The unbelievers will only mock the believers (q 83:29-32) and try to corrupt them
(q 3:99-100). One should, therefore, avoid
and ignore them and pay no attention to
their idle talk. Only in cases of fear for
one’s life may one associate with unbelievers (q 3:28; cf. 16:106). In this context, the
term taqiyya — dissimulation (q.v.) — is
mentioned. Whereas Sunnī commentators
tend to see taqiyya as an option, their Shīī
counterparts consider it a duty when faced
with a threat to one’s life (ūsī, Tibyān, ii,
435; Mufīd, quoted in abarsī, Majma, iii,
56; abā abāī, Mīzān, iii, 153, 162-3). More
recently, a very negative attitude was adopted toward the unbelievers, i.e. nonMuslims, by the twentieth century Egyptian thinker Sayyid Qu b (ilāl, i, 568) who
was executed in 1966.
The passages listed so far suggest that a
passive attitude be adopted towards the unbelievers. Other verses, however, which
may be encountered in any discussion of
jihād (q.v.), stress that believers should exert

Relations between believers and unbelievers
Various passages in the Qurān speak of
the attitude to be adopted by the believers
towards the unbelievers, warning them
against close contacts with others who are
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themselves in the way of God (see path
or way [of god]) in the struggle against
unbelief or prescribe ﬁghting against the
unbelievers (e.g. q 2:190-3, 218, 244; 4:74-6,
84, 95; 8:15-6, 45-6, 57, 65; 9:20, 81). Under
certain circumstances, however, it is possible to make peace with them (q 4:90-1;
8:61). Not surprisingly, all these verses are
from the Medinan period when Muammad was in a position of power and no
longer the persecuted preacher that he
had been in Mecca.

(Mu allā, iii, 162). The Qurān does not demand that the unbelievers live in segregation from the believers or that they distinguish themselves from the believers in their
outward appearance; this was a later development of Islamic jurisprudence (see A.
Fattal, Le statut légal; M. Perlmann, Ghiyār).

The impurity of the unbeliever
Although at ﬁrst Muammad tried to
maintain amicable relations with the unbelievers, this attitude changed after the conquest of Mecca. q 9:28 declares the mushrikūn to be impure (najas, see purity and
impurity) and forbids them to come near
the Meccan sanctuary (al-masjid al- arām).
This verse came to be interpreted in the
Mālikī and Jafarī schools of law as prohibiting all non-Muslims from entering Muslim places of worship and led to discussions about the nature of the unbeliever’s
impurity: Were they literally ﬁlthy or ritually impure because they did not perform
ablutions (see cleanliness and ablution;
ritual purity)? Is their impurity a judgment or conception in the minds of the believers? Or are they intrinsically impure
and contaminating (see contamination)
(Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād, iii, 417; Rashīd Ri ā,
Manār, x, 417; and see A.J. Wensinck,
Nadjis)? Shīīs like al-ūsī (Tibyān) and alabarsī (d. 518⁄1153; Majma, 43) subscribe
to the latter view and declare that contact
with the unbelievers should be limited. If
one has shaken hands with an unbeliever
and the hand of either party was moist
one should wash one’s hand. Ibn azm
(d. 456⁄1064), representing a āhirī viewpoint, maintains the essential impurity of
all unbelievers but, unlike the Shīīs, does
not prohibit their access to mosques

Belief and unbelief: choice or destiny?
According to the Qurān, humankind can
be divided into two basic categories, those
who believe and those who do not believe.
Yet to what extent are people free to
choose between belief and unbelief ? While
several passages in the Qurān suggest that
people are given the option to choose whether or not to respond to the call of God’s
messenger(s) and that in the ﬁnal analysis a
person’s fate in the afterlife depends on
that person alone (q 17:15, 54; 18:29; 20:82;
27:92; 34:50; 39:41), a larger number of
verses give the impression or leave no
doubt that it is God who decides who will
be guided and who will be led astray. In
other words, it is he who decides the fate
of man (q 6:125; 7:178, 186; 10:96-7, 99;
13:33; 28:50; 39:23, 36, 37; 45:23; 74:31).
This apparent contradiction has given rise
to much theological debate in later Islam
about the question of indeterminism (“free
will”) or determinism (“predestination”).
The members of the Mutazila school (see
mutazils) and the Shīīs, who were inﬂuenced by them, felt that predestination
(qa ā wa-qadar) was incompatible with the
idea of God’s absolute justice (see justice
and injustice). Exegetes like the Mutazilī
al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538⁄1144) and the Shīī
al-ūsī (d. 460⁄1067) devote much effort to
proving that the Qurān supports their
claim that man creates his own actions. On
the other hand, the Asharī, Fakhr al-Dīn
al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1210) expends much effort
in refuting this view. The Qurān describes
the unbelievers as people in whose ears
there is a deafness (q 41:5, 44; cf. 16:108),
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whose hearts and hearing have been sealed
by God (q 45:23; 63:3) or covered with a
veil (q 6:25; 17:46; 18:57; 41:5). Their hearts
have been made hard or have rusted
(q 39:22; 83:14, and cf. 47:24). The unbelievers are compared with people who are
deaf, dumb and blind (q 2:18, 171; 6:39;
8:22) and God put fetters on their necks
(q 36:8). Whether this should be seen as the
cause or as the result of unbelief is a disputed question among commentators, their
answers depending upon their theological
orientations. See also freedom and predestination.
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Believers and Unbelievers see belief
and unbelief

Bekka see mecca

Benjamin
The brother of Joseph (Yūsuf, see joseph).
Identiﬁed in the Bible as the son of Jacob
(q.v.) and Rachel, Benjamin (Binyamīn) is
not mentioned by name in q 12, the sūra
which tells the story of Joseph. Of the
eighteen dramatis personae of this sūra,
only Joseph is named directly. Nevertheless
the identity of Benjamin is clear and his
presence in the story exempliﬁes the effec-
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tiveness of the referential character of
qurānic rhetoric.
Benjamin is referred to on the following
occasions: When the brothers complain
“Joseph and his brother [i.e. Benjamin] are
dearer to our father than are we” (q 12:8);
when they plot to rid themselves of him;
when Joseph, while giving his brothers
corn after having been established in
Egypt, orders them, “Bring me another
brother of yours by your father” (q 12:59);
when they say to Jacob on their return to
Canaan, “Father, we are not to be given
any more corn! So send our brother with
us” (q 12:63); when Jacob responds to
them, “Shall I entrust him to you other
than as I entrusted to you his brother long
ago?” (q 12:64); and in Jacob’s reluctant
words of consent, “I will not send him with
you unless you make a pledge before God
that you will bring him back to me”
(q 12:66).
Additionally, back in Egypt there are
qurānic references, when Joseph takes
Benjamin aside and says to him, “Truly, I
am your brother” (q 12:69); when Joseph
has his cup (see cups and vessels) put in
the saddle bag of his brother (q 12:70) from
which it is taken (q 12:76); when the brothers make an excuse for him, saying, “If he
has stolen something, he has a brother who
also stole” (q 12:77); when the brothers
plead to Joseph to take one of them in
Benjamin’s place, since he “has an aged
father” (q 12:78); prompting Joseph’s response, “God forbid that we should take
other than the one on whom we found our
property” (q 12:79). Further, when they return to Canaan to tell their father, “Father,
your son has stolen” (q 12:81); and Jacob
exclaims, “Perhaps God will bring them all
back to me” (q 12:83); and orders them,
“Go, search for Joseph and his brother”
(q 12:87). Finally, after their return to Egypt
and to Joseph’s presence, he asks them,

“Do you know what you did to Joseph and
his brother?” (q 12:89); and after their hesitant reply he declares, “I am Joseph, and
this is my brother” (q 12:90).
Every reference to Benjamin has a role in
the development of the narrative (see narratives): not, paradoxically, because of
anything he says or does, but simply
through his rel ationship to Joseph. It is
jealousy of Benjamin as well as of Joseph
that precipitates the events of the story
(q 12:8). It is through Benjamin that Joseph
ﬁrst exercises power over his brethren
(q 12:59). It is through Benjamin that Jacob
puts his other sons to the test, to discover
whether they will be faithful to their pledge.
The discovery of the cup in Benjamin’s
saddle bag in q 12:76 plays a pivotal role.
The brothers’ response to his arrest shows
that they are faithful to their pledge (q 12:78,
80). Benjamin is the agent of their change
of heart. Jacob’s order to his sons to search
for Joseph and his brother (q 12:87) leads to
the narrative’s denouement when Joseph
reveals his identity to them (q 12:90). The
tensions that generated the story at a literary level are thereby resolved and the moral
lessons of the sūra thereby conﬁrmed.
The close fraternal relationship between
Benjamin and Joseph is a leitmotiv in the
qurānic story (see brother and brotherhood). The brothers are envious of Joseph
and his brother; Jacob asks the brothers
whether he can trust Benjamin with them
any more than he trusted them with Benjamin’s brother Joseph (q 12:64); when revealing himself to Benjamin, Joseph says to
him, “I am your brother” (q 12:69); Joseph’s
cup is placed and found “in his brother’s
saddle bag” (q 12:70, 76); the brothers’ excuse for Benjamin’s supposed theft is that
he also had a brother who stole; Jacob sends
the sons back to Egypt to seek Joseph and
his brother; upon their return, Joseph puts to
them the question, “Do you know what
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you did to Joseph and his brother?” and in
revealing himself, says, “I am Joseph and
this is my brother.”
The Muslim exegetical tradition elaborates these elements in the story. Qurānic
commentators had no problem in identifying Benjamin and in noting that his
mother Rachel died giving birth to him.
Both commentary literature on the Qurān
as well as the Muslim literary genre known
as the “tales of the prophets” (qi a alanbiyā) elaborated the elements of the core
qurānic narrative that emphasized the
positive role of Benjamin and that showed
the love between the two brothers. The
later Islamic mystical tradition, inspired
by their closeness, saw in Joseph’s love for
Benjamin a metaphor for God’s primordial
love of the sinner (see fism and the
qurn). See also scripture and the
qurn.
A.H. Johns
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Bequest see inheritance

Berries see agriculture and
vegetation

Betrothal see marriage and divorce

Bible
While there is no qurānic equivalent of the
term, the Qurān refers to certain elements
of this scriptural composite. The most prominent of these are: Torah (tawrāt), Gospel
(injīl), Psalms (zabūr) and more ambiguously
scrolls or leaves ( u uf ). See torah; gospel; psalms; scripture and the qurn.
Jane Dammen McAuliffe

Bilqīs
The name most frequently given by Islamic commentators to the anonymous
queen of the land of Sheba (q.v.). Bilqīs is
the powerful and intelligent ruler whose
celebrated visit to the court of the prophet
Solomon (q.v.; see also art and architecture and the qurn) is mentioned in
q 27:20-44. The etymology of the name is
unknown. The view that “Bilqīs” is derived
from the Hebrew pilegesh (concubine) or
from Naukalis, the Greek name given her by
Flavius Josephus, is not at all convincing
(see E. Ullendorff, Bilīs). Muslim religious
scholars also refer to the queen as Balama
(cf. Thalabī, Qi a , 312 and other sources
with variant readings), i.e. the female Balaam. The Balama-tradition features an
extended genealogy, with minor variations,
that projects the queen’s ancestors back to
Qa ān, the progenitor of the southern
Arabs (Thalabī, Qi a , 313 among others).
The queen’s story in the Qurān ( J. Lassner, Demonizing the queen, 36-48), while lacking a coherent narrative, has a clear message. The Sheban ruler, a woman who
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worships other than God (see idolatry
and idolaters; belief and unbelief),
must be brought to submission by the
prophet Solomon once he is made aware of
her unbelief by the hoopoe, a bird from his
ﬂying corps who discovered the queen and
her kingdom in the Yemen (see animal
life). The prophet sends a threatening letter to the queen commanding her to submit. She attempts to deﬂect Solomon with
various gifts, all of which are scornfully rejected. The queen, alarmed by Solomon’s
reaction to her initiative, journeys to visit
him at his court, where she is twice tested.
She passes the ﬁrst test, but when she enters the prophet’s pavilion, she thinks it to
be a pool of water and so lifting her skirt,
she uncovers her ankles. This forces her to
acknowledge — although no reason is
given — that she has wronged herself and
she submits through Solomon to the lord of
the universe.
The subsequent commentary and exegesis on the qurānic verses ( J. Lassner, Demonizing the queen, 47-86) ﬁll the interstices
of the loosely formulated qurānic text. By
providing a lengthy and sustained narrative, later Muslim writers also added an additional dimension to the account of the
queen’s visit. From their perspective, the
queen must be brought in line, not only because she does not recognize God, but because she violates the nature of the universe, which is God’s design. That is to say,
the queen, who is half jinn (q.v.) and hence
an unnatural creature, has no plans to fulﬁll the time-honored functions of women,
namely, child bearing and nurturing (see
women and the qurn). Instead she arrogates to herself the prerogatives of rule
in a most deﬁant manner. She marries to
unite a divided kingdom only to slay her
husband on their wedding night (Thalabī,
Qi a , 312-3; al-Dīnawarī, Akhbār, 22-5;
Yaqūbī, Tarīkh, ii, 222; abarī, Tarīkh, i,
684; Masūdī, Murūj, iii, 173; and others).

Faced with Solomon’s call for her submission and the rejection of her initial diplomatic efforts to bribe him, she travels to
Solomon’s court to test him. Should he fail
the tests, she will retain her kingdom and
with that the natural order so carefully designed by God will be undone ( J. Lassner,
Demonizing the queen, 57-61). But Solomon
with some help from the angel Gabriel
(q.v.) overcomes her carefully crafted ploys
and in the end the queen, unable to distinguish between a pool of water — God’s
design for nature — and an artiﬁcially
created pool made from glass — representing her unnatural desire to rule —
capitulates. These themes also appear in
the Jewish lore of Solomon and the Queen
of Sheba, a body of tradition that is seemingly linked, however loosely, with the
Muslim scripture and its commentary ( J.
Lassner, Demonizing the queen, 88-132). See
also mythic and legendary narratives
and the qurn.
Jacob Lassner
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Biology as the Creation and Stages
of Life
The Qurān depicts the creation of the
universe and everything within it as a
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miracle (q.v.) of God and as proof of the
existence of divine power (see power and
impotence). According to the Qurān, human life began with the creation of Adam
and Eve (q.v.). The qurānic account of the
creation (q.v.) narrative afﬁrms that everything has been created in pairs for reproduction and perpetuation of its own species. Modern Muslim commentators,
particularly those who are devoted to “scientiﬁc” exegesis (tafsīr ilmī, see exegesis of
the qurn), have decided that since the
Qurān makes no mention of the evolution
of one species to another kind of species,
the Darwinian theory of evolution is contrary to the teachings of the Qurān. Such
contemporary Muslim exegesis also makes
the claim that the qurānic description
from over 1400 years ago, of the conception of the fetus and of its subsequent development and growth, contains details of
which scientiﬁc observation has become
aware only in relatively recent times. A
consistent pattern of interpretation, both
medieval and modern, is to read the references to conception, birth and human development as evidence of God’s creative
majesty and care for humankind. The
early life stages and aspects of human biology mentioned in the Qurān include conception, fetal development and growth,
childbirth, lactation and weaning. There is
also abundant reference to the various aspects of adult life as well as to death and to
life after death (see death and the dead).
There is no sequential treatment in the
Qurān of the biology of human life and of
the human life span. Rather, these are
treated in many different sūras and verses
but relevant verses have here been grouped
for the purpose of thematic analysis. See
also life.

clay (īn) in eight places and from dry clay
( al āl) in four places (see clay). Qurānic
commentators are of the opinion that turāb, īn and al āl complement rather than
contradict each other, as they refer to the
various stages through which Adam was
formed (abarī, Tafsīr; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, ii,
457). According to this interpretation, God
created Adam from clay, which is a mixture
of water and soil or dust and this was then
turned into dark fetid mud and brought
into shape. This inorganic matter was then
transformed into organic material through
the divine command of “Be!” (kun) after
the soul (rū ) had been “breathed” into
Adam (see spirit; air and wind). Not
only was Adam created from dust but the
Qurān speaks of all men as being created
in a similar fashion, thus signifying that the
bodies of the progeny of Adam are composed of various organic and inorganic
substances such as those found within the
soil (M. Asad, Message, 520). An apt verse
that summarizes the process of human creation is: “From the [earth] did we create
you, and into it shall we return you, and
from it shall we bring you out once again”
(q 20:55).
Stages and materials of human creation
are mentioned in numerous qurānic sūras:
q 6 (“Cattle,” Sūrat al-Anām), q 22 (“The
Pilgrimage,” Sūrat al- ajj), q 23 (“The Believers,” Sūrat al-Muminūn), q 40 (“The
Believer,” Sūrat al-Mumin), q 30 (“The
Romans,” Sūrat al-Rūm), q 32 (“The Prostration,” Sūrat al-Sajda), q 55 (“The Beneﬁcent,” Sūrat al-Ramān), q 77 (“The
Emissaries,” Sūrat al-Mursalāt), and q 86
(“The Morning Star,” Sūrat al-āriq). The
qurānic vocabulary in each relevant passage, however, varies in both its mention
and its ordering. For example, the stages
of dust (turāb), sperm (nufa), a material
that clings (alaqa, see blood and blood
clot; anatomy) and a lump of ﬂesh
(mu gha) are mentioned in q 22:5, while in

Creation
The creation of humans from dust (turāb)
is mentioned six times in the Qurān, from
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q 23:12 clay (īn) is mentioned instead of
dust (turāb). In q 55:14 only the dry clay
( al āl) is mentioned while the materials
and stages of dust (turāb), clay (īn), sperm
(nufa), blood clot (alaqa) and chewed lump
(mu gha) are omitted. As with q 6:2, which
refers to clay (īn), q 30:20 refers to dust
(turāb) and to the fully formed human stage
but none of the other materials or stages is
mentioned.

Furthermore, the statement that “We cause
whom we will to rest in the wombs for an
appointed term,” is understood as a recognition that not all fertilized ova (or embryos) complete the full fetal cycle. Some
are aborted and this citation exempliﬁes
God’s prerogative and power over birth,
life and death (see abortion; birth
control).
A third passage, q 32:7-9, makes clear reference to the creation of Adam from clay
and to the conception of his progeny by
natural reproductive process, i.e. “an extract of despised ﬂuid.” The paradox in
this latter phrase is noteworthy in that a
pure form, the human being, is created
from impure ﬂuid (A.Y. Alī, The holy
Qurān, 1094). According to Islamic law, semen is a polluting substance, one of the
bodily emissions that necessitates a major
ablution before the ritual prayer (q.v.; see
also ritual purity; purity and impurity). The comment by Abdullāh
Yūsuf Alī, a well-known translator of the
Qurān, connects this situation of legal impurity with its consequence in the act of
conception. Finally, q 39:6 points out that
fetal development within the womb proceeds in three veils of darkness (ulumāt
thalāth). The three veils of darkness are,
according to qurānic exegetes, the abdominal wall, the uterine wall and the embryonic sacs which surround the fetus (Ibn
Kathīr, Tafsīr, iv, 46; abarī, Tafsīr, x, part
23:125-7; see also blood and blood clot).

Conception and fetal development
In Qurān 23:12-4 reference is made to fetal development and growth. There is
again reafﬁrmation, at the beginning of
this passage, of human origin from clay.
Explanations of these verses express the
view that “sperm” and “ﬁrm lodging” refer
to sperm within the female reproductive
tract, more speciﬁcally within the uterus.
Prior to fertilization, sperm bind to the
zona pellucida or outer covering of the
ovum. Following such lines of interpretation, alaqa could be a reference to this, i.e.
to sperm “clinging” to the ovum. However,
alaqa is also interpreted by some exegetes
as “blood clot” and taken to refer to
“something that clings” to the uterus (M.
Bū ī, Ta dīd al-nasl, 69). For those modern
commentators who then extrapolate this
interpretation scientiﬁcally, the “blood
clot” could be taken to represent the fertilized ovum or early embryo implanting itself in the endometrium or uterine lining.
The “chewed lump” could then be reference to the cleaved embryo and organogenesis, the “fashioning of bones and
ﬂesh.” Some exegetes and jurists ( fuqahā)
are of the opinion that “another act of creation” signiﬁes the fetus being imbued with
a soul (q.v.; cf. M. Madkūr, Janīn, 84).
A second passage, q 22:5, follows in much
the same vein as the ﬁrst except that early
fetal development is further explained and
speciﬁed with the phrase “formed and unformed” (mukhallaqa wa-ghayr mukhallaqa).

Birth
According to q 80:20, God lets the birth
(q.v.) of the baby take place through the
birth canal. Embryological science explains this by the sequence of events which
occur just before birth and that enable the
baby to be born through the birth canal:
The ovaries and placenta secrete a hormone which loosens the ligaments of the
pelvic joints and softens the cervix. This is
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followed by uterine contractions, the rupture of the bag of water, which helps in
providing a smooth and slippery surface
for the fetus to glide down, and, ﬁnally,
birth. q 46:15 also makes reference to this
process, including the pangs of pregnancy,
the actual birth and the subsequent period
of lactation and weaning. Commentaries
on this verse explain that since the minimum period of pregnancy is six months
and the maximum period for breast-feeding is two years, the qurānic reference to a
thirty month “carrying period” is an allusion to this entire process (Ibn Kathīr,
Tafsīr, iv, 157; Ālūsī, Rū , ad loc.).
Growth and maturation
The full cycle of human creation and development is described thus in the Qurān:
“It is God who created you in [a state of ]
weakness, then gave [you] strength after
weakness, then after strength, gave [you]
weakness and a hoary head. He creates as
he wills, and it is he who has all knowledge
and power” (q 30:54). Qurānic commentary on this verse sees both a succinct expression of the human life cycle and an
afﬁrmation of divine power over all things.
A baby is born weak and slowly begins to
grow, becomes a youth and then an
adult — this is what is meant by strength
after weakness. Thereafter the human
reaches middle-age, then old age and ﬁnally senility — this is what is meant by
weakness after strength. In other words,
during old age, one’s determination, movement, courage and other faculties are
weakened (ābūnī, Tafsīr, ii, 531). Moreover, the Qurān mentions that it is within
God’s prerogative to allow some of his creation to undergo the entire cycle from birth
to old age and to end the lives of others before old age is attained (ibid., i, 567). For
example, according to q 6:2, the duration
of one’s existence on this earth is decreed
by God alone.
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Death
According to the Qurān life does not end
with death. Death is not the total annihilation of human life. The Qurān uses the
word barzakh (q.v.; q 23:100) to signify the
state that human beings enter into upon
death. Barzakh is a screen or partition
which separates this world from the next
until the day of resurrection (q.v.; cf.
abarī, Tafsīr, ad q 23:100). In afﬁrming
human resurrection, the Qurān asserts
that all human beings will be brought back
to life to stand in judgment before their
Creator (see last judgment). The Qurān
contains innumerable passages conﬁrming
the day of resurrection and the belief that
humankind will be raised from the dead,
e.g. q 22:7. Further, at the time of resurrection, an individual’s deeds will be assessed
and judgment will be rendered about
whether entrance will be to paradise (q.v.)
or hell (q.v.) as a permanent abode. This
would then be the ﬁnal stage of life, i.e. life
after death (q 4:121-2 and 168-9).
Abul Fadl Mohsin Ebrahim
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Biosphere see animal life
Birds see animal life
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Birth
The act of bringing forth new life from the
womb of a mother. The Qurān details
the process leading to birth in the conception of the fetus (see biology as the
creation and stages of life). It emphasizes the sacrosanct nature of life (q.v.),
God’s knowledge of and willing of all new
life, and it acknowledges the honorable
role of mothers (see women and the
qurn).
The topic of birth receives less speciﬁc attention in the Qurān than that of creation
(khalq, see creation), a more inclusive
term with a wider set of meanings. Life,
granted by God (q 29:27), is sacred
(q 17:31). When God wills the birth of a
child, no human physical barriers can prevent the birth (q 3:39; 19:3-8; see abortion; birth control). God knows each
person before birth when each is hidden in
his mother’s womb (q 53:32). God created
the ﬁrst man, Adam and the ﬁrst woman,
Eve, and their progeny is countless (q 4:1;
see adam and eve). Humankind is enjoined to respect God’s creative power:
“Men have fear of your Lord, who created
you from a single soul (q.v.). From that soul
he created its mate and through them he
disseminated a multitude of men and
women” (q 4:1). The process leading to an
individual’s birth, more speciﬁcally, the
creation of the fetus and its being imbued
with a soul, takes place in stages. q 23:12-14
is one of several passages that explains this
process: “We ﬁrst created man from an essence of clay (q.v.): then placed him, a living germ (sperm), in a safe enclosure. The
germ we made a clot of blood (see blood
and blood clot), and the clot a lump of
ﬂesh. This we fashioned into bones, then
clothed the bones with ﬂesh, thus bringing
forth another creation. Blessed be God, the
noblest of creators!” Qurānic references
to the stages of conception, fetal develop-

birth
ment and birth imply that God creates individuals as male or female. As Imrān’s
(q.v.) wife delivers Mary (q.v.), she exclaims, “Lord, I have given birth to a
daughter.” The passage continues by
relating that God knew the gender of the
child: “God knew well of what she was
delivered: The male is not like the female”
(q 3:36).
The role of mothers — women who conceive, give birth and sustain infants
through the period of lactation — is noted
with respect. Muslims are commanded to
“honor the mothers that bore you” (q 4:1)
and to show kindness to parents for “with
much pain his mother bears him and he is
not weaned before he is two years of age”
(q 31:14; see family).
The births of Adam and Jesus (q.v.) are
treated in more detail in the Qurān as
each birth miraculously differed from those
of other mortals. Adam, the ﬁrst man, was
created from clay (q 23:12) or dust (q 3:59).
Then God said to him “Be!” and he was
(q 3:59). In the same verse, the creation of
Jesus is likened to that of Adam, supporting the point that Jesus was a man like
Adam. Among those who are venerated as
prophets (see prophets and prophethood) in the Muslim tradition, Jesus holds
special status through the sign (see signs)
of his miraculous birth. Mary, his mother,
was given special protection from the time
of her birth (q 3:35-6, 42). An angel (q.v.)
tells her to rejoice in a Word from God, the
Messiah, Jesus the son of Mary (q 3:45;
19:17-22). Mary replies, “How can I bear a
child… when I am a virgin, untouched by
man?” (q 19:20; 3:47). “Such is the will of
your Lord, he replied. That is no difﬁcult
thing for him. He shall be a sign to mankind, says the Lord, and a blessing from
ourself ” (q 19:21).
Donna Lee Bowen
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Birth Control
Avoiding pregnancy to space or to limit
childbirth. The subject of birth control in
this sense is not discussed in the Qurān.
Rather, the major sources that both medieval and modern Muslim jurisprudence
has used to assess practices of controlling
birth are those of the prophetic tradition
(sunna, q.v.) and its expression in adīth,
speciﬁcally those accounts that speak of
coitus interruptus or withdrawal (azl). Yet
verses of the Qurān have been used to
support the practice of contraception and
to argue the contrary despite the fact that
no qurānic references bear directly on the
permissibility or impermissibility of birth
control.
According to classical Muslim sources
that describe the historical period prior to
the birth and prophethood of Muammad
(see age of ignorance; pre-islamic
arabia and the qurn), pre-Islamic Arabs employed infanticide (q.v.) or infant exposure (wad) as a means of ridding themselves of unwanted female children. As
such, it could be understood as a method
of birth control. The Qurān condemns
this practice of female infanticide in
strong terms: “Do not kill your children
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for fear of want. We provide for you and
for them; the killing of them is a great sin”
(q 17:31; also 6:151; 81:8-9; 60:12). Later
sources, however, seem to indicate that less
extreme forms of population control were
known in the formative period of Islam.
Numerous adīth speak of the use of azl
during the Prophet’s lifetime and note that
it was considered permissible. “We [the
Companions of the Prophet, q.v.] used
to practice azl during the time of the
Prophet. The Prophet knew about it and
did not forbid it” (Muslim, a ī , from
Jābir b. Abdallāh). Reasons mentioned in
the adīth texts for employing contraception center primarily on property rights,
that is, not wanting to impregnate a slave
or female prisoners captured in war. A
prophetic tradition that is commonly credited to Abū Hurayra (d. ca. 58⁄678) has become the most frequently cited justiﬁcation
for the majority of classical jurisprudence
( ﬁqh) texts and the contemporary opinions
of ulamā on the use of birth control pills,
iuds and other temporary forms of family
planning. According to one version of this
adīth, the Prophet said, “Do not use azl
with your wife without her permission.”
Consequently, the prevailing opinion of
Muslim authorities has been to permit contraception when used with the consent of
both spouses.
Breast-feeding children can also provide
a measure of contraceptive protection.
Some authorities, therefore, consider the
Qurān’s recommendation to nurse children for two years to be an indirect support
for contraception (q 2:233; 31:14; see also
birth; biology as the creation and
stages of life).
Within the Islamic tradition, however, the
acceptance of methods to avoid pregnancy
has not been universal. Arguments which
have been constructed against birth control
emphasize qurānic texts that afﬁrm the
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blasphemy

importance of marriage (see marriage
and divorce) and progeny (see children). Frequent reference is made to
q 16:72: “And God has given you wives
from yourselves and has given you, from
your wives, children and grandchildren
and has made provision of good things for
you” (cf. q 2:223; 4:1; 6:140; 7:86; 11:61;
13:38; 25:74; see blessing). Opponents of
birth control also argue that contraception
denies the will and power of God (q 7:18;
81:29). The adīth collections, too, provide
support for this position of prohibition.
According to a report from Anas b. Mālik
(d. ca. 91-3⁄709-11), the Prophet said,
“Even if you spill the seed from which a
child was meant to be born upon a rock,
God will bring forth from that rock a
child.” The use of birth control for economic reasons has been criticized as a denial of God’s promise to sustain man and
man’s duty to rely upon God (q 3:159; 11:6;
65:2-3). See also abortion.

much as God and his messages represent
the ultimate truth (q.v.), blasphemy is
denial of that truth or propagation of a
falsehood in its place.
Blasphemy by denial (takdhīb) is the outright rejection of revealed religious truths,
such as the revelations and warnings of
God’s messengers (q 54; see messenger;
revelation and inspiration; warning),
and the announcements of the day of
judgment and the meeting with God
(q 6:31; 10:45; 23:33; 25:11; 82:9; see last
judgment). It can also include the refusal
to recognize and acknowledge God’s signs
(q.v.), particularly the wonders of the natural world which serve as evidence of his
omnipotence and unity (q 6:21; 17:59; 55;
see power and impotence; creation).
According to passages such as q 5:10, the
refusal to recognize God’s signs is associated with unbelief (kufr, see gratitude
and ingratitude; belief and unbelief)
and guarantees doom in the afterlife:
“Those who reject faith and deny our signs
will be the denizens of hell-ﬁre.”
Blasphemy by invention (iftirā) is the declaration of a false belief of one’s own contrivance. It most often occurs in the verbal
idiom “to invent a lie against God” (iftarā
alā llāhi kadhiban, q 11:18). Similar expressions that convey this signiﬁcation are “to
lie against God” (kadhaba alā llāh, q 39:32)
and “to say a lie against God” (qāla alā llāhi
al-kadhib, q 3:75, 78). This form of blasphemy calls down God’s curse (q.v.; q 11:18)
and is equated with great sin or wrongdoing (see sin, major and minor), as apparent from the oft-repeated rhetorical question, “Who does greater wrong than he
who invents a lie against God?” (e.g.
q 6:21). The gravest offense of this type is
polytheism (shirk, see polytheism and
atheism): the attribution of partners to
God or the worship of other gods independent of, or as intercessors with, God
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Blasphemy
Speech that is derogatory to God. The
qurānic terms that correspond most
closely to blasphemy are takdhīb, “giving
the lie, denial” and iftirā, “invention” (cf.
Izutsu, Concepts, 40, 99-101, 169-70). Inas-
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(q 6:24, 137; 7:89; 10:18, 30; 16:56, 87; 18:15;
21:22; 28:75; 29:61-8). A prominent example of such an affront to God is the Hebrews’ worship of the calf of gold (q.v.) under Moses (q.v.; q 2:51-4; 7:152; see also
idols and images; idolatry and idolaters). The Qurān strongly denounces
the claims that God engendered a son
(q 10:68-9; 19:88-92; see christians and
christianity; jesus), that God produced
son or daughter gods (q 6:100; 16:57;
53:19-22) and that demons ( jinn, q.v.) share
in God’s divine power (q 6:100; 37:158).
Blasphemy need not refer directly to God
but may simply infringe on a divine prerogative. Thus, it is held to include false
claims to prophecy or revelation (q 6:93;
23:38; see prophets and prophet hood)
and declaring things lawful or unlawful of
one’s own accord (see lawful and unlawful; jews and judaism). This latter is
a charge made against Jewish dietary laws
and the taboos of the pagan Arabs concerning cattle or crops dedicated to
various gods (q 5:103; 6:136-45; 10:59;
16:116; see consecration of animals).

kind, including the creation and ordering
of life and the universe, sustenance, progeny, material wealth (q.v.), protection
(q.v.), deliverance from enemies, and so on
(R. Darnell, 50-4; q 16:66-83; 55; see creation; biology as the creation and
stages of life).
According to the Qurān, expression of
gratitude for God’s blessings is a fundamental obligation and failure to do so is
tantamount to unbelief (q 14:28; 16:114; see
belief and unbelief; gratitude and
ingratitude). God has particularly
blessed earlier cities or nations (q 34:18),
the Israelites (q 2:40, 47, 122; see children
of israel), his prophets or messengers including Moses (q.v.), Lot (q.v.), and Jesus
(q.v.; q 5:20, 110; 19:31, 58) as well as other
biblical ﬁgures such as Solomon (q.v.) and
Mary (q.v.; q 5:110; 27:19; see also prophets and proph ethood; messenger).
Abraham (q.v.), Moses, and Solomon fulﬁlled their obligations to God by giving
thanks for his blessings (q 16:121; 27:19;
28:17). The Israelites are often reminded of
the special favor God has bestowed upon
them in the past, implying a duty to express gratitude in the present (q 2:211;
14:28). God will only alter his blessings in
response to some change in the recipients’
behavior (q 8:53). Forgetting God’s blessings, expressing dissatisfaction or “exchanging God’s blessings for thanklessness”
leads to severe punishment (q 2:211; 14:28;
see punishment stories; chastisement
and punishment). Gratitude for God’s favor leads to renewed blessings, as when Lot
(q.v.) was rescued from the destruction
which befell his people (q 54:35).
Blessings take place at critical junctures
in religious history. Abraham blessed Mecca and its inhabitants when he was about
to build God’s temple, the Kaba (q.v.;
q 2:126), and Noah (q.v.) blessed the ark
(q.v.) upon embarkation (q 11:41). Blessings
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Blessing
Prosperity or favor (nima, baraka) bestowed
(anama, bāraka) by God; a wish, invocation
or greeting asking for such a favor to be
granted to someone else; or an expression
of praise (q.v.) for God.
Blessings in the Qurān, as in the Hebrew
Bible, partake in an ongoing, reciprocal
covenant (q.v.) between humans and God
(q 5:7). God bestows blessings on human-
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also reﬂect bonds with the historical religious community. It is a duty to bless one’s
parents, praying for God’s mercy on their
behalf (q 17:24) and to bless the earlier
prophets (q 37:78-9, 108-9, 119-20, 129-130).
Thanking God involves expressions of
praise which are also blessings. The most
frequently occurring are “Praise be to
God!” (al- amdu lillāh, q 1:1); “Glory be to
God!” (sub āna llāh, q 12:108), “Blessed” (or
hallowed, tabāraka, q 25:1, 10, 61), [be
God]!”; and “Exalted be God!” (taālā llāh,
q 7:190). The inhabitants of heaven will
pray, “Glory be to you, oh God!” (sub ānaka llāhumma) and conclude their prayers
with “Praise be to God, Lord of the
worlds” (al- amdu lillāhi rabbi l-ālamīn,
q 10:10).
An important sub-category of qurānic
blessings are greetings, the most common
of which is “Peace!” (salām): thus will the
inhabitants of heaven greet each other
(q 10:10; 14:23; 33:44). Abraham exchanges
this greeting with his guests, the angels
(q 11:69; see angel), and the Prophet
greets believers with “Peace be upon you!”
(salām alaykum, q 6:54). Other blessings in
the context of greeting are “May God’s
mercy and His blessings be upon you!”
(ra matu llāhi wa-barakātuhu alaykum,
q 11:73), and “May you be well!” (ibtum,
q 39:73).
Devin J. Stewart
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Blood and Blood Clot
The ﬂuid which circulates in the arteries
and veins (see artery and vein) of animals and a coagulated mass of such ﬂuid.
In the Qurān, the terms blood and blood
clot do not refer primarily to concrete,
physical, internal aspects of the body as
they do in contemporary western cultures.
Indeed, the two terms function quite differently than one might expect.
Except for one verse (q 16:66), blood
(dam, pl. dimā) is always laden with a significance beyond its identity as the essential
ingredient of living creatures. Thus, blood
is a metaphor for illicit killing (q 2:30, 84;
see blood money; murder), is forbidden
to humans for ingesting (q 2:173; 5:3; 6:145;
16:115), is the sign of a plague from God
(q 7:133) and is an indication of false evidence (q 12:18). The ﬁrst of these metaphors bears the message of God’s designation of humans as vicegerents (sing. khalīfa,
see caliph) on earth, the second afﬁrms
the rule of law (see lawful and unlawful; law and the qurn) over such domestic matters as dietary fare, the third
reﬂects the Qurān’s afﬁrmation of ancient
historical details about God’s relationship
with earlier prophets (see prophets and
proph ethood), and the fourth similarly
asserts God’s guidance even against the
wiles of evil people (see obedience). In the
main, then, these meanings reﬂect themes
analagous to those in the Hebrew and
Christian scriptures (see scripture and
the qurn). Noticeably different, however, is the lack of reference to blood for
sacriﬁcial purposes, a theme that dominates the earlier sacred writings, both the
Hebrew Bible and the Christian New Testament. For example, the concept of sacriﬁce (q.v.) is central to biblical explanations
of the death of Jesus (q.v.), such as that in
Paul’s Letter to the Romans (Rom 5:9). The
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lack of this elaborate superstructure of
blood sacriﬁce in the Qurān has been
viewed by some historians as a distinctive
shift from the Semitic and Near Eastern
religious past.
Also unique are references to blood clot
(alaq, pl. alaqāt, see biology as the creation and stages of life; birth) which,
besides being the title of a sūra (q 96, traditionally held to be the ﬁrst sūra revealed to
the Prophet) is found within a series of
verses reﬂecting upon the omnipotence of
God and the evidence of his creative powers in the world. Blood clot references encompass three distinctive nuances, all of
them associated with what we might term
biological processes: a stage in human embryonic development (q 22:5); a gum-like
character in clay (q.v.) which produces adhesion (q 23:12-4); and an ingredient out of
which God shapes humans (q 96:2). Commentators have universally acknowledged
the leech-like qualities implied by the mention of blood clot in these verses and have
seen them connoting various religious
meanings. These include the loftiness of
God’s creation of humans, given the lowly
and worthless character of their beginnings and the social character of human
life as metaphorically expressed in adhesion during the ﬁrst stages of existence (see
social relations; social interactions).
Such adhesion then becomes the grounds
for the kindness and affection generated in
human society. Finally, it is understood as
emblematic of the male seed “attaching”
itself to the female egg, implying human
procreation. By ﬁxing these meanings
within a larger process, the Qurān has
been understood to reﬂect an awareness of
human biology and to present a somewhat
sophisticated model of human generation.
Some modern interpreters combine these
verses with q 39:6, seeing in the reference
to the “three veils of darkness” a reﬂection

of the three anatomical layers that protect
the fetus — the abdominal wall, the uterus
and the matter surrounding the child, i.e.
placenta, embryonic membranes, amniotic
ﬂuid. Traditionally, such biological speciﬁcity was held to indicate the superiority of
the Qurān to earlier scriptures but in recent years some forms of qurānic exegesis
(see exegesis of the qurn: early modern and contemporary) have found in
such passages an afﬁrmation that modern
science validates the Qurān. The intent
of these interpretations is to highlight the
Qurān’s superior knowledge of the creative process and to indicate not only its
ascendancy over any other scriptures but
also its superior insights into scientiﬁc understanding. Hence a contemporary commentary by Iranian scholars on the verses
that refer to the blood clot notes, “It is true
that at the time of the appearance of Islam
these problems were not known to Man,
but the Holy Qurān, as a scientiﬁc miracle, unveiled the true meaning” (A. Sadr
al-Ameli (trans.), Enlightening commentary,
125). Interpretations of this sort are characteristic of a form of modern qurānic
commentary known as “scientiﬁc” exegesis (tafsīr ilmī). See science and the
qurn.
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Blood Kinship see kinship; family

Blood Money
Money obtained in compensation for life.
The qurānic term commonly translated as
“blood money” is diya. It is practically a hapax legomenon, occurring only in the phrase
“blood money is to be paid to his kin” (diyatun musallamatun ilā ahlihi), which occurs
twice in a single piece of legislation in
q 4:92. The verse lays down the law of accidental homicide for which the perpetrator must emancipate a slave or fast for two
months (see atonement) and deliver a diya
to the victim’s family if the victim was a
believer or protected by treaty (see contracts and alliances). Both the term
and the institution may well be of preIslamic Arabian origin (see pre-islamic
arabia and the qurn). The verbal expression wdy nfs ( fulān), apparently in the
sense of “he paid the diya for the life of
(so and so),” occurs in two Liyānic inscriptions from the valley of al-Ulā in
northwest Arabia. Under Jewish law
even accidental homicide renders the perpetrator liable to retaliation, unless he can
escape to a city of refuge, and payment of
a ransom (kōfer) is speciﬁcally prohibited
(Num 35:26-7, 32; Deut 19:4-6). On the other
hand, q 4:92-3 make clear that only accidental homicide must be compounded
with a diya. q 4:93 condemns the murderer
with intent and unlawful killing is formally
prohibited in q 6:151, 17:33 and 25:68 (see
bloodshed; murder). q 5:45 reafﬁrms the
principle of “a life for a life” and q 17:33
endorses the right of the murdered victim’s
kin or protector to take vengeance (see justice and injustice). All this sits uneasily
with q 2:178, which endorses retaliation in
kind (qi ā , see retaliation) in respect of
those killed, “a free man for a free man, a
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slave for a slave, a female for a female.”
Unlike q 4:92-3, this verse makes no distinction between deliberate and accidental
killing and — despite the best efforts of the
exegetes — suggests that the person liable
to retaliation is not necessarily the killer
but any appropriate person of the same
status as his victim. It encourages the compounding of the offense but without either
the systematic distinction or the technical
term diya of q 4:92-3. The use of adā (payment, delivery) in q 2:178 is suggestive of
the diya of q 4:92, though neither exegetes
nor lexicographers make any explicit connection between the two terms.
Classical Islamic jurisprudence ( ﬁqh, see
law and the qurn) has harmonized
these somewhat disparate elements. It sets
its face ﬁrmly against retaliation on the innocent and insists in principle that “a life
for a life” means the life of the murderer
for the life of the victim. It does, however,
make exceptions. For example, when the
victim is a slave and the perpetrator a free
Muslim there can be no retaliation (see
slaves and slavery). It also extends the
legality of compounding the offense of homicide to that of murder with intent, for
which a diya may be paid instead of lawful
retaliation if the victim’s next of kin or
protector agrees (see kinship; protection). The amount of the diya for a free
male Muslim is set at 100 camels, perhaps
a gesture to Arabian origins rather than an
original statute that has survived the test of
time. In settled lands, the diya is payable in
cash.
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to qurānic and biblical understanding,
God handed over his creation (q.v.) to humankind despite the angels’ warning (cf.
Khoury, i, 222; see caliph; angel). Therefore, some Muslim commentators felt
themselves forced to rule out any connection of Adam and his descendants with
bloodshed by insisting that the passage referred to another kind of human being or
to jinn (q.v.) “who lived on earth, doing
corruption and shedding blood” before the
time of Adam (abarī, Tafsīr, i, 154-5,
170-1; Rāzī, Tafsīr, i, 265; see also adam
and eve).
According to other sources, however, the
ethical-religious evidence is unequivocal:
Bloodshed is related to corruption (q.v.).
What is meant by the latter term becomes
clearer with the description of the “workers of corruption” in q 2:8-18. Here it is
associated with the unbelievers, the opponents of the Muslims among the Jews
and with the hypocrites of Medina (cf.
Khoury, i, 178, 192; see opposition to
muammad; hypocrites and hypocrisy).
The “mischief-makers” (mufsidūn, see also
W. Caskel, Entdeckungen, 11, 27, 32) and
“their evil abettors” (shayāīn) are “sinners” who trick God and the true believers and have “a sickness in their hearts”
so that they “blindly wander in their insolence.”
The second qurānic mention of bloodshed is contained in those passages that enjoin Jews to convert to Islam or to become
allies of the Muslims (cf. q 2:40-74; see
jews and judaism). Hostilities between
two Jewish tribes in Medina (q.v.) at the
time of Muammad are also of relevance
since they temporarily led to the situation
in which Jews were ﬁghting and killing
each other (Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, i, 189; also
Khoury, Der Koran, ii, 42). In this context
the Children of Israel (q.v.) are addressed
directly: “And when we took compact
(mīthāq, see q 2:27, 63; see covenant) with

Bloodshed
Killing or injuring human life (q.v.). The
Qurān bans bloodshed (safk al-dimā), but
it is speciﬁcally mentioned in the Qurān
only twice (q 2:30, 84). Nevertheless, there
are numerous less-speciﬁc references to this
concept, just as there are in its biblical antecedents (see the numerous and thematically diverse biblical references cited in A.
Khoury, Der Koran, i, 223). Furthermore,
the qurānic accounts of human creation
use blood as a metaphor for life (see blood
and blood clot; biology as the creation and stages of life). God is said to
have created man of a clay of molded mud
( al āl min amā masnūn, q 15:26, 28, 33)
and, in a further stage of the physical formation, of a blood clot (alaq, q 96:2). The
latter conveys the ancient idea that life “is”
blood and vice versa. When blood leaves the
body, it carries life with it (H. Wheeler
Robinson, Blood, 715; J.H. Waszink, Blut,
469).
According to the Qurān, “not to shed
blood” is a divine command that the Israelites received in their holy scripture. The
qurānic expression of this connection has
given rise to different explanations by Muslim exegetes about the binding nature of
the command. The idea of the creation of
man (cf. q 2:30-9) forms the context for the
ﬁrst qurānic mention of bloodshed. God
speaks to the angels: “‘I am setting in the
earth a viceroy.’ The angels ask, ‘What,
will you set therein one who will do corruption there, and shed blood ( yasﬁku ldimā)?’ He said, ‘I know that which you
know not.’ And he taught Adam [how to]
name all things…” (q 2:30-1). According
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you: ‘You shall not shed your own blood (lā
tasfikūna dimāakum), neither expel your own
from your habitations,’ then you conﬁrmed
it.… Then there you are killing one another…” (q 2:84-5). The exegete Fakhr alDīn al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1210; Tafsīr, i, 422)
notes that it is “difﬁcult” ( fa-fīhi ishkāl) to
ascertain the binding character of the
qurānic command not to shed blood.
Accordingly, the interpretations cited by
commentators and their authorities are
multiple: (a) the ban was issued only to
Jews (“the Banū Isrāīl [see children of
israel] and their descendants are meant,”
Qur ubī, Jāmi, ii, 18); therefore, they are
strictly forbidden to kill each other, according to “their” belief and to the word of
“their holy scripture” (Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, i,
189; Rāzī, Tafsīr, i, 422; abarī, Tafsīr, i,
297; see scripture and the qurn); (b)
the ban is indirectly extended to Muslims
by referring to people of “the same descent
and belief ” (Rāzī, Tafsīr, i, 423; Ālūsī, Rū ,
i, 490); (c) the ban is directly in force for
Muslims due to their civil wars (al-ﬁtan fīnā,
Qur ubī, Jāmi, ii, 19); (d) “unjustiﬁed” (bighayr aqq) bloodshed is forbidden (abarī,
Tafsīr, i, 298; see blood money; mur der);
(e) the ban on suicide (q.v.) is intended because an excessive devotion to secular matters is tantamount to suicide of the soul
(Rāzī, Tafsīr, i, 422).
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Boast
To vaunt oneself or one’s possessions. Several passages in the Qurān warn of the
dangers of boasting. Boastfulness is contrasted with positive virtues that should be
cultivated by the righteous. For example,
q 4:36 commands serving God alone, in
part by doing good to others, and by being
neither boastful ( fakhūran), nor arrogant
nor stingy. q 11:10 tells of those who exult
and boast (innahu la-fari un fakhūrun) after
experiencing blessing (q.v.) in the wake of
adversity. q 31:17-8 admonishes people to
“enjoin what is good and forbid what is
wrong [i.e. al-amr bi-l-marūf ]; and bear patiently against whatever befalls you… and
do not turn your cheek scornfully to people, nor walk in the earth with exultant insolence (lā tamshi fī l-ar mara an), for God
loves not any arrogant boaster (kulla
mukhtālin fakhūrin).” The Quran, from the
earlier revelations to the later ones, consistently warns against boastful people and
their close companions: those who are disdainful (alladhīna stankafū, q 4:173), those
who are haughty (al-mutakabbirīn, q 39:60),
those who consider themselves to be selfsufﬁcient (an raāhu staghnā, q 96:7) and
those who are conceited (mukhtālan, q 4:36).
q 57:20 presents a characterization of the
life of this world (al- ayāt al-dunyā) as “play
and amusement, pomp and boasting (tafākhur) among you, and rivalry in proliferation of wealth and offspring.” Compare
this with the early Meccan sūra, q 102,
which is entitled “Mutual Rivalry” (alTakāthur): “Piling up of [good things] distracts you until you visit the graves. But no,
you soon shall know the reality.… You shall
certainly see hell-ﬁre.… Then you shall be
interrogated on that day concerning the
comfort you indulged in” (q 102:1-3, 6, 8).
The obvious lesson is that at the point of
death a person will perhaps look back
on a life wasted in a quest for material
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possessions and satisfactions. But the specialist of pre-Islamic poetry, Muammad
al-Nuwayhī, once (in a 1970 exegesis seminar at the American University in Cairo)
interpreted this passage as containing insider information that would have caused
the original listeners to nod in recognition.
It seems that Meccans used to argue and
boast about who had the largest, most illustrious family, clan and tribe (see tribes
and clans), to the point that in altercations, they would stagger from tavern to
cemetery to tally the departed as well as
the living members of a kinship (q.v.)
group.
The Meccan army that attacked the
Muslims at Badr (q.v.) in 2⁄624 is characterized most unﬂatteringly in q 8:47: “And
do not be like those who came out of their
dwellings boastfully (baaran) and in order
to be seen by people, and to divert [them]
from the path of God.” This and other
passages teach, in one way or another, that
“pride goes before destruction, and a
haughty spirit before a fall” (Prov 16:18). In
a similar vein, q 28:58 declares that: “And
how many a community that was exulting
(bairat) in its [comfortable] way of living
have We destroyed; now those dwellings of
theirs, after them, except for a few, are deserted. And we are their heirs!”
Various adīths continue the Qurān’s
condemnation of pride and boastfulness as
is illustrated in the well-known saying from
Muslim’s Sa ī : “He who has in his heart
the weight of a grain of mustard seed of
pride (kibriyā) shall not enter paradise.”
See also arrogance; pride; virtues and
vices.
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Body see anatomy; god and his
attributes; anthropomorphism

Body Fluids see blood and blood
clot; biology as the creation and
stages of life

Bohorās see shism and the qurn
Bones see biology as the creation
and stages of life; death and the
dead

Book
There is probably no word more important
to the understanding of the Qurān than
kitāb and yet its meaning is far more complex than the simple and almost universal
translation “book” would seem to imply.
The Qurān uses the word 261 times, not
only in describing itself but also in referring to earlier scriptures and to various
other means God employs in dealing with
creation (q.v.). The noun comes from the
verb kataba (to write) and thus can be applied to written material in any form — it
is used for a letter in q 27:28-9 and for a legal document in q 24:33 — or to the act of
writing itself. It also has extensive metaphorical uses which lead to the conclusion
that in the Qurān the term kitāb operates
on several levels at once. Since it also carries the force of a verbal noun, in order to
understand kitāb it is necessary to examine
it together with the verb from which it derives. In qurānic usage the word represents
a quintessentially divine activity and ap-
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plies only rarely to human writing. The
translation “scripture” does some justice to
the connotations of kitāb but runs the risk
of reading Jewish and Christian understandings of scripture into the Qurān
which has its own unique conception of
the phenomenon of God’s writing.

God is able to provide, since only God has
full knowledge of all things.
Closely related to this inventory is the divine recording of human deeds and
thoughts, both good (q 3:53; 5:83; 9:120-1;
21:94) and bad (q 3:181; 4:81; 10:21; 19:79;
43:19, 80; 78:29). Everything said and done
by human beings is recorded (q 10:61;
54:52; 82:11) in order that retribution and
recompense may be made on the day of
judgment (see last judgment): “And the
kitāb is put in place, and you see the guilty
fearful of what is in it. They say, ‘What
kind of a kitāb is this that passes over no
matter either small or great without taking
account of it?’ And they ﬁnd all that they
did confronting them. Your Lord treats no
one unjustly” (q 18:49). “And each soul
(q.v.) will be recompensed in full for what it
has done” (q 39:70). Good deeds are said to
be written ‘‘to people’s credit” (lahum,
q 9:121; 21:94). This register is sometimes
referred to as an imām (leader, example, authority): “Surely it is we who bring the
dead to life. We record (naktub) what they
send before, and the traces [they leave behind]. And everything we have kept account of in an imām that makes things
clear” (q 36:12; see also q 17:71; 36:12). On
one occasion (q 54:52) it is called zubur, a
word often translated as “psalms” although
it is actually a more general word for
books, writings or scriptures. It is most often God who is depicted as recording
(q 3:181; 4:81; 19:79: 21:94; 36:12; 45:29),
but there is also talk of “envoys” (rusul,
q 10:21; 43:80; see messenger) who write
and of “guardians, noble scribes” ( āfiīn
kirāman kātibīn, q 82:10-1) who know all that
is done.
Although the record of deeds is often
spoken of as a single entity, the ﬁnal judgment is pictured as one in which each person will be handed the kitāb detailing his or
her deeds. “On the day when we shall
summon all people with their record

Kitāb and divine knowledge
It is a commonplace of Near Eastern religions that God keeps both an inventory of
everything created as well as a detailed record of all human deeds. The Qurān addresses its hearers as though they are quite
familiar with these ideas. “Did you not
know that God knows all that is in heaven
and on earth? Surely it is in a kitāb. That is
easy for God” (q 22:70). Nothing is too
small or too great to be comprehended by
God’s knowledge (q 10:61) and nothing of
the unseen remains unaccounted for in the
kitāb (q 27:75). The birds and beasts, no less
than humanity, have been recorded and
nothing has been neglected in this inventory (q 6:38), not even their sustenance or
habitation (q 11:6). The important thing to
note in these verses about the inventory is
the close connection between kitāb and
knowledge. The kitāb represents what God
alone knows: “And with him are the keys of
the unseen (see hidden and the hidden).
No one but he knows them, and he knows
what is in the land and the sea. Not a leaf
falls without his knowing it, not a grain in
the darkness of the earth, nothing either
wet or dry but it is in a kitāb that makes
things clear” (q 6:59). This inventory is
characterized as afī (guarding, watchful,
remembering, q 50:4) like God (q 11:57;
34:21; see god and his attributes). It is
also said to be mubīn (clear or clarifying,
q 6:59; 10:61; 11:6; 27:75; 34:3), echoing a
term that the Qurān uses of itself (q 12:1;
27:1). This adjective is not only very common (119 uses) but also very signiﬁcant in
the Qurān: true clarity is something only
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(imām), whoever is given his kitāb in his
right hand — those will read their kitāb and
they will not be wronged a shred” (q 17:71;
see also 69:19; 84:7). Anyone to be punished will be given the kitāb in the left hand
(q 69:25) or behind the back (q 84:10). In
another place, there seems to be a separate
kitāb for each nation (q 45:29). The image
of judgment is a commercial one — a ﬁnal
settling of accounts. Like the inventory of
creation the record of deeds is characterized as mubīn (q 10:61; 34:4; 36:12) in that it
makes clear precisely the recompense or
punishment to be apportioned (see reward and punishment). It is intimately
related to God’s knowledge in that it reﬂects the fact that God is “most aware
(alam) of what they have done” (q 39:70)
and is a witness (shuhūd) to all actions in
which people are engaged (q 10:61). Taken
together, these two activities of recording
represent the completeness of God’s
knowledge of all that exists and all that
takes place.

is easy for God” (q 57:22; see also q 9:51).
It might seem that the use of the word
kitāb in connection with these acts of divine
authority indicates that they are envisaged
as being recorded in some kind of book of
decrees. However, the word is also used to
apply independently to the decrees themselves (q 2:235; 4:103; 8:68; 13:38; 30:56)
suggesting that the usage of the root k-t-b
(to write) is largely metaphorical. The verb
kutiba (it has been written) is used when
speaking of various aspects of law (see law
and the qurn): retaliation (q.v.; q 2:178),
inheritance (q.v.; q 2:180), fasting (q.v.;
q 2:183) and warfare (q 2:216, 246; see
war). God writes to determine obligations
on various individuals and groups (q 4:24,
66, 77; 5:32, 45; 57:27). In an unusual construction God is also said to have written
mercy (q.v.) as an obligation for himself
(q 6:12, 54); this in effect expresses an element of the divine nature. In several uses
of the verb “to write” there is a very close
relationship between the decree and the record of people’s deeds. God writes punishments (q 22:4; 59:3; see chastisement and
punish ment), entitlements (q 2:187; 4:127)
and rewards (q 5:21; 7:156; 21:105). Indeed,
it is sometimes difﬁcult to make any separation at all between the recording of
deeds and the determination of judgment:
“This kitāb of ours pronounces against you
truly. Surely we caused to be recorded
(kunnā nastansikh) whatever you used to do”
(q 45:29). The deﬁnitive divine judgment
against evildoers is inseparable from God’s
knowledge of all that they have done. Similarly, the recording of the time of each
person’s death is presented both as a matter of knowledge and also as an act of
determination — foreknowledge and foreordaining are somehow inseparable. This
very ambiguity suggests that the Qurān
does not so much contain a reference to a
heavenly archive with separate registers

Kitāb and divine authority
The idea of writing is also very much associated in qurānic usage with the exercise
of divine authority (q.v.; see also fate).
The length of one’s life is “in a kitāb” and
can neither be shortened nor lengthened
(q 35:11). One can neither escape death
when it has been “written” (q 3:154) nor
hasten it since it comes by God’s permission “as a writ to be carried out later” (kitāban muajjalan, q 3:145). No city (q.v.) is punished by destruction without there having
been a “known decree” (kitāb malūm,
q 15:4; see punishment stories). Such sentences of punishment are said to be “in the
kitāb” (q 17:58), as are those meted out to
individuals (bi-imām mubīn, q 15:79). “No calamity strikes either on the earth or among
yourselves which is not already in a kitāb
before we bring it into being — surely that
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and inventories as it does, in a more
amorphous sense, to the overarching
knowledge and authority of God.
It is common, of course, for qurānic
commentators to gloss occurrences of the
verb kataba with such verbs as amara, afia,
asiba or fara a and, similarly, for translators to render them “command,” “remember,” “keep account of,” “enjoin,” “prescribe” or “decree.” They are surely right
in detecting here a metaphorical usage of
the verb “to write.” The question then
arises whether the use of the noun kitāb is
not likewise more metaphorical than concrete. As long as the kitāb operates only in
the heavenly realm it makes little difference. However, the issue becomes more
acute when an effort is made to try to understand what the Qurān means when it
refers to itself as kitāb and when it speaks of
the kitāb being “sent down” and given to
other peoples through the prophets (see
prophets and prophethood).

we communicated to Abraham (q.v.) and
Ishmael (q.v.) and Isaac (q.v.) and Jacob
(q.v.) and the tribes, and Jesus and Job (q.v.)
and Jonah (q.v.) and Aaron (q.v.) and Solomon (q.v.), and as we granted to David
(q.v.) the zabūr (see psalms)” (q 4:163). This
listing marks out one feature of the Qurān’s understanding of kitāb: It is thought
to have a particularly close association
with the lineage of Noah, Abraham and
Israel (q.v.; q 4:54; 40:53; 57:26; see also
children of israel). Although attempts
have sometimes been made to distinguish
between messengers (rusul) and prophets
(anbiyā) on the basis of whether they were
given a canonical text or merely an oral
message, there appears to be no such consistent distinction in the Qurān itself.
Some canons resulting from God’s sending
of the kitāb are mentioned by name: Torah
(tawrāt, 18 times; see torah) and Gospel
(injīl, twelve times; see gospel); the generic
al- u uf al-ūlā (“the former pages,” q 20:133;
87:18) are speciﬁed as belonging to Moses
and Abraham (q 53:36-7; 87:19). It is not
clear that Moses’ “pages” are thought of
as identical to the tawrāt. Although the
Qurān understands tawrāt to be the revelation given to the Jews, it is most often
paired with Injīl and mentioned in connection not with Moses but with Jesus.
The kitāb is said to come to the prophets
by wa y (inspiration, revelation or communication; e.g. q 18:27; 29:45; 35:31).
However, more commonly God is said to
“send it down” (nazzala, anzala, e.g. q 2:174,
176, 213, 231) or simply to “give” it (atā, e.g.
q 2:53, 87, 121, 146). God teaches the kitāb
to Jesus (q 3:48; 5:110), gives it as an inheritance to the Children of Israel (q 40:53)
and to some chosen servants (q 35:32). The
messenger who brings the kitāb (q 3:184,
6:91) in his turn teaches it to the people
(q 2:129; 2:151; 3:164; 62:2). The people recite it (qaraa, q 2:44, 113, 121; 10:94; 69:19),

Kitāb and revelation
One of the most important concepts used
in connection with revelation in the
Qurān is kitāb (see revelation and inspi ration). It is several times stated in general terms that whenever God sent prophets and messengers to give good tidings
and to warn of judgment, he sent down
with them the kitāb (q 2:213; 3:81; 35:25;
40:70; 57:25). The kitāb comes with the
truth so that the Prophet may judge according to it (q 2:213). It is speciﬁcally mentioned as having been given to Moses (q.v.;
q 2:53, 87; 17:2; 23:49; 25:35), to Jesus (q.v.;
q 3:48; 5:110; 19:30) and most often, of
course, to Muammad (e.g. q 5:48; 7:2;
14:1) . The Qurān also mentions by name
several of those to whom God has given
revelation: “Indeed we communicate to
you just as we communicated (aw aynā) to
Noah (q.v.) and the prophets after him, as
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learn it (alima, q 2:78, 144, 146), study it
(darasa, q 3:79; 34:44; 68:37) and teach it
(allama, q 3:79; see knowledge and
learning).
In order fully to understand what the
Qurān means when it speaks of kitāb in
the context of revelation, it is necessary to
view the word within the whole ﬁeld of vocabulary with which it is used. The word
acts as the focus for some of the most signiﬁcant concepts in the Qurān. Two key
terms in this respect (āya and ikma) appear
with kitāb in something like a credal formula that occurs four times (q 2:129, 151;
3:164; 62:2). The role of the messenger
(rasūl) is to recite to the people God’s signs
or revelations (āyāt, see signs), to purify
them and to make known to them the kitāb
and the ikma. This latter term is often
translated “wisdom” but such a rendering
fails to take account of the origins of the
word in the verb akama (to judge, to rule,
to decide). To the extent that ikma is wisdom at all, it is not to be mistaken for the
esoteric wisdom of the gnostic but should
be understood as the practical wisdom or
the wise authority of the experienced ruler
(see wisdom; judgment). Kitāb and ikma
appear ten times together and form a virtual hendiadys. The term āya (pl. āyāt) is
used to refer to everything that reveals
God’s will and ways, whether in nature
(e.g. q 2:266; 16:11-3; 30:46; see animal
life), history (e.g. q 46:27), legislation (e.g.
q 24:61) or in revelation (e.g. q 24:1). The
āyāt of God are intended to prompt people
to reason (aqala), to learn (alima), to ponder (tafakkara, tadhakkara) and so to come to
faith (āmana). The coming of the kitāb with
its āyāt provides insight into what God
knows and what God commands. Therefore, far from being clearly distinguished
from the above-mentioned registers, the
kitāb of revelation is intimately linked with
the same divine knowledge and authority

that they symbolize. The fundamental pattern (with associated verbal roots) is this:
(a) As creator God knows (-l-m) the truth
( -q-q) of all things and is in command
( -k-m) of all things. The symbol for this
knowledge and authority is kitāb. (b) Given
close attention and reﬂection (-q-l, f-k-r,
etc.), it is possible for people to learn (-l-m)
from the āyāt of nature and history much
of the truth of what God knows and commands. Yet, they rarely do so. (c) In order
to call humanity to such attentiveness and
reﬂection, God sends prophetic messengers
(r-s-l, n-b-) who bring their communities
guidance (h-d-y), a privileged insight into
God’s knowledge and authoritative decree.
They recite (q-r-, t-l-w) God’s āyāt in order
to remind (dh-k-r) the people of them, to
make quite clear (b-y-n, n-w-r, f- -l) precisely what God requires ( -k-m) and to
warn (n-dh-r, see warning) of the coming
judgment ( f- -l, -k-m, d-y-n). (d) The symbol of this guidance is the kitāb — God’s
sending down (n-z-l) through the Prophet
of an authoritative word (q-w-l, k-l-m) to
address the current situation and the prevailing issue. This divine⁄prophetic address bears the name kitāb not because of
its form (which remains oral and responsive) but because of its origin and its nature
as a communication (n-z-l, w- -y) of God’s
knowledge (-l-m) and a clear statement
(b-y-n) of God’s commands ( -k-m). (e) The
community (see community and society
in the qurn) addressed by God accepts
the relationship of guidance ﬁrst by accepting (-m-n) that what the Prophet recites has a divine origin, then by committing themselves (s-l-m) to following (t-b-,
-w-) the divine will manifested in the prophetic word and, ﬁnally, by reciting (q-r-) it
in their turn. In this way, they become a
people who are identiﬁed and deﬁned by
their having been granted the kitāb.
It is the phenomenon of the kitāb that
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uniﬁes this whole schema while itself remaining somewhat elusive. It is often referred to in the plural, the indeﬁnite or the
partitive form so it remains unclear from
the Qurān whether anyone can be understood to be fully in possession of the kitāb.
In this respect, the Qurān does not present
the kitāb as a closed and deﬁnable corpus of
text, but rather as an ongoing relationship
of guidance.

of Uthmān (r. 23-35⁄644-56; see collection of the qurn). The ahl al-kitāb seem
to be thought of primarily as — like Muslims — reciters of the word of God rather
than as writers and readers of books (see
recitation of the qurn; readings of
the qurn). Ahl al-kitāb should probably
be understood as those who have been
given not possession of but rather access to
and insight into the knowledge, wisdom and
sovereignty of God for which the very ﬂuid
term kitāb serves as a symbol. “Those who
have been given the kitāb” are also called
“those who have been given knowledge”
(alladhīna ūtū l-ilm, e.g. q 16:27; 17:107;
22:54). They have learned to read the
“signs” (cf. q 45:2-7), yet it is clear that they
do not actually possess all knowledge. They
have rather been given access to the divine
knowledge through God’s initiative in addressing humanity through the prophets
(cf. q 20:110-114).

Ahl al-kitāb — the people of the kitāb
It is the kitāb relationship that deﬁnes the
Christians (na āra), the Jews ( yahūd, Banū
Isrāīl) and the Sabians ( ābiūn). All of
these groups are referred to in the Qurān
as ahl al-kitāb or alladhīna ūtū l-kitāb (those
who have been granted the kitāb; see
people of the book; christians and
christianity; jews and judaism;
sabians; magians). The Qurān calls for
belief not only in the kitāb sent down to
Muammad but also in the kitāb (or the
plural kutub) sent down before him (q 2:285;
4:136). It is precisely because they have already been recipients of God’s revelation
that the ahl al-kitāb are expected to recognize in Muammad a genuine messenger
of God and to acknowledge in what he
brings the same kitāb (q 5:83; 13:43;
29:47) — not precisely the same text but
the same message of God, the same guidance to humankind.
It is recognized that the Jews put “the
kitāb that Moses brought as a light and a
guidance for humanity” on papyri (qarāīs,
sing. qirās, q 6:91) yet it is not their possession of physical books that constitutes the
ahl al-kitāb. If it had been, one might have
expected an earlier attempt to have a written version of the Qurān. As it was, a
standardized written text was not produced, according to Muslim tradition, until
perhaps as late as twenty years after the
death of the Prophet during the caliphate

Umm al-kitāb — the “mother” of the kitāb
Three times the Qurān refers to the umm
(literally “mother” hence “essence” or
“source”) of the kitāb (q 3:7; 13:39; 43:4).
The latter two cases are traditionally read
as referring to a heavenly archetype of the
kitāb, a text that constitutes the source of
all the particular versions given through
Muammad and the other prophets. The
commentary literature has developed what
might be termed a “topography” of revelation that begins with the archetypal kitāb
on the Preserved Tablet (law ma fū,
q 85:22; see preserved tablet) and involves the noble scribes (safarat kirām,
q 80:15-6) who are said to have revealed
the text to Gabriel (q.v.) over twenty nights
and who, in his turn, revealed it to Muammad over twenty years. Yet the term
umm al-kitāb can just as well be read in the
symbolic way that has been suggested
above. To God alone belongs the essence
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of authority and knowledge, so whatever
authoritative guidance is given through
God’s messengers comes from that source.
In q 3:7 this term seems clearly to refer to
part of the text of the Qurān: “It is he
who has sent down to you the kitāb, some
of whose verses are decisive — they are the
essence (umm, lit. “mother”) of the kitāb —
and others that are ambiguous.” In this famously controversial verse the Qurān distinguishes between those verses that are
considered mu kamāt (deﬁned, ﬁxed, ﬁrm,
decisive, straightforward) and those that
are mutashābihāt (lit. “resembling one another” possibly meaning “ambiguous” or
“metaphorical”; see ambiguous). Since the
Qurān does not specify which verses are
which, this pair of terms has been interpreted in many different ways. It is the
mu kamāt that are said to constitute the essence or substance of the kitāb. Qurānic
commentators often understand this to
mean that such verses lay down the principles of Islam; they contain the basis of
creed and law; they outline all the duties,
punishments and commandments (q.v.)
that are essential to Islam (see boundaries
and precepts). The mu kamāt are sometimes thought to be the abrogating (nāsikh)
verses because they remain ﬁrm and ﬁxed
whereas the mutashābihāt, although they resemble the others, are in fact without legal
force due to their having been abrogated
(mansūkh, see ab rogation). Other commentators distinguish the mu kamāt, those
verses that can stand alone and so require
little or no interpretation, from the mutashābihāt, those that can only be fully understood in relationship to other verses
treating the same matter. The exegetical
tradition has often identiﬁed the ﬁrst sūra
of the Qurān (Sūrat al-Fātia; see ftia)
as umm al-kitāb since it is thought to contain
the essential content of the Qurān. So also
the so-called mysterious letters ( fawāti )
at the beginning of some sūras have been
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thought to contain in some mystical way
the essence of the Qurān. (See letters
and mysterious letters.)
The Qurān as kitāb
One of the most complex questions about
the Qurān is what it means when it refers
to itself as kitāb. Western scholars have, by
and large, taken the use of the word kitāb
as an indication that Muammad intended
to provide his community with a written
canon of scripture parallel to those possessed by the Christians and the Jews. G.
Widengren draws on Near Eastern religious history to propose that the Prophet
saw himself primarily as the bringer of a
written corpus. Nöldeke-Schwally (gq , ii,
1-3) argue that, given Muammad’s understanding that his revelations were to serve
in place of the Bible as the deﬁnitive document of the divine will, he must also have
intended to safeguard them in written
form. R. Bell takes al-kitāb to refer to a
document originally conceived of as distinct from al-qurān and which ultimately
replaced it. He suggests that what the text
calls al-qurān is a collection of recitations
that was probably closed about the time of
the battle of Badr (2⁄624; see badr). The
kitāb was never actually completed and if it
ever had any logical framework its organization was constantly intruded upon by the
vicissitudes, both internal and external, of
communal life. Bell understands the kitāb
to have been intended to be the complete
record of revelation; it was to comprise, in
a slightly re-worked form, all the elements
Bell previously distinguished as characterizing the stages in the development of the
Prophet’s revelations: “signs” passages,
stories of punishment, Qurān. It was also
intended to include the material — the appeals, regulations and exhortations demanded of him as a leader — unsuitable
for a collection meant for recitation. Bell is
largely followed in this approach by W.M.
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Watt and A.T. Welch. For A. Neuwirth, the
term kitāb functions as a symbol of the
shared prophetic heritage, the common
memory of salvation history which Muslims now share with the Christians and
Jews. Neuwirth believes that only certain
parts of the Qurān are to be understood
as belonging to the kitāb — the pericopes
excerpted from the heavenly book, i.e. the
dhikr or recalling of prophetic history.
Perhaps the weakest part of all these scenarios is the idea that the task of producing a book of scripture was left undone
because of other responsibilities and demands which pressed upon Muammad. If
one understands the verses about the kitāb
to indicate that it was the Prophet’s deﬁning function to produce such a canonical
text, then it becomes difﬁcult to see how
Muammad could have placed any duty
above this one.
Muslim tradition has long understood
that the Prophet intended the written codiﬁcation of the Qurān; yet, the traditions
about the collection and writing down of
the text are at cross purposes (see codices
of the qurn). On the one hand, some
traditions seek to assure those who trust
written texts that there exists an unbroken
manuscript tradition, authenticated not
only by the Prophet but by the angel Gabriel. On the other, many traditions represent the writing down of the text as an act
of doubtful piety and they portray the
manuscript tradition as in some respects
deﬁcient and as dependent on an oral tradition codiﬁed only after the Prophet’s
death. Neither strand of the tradition represents the text at the time of the Prophet’s
death as having existed in a physical form
that would indicate that Muammad had
all but ﬁnished preparing the deﬁnitive document of revelation. The scraps of wood,
leather and pottery, the bones and the bark
on which the revelations were apparently
written down seem to indicate that the

Prophet did not have in mind producing
the kind of scroll or codex that was characteristic of Jewish and Christian use in other
places. Furthermore, given the limitations
of the Arabic script (q.v.) at the time, such
written material as did exist could serve as
not much more than an aide-memoire to those
who knew that part of the text by heart.
Given all this, there remains considerable
doubt as to whether the Prophet thought
of the word kitāb as deﬁning either the
form in which the Qurān was revealed or
the form in which it was to be propagated
and perpetuated. Both Western and Muslim approaches seem to read into the
Qurān what they know of the Christian
and Jewish use of scripture in other contexts outside Arabia. However, in order to
understand the meaning of the qurānic
kitāb as fully as possible, such preconceptions must not become the sole basis for its
interpretation.
At the beginning of what might be called
the text proper (q 2:1-2) the Qurān speaks
of the kitāb: “Alif. Lām. Mīm. That is the
kitāb about which there is no doubt, guidance for the God-fearing.” Qurānic commentators were rather puzzled to ﬁnd
dhālika (“that”) rather than hādhā (“this”) in
q 2:2, but the majority of exegetical traditions opted to equate the two and in this
they are generally followed by translators.
Others, recognizing that dhālika logically
refers to something absent or already complete, took it to refer variously to the mysterious letters of q 2:1 or to the sūras of the
Qurān that had thus far been revealed or
even to the Gospel and the Torah. The
issue was in effect side-stepped at this point
yet the question remains: what is this kitāb
that the kitāb is always talking about? What
is the recitation (Qurān) about which
verses are constantly being recited? The
abiding enigma of the text is that, along
with verses that are to be construed as
timeless divine pronouncements, it also
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contains a large amount of commentary
upon and analysis of the processes of its
own revelation and the vicissitudes of its
own reception in time. One wonders how
the two genres can exist not just side by
side but interwoven within a single document; how the Qurān can so constantly
refer to itself in the third person and at the
same time be considered a unity; how it
can deﬁne and defend itself even as it is
being revealed.
The Qurān is both itself and about itself;
both hādhā and dhālika. Even in its ﬁnal
form it seems still a work-in-process, carefully observing and commenting upon itself. This is what makes it so enigmatic as a
canonized, codiﬁed text. What is to be
found “between the two covers” remains a
surprise because it does not behave as
though it were a completed volume nor,
indeed, as the copy of a pre-existent heavenly document.
The Qurān actually rejects certain common conceptions of kitāb. It is reiterated
several times that in the ministry of the
Prophet there comes to the Arabs (q.v.) “a
kitāb from God” (e.g. q 6:19, 114). However,
it is also clear that Muammad does not
consider that the lack of any written text
invalidates this claim in any way. When the
Prophet is challenged to produce a writing
from heaven as proof (q.v.) of his authenticity (q 17:93; see belief and unbelief),
he is told to reply that he is merely a human messenger. In q 6:7 God says, “Even if
we had sent down a kitāb on papyrus and
they were to touch it with their hands,
those who disbelieve would have said,
‘This is clearly nothing but sorcery.’ ” So
when the Qurān speaks of itself as kitāb, it
seems to be talking not about the form in
which it is sent down but rather about the
authority it carries as a manifestation of
the knowledge and command of God.
This is borne out in another situation of
challenge where the Prophet’s critics de-

mand to know why the recitation he claims
is from God is being given to him only
piecemeal rather than “as a single complete pronouncement” ( jumlatan wā idatan,
q 25:32). To Muammad’s interlocutors, a
divine pronouncement must, almost by
deﬁnition, be complete. Yet the Qurān
comes only, as the commentators like to
say, responsively ( jawāban li-qawlihim), in
installments (munajjaman) according to situations and events in order that the Prophet
will be able to address God’s response to
whatever objection is being raised, whatever question is being asked (q 25:33). In
this context they quote q 17:106: “... and in
the form of a recitation that we have divided up ( faraqnāhu) that you might recite
it to the people at intervals (ala mukthin),
and we have indeed sent it down.” In rejecting the claim that it should be sent
down “as a single complete pronouncement” the Qurān is asserting its ﬂuidity
and its responsiveness to situations. It is
refusing to behave as an already closed
and canonized text but insists on being
the authoritative voice of God in the
present.
This immediate and responsive quality of
the Qurān is illustrated again and again in
one of its most characteristic rhetorical devices: the imperative, “Say!” (qul, the singular addressed to the Prophet is used 323
times, and it appears in other forms 26
times). This is not merely one among several literary forms (see language and
style of the qurn) but rather demonstrates the Qurān’s fundamental sense
of itself: it “comes down” as the divine
response placed on the lips of God’s
Prophet. In the ministry of Muammad,
the kitāb comes not as a ﬁnished tome in
which to search for the divine wisdom and
will but as a wise and commanding voice
to be heeded.
The term kitāb, then, does not indicate
that the Qurān is to be understood as a
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closed corpus of text, codiﬁed in writing; it
used that language of itself long before it
was either closed or written. The Muslim
community used the same term while at
the same time preserving the text primarily
in oral form. The word kitāb rather expresses a claim as to the origin of the
words on the Prophet’s lips: they are kitāb
because they come from God, from the
realm of God’s knowledge and authority,
as these are symbolized by writing. Writing,
of course, is a process of engagement with
an audience. It involves re-writing and rephrasing, emendation and development.
This is what the Muslim interpretative tradition has recognized in the phenomenon
of abrogation (naskh): that elements of
God’s word are conditioned by time and
circumstance and so God exercises the prerogative of amending the text, removing
the force of some earlier pronouncements
and perhaps even their wording as well.
The Qurān is God’s writing in the sense
that it is God’s deﬁnitive and authoritative
word. Yet it is not the sum total of God’s
word but rather a token of it and a guarantee of continuing guidance. See also scripture and the qurn.
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Booty
Plunder taken in war (q.v.). The Qurān
does not mention the words ghanīma or fay,
which became the technical terms for
booty in Islamic law, but refers explicitly
only to the plural noun maghānim (q 4:94;
48:15, 19, 20); the verb ghanima, to take
booty (q 8:41, 69); and the verb afāa (from
the same root as fay ), to give as booty
(q 33:50; 59:6-7). In pre-Islamic times the
terms were synonymous. There are indications that in q 59:6-7, referring to the surrender of the Banū l-Na īr, afāa denotes
booty acquired not by actual ﬁghting but
as a result of the surrender of the enemy.
q 48:15, 19 and 20 suggest that taking booty
is considered a normal element of warfare
and q 8:69 conﬁrms that booty taken from
the enemy is lawful property. A speciﬁc rule
is given in q 8:41 where the pre-Islamic
custom of assigning one-ﬁfth of the booty
(ghanīma) to the leader is upheld. The verse
mentions that this share belongs to God
and is to be spent on the Messenger, i.e.
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the prophet Muammad, (his) relatives,
the orphans (q.v.), the needy and travelers.
Regarding fay, q 59:7 stipulates that this
type of booty is not to be distributed
among the ﬁghters but also belongs to God
and his messenger and is to be spent on
(his) relatives (see family of the prophet),
the orphans (q.v.), the needy and travelers.
F. Løkkegaard (Islamic taxation, 50), however, asserts that this constituted a breach
with the established custom introduced by
Muammad and was prompted by his lack
of means. In q 4:94 the rewards of paradise (q.v.) are com-pared to booty (see
re ward and punishment).
A great deal of controversy exists among
Muslim legal scholars with regard to the
rules about booty (see law and the qurn). Ghanīma, i.e. movable goods taken by
force from unbelievers during actual warfare, must be divided among the army
and the imām (as head of state; see imm)
once the army has returned to Islamic territory. The head of state is entitled to oneﬁfth (to be distributed to the leader, the
Prophet’s relatives, the orphans, the needy
and travelers) and the remainder is to be
divided among the soldiers. Only free,
adult, male Muslims who were present during the battle have a share, regardless of
whether they actually fought or not. The
anafī form of Islamic law assigns a share
also to soldiers who joined the troops after
the battle but before reaching Islamic territory. Mounted soldiers are entitled to a
double or triple portion. The head of state
may reward certain warriors by giving
them larger shares (naﬂ, pl. anfāl, cf. q 8:1).
Opinions differ on whether this reward is
to be paid from the one-ﬁfth portion of the
state or at the expense of the other soldiers. Some jurists hold that a soldier is
entitled to appropriate the spoils (salab) of
the enemy he has killed, whereas others
are of the opinion that the consent of the
head of state is needed in this instance.

Opinions also vary on the status of land
acquired by force. The Mālikī form of Islamic law holds that it is state land whereas
the Shāfiī view is that it must be divided
among the army that has conquered the
region. The anafīs left the matter to the
discretion of the head of state: He could
make it state land, divide it among the
army or leave its ownership to its inhabitants, provided they pay the kharāj tax.
As to fay, enemy property (including tributes, the kharāj tax and the jizya) acquired
by Muslims as a result of the surrender of
the enemy, jurists generally hold that it is
not to be divided among the army but that
all of it is at the disposition of the head of
state. See also jizya; taxation; tribute;
expeditions and battles.
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Boundaries and Precepts
Prescribed rules guiding behavior, which
one should not transgress. The phrase
“God’s boundaries” ( udūd Allāh) occurs
twelve times in the Qurān. It is used
mainly as an admonitory conclusion to a
preceding passage of legislation, as in
“These are God’s boundaries, do not approach them” (q 2:187) or “These are
God’s boundaries, do not transgress them.
Whoever does transgress God’s boundaries, those are the wrongdoers” (q 2:229)
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and “These are God’s boundaries, and the
unbelievers shall have a painful torment”
(q 58:4). q 4:13-4 balances reward with retribution (see reward and punishment):
“These are God’s boundaries. Whoever
obeys God and his messenger, He will
cause him to enter gardens below which
rivers ﬂow (…), but whoever disobeys God
and his messenger, and transgresses his
boundaries, He will cause him to enter a
ﬁre” (cf. q 2:230; 65:1; cf. 9:112; see fire;
hell; garden). Both the meaning and use
of qurānic udūd are similar to those of
the biblical uqqīm⁄ uqqōt, “boundaries,
statutes (of God)” (e.g. Lev 18:4-5, 26; 19:19,
37; 26:3, 15; Num 30:17; Deut 5:1; 6:1, 24;
26:16-7; uqqei hā-elōhīm occurs in Exod
18:16).
The legislation in these qurānic passages
is always concerned in some way with marital or family relations (see marriage and
divorce). q 2:183-7 reminds the believers
of their obligation to observe fast days but
tends to alleviate the burdens that this imposes. In particular, q 2:187 permits sexual
intercourse with women as well as eating
and drinking during the hours of darkness
(q.v.) before the day of fasting. This is a departure from Jewish law as it relates to the
Day of Atonement (see fasting; abstinence; jews and judaism). q 2:229-30 occur as part of a long passage of legislation
on divorce and deal speciﬁcally with the
divorced wife’s right to retain property
granted her by her husband and with the
permissibility of the divorced couple’s remarrying if the ex-wife marries a different
husband and is then divorced by him. This
latter is also a permissive variation from
Jewish law. q 58:3 outlines the standard
means (i.e. the freeing of a slave, see
slaves and slavery) by which a man may
lawfully resume relations with his wife after
ihār, a device by which a husband could
deny his wife her right to sexual intercourse in the marriage. The following

verse lays down an alternative expiatory
procedure for annulling the device. q 4:11-3
contain detailed rules for inheritance
(q.v.), one of the most important qurānic
legal reforms and a mainstay of qurānic
family law. q 65:1 is again concerned with
divorce. Returning to q 2:229-30, its somewhat different usage of the phrase “God’s
boundaries” strengthens the impression
that his “boundaries” are invoked especially in connection with marital relations.
According to q 2:229, a wife may redeem
herself from marriage in certain circumstances by surrendering to her husband at
least part of the settlement she would normally retain on divorce. The circumstances
are those of likely marital breakdown expressed as the couple’s anticipated failure
to “uphold God’s boundaries.” q 2:230 lays
down a corresponding expectation to “uphold God’s boundaries” as a precondition
for the remarriage of a previously divorced
couple.
In Islamic jurisprudence the expression
udūd Allāh has become detached from civil
law and serves instead as symbolic qurānic
sanction for the classical theory of penal
law. Here, in theory, “God’s boundaries”
are the deterrent corporal penalties of
ﬂogging (q.v.), amputation and execution
as laid down in the “Book of God” (see
book) for the infringement of speciﬁc prohibitions (see adultery and fornication; theft; highway robbery; intoxicants). This classical doctrine, with its
emphasis on scriptural sanction for judicial punishments, has a close parallel in
Jewish law but requires some exegetical ingenuity to be wholly reconciled with the
actual text of the Qurān. See also sin and
crime; chas tisement and punishment;
stoning; crucifixion; law and the
qurn.
Richard Kimber
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Bowing and Prostration
Bowing, an inclination of the head or a
bending of the body in reverence; prostration, reclining with the face on the ground
in humble adoration (q.v.). The two fundamental gestures of the ritual prayer, bowing (rukū) and the more frequent prostration (sujūd) are mentioned numerous times
in the Qurān.
Many qurānic passages that refer to
bowing (q 2:43; 5:55; 77:48) and prostration
(q 4:102; 15:98; 25:64; 26:219; 50:40; 76:26;
96:19) allude to prayer (q.v.) and devotion
in general. Other verses mention the two
gestures together (q 2:125; 3:43; 9:112;
22:26; 22:77; 48:29), again evidently referring to prayer. The Qurān does not always
seem to make a clear distinction between
the two terms. One such verse (q 38:24)
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states that David (q.v.) fell down bowing
(rākian) in repentance but in this instance
the act was actually a prostration. In contrast, in those verses describing the command given to the Israelites (see children
of israel) to enter the door “prostrating
themselves” (sujjadan, q 2:58; 4:154; 7:161),
the act was most probably a bow.
Prostration is much more frequently cited
in the Qurān than bowing. The use of the
root sajada in the Qurān underlines the relevance of prostration to God in Muslim
devotion and at the same time reﬂects the
reactions of people during the time of
Muammad when this act was prescribed.
The Qurān attests that prostration met
strong opposition among Arabs (q 25:60;
cf. 68:42-3) and that pride (q.v.) was the
cause of this opposition (q 7:206; 16:49;
32:15; see arrogance). Later traditions
describe the haughty behavior of the pagans and their attempts to harass Muammad and the Muslims when they were
prostrating themselves (see opposition to
muam mad). On the other hand, various
other verses stress the importance of prostration for the believer (q 39:9; cf. 3:113)
and that it should be addressed to God
only and not to the sun (q.v.) or moon (q.v.;
q 41:37). The true believer should also
prostrate himself at the recitation of the
Qurān (q.v.; q 17:107; 19:58; 32:15; 84:21).
Moreover, all the creatures in heaven or on
earth, as a sign of their devotion to the creator, perform this act directly or by means
of their shadows (q 7:206; 13:15; 16:48-9;
22:18; 55:6). Finally, another verse (q 48:29)
refers to the mark of prostration (athar alsujūd) that in later traditions came to indicate the mark or callous left on the forehead of the believer who performs many
prostrations.
Prostration also occurs in several other
verses relating to the narrative parts of the
Qurān. The people of Sheba (q.v.) used to
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prostrate themselves to the sun instead of
to God (q 27:24-5). The magicians gathered
by Pharaoh (q.v.) fell down prostrate and
proclaimed their faith in God when Moses
(q.v.) defeated them (q 7:120; 20:70; 26:46).
Joseph’s (q.v.) parents and brothers fell
down prostrate before him in Egypt
(q 12:100; cf. 12:4) and the angels prostrated
themselves to Adam after his creation
whereas Iblīs (q.v.) refused to do so (q 2:34;
7:11-2; 15:29-33; 17:61; 18:50; 20:116;
38:72-5; see angel; adam and eve). Given
the strict Muslim prohibition against prostration to anything other than God (see
idols and images; idolatry and idolaters; polytheism and atheism), these
last two episodes were problematic for
commentators on the Qurān and exegetes
have written many pages trying to account
for these prostrations. Both bowing and
prostration were widely diffused acts
throughout the Middle East, especially in
Jewish and Christian communities (see jews
and judaism; christians and christianity). They were also well-known to Arabs
(q.v.) prior to the preaching of Muammad, as is attested in pre-Islamic poetry
(see pre-islamic arabia and the qurn).
The Qurān particularly establishes the
centrality of prostration to Muslim devotion and displays various attitudes, which
were later expanded in Muslim literature.
Roberto Tottoli
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Bread
An article of food made from ﬂour or meal
by moistening, kneading and baking. The
word “bread” (khubz) occurs only once in
the Qurān, in the story of the prophet
Joseph (q.v.) in the twelfth sūra. The wife of
Potiphar (in the Qurān Potiphar is called
azīz, “powerful,” that is, one holding a
powerful position [cf. q 12:30, 51, 78, 88]),
on failing to persuade Joseph to sleep with
her, carries out her threat to him and he is
thrown into prison. Two young fellowprisoners ask Joseph to interpret their
dreams. One of them (whom the commentators on the Qurān, accepting the Biblical
account in Gen 40:2, identify as the Egyptian king’s baker) relates his dream in these
words: “I see myself carrying on my head
bread, and birds are eating of it.” Joseph
interprets the dream by saying that the
young man “will be cruciﬁed and birds will
eat of his head” (q 12:41; see crucifixion).
In this interpretation, “bread” comes to
have the ominous signiﬁcation of “feed,”
the prisoner in question being fated to
“play host” to predatory birds.
This use of the word “bread” in the verse
carries ironic connotations. First, the same
life-sustaining bread he used to bake becomes the bread of death, foreboding the
death of none other than the baker himself. A second, related point may be made
in light of al-abarī’s (d. 310⁄923) suggestion (Tafsīr, xii, 129; also Qur ubī, Jāmi, ix,
191) that the Egyptian king (see pharaoh),
when he intended to kill someone, used to
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send him a certain kind of food, signifying death. This suggestion, if followed,
means that the baker, instead of serving
nourishing food to the king, will receive
from him deadly food. Third, in the phrase
“I see myself carrying on my head bread,”
the Arabic preposition used for “on” is
fawqa which, strictly speaking, means
“over” rather than “on,” for which alā
would be more appropriate. It can be argued that fawqa has been used here in the
sense of alā (abarī, Tafsīr, xii, 128). It is,
however, possible that it has been used in
its literal sense, graphically portraying the
baker as carrying a basket of bread
“over” his head for this would enable him
to move briskly in order to serve his master. If so, then the irony becomes sharper
still: The baker is hastening to his own
death.
The fact that the baker mentions “bread”
in relating his dream signiﬁes that the content of his dream reﬂects his occupation.
This is also true of the dream of the second prisoner (whom the qurānic exegetes,
again following the Bible, identify as the
king’s cupbearer) who reports having
dreamt of pressing wine (q 12:36; cf. Rāzī,
Tafsīr, xviii, 134: “The dream of each [prisoner] conforms to his occupation”). This
may have some bearing on the broader issue of the qurānic view of dreams and
dream-interpretation (see dreams and
sleep).
As we have seen, the use of the word
“bread” in the Qurān is signiﬁcant in its
context. Its use, however, is essentially literal, even when it is interpreted to mean
food in general (as in Rāzī, Tafsīr, xviii, 134:
“… as if there were, on my head, three
baskets containing bread and all kinds of
foods and meals and suddenly birds of
prey started biting into them”). Nonetheless, in this interpretation, as in the identiﬁcation of the prisoner as the king’s baker,

the inﬂuence of the biblical account is obvious (cf. Gen 40:16-7; see also scripture
and the qurn).
Mustansir Mir
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Breaking Trusts and Contracts
Not honoring one’s legally enforceable obligation to another. Muslim exegetes identify a number of qurānic verses which require that contracts (uqūd, sing. aqd, see
contracts and alliances) not be broken, the most general of which is q 5:1.
Other verses enjoin keeping covenants
(uhūd, sing. ahd, see covenant), trusts
(amānāt, sing. amāna), oaths (aymān, sing.
yamīn, see oaths) and pacts (mawāthīq, sing.
mīthāq). According to many qurānic exegetes, the meanings of these terms are
closely related but each carries particular
legal obligations.
q 9:4 and q 16:91, both of which warn
against breaking covenants, are interpreted
by many exegetes as referring to particular
events in the life of the Prophet. According
to Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1210; Tafsīr, ad loc.), q 16:91 is related to q 5:7 and
the covenant made between the Prophet
and the an ār at Aqaba (see emigrants
and helpers). According to al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538⁄1144; Kashshāf, ad loc.), q 9:4
refers to an incident in which the Quraysh
(q.v.) broke their pact with the Prophet by
backing their clients, the Banū Bakr,
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against the clients of the Prophet, the
Banū Khuzāa (see clients and clientage; tribes and clans). Qurānic exegetes ordinarily claim that the Prophet’s
breaking of his contract in this case is a
justiﬁable exception because the unbelievers with whom he had contracted did not
uphold their end of the contract.
Concerning the most general verse about
breaking contracts, q 5:1, there is exegetical
disagreement. Some exegetes disagree concerning the scope of q 5:1. Ibn al-Arabī
(d. 543⁄1148; A kām, ad loc.) mentions a
number of different interpretations, each
associated with the name of a particular
early commentator: Ibn Abbās (d. 68⁄
686-8) says the injunction to fulﬁll all contracts is coterminous with that of fulﬁlling
all covenants; Qatāda (d. 117⁄735) says it
refers only to keeping alliances (a lāf, sing.
ilf ) made in the period before Islam. According to Zayd b. Aslam, q 5:1 includes
keeping all contracts of marriage, partnership, sales, oaths, covenants and treaties.
Interpreting the verse as applying only to
divine-human relations and not to agreements among people, al-Zajjāj (d. 311⁄923)
says q 5:1 commands keeping all contracts
made between God and humanity. The
most general opinion is that of al-abarī
(d. 310⁄923), who reports (Tafsīr, ad loc.)
that the order to fulﬁll all contracts entails
fulﬁlling all obligations ( farāi ) incumbent
on Muslims.
In his exegesis of q 23:8, al-Qur ubī
(d. 671⁄1272; Jāmi, ad loc.) repeats this
comprehensive understanding when he remarks that keeping trusts and covenants
includes all that for which people are responsible in the matters of religion and in
matters of this world, in both speech and
deed. An inclusive understanding ﬁnds additional conﬁrmation in the adīth literature. It is reported in several of the standard collections of prophetic adīth that all

people who act treacherously, i.e. not keeping their agreements, will be held accountable for this on the day of judgment (see
Bukhārī, a ī , 9:72; Ibn anbal, Musnad,
2:70; Tirmidhī, Sa ī , 2191; Ibn Māja,
2872-2873; Nasāī, Sunan, 6:180; see last
judgment).
Moving on to other relevant qurānic references, q 13:20 and the verse repeated in
q 23:8 and 70:32 seem to contain a slight
variation on the qurānic understanding of
keeping covenants, which is in line with
that of the adīth collections. In q 13:20
fulﬁlling the covenant of God and not
breaking the pact are listed along with
other attributes of the people who will enter the gardens of paradise (see garden;
paradise), thus providing a positive obverse to the judgment scenarios already
mentioned. Keeping covenants and trusts
is also listed in the context of the attributes
given in q 23:1-11 and q 70:22-35 of those
who will enter paradise. (See reward and
punishment.)
Note also that there are structural parallels among the three lists in q 13:19-23,
23:1-11, and 70:22-35. Each list includes a
ritual obligation or contract with God such
as the requirement to pray or give alms
(q 13:22; 23:2, 4, 9; 70:34; see almsgiving;
prayer). Each list includes marriage and
family obligations including the restriction
of sex to properly contracted contexts
(q 13:21-2; 23:5-7; 70:29-31; see absti nence; chastity; sex and sexuality;
marriage and divorce). At least two of
the lists have reference to giving upright
testimony (q 70:33) and not engaging in
idle talk (q 23:3). q 13:22 mentions repelling
evil with good in this context. In commenting upon these lists, Ibn Kathīr (d. 774⁄
1373; Tafsīr, ad loc.) reports that the connection between these social and religious
contracts and the requirement of keeping
such obligations, reﬂects the obligation
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arising from the “trust” accepted by Adam
(see adam and eve) from God in q 33:72.
This trust, rejected by the heavens, earth
and mountains, signiﬁes the obligation to
serve God when given the freedom to
choose between good and evil (q.v.).

when you have given them their rewards.”
(2) The bridewealth becomes the property
of the bride. This is an obvious conclusion
from q 4:4 where men are asked to “give
the women their nuptial gifts ( aduqāt) as a
present (ni latan)” to which they no longer
have any rights except any portion voluntarily renounced by the woman (cf. also
q 4:20). Such possible post-marriage arrangements between spouses concerning
the bridewealth are also mentioned in
q 4:24 and 2:237. (3) There is a relation between bridewealth and marital intercourse
(q 4:21 and 24). According to q 2:236-7 the
full amount of the bridewealth has to be
given only when marital intercourse has
occurred (see marriage and divorce).
The qurānic concept of bridewealth and
the terms used for it differ substantially
from pre-Islamic Arab custom (see preislamic arabia and the qurn). In old
Arabic poetry (see poets and poetry) the
bridewealth is called mahr and was given
to the father or male relatives of the
bride (cf. also q 60:10 and Farrā, Maānī,
i, 256). The bride may also have received
from the groom a gift called adāq which
was, however, of much lesser value. Similar
customs were known in ancient Israel (cf.
Gen 34:12; Exod 22:16; 1 Sam 18:25). The
Qurān, on the contrary, reserves the bridewealth for the married woman herself and
gives her the sole right of disposal. This
must have constituted an innovation in
Arabic-Islamic society, as suggested by two
facts: 1) the avoidance of the term mahr in
the extensive terminology concerning
bridewealth in the Qurān; and 2) the
qurānic idea that the bridewealth is a
compensation for the permission to have
sexual intercourse (not a compensation for
the loss of a potentially productive member of a clan as mahr was probably considered in pre-Islamic Arab tribal society)
and, related to this idea, the choice of the
term ajr (reward).
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Bridewealth
The obligatory payment of a sum of
money by the groom to the bride as stipulated in the marriage contract, a sum
which in turn becomes her property. Modern English usage has shown a preference
for the term bridewealth or marriage payment over the earlier term “dowry” (cf.
Encyclopaedia Britannica 1996, s.v. “bridewealth” and “dowry”). In the Qurān three
different words are used for the concept: ajr
(reward), farī a (legal obligation) and aduqa
(nuptial gift).
Several aspects of bridewealth are treated
in the Qurān: (1) The payment of bridewealth is a prerequisite of marriage (the
term used is ajr in q 4:24, 25; 5:5; 33:50) In
q 60:10, for instance, it is stated that
“There is no fault for you to marry them
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The amount to be given as bridewealth is
not stipulated in the Qurān. In Arab society it depended on the bride’s social status.
It is unknown whether the qinār (of silver
or gold?) mentioned in q 4:20 should be
considered as an average measure of
bridewealth among the wealthier followers of Muammad or as a very large one
(cf. Abd al-Razzāq, al-Mu annaf, vi, no.
10420).
In early Islamic legal discussion on bridewealth the qurānic discussion of the subject forms the point of departure (see law
and the qurn). In this discussion, however, many questions left unanswered in
the Qurān are also tackled, such as the
lower and upper limits of bridewealth, the
date of payment, the possibility of payment by installments and so on. It is remarkable that in early legal discussions
the qurānic terms for bridewealth are not
used at all. The most favored term is adāq
(bridewealth) with mahr as a synonym occurring less frequently.
Harald Motzki
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Brocade see material culture and
the qurn

Brother and Brotherhood
The term brother (akh) is used in the
Qurān in several senses: in its strict biological sense; in several partly metaphorical
senses, especially to indicate membership
in a genealogical group; and, in a more extended metaphorical sense, to indicate
membership in a group united by a shared
belief. There are verses in the Qurān that
indicate that the sense of community and
mutual respect, concern and aid implied
by brotherhood in this extended, metaphorical sense can unite not only Muslims
but any humans who do virtuous acts in response to God’s expectations of them (see
community and society in the qurn;
gratitude and ingratitude).
Brother, in its literal sense, a male who
shares one or both parents with another
sibling, is the object of several verses with
legal implications. A brother is within the
closer degrees of kinship (q.v.) and therefore both forbidden to marry the daughter
of his brother (q 4:23) and allowed to see
his sisters dressed less formally than would
be proper before men not in close kin relation or considered likely to see them as sexually desirable (q 24:31; compare q 33:55
on the Prophet’s wives; see wives of the
prophet; sex and sexuality; social
inter actions). Since q 4:23 also forbids a
“milk sister” to marry a biologically unrelated male suckled by the same mother,
specialists in Islamic law have usually included the milk brother as well as the milk
sister and milk mother in most of the legal
rulings that regulate marriageability and
acceptable private association. The brother
also has a ﬁxed position in entitlement to
inheritance (q.v.; q 4:176 and q 4:11, in
which “brothers” (ikhwa) is generally understood to mean both brothers and sisters;
see sister). The brother is referred to as
the archetype of the walī l-dam, the next of
kin with the right to demand retaliation
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(q.v.) for a deliberately slain kinsman or to
settle for blood money (q 2:178; see blood
money; murder).
The most important “blood” brothers
who ﬁgure in the Qurān are Cain and
Abel, (who are referred to, but not mentioned by name; see cain and abel), the
brothers of Joseph (q.v.; see also benjamin),
and Moses (q.v.) and Aaron (Hārūn, see
aaron). It is interesting that a ﬁgure so
centrally important as Moses has a brother
who is speciﬁcally called both a “prophet”
(nabī, q 19:53) and a messenger (rasūl,
q 20:47; see messenger) of the Lord and
who could, like his brother, receive divine
inspiration (wa y, q 10:87; see revelation
and inspiration) as well as miraculous
signs (āyāt, q 23:45; 20:42; see signs).
Moses, whose speech is hard to understand, has asked God to give him Aaron,
his brother, as a “helper” (wazīr) from his
family (q 20:29-30; 25:35; 28:35). Moreover, both Moses and Aaron are given
sulān, a word usually understood to mean
authority, power and authoritative proof
(q 28:35; and 23:45, in which the phrase
is sulān mubīn, “clear authority”).
The simultaneous appearance of two
prophet brothers among one people raised,
for later generations, questions about the
nature of prophethood (see prophets and
prophethood). The Qurān seems to contain a two-fold explanation of the need for
both prophets: namely, the rebelliousness
of the Israelites towards Moses and his resultant need of Aaron’s help, and the assistance Moses needs in circumventing his
difﬁculty in speech. Thus when Moses orders them to enter the Holy Land and they
refuse, Moses prays: “My Lord, I control
only myself and my brother. Distinguish us
(or “distance us”) from such perverse people” (q 5:25). Yet one might argue that God
could have given Moses the gifts of speech
and authority that would have freed him
from the need of a prophet-brother.

A further problem is raised by Aaron’s
presence when the calf (see calf of
gold) was made to be an object of worship while Moses was absent and receiving
the law on Mount Sinai (q.v.), especially
as Moses had told Aaron, “Be my deputy
among my people, act righteously and do
not follow the path of the perverse”
(q 7:142). That Moses on his return at least
pretends to hold his brother responsible is
shown by the words: “He [Moses] took his
brother by the head, pulling him toward
himself ” (q 7:150). Hence Aaron says in explanation: “O son of my mother, the people have humiliated me [or, “thought me to
be weak”] and almost killed me. So do not
let my enemies gloat over me nor place
me among the wrongdoers” (q 7:150).
Moses then prays for both himself and
his brother: “O Lord, forgive me and my
brother and cause us to enter in your
mercy” (q 7:151). Alongside all of these
problems was the problem of the apparent sin of Moses in killing a man (q 20:40;
26:14; 26:19). These verses offered rich
material for the speculation of later Muslim thinkers on the sinlessness, the degree
of foreknowledge (or reasons for withholding foreknowledge) and the timing of
divinely ordained persuasive miracles that
God might grant his prophets (see impeccability and infallibility; miracle).
The commentators by and large avoid
this discussion. Al-abarī (d. 310⁄923) explains that “From our mercy we gave [Moses] his brother Aaron as a prophet (nabī)”
(q 19:53) means: “We supported and helped
him [Moses] through his [Aaron’s] prophethood” (Tafsīr, xvi, 95). Al-abarī (Tafsīr,
xvi, 160) also implies that Aaron’s station is
in answer to Moses’ prayers (which, perhaps, God anticipated) when Moses asks
God to give him his brother Aaron as a vizier (wazīr) and says: “Let him share in my
mission (amrī)” (q 20:32). Moses is saying,
al-abarī explains, “Make him a prophet
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just as you made me a prophet.” AlBay āwī (d. ca. 716⁄1316-7) seems to be explaining Aaron’s inability to stop the worship of the calf — and also, perhaps, to be
justifying Aaron as a second prophet —
when he says that Aaron was three years
older than Moses and was “a mild-tempered and tractable person, better loved by
the people of Israel” (Anwār, i, 345). Yet
often, even when the verse refers to prophetic traits possessed by both brothers,
the commentators remain principally interested in Moses. Thus, in discussing the
“miraculous signs” mentioned in q 23:45,
Tafsīr al-Jalālayn (450) only refers to the
miracles of Moses since Aaron plays such a
subordinate role in the narrative of their
lives. Nevertheless, as al-ūsī (d. 460⁄1067)
explains (Tibyān, iv, 532), when Moses went
up Mount Sinai he was able to order
Aaron to be his deputy even though God
had sent Aaron as a prophet with a mission
(nabī mursal) because Moses had leadership
(riyāsa) over Aaron as well as over all of the
rest of the religious community (umma) to
whom Moses brought revelation. Interestingly, the sulān given to Moses and Aaron
is understood by several commentators
to mean ujja, “argument (for a case)” (e.g.
abarī, Tafsīr, xx, 76; see proof). AlBay āwī (d. ca. 716⁄1316-7) interprets sulān
mubīn (q 23:45), in which mubīn would ordinarily be understood to mean “manifestly
clear,” as “a manifestly clear argument,
compelling to the one who opposes it” and
says that it may mean such miraculous
signs as Moses’ staff which turned into a
snake (Anwār, ad loc.). Incidentally, the use
of terms such as sulān and wazīr, later to
become political terms frequently used in
the Islamic world, caused the verses on
Moses and Aaron to be examined in the
light of this use (see authority). The example of Aaron as an “infallible” aide sent
to help Moses was of importance to some
Shīīs in understanding the role of Alī (see

al b. ab lib) and other imāms (see
shism and the qurn; imm).
Very common in the Qurān is the largely
metaphorical use of “brother” to mean
members of a tribe or people (see tribes
and clans) especially (though not exclusively) in connection with three of the socalled “Arabian” prophets sent by God to
their people. Hūd (q.v.) is the “brother” of
the Ād (q.v.; q 7:65; 11:50; 26:124; 46:21),
āli (q.v.) is the brother of the Thamūd
(q.v.; q 7:73; 11:61; 26:142; 27:45) and
Shuayb (q.v.) is the brother of Midian
(q.v.; q 7:85; 11:84; 29:36). Similarly, Noah
(q.v.) is the brother of the “people” or
“tribe” (qawm) of Noah (q 26:105-6). Lot
(q.v.) is the brother of the qawm of Lot
(q 26:160-1); and, correspondingly, “the
brothers (ikhwān) of Lot” (meaning the
people of Lot) are listed among those peoples who rejected messengers sent by God
(q 50:13). Al-Rāghib al-I fahānī (d. early
5th⁄11th cent.; Mufradāt, 68, under the
heading “akh” ) says that brother is used in
these verses to convey that the compassion
that such a messenger has for his people is
just as that which a brother has for his
brother. In a parallel usage the kin of
Mary (q.v.) address her as “sister of Aaron”
(q 19:28).
There are a few verses that bridge or partially indicate the transference of “brother” from its literal or partly metaphorical
use (as when it means kinsman) to its full
metaphorical sense. A striking example of
the use of the emotional closeness implied
by brotherhood is the simile which warns
the believers to avoid suspicion, spying and
speaking ill of each other, for: “Would one
of you like to eat the ﬂesh of his dead
brother? For you would have a horror of
such things” (q 49:12). The believers are
told if they “become mixed” with orphans
(q.v.), “they become your brothers (ikhwānukum)” (q 2:220). Tafsīr al-Jalālayn (46)
echoes many commentaries in saying that
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“brothers” here means “brothers in religion”; but, like many other commentaries,
it implies that such acceptance means acceptance in a quasi-familial relationship,
“For it is customary for a brother to mingle
his expenses with his brothers, so you
should act in this way [with such orphans].” Similarly, it is said of adoptive
children that they should keep the names
of their fathers “but if you do not know
their fathers, then they are your brothers
(ikhwānukum) in religion (dīn) and your
friends⁄clients⁄protegés (mawālī)” (q 33:5;
see clients and clientage).
While several verses attest that biological
kinship, including brotherhood, is less important than spiritual kinship, the verse following the discussion of adoption shows
that for legal purposes real brotherhood is
still the measure relevant to inheritance
and kindred matters: “Blood relatives are
closer to each other in God’s book than to
the believers and the emigrants. If (nevertheless) you act with goodness toward those
afﬁliated with you (awliyāikum), that is set
down in the Book (q.v.)” (q 33:6). This verse
is said by virtually all the commentators to
conﬁrm the abrogation of the muākhāt, the
adoption of each other as brothers by the
Meccan Emigrants (muhājirūn) and certain
members of the Helpers (an ār), the sincere
believers among the Medinans, at the time
that the Prophet settled in Medina (see
emigrants and helpers).
Nevertheless, in the larger scheme of
things, the ties created by religion are more
meaningful in the eyes of God and should
be a more signiﬁcant source of motivation.
If your kin and your wealth are dearer to
you than the Prophet, God and the struggle in his path (see path or way [of
god]), “then lie in wait until God brings
his command to pass” (q 9:24). “Those
who believe in God and the last day (see
last judgment) will not show love to those
who oppose God and his Prophet whether

they be fathers or sons or brothers or members of their clan (ashīra)” (q 58:22). This
sūra belongs to the Medinan period and
may refer to the attempts by the Prophet to
make the sincere converts among the Medinans place their loyalty to Islam above
their feelings of kinship to their relatives
who were not real converts, the “hypocrites” (see hypocrites and hypocrisy).
Several verses afﬁrm the brotherhood of
the believers (see belief and unbelief).
The Qurān reminds Muslims that before
accepting Islam they were enemies, “then
he uniﬁed your hearts so that through his
bounty you became brothers (ikhwān)”
(q 3:103). The believers must take care to
preserve this condition for they “are but
brothers (ikhwa); therefore, make peace between (any) two of your brothers” (q 49:10).
Correspondingly, those who share in some
form of sinful behavior can be considered
members of a “brotherhood” so that
“those who squander money [or are prodigal] are the brothers of the devils (shayāīn,
see devil)” (q 17:27). Al-abarī (Tafsīr, xv,
74) adds: “In this way the Arabs (q.v.) speak
of anyone who adheres to a habit of a people and follows their tradition: [he is] their
brother.”
Other verses show that the brotherhood
of the believers entails a feeling of mutual
affection and interdependence regardless
of gender. Thus q 3:195 reads: “And their
Lord answers them, ‘I do not⁄will not
cause the action of anyone of you to be
lost, whether male or female; you depend
on⁄belong to⁄proceed from each other
(ba ukum min ba in).’ ” Similarly q 9:71
reads: “The believers, male and female, are
friends⁄guardians of each other (ba uhum
awliyā ba in).” Indeed, q 59:9, which refers
to the Emigrants from Mecca and the
Helpers in Medina but may be generalized
to indicate the degree to which all true believers prefer the interests of other believers to their own, reads: “They do not ﬁnd
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envy in their hearts for that which has been
given [to the emigrants] but prefer them
to themselves even if there be poverty
amongst themselves. Whoever guards himself from the avarice (q.v.) of his own soul,
those are the truly fortunate.” (See also the
next verse, q 59:10 and compare q 64:16).
According to some modernists all humans are believers by nature, and only by
willful commitment to evil leave that state.
Some verses might be seen to support this
view. There are those who associate others
with God (mushrikūn, see idolatry and
ido laters); “but” — adds a verse which
need not be read as exclusively designating
Muslims — “if they repent and establish
worship (q.v.) and pay the alms-tax (zakāt,
see almsgiving), they are your brothers
(ikhwān) in religion” (q 9:11). And in a verse
which seems from its context to be addressed to the righteous (al-muttaqīn), they
are promised that in heaven (q.v.): “We
shall root out whatever [remains] of hatred
in their hearts; [they shall be] as brothers
(ikhwān) on raised couches, face to face”
(q 15:47). If this verse is addressed to the
righteous, both Muslim and non-Muslim,
it conceives of brotherhood as their universal reward and ideal condition in the
future life.
Elaboration of the concept of brotherhood as a heightened form of religious
identiﬁcation became prominent in medieval Islam. Literary examples of this would
include the writings of the Brotherhood of
Purity (Ikhwān al-afā) and of Ibn Abī
l-Dunyā (d. 281⁄894), whose ideas on
“brotherhood” in God are often quoted by
al-Ghazālī (d. 505⁄1111) in book 15 of his
I yā ulūm al-dīn. Historical formulations,
especially those associated with ūﬁsm, are
a prominent feature of religious life in virtually every Islamic century (see fism
and the qurn).
Roy P. Mottahedeh
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Buildings see house — domestic and
divine; mosque; markets

Burial
The interment of the body after death and
accompanying practices involving the
preparation of the body, its transportation
to a cemetery, mourning, and erection of
tombstones and mortuary buildings. In Islam, burial and its attendant preparations
are the method prescribed for disposing of
the dead. Islamic burial rituals ( janāiz)
normally require four elements: washing
the body, shrouding, funeral prayers, and
prompt burial with the face oriented towards the Kaba (q.v.) in Mecca. They are
discussed most fully in Islamic legal literature ( ﬁqh) and in modern ethnographies.
The Qurān itself deals substantively with
eschatology (q.v.) but has little to say about
burial per se. Muslims nonetheless use
verses from the Qurān in burial rites,
mourning and mortuary inscriptions.
The Qurān brieﬂy addresses itself to the
question of the origin of burial in two
ways. It depicts burial as the closing stage
in the course that God has set for humans
to follow from conception until death (see
biology as the creation and stages of
life). At death, he causes them to be buried (aqbarahu) in anticipation of the resurrection (q.v.; q 80:18-22) when they will
come forth from their graves (ajdāth, qubūr)
for the day of judgment (q 36:51-64; 100:9;
see last judgment; apocalypse). The
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Qurān also alludes to the origins of burial
in the narrative of Adams two sons (identiﬁed as Cain [Qābīl] and Abel [ ābīl] in
the commentaries) where a raven sent by
God shows the murderer how to bury his
brother’s body (q 5:31; cf. abarī, Tafsīr, vi,
127-8; see cain and abel). Unlike the Bible, the Qurān does not explicitly discuss
burial procedures. It does, however, prohibit prayer over the graves of hypocrites
and disbelievers (q 9:84; see hypocrites
and hypocrisy; belief and unbelief).
Despite the dearth of information about
burial in the Qurān itself, Muslims have
ubiquitously employed the sacred text in
their funerary rites. According to some
adīths, the recitation of speciﬁc chapters
and verses can earn the deceased special
rewards in the hereafter (see reward and
punishment). Thus, reciting q 36, the sūra
entitled Yā Sīn and known as “the heart of
the Qurān,” will bring them forgiveness,
even a martyr’s blissful status. According to
another tradition, whoever dies after reading the last verses of q 59, which glorify
God, will be rewarded with paradise (q.v.).
Comparable blessings are attributed to
reciting q 1, 67, 112, 113, and 114. Moreover, some adīths report that the faithful
will continue to recite and study the Qurān in their graves until resurrection.
Fiqh manuals and ethnographic descriptions of Muslim burial practices in the
Middle East, North Africa, south and
southeast Asia, and North America compensate for the paucity of information in
historical literature. Jurists commend the
reading of q 36 when death approaches.
Though they deplore recitation of the
Qurān in funeral processions, those who
follow the Shāfiī and anbalī forms of
Islamic law approve reading the ﬁrst sūra,
Sūrat al-Fātia (see ftia), during prescribed funerary prayers. Shāfiī and anafī jurists favor reciting “From it we
created you, to it we will return you, and

from it we will extract you a second time”
(q 20:55) when the bereaved throw dirt on
the grave. Another practice, involving advising the soul of the deceased on how to
answer the angels that interrogate it in the
grave the night after burial, includes the
admonition that it should confess that the
Qurān is its guide (imām) or book. Known
as the talqīn, this rite is endorsed by most of
the Islamic legal schools.
Ethnographies, on the other hand, indicate that recitation of the Qurān (q.v.) is a
sine qua non in funerary rites, though these
vary according to circumstance and local
custom. This can be done by trained reciters (see recitation, the art of), by the
religiously learned or by ordinary mourners at the homes of the deceased, as well as
in mosques, assembly halls and cemeteries.
Qurānic recitation characterizes multiple
aspects of the full range of Islamic burial
practices. Generally, it occurs when someone is in the throes of death, while the
body is being washed and enshrouded, at
funerary prayers, and on death anniversaries. During the mourning period (usually
forty days), a complete reading of the
Qurān (khatma) is conducted in many
Muslim cultures.
The written Qurān has various uses in
burial rites. Sometimes the whole book is
placed on the breast of the deceased or
carried in the funeral cortege. In some cultures, the outer shroud has qurānic verses
written upon it. More commonly, verses
about God’s unity and permanence, intercession, the afterlife, the Prophet, and the
inevitability of death are inscribed on
tombstones and mausolea. Epigraphic surveys (see epigraphy and the qurn) in
medieval cemeteries reveal that the Throne
Verse (q 2:255); q 3:169, 185; 112; and
55:26-27 were among the most popular
verses, but many others are also attested.
Funerary shrines and mosques dedicated
to rulers, saints and esteemed scholars of-
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ten feature artistically rendered inscriptions from the Qurān. The Taj Mahal in
Agra, India, wherein lie the tombs of Shāh
Jāhān (1000⁄1592-1076⁄1666) and his wife
Mumtāz (d. 1040⁄1631), is exquisitely inscribed with verses from 23 sūras, including
q 36 and 112. Muslim jurists periodically
condemn such practices, however, and none
more than the anbalīs. See also death
and the dead; ritual and the qurn.

Sūrat al-Rūm, q 30:1-5: ‘‘The Byzantines
have been defeated (ghulibati l-Rūm) in a
nearby land, but after their defeat they will
prevail (sa-yaghlibūna) within a few years.…
On that day the believers will rejoice.” An
alternate reading going back to several
early authorities, including Ibn Umar (d.
73⁄693), reverses the voice of the verbs:
“The Byzantines have prevailed (ghalabati
l-Rūm)… [but afterwards] will be defeated
(sa-yughlabūna).” This reading has mostly
been rejected (e.g. abarī, Jāmi, xxi, 15-21).
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Byzantines
The inhabitants of the Eastern Roman
Empire, which had its capital at Constantinople. The Byzantines (al-Rūm, lit. “the
Romans”) are named in the Qurān only in

Historical context
The apparent context of this qurānic reference is the war between the Byzantine
and Sasanian (Persian) Empires which coincided with the earliest years of Islam.
The deposition of the Byzantine Emperor
Maurice in 602 and his replacement by
Phocas provoked the Sasanian Emperor
Khusraw II Parviz into reopening hostilities. Byzantine defenses crumbled and the
widely-hated Phocas was deposed in turn
by Heraclius in 610. In the following decade, the Persians conquered Byzantine
Syria, Palestine and Egypt, as well as much
of Anatolia. Byzantine prestige received a
harsh blow with the loss of Jerusalem and
the True Cross in 614. But in the 620s
Heraclius turned the tables in a series of
northern campaigns crushing the Sasanians decisively at Nineveh in 627. He returned the Cross in triumph to Jerusalem
in 630. By then, however, Muslim ﬁghters
from the south were already probing Byzantine defenses; they became the real
beneﬁciaries of this long, devastating
Perso-Byzantine war about which little is
known except from archaeological evidence (C. Foss, The Persians; W. Kaegi,
Byzantium).
The opening verses of q 30, Sūrat alRūm, thus refer to Persian successes in
Syria in the 610s, although it is not clear
precisely when and where. In biographical
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literature (sīra) about the Prophet and in
exegetical literature, Muammad and the
early Muslims favor the monotheistic Byzantines in this war while their Meccan enemies favor the “pagan” Persians. Alternatively, the largely rejected reading could
refer to an early defeat of the Muslims at
Byzantine hands as at Muta (629) and predict Muslim victories about to come (see
the discussion in M. Götz, Historischen
Hintergrund).
In the decades before these events, imperial power in northern Arabia had already
declined and with it the fortunes of Arab
imperial protégés (see I. Shahid, Byzantium;
B. Isaac, The limits; A. Cameron, Byzantine
Near East, see pre-islamic arabia and
the qurn). But with the disappearance
of the Sasanian Empire and the rapid success of Muslim armies almost everywhere,
the stubbornly surviving Byzantine empire
became what it had not been during
Muammad’s lifetime, the paradigmatic
enemy of the Islamic polity. Despite the
varied exchanges which took place constantly and the admiration which Byzantines and Muslims often expressed for one
another, true coexistence remained impossible as expressed by André Miquel:
“Which of the two of us was created for
the ruination of the other?” (“Lequel de
nous deux fut créé pour la ruine de
l’autre?” La géographie, ii, 384). The conquest of Constantinople appears as a cosmic event ( fitan) in eschatological adīth
(see eschatology; adth and the
qurn), while the long history of the wars
between the two powers often evidences a
ritual character.

Sūrat al-Rūm, q 30:1-5, pointing to the
problematic vocalization of these verses, a
textual situation that carries the potential
of changing the meaning and the dependent historical explanation (cf. R. Bell, Origin
of Islam, 137-8; id., Commentary, ii, 69-70; E.
Beck, Die Sure ar-Rūm, 336-9). The most
important problem concerns the forms of
the verb ghalaba, “to vanquish,” and whether in its repeated usages it is understood
as passive voice or active. For this passage
the voweling of the verbs is crucial as it
fundamentally changes the meaning and
interpretation of the verses.
The early commentary of Muqātil b.
Sulaymān (d. 150⁄767) states that “Persia
had defeated the Rūm and the unbelievers
(kuffār) of Mecca rejoiced saying that the
Persians, like us, do not have a [holy] book
(q.v.) and they have defeated the Rūm who
are People of the Book (q.v.) like you and
so we will defeat you the way the Persians
defeated the Rūm… On the day of Badr,
the Muslims triumphed over the unbelievers (kuffār) of Mecca and the news reached
them that the Rūm triumphed over the
Persians and the Muslims rejoiced for that”
(Tafsīr, iii, 406-7). Although the early exegetical texts stress the main reading that favors Byzantine victory, the variant reading
is found already in texts of the early second⁄eighth and early third⁄ninth century
with chains of authorities going back to
much earlier times. According to the grammarian al-Farrā (d. 207⁄822), “The reciters (qurrā, see reciters of the qurn)
agree on ghulibat except for Ibn Umar who
read it ghalabat.” Al-Farrā, however, states
that the exegetical tradition rejects the saying of Ibn Umar (Maānī, ii, 319).
Al-abarī (d. 310⁄923) cites the material
of the standard authorities, noting even insigniﬁcant variants. The main traditional
reading, which is the most prevalent in the
commentaries is, according to al-abarī,
ghulibat… sa-yaghlibūn. The basic explana-

Michael Bonner
Exegetical explanations
As noted above, several scholars have alluded to the difﬁculty to be found in reading and interpreting the ﬁrst verses of
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tion provided by al-abarī (Tafsīr, xxi,
15-21), which reiterates earlier exegetical
works and is repeated by a majority of
later commentaries, is the following: The
Rūm were defeated by the Persians but
they will soon be victorious and on that
day, the day when the People of the Book
defeat the pagan Persians, the believers will
rejoice. This reading reﬂects a positive outlook towards the Byzantines in the expectation of a later Byzantine victory that will
give the believers cause to celebrate. The
believers’ “rejoicing” at a Byzantine victory is explained by the commentators in
religious terms that stress the importance
of Byzantine monotheism as a determining
factor in securing such Muslim approval:
The “believers shall rejoice” for the victory
of the Byzantines, a People of the Book,
over the polytheist Persians (see belief
and unbelief; polytheism and atheism).
This explanation is also found in the major
work on the occasions of revelation (asbāb
al-nuzūl, see occasions of revelation) of
al-Wāidī (d. 468⁄1075; Asbāb, 258-9; cf.
id., Wasī, iii, 462-3).
Another explanation provided by the
commentators is that which attributes the
believers’ “rejoicing” to a Muslim victory
which coincided with the predicted Byzantine victory. Al-abarī (Tafsīr, xxi, 16) states
that the Muslims and the unbelievers
(mushrikīn) met in battle on the same day
the Byzantines and Persians were confronting each other; God let the Muslims triumph over the polytheists and he let the
People of the Book vanquish the Persians.
Most commentaries mention the battle of
Badr (2⁄624; see badr) or the treaty of
udaybiya (q.v.) as coinciding with the
Byzantine victory over the Persians (see
expeditions and battles). It is signiﬁcant
that the exact date for the promised future
victory became an important subject of
debate and led the Companion of the
Prophet, Abū Bakr (q.v.), to engage in a

wager (murāhana) with his enemies. The importance of the debate is linked in the
commentaries with Muammad’s ability to
prophesy future events. The murāhana, discussed at length since such an action subsequently became forbidden, centered
around the deﬁnition of the phrase “a few
years” in q 30:4. The commentators’ identiﬁcation of this time span generally places
it between three and nine years or at the
outset of the seventh year.
Al-abarī mentions the principal variant
reading ghalabat… sa-yughlabūn on the authority of Ibn Umar and Abū Saīd. This
tradition has the potential of changing the
meaning of these verses drastically. The
Byzantines defeated the Persians but, later,
the Byzantines will be defeated by the
Muslims, the real cause for Muslim rejoicing. Al-abarī, however, states that “the
only correct reading for us is ghulibat alRūm and no other reading is acceptable…”
( Jāmi, xxi, 16). Nevertheless, a large number of commentaries record this variant
(ghalabat… sa-yughlabūn) that promises the
ultimate defeat of the Byzantines by the
Muslims. This negative interpretation attempts to circumvent the issue of the believers’ rejoicing by denying any previous
ideological afﬁliation between Islam and
Byzantium, a perspective that assumed
prominence in the course of the eleventh
century. The Mutazilī Abd al-Jabbār (d.
415⁄1025) explained the believers’ joy in
light of his own times: “Why is it that the
believers shall rejoice for the polytheists’
victory over one another… the answer is
that God will bring victory upon the believers by bringing about the humiliation
of a group of polytheists by another such
group…” (Tanzīh, 399; see also mutazils). Similarly, the Mutazilī al-Zamakhsharī’s (d. 538⁄1144) interpretation is that
the Rūm were victorious and they will be
defeated by the Muslims in a few years. AlZamakhsharī proposes that the continuous
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weakening of the warring parties would
strengthen Islam, hence the believers’ rejoicing (Kashshāf, iii, 466-7). Abū ayyān
(d. 745⁄1344) also includes the variant
reading of Ibn Umar and explains that
after a certain period, the Muslims will triumph over the Rūm, whereas al-Bay āwī
(d. 685⁄1286) provides the variant reading
along with the traditional interpretation,
but without any further discussion as to its
veracity. It is as if the two interpretations,
the prevalent and the variant, are on a par.
The ūfī Abd al-Karīm al-Qushayrī (d.
465⁄1072) adheres to the traditional reading but does not neglect to specify that “the
Muslims rejoiced for the victory of the
Rūm over the Persians, even though unbelief unites them”; the Rūm, however, are a
little better off having singled out a number of prophets for devotion (Laāif, v, 107;
see also fism and the qurn).
Al-Qur ubī (d. 671⁄1273) includes a third
reading that uses both verbs in the active
voice and provides the following explanation: On the day of Badr, the Rūm were
victorious over the Persians and the Muslims rejoiced and then God brought down
the good news that the Rūm would be
victorious once again in a few years”
( Jāmi, xiv, 4). This variant promising a
double Byzantine victory is exceptional but
is in line with the traditional positive reading that promises a future Byzantine victory. Another isolated reading is found in
the Shīī tafsīr of al-Qummī (d. 328⁄939)
who offers a unique interpretation: The
Persians defeated the Byzantines and they
(the Persians) will be defeated by the believers (the Muslims). Al-Qummī is perhaps alone in explaining these verses in
terms of a later Persian defeat by the Muslims and with reference to the reception of
the Prophet’s letters by the great leaders of
the Near East (cf. Qummī, Tafsīr, ii, 152-3).
But to return to the principal alternative
interpretation, commentators of the ﬁfth⁄

eleventh to seventh⁄thirteenth centuries
adopted a new exegetical emphasis attempting to circumvent the believers’
rejoicing (see exegesis of the qurn;
classical and medieval). This new line of
explanation reﬂects the emergence of two
cardinal differences in relation to the prior
standpoint. First, the Byzantines who were
traditionally viewed as monotheists are
now depicted as polytheists. Second, the
joy of the believers no longer stems from
the knowledge of a future Byzantine victory. In the commentaries dating from the
twelfth century on, the “rejoicing” arises
from a combination of reasons: because
the polytheists (Persians and Byzantines)
were battling one another; because the
Muslims were victorious over their enemies; because the Byzantine victory coincided with a Muslim victory; or because
the victory, predicted by the Prophet, testiﬁed to his truthfulness. This new attitude
represents an attempt at depreciating the
traditional explanation of the believers’ rejoicing with its main emphasis on the
shared monotheism of the Muslims and
Byzantines. This traditionally proclaimed
reason becomes now only one among a variety of other reasons.
Another departure from the traditional
explanation occurs in the Shīī commentary of al-abarsī (d. 548⁄1153), which
states that “Jerusalem (q.v.) was for the
Rūm, the equivalent of the Kaba (q.v.) for
the Muslims.” In explaining the believers’
“rejoicing” he introduces a nuance: “The
believers will rejoice for the expulsion of
the Persians from Jerusalem and not for the
Byzantines’ victory because the latter are
inﬁdels (kuffār); the other reasons for rejoicing are due to the polytheists’ distress, to
the fulﬁllment of the prophecy and the
heralding of the Muslims’ own future victory” (abarsī, Majma, xx-xxv, 7). This rising motif of the Byzantines as inﬁdels is
coupled with a novel stress on the impor-
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tance of Jerusalem. Abū ayyān similarly
introduces Jerusalem into the debate: In “a
few years” the Muslims will conquer Jerusalem (Ba r, 162, par. 9-12). The fact that
such interpretations coincided with the period of the Crusades is not accidental.
The late fourth⁄tenth and early ﬁfth⁄
eleventh centuries had seen major Muslim
defeats at the hands of the Byzantine emperors. The anti-Byzantine interpretation
that was now emphasized must be linked to
the new defensive position taken by the
Muslims. The late ﬁfth⁄eleventh century
saw the arrival of the Crusades with their
fresh religious message. From then on, a
clear religious consciousness would develop
in response to this speciﬁc crusading mentality, one that rejected any identiﬁcation
with the other monotheists and that placed
Jerusalem at the top of its military and cultural agenda.
Consequently, the principal variant reading assumed a more prominent place in the
commentaries, in particular in the more
polemical commentaries. The variant
reading sought to ﬁnd different reasons for
the believers’ rejoicing in an attempt to distance the early Muslim community from
Byzantium. The variant reading never,
however, stands on its own. The traditionally more accepted reading is always juxtaposed side by side with the variant. Working as they were within a tradition, the
commentators reiterated the traditional
reading and interpretation. Ideology
created a further problem for the commentators who were caught by having to
re-interpret a series of verses that were
originally used to establish the very foundation of prophecy in Islam (see prophets
and prophet hood). The miraculous character of the Qurān, partly reﬂected in the

prophecies of future events, was essential
to the theory of the inimitability of the
Qurān (ijāz al-Qurān, see inimitability).
In his chapter explaining the Qurān’s information about future events, al-Bāqillānī
(d. 403⁄1013) cites the opening verses of
Sūrat al-Rūm (q 30) as a major example of
this (Ijāz, 78). To save the “prophesying”
aspect of these verses was one of the commentator’s essential tasks. The fulﬁllment
of the prophecy partially hinged on the
explanation of the believers’ “rejoicing.”
Thus those departing from the traditional
interpretation made the fulﬁllment of the
prophecy one of the basic explanations for
this “rejoicing.”
Nadia Maria El-Cheikh
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Cain and Abel
The sons of Adam and Eve (q.v.). The
qurānic account of Cain and Abel
(q 5:27-32) closely follows the narrative in
the Bible (Gen 4:1-16; see scripture and
the qurn). Each of the two sons of
Adam and Eve — whose names are not
mentioned in the Qurān — offers a sacriﬁce (q.v.): Only Abel’s was accepted while
Cain’s was rejected because he was not
God-fearing. Upon Cain’s threat to murder
Abel, the latter remained passive, wishing
only that Cain be held responsible for the
sins of both (innī urīdu an tabūa bi-ithmī waithmika, q 5:29) and punished accordingly
(see chastisement and punishment). Having followed the guidance of a raven about
the burial of Abel’s body, Cain repents.
The story closes by directing the Banū Isrāīl (see children of israel) that murder
(q.v.) is unlawful (see lawful and unlawful). Whoever kills someone for a reason
other than justiﬁed punishment (man qatala nafsan bi-ghayri nafsin aw fasādin, q 5:32)
should be viewed as though he has killed
all humanity ( fa-kaannamā qatala l-nāsa
jamīan); the opposite applies to those who
save human life (man a yāhā).
Since the Banū Isrāīl are mentioned toward the end of the story, some qurānic

exegetes have offered the opinion that by
“the sons of Adam” is meant not Adam’s
own sons but the Israelites. Most exegetes,
however, reject this view. That the story
was addressed to the Jews of Medina (q.v.)
can be concluded from its context (see
occasions of revelation; jews and judaism). On the other hand, the exegete
Muqātil (d. 150⁄767; Tafsīr, i, 468) explains
“recount to them” (wa-tlu alayhim, q 5:27)
at the beginning of the narrative to mean:
“Oh Muammad! Recount to the people
of Mecca.” According to Nöldeke (gq , i,
61, 229), q 5:15-38 is a textual unit probably anteceding the conquest of Khaybar
(q.v.) in 7⁄628. Bell (i, 154) proposed an earlier date because of Abel’s inaction. In support of this suggestion, one can adduce
that wa-tlu alayhim was used as an opening
clause already in the late Meccan period.
The exegetes were acquainted with the
biblical account. To this they added a variety of details drawn from relevant Jewish
and Christian traditions, much of which
goes back to old Oriental and⁄or GrecoRoman mythology and folklore including,
for instance, the story of Cain’s punishment which recalls the myth of Prometheus (see mythic and legendary
narratives). To render many of these additions authoritative, they were couched in
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the shape of a adīth (see adth and the
qurn). It should also be remembered that
the borrowing also went in the other direction: Islamic elements did ultimately ﬁnd
their way into Jewish folklore.
Different locations for the events have
been suggested (see geography in the
qurn): The sacriﬁce took place on Jabal
Nawdh in India or at Minā (near Mecca).
The fratricide was committed on the
“Holy Mountain” (al-Jabal al-Muqaddas)
from which Cain is said to have descended
to the Land of Nawdh; Jabal Qāsyūn near
Damascus; Jabal Murrān in the Ghū a of
Damascus; Jabal Thawr or Aqabat alirā near Mecca; and, ﬁnally, in the Friday Mosque of al-Ba ra.
The importance of the story for Muslim
thinking is obvious and its moral and theological dimensions have been discussed in
exegetical and other relevant literature.
Most exegetes tell us that Cain was to
marry Abel’s twin sister on the order of
Adam. Others, who consider this objectionable, opt for a variant tradition according to which God sent a virgin ( ūriyya, see
houris) from paradise (q.v.) to Abel and a
female demon ( jinniyya, see jinn) in human
form to Cain, an account apparently based
on the biblical story of the sons of God
who married the daughters of man (Gen
6:1-4).
Abel’s inaction and passivity (cf. q 5:28) is
evidently a Christian element since, according to Christian tradition, the murder
(q.v.) of Abel is considered a preﬁguration
of the cruciﬁxion of Jesus. Traditional
Muslim exegesis asserts that killing in selfdefense was prohibited at the time of Cain
and Abel but that this prohibition was later
abolished. In support of this interpretation
a adīth is cited in which it is declared forbidden for a Muslim to kill another Muslim in self-defense. If he prefers to ﬁght
and dies, both he and his opponent will be
condemned to the ﬁre (q.v.) of hell (q.v.).

Other adīths recommend the abandonment of self-defense. In emulation of
Abel, the caliph Uthmān (q.v.; d. 35⁄656)
is said to have renounced self-defense
when his murderers entered his house.
According to other commentators, the issue of self-defense is of no relevance in
this context because Abel was murdered
treacherously.
The interpretation of q 5:29, “Verily I
wish you to become liable for my sin and
for your own” (innī urīdu an tabūa bi-ithmī
wa-ithmika), is problematic because the
Qurān teaches that nobody can bear another’s burden of guilt (q 6:164, and parallels). Often “for my sin” (bi-ithmī) is said to
refer to Cain’s sin of murdering Abel and
“for your sin” (bi-ithmika) to Cain’s other
sins. According to others, the point under
discussion is the punishment, not the sin
(see sin, major and minor). It is held that
the phrase in q 5:29 has to be explained by
adding lā to an (allā), i.e. by supplying an
implied negative, as is also the exegetical
situation in q 12:85 and q 16:15. Another
adīth on the last judgment (q.v.) offers yet
another explanation; the adīth states that
a murderer will be charged with the sins of
his victim.
Many interpretations of “as though he
has killed all humankind” (kaannamā qatala
l-nāsa jamīan) have also been offered: The
practice of blood revenge (see blood
money; retaliation; vengeance) must be
applied in all cases regardless of whether
the murdered victim was a single person
or the whole of humankind; everyone is
bound to avenge the blood of a victim; as
the very ﬁrst human being to have taken
the life of another, Cain made killing customary (sanna al-qatl).
The quarrel between Cain and Abel has
also been explained allegorically. In Sunnī
tradition, “whoever kills someone” (man qatala nafsan) means he “who seduces somebody to polytheism” (shirk, see polytheism
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and atheism) and “whoever revives or
saves someone” (man a yāhā) refers to one
“who invites somebody to the right belief.”
With appropriate modiﬁcation, this interpretation was adopted by the Shīīs (see
sha; shism and the qurn); for them
man a yāhā means he “who guides somebody from error to true religion” (min alalāl ilā hudan), or “who supports one of
Alī’s family (see al b. ab alib), helping
him to gain the victory” (Furāt b. Ibrāhīm,
Tafsīr, i, 122).

Gen 4:1-16, and rabbinical stories); Nöldeke, gq ;
N.A. Stillman, The story of Cain and Abel in the
Qurān and the Muslim commentators. Some
observations, in jss 19 (1974), 231-9 (treats mainly
the Jewish and Christian traditions); Wensinck,
Handbook, 172 (q.v. murder).
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Calendar
System of ﬁxing the divisions of time (q.v.),
adapted to the purposes of communal life.
References in the Qurān related to calendar include the terms waqt⁄mīqāt which
mean, among other things, ﬁxed or appointed time (e.g. q 2:189; 4:103; 7:143;
44:40; 78:17); the computation of years
and numbers (li-talamū adad al-sinīn wal- isāb, q 10:5; 17:12; see numbers and
enumeration); and the division of the year
into twelve months (q.v.): “The number of
months with God is twelve in accordance
with God’s decree on the day he created
the heavens and the earth; of which four
are holy months” (q 9:36).
There is no reference in the Qurān to
the pre-Islamic system of anwā (see
pre-islamic arabia and the qurn),
which was used by the Arabs to estimate
the passage of time and to predict the state
of the weather (q.v.). In this system, the
year is divided into precise periods on the
basis of the rising and setting of certain
stars (see cosmology in the qurn). According to tradition, this system was considered anathema in Islam. The most relevant qurānic allusion to calendar-related
computation is the phases of the moon
(manāzil al-qamar, q 10:5; 36:39). q 10:5
reads: “It is he who gave the sun (q.v.) its
radiance, the moon (q.v.) its luster, and determined its phases so that you may compute years and numbers…” Qurānic
exegesis as well as the exact scientiﬁc computations of calendars identify 28 such
phases. The deﬁnition of these phases,
however, is based on a combination of the
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pre-Islamic system of anwā with the system of lunar phases. Thus the solar zodiac
is divided into 28 equal parts deﬁned by
the rising and setting of certain stars or
constellations. Each of these parts is a station, or phase, and in rough measure the
moon occupies one of these stations each
day of the lunar month. At the end of a
lunar month, the moon would have traveled through all 28 stations; in other words,
the moon would have completed one revolution along the solar zodiac (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, viii, 310; xv, 29-30).
The ofﬁcial Islamic calendar is lunar with
year one coinciding with the year 622 c.e.,
the date of Muammad’s emigration (hijra,
q.v.) from Mecca (q.v.) to Medina (q.v.).
This calendar was adopted during the
reign of the second caliph Umar (q.v.;
r. 13-23⁄634-44). Later sources, however,
suggest that the use of the lunar calendar
is already prescribed in the qurānic references to the phases of the moon. For
example, in the commentary on q 10:5
mentioned above, al-Qur ubī (d. 671⁄1272;
Jāmi, viii, 310) maintains that after mentioning the light of the sun and the moon,
the Qurān uses the singular (qaddarahu, not
qaddarahumā). This is taken to indicate that
only the lunar calendar is meant to serve as
the basis for computing the ofﬁcial months
or “new moons” (ahilla, q 2:189) and for
determining the dates for important religious activities such as fasting (q.v.) and pilgrimage (q.v.). Unless otherwise speciﬁed,
time stipulations in legal contracts and
documents are based on the hijra lunar calendar (see law and the qurn).
On average, the lunar months alternate
between 29 and 30 days. Although the beginning of the lunar month is determined
by sighting the new moon, numerous
methods were developed to compute the
exact length of the lunar months, to determine the days of the lunar year in relation
to the solar year and to perform calendar

conversions between different eras. Tables
of varying details were also compiled to
facilitate this conversion. In fact, in contrast to earlier Greek sources, Islamic astronomical handbooks often started with discussions of calendar computations and
conversions between different eras (for example, Persian, Coptic, Syriac, ChineseUghur, Jewish and Hindu calendars). In
addition to the basic computational techniques, numerous works also provide additional information covering calendarrelated subjects, such as the length of day
and night (q.v.); patterns of weather and
wind (see air and wind); dates and descriptions of Christian, Jewish and Indian
festivals as well as agricultural practices
(see agriculture and vegetation) at
various times of the year. See also day,
times of.
A. Dallal
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Calf of Gold
The image of a calf worshipped by the
Israelites while Moses (q.v.) was on the
mountain receiving the tablets of the Law.
Allusion to this story is made in ﬁve passages of the Qurān. There, as in the main
biblical account (Exod 32), the object of
worship is not explicitly called a “calf of
gold” but simply a “calf ” (ijl, Heb. ēgel).
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The Qurān says that it was made from
ornaments ( ulī, q 7:148; zīna, 20:87),
Exodus 32:2-3 from golden rings (nizmey
ha-zāhāb).
The qurānic allusions to the story
(q 2:51, 54, 92, 93; 4:153; 7:148-53;
20:83-98) display several verbal and
conceptual parallels and similarities: the
evil committed by those who worshipped
the calf (e.g. q 2:51, 54, 92; 7:148); their
punishment in this world (q 2:54, 93; 7:152;
20:97; see chastisement and punishment);
God’s forgiveness (q.v.) and mercy (q.v.),
sometimes speciﬁed for those who repent
(q 2:54; 7:153; see repentance and
penance), sometimes applied generally
(q 2:52; 4:153; 7:149); and the role of Moses
in obtaining God’s mercy (q 2:54; 7:151).
Absent from the Qurān, but sometimes
evident in the commentary, is any attempt
to use the story as polemic against Judaism
(cf. the speech of Stephen in the Acts of
the Apostles, chapter 7).

ānic commentaries about his origins and
identity and about the signiﬁcance of the
phrase “do not touch” (lā misāsa) which,
it is said at q 20:97, Moses told him he
would have to utter during his lifetime.
Especially notable are statements by some
commentators that the name of the Samaritan was “Aaron” (see samaritans).
The ornaments from which the calf was
fashioned are frequently described in the
extra-qurānic materials as having been
taken from the people of Pharaoh (q.v.)
whom God had drowned in the sea (see
drowning). One explanation of why, at
q 7:148, they are described as “their” (i.e.
the Israelites’) ornaments is that the Israelites borrowed them from the Egyptians for
a festival and they became the property of
the Israelites once the Egyptians died in
the sea.
q 20:96 may seem obscure: When Moses
asked the Samaritan to give an explanation
for his role in the making of the calf, he replied that he had noticed something which
they (the Israelites) had not, that he had
seized a “handful from the traces of the
messenger” and had thrown it in (qāla baurtu bimā lam yab urū bihi fa-qaba tu qab atan
min athari l-rasūli fa-nabadhtuhā wa-kadhālika
sawwalat lī nafsī). This phrase and the identity of the messenger are variously understood, a common explanation being that
the Samaritan saw the angel Gabriel (q.v.)
on a horse at the time when Pharaoh’s
people were drowned in the sea. He seized
a handful of the dust which the horse had
turned up and threw it into the ﬁre in
which the ornaments were melted. This
often explains the ability of the calf to
low, for both q 7:148 and 20:88 say that it
had a body and lowed (ijlan jasadan lahu
khuwārun).
There are various views about the nature
of the calf. Had it been transformed into
ﬂesh and blood so that it could really low
or had it remained simply an image made

Qurānic commentary
The qurānic allusions to the story of the
calf suggested several questions to the traditional commentators. Unlike the Exodus
narrative, the qurānic passages nowhere
explicitly connect Aaron (q.v.) with the
construction of the calf, although q 7:150-1
and 20:90-4 could imply that Aaron had in
some way erred and that Moses was angry
with his brother. These passages proved
problematic in relation to the doctrine of
the impeccability (i ma, see impeccability
and infallibility) of the prophets — both
Moses and Aaron being accepted as prophets — and gave rise to various suggestions
about how they might be understood in
ways compatible with this doctrine (see
prophets and prophethood).
At q 20:85, 87 and 95-7, responsibility for
making the calf is placed squarely with a
ﬁgure called “the Samaritan” (al-Sāmirī).
Various suggestions are made in the qur-
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from ornaments? The qurānic jasad is
interpreted by some, particularly the
rationalist sect of the Mutazila (see
mutazils), as applicable to any solid object and it was explained how a lowing
sound could have been produced by
mechanical devices or human trickery. The
question of whether the calf had been
changed into a real one also affected the
understanding of q 20:97, where Moses
tells the Samaritan that he is going to burn
the calf (la-nu arriqannahu) and scatter it
upon the sea. Some commentators, noting
that gold cannot be burned, argue that this
was an indication that the calf had indeed
become ﬂesh and blood. Those who maintain that it had remained merely an image
were able, by associating the verb arraqa
with a meaning of the root indicating
“rubbing” or “grinding,” to interpret it as
“ﬁling down with a rasp” (la-nabrudannahu
bi-l-mibrad), thus making it possible that the
calf could have been scattered upon the
sea. Some read nu arriq as na ruq in order
to make that interpretation clearer.
q 2:93, “they were made to drink the calf
in their hearts with their unbelief ” (see
belief and unbelief), is sometimes connected in the commentary with the destruction of the calf and the scattering of
its ashes into water subsequently drunk by
the Israelites (as at Exod 32:20). But it is frequently read metaphorically: They were
made to imbibe the love of the calf. Supporters of the doctrine of human free will
argue that it should not be taken to mean
that God caused them to drink it (see
freedom and predestination).
At q 2:54 it is said that, when Moses
came down from the mountain and found
his people worshipping the calf, he called
upon them: “Turn in repentance to your
Creator and kill yourselves” ( fa-tūbū ilā
bāriikum fa-qtulū anfusakum). This injunction
is generally understood literally and we
ﬁnd various accounts of how the Children

of Israel (q.v.) fulﬁlled the command. It is
reported, for example, that they divided
themselves into two groups which fought
one another, father ﬁghting against son,
son against father and brother against
brother. This continued until a large number had been killed and God, moved by the
appeals of Moses and Aaron, allowed
them to desist.
The qurānic material in relation to the biblical
and post-biblical material
Most non-Muslim scholars have assumed
that the qurānic allusions to the story depend ultimately on the biblical account
and are to be understood as drawing on
and developing the interpretations and embellishments which had arisen about the
biblical narrative in subsequent Jewish and
Christian reworkings of it. In other words,
the qurānic material has been itself understood as part of the midrashic tradition
(see scripture and the qurn).
Compared with the account in Exodus,
the responsibility for making the calf had
already been shifted from Aaron, as noted
above, in Stephen’s speech in the Acts of
the Apostles (7:40-1) to the people themselves. This development is also evident in
the explanation given in the Jewish midrash
that Aaron called upon the people to give
him their golden ornaments in the belief
that they would not do so, i.e. it was only a
delaying tactic.
The identity of “the Samaritan” and the
source of the name have been much discussed by academic scholars and it may be
that it combines ideas from various
sources. The “handful” (qab a) from the
“traces” (athar) of the messenger which,
q 20:96 tells us, the Samaritan cast in, has
been suggested to relate to the midrashic
story that Micah (associated in Judg 17:4
and 18:14f. with molten and graven
images) threw a fragment containing the
words “come up ox,” aleh shōr (cf. Gen
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49:22, “Joseph [q.v.] is a fruitful bough…
whose branches run over the wall” [aley
shūr]) into the ﬁre melting down the ornaments. The words had been written on the
fragment by Moses when he cast it into the
Nile in order to cause the cofﬁn of Joseph
to come to the surface. It was this fragment
which caused the calf to appear, alive and
leaping. Other accounts attribute the fact
that the calf was alive to the activity of two
Egyptian magicians, Jannes and Mambres
(see magic, prohibition of).
Aaron’s words at q 7:150, “The people
considered me weak and came near to killing me,” have been associated with the
story that Hur — named at Exodus 24:14
by Moses as his deputy along with Aaron
but subsequently absent from the account — tried to dissuade the people from
worshipping the calf but was killed by
them and that Aaron was afraid of suffering the same fate. Aaron’s words at
q 20:94, “I was afraid that you would say,
‘You have caused division among the Children of Israel and have not paid attention
to what I said,’ ” may relate to the traditional image of Aaron as a peacemaker
and to the story that he had thought it better to agree to the people’s demands than
to cause them to sin further by killing him
as well as Hur.
The preference of the Muslim tradition
for seeing the ornaments from which the
calf was made as coming from the Egyptians — in spite of the fact that q 7:148
simply says, “their ornaments” — reﬂects
the wording of q 20:87, “We have been
burdened with the weight of the ornaments of the people” ( ummilnā awzāran min
zīnati l-qawm). A connection seems likely
here to Exodus 12:35-6, where it is related
that the Egyptians were so eager to let the
Children of Israel ﬁnally go that they were
ready to lend them anything they needed,
including “jewels of silver and jewels of
gold.” In the midrash the Children of Israel
sought to excuse themselves for making the

calf by complaining that God had given
them an abundance of gold and silver
when they left Egypt.
The explanation by the commentators of
Moses’ words “kill yourselves” ( fa-qtulū
anfusakum) in q 2:54 probably relates to the
story in Exodus 32:25-9, which describes
how Moses ordered the sons of Levi to
“slay every man his brother, every man his
companion and every man his neighbor.”
It may be, however, that the words attributed to Moses in the Qurān reﬂect
Leviticus 16:29, which is understood as
the ordinance for the Day of Atonement
in Judaism: “Afﬂict yourselves” (teannū etnafshotēkem). The meaning of the Hebrew
phrase was much debated among Jewish
groups, some of whom understood it to demand mortiﬁcation and penitential practices. See also idols and images.
Gerald R. Hawting
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Caliph
In Arabic, khalīfa is the title adopted by the
head of the Muslim polity (see community
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and society in the qurn) ever since the
death of the prophet Muammad in
11⁄632. The term occurs in the Qurān
twice in the singular and seven times in the
plural, as khalāif or khulafā, and some of its
verbal occurrences (particularly khalafa and
istakhlafa) are semantically very closely connected with it.
There is little in the qurānic occurrences
of the term that prepares for its politically
and theologically charged meaning. By far
its most prevalent meaning in the Qurān
is “successor, substitute, replacement, deputy” which is particularly clear in the verbal and nominal plural occurrences. The
basic notion is that — as human history
has repeatedly shown, and as it will show
in the future — God warns a people (see
warning) when they go astray (q.v.), God
destroys them and replaces them with another people who obey God’s messengers
(see messenger), worship (q.v.) him, act
morally and are consequently rewarded by
inheriting the land and the scripture of
their predecessors (q 6:133, 165; 7:69, 74,
129; 10:14, 73; 11:57; 24:55; 27:62; 35:39; see
also punishment stories; generations). In
this sense, the term is, understandably,
closely associated with such terms as adhhaba
(to destroy; e.g. q 4:133), awratha (to bequeath; e.g. q 33:27) and istabdala (to replace; e.g. q 47:38). The second, rarer and
philologically less obvious meaning of the
term is “inhabitant, settler on earth.” This
meaning is most evident in q 2:30 where
God says to the angels (q.v.): “I am making⁄creating on earth a khalīfa…,” clearly
meaning Adam (see adam and eve); it is
also implied in q 14:14 where the verb
sakana, to dwell, connects it with the ﬁrst
meaning of a believing nation replacing
a non-believing one (see belief and
unbelief). The third meaning has some political and juridical implications; it is “one
who exercises authority (q.v.).” It is clear in
only one verse, q 38:26, where the prophet
David (q.v.) is addressed thus: “O David,

we have made you a khalīfa on earth; so
judge justly between people and follow not
desires lest they should thwart you from
God’s path.”
The early Muslim exegetes who were
philologically oriented and had some access to Jewish and Christian lore, i.e.
Isrāīliyyāt, considered “succession and
substitution” the main meaning of the
term khalīfa and its cognates, and applied
it with varying degrees to almost all of its
occurrences, an interpretation that led
them into great difﬁculties with the exegesis of the Adam occurrence (see scripture
and the qurn). On the other hand, they
did indeed mention the other two meanings of the term although they seemed inclined to link them, sometimes artiﬁcially,
with the main meaning: succession. With
regard to the Adam verse, a general sense
seems to have existed that the term refers
not only to Adam but also to all humanity,
i.e. the children of Adam. Conversely,
most exegetes considered the David verse
as referring to David alone and not to
“people in authority” in general. It can
therefore be said that during the Umayyad
period, the exegetes made no connection
between the qurānic term khalīfa and the
politico-religious reality of the institution
of the caliphate.
This tendency began to change about the
middle of the second⁄eighth century when
a more comprehensive interpretation
started to appear. Beginning with a hint by
al-Suddī (d. 128⁄745; cf. abarī, Tafsīr,
xxiii, 151: “[God] made [David] king
(mallakahu) on earth”) this became more
generalized in Sufyān al-Thawrī’s (d.
161⁄778) commentary on q 24:55: The believers who succeed others on earth are the
governors⁄the people in charge (al-wulāt,
see his Tafsīr, 185). By the time of the great
synthesizer of Muslim exegesis al-abarī
(d. 310⁄923), the standard Sunnī exegetical
position had created a complete merger
between the qurānic khalīfa and the head
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of the Islamic caliphate. Thus, at the ﬁrst
occurrence of the term, in the Adam verse,
and after indicating the philological meaning of the term as successor or replacement, al-abarī adds, “hence the supreme
authority (al-sulān al-aam) is called
“khalīfa” for he succeeds the one who preceded him, replacing him in taking charge
of matters, thereby being his substitute”
(abarī, Tafsīr, i, 199). This standard Sunnī
position insists that the title “khalīfa” for
the head of the Muslim polity is an abbreviation of the longer (and eventually cumbersome) formula khalīfat rasūl Allāh (successor of the messenger of God) which the
ﬁrst Muslim Caliph, Abū Bakr (q.v.; r.
11-3⁄632-4) adopted, not of khalīfat Allāh
(viceregent of God). Although this last formula was indeed used by most Umayyad
and Abbāsid caliphs, it never received legitimation in Islamic political theory.

oral recitation (see book), the Qurān has
played an essential role in the development
of the Arabic script (q.v.). According to
traditional accounts, certain fragments
were committed to writing by some of the
Companions of the Prophet (q.v.) on crude
materials such as ﬂat stones, veins of palm
leaves, animal skins or ceramic shards (see
textual history of the qurn). The
script was then still imperfect and its signs
were little more than a mnemonic technique for ﬁxing a text already committed
to memory — a far cry from the Arabic
script we know today.
This primitive script, which probably
originated in īra, capital of the Christian
Arab kingdom of the Lakhmids (see
christians and christianity), was an adaptation of the Syriac script and was not
widespread at the time. With the passing of
the generation of the Companions, the
ﬁrst to have heard the Qurān from
Muammad and to have learned it by
heart, it became necessary to ﬁx the ﬁnal
text of the holy book and to perfect the
system for recording it in written form.
Most versions of the textual history of the
Qurān state that an ofﬁcial text was imposed by the third caliph, Uthmān (q.v.;
r. 23-35⁄644-56), and distributed to the
main centers of early Islam. Copies of the
sacred text thence multiplied in territories
conquered by the Arab armies. In an era
when reproduction of the Qurān depended totally on the scribal art, considerable praise and merit was attributed to the
skill of writing and its use in recording the
Qurān. To emphasize the worthiness and
nobility of this task, some religious scholars
(ulamā) asserted that at the day of judgment (see last judgment), the ink of calligraphers, placed on one of the arms of the
scale of justice (see justice and injustice),
would balance the blood of martyrs on the
other (see blood and blood clot; martyr).
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Calligraphy
The Arabic script (kha), its development,
and its formal use in manuscripts of the
Qurān. Though initially presented as an
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During the ﬁrst three centuries of Islam,
calligraphy underwent considerable development. This was due ﬁrst of all to the
need to meet the demands of state administration (most of the great calligraphers
began their careers as secretaries either of
the chancellery or the land-tax, both of
which required skill in writing). An equal
factor was the multiplication and distribution of copies of the Qurān throughout
the entire empire. Given this increase in
written production, efforts were thus made
to make the script more legible. Diacritic
signs were added to characters with an
identical form to prevent confusion. At
ﬁrst, these were very ﬁne lines superimposed above the letters, but the lines were
then replaced by small, more or less regular dots. Beginning with the caliphate of
Abd al-Malik (r. 65⁄685-86⁄705), relatively
large red dots corresponding to the vowels
were joined to the letters to facilitate the
reading of the Qurān and to prevent any
falsiﬁcation of the text: A dot above the letter corresponded to a fat a (a), a dot under
the letter to a kasra (i) and a dot on the base
line to a amma (u). This practice provoked
opposition among certain scholars (ulamā)
who considered it a human addition to an
already perfect text given by God and thus
a reprehensible innovation (q.v.). At the beginning of the ﬁfth⁄eleventh century, the
vowel signs currently in use replaced the
red dots; it is this custom of vocalizing the
qurānic text which persists today.
In addition to increasing precision of the
script, manuscripts of the Qurān began to
include additional textual speciﬁcation. In
former times (the dating of which is difﬁcult to specify), small superimposed lines,
drawn with the same ink as the text, separated one verse from another. The sūras
were separated by a single blank line and
had no title. Later, colored bands with a
crude geometrical design were added to

the empty space separating the sūras. In
turn, three small dots in gold replaced the
previous separation marks in ink. Small
rosettes indicated groups of ﬁve verses
while larger ones were used for groups of
ten verses. Later, titles of sūras were
inscribed in golden ink or placed in the
centre of a painted band often illuminated
with gold.
Centers for the instruction and production of the calligraphic art multiplied in
the great urban milieux of the empire, in
which various writing styles developed as
may be observed in the qurānic material
written on parchment and preserved in
museums all over the world. The calligraphy of these old, handwritten Qurāns can
be divided into two main groups: The ﬁrst
and oldest is a more or less angular type
called Kūfic. The second, which is more
cursive, appeared in Baghdad at the end
of the third⁄ninth century. These two
groups are further divided into a plethora
of scribal forms of which both place of
origin and period are difﬁcult to determine. In fact, the earliest qurānic material
written on parchment is not dated at all.
The ﬁrst established reference (264⁄877-8)
appears in the waqf of the Qurān of
Amājūr (governor of Damascus). This date
refers to its placement in the Umayyad
mosque; it was probably copied a bit
earlier. Resort must be had to palaeography when attempting to classify the many
types of old, handwritten copies of the
Qurān in order to date them and⁄or trace
their origin. This is a particularly arduous
enterprise which specialists have undertaken for more than two centuries without
any fully satisfactory results. This continuing ambiguity can be attributed to the fact,
on the one hand, that variations in the
written form are innumerable and imprecisely named and, on the other, that
copies of the Qurān were moved from
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one calligraphic center to another or given
as gifts to sovereigns or other notables who
subsequently moved them to mosques in
their respective capitals or added them to
their personal libraries.
The primary source consulted by palaeographers is the Kitāb al-Fihrist, the famous
work of Ibn al-Nadīm (d. after 377⁄987-8)
who includes an inventory of the styles of
writing in use during his time. From this
and with the help of commentaries by
later Arab authors, specialists have tried
to identify the types of script encountered
in available collections of ancient copies
of the Qurān on parchment. With a few,
rare exceptions, this effort has been unsuccessful since the information provided by
Ibn al-Nadīm has proven insufﬁcient to
establish secure identiﬁcation. From this
perspective, even a work as important as
that of Nabia Abbott (The rise of the north
Arabian script) which refers to Ibn al-Nadīm
as well as al-Qalqashandī (ub al-Ashā)
has resulted in very little. In fact, alQalqashandī (d. 821⁄1418) himself used
terminology borrowed from writers of different epochs without any regard for possible evolution in the meaning of these
terms. Consequently, by classifying very
diverse types of script under one single
name borrowed from Arab authors, Nabia
Abbott’s attempt has only added to the
confusion since these authors had not
clearly identiﬁed the terms they used.
Recent studies have made use of a new
methodology that consists in classifying —
independently from their designation by
classical Arab authors — copies of the
Qurān with easily identiﬁable common
features. Once the numerous collections
discovered during the twentieth century
have been studied, it should be possible to
match different scripts selected on the basis
of clearly deﬁned criteria to rare examples
lacking dates. Scholars will then be able to
ﬁt certain examples into a sequence of

which the date and the provenance are
easier to determine.
The most recent conclusions of this new
methodology distinguish two main groups
which allow classiﬁcation of the ﬁrst handwritten copies of the Qurān: ijāzī and
“classical Kūfic.” This latter term is preferred to “Kūﬁc” which is used widely as
though covering a single entity; it actually
includes many forms. A broad consensus
exists for the identiﬁcation of the ijāzī
script as a result of the comparative studies
undertaken by A. Grohman between this
style of writing and the related script used
in papyri. ijāzī — referred to in some
works, notably that of Nabia Abbott, as
māil (slanted), a term presently in question
since it groups together scripts too diverse
to be characterized by a single term —
was already in use at a very early stage in
Mecca (q.v.) and Medina (q.v.). It is characterized by oblique strokes, generally
oriented, more or less unvaryingly, from
right to left; alifs ending in a short curved
return; letters having a circular loop ( fā,
qāf, mīm, wāw); ayns having the shape of a
small v when in medial position; nūns in the
form of a wide and very open curve when
in isolated or ﬁnal positions; characters
packed together on the line; short ligatures slightly curved; and a regular, sober
rhythm of script which is sometimes interrupted by stretching out letters at the end
of a line.
Considered Iraqi in origin, classical Kūﬁc
displays considerable variety but also
enough common features to be classiﬁed
under one heading. At ﬁrst glance classical
Kūfic conveys a balanced and harmonious
impression because of the equal space between the lines and the regular dimensions
and geometry of the characters. This impression is reinforced by the rhythm created, ﬁrstly, by the alternation of short and
long ligatures and, secondly, by the contrast of compact (rā, zayn, ā, mīm, hā,
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wāw) and stretched (dāl, dhāl, ād, ād, ā,
ā, kāf, yā) characters. This type of script
has slender, vertical strokes with upper
ends that have a beveled edge while the
lower ones have either a large, tapering
curve (alif ) or a right angle descending
well below the line (lām and nūn). The tails
of the letters jīm, ā, khā, wāw are short
and compact and their end-point falls below the line whereas the tail of the ayn
ends in a large curve with a tapered point
reminiscent of the alif. The tail of the mīm
is reduced to a small horizontal stroke.
Between these two main groupings, a
whole range of types shows particularities
of both the ijāzī group and the classical
Kūfic. These are the types of script which
specialists attempt to classify for the sake of
deﬁning them more precisely.
Several other scripts, related to classical
Kūfic but with speciﬁc criteria, arose at the
end of the fourth⁄tenth century and were
used conjointly with cursive writing (see
below). Among these is “oriental Kūﬁc”
which owes its name to its appearance in
the easternmost provinces of the Islamic
empire (see the examples in the catalogue
of M. Lings, pls. 11-21). This type of writing, while retaining the geometry of classical Kūfic, exhibits characters with radically
different proportions. In oriental Kūfic, the
ratio of the length of the low characters
(teeth and loops) to that of the tall characters (down-strokes) is 1:8 whereas it varies
from 1:3 to 1:2 in classical Kūfic. The common features of oriental Kūfic can be summarized as follows:
— a strictly horizontal base-line broken by
small dots which serve as ligatures between
characters closely packed together (letters
with teeth and loops); in other cases, the
ligatures are rather short but those of the
basmala (q.v.) are sometimes thoroughly
stretched out so that the phrase ﬁlls up the
entire line.
— very slender strokes with upper extre-

mities ending in a small triangle or bevel
extended by a ﬁne oblique segment. Sometimes the down-strokes of certain characters (ā, ā, kāf ) display an obliquity of 45
degrees and end in a leftward pointed
bulge. The strokes of the lām-alif are either very close parallel lines or two fairly
thin symmetric curves with conjoined
ends. The strokes of the two lāms in the
word Allāh are sometimes reduced to two
small and very oblique segments packed
together, thus reducing the size of the word
by half.
— the loss of the verticality known in classical Kūﬁc in characters with teeth which
are oblique in oriental Kūﬁc. The rectangular bodies of the letters dāl⁄dhāl, ād⁄ ād,
ā⁄ā, kāf are thoroughly stretched out in
length and small in height.
— the loss of the circular shape of the letters fā, qāf, mīm and wāw as in classical
Kūfic, which become either triangular or
square or even an oblique trapezoid
pointed forward. Only the medial hā has
a circular shape with two eyelets.
— the loss of the regular curve in the tails
of characters, although still just as large.
The tails descend obliquely below the
line, then break off and end in a triangle,
parallel to the line with the points below.
It is perhaps this rupture of curves that
provides the origin of the name of broken
Kūfic, sometimes used to designate this
script.
Many examples of this oriental Kūfic are
adorned with illuminated bands in gold
which frame the title of the sūra, the number of its verses and its Mekkan or Medinan origin. The rosettes marking the separation between verses or groups of verses
are also written in golden ink. The diacritical dots are generally in the same ink as the
text but the vowels are often in red.
Some of these qurānic manuscripts are
signed and dated, for example that written and illuminated by Uthmān usayn
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Warrāq (466⁄1073-4) from Iraq or Iran,
that by Abū Bakr Amad b. Abdallāh alGhaznawī (573⁄1177-8) which was copied
in Afghanistan and, ﬁnally, the one by Alī
b. Muammad b. Muammad (620⁄1223)
copied in Iran.
The appearance of cursive writing, the
second main category of qurānic scripts,
coincided more or less with that of paper
(the ﬁrst attested copy of the Qurān in
cursive dates from 361⁄971). The cursive
script, quite ancient but reserved up to that
time for daily use, owes its nobility to the
vizier and famous calligrapher, Ibn Muqla
(d. 328⁄940). Using a circle with a diameter corresponding to the height of an alif,
he standardized the method of tracing the
characters, all other characters being deﬁned in accordance with this circle. A system of measures allowed the standardization of the characters’ proportions, where
the unit used for measuring was the dot,
still in use today by calligraphers. This
square-shaped dot, resting on its point,
corresponds to the trace left on paper by
the tip of the calligrapher’s reed when
applied to the sheet with a certain pressure. Ibn Muqla’s innovative style of writing is called al-kha al-mansūb, “the wellproportioned script,” though its exact
meaning is not known. Another great master of calligraphy, Alī b. Hilāl, known as
Ibn al-Bawwāb (d. 413⁄1022) improved Ibn
Muqla’s style by increasing its elegance. In
charge of the library of the Buwayhid
Bahā al-Dawla in the city of Shīrāz, Ibn
al-Bawwāb was very pious and could recite
the Qurān by heart. He appears to have
made sixty-four copies of the Qurān, one
of which, signed by him, is still extant:
Dated 391⁄1000-1, it is conserved in the
Chester Beatty Library in Dublin where it
is possible to admire the aesthetic quality
of its letters as well as the beauty of its illumination. D.S. Rice has, in a detailed study
of the manuscript, demonstrated its au-

thenticity. The style Ibn al-Bawwāb
created is known as naskhī.
More than two centuries later, another
calligrapher succeeded in surpassing Ibn
al-Bawwāb. Yāqūt al-Musta imī (d. 697⁄
1298), known as the “sultan of calligraphers,” brought Ibn al-Bawwābs naskhī to
its apogee. Several manuscripts by this
great artist have survived, among them one
dated 685⁄1285, which was written in
Baghdad in ray ānī (a variety of naskhī ) and
bears witness to the exactness of his skill,
as well as the suppleness and lightness of
his hand. To attain this quality of writing,
al-Musta imī cut the tip of his reed at an
angle so that it barely touched the paper.
In the ornamental band at the head of
each sūra, the title — written in oriental
Kūfic — is outlined. Thus it appears in
white on a blue background adorned with
golden arabesque. A ﬂower with slightly
gyron-like petals separates each verse.
Cursive scripts multiplied in centers of
calligraphy attached to the courts of
princes and sultans; these scripts apparently received their name according to
their size. It should also be noted that all
of these scripts are vocalized. Particular
care has been given to the slope of the
fat as and kasras which are slightly oblique
and at the same angle. According to
F. Déroche, the six most “fundamental”
varieties are the following:
— naskhī, the most common and widely
used style throughout the centuries, is a
medium-sized cursive. The base line is always horizontal but sometimes broken to
allow a new beginning at a slightly higher
level for characters starting inside the tail
of a preceding letter. This style is easily
recognized by its alif, the shape of which is
reduced to a simple, vertical segment with
a beveled upper end and a pointed, slightly
tapered lower end. The tails have fairly
small curves protruding under the next
character which thus must be written
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slightly higher. The longevity of this style
explains the many varieties it has. A great
number of qurānic manuscripts from the
Ottoman era were written in naskhī as witnessed in the numerous examples of the
Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris now conserved in the Grande Bibliothèque de
France (see the examples in the Déroche
catalogue, nos. 88-120).
— the ray ānī and mu aqqaq scripts seem to
present only slight differences. Déroche reserves the term mu aqqaq for larger scripts
whereas M. Lings gives the name of ray ānī
to some large types (see no. 85 of his catalogue). In ray ānī, the characters appear
more packed together than in mu aqqaq. In
both styles, the alif has a small hook at the
upper end and terminates in a slightly
curved point below. The tails pointing leftwards have such slight curves that they
sometimes convey the impression of being
oblique, especially in the cases of the mīm
and the wāw. Nevertheless, the tails pointing towards the right (like jīm, ā, khā, ayn)
and dropping well below the line, have
very ample curves. These two styles were
in favor among the Ilkhānids and the
Tīmūrids (see the superb examples of
mu aqqaq in Ling’s catalogue [nos. 45-51]
and ray ānī [nos. 81-85]). For another example of mu aqqaq, mention can be made
of the manuscript copied in 707⁄1307 by
the great master Muammad b. Aybak for
the Ilkhānid sultan Ūljāytū (r. 703-16⁄
1304-16), preserved in the library of the
Top Kapı Sarayı in Istanbul (no. 46). It has
a large format (72 x 50 cm) and one of the
two pages reproduced has alternating lines
of handwritten characters, one in gold ink
with a black-ribboned edge and the other
in black ink with a golden edge. The rosettes embellishing the margins of the
pages are very delicate and quite beautiful.
For examples of ray ānī, mention can be
made of the qurānic manuscripts copied
in 827⁄1424 and 834⁄1440 by the great

calligrapher Ibrāhīm Sul ān b. Shāhrūkh
b. Tīmūr. Richly illuminated under the
supervision of the grandson of Tīmūr
Leng, they also offer pages entirely written
in gold (those of the Fātia [q.v.]) in an illuminated frame in which gold is matched
with blue. A detail concerning sūra titles
should be added: The type of script selected for these titles is generally oriental
Kūfic. A cursive style has rarely been retained but when this is the case, thuluth was
chosen (see below). Within the classiﬁcation of these two scripts, one can include
some Mamlūk manuscripts also written in
gold ink with frontispieces richly illuminated with geometrical motifs and interlaces that encircle ﬁne golden arabesque
which stand out against a blue or red background (cf. M. Lings, nos. 52-59).
— thuluth, rather similar to mu aqqaq, is easily recognized by the triangular proﬁle of
the upper ends of the alif and the very tapered, and sometimes curved, lower end.
It is rarely used in the calligraphy of the
Qurān except for sūra titles (see above). It
is equally favored by artists who reproduce
“mirrored” qurānic verses on mosque
walls, thanks to the possibility of giving its
tails a tapered curve that intertwines with
the down-strokes of other characters (see
examples in H. Massoudi, pp. 103 and 104).
— the last two styles considered fundamental by F. Déroche are tawqī and riqa
(sometimes vocalized as ruqa); he underlines the links between these two styles and
thuluth. Few qurānic manuscripts have
been calligraphed in these styles.
The qurānic script originating in the
western provinces of the Islamicate should
be classiﬁed separately. In fact, this script
has features of both classical Kūfic and
some clearly cursive characteristics. The
designation as Andalusian Kūfic for
manuscripts copied in Andalusia or
North African Kūfic for those copied in
Ifrīqiyya or the Maghrib bears witness to
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the links binding them to the classical
Kūfic in spite of the suppleness of certain
types of characters. Lings deﬁnes this style
as the ﬁrst which stems directly from Kūfic
and qualiﬁes it as occidental Kūfic, contrasting it with the earlier oriental Kūfic.
This style was known in Ifrīqiyya from the
time of the Qurān calligraphed by Alī
al-Warrāq in 410⁄1019-20 for the wet nurse
of the Zīrid prince al-Muizz b. Bādis (r.
407-54⁄1016-62), which was doubtlessly
copied in Qayrawān where it is still preserved in the new museum of Raqqāda.
The alphabetic repertoire of this type of
large and massive script resembles that of
oriental Kūfic: the same ruptures in the
horizontal base-line by ligatures in the
shape of triangular dots, characters with
oblique teeth, characters with non-circular
curls varying from the triangle to the
square pointed forwards and with small
eyes. All these characteristics belong to
oriental Kūfic but certain particularities
distinguish the two styles: the slight bending of the small oblique teeth, the inﬂection of median jīm and ā, intersecting
curves of the lām-alif and the slender and
disproportionate tail of the nūn with its
broad, angular, lance-shaped end. Classical Kūﬁc was also known and used in
Ifrīqiyya as witnessed by examples from
the mosque of Qayrawān and, in particular, one superbly calligraphed Qurān in
gold on parchment tinted in indigo.
A number of particularities of classical
Kūfic are clearly perceptible in North
African-Andalusian Kūfic: the horizontal
and rigid writing line and the great number of ligatures, the verticality and ﬁneness
of the down-strokes of the alif and lām, the
open rectangular shapes of dāl⁄dhāl and kāf
along with the stretching out of the body
of certain characters. On the other hand,
some features clearly refer to cursive writing, like certain supple or slightly dented
ligatures, the rā with a very open curve,

the rounded teeth of the sīn⁄shīn, the ﬂattened ovals of the ād⁄ ād, ā⁄ā, the large
semi-circular and sometimes slightly broken tails surrounding several characters,
which give a rhythm to the base-line. In
other respects, an old writing practice remains in practice in the diacritics of this
writing style: The dot of the fā is always
placed below the letter whereas the qāf has
only one dot placed above the letter. Some
of these manuscripts (e.g. nos. 95-98 in the
collection published by Lings) are written
in large characters and have only a few
lines per page (5-9) while certain others
(nos. 99, 102 and 103 of the same catalogue) are written in an extremely ﬁne
script and have up to 27 lines on a page for
qurānic manuscripts of a similar size.
Splendid frontispieces with richly ornate
bands, titles written in gold, series of medallions or small rosettes embellished with
ﬁne arabesques in the margin contribute to
the beauty and majesty of these manuscripts (see in particular the frontispieces
of nos. 100 and 101 of the Qurān of
Valencia, copied by Abdallāh b. A ūs in
578⁄1182).
A few words must be said about the use of
qurānic calligraphy in epigraphy (q.v.). Its
function is both educational and ornamental. It is educational because the choice of
reproduced verses reminds the believers of
the great truths of the Islamic faith (q.v.);
this choice is adapted to the type of education religious authorities want to further
(see traditional disciplines of qurnic
study). It is ornamental because it is linked
to religious architecture where it constitutes one of the essential decorative elements (see art and architecture). The
bands decorated with qurānic verses surround the upper part of the walls of
prayer rooms in mosques, madrasas and
mausoleums, frame the mi rābs, crown the
arcades of mosque courtyards and make
the shafts of minarets more attractive; they
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generate the composition of stone rosettes
that decorate some portals and, inscribed
on funerary stelae (see burial), they accompany the faithful to the gates of the
hereafter.
From the very outset, calligraphed verses
of the Qurān have contributed to the
beauty of monuments, like the superb, 240
meter-long band decorating both sides of
the arcade around the rock of the Qubbat
al-akhra (the Dome of the Rock; see aq
mosque) in Jerusalem. The style, a form of
classical Kūfic adapted to the material (see
material culture and the qurn), became the prototype of the Kūﬁc used in ofﬁcial Umayyad inscriptions. Executed in
gold mosaic on a blue background, the angular ductus of the characters is naturally
more accentuated than in manuscripts (see
manuscripts of the qurn), but the shape
and proportions of the letters correspond
generally to the same norms. Throughout
the centuries, qurānic calligraphy on stone
(q.v.) has followed, more or less, the development of manuscript calligraphy, though
sometimes with a certain delay. It has,
however, made its own contributions to the
efﬂorescence of character ornamentation
(see ornament and illumination): The
down-strokes intersect, curve, turn over
and are stretched to create interlaces that
balance the empty spaces in the band.
Their ends are enriched with leaves, ﬂowers, palmettes or foliage; the bodies of
the letters are adorned with indentations,
knots, strapwork or vegetal elements; their
tails go up in elegant curves and counter
curves and their ornate ends add to the
whole decorative impression of the band.
At the end of the fourth⁄tenth century,
cursive qurānic calligraphy appeared in
stone inscriptions in the eastern provinces
during the same period in which it appeared in manuscripts; it was often found
in combination with Kūﬁc script and then
ﬁnally replaced it. Its development was

rapid and it attained a degree of perfection
comparable to that of manuscripts. Examples are the so-called throne verse (see
throne of god) that frames the mi rāb of
the Arslanhan mosque in Ankara (seventh⁄
thirteenth century) in thuluth with characters that stand out against a background of
arabesque and ﬂowers (G. Akurga et al.,
Trésors de Turquie, 132); at the Sukulu
mosque in Istanbul (tenth⁄sixteenth century), one can ﬁnd the four verses of Sūrat
al-Ikhlā (q 112) written in thuluth and arranged in a circle embellishing the rosette
of the portal. The radiating strokes of the
alifs and lāms are interlaced into strapwork
and open out into a star-shaped composition at the center of the rosette (H. Massoudi, La calligraphie, 74 and 110).
Qurānic calligraphy remains the most
speciﬁc expression of Islamic aesthetics.
Taken in its entirety, it is an astounding
combination that embraces the geometrical rigidity of the Kūfic characters, the
fantasy in the rhythm of the inscribed
lines, the contrastive sobriety of lines and
lavishness of illuminations, the subtle harmony of proportions and supple elegance
of the cursive characters; and the delicacy
of foliages and arabesques that interlace
with the letters. In the eyes of a Muslim,
qurānic calligraphy is the visible form of
the revealed word, an achievement in
which artists and faithful are united in
their search for the unspeakable and the
ineffable.
Solange Ory
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(see food and drink) and clothing (q.v.),
they developed a rich vocabulary for this
animal. Many of these terms are not solely
proper designations for the animal per se,
but rather describe aspects of its appearance or its various stages of growth. Although the numerous words for camel are
preserved in Arabic poetry and lexicography, only four of the names appear in the
Qurān (cf. C. Pellat, Ibil).
Baīr, the generic term for camel, male or
female, is mentioned in the Qurān in the
story of Joseph (q.v.), and solely in connection with a measure (see weights and
measures): “We have lost the king’s cup,
and whoever brings it shall have a camelload ( amlu baīrin)…” (q 12:72; cf. 12:65).
The most common Arabic word for the
male camel, jamal, is mentioned only once
in the Qurān: “Verily for those who have
counted our signs (q.v.) false and been too
proud to receive them, the gates of heaven
(q.v.) will not be opened, nor will they enter
the garden (q.v.), until a camel ( jamal)
passes through the eye of a needle ( fī sammi l-khiyā); so do we recompense the sinners” (q 7:40). In reference to this single
occurrence, most qurānic commentators
read the Arabic word as jamal (as in Matt
19:24; Luke 18:25, repeated here with other
terms) while they vocalize the word for the
“eye” of the needle (samm) either with a or
with u (summ) as noted by the tenth-century
exegete al-abarī (d. 310⁄923; Tafsīr, viii,
130-2). Another possible reading of the
consonantal structure j-m-l is jummal (i.e. a
thick cord) but this rendition is an isolated
occurrence in the exegetical literature. As a
consequence of the reading of jamal, commentators ordinarily provide extensive
descriptions of the camel in their commentaries on this verse.
A female camel (nāqa) appears in the stories of the prophet āli (q.v.) and the
Thamūd (q.v.): “And to Thamūd [we sent]
their brother āli. He said, ‘Oh people!

Camel
A large, ruminant mammal used for carrying burdens and for riding in the desert
regions of Asia and Africa. The central
Asiatic species has two humps on its back,
while the Arabian camel, or dromedary,
has only one. The presence of this animal
in the Near East and North Africa appears
to date back to the third millennium b.c.e.,
although there is no evidence of the domesticated dromedary prior to the 11th
century b.c.e. (cf. H. von Wissmann,
Badw). The camel played an important
role in sacriﬁces (see sacrifice; consecration of animals): Before Muammad’s
time, they were ritually slaughtered at the
time of the pilgrimage (q.v.) to Mecca
(q.v.; see also pre-islamic arabia and the
qurn; cf. J. Chelhod, Sacriﬁce). As the
camel was an integral part of the Arabs’
(q.v.) daily life, not only as a means of
transportation, but also as a source of food
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Worship God, for there is no other god for
you. Evidence from your lord has come to
you. This is the she-camel (nāqa) of God as
a sign for you. Let her eat in the land of
God, and do not molest her lest a painful
retribution afﬂict you’ ” (q 7:73). However,
the Thamūd disregard their prophet’s
warning (q.v.) and hamstring the camel.
For this violation of his commandment
(see commandments), God destroys them
with an earthquake (cf. q 7:77-8; 11:64-8;
17:59; 26:155-8; 54:27-31; 91:11-4; see
punishment stories).
The exegesis of the fourth qurānic term
for camel, ibil (cf. q 6:144), demonstrates
the elasticity of the Arabic language (q.v.).
A feminine word, ibil, is used for the species and the group. However, q 88:17,
which alludes to the creation (q.v.) of the
camel (ibil), is understood by some interpreters to be a reference to the creation of
the clouds. One example of a qurānic
designation of a camel, which does not
allude so much to an image of the animal
itself as to a condition of that animal, is
the camel that is in the tenth month of her
pregnancy (ishār, q 81:4). This image is
often invoked in Islamic apocalyptic literature (see apocalypse), recalling its
Arabian origins.
Popular beliefs about the camel
abounded and have survived in classical
Islamic exegetical literature. Some examples of these beliefs, testiﬁed by Ibn
Qutayba (d. 276⁄889) and al-Jāi (d. 255⁄
868-9), among others, are that the animal
descended from demons and that the jinn
(q.v.) could take on the form of a camel,
which urinated backwards so as not to soil
Abraham (q.v.).
The camel, often dubbed “the ship of the
desert,” is one of the most important animals for Bedouins (see bedouin) and very
early it captured the interest of ancient
Arab poets (see poetry and poets). They
considered no other companion more

trustworthy and persevering than the
camel, both for their settled and for their
nomadic life-styles (see nomads). For this
reason the Arabs of antiquity accumulated
particular designations and descriptions of
the camel and poets surpassed themselves
in characterizing this animal’s attributes
(see especially the muallaqa poem by
arafa b. al-Abd, fl. sixth century c.e.;
see also literature and the qurn).
R.G. Khoury
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Camphor
A white, translucent substance distilled
from the wood of the camphor tree (Cinnamomum camphora, family Lauraceae) which is
indigenous to China, Taiwan and Japan.
The term camphor (kāfūr, qāfūr, qaf[ f ]ūr)
denotes the tree, its resin and its drug.
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South and southeast Asian designations of
these botanical products include Indian
karpūra, kappūra or Malayan kapur. It is attested once in the Qurān at q 76:5. Besides
the qurānic kāfūr there are references to
the spelling with qāf instead of kāf in works
of qurānic commentary (Ālūsī, Rū , xxix,
154; Qur ubī, Jāmi, xix, 124; for further
variants see M. Ullmann, Wörterbuch, i, 10b).
The single relevant verse, q 76:5, reads:
“Surely the pious shall drink of a cup
whose mixture (mizāj) is camphor (kāfūr).”
Among the classical exegetes, Fakhr al-Dīn
al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1210) and al-Qur ubī
(d. 671⁄1272) explain that this verse cannot
mean that the liquid really contains camphor because it would not have a good
taste (lā yakūnu ladhīdhan, Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxx,
240) or, respectively, one does not drink this
drug (lā yushrabu, Qur ubī, Jāmi, xix, 123).
According to this and other classical exegesis on the verse, the liquid to which reference is made is only similar to camphor
(ka-kāfūr). It has some of the camphor
qualities, i.e. its fragrance (īb) and its scent
(rāi a), its whiteness and coolness (abarī,
Tafsīr, xxviii, 112-3; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, vii,
179-80; Qur ubī, Jāmi, xix, 123-4). It does
not, however, have its harmful effect (maarr, abarī, Tafsīr, xxviii, 112; Rāzī, Tafsīr,
xxx, 240). Again al-Rāzī (Tafsīr, xxx, 240)
and al-Qur ubī ( Jāmi, xix, 123) emphasize
that it does not have its taste. Taking into
consideration the beginning of the next
verse, q 76:6, “A fountain whereat drink
the servants of God…” where the ﬁrst
word, “fountain” (aynan, see fountains),
is in grammatical apposition to kāfūran,
all the above-mentioned exegetes explain
that there is a fountain in paradise (q.v.)
called the camphor fountain. In his contemporary commentary the German
scholar, R. Paret, like others, considers the
drink mentioned in q 76:5 to be wine (see
intoxicants) mixed with camphorﬂavored water.

In the olfactory classiﬁcation of the eight
basic odors, camphor is qualiﬁed as spicy
(G. Ohloff, Düfte, 14). According to the
pharmacological humoral theory of the
four elements (cold-warm, dry-moist)
which should be in harmony in a healthy
body, and the corresponding qualities of
drugs, it is classiﬁed as cold and dry in the
third degree (L. Leclerc, Ibn el-Bëithar, iii,
no. 1868, 128). Camphor is often used as a
metaphor for white. The Indian perfumetradition obtained — already 5000 years
ago by a primitive method of distillation — scented waters from camphor. At
the same time in China, the wood of the
tree was burnt with other incenses. There
camphor has long been one of the most
important scents, used not only as a remedy, but also in a ritual context, e.g. embalming. Within the Islamic tradition can
be found adīths which refer to the use of
camphor to wash the corpse (Nasāī,
Sunan, iv, no. 1890), a practice that can still
be found in Muslim countries (see burial;
death and the dead). Besides its use as an
aromatic, camphor offers a wide range of
medicinal qualities (cf. L. Leclerc, Ibn elBëithar, iii, no. 1868, 129-30). It remains an
ingredient in cosmetic compounds, ointments and rubbing alcohol.
Hanne Schönig
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Capital Punishment see boundaries
and precepts

Captives
Persons who are captured in an act of war
and whose lives are in the hands of the
captor. According to Islamic law a captive
may be killed, enslaved or returned for
ransom. The Qurān refers to captives directly as asīr (pl. asrā, asārā or usarā), the
literal meaning of which is “one who is
shackled” (cf. q 2:185; 18:73; 94:5, 6).
Raqaba (pl. riqāb), literally “nape of the
neck,” is used six times (cf. q 2:177; 5:89;
9:60; 47:4; 58:3; 90:13) to refer to captives
or slaves synecdochically; the verb tasirūna,
“you make captive,” is found in q 33:26
(see slaves and slavery).
Pre-Islamic rules of warfare (see war;
pre-islamic arabia and the qurn) involved small raiding parties rather than
full-scale battles. This practice was wellknown to Muammad who used such
raids to great effect in his campaigns (see
expeditions and battles) against the
Meccans after his emigration to Medina
(hijra, see emigration). References to captives from the Medinan period of the
Qurān (see chronology and the qurn)
are all in the context of such raids and
some may be connected with speciﬁc
events, such as q 33:26, which commentators connect with the killing and enslaving
of members of the Quraya (q.v.) tribe in
Medina (q.v.). Other references are more
vague but seem to refer to a strategy of
engaging in more violent raids before taking captives (see q 8:67).
In the Meccan period, the only mention
of asīr is in a list of actions undertaken by
the “servants of God:” “For the love of
[God], they give food to the poor, the orphan, and the asīr” (q 76:8). There is some
debate in the commentaries as to whether

captives
this verse refers to captives or prisoners,
but compare similar lists at q 2:177 and
9:60. The former reads: “The pious
(see piety) is the one who believes in God,
and the last day (see apocalypse;
eschatology; last judgment), the angels
(q.v.), the book (q.v.), and the prophets (see
prophets and prophethood), and who
shares wealth (q.v.), for the love of [God],
with relatives (see kinship), orphans (q.v.),
the poor (see poverty and the poor), the
traveler, beggars, and with the riqāb.” In
this case, al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538⁄1144;
Kashshāf, i, 217-8) and others gloss sharing
wealth with the riqāb as “helping mukātab
slaves… or ransoming captives ( fakka
l-usarā).” While the ransoming of captives
of war (see hostages) seems reasonable for
the qurānic period, recent scholarship has
questioned the commentators’ implicit
assertion that the institution of mukātab
slaves (i.e. slaves who have entered into a
contract of emancipation with their masters) was already established ( J. Brockopp,
183-221; P. Crone, 64-76). Further, scholars
continue to debate the ways in which Meccan society distinguished among captives,
slaves, clients (mawālī) and allies ( ulafā),
all of whom were in a dependent relationship with the tribal unit (see tribes and
clans; clients and clientage).
That captives were a known source for
slaves is demonstrated by Joseph’s (q.v.)
capture and sale in the Joseph narrative
(q 12:19-20). Of the many Companions of
the Prophet (q.v.) who were slaves, only
uhayb b. Sinān (d. 38⁄659) appears to
have been an actual captive, though the
accounts are contradictory (see Ibn Isāq,
Sīra, i, 488-9). During the conquests (q.v.)
in the years following the death of Muammad, Medina and Damascus were
ﬂooded with thousands of captives, leading
to signiﬁcant slave markets in these and
other cities. Since Islamic law forbids enslaving Muslims, capture from outlying,

caravan
non-Muslim territories was essential to
maintaining slave populations.
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Caravan
A company of travelers on a journey
through a desert or hostile region; also, the
vehicles which transport the company. The
most prominent qurānic word denoting a
“caravan” is īr, which occurs three times in
q 12, “Joseph” (Sūrat Yūsuf; q 12:70, 82,
94). Arabic lexicographers say that originally this term denoted camels, asses or
mules that carried provisions of corn but
that it was later applied to any caravan
(see camel). Some say, however, that in the
Qurān it signiﬁes asses not camels (Lane,
q.v. īr) which does not comply with the
biblical version of the story of Joseph
(q.v.) where camels are mentioned explicitly (Gen 37:25). In the qurānic story of
Joseph, a caravan is also called sayyāra
(q 12:10, 19) which recalls the Hebrew
shayyāra. However, lexicographers explain
this term as coming from the Arabic root
s-y-r in the sense of jamāa sayyāra: “a
company of persons journeying” (Lane,
q.v. s-y-r).
Muslim commentators have also discovered an allusion to caravans in q 106 (Sūrat
Quraysh; q 106:2), in which the “journey
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of the winter and the summer” is mentioned (see journey; trips and voyages).
In English translations of the Qurān, the
“journey” (ri la) is often rendered as “caravan” (e.g. Arberry). Commentators usually
identify the journeys of the winter and the
summer with the commercial caravans of
pre-Islamic Meccan traders (see preislamic arabia and the qurn). The winter journey is ordinarily said to have set out
to Yemen (q.v.) and the summer journey to
Syria (q.v.). Less current interpretations say
that both journeys were to destinations in
Syria. The leaders of Quraysh (q.v.), who
are said to have initiated the journeys while
obtaining pacts of security for their travels,
were heads of prominent Meccan clans
and mainly the sons of Abd Manāf:
Hāshim, al-Mu alib, Abd Shams and
Nawfal (see tribes and clans). The reports
about them may reﬂect political tensions
between their respective Muslim descendants (U. Rubin, Ilāf, 170-1; see politics
and the qurn). A less commercial perception of the winter and summer journey
is reﬂected in interpretations to the effect
that Quraysh carried them out not merely
for trade but also for pleasure and recreation. In summer they reportedly used to
travel to cool places in Yemen, Syria or alāif and in winter they went to warmer
places in Syria. Conversely, other interpretations hold that the journeys did not start
from Mecca (q.v.) but rather ended there.
These were journeys of pilgrims coming to
Mecca from various zones twice a year to
perform the umra and the ajj, i.e. the
lesser and the greater pilgrimage respectively (U. Rubin, Ilāf, 174, n. 59; see
pilgrimage). Implicit here is the notion
that pilgrimage and commerce are closely
associated.
Most modern scholars have tended to
adopt the commercial interpretation of the
winter and summer journey and infer from
them that Mecca of the sixth century c.e.
rose to the position of an important center
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of transit trade (e.g. M.J. Kister, Mecca
and Tamīm, 120). This has been challenged by Patricia Crone who, relying on
the variety of inner contradictions in the
suggested interpretations, has observed
that “the exegetes had no better knowledge
of what this sura meant than we have today” (Meccan trade, 210).
Whatever the case may be, the Qurān
mentions the winter and the summer caravan journey that Quraysh performed regularly in order to illustrate a divine benevolence that is consequent upon belief in
God (see blessing; belief and unbelief).

in an adjectival sense as in q 36:33: “The
dead earth (al-ar al-mayta) is a sign for
them. We have brought it to life [i.e. by
means of rain]…” In all other qurānic
instances, the term refers speciﬁcally to
carrion, one of the Islamic food taboos
supported also in prophetic traditions
(see food and drink; forbidden).
E. Lane’s deﬁnition of mayta includes
both animals which have died a natural
death (explicitly mayta, as in q 2:173; 5:3;
6:139, 145; 16:115) and those killed in a state
or manner different from that prescribed
by the religious law (see law and the
qurn). In the latter situation the circumlocution is used, “over which has been invoked a name other than that of God” (as
in all the above-mentioned references except q 6:139; see consecration of
animals). Thus the term carrion may be
applied where either the agent or the animal killed may not meet prescribed conditions, as for example, a person who slaughters an animal in a state of ritual purity
(i rām, see ritual purity) or an animal sacriﬁced to an idol (see idols and images;
sacrifice). The prohibition of carrion in
these two senses (to which one could add
the reﬁnements of q 5:3 that include animals who died from asphyxiation, a beating,
a fall or being gored) is mentioned along
with the religious taboos against eating
blood and pork meat. An exception is made
(q 16:115; 6:145) when one might be forced
to consume any of these prohibited substances under duress. q 6:139 also suggests
that a fetal or stillborn animal could be
lawfully eaten (see lawful and unlawful).
The adīth literature expanded upon
these few and brief qurānic references.
Fish (and, according to some authorities,
by extension all sea animals and birds) and
locusts were deemed lawful since they required no ritual slaughter. According to the
caliph Uthmān (q.v.; r. 23-35⁄644-56),
doves could be slaughtered and were therefore governed by the conditions of mayta.
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Carcass see carrion
Carpet see material culture and the
qurn

Carrion
The putrefying ﬂesh of a carcass. The Arabic term is mayta, from the verbal root
meaning “to die.” Hence the word is used

cave
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Among the traditions recounted by alBukhārī (d. 256⁄870) a shepherd slaughtered one of his ﬂock after noticing that it
was on the verge of death. Following consultation (q.v.) with the Prophet, the meat
was permitted for consumption as slaughtering the dying animal had prevented it
from becoming carrion. In another tradition, al-Bukhārī cites an episode in which
an expedition of the Prophet’s troops began to suffer severe hunger. They discovered a huge ﬁsh cast upon the shore which
provided nourishment for several days.
Upon their return to Medina, the incident
was related to the Prophet who replied,
“Eat of those things which God sends you”
(cf. q 5:4). This tradition offered an implicit extension of the qurānic context
(q 16:115), which dealt only with prohibited
foods, and the tradition may also have
helped settle what was considered a problematic case of ﬁsh. Other traditions prohibit the sale of meat and by-products
from such prohibited carcasses though
there was exegetical and legal discussion
about the permissibility of using the skin.
Islamic restrictions governing food preparation and consumption are fewer than in
Judaism (see jews and judaism). However,
the context of the verses cited here reﬂects
close adherence to Jewish religious tradition.
In both, the name of God has to be invoked
when an animal is slaughtered and blood —
the essential life force given by God (see
blood and blood clot; life) — cannot be
consumed but must be poured out, returned to the earth (q.v.) whence it came.
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Cattle see animal life

Cave
A hollow space in a mountain or hill. The
term cave (kahf, ghār, maghārāt) is used in the
Qurān to designate a place of refuge for
the faithful or a locus of intimate contact
with God. Kahf occurs six times (q 18:9, 10,
11, 16, 17, 25). Ghār and maghārāt (sing. maghāra) each occur once (q 9:40, 57); lexicographers consider these latter terms to be
synonymous with kahf or to be designations
for small caves.
“The Cave” (Sūrat al-Kahf ) is the title of
q 18, which consists of 110 verses. It refers
to the story of the Companions of the
Cave (vv. 9-26), an Arabic version of
widely-circulated Christian accounts about
the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus (see men of
the cave). This version tells of a group of
youths who, fearing persecution or death
for their faith, ﬂed to a cave with their dog
(q.v.). God sheltered them there in a slumberous state for perhaps 309 years. When
they awoke, they were discovered by their
townspeople who decided to build a
mosque over them and their hiding place.
Muslim commentators and traditionists
(abarī, Tafsīr, xv, 130-54; Thalabī, Qi a ,
370-86; Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, ii, 473-81;
for Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī’s commentary on
q 18: 9-12, see R. Gramlich, Far ad-Dīn
ar-Rāzī) debate the meaning of the ambiguous qurānic narrative and embellish it
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with details from Christian accounts (see
christians and christianity; narratives).
According to these sources, after the youths
discovered that their religion had ﬁnally
prevailed in their homeland, they blessed
Theodosius, the faithful ruler, and returned
to their death-like sleep to await the ﬁnal
resurrection (q.v.).
In the Qurān and its subsequent interpretation, this cave was understood to be a
sanctuary for the faithful and a place
where they enjoyed God’s mercy (q.v.). It
also represents the tomb from which the
dead were to be resurrected. Ibn Isāq
(d. 150⁄767; Sīra, i-ii, 302-3), a biographer
of the Prophet, said that this story was
revealed in response to challenges to Muammad’s authenticity as a prophet and
to his growing persecution in Mecca (q.v.;
see also opposition to muammad). It
functioned as a proof of God’s ability to
revive the dead (see death and the dead)
but it was also to portend the emigration
(q.v.; hijra) to either Abyssinia (q.v.) or Medina (q.v.). The cave thus signiﬁed the goal
of emigration. For ūfī commentators, it
came to represent a place for spiritual retreat for the worldly body awaiting illumination from the divine spirit (see fism
and the qurn). The modern commentator Sayyid Qu b (d. 1966) saw it as a metaphor for the heart (q.v.) ﬁlled with faith
(q.v.). The story of the Companions is also
the subject of a play by the Egyptian playwright Tawfīq al- akīm (d. 1987) and was
used by the Egyptian media to describe
anti-government Islamist groups such as
that led by Shukrī Mu afā in Egypt during
the 1970s. Muslim exegetical and geographical literature ordinarily followed the
Christian placement of the Companions of
the Cave at Ephesus in present-day Turkey
(see geography in the qurn). In addition to Ephesus, however, Muslims ﬁxed
the geographical site of the cave in various

locations including the Muqa am hills in
Cairo, Mount Qāsyūn in Damascus and
even Tuyuk in Chinese Turkestan.
Caves were also the locations of pivotal
moments in the life of Muammad. After
periods of spiritual retreat, Muammad
received his ﬁrst revelations (see revelation and inspiration) from the angel
Gabriel (q.v.; q 96:1-5) in a small cave
(ghār) on Mount irā, according to reports attributed to Āisha (Bukhārī, a ī ,
Bad al-wa y 3, Tafsīr sūra 96; Ibn Sad,
abaqāt, i, 194; abarī, Tafsīr xxx, 161; see
isha bint ab bakr). Through the centuries this site, which is located ﬁve miles
north of Mecca near Minā, was visited by
pilgrims who came for the pilgrimage (q.v.;
ajj ). It is mentioned in medieval texts
(Azraqī, Akhbār Makka, i-ii, 204; Yaqūt,
Buldān, ii, 228; Ibn Jubayr, Travels, 160) and
modern pilgrim narratives (M. Faraānī,
Safarnāmeh, 235-6; M. Haykal, Manzil,
228-46). Tradition also maintains that q 77
was revealed to Muammad in a cave at
Minā itself (Bukhārī, a ī , Tafsīr sūra 77).
Another noteworthy cave in Islamic tradition is on Mount Thawr, south of Mecca
on the road to Yemen (q.v.). It was there,
according to early accounts (Ibn Isāq,
Sīra, i-ii, 485-6; Ibn Sad, abaqāt, i, 228-9;
abarī, Tafsīr, x, 95-6), that Muammad
and Abū Bakr secluded themselves for
three nights during their emigration (hijra)
to Medina to avoid capture by their Quraysh (q.v.) opponents. According to commentaries, this event is addressed in a late
Medinan sūra: “If you do not help him
[Muammad], God certainly will, as he
did when the disbelievers expelled him and
the second man. When they were in the
cave, he said to his companion (see companions of the prophet), ‘Grieve not,
for God is with us’ ” (q 9:40). The spider’s
web and the dove’s nest that God used to
conceal them in the cave (according to Ibn
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Sad, d. 230⁄845) became popular symbols
of the emigration.
A cave was not a shelter for disbelievers
and hypocrites, however (see hypocrites
and hypocrisy). The Qurān states that
they would like to ﬂee to caves (maghārāt,
cf. q 9:57) and other places of refuge to
escape divine retribution but God has
readied a harsher abode (i.e. hell [ jahannam], cf. q 9:63, 68, 73) for them in the
hereafter (see hell; last judgment).
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Celibacy see abstinence; chastity
Ceremony see festivals
Chair see throne of god
Challenges of Modern Science
see science and the qurn

Chance and Coincidence see
marvels; omens; secrets; hidden and the
hidden; theology and the qurn

Juan Eduardo Campo

Chapters see sra(s)
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Cave, Men of the see men of the cave

Charity see almsgiving
Charm see amulets

Chastisement and Punishment
To discipline, especially by corporal means,
as retribution for a wrong and incidentally
for correction and prevention. “Chastisement” and “punishment” correspond to
several Arabic terms used in the Qurān,
e.g. adhāb, nakāl, iqāb, jazā and their cognates, although, in addition to these discrete terms, the Qurān does use other expressions to convey the same meaning. The
word adhāb and its cognates appear in the
Qurān over 350 times; jazā and its cognates over 100 times; iqāb and its cognates
26 times; and nakāl and its cognates four
times. Considering the numerous qurānic
stories of divine punishment meted out to
those who rejected God’s prophets, it is
clear that divine chastisement — in this
world and the next — is one of the most
important topics in the Qurān.
While these terms have shared meanings,
it is useful to distinguish them carefully.
The most general of these terms is adhāb,
which al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538⁄1144; Kashshāf, i, 164-5) deﬁnes as any type of burden-
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some pain. More speciﬁcally, iqāb is used
to mean various forms of punishment
while nakāl is used to refer particularly to
exemplary punishment. Therefore while
every iqāb and nakāl is also a type of adhāb,
the opposite is not true — one can suffer
some type of adhāb that is not a punishment. Finally, jazā carries the signiﬁcation
of “just deserts,” i.e. the deserved consequences of one’s actions, and can therefore
be found in the sense of either chastisement or reward. These terms and their
cognates appear in a variety of contexts in
the Qurān and are employed to describe
events both in this world and the next (see
reward and punishment). When their use
is related to events in this world, moreover,
they apply equally to both divine and human acts. Finally, adhāb and nakāl are used
to describe punishments required by law,
e.g. ﬂogging (q.v.), which in q 24:2 is the
prescribed punishment for adultery (see
adultery and fornication) and the amputation of the hand of the thief, the
qurānic punishment for theft (q.v.; cf.
q 5:38), but the use of these terms in this
sense is extremely limited in the Qurān
(see boundaries and precepts; law and
the qurn; stoning).
According to the Qurān, both humans
and God share in the capacity to administer punishment (see judgment). Further,
there is an acknowledgement of the destructive power of some events and processes. Consequently, theological reﬂection
takes up the question of the cause of
human calamities, attributing them variously to natural explanations and acts of
divine judgment. This question presents a
tension that is central to the qurānic view
of humankind’s relationship to the divine.

upon another who is, predictably, powerless. Interestingly, the Qurān does not attach any independent ontological signiﬁcance to the act of punishment itself. Thus,
at times the wicked succeed in torturing
the good, as in the story of Pharaoh’s (q.v.)
treatment of the Jews (q 2:49), as well as
that of Pharaoh’s treatment of his magicians after they announced their faith in
Islam (q 20:71; see magic, prohibition of);
at other times, the good is empowered
over the wicked and is able to punish accordingly, as in Dhū l-Qarnayn’s (see
alexander) punishment of the unjust
whom he encountered in his travels and
conquests (q 18:86-7).
The central lesson of the Qurān regarding these events is that the ontological status of any human act of punishment is derivative, viz. a result not of the act itself
but rather of the nature of the actor. For
that reason, the qurānic view is that a
naive “empiricism” is insufﬁcient to grasp
the moral reality behind actual exercises of
power (see intention), i.e. mere empiricism
is unable to judge whether the exercise of
power was just (see justice and injustice).
The Qurān presents a vivid example of
the fallacy of confusing empirical manifestations of power with the moral judgment
of truth (q.v.) and falsehood when it describes Abraham’s (q.v.) encounter with a
king who had fallaciously claimed to share
in divine attributes (see god and his
attributes; kings and rulers) because he,
just as God, could grant life and take it
away (q 2:258).
It is not just the powerful, however, who
endow their acts with ontological signiﬁcance. The powerless, according to the
Qurān, also believe, on the basis of the
power of their oppressors, that they must
be right or, less drastically, that God has no
concern for the believers’ welfare (see
belief and unbelief). Thus, when Pharaoh
began to slaughter the male offspring of

Human acts of chastisement
The Qurān describes many instances
where one human, typically a ruler or the
equivalent, inﬂicts a terrible punishment

chastisement and punishment
the Jews in retaliation for their support of
Moses (q.v.) and Moses urged the Jews to
remain ﬁrm in their faith in God and to
seek his help, their reply was simply:
“Tortured were we (ūdhīnā from root,
-dh-y) before you came to us, and [tortured are we] after you came to us”
(q 7:129; see jews and judaism). Likewise,
the Qurān portrays the powerless’ confusion of might with right as a failure to
exercise their own judgment; they thus
blindly follow the powerful to their own
perdition:
Were you [O Muammad!] to see the
moment when the unjust are brought
standing before their Lord, as they exchange words, one with another, and the
downtrodden say to the mighty, “But for
you, we surely would have been believers!”
And the mighty will say to the downtrodden “Did we keep you away from [God’s]
guidance after it came unto you? No, you
indeed were wicked!” And the downtrodden will say to the mighty, “No, indeed, it
was rather your plotting, day and night,
commanding us to be ungrateful (see
gratitude and ingratitude) to God and
to assign unto him peers” (q 34:31-3; see
polytheism and atheism).
Thus, despite the fact that punishment
administered by humans — and the power
that stands behind it — says nothing
about the moral signiﬁcance of that act,
humans nevertheless tend erroneously to
attribute moral value to the exercise of
power. They presume to read moral meaning into punishment prescribed by the socially and politically powerful or they interpret it negatively as divine disinterest.
Because of such human misapprehension,
the qurānic demystiﬁcation of the empirical phenomenon of power (see power and
impotence) provides an answer to the question of how one is to differentiate good
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from evil (see good and evil), given that
both will at times use the same means.
Divine chastisement in this world
Qurānic narrative repeatedly demonstrates the belief that God intervenes at
least episodically in human history. In a
frequently encountered qurānic pattern,
the most spectacular of these interventions
begins when God sends a prophet (see
prophets and prophethood) to a human
group and ends when God destroys them
for their rejection of this prophet (see
punishment stories). While these stories
are mentioned throughout the Qurān, the
seventh sūra, Sūrat al-Arāf, narrates in
succession the accounts of the major
prophets whose peoples God had destroyed — Noah (q.v.), Hūd (q.v.), āli
(q.v.), Lot (q.v.), Shuayb (q.v.), and Moses
(q.v.; q 7:59-93, 103-37).
The Qurān concludes its narration of
these events with some general observations: The missions of the prophets are
simultaneously accompanied by some signiﬁcant misfortune (bi-l-basā wa-l- arrā)
inﬂicting the people to whom they are sent,
so as to awaken them from their heedlessness (q 7:94). But God does not allow their
misery to continue unabated and eventually replaces their misfortune with good fortune leading to general prosperity (q 7:95).
Instead of responding to God with gratitude, however, the prophet’s people naturalize the calamity, concluding that the cycle
of misfortune followed by good fortune is
natural, something which occurs at all
times. They therefore conclude that what
happened to them during the course of
their prophet’s preaching had no causal
connection with the prophet’s mission
(q 7:95). God then sends his chastisement
at the moment when they convince themselves that their experience was simply natural, lulling themselves thereby into a false
sense of security (q 7:95; see natural
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world and the qurn). Apparently, it is
their reckless disregard for the possibility
that the prophet is telling the truth that
warrants their punishment and by analogy
the punishment of future sinners who fail
to take heed of their predecessors’ example
(q 7:97-100).
Although the Qurān creates the impression that the majority of the prophets’ peoples rejected them, their leaders are singled
out by the Qurān for particular blame. It
is always the leading citizens such as the
town or tribal assembly (al-mala) that constitutes the biggest obstacle to the success
of the prophet’s mission (q 7:60, 66, 75-7).
Such is the case with the story of Moses
and Pharaoh where the conﬂict between
prophets and wicked temporal authority
reaches its apogee. Although there are a
number of other versions of the conﬂict
between prophets and the political power
(see politics and the qurn), the story of
Moses produced sign after sign of God’s
power — ﬁrst miracles (q 7:107-8; see
miracle) and the defeat of Pharaoh’s magicians (q 7:117-9); then after the request of
Pharaoh and his people, Moses removed
the plagues (q.v.) that God had sent upon
Pharaoh’s people (q 7:133-4). Pharaoh and
his people, however, insisted that Moses
was a mere politician whose only goal was
to drive the Egyptians from power
(q 7:109-10, 127). When Pharaoh and his
people broke their promise to Moses to release the Children of Israel (q.v.) from captivity after Moses removed the plagues
from Egypt (q.v.), God ﬁnally destroyed
them because “they rejected our clear signs
(q.v.) and were heedless of them” (q 7:136;
see also captives; authority).
According to the narrative in q 7, the
story of Moses and Pharaoh provides a
more detailed demonstration of the dynamic relationship between the unacceptable status quo and the reforming prophet
than is generally to be found in the stories

of the other prophets. The common theme
among all the punishment stories associated with prophets, however, is that human beings, due to their narrow selfinterest, behave recklessly when God gives
them an opportunity to reform themselves.
It is their reckless disregard for God’s
teaching that constitutes ungrateful rejection of God (kufr) and justiﬁes his intervention in the form of a terrible chastisement.
Yet given the indeterminacy of the means
God chooses to punish the wicked, such as
natural phenomena, the question facing
human beings is how to distinguish a truly
natural calamity from one that is an actual
manifestation of divine judgment. The
answer that the Qurān gives is the person
of the prophet, and q 17:15, “We never
punish until we send a messenger (q.v.),”
offers ratiﬁcation of this. Thus when a
prophet confronts evil and challenges his
people with the consequences of sinful
behavior (see sin, major and minor), human actions assume a moral dimension,
thereby creating a solid basis for divine
judgment. According to the Qurān, only
when God sends a prophet, therefore, do
humans become morally accountable to
God for their actions. Otherwise, their
injustice would be a result of mere negligence and, as discussed above, only reckless disregard for truth that has been conveyed by God through a prophet (see
revelation and inspiration) creates, in
the sight of the Qurān, a moral justiﬁcation for punishment.
The nature of divine punishment in the next world
The Qurān is replete with descriptions of
the torments of hell (q.v.) that await those
whose deeds made them deserving objects
of divine chastisement. Whether these
vivid descriptions should be understood in
a strictly literal manner is a question that
has preoccupied Muslim theologians of
both the medieval and the modern periods.

chastity
Even among the classical ﬁgures of Islamic
thought there has been the recognition that
this cannot be answered from the qurānic
text itself (e.g. Rāzī, Tafsīr, ii, 54-8). Indeed, the language of the Qurān uses
vivid, literal images of the chastisements
of hell at the very least to create “literal
psycho-physical effects of the Fire” (F. Rahman, Major themes, 112-3). According to
some contemporary lines of interpretation,
more interesting and more answerable is
the Qurān’s description of the psychological aspect of divine chastisement in the
next world.
While the image of God sitting in judgment over humankind (see throne of god;
last judgment), separating the saved from
the damned has been criticized as a gross
oversimpliﬁcation of qurānic eschatology
(q.v.), it does have some basis in the qurānic text, e.g. q 2:284. Although Muslim
dogma certainly promotes this image of
the day of judgment, some modern commentators understand the day of judgment to be more a moment of complete
self-awareness than a trial before a judge.
Within this perspective, punishment is as
much a result of the guilty person’s realization of his or her own guilt as something
that God imposes upon the individual
(q 2:167; 17:14; 69:25-9; 78:40). As a result
of their new-found self-awareness, the
guilty accept the justice of their punishment in recognition of their own moral
depravity. Thus “they say ‘Had we listened
or reasoned, we would not have been
among the denizens of the ﬂame.’ Thus
did they recognize their sin…” (q 67:10-1).
In support of such a view, these commentators note that the Qurān often describes
punishment in the next world as a deprivation of divine blessings, the effect of which
is the equivalent of a punishment (q 2:174;
3:77; 83:14-5; see also sin and crime).
Moammad Hossam Fadel
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Chastisement and Sentences see
chastisement and punishment; trial;
judgment

Chastity
Avoidance of illicit sexual intercourse.
Within the Qurān, this concept is generally expressed by the Arabic verb a ana,
its participles and the verbal noun ta a un.
The original meaning of the fourth form
of the verb is “to protect or preserve something or someone,” in the ﬁfth form “to
protect oneself ” (Lane, 586). Other verbs
used to convey this idea are afia (to protect) and istaaffa (to abstain).
The special meaning of the concept can
be discerned by a comparison of qurānic
verses in which the word, its synonyms or
antonyms occur. There are transitive and
intransitive forms. The transitive ones have
as their complement the word farj (vagina)
or furūj (genitals). In q 21:91 and 66:12,
Mary (q.v.), the mother of Jesus (q.v.), is
called a woman “who preserved her
vagina” (allatī a anat farjahā) meaning
that she had not had sexual intercourse
before she became pregnant with Jesus
(q 19:19-20). In q 33:35, 23:5 and 70:29 it is
said that “preserving one’s genitals” is a
general virtue of Muslims, both males and
females. This statement should not be
taken as covering all connotations of the
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English word “chaste,” since the qurānic
concept does not imply that it is a virtue to
abstain completely from sexual intercourse
and lead a celibate life (see abstinence).
This is made clear by q 23:5-7 and
70:29-30 where true Muslim men are described as “those who preserve their genitals except from their wives and slave
women.” Wives and concubines (q.v.) of a
Muslim man are considered lawful sexual
partners (see sex and sexuality). The virtue of chastity is therefore limited to the
abstention from sexual intercourse with all
others who are by deﬁnition unlawful (see
lawful and unlawful). In the case of a
Muslim woman the only lawful partner is
her husband. In the verses in which the
term a ana is used intransitively, the
meaning is the same and can best be translated by “abstaining from unlawful sexual
intercourse.” This is obvious from the
verses in which the term mu in is contrasted with its opposites, namely people
who have illicit sexual relations (men,
musāfi ūn; women, musāfi āt) and a man
who takes mistresses (muttakhidh akhdān, cf.
q 5:5; 4:25). Other antonyms are imrā saw,
zānin and khabīth for men, all of which are
best rendered by “fornicator” (q 19:28;
24:3, 26), and, for women, baghī (whore; cf.
q 19:28), and zāniya and khabītha, which are
the feminine forms of terms for fornicator
(cf. q 19:20; 24:3, 26).
Free Muslims must be chaste. This is also
assumed of Christians and Jews and therefore Muslim men may marry Christian and
Jewish women (q 5:5; see christians and
christianity; jews and judaism; people of
the book). Heathens are regarded as unchaste and are — like Muslims, Jews or
Christians who have fornicated — unacceptable marriage partners (q 2:221; 24:3;
60:10). Slaves are generally not regarded as
chaste (see slaves and slavery). The
Qurān, however, prohibits forcing them
into prostitution if they wish to live chaste

lives (q 24:33; in all likelihood this verse
refers to Jews and Christians or to slaves
who have converted to Islam). Free Muslims may even marry Muslim slaves who
are then obliged by marriage to live
chastely, i.e. to abjure illicit intercourse
(q 4:25; 24:33).
Although chastity was already considered
a virtue (at least for women) among the
heathen Arabs before Islam (see preislamic arabia and the qurn), the
qurānic ideal of chastity follows Jewish
and Christian traditions. Besides the instances cited above, the example of Joseph
(Yūsuf; see joseph) who, as a slave in
Egypt, had resisted with God’s support the
seduction of his master’s wife (q 12:22-34,
50-3) is a clear illustration of this continuity (see also scripture and the qurn). In
order to realize this ideal in the (early)
Muslim community (see community and
society in the qurn), the Qurān stipulates a special code of behavior among the
sexes and prescribes severe sanctions for illicit sexual relations. The Qurān recommends that the sexes refrain from sexually
provocative behavior and that people carefully veil their physical charms in front of
the opposite sex (q 24:30-1). People are
warned by the Qurān not to enter other
people’s houses without asking permission
to do so (q 24:27-9, 58-9). If women have
to leave the house, they are told to pull a
piece of their clothes down (presumably
over their heads) in order to be recognized
as chaste women who do not want to be
molested (q 33:59; see veil). Unlawful
sexual relations are condemned as sins
(see sin, major and minor) and fornicators
are threatened with severe punishment
(q 4:15-6, 19; 12:25; 17:32; 19:27; 23:5-7;
24:2; 65:1; see adultery and fornication).
For the wives of the Prophet even stricter
standards of decent behavior are prescribed and their punishment in cases of
adultery is doubled (q 33:30, 32-3, 53;

cheating
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see wives of the prophet; chastisement
and punishment). In Islamic jurisprudence
the meaning of the word i ān underwent
a change and the measures to enforce chastity and to prevent illicit sexual intercourse
became more severe over time. See also
family; marriage and divorce; women
and the qurn.

etors of which the general public was
largely unaware (see community and
society in the qurn). Muslim exegetes
differ, however, over whether these verses
were revealed in response to the actual
situation at Mecca (q.v.) or Medina (q.v.).
Lexicographically, the word tatfīf implies
that the gains it brings are triﬂing. A fortiori,
its condemnation in the Qurān is seen to
cover all measures of cheating, though no
legal sanctions against tafīf are mentioned
in the Qurān (see law and the qurn).
The matter is referred, rather, to the forum
internum as cheaters are reminded about
the resurrection (q.v.) and the grievous
penalty they will face on the day of judgment (see reward and punishment; last
judgment). Later, Muslim society would
entrust the regulation of proper weights
and measures (q.v.) in the marketplace
to a market inspector, the so-called
mu tasib.
Several verses (q 2:282; 7:85; 11:85;
26:183) proscribe the practice of cheating
in the form of “bakhs” or shortchanging
people. The verses on bakhs are easily attributable to both the Meccan and Medinan periods. At q 2:282, for example, the
object is clearly the Muslim community at
Medina. At q 7:85 (a Meccan verse), meanwhile, the reference is to the pre-Islamic
community of Midian (Madyan; see
midian) to whom the prophet Shuayb (q.v.)
was sent in order that, among other things,
he might command his people to give just
measure and not shortchange their countrymen (lā tabkhasū l-nās ashyāahum). This
same theme is repeated in the Meccan
verses, q 11:85 and 26:183. What can be
found here is a type of intertextuality quite
common in the Qurān, where the rhetoric
serves as a form of warning (q.v.) by example. The people of Midian failed to heed
the warnings of Shuayb and as a result
suffered destruction, a fate that the Qurān
describes in moving imagery (see punish-
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Cheating
Defrauding by deceit or trickery. Several
qurānic expressions depict this vice (see
virtues and vices): tafīf (lit. making light
of or slighting); bakhs (shortchanging); akl
amwāl al-nās bi-l-bāil (devouring people’s
wealth on false pretext); taghābun (mutual
fraud). Sūrat al-Mu affifūn, “The Slighters” (q 83), is one of two sūras of the
Qurān named for the actual practice of
cheating. Its opening verses chide proprietors who manipulate the scales and measuring devices (see measurement) in the
market (see markets) so that buyers receive
less than the quantity for which they are
paying. These same proprietors, meanwhile, go to market and demand full
measure. This suggests some type of oligarchic conspiracy on the part of propri-
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ment stories). Muammad’s condemnation of bakhs in his preaching to the early
Muslim community could hardly fail to
conjure up such images.
A number of verses (q 2:188; 4:29; 9:34)
condemn the practice of devouring people’s wealth on false pretext (akl amwāl alnās bi-l-bāil). This is actually a general category of misappropriation of which
cheating, including such activities as gambling (q.v.) and unlawful gain (ribā, see
usury), are a subset. In terms of psychological impact, the verses treating of akl
amwāl al-nās bi-l-bāil constitute, in all likelihood, the most powerful condemnation of
cheating since the word here translated as
“false pretext” (bāil) is also used in some
twenty other qurānic verses with the
meaning of falsehood as the antithesis of
divinely revealed truth (q.v.; see revelation and inspiration).
Sūrat al-Taghābun, “Mutual Fraud”
(q 64), also takes its title from the notion of
cheating. Here, however, the reference is
not to pecuniary cheating but to the selfdeception of the unbelievers through
which they “cheat” themselves (collectively) out of a place in paradise (q.v.).
Judgment day is thus called yawm altaghābun, “the day of mutual fraud,” i.e.
the time when the results of their mutual
deception are brought to light (see also
belief and unbelief).

“offspring” and “young people,” (e.g. dhurriyya; ghulām, pl. ghilmān; ibn, pl. banūn; walad, pl. awlād), but it is only seldom clear
from the context when these refer to the
age group between birth (q.v.) and maturity
(q.v.). More speciﬁc terms for infants and
children are: walīd, “child” (pl. wildān, although in q 56:17, wildān probably means
“youths”); mawlūd, “born, child,” abī, “infant, boy,” ifl, “infant” and aghīr, “young.”
Generally the terms in this latter group do
not distinguish between various stages or
developments in childhood, whereas the
transition from childhood to maturity
(balagha ashuddahu) or to puberty (balagha
al- ulum) is mentioned in a few places.
Qurānic statements about children which
convey a normative-ethical signiﬁcance
form the foundation for later Islamic legislation and are mainly concerned with
infanticide, adoption, breast-feeding, and
fatherless children (see family; milk;
orphans).
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Children
Offspring; gender-inclusive term for young
people, between infancy and youth. The
Qurān contains a number of terms for

Infanticide
Infanticide as a form of post-partum birth
control in pre-Islamic Arab society was
motivated either by want and destitution
and therefore practiced on males and females alike (q 6:151; 17:31), as in cases of
sacriﬁcing children to gods (q 6:137, 140),
or by the disappointment and fear of social
disgrace felt by a father upon the birth of
a daughter (q 16:57-9; 81:8-9; see preislamic arabia and the qurn; community and society in the qurn). Regarding it as a practice typical of the pagan
social mores of the pre-Islamic period
( jāhiliyya, see age of ignorance), the
Qurān, already in Meccan sūras, deﬁnes
infanticide as a grave sin (see sin, major
and minor). Consequently, it totally forbids
the practice, together with other grave sins
such as polytheism (see polytheism and
atheism) and homicide (see murder; cf.
q 6:151; see also q 60:12 — the only
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reference to women committing infanticide). Infanticide is also implicitly denounced in the story of Pharaoh (q.v.) and
the Children of Israel (q.v.; q 2:49; 7:127,
141; 14:6; 28:4; 40:25). The case of an unbelieving young man, who is killed in
order to preserve his parents from the disobedience (q.v.) to God which he is destined to bring to their life, appears in a
legendary context (q 18:74, 80; see mythic
and legendary narratives) and is certainly not intended as an example to be
followed. See birth control.
Adoption
Adoption as a practice in which an
adopted son would take the name of his
adoptive parent was common in preIslamic Arabia. It was cancelled and forbidden, however, in the early years of
Islam (q 33:4-5). Thus, Muammad was
able to marry Zaynab bt. Jash after his
formerly adopted son Zayd had divorced
her, conﬁrming the rule that forbids father
and son to marry the same woman
(q 33:37; see A. al-Azhary-Sonbol, Adoption, esp. 45-52; see also family of the
prophet; wives of the prophet).
Breast-feeding
Two of the ﬁve (Medinan) verses which
mention breast-feeding (q 2:233; 65:6; see
biology as the creation and stages of
life) aim at protecting repudiated but still
lactating women (see lactation) and their
nurslings by guaranteeing them economic
support from the father for at least two
years and by sanctioning non-maternal
nursing when needed (see marriage and
divorce). A related verse, q 4:23 forbids
sexual relations between males and their
milk-mothers as well as milk-sisters thereby
extending the realm of incest as deﬁned by
Judaism and Christianity (see A. Giladi,
Infants, chap. 1; see also lawful and unlawful). See wet nursing.
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Fatherless children
Qurānic sensitivity to society’s weaker
members ﬁnds its full expression in nineteen verses forbidding the harsh and oppressive treatment of fatherless children
( yatāmā, sing. yatīm) while urging kindness
and justice towards them. A passage from
the ﬁrst Meccan period (q 93:6-8) celebrates God’s providence towards the orphan Muammad (q.v.). The fatherless
children mentioned in some of the Medinan verses (e.g. q 8:41) are those of Muammad’s followers who had fallen in battle (see T. O’Shaughnessy, Youth and old
age, 35-8). See orphans.
The many other qurānic references
without any explicitly normative message
reﬂect concepts of childhood and attitudes
towards children that are, on the whole,
typical of patrilineal societies (see patriarchy; inheritance): sons (and property)
are signs of divine benevolence (e.g.
q 16:72; 17:6; 26:132-3; 71:12; see blessing)
but can also be a temptation for the believers (q 8:28) who, unlike pagans, are to rely
on God, not on earthly power (e.g. q 3:10,
116; 9:24; 18:46; 19:77; see arrogance).
Unlike daughters, whose birth evokes disappointment and protest against God’s decree (q 16:57-9; cf. 42:49-50), sons are
much desired (cf. q 7:189-90). Both parents
invest much in their children, from the moment of conception through pregnancy
and lactation to weaning and upbringing
(q 17:24; 31:14; 46:15) and hope to ﬁnd
comfort in them (q 25:74). Mothers, particularly, love their children (q 20:40; 28:7-13),
with some indication of favoring sons.
Children are sexually innocent and therefore may be in the company of adults of
both sexes even when the latter are not
completely dressed (q 24:31, 58-9). See also
kinship; women and the qurn.
Avner Giladi
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Children of Israel
One of the qurānic designations of Israelites as well as Jews ( yahūd, see jews and
judaism) and Christians (na ārā, see christians and christianity), in reference
mainly to past generations (q.v.). The majority of the passages mentioning the
Children of Israel (Bānū Isrāīl) are dedicated to the Israelites of the time of Moses
(q.v.), while references do exist to later
stages of their history, such as the story of
Saul (ālū ; q 2:246-52; see saul), the destruction of the Temple (q 17:2-8) and the
emergence of Jesus (q.v.) among them
(q 61:6). Sometimes, the label “Children of
Israel” is interchangeable with the label
“People of the Book” (ahl al-kitāb, see
people of the book).
Biblical background
The qurānic treatment of the Children of
Israel must be examined against the background of the biblical allusions to them.
The labels “Israel,” “House of Israel” and
“Children of Israel” had already appeared
in the Hebrew Bible as synonymous names

children of israel
for the Israelite nation, which is thus
named after its genealogical father, Jacob
(q.v.), whose name was changed to Israel
(q.v.; cf. Gen 32:29). In the New Testament, “Israel” is retained as a name for
the Jewish people (e.g. Acts 1:6; 2:22, 36;
3:12; 4:8).
In the Hebrew Bible, Israel is a holy community chosen by God to be his special
people and ranks above all other nations
that are upon the face of the earth (e.g.
Deut 7:6). The election of Israel signiﬁes a
covenant (q.v.) between God and his chosen people whose duty it is to keep his laws
(Ps 105:43-5), ﬁght the idolaters (see
idolatry and idolaters) and avoid all
kinds of sins (Deut 7:5-6; 14:1-2, etc.). This
election signiﬁes God’s blessing (q.v.) of
them; God did not choose the children
of Israel because they deserved it, but
merely because of God’s love for Israel
(Deut 7:7-8) and for the sake of His own
name (Isa 48:9-11).
The historical evidence of the election of
Israel is provided in the exodus, i.e. Israel’s
deliverance (q.v.) from slavery (see slaves
and slavery) in Egypt (q.v.) “by signs (q.v.)
and by wonders,” which is followed by the
conquest of the Promised Land. This represents the fulﬁllment of God’s ancient
promise to the fathers of Israel to bequeath
the land of Canaan to their posterity (e.g.
Exod 3:6-17; Deut 4:34; 7:8; Jer 11:4). Israel
can remain a chosen community only as
long as they obey God and keep his covenant (Exod 19:5), but when they stray (see
astray) they are no longer regarded as
God’s people. Thus when the Israelites
commit the sin of worshipping the golden
calf (see calf of gold), God disclaims
them, and refers to them as Moses’ people
whom Moses, not God, has brought out of
Egypt (Exod 32:7). Due to their sin, the people of Israel have become lo-ammī: “not
my people” (Hos 1:9). See scripture and
the qurn.

children of israel
Qurānic Israelites as a chosen community
This set of ideas, which appears mainly in
the Book of Deuteronomy, reappears almost
intact in the Qurān. The qurānic allusions to the Children of Israel are focused
on the election of Israel on the one hand,
and on Israel’s breaking of God’s covenant
on the other. Taken together, they convey
the idea that Israel has betrayed God’s love
and lost the status of God’s chosen community, which implies that the believers
who follow the qurānic Prophet replace
the Children of Israel as God’s renewed
chosen community (see community and
society in the qurn). Most allusions are
anchored in the story of the exodus, which
exempliﬁes the election of Israel as well as
their sin (see sin, major and minor).
The most explicit formulation of the idea
of Israel’s election is provided in q 44:30-3
in which God announces that he has chosen them (ikhtarnāhum) above all beings.
This statement is coupled with the story of
Israel’s deliverance from Pharaoh (q.v.), including the signs (āyāt) given to Israel during their deliverance. The signs are mentioned in additional passages presenting
the Children of Israel as chosen by God,
for example in q 45:16-7, in which God
gives them the book (i.e. the Torah [q.v.];
see also book) as well as judgment (q.v.)
and prophethood (see prophets and
prophethood), provides them with good
things and “prefers” them (wa-fa alnāhum)
above all beings. Then the clear signs (bayyināt) that were given to them are mentioned. According to other passages (e.g.
q 5:32), the signs were brought to them by
their prophets.
The election of Israel forms the essence
of God’s blessing (nima) unto them. Thus
in q 2:211, the “clear signs” given to Israel
by God are mentioned within a warning
(q.v.) against “changing” God’s nima.
God’s nima features as something which
the Children of Israel must remember; it
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consists not only of their preference above
all beings (q 2:47, 122) but also of their
being given prophets and of their being
made into kings (q 5:20; see kings and
rulers).
God’s nima appears also in close association with God’s covenant (ahd ) which the
Children of Israel must keep. Keeping
the covenant means that they must believe
in the Torah and observe God’s laws
(q 2:40-3; see boundaries and precepts).
God’s covenant with the Israelites is often
called mīthāq (q 2:63, 83-4, 93; 5:12, 70),
which also applies to the obligation of
keeping the sabbath (q.v.; q 4:154). It is also
a covenant with “those who have received
the book” (q 3:187).
The exodus from Egypt and the sins of Israel
Israel’s deliverance from Pharaoh provides
the clearest manifestation of God’s nima
(q 14:6). This event, as well as the journey
of the Israelites to the holy land, is recounted in the Qurān in several parallel
passages of varying length. A detailed version is provided in q 7 (“The Heights,”
Sūrat al-Arāf ) in verses 103-71. Here the
story begins with Moses and Aaron (q.v.)
and their encounters with Pharaoh, including the signs, i.e. the miracles they perform
and the calamities they bring down upon
Pharaoh (q 7:103-33; see miracle). This is
followed by the departure of Israel from
Egypt (q.v.) and the drowning (q.v.) of the
troops of Pharaoh in the sea (q 7:134-6).
Then comes a short reference to Israelite
settlement in the Promised Land (q 7:137).
This version of Pharaoh’s story is one of a
series of well-known qurānic punishment
stories (q.v.) that deal with nations which
have been destroyed because of their disobedience (q.v.). Sometimes Pharaoh’s
punishment story appears independently of
the story of the Israelites (q 26:10-68;
27:7-14; 28:3-47; 43:46-56; 51:38-40;
79:15-29). In q 7 the story about Pharaoh’s
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punishment is followed by an account of
the events that take place after the Children of Israel cross the sea. The plot now
focuses on their sins, mainly on their fashioning the calf of gold which results in the
breaking of the Tablets (q 7:138-51). Other
sins mentioned in this sūra are the refusal
to say ia (a word, or profession, of repentance), for which they are destroyed in
a disaster (rijz) sent from heaven (q 7:161-2;
see also q 2:58-9) and the violation of the
sabbath (q.v.), for which they are turned
into apes (q 2:65; cf. 7:163-7). Elsewhere
(q 5:20-6) the Qurān recounts the sin of
the Israelites when refusing to wage war on
the mighty inhabitants of the Promised
Land. As punishment they must wander in
the wilderness for 40 years (till they perish).
This is based on the biblical affair of the
spies (Num 13).
The Qurān is also aware of other Israelite sins, which are outside the scope of the
exodus, for example, persecuting and killing their prophets (q 2:61, 87, 91; 3:21, 112,
181; 4:155; 5:70). The Qurān also condemns the Children of Israel for inner
conﬂicts (ikhtilāf ) which divided them after
they had been chosen by God (q 45:16-7;
see also q 10:93). Elsewhere this divisiveness is attributed to the People of the Book
(q 3:19).
A major sin committed by the Children
of Israel, one which signiﬁes violation of
God’s covenant, is the distortion (ta rīf ) of
the word of God, i.e. the Torah (q 5:13;
see corruption). The same is said of the
Jews as well (q 4:46; 5:41). The Qurān also
mentions those of the People of the Book
who conceal parts of the Book (q 6:91;
see also q 2:159, 174; 3:187, etc.). The Qurān not only recounts the sins of the
Children of Israel but states that some of
their own prophets, namely David (q.v.)
and Jesus have already cursed them for
their deeds (q 5:78).

children of israel
The polemical purpose
The Qurān employs the theme of the
Children of Israel for polemical reasons
arising from tensions between Muslim believers and their contemporary Jews and
Christians. The Qurān strives to prove
that Islam provides the framework for
God’s newly chosen community and that
the Children of Israel, i.e. the Jews and
the Christians, are no longer a chosen
community (see election). This is stated
explicitly in q 5:18, in which the Jews and
the Christians are said to claim that they
are “the sons of God and his beloved
ones.” To this the Qurān responds by
asserting that they are no more than
mortals (bashar) whom God punishes for
having sinned (see chastisement and
punishment).
The elevation of the Muslims to the status of a chosen community destined to replace the Israelites is indicated in passages
which shift to the believers various aspects
of their share in God’s blessing. Thus
God’s nima emerges as something equivalent to the religion given to the believers
(q 5:3) and is coupled with the divine covenant that is being made with them (q 5:7).
In this capacity, God’s nima consists in giving the believers the book and the wisdom
(q.v.; q 2:231), in bringing their hearts together (q 3:103; see heart), in protecting
them against the schemes of their enemies
(q 5:11; see protection) and in assisting
them in battle (q 33:9). See opposition to
muammad; polemic and polemical
language; expeditions and battles.
Righteous Israelites
On the other hand, the Qurān is also
aware of a righteous Israelite group, consisting mainly of a minority who have remained faithful to the prophets. In q 7:159
a group (umma) of the righteous living
among the “people of Moses” (qawm Mūsā)
is mentioned; they “guide by the truth and
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by it act with justice.” Some early commentators on the Qurān (Muqātil, Tafsīr,
ii, 553-4) identify them with the lost tribes
of the Israelites who dwell beyond a river
of running sand called Ardaf which
“freezes” every Sabbath (i.e. the midrashic
Sambayon). More prevalent, however, are
interpretations identifying them with contemporary Jews who have embraced Islam.
Similarly, a righteous group of leaders
(aimma, sing. imām [q.v.]) among the Children of Israel are mentioned in q 32:24 (cf.
q 28:5). Mention is also made of a righteous group (umma) among the People of
the Book (q 5:65-6; 3:113-4; cf. q 3:199).
See obedience; belief and unbelief;
gratitude and ingratitude; justice and
injustice.

and particularly the making of the calf of
gold, were also adduced to denounce objectionable phenomena within Islamic
society itself, situations which were regarded as signaling the assimilation of
Muslims to other communities. The sin of
the making of the calf is mentioned, for
example, in a story about Muammad in
which he predicts that the Muslims will follow the evil ways (sunan, see sunna) of the
Israelites. He declares this after being
asked by the Muslims to establish for them
a place of worship on the model of a nearby pagan sanctuary (see idols and images).
The Prophet refuses and says that the Muslims have asked for the same thing that the
people of Moses had previously requested,
i.e. the calf (Ibn Isāq, Sīra, iv, 84-5). Qurānic models of Israelite punishment, especially transformation into apes and pigs
(q 2:65; 5:60; 7:166) were also employed
as a warning against various phenomena of assimilation into Jewish and Christian beliefs and practices for which some
heretical trends in Islam were held particularly responsible. Several traditions
predict that heretics (such as Qadarīs, etc.)
will suffer punitive transformation into
apes or pigs. See religious pluralism and
the qurn.

Qurānic Israelites and Muslims
Muslim historiographers used qurānic
passages about the Children of Israel as an
instrument to illuminate the relations between the prophet Muammad and the
Jews of Medina (q.v.; see nar; qaynuq;
quraya). In the work of one of Muammad’s earliest biographers, Ibn Isāq
(d. 150⁄768), there is an early instance of
regarding these passages as an attack on
the Jews of Muammad’s own times. He
incorporated many of the verses recounting the sins of Israel — mainly from q 2
(“The Cow,” Sūrat al-Baqara) — in his description of conditions in Medina shortly
after Muammad’s emigration (q.v.; hijra)
from Mecca (Ibn Isāq, Sīra, ii, 177f.). Most
characteristic is his interpretation of q 2:40
in which the Children of Israel are commanded by God to remain faithful to his
covenant. For Ibn Isāq this verse is specifically addressed to the leaders of the Jews
of Medina, requesting them to keep faithful to God’s covenant, i.e. to believe in Amad (cf. q 61:6) when he comes to them
(Ibn Isāq, Sīra, ii, 181).
However, qurānic models of Israelite sin,

Qurānic Israelites and the Shīa
The qurānic Israelites play a key part in
Shīī tradition where their history foreshadows the history of the Shīīs. The massacre
of al- usayn and his following at Karbalā
by the hand of the Umayyads (61⁄680) is
equated in Shīī tradition to the evil ways
of the qurānic Israelites who killed their
prophets (Furāt, Tafsīr, i, 136, no. 162). The
Shīīs also applied to the Umayyads the
qurānic model of Pharaoh who slew the
sons of the Israelites (cf. q 40:25), an interpretation which meant that the persecuted
Shīīs were equal to the persecuted Israelites of Pharaoh’s time (e.g. abarī, Tarīkh,
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ii, 711; Ibn Atham, Futū , vi, 281).
More frequently, however, the Shīa (q.v.)
identify with the Children of Israel in their
role as a chosen community. Shīī qurānic
exegetes explain that the chosen Israelites
mentioned in the Qurān (e.g. in q 2:47)
stand for the Shīīs. This is based on the
notion that Isrāīl (see israel) is one of
Muammad’s own names (Ayyāshī, Tafsīr,
i, 62-3) which, in turn, implies that the
“Children of Israel” are Muammad’s
descendants, i.e. the imāms. Twelver Shīīs
found the most suitable Israelite model for
their imāms in the qurānic reference to the
twelve “chieftains” (nuqabā, sing. naqīb)
whom, according to q 5:12, Moses appointed to lead the Israelites. The twelve
imāms were held to be analogous to them
(Ibn Shahrāshūb, Manāqib, i, 258). See
imm; shism and the qurn.
Uri Rubin
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Christ (masī ) see jesus

Christianity see christians and
christianity

Christians and Christianity
Evidence for the presence of Christians
and currency of Christianity in the
Arabian milieu in which Islam was born
comes from the Qurān itself as well as
from reports included in other documents
of a similar date and provenance. From
these texts it is clear that by the beginning
of the ﬁrst Islamic century, toward the end
of the ﬁrst quarter of the seventh century
according to the common reckoning, the
number of Christians in the territories frequented by the Arab tribes in the Middle
East was on the increase (see tribes and
clans). Evidence of the Christian presence
on the periphery of Arabia proper, in
Syria⁄Palestine, in the Syrian desert, in
southern Iraq, south Arabia and the
coastal areas of the Red Sea as well as in
Ethiopia (q.v.) is abundant and widely discussed in modern histories of Christianity
in the Near East. Increasingly, there is further evidence of an important Christian
presence in the ﬁrst Islamic century within
Arabia, in the territories of the central
tribal confederations such as the Kinda, in
the area of Najrān (q.v.), and even in the
ijāz, in Mecca (q.v.) and its surroundings,
but the textual references are fragmentary,
sometimes obviously legendary and often
difﬁcult to interpret. So far the published
archaeological record is meager (see
archaeology and the qurn).
The province of Bostra⁄Bū rā
Already in New Testament times a Christian presence existed in Arab territory.
St. Paul reports that after his conversion,
needing time away from Damascus to
think about his experiences there, “I went
off to Arabia” (Gal 1:17). While Paul’s
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precise destination is unknown, it was in all
probability in the territories controlled by
the Nabateans, which in the year 106 c.e.
were to be incorporated into the Roman
Empire as the Province of Arabia. The
capital of the former Nabatean kingdom,
Bostra⁄Bū rā in due course became the
seat of a metropolitan bishop and by the
ﬁrst third of the third century, under
bishop Beryllus (d. after 244 c.e.) the city
was the scene of a theological controversy
that drew into its affairs the intervention of
no less an ecclesiastical ﬁgure than Origen
of Alexandria (ca. 185-ca. 251 c.e.) who
visited the locale at least three times over
the course of almost thirty years for purposes of theological consultation. By the
year 325 c.e. the Christian communities
had grown so numerous in the region that
there were ﬁve representatives of the
province of Arabia at the council of Nicea.
The churches in this Arab milieu had
strong ties with the Syriac-speaking, Aramaean churches in Mesopotamia, especially Edessa and its environs. In Mesopotamia from the fourth century onward
there was even a bishop for the nomad
Arabs, whose see in later times was Aqūla,
the site of Kūfa in the early Islamic period.
Arab tribes associated with these areas,
many of whom were at one time or another in alliance with the Byzantines (q.v.)
or Sasanians, include Tanūkh, āli,
Judhām, Kalb, Ghassān, Lakhm, and alayy. Syriac-speakers often used the name
of the last-mentioned tribe to designate all
Arabs and later the Muslims, viz., ayyāyê.

pilgrimage; holy places) such as Jerusalem (q.v.) in the Holy Land, Qalat Simān
and Ru āfa⁄Sergiopolis in Syria. What is
more, the Byzantine practice of forging
military alliances with Christianized Arab
tribes on the Arabian frontier of the empire to counterbalance the comparable arrangement made by the Persians to the
east, also encouraged the further spread of
Christianity among the Arabs of the interior. In this connection the mention of the
Ghassānid and Lakhmid confederations
and their special relationships with the Romans and the Persians respectively highlights the situation in the ﬁfth and sixth
centuries c.e.
The Ghassānids became the principal
group of Arab tribes who were the foederati
of Byzantium on the Arabian frontier in
the sixth century. The names of their leaders, ārith (Arethas), Mundhir and
Numān in particular, ﬁgure prominently
in the accounts of the troubled relations
between the Byzantines (q.v.) and the Persians in this period, in the annals of Byzantine political life more broadly as well as in
the record of the current ecclesiastical controversies. As for the territories under the
control of the Ghassānids, recent archaeological excavations in Transjordan have revealed the remains of extensive church and
monastery building at this time along the
whole extent of Rome’s Arabian frontier
(see church). Many of these installations
include strikingly beautiful mosaic ﬂoors,
some with Greek inscriptions, testifying to
a certain level of material prosperity as
well as cultural sophistication.
An important Christian center of inﬂuence among the Arab tribes in the territories under Persian inﬂuence in pre-Islamic
times was the Lakhmid enclave of īra, on
the lower Euphrates. Here, as was also the
case further to the north in Syrian Mesopotamia, the dominant ecclesiastical language was Syriac but the predominant

Ghassānids and Lakhmids
It is reasonable to suppose that Christianity
found its way into the Arab tribes on the
periphery of desert Arabia through the
ministrations of Greek and Aramaicspeaking monks in Sinai, Syria⁄Palestine,
Mesopotamia and Iraq as well as through
the attraction of pilgrimage centers (see
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confessional allegiance was that of the socalled “Nestorians” or the “Assyrian
Church of the East” whose principal
hierarch occupied the see of SeleuciaCtesiphon. The king of īra, Numan b.
Mundhir (583-ca. 602 c.e.), converted to
this Christian allegiance toward the end of
the sixth century but even prior to this development, the church had ﬂourished in
the area and its inﬂuence was felt in the
associated Arab tribes. Archaeological investigations on the coast of southern Arabia (see south arabia), especially along the
Persian Gulf, have uncovered a number of
sites with extensive church remains typical
of the Nestorians, particularly in the territory of modern Kuwait.
The movement of monks (see monasticism and monks), traders and caravans
(see caravan) from all these areas into
central Arabia was unhindered as was the
seasonal transhumance of the pastoral
nomads (q.v.) from the heart of the desert
to the pastures on the periphery at pilgrimage time in the spring of the year and at
other times as well (see calendar). These
were the traditional routes of Christianity’s
spread eastward and southward from the
beginning. By the time of Muammad’s
birth, in the late sixth century c.e., there is
every reason to think that Christianity
would have been well known, if not widely
practiced, in the very heart of Arabia.

ready present among them, probably came
to the Kinda with the enlistment of the
tribal leader, ārith b. Amr, as a Byzantine phylarch in the early sixth century.
Knowledge of the Christians of Najrān,
who ﬂourished in the sixth century as an
enclave of the “Jacobite” church in the
Arabic-speaking milieu of southwestern
Arabia, is mostly preserved in the Syriac
letters of Simeon of Bēth Arshām (ﬂ. ca.
525 c.e.) and in the enigmatic Book of the
imyarites. The texts tell of the martyrdom
of some 300 Christians around the year
520 c.e. at the hands of Yūsuf Asar Yathar,
the allegedly Jewish king of the imyarites. Their shrine in Najrān became a
pilgrimage center. In later times, Islamic
tradition passed on the account of a delegation of Christians from Najrān who are
said to have visited Muammad (q.v.) at
Medina (q.v.) and to have engaged in a debate with him about the true identity of the
Messiah, Jesus (q.v.), “son of Mary (q.v.).”
It ended, according to the Islamic exegetical tradition of a passage in the Qurān,
when the Christian delegation withdrew at
the threat of an ordeal to determine who
was telling the truth about Jesus (q 3:61-2),
the Muslims or the Christians (see W.
Schmucker, Mubāhala; see curse).
One ﬁnds in later Islamic traditions remarks which suggest that there was a cemetery in Mecca for Christians during Muammad’s lifetime and a Christian group
is mentioned who engaged in the water
trade there (see water). But the most dramatic record of a Christian presence in
Mecca is the claim voiced by al-Azraqī
(d. 222⁄837), the early historian of the
Muslim holy places, that among other
images in the Kaba (q.v.) there was an icon
of Mary and her son Jesus and that at the
“cleansing of the Kaba” of its idols the
Prophet himself forbade its effacement.
While legendary reports such as this one,
coming as they do from much later times in

Arabia Deserta
From the fragmentary sources it is clear
that already in the ﬁfth century, the Arab
tribal confederation of Kinda, whose leaders were originally from South Arabia
(q.v.), had gained a strong political presence in the center and the northern
reaches of the peninsula and had numerous contacts with both the Romans and the
Persians on the borders of Arabia as well
as with their Arab allies, the Ghassānids
and the Lakhmids. Christianity, if not al-
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Islamic history and normally rejected by
Islamic tradition criticism, cannot be cited
as convincing historical evidence, they do
nevertheless testify to the sense among at
least some early Muslim scholars of a more
than casual Christian presence in the world
of the Qurān at the very time of the birth
of Islam. In the Islamic scripture itself a
Christian presence among the Arabs who
were its primary audience is openly mentioned and evidently taken for granted.
The text refers to Christians, their beliefs
and practices, both directly and indirectly.

sarea (ca. 260-ca. 340 c.e.) that Abraham
could rightfully be considered a Christian
“in fact if not in name” (i, 4).
Once in the Qurān Christians are called
“Gospel People” (ahl al-injīl, q 5:47; see
injl) and they are admonished to “judge
by what God sent down in it.” However,
the Gospel (q.v.) is not what the Christians
think it is. Rather, the Torah (q.v.), the
Gospel and the Qurān are said to be on a
par in terms of God’s promise and covenant (q.v.; q 9:111). In the form in which
Jews and Christians have them, their scriptures are considered to be in some sense
distorted (q 2:75; see corruption). Jesus is
presented as being but God’s messenger
(q.v.), like Abraham and Moses (q.v.) before
him (q 42:13) and like Muammad after
him (q 3:144).
Some 14 times in the Qurān Christians
are named al-na ārā (sing. al-na rānī). Interpreters of the text in western languages,
both Muslims and non-Muslims, have customarily translated this term by substituting the noun “Christians” for it. Strictly
speaking, this is not a correct rendering
and the usage in fact obscures what the
text actually says. The Arabic noun Masīiyyūn, which does properly mean “Christians,” is never used in the Qurān.
The prevailing scholarly opinion is
that the Arabic term al-Na ārā is derived
from the name of Jesus’ home town of
Nazareth in Galilee and that it literally
means “Nazarenes,” alternately “Nazoreans,” that is to say, “people from Nazareth,” echoing the Greek nazôraioi and the
Syriac na rāyê. The Syriac name preserves
the original Aramaic form, from which the
Greek name was transcribed. This epithet
is applied in the singular to Jesus himself in
the Gospel (Matt 2:23; John 19:19) and in
the plural in the Acts of the Apostles (24:5)
to the associates of Paul who is himself described before the Roman governor Felix,
by Tertullus, an attorney for the Jewish

Direct references to Christians in the Qurān
In most passages of the Qurān that directly concern Christians, they are included, along with Jews and others, under
the general heading of “People of the
Book” or “Scripture People” (ahl al-kitāb,
see people of the book). This phrase occurs some 54 times in the Qurān, mostly
in passages that reﬂect events in the last ten
years of Muammad’s prophetic career,
when he governed the Muslim community
in Medina. Christians and Jews together
were among those who found some obstacles to the acceptance of the teachings of
the new revelations (see revelation and
inspiration; opposition to muammad).
The Qurān in turn observed faults and
short-comings in both Jewish and Christian
doctrines and practices. A major claim is
that Jews and Christians both had fallen
away from the faith of Abraham (q.v.),
whom all the scriptures recognize as
“God’s friend” (Isa 41:8; James 2:23;
q 4:125). Whereas, according to the
Qurān, “Abraham was neither a Jew nor a
‘Nazarene,’ but he was “ anīfan, musliman”
(see anf) and he was not one of the polytheists” (q 3:67). The implied claim in this
passage, that Abraham was a protoMuslim, is reminiscent of the comparable
early Christian claim, recorded in the
Ecclesiastical history of Eusebius of Cae-
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elders, as “a ringleader of the sect of Nazoreans.” In later times the same Greek
noun was used in the plural by Epiphanius
of Salamis (ca. 315-403 c.e.) and other
heresiographers of the established Church
of the Roman empire, to designate a
“Christian” community deemed heretical
because of their Christological views. But
in Greek the term was never used to designate “Christians” in general. However, the
case was otherwise in Aramaic usage
where the cognate noun in Syriac, na rāyê,
was widely used in the early period to designate “Christians” in general, particularly
in works by east Syrian writers living in the
Persian empire.
Some early commentators on the Qurān, both Muslim and Arab Christian,
seeking a properly Islamic sense for the
term al-na ārā have posited a linguistic connection in Arabic on the basis of the
shared root consonants n- -r between the
noun al-na ārā and the expression an ār
Allāh, “God’s helpers,” as it is used in the
Qurān to refer to Jesus’ apostles (al- awāriyyūn) in q 61:14 (see apostle). On this
hypothesis, which is rejected by grammarians on philological grounds, the noun alna ārā as it is used in the Qurān would then
be thought to indicate people in the Arabian milieu who were considered as in some
way being “God’s helpers” in the manner
of Jesus’ apostles, that is to say, those customarily called “Christians” elsewhere.
For the sake of completeness, one should
note that some commentators have sought
a connection between the no rîm of Jewish
rabbinical literature and the na ārā of the
Qurān; both terms may be considered to
have a similar etymology and to have been
used to designate “Christians.” And while
there were certainly Jews in the environs of
Mecca and Medina (see jews and judaism),
it nevertheless seems most likely that the
Arabic term na ārā as it is used in the
Qurān is a calque of the Syriac word

na rāyê, meaning “Nazarenes” or “Nazoreans.” It preserves an archaic usage current, though not dominant, in east Syrian
circles, according to which “Christians” in
general are called “Nazarenes,” “Nazoreans,” mostly by non-Christians. There
are numerous other instances in the Qurān in which the Arabic religious vocabulary is used in accordance with the sense
of the cognate words in Syriac. This is not
surprising in contexts evoking Christian
belief or practice since it is clear that the
Christianity known in tribal Arabia during
the time of the Qurān’s appearance had
its most immediate background in the
Syriac-speaking communities of the desert’s landward fringes.
The Qurān’s posture towards Christians in the Arabian milieu is somewhat
guarded. On the one hand, there are positive comments in the text about them but
there are also sharp criticisms. In general,
the Qurān says, the Christians (i.e. the
“Nazarenes”) will give Muslims a friendlier
reception than will the Jews or the polytheists. And the text gives as the reason for this
friendly attitude the fact that among the
Christians “there are presbyters and monks,
and the fact that they do not behave arrogantly” (q 5:82). But in other passages
there are strictures against monks. People
in the past are said to have wrongly taken
them as masters instead of God, and the
monks themselves, the passage says, were
among those who “would consume people’s wealth (q.v.) for nought and turn them
aside from God’s way” (q 9:31, 34). So it is
not surprising in yet another passage to
read that from the Qurān’s viewpoint, the
development of monasticism in the Christian community followed a path of unwarranted innovation (q.v.). The text says,
“Monasticism they invented; we prescribed
for them only to seek God’s favor, but they
did not keep its right observance” (q 57:27).
Given this ambivalence about such a
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typical ecclesiastical institution as monasticism, it is hardly surprising to read at
another place in the Qurān about the
Christian community at large that although they may give Muslims a friendlier
reception than do most people of other religions, Muslims nevertheless should not,
the text insists, take either Jews or “Nazarenes” as their friends (q 5:51). For, as the
scripture also says, “Neither the Jews nor
the ‘Nazarenes’ will be pleased with you
until you follow their religion” (q 2:120).
While listing the Christians (i.e. the “Nazarenes”) among those who generally believe
in God and the last day (see last judgment) and who do the works of righteousness (q 2:62), the Qurān nonetheless also
exhorts Muslims to ﬁght against such “People of the Book” who do not uphold these
truths until they pay the tribute (al-jizya,
see taxation) and are humble (cf. q 9:29).
The Qurān charges that the “People of
the Book” exaggerate in their religion
(q 4:171; 5:77). The text in these passages
clearly rejects the conventional Christian
doctrines of the Trinity (q.v.) and the Incarnation (q 4:171; 5:17, 72, 73, 116, 117),
teaching to the contrary that Jesus, Mary’s
son, is but a man like Adam (see adam and
eve) before him (q 3:59) and that he is
God’s messenger (q 5:75). The text also rejects the conventional Christian view of
the cruciﬁxion of Jesus in terms (shubbiha
lahum, q 4:157) that are reminiscent of certain issues in the Christological controversies in the churches of the time such as
those of the so-called Aphthartodocetists and
the followers of Julian of Halikarnassos (d.
after 518 c.e.). They bedeviled the “Jacobite” followers of the teachings of Severus
of Antioch (ca. 465-538 c.e.), who were
prominent among the Christians of west
Syrian theological heritage in the Arabian
milieu of Muammad’s day. On the face of
it, the passage is addressed to Jews, as a
reprimand for inﬁdelity, for slander against

Mary, the mother of Jesus, and for the
claim that they killed Jesus by cruciﬁxion.
These are charges against Jews that are reﬂected in Syriac Christian texts as well.
Two things are very clear in the Qurān’s
assessment of conventional Christian
teaching: the view that the doctrines of the
Trinity and the Incarnation are wrong; and
that in propounding them Christians go to
an excess or they go beyond the bounds of
scriptural truth in their religious confession. From the Qurān’s perspective the exaggeration consists in saying more about
God and about Jesus than the Torah and
the Gospel warrant one to say. And the
Qurān goes on to suggest that the exaggeration comes more proximately from the
tendency on the part of Christian teachers
“to follow the whims of a people who had
earlier gone into error (q.v.), and had led
many into error, and who had gone off the
right path into error” (q 5:77). The earlier
people in question are the polytheists. Like
the polytheists who also thought the one
God had offspring, the Christians, according to the Qurān, have exposed themselves
to the charge of inﬁdelity and are liable to
be branded as inﬁdels. The text says,
“They have become inﬁdels who say that
God is one of three” (q 5:73).
The “one of three” with whom this verse
(q 5:73) claims the Christians wrongfully
identify God is, as the text itself goes on to
make clear, Jesus the Messiah (q 5:75). In
fact, the otherwise enigmatic epithet “one
of three” sometimes translated “third of
three” (thālith al-thalātha) ﬁnds its best explanation in the recognition that it reﬂects
an epithet applied to Christ in Syriac
Christian usage, the tradition most immediately available to Arab Christians. The
epithet in Syriac is thlîthāyǎ, no easier to
translate into a western language than the
Qurān’s reﬂection of it in Arabic. It
means “third,” “threefold,” “treble” or
“trine” and is sometimes used in the plural
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to refer to the three “persons” or “hypostases” of the Trinity. As an epithet of Christ
it evoked for the liturgical poets in Syriac
primarily the recollection of their belief in
Christ’s three-day stay in the tomb, after
his passion and death on the cross, before
his resurrection. That Jesus is “one of
three” along with God and a Spirit from
him, all three of whom are one God, is the
Christian tenet the Qurān criticizes most
explicitly in q 4:171. In the Qurān’s view
the Christian doctrine of the Trinity thus
involves an association of creatures with
God the creator, an inﬁdelity that participates in the pagan inﬁdelity of polytheism
(see polytheism and atheism). The basic
problem with Christian teaching, according to the Qurān, is that “the ‘Nazarenes’
say that Christ is the Son of God… imitating the parlance of those who disbelieved
before” (q 9:30). It is for this reason that in
another place the Qurān puts an emphasis
on Jesus’ full humanity by saying, “With
God Jesus is as Adam; he created him from
dust, then said to him ‘Be,’ and he was”
(q 3:59; see creation).
The Qurān often calls Jesus “Mary’s
son” as if to insist that he is in no strict
sense God’s son as the Christians say. The
Qurān fully accepts Jesus’ virgin birth from
Mary, who became pregnant with him at
the message of an angel (q.v.; q 3:45-9;
19:1-22). But to say that Jesus the Messiah
is God’s son is to say that he is God or an
associate of God in divinity, so the Qurān
explicitly teaches, “They disbelieved who
said God is the Messiah, Mary’s son. Say,
who could prevail with God in anything if
he wanted to destroy the Messiah, Mary’s
son, and his mother” (q 5:17). Furthermore, in a passage that pointedly criticizes
the typical Christian veneration of Jesus
and his mother Mary in both liturgy and
icon (see idols and images), the Qurān envisions what God will ask Jesus at the end
of time. He will say, “Jesus, son of Mary,
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did you say to mankind, ‘Take me and my
mother as two gods besides God?’ ”
(q 5:116).
Melkites, Jacobites and Nestorians
In its direct references to Christian beliefs
and practices as well as in its judgments of
them, the Qurān is reﬂecting its interaction with those main-line Christian communities whose Arabophone members
owed their ecclesiastical formation to the
monks and preachers whose languages
were principally Syriac together with some
Greek and Coptic. They were the “Melkites,” “Jacobites” and “Nestorians” long
familiar from the Christian history of the
area; the progress of their teaching and
preaching among the Arabs from the ﬁfth
century c.e. onward is demonstrable from
a number of sources. The Qurān assumes
that members of its audience are already
familiar with the Bible stories and with
many customary Christian interpretations
of them. Too often in the past, Western
scholars in particular have wrongly interpreted the rhetorical devices (see rhetoric of the qurn) of the Qurān’s criticism or rejection of conventional Christian
doctrines as ﬂawed reports of misunderstood teachings or as echoes of the doctrines of shadowy groups such as the
“Nazarenes⁄Nazoreans” or the “Collyridians” of the Byzantine heresiographers
or of “Jewish Christian” groups often mentioned by modern scholars, no historical
trace of whom is otherwise to be found in
the Arabian milieu in the time of Muammad and the Qurān. Such interpretations
have themselves often been the product of
a polemical or of an apologetic agenda in
regard to the Qurān rather than the yield
of a credible historical examination of the
milieu in which the text appeared, and to
which it spoke in the ﬁrst instance. In light
of the plentiful evidence of the presence of
Christians in the world of earliest Islam,
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their several conventional denominations
of that time and place, the most plausible
interpretive stratagem is to relate the Qurān’s statements about the “Nazarenes”
and the “People of the Book,” their beliefs
and practices, to these known Christian
groups with reference to the largely Syriac
idiom in which modern scholars can ﬁnd
written expressions of their faith and
works. On this reading of the evidence, the
“Nazarenes” of whom the Qurān speaks
were no other group than the “Melkites,”
“Jacobites” and “Nestorians” of ordinary
church history, notwithstanding the fact
that in earlier times there were some who
were called “Nazarenes⁄Nazoreans” by the
Byzantine heresiographers, whom they described as espousing views which, in hindsight, some modern scholars would regard
as being compatible with views of Christ
expressed in the Qurān. Rather, the term
“Nazarenes” as it is used in the Qurān is
taken to be a general one reﬂecting an
archaic Syriac usage and indicating those
“People of the Book” whom others customarily called “Christians.” The Qurān
would have had its own reasons for not
using the more customary nomenclature
and it is not inconceivable that these were
polemical reasons comparable to the use
of the cognate term no rīm by Jews as
attested in some rabbinical texts and in
accordance with the practice of nonChristians, as reported in Syriac texts, of
calling Christians in Persia “Nazarenes⁄
Nazoreans.”

to the troubles of the neighboring Byzantines (q 30:2). Yet by far the most signiﬁcant indirect evidence for the presence of
Christians in the world of the Qurān is the
sustained dialogue in the text about the
proper understanding of the numerous
biblical characters and events mentioned
there as well as allusions to and comments
on narratives that were widespread in the
Christian communities of the day especially in the Syriac-speaking milieu such as
the story of the “Companions of the
Cave” (q 18:9-26; see cave; men of the
cave) or the memory of episodes in the
apocryphal Gospels (q 5:110). Biblical and
literary echoes such as these evoke the
realm of intertextuality in virtue of which
the Qurān presumes in its audience a basic familiarity with narratives which are
also to be found in the Bible and the lore of
the churches. This textually-necessary presumption of familiarity with ecclesiastical
lore is itself a testimony to the signiﬁcant
presence of Christians in the milieu of the
Qurān and it demonstrates that from its
origins, Islam has been in dialogue with
Christianity as it has been with Judaism.

Indirect reference to Christians in the Qurān
Indirectly, the Qurān attests to the presence of Christianity and to Christians
themselves in a number of passages that
mention in passing such typical institutions
and personages as monasteries and
churches (q 22:40), monks and monasticism (q 57:27), people who argue with
Muslims about religion (e.g. q 3:61) or even

Sīra and adīth
Other Islamic texts from the early period
similarly document the ample presence of
Christianity and Christians in the milieu of
the Qurān. These include in particular the
collections of pre-Islamic, Arabic poetry
put together in the days of the early caliphs, which sometimes refer to Christians
and their activities. In some instances the
poets themselves were Christians but their
poems did not on this account exhibit notably Christian themes. What is more to
the point, Christians ﬁgure somewhat prominently in the numerous traditions assembled in the literature of the biography of
the Prophet Muammad. Here the Christians portrayed as intimately involved with
the Prophet range from monks like Bar,
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to the monotheist ( anīf ) Waraqa b. Nawfal
and the early Companion of the Prophet,
Salmān the Persian. In the adīth collections that came to govern religious practice
in the Islamic community in later times
there are also numerous evocations of
Christianity. These and many other testimonies in Islam’s foundational documents
are, at the very least, literary intimations
of the presence of Christianity, as the confessional “other” in the matrix of the delineation of the new community’s distinctive
religious proﬁle.

this connection, one might think of the
Qurān as having done for the Arabic language what the translations of the Bible
did for the development of the Germanic
and Slavonic languages in other parts of
the world, just one or two centuries later.
As for actual Christian texts in Arabic, the
evidence in hand suggests that they were
ﬁrst produced in the eighth Christian century, in early Abbāsid times, in monastic
communities in the conquered territories
outside of Arabia properly so-called. Typically, they exhibit a sometimes hypercorrect idiom that reﬂects the conventions of
a developing Middle Arabic diction which
had as its background the concurrent evolution of the classical form of the Arabic
language. By the time of the appearance of
these texts, the language of the Arab conquerors of the Middle East was fast becoming the lingua franca of all the peoples
living in the burgeoning Islamic commonwealth and the principal carrier of their
cultures, Christians included.

Pre-Islamic, Arab Christian texts?
While there is thus abundant conﬁrmation
of Christianity among the Arabs in the
world in which Islam was born, there is as
yet no conclusive evidence of the existence
of a pre-Islamic, Christian literature in
Arabic. The patristic and liturgical heritage of the Arab Christians before the rise
of Islam was predominantly Aramaic and
Greek. As their own indigenous poetry was
mostly oral, there is every reason to think
that there would also have been among
them a vibrant, oral Christian culture in
Arabic reﬂecting in translation the religious diction of the Greek and especially
the Syriac-speaking monks and preachers
from whom the Arabs would have learned
their Christian discourse. Traces of this
diction seem to have survived even within
the Qurān itself (see foreign vocabulary). But as for the liturgy and the Bible
or any other Christian text in the form of
written translations into Arabic from the
time before the rise of Islam, scholars have
so far not been able to ﬁnd any conclusive
evidence of their existence. Perhaps this is
not so surprising a fact; it was arguably the
Qurān itself that gave the Arabic language a literary deﬁnition and provided a
point of reference for the development of
a classical language from a welter of previously current, tribal speech patterns. In
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No single collection of biblical writings,
normative, apocryphal or midrashic, however, has been identiﬁed as the major
source on which the Qurān might have
depended directly. Nevertheless, as the last
holy book in the historical sequence of the
great world religions, the Qurān stands in
a clear chronological relationship to the
biblical tradition of Judaism and Christianity. There is no evidence that this tradition
had been translated into Arabic by the
time of Muammad, either as a whole corpus or in the form of single books. It is a
widely shared view among historians of religion that Muammad’s knowledge of the
biblical tradition came principally, if not
exclusively, from oral sources. This oral
lore, enriched by extra-biblical additions
and commentary, was communicated to
Muammad in his mother tongue. It, however, ultimately originated in traditions
recorded mainly in Syriac, Ethiopian,
Aramaic and Hebrew, as evidenced by the
vocabulary of foreign origin to be found
in the Arabic Qurān (see foreign vocabulary). In the main, this foreign vocabulary
had already been assimilated, however,
into the Arabic religious discourse of
Muammad’s native environment.
The Qurān is the ﬁrst book-length production of Arabic literature and as such
stands at the crossroads of the pre-Islamic
oral, highly narrative and poetical tradition
of the Arabic language (q.v.) and the written, increasingly scholarly prose tradition
of the subsequently evolving civilization of
Islam (see orality and writings in
arabia). The beginnings of this transition
in the Arabic language from the oral to
the written tradition can be pinpointed
chronologically to the time and person of
Muammad and can be seen as clearly
reﬂected in the rhymed prose style of the
Qurān. This rhymed prose (saj, see
rhymed prose), the mode of speech of
the pre-Islamic soothsayer’s oracles (see

Chronological Sequence of the
Qurān see chronology and the
qurn

Chronology and the Qurān
The Qurān is the most recent of the major sacred scriptures to have appeared
in the chronology of human history. It
originated at a crucial moment in time
when Muammad proclaimed it in the
northwestern half of the Arabian peninsula during the ﬁrst quarter of the seventh
century c.e. The Qurān exhibits a signiﬁcant relationship to the biblical tradition,
the scriptures of Judaism and Christianity,
while it shows no literary afﬁnity to the sacred literatures of Hinduism and Buddhism and little to Zoroastrian sacred writings (see scripture and the qurn). The
elements of the biblical tradition included
in the Qurān echo themes found in the
apocryphal and midrashic writings of Judaism and Christianity more than those incorporated in their normative scriptures,
the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament.
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divination), is a characteristic of the Qurān, the ﬁrst sizeable Arabic document
to exhibit this form of speech in written
form. The roots of the Qurān as the ﬁrst
Arabic book can also be discovered in its
content. In its verses (q.v.) the Qurān captured many topics that had formed an
important part of the worship and cult of
the non-scriptural tribal religion practiced
in pre-Islamic Arabia (see south arabia,
religion in pre-islamic). Again, it is not
possible to ascribe the origin of the Qurān
to any single current of pre-Islamic tribal
religion, though the religious practice of
Mecca (q.v.) exerted the most inﬂuence on
the vision of Arab tribal religion that
Muammad had acquired in his early
youth (see pre-islamic arabia and the
qurn).
While the historian of religion classiﬁes
the Qurān as the last major scripture to
appear in human history and the ﬁrst
actual book to be produced in the Arabic
language, the Muslim believer views it as a
text that in its essence fundamentally transcends all matters of chronology. For the
believer the Qurān lies beyond the horizon of chronological analysis because it is
the word of God, which is beyond all time,
and the supreme book of divine revelation
that derives its origin from God eternal
(see revelation and inspiration). Since
the dawn of creation (q.v.), God has manifested his will to humanity, revealing himself in his divine speech (q.v.). His word
became book (q.v.) in the revealed scriptures that were communicated to the
prophets throughout human history (see
prophets and prophethood). The Qurān
is the most perfect and ultimate form of
this divine revelation and represents the ﬁnal stage of a process of “in-libration,” the
divine speech becoming holy book. In essence there is only one timeless revelation
reiterated by the prophets, God’s messengers (see messenger) throughout the ages,

without any contribution of their own.
From Adam (q.v.) through Abraham (q.v.),
Moses (q.v.), David (q.v.) and Jesus (q.v.) to
Muammad, the messengers are human
beings and divinely chosen mouthpieces of
revelation through whom, in chronological
succession, God speaks forth the primordial truth he wishes to reveal. God is the
sole author of revealed scripture and his
word passes untouched through the messenger whom it neither transforms nor divinizes. God is the speaker of the Qurān,
Muammad its recipient; an angel of revelation, eventually identiﬁed as Gabriel
(q.v.), its intermediary agent. Since the
Qurān is and remains God’s very own
words, it includes only God’s voice without
any admixture of human speech. It literally is God’s word, word for word. It holds
nothing radically new because it brings the
oldest thing of all, the ﬁrst proclamation,
unknown in the Arabic tongue prior to
Muammad: God is one, creator of this
world and judge in the world to come (see
last judgment). Though clearly revealed
at a deﬁnite point in time, in its essence the
Qurān is rooted in the eternity of God
(see createdness of the qurn).
The essential content of the divine revelation that would become the proclamation
of the prophets is recorded in a heavenly
book (q.v.), “the mother [i.e. essence] of
the book,” a qurānic phrase denoting the
archetype of all divine revelation that is
preserved in heaven and guarded by the
angels (see preserved tablet). From this
heavenly, a-temporal archetype the Qurān
was revealed in clear Arabic to Muammad, the last prophet and messenger of
God. Clearly understood, faithfully proclaimed and accurately recited by Muammad in historical time, the Qurān, according to the normative Muslim view, was
memorized with exact precision and also
collected in book-form by Muammad’s
followers after his death. Then it was
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recited and copied with inﬁnite care in
continuous transmission from generation
to generation. Today, as in the past, the
Qurān is copied and recited in Arabic,
pronounced only in Arabic in Muslim ritual worship, by Arabs and non-Arabs alike
(see recitation of the qurn). It cannot
be rendered adequately into any other
tongue and, in the Muslim view, all translations are crutches, at best helpful explanations of its original intention and at worst
doubtful makeshifts endangering its true
meaning. Inasmuch as Muslims believe
that the Qurān has been preserved unchanged through time in its pristine Arabic, it is superior to all other scriptures
because of the faulty form in which these
latter have been preserved by their respective communities. In particular, the revealed scripture given to Jesus, called the
injīl (q.v.; see gospel) and also the scripture
given to Moses, called the tawrāh (see
torah) have undergone alteration (ta rīf,
see corruption) at the hands of their followers through such modiﬁcation of the
original texts as insertions, omissions or falsiﬁcations (see polemic and polemical
language). In Muslim eyes, the Qurān
alone has remained unchanged over time
in its divinely-willed form, transcending
chronology both in its origin from God
eternal and in its minutely faithful transmission through the centuries.
While respecting the faith perspective of
Muslim believers about the Qurān, there
have been since the middle of the last century philologists and orientalists and then
in the present century islamicists and textcritical scholars of the history of religions
who have tried to analyze the Qurān as a
literary text and historical source. These
scholarly approaches have focused principally on questions involving the “chronology” of the Qurān. What is the selfperception of time and history in the
Qurān? What are the historical data in the

Qurān that link it chronologically to Muammad’s life and career? What differences exist between the chronological sequence of the revelation of individual
qurānic passages and the actual order of
the chapters (suwar, sing. sūra) and verses
(āyāt, sing. āya) that appear in the ﬁnal redaction of the Qurān as a book? What
were the major stages of composition and
redaction that were taken sequentially by
the early Muslim community to produce
the book of the Qurān in the form in
which it appears today? These questions,
focused on the chronology of the Qurān,
were to become of central importance in
any scholarly analysis of the text, its content, its style, its composition, its redaction
and the history of its early transmission
until the ﬁnal ﬁxation of the normative
text of the Qurān. Due to the complexity
of each of these questions, they shall be
addressed separately below.
Qurānic perception of time
The qurānic text reﬂects an atomistic concept of time, while lacking a notion of time
as divided into past, present and future.
Chieﬂy this is because Arabic grammar
knows only two aspects of time (q.v.), complete and incomplete, without distinguishing precisely between present and future.
The Qurān also rejects the pre-Islamic fatalism of impersonal time (dahr, see fate)
which holds sway over everything and
erases human works without hope for life
beyond death (cf. q 39:42; 45:24; 76:1). Afﬁrming resurrection (q.v.) of the body and
life in the world to come (see eschatology), the Qurān explains time from the
perspective of a transcendent monotheism
(see god and his attributes) that promises
paradise (q.v.) and threatens eternal damnation (see hell). Obliterating the spell of
fate and subduing the all-pervading power
of time, God almighty made the heavens
and the earth (q 6:73; 7:54; 10:3; 11:7; 25:59;
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32:4; 50:38; 57:4) and formed the ﬁrst human being in an instant through his command, “Be!” (q 3:59; for other references
to God’s creative ability, cf. q 2:117; 3:47;
16:40; 19:35; 36:82; 40:68). He gives life
and brings death according to his will and
rules each moment of human existence
(q 53:44-54; cf. 35:12; 39:42; 40:69; 50:42):
God is the Lord of each instant; what he
has decreed happens. The most common
term adopted in Arabic for time, zamān,
does not appear in the Qurān, nor does
qidam, its counterpart for eternity. The
Qurān, however, has a great variety of
terms for time understood as a moment or
short duration (e.g. waqt, īn, ān, yawm, sāa).
These terms give expression to an atomism
of time that includes a vision of God acting
instantaneously in the world as the sole true
cause. Of itself, creation (q.v.) is discontinuous. It appears to be continuous only because of God’s compassionate consistency.

ries of such typological events, in which
the features of similarity override the actual differences among individual stories of
the prophets. The best explanation for this
recurrent typological pattern is Muammad’s ingenious interpretation of history
in the light of his own life and time, which
he took as the yardstick, projecting his own
experience back onto all other messengers
before him. Just as the qurānic emphasis
on the atomism of time had frozen the ﬂux
of time into that of reiterated instants of
God’s action, so its typology of history had
collapsed the rich variety of past events
into a regularly recurring pattern. Not pretending to be a document of historical record, the Qurān simply represents the prophetic preaching of Muammad, making
passing references to his personal situation,
the opposition of his adversaries (see opposition to muammad) and the questions
of his followers. Consequently it often
lacks precise historical information, mention of the speciﬁc dates of events and determination of detailed or approximate
historical settings (see history and the
qurn).

Qurānic perception of history
Bolstered by the lack of genuine verbs for
“to be” and “to become” in the Arabic
language, the atomism of time also underlies the qurānic vision of history, which is
typological in nature and focused on the
history of the prophets. In the Qurān, history is seen as the scenario of God’s sending messengers as warners (see warning)
and guides to successive generations (q.v.),
each of whom rejects the monotheistic
message that the prophets proclaim and is
overtaken by a devastating divine punishment (see punishment stories). Whether it
refers to the legendary peoples of the ancient Arabs and their leaders or to biblical
ﬁgures such as Noah (q.v.), Lot (q.v.) and
their people, the same typology is repeated
from messenger to messenger. Each of
them comes with an essentially identical
message and is himself saved, while his disobedient people are destroyed. History in
the Qurān is principally portrayed as a se-

Qurānic references to events contemporaneous with
the lifetime of Mu ammad
There are certain allusions, however, which
may be retrieved from the text of the Qurān as indicators of historical circumstances that relate to Muammad’s life and
times. These references are often obscure.
They refer to Muammad’s orphanage
(see orphans), his uncle Abū Lahab (see
family of the prophet), his persecution
at the hands of the Meccans, the tribal
boycott of his clan at Mecca, the political
rivalry of Mecca with āif and the religious practices observed at the Meccan
sanctuary of the Kaba (q.v.), the hills of
afā (q.v.) and Marwa (q.v.), Mount Arafāt
(see araft) and the sanctuary in alMuzdalifa. A somewhat cryptic reference
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to the military defeat of the Byzantine
forces at the hands of their Persian
enemies — probably leading to their loss of
Jerusalem in 614 c.e. — is found in
q 30:2-5 (see byzantines). The return to
Mecca of some of Muammad’s followers
who had emigrated to Abyssinia (q.v.) —
probably in 615 c.e. — and had recited
q 19 to the Negus, may be connected with
q 53:19-23 on the basis of references found
in the traditional biography of Muammad (see sra and the qurn). The conversion of Umar (q.v.) — dated on the basis of extra-qurānic sources to the year
618 c.e. — occurred after the revelation of
q 20. The emigration (hijra) of Muammad and his followers from Mecca to Medina (see emigration), which is generally
understood as the ﬁrst ﬁrm date of the Islamic era (see calendar), is implied in
q 2:218, although its actual dating to September, 622 can only be determined with
the help of extra-qurānic sources. The
change of the direction toward which ritual prayer must be performed (qibla, q.v.),
which Muammad initiated more than a
year after settling in Medina, is signaled in
q 2:142-4 in association with q 2:150.
For the time after the emigration, there
are explicit references to battles fought by
Muammad at Badr (q.v.; 2⁄624) and
unayn (q.v.; 8⁄630), and circumstantial
references to the battle of Uud (q.v.;
3⁄625), the encounter at the Trench (5⁄627),
and the expeditions to Khaybar (q.v.;
7⁄628) and Tabūk (9⁄630, see expeditions
and battles). We ﬁnd as well implicit
references to the pledges made by Muammad at Aqaba in the year prior to the emigration (cf. q 40:12) and at al- udaybiya
(q.v.) in 6⁄628 (cf. q 48:27 in association
with 48:18), the expulsion of the Jewish
tribe of Banū l-Na īr from Medina (cf.
q 59:1-24; see nar), an episode involving
Muammad’s adopted son Zayd b.
āritha (q.v.; cf. q 33:37) and a reference to

Muammad’s qurānic address at his farewell pilgrimage (cf. q 5:3; see farewell).
The dates for these events, however, can
only be supplied from extra-qurānic
sources such as the biographical literature
on the Prophet. Qurānic passages with
chronological implications that are linked
to the inner development of Muammad’s
prophetic career and religious experience
are q 96:1-5 and 74:1-7 (Muammad’s call
to prophethood), q 53:1-18 and 81:15-29
(Muammad’s visions, see visions) and
q 17:1 (Muammad’s night journey; see
ascension) among others. As is evident
from all of these mainly circumstantial references, the framework for dating qurānic
verses in relation to Muammad’s life is
rather tenuous. There are no reliable
chronological references in the Qurān itself that could be matched with the period
prior to the emigration and there are only
a few ﬁrm dates concerning events of Muammad’s biography after the emigration
that can be coordinated chronologically
with qurānic verses. Again, hardly any of
the historical events in question can be established purely by reference to the Qurān
without recourse to extra-qurānic sources.
Early Islamic methods for determining the order in
which Mu ammad received the revelations
From the earliest centuries of Islam, the
jurists and scholars of religious law ( fuqahā) developed a particular sensitivity for
chronological inconsistencies affecting a
variety of legal stipulations in the Qurān.
Acknowledging the differences and variations of regulation found in disparate
verses of the Qurān, they developed a theory of abrogation (al-nāsikh wa-l-mansūkh,
see abrogation), which established lists
of abrogating and abrogated verses on the
basis of their chronological order. This
analysis had its earliest example in the
systematic work entitled al-Nāsikh wa-lmansūkh of Abū Ubayd al-Qāsim b. Sal-
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lām (d. 224⁄838). For this theory — the
qurānic basis for which is found in q 2:106
and 16:101 — examples into the hundreds
were cited. q 5:90, prohibiting the drinking
of wine, was understood as abrogating
q 2:219 and 4:43, which tolerated it (see
intoxicants). q 4:10-1 on inheritance (q.v.),
allotting to the relatives speciﬁc shares in a
deceased’s estate, were seen as revoking
q 2:180, which had instituted testamentary
provisions for parents and nearest kin.
q 8:66 was taken to reduce from ten to two
the number of unbelievers against whom
the Muslims in q 8:65 were required to
ﬁght. The “sword verse” (q 9:5) alone was
thought to have replaced 124 other verses.
The “Ibn Adam verse” and verses praising
the martyrs of Bir Maūna (see martyr)
were claimed to have been lost altogether.
The locus of the spurious “stone verse,”
mandating ritual stoning (q.v.) as a punishment for fornication, was believed to have
been omitted from the qurānic text (see
adultery and fornication). The highly
controversial and infamous “Satanic
verses” (q.v.), cited in the extra-qurānic literature (e.g. abarī, Tarīkh, i, 1192-3), were
understood as having been actually replaced by q 53:19-23 with the signiﬁcantly
later q 22:52-3 explaining the Satanic interference. (See also chastisement and
punishment; boundaries and precepts).
Other Muslim scholars, especially the
early works of qurānic exegetes (mufassirūn), were fully aware of the scanty
amount of chronological information that
could be retrieved from the Qurān and
hence turned to the Prophet’s biography
(sīra, see sra and the qurn), the reports
about his actions and words ( adīth) and
the early historiography of Muammad’s
campaigns (maghāzī) for circumstances that
might be seen as linked to individual passages of the Qurān. This led to the development of a separate genre of literature
called “the occasions of the revelation”

(asbāb al-nuzūl, exempliﬁed by the work of
al-Wāidī, d. 468⁄1075-6; see occasions of
revelation) that connected a small portion of qurānic verses with actual occurrences and with stories about Muammad’s time and career, many of which
were legendary. The method of the scholars dealing with the theory of abrogation
was primarily intra-qurānic, i.e. replacing
the legislative force of one qurānic verse
with that of another. It, however, also
made ample room for a adīth to be abrogated by another adīth and cited cases
where a qurānic passage was abrogated by
a adīth or vice versa (see adth and the
qurn). On the contrary, the method of
the scholars dealing with the occasions of
the revelation was primarily extra-qurānic,
relating qurānic verses to circumstances
that could be established through recourse
to the extra-qurānic literature of the Islamic scholarly tradition. Both methods focused their chronological analysis on individual or isolated qurānic verses and small
passages rather than on qurānic chapters
and sūras as integral units of revelation.
This approach, attentive to individual
qurānic passages, was very much in step
with the piecemeal character of the
qurānic revelation itself.
Another group of Muslim scholars active
in later medieval times based their analysis
of qurānic chronology on the assumption
that the individual sūras formed the original units of revelation and could best be
divided into two sets, Meccan and Medinan, according to whether they were revealed before or after the emigration (hijra).
This division into Meccan and Medinan
sūras became the most characteristic
method of chronological analysis. The ﬁrst
attempt of this kind was the list of sūras attributed to Ibn Abbās (d. 68⁄688), the traditional father of qurānic exegesis. Later
scholars further elaborated this system
until it achieved ﬁxation in the qurānic
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commentary of al-Bay āwī (d. 716⁄1316)
and the Itqān of al-Suyū ī (d. 911⁄1505).
Centuries later the latter became the principal starting point for Western scholarship
on qurānic chronology. Muslim scholars,
however, had to cope with the fact that the
exact chronological listing of sūras had
been in dispute since Qatāda (d. 112⁄730)
and that qurānic scholars had not managed to agree on whether certain sūras
were either Meccan or Medinan, and thus
had furnished a list of 17 disputed sūras,
namely q 13; 47; 55; 57; 61; 64; 83; 95; 97;
98; 99; 100; 102; 107; 112; 113; 114). To these
other scholars added six more (q 49; 62;
63; 77; 89; 92). The traditional chronological order attributed to Ibn Abbās, however, became widely accepted and was generally adopted by the Egyptian standard
edition of the Qurān published in 1924. It
enumerated 86 Meccan sūras and added
headings to each sūra indicating its exact
chronological locus in the traditional order
of revelation established by Muslim scholarship. It also noted later Medinan verses
which were inserted into a number of the
earlier Meccan sūras and cited three Medinan sūras (q 8; 47; 9) that incorporated earlier verses. This Muslim method of chronological analysis, separating Meccan from
Medinan sūras, reﬂected two basic assumptions, namely that the sources of traditional
Muslim scholarship provided a solidly reliable basis for the chronological ordering of
the sūras and that the sūras could be treated
and dated as integral units of revelation.

ical order of qurānic chapters and passages that could be correlated with the development and varying circumstances of
Muammad’s religious career. Beginning
with Gustav Weil (Historisch-kritische Einleitung, Bielefeld 1844), this Western chronological approach to the Qurān achieved its
climax in the highly-acclaimed Geschichte
des Qorans by Theodor Nöldeke (Göttingen
1860). It was later revised and expanded by
Friedrich Schwally (Leipzig 1909-19) and
later by Gotthelf Bergsträsser and Otto
Pretzl (Leipzig 1938) into a three-volume
work. This work became the classic of
Western qurānic scholarship and the foundation of its widely-accepted framework of
qurānic chronology, one to which Régis
Blachère (Introduction, Paris 1947-50) added
further reﬁnements. The chronological
sequencing of the sūras, elaborated by
Western qurānic scholarship, largely
adopted the distinction of traditional
Muslim scholarship between Meccan and
Medinan sūras. It further subdivided the
Meccan phase of Muammad’s proclamation of the Qurān into three distinct
periods.
A different method leading to similar
chronological results, however, was chosen
by Hartwig Hirschfeld (Composition and
exegesis, London 1902), who proposed an
arrangement of the Meccan sūras into
periods according to ﬁve literary criteria —
conﬁrmatory, declamatory, narrative, descriptive and legislative — followed by the
group of Medinan sūras. Some years earlier (The Corân. Its composition and teaching,
London 1875), William Muir made the innovative suggestion in his rearrangement
of the sūras that eighteen short sūras,
termed rhapsodies, dated from before Muammad’s call (q 103; 100; 99; 91; 106;
1; 101; 95; 102; 104; 82; 92; 105; 89; 90; 93;
94; 108). A drastically different approach
was taken by Richard Bell (The Qurān, 2
vols., Edinburgh 1937-9 and posthumously

Western historical-critical qurānic analysis
From the mid-nineteenth century Western
scholars began to engage in serious literary
research on the Qurān linking the scholarly ﬁndings of traditional Muslim scholarship with the philological and text-critical
methods that biblical scholarship was developing in Europe. An intensive scholarly
attempt was made to arrive at a chronolog-
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A commentary on the Qurān, 2 vols. Manchester 1991), who abandoned the chronological division into Meccan and Medinan periods and designed a highly subjective and
disjointed dating system for individual
verses in the Qurān taken as a whole. The
two summary follow-up reactions to R.
Bell in 1977 by John Wansbrough (Quranic
studies, London 1977) and John Burton (The
collection of the Qurān, Cambridge 1977)
challenged the assumptions underlying the
Western chronological approach from totally opposite sides. Rudi Paret (Der Koran:
Kommentar und Konkordanz, Stuttgart 1971),
on the other hand, integrated the major
ﬁndings of Western scholarship on qurānic chronology with the principal ancillary studies authored in the West in his
balanced manual of commentary and concordance to the Qurān.
The overriding goal of the chronological
framework of the Qurān, elaborated in
Western scholarship, was to divide the qurānic proclamation into four periods —
Mecca i, Mecca ii, Mecca iii, and Medina — and to link these with a vision of
the gradual inner development of Muammad’s prophetic consciousness and
political career that Western scholarship
had determined through biographical research on the life of Muammad, worked
out in lockstep with its research on the
Qurān. This was initiated by Alois
Sprenger (Leben und Lehre, 3 vols., 1861-5)
and Hubert Grimme (Mohammed, 1892-5)
and was later developed by Frants Buhl
(Das Leben Mohammeds, 1934) and with certain modiﬁcations by W. Montgomery
Watt (Muhammad at Mecca, 1953; Muhammad
at Medina, 1956). Chronological research on
the Qurān and biographical research on
Muammad’s career were closely dependent on each other. For this reason, the
threat of a circular argument remained a
constant danger for this approach because
the subjective evaluation of Muammad’s

religious development had to be read back
into a great variety of disparate qurānic
verses from which it had been originally
culled. Nevertheless, the division of the
Meccan sūras into three sequential periods
offered many new insights into Muammad’s genesis as a prophet prior to the
emigration and opened novel perspectives
into signiﬁcant stages of development in
his early qurānic proclamation.
In general, the fourfold division of
periods of the qurānic proclamation proceeded on the basis of two major principles. It related qurānic passages sourcecritically to historical events known from
extra-qurānic literature and it systematically analyzed the philological and stylistic
nature of the Arabic text of the Qurān
passage by passage (see grammar and the
qurn; form and structure of the
qurn). It also placed clear markers between the Meccan periods at the approximate time of the emigration to Abyssinia
(about 615 c.e.) and Muammad’s disillusioned return from āif (about 620 c.e.)
and retained the emigration in 622 c.e. as
the divide between Meccan and Medinan
sūras. An overview of major versions of
the chronological re-arrangement of the
sūras in comparison to their actual numbered order in the Qurān may be found in
Watt-Bell, Introduction, 205-13.
The group of sūras classiﬁed as belonging to the ﬁrst or early Meccan period —
forty-eight sūras in T. Nöldeke’s chronology — were identiﬁed by a similarity of
style which gives expression to Muammad’s initial enthusiasm in a language that
is rich in images, powerful in passion, uttered in short and rhythmic verses, marked
by a strong poetic coloring and with about
thirty oaths or adjurations introducing individual sūras or passages. Most of these
sūras, which are understood as a group
rather than as standing in the exact chronological order of their revelation, are short.
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Twenty-three of them have less than
twenty and fourteen less than ﬁfty verses.
They are driven by a heightened awareness
of the apocalyptic end of this world and
God’s ﬁnal judgment of humanity (see
apocalypse). They include Muammad’s
vehement attacks against his Meccan opponents for adhering to the old Arab tribal
religion and his vigorous rebuttals of their
damaging accusations against his claim of
divine inspiration, when they dismissively
characterized him as a soothsayer (kāhin,
see soothsayers), poet (shāir, see poetry
and poets) and a man possessed (majnūn,
see insanity).
The sūras of the second or middle Meccan period, twenty-one in number, have
longer verses and longer units of revelation, which are more prosaic and do not
exhibit a clearly distinct common character. They mark the transition from the excitement of the ﬁrst phase to a Muammad of greater calm who aims to inﬂuence
his audience by paranetic proofs selected
from descriptions of natural phenomena,
illustrations from human life and vivid
depictions of paradise (q.v.) and hellﬁre
(see fire; hell; natural world and the
qurn). The stories of earlier prophets
and elements from the story of Moses, in
particular, are cited as admonitions for his
enemies and as encouragement for himself
and the small group of his followers. The
place of the oaths (q.v.) is taken by introductory titles such as “This is the revelation of God” and by the frequently recurring, “Say!” (qul), the divine command for
Muammad to proclaim a certain qurānic
passage. The name al-ra mān (the merciful),
a name for God in use prior to Islam in
southern and central Arabia, although rejected by the pre-Islamic Meccans, is frequently employed although it dies out in
the third period (see below for a discussion
on the names of God).
The sūras of the third or late Meccan

period are also 21 in number but cannot be
seen as standing in any kind of inner
chronological order. They exhibit a broad,
prosaic style with rhyme patterns that become more and more stereotyped, frequently ending in -ūn and -īn. The formula
“You people” ( yā ayyuhā l-nās) is frequently
employed by Muammad in addressing his
followers as a group. Muammad’s imagination seems to be subdued, the revelations
take on the form of sermons or speeches
and the prophetic stories repeat earlier
ideas. Overall, this group of sūras could be
understood to reﬂect Muammad’s exasperation at the stubborn resistance to his
message on the part of his fellow Meccan
tribesmen.
The sūras of the Medinan period, 24 in
number, follow one another in a relatively
certain chronological order and reﬂect
Muammad’s growing political power and
his shaping of the social framework of the
Muslim community (see community and
society). As the acknowledged leader in
spiritual and social affairs of the Medinan
community, a community that had been
torn by internal strife prior to his arrival,
Muammad’s qurānic proclamation becomes preoccupied with criminal legislation, civil matters such as laws of marriage,
divorce (see marriage and divorce) and
inheritance (q.v.), and with the summons to
holy war ( jihād, q.v.) “in the path of God”
( fī sabīl Allāh, see path or way [of god];
law and the qurn). Various groups of
people are addressed separately by different epithets. The believers, the Meccan
emigrants (muhājirūn) and their Medinan
helpers (an ār, see emigrants and helpers),
are addressed as “You who believe” ( yā
ayyuhā lladhīna āmanū), while the Medinans
who distrusted Muammad and hesitated
in converting to Islam are called “waverers” (munāfiqūn, see hypocrites and
hypocrisy). The members of the Jewish
tribes of the Quraya (q.v.), Na īr (q.v.)
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and Qaynuqā (q.v.) are collectively called
Jews ( yāhūd, see jews and judaism) and the
Christians are referred to by the group
name of Nazarenes (na ārā, see christians
and christianity). More than thirty
times — and only in Medinan verses —
the peoples who have been given a scripture in previous eras are identiﬁed collectively by the set phrase “the people of the
book” (ahl al-kitāb, see people of the book).
They are distinguished from the ummiyyūn
(q 2:78; 3:20, 75; 62:2), who have not been
given the book previously but from among
whom God selected Muammad, called
al-nabī al-ummī in the late Meccan passage
q 7:157-8, as his messenger (see illiteracy). A signiﬁcant group of qurānic passages from Medinan sūras refers to Muammad’s breach with the Jewish tribes and his
subsequent interpretation of the ﬁgure of
Abraham, supported by Ishmael (q.v.), as
the founder of the Meccan sanctuary and
the prototypical Muslim ( anīf, q.v.) who
represents the original pure religion designated “the religion of Abraham” (millat
Ibrāhīm) and now reinstated by Muammad.
The most radical chronological rearrangement of the sūras and verses of the
Qurān was undertaken by R. Bell who
concluded his elaborate hypothesis with
many provisos. He suggested that the composition of the Qurān followed three main
phases: a “Sign” phase, a “Qurān” phase
and a “Book” phase. The earliest phase in
R. Bell’s view was that of “sign passages”
(āyāt) and exhortations (q.v.) to worship
God. These represent the major portion of
Muammad’s preaching at Mecca of
which only an incomplete and partially
fragmentary amount survive. The “Qurān” phase included the later stages
of Muammad’s Meccan career and about
the ﬁrst two years of his activity at Medina,
a phase during which Muammad was
faced with the task of producing a collection of liturgical recitals (sing. qurān). The

Book phase belonged to his activity at
Medina and began at the end of the second year after the emigration from which
time Muammad set out to produce a
written scripture (kitāb). In the present
Qurān, each of these three phases, however, cannot be separated precisely
because sign passages came to be incorporated into the liturgical collection and earlier oral recitals were later revised to form
part of the written book. In explaining his
complex system of distinguishing criteria,
Bell often remained rather general in his
remarks. He dissected sūras on the basis of
subjective impressions and suggested arbitrarily that certain passages had been discarded while the content of other “scraps
of paper” that were meant to be discarded
had been retained. He convincingly argued, however, that the original units of
revelation were short, piecemeal passages
which Muammad himself collected into
sūras and that written documents were
used in the process of redaction, a process
undertaken with the help of scribes during
Muammad’s career in Medina. Regarding the redaction of the Qurān during
Muammad’s lifetime, the starting point
for the Qurān as sacred scripture, in Bell’s
view, had to be related to the time of the
battle of Badr (q.v.; 2⁄624). For Bell, this
was the watershed event while the emigration (hijra) did not constitute a great divide
for the periodization of the sūras.
None of the systems of chronological
sequencing of qurānic chapters and verses
has been accepted universally by contemporary scholarship. T. Nöldeke’s sequencing and its reﬁnements have established a
rule of thumb for the approximate order of
the sūras in their chronological sequence.
Bell’s hypothesis has established that the
ﬁnal redaction of the Qurān was a complex process of successive revisions of
earlier material whether oral or already
available in rudimentary written form. In
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many ways, Western qurānic scholarship
reconﬁrmed the two pillars on which the
traditional Muslim views of qurānic chronology were based. First, the Qurān was
revealed piecemeal and, second, it was collected into book-form on the basis of both
written documents prepared by scribes on
Muammad’s dictation and qurānic passages preserved in the collective memory of
his circle of companions. All methods of
chronological analysis, whether traditional
Muslim or modern Western, agree that the
order of the sūras in Muammad’s proclamation was different from the order found
in the written text we hold in hand today
where, in general, the sūras are arranged
according to the principle of decreasing
length.
One consequence of the chronological
periodization of sūras was the attention
given to the ﬁrst and last qurānic proclamations. There is a general consensus that
either q 96:1-5 or 74:1-7 represent the ﬁrst
proclamation of qurānic verses uttered by
the Prophet. In particular q 96:1-5 which
includes the command, “Recite!” (iqra),
derived from the same Arabic root as the
word “Qurān” but also q 74:1-7 which
may refer to Muammad being raised
from sleep at night, especially if seen in
parallel to q 73:1-5, are linked in adīth literature with Muammad’s call to prophethood. This call, the beginning of qurānic
revelation, occurred according to Islamic
tradition during the night of destiny (laylat
al-qadr, q 97:1-3; cf. 44:3; see night of
power), ordinarily identiﬁed as the twentyseventh day of the month of Rama ān
(q.v.). As is to be expected, the last passages
of the Qurān were sought among the
Medinan sūras and Muslim scholarship
identiﬁed sūras 5, 9 or 110 as the last to be
revealed. Some pointed to either q 2:278 or
281 or q 4:174 as the last verse of the Qurān, while others opted for q 9:128-9, two
verses said to have been ﬁnally found dur-

ing the collection of the qurānic material
into book-form. The most suitable candidate for the last verse, however, is q 5:3
which includes Muammad’s afﬁrmation,
“Today I have completed your religion,”
and one on which there is much agreement among Muslim and Western Qurān
scholars.
Thematic manifestations of qurānic chronology
Qurānic chronology is also manifest in the
development of inner-qurānic topics, four
of which may be analysed as cases in
point: disconnected letters, ritual prayer,
the name for God and the ﬁgure of
Abraham. From a stylistic perspective, a
particular and characteristic phenomenon
of the Qurān with chronological implications is the so-called mysterious or disconnected letters (al- urūf al-muqaaa, see
letters and mysterious letters) found
immediately after the introductory basmala
(q.v.; the formulaic saying “In the name of
God, the merciful, the compassionate”) of
twenty-nine sūras. Muslim sources, which
consider the disconnected letters an integral part of the qurānic revelation, record
no recollection of their real signiﬁcance as
is shown by the great variety of explanations given for them. Many Muslim and
Western scholars have attempted to interpret the function of the disconnected letters in the Qurān, but no satisfactory explanation has been found. Among the
theories put forward are that the letters
represent abbreviations of the divine
names, the initials of the owners of manuscripts used in the redaction of the Qurān,
numbers written in Arabic letters or simply
letters possessing an inscrutable or mystical
meaning known only by God. Three consistent factors, however, can be observed
that may undergird a chronological explanation of their function in the Qurān.
First, the disconnected letters at the beginning of the twenty-nine sūras belong to
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later Meccan and early Medinan sūras.
The letters sometimes occur singly and
sometimes in groups of two to ﬁve. Some
of these occur only once while others are
repeated before two, ﬁve or six sūras. Secondly, these letters are pronounced separately in recitation as the letters of the
alphabet, and the literature on the variant
readings of the Qurān reveals no differences regarding their recitation (see readings of the qurn). Thirdly, they represent
every consonantal form of the Arabic alphabet in Kuﬁc script, the earliest Arabic
script (q.v.), namely fourteen forms, and no
form is used for more than a single letter of
the alphabet.
On the basis of these constant factors it
may be argued that the disconnected letters are related to an ordering of sūras,
using the letters of the Arabic alphabet in
the time when Muammad collected sūras
(q.v.) for liturgical purposes and began to
take the ﬁrst steps toward a written scripture. This rather general explanation of
the function of the disconnected letters in
the chronological genesis of the text of the
Qurān could be conﬁrmed by the fact that
certain groups of sūras introduced by the
same letters — especially those beginning
with the letter patterns alif - lām - mīm,
alif - lām - rā, ā - mīm and ā - sīn [mīm] — have been kept together in the
actual order of the Qurān despite their
sometimes widely varying lengths and by
the fact that in almost all cases the disconnected letters are followed by a usually explicit or occasionally implicit reference to
the revelation of scripture as a “Book” sent
down or a “Qurān” made clear. Because
the disconnected letters appear only at the
beginning and never within the body of a
sūra, such as at points of incision indicated
by a change of style, rhyme or content, they
belong to the initial phase of redaction by
Muammad himself rather than to either
the original proclamation of qurānic pas-

sages by Muammad or to the ﬁnal redaction of the Qurān after his death. The insertion of the letters after Muammad’s
death would presuppose the sporadic introduction of letter patterns into the ﬁnal text
by a later hand. This general explanation
favors the view that Muammad as redactor was the author of the disconnected letters afﬁxed to the beginning of sūras and
that he began quite early to produce his
own scriptural text with the help of scribes,
by piecing together passages of similar
content in certain sūras. Some of these he
then marked as a liturgical unit through
the insertion of the disconnected letters, a
marking scheme that the ﬁnal redactors of
the Qurān felt obliged to respect.
Yet another phenomenon that manifests
signiﬁcant chronological parameters is the
genesis of central religious institutions introduced by Muammad such as the ritual
prayer ( alāt, see prayer) of Islam. The institution of the ritual prayer cannot be
traced to the earliest phase of Muammad’s qurānic proclamation in which the
root allā is used in reference to the tribal
practice of animal sacriﬁce (q 108:2; see
consecration of animals; sacrifice)
and the prayers of unbelieving Meccans
(q 107:4-7). At this stage the recitation of
the Qurān is as yet not linked with ritual
prayer but is connected with Muammad’s
labor in composing qurānic passages
(q 73:1-8). Somewhat later, about the middle of the Meccan period of his qurānic
proclamation, Muammad began to observe a night vigil (tahajjud) which combined the recitation of the Qurān with
the beginnings of a prayer practice called
alāt (q 17:78-9; cf. 25:64; 51:17-8) that was
performed both by day and by night
(q 76:25-6; 52:48-9). At ﬁrst Muammad
alone is called to perform the alāt
(q 17:110; 20:130) but, then, in q 20:132, he
is clearly summoned to command his relatives or followers (ahlaka) to perform the
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alāt together with him and to persevere
with those who invoke God morning and
evening (q 18:28) or prostrate themselves in
prayer at night (q 39:9; see bowing and
prostration). During this phase, Muammad also draws attention to the great
qurānic models of prayer, Abraham
(q 26:83-9), Moses (q 20:25-35) and Zechariah (q.v.; q 19:3-6) and points to God’s
servant, Jesus, as a prophet divinely commissioned to practice alāt (q 19:30-1). Perhaps somewhat later in the Meccan phase
of his proclamation Muammad is
prompted, again in the singular, to perform the alāt at three different times of
day (see day, times of), in the morning
and in the evening, and also during the
night (q 11:114-5; 50:39-40). His followers
are admonished to join in the practice,
which clearly includes the recitation of
the Qurān and prostration in prayer
(q 7:204-6). The evolution of ritual prayer
can also be traced in the varying yet vacillating qurānic vocabulary used in the late
Meccan and early Medinan periods for the
prayer times: in the morning (at the dawning of the day and before the rising of the
sun), in the evening (at the declining of the
day and before the setting of the sun) and
during the night (tahajjad, q 17:79; zulafan
min al-layl, q 11:114; ānā al-layl, q 3:113).
After the emigration (hijra), qurānic
chronology demonstrates that the alāt becomes a ﬁrm institution of the individual
and communal ritual prayer for Muslims.
References to alāt (generally used in the
singular) occur with high frequency in the
Medinan sūras (33 times in q 2, 4, 5, 9 and
24 alone, representing half of all occurrences of this term in the entire Qurān)
and are now frequently linked with its sister religious institution of almsgiving
(zakāt, the development of which can itself
be traced in the Qurān from an act of free
giving to a religious duty and communal
tax; see almsgiving). The frequent refer-

ence to a normative obligation to perform
alāt is paralleled by the emphatic introduction of the obligatory direction of prayer
(qibla). At ﬁrst this may have been observed
in the direction of Jerusalem (q.v.), emulating Jewish-Christian custom, but then was
changed toward the Kaba of Mecca by a
qurānic command (q 2:142-52). These particular early Medinan verses were proclaimed by Muammad at about the time
of the battle of Badr in 2⁄624 although
they may actually reﬂect a gradual process
of change in the ritualization of the alāt
and the ﬁxation of its qibla. Furthermore,
in Medina, the speciﬁc prayer times are
ﬁxed for what has now clearly become a
daily ritual prayer that is repeatedly enjoined in the plural (aqīmū al- alāt), is performed standing upright (cf. q 4:102) and
includes the recitation of the Qurān (cf.
q 7:204-5). Finally, the Medinan verse
q 2:238 ﬁrmly establishes a ritual mid-day
prayer (al- alāt al-wusā) which may already
have been introduced toward the end of
Muammad’s career in Mecca when he
summoned his followers to praise God in
the morning, the evening and during the
middle of the day (wa- īna tuhirūn,
q 30:17-8). From this point on, the alāt is
enjoined upon the believers at ﬁxed times
(kitāban mawqūtan, q 4:103) and the communal prayer during the week is explicitly
ﬁxed on Friday ( yawm al-juma), the market
day of Medina (q 62:9). The believers are
called to prayer (q 5:58; 62:9) and ritual
ablutions before prayer (wu ū, ghusl) are
established in detail, including such speciﬁcity as the substitution of sand in the
absence of water (tayammum, cf. q 4:43;
5:6) and provisos for people who are traveling (see cleanliness and ablution;
ritual purity).
It is more difﬁcult to trace stages of
chronological development for the proper
name for God in the Qurān, which relies
principally on Allāh (al-ilāh, lit. the deity),
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Lord (rabb) and the Merciful (al-ra mān)
but ultimately establishes Allāh as the
predominant designation and the one
adopted by Islam throughout the centuries.
In what the Islamic tradition identiﬁes as
the ﬁrst verses of qurānic revelation, Muammad is summoned to speak in the
name of “your Lord” (rabbika, q 96:1; rabbaka, 74:3). A non-secular usage of lord (q.v.)
or master (rabb, never used with the deﬁnite
article in the Qurān yet very often linked
with a personal pronoun), was familiar to
the Meccans from pre-Islamic times. This
is demonstrated by the phrase “the lord of
this house” (rabba hādhā l-bayt, q 106:3), the
house being the Kaba in Mecca. It is most
frequently employed in the ﬁrst Meccan
period (e.g. “Extol the name of your lord
the most high [sabbi i sma rabbika l-alā]”
q 87:1), less often in the second and third
(as in Pharaoh’s [q.v.] blasphemous utterance, “I am your lord the most high [anā
rabbukumu l-alā]” q 79:24; see also
blasphemy), and only rarely in Medinan
verses. On the contrary, the term Allāh,
known to the Meccans prior to Muammad as a proper name for God, is attested
in pre-Islamic poetry and pre-Islamic personal names. In all probability it is a contraction of al-ilāh which, itself, is never
used in the Qurān, though the form ilāh,
without the deﬁnite article but in a genitive
construction, is employed to denote a speciﬁc deity as in “the deity of the people,”
ilāh al-nās, q 114:3, used interchangeably
with “the lord of the people,” rabb al-nās,
q 114:1). The term Allāh occurs very rarely
in the ﬁrst Meccan period, is still infrequent throughout the second and into the
third Meccan periods but ﬁnally becomes
so dominant that it appears on average
about every ﬁve verses in the Medinan
sūras. The Merciful (al-ra mān, probably
derived from the personal name for God in
southern and central Arabian usage),
makes a strong entry into the qurānic vo-

cabulary for God in the second Meccan
period but then is almost entirely subsumed by “Allāh,” except for its inclusion
(albeit in a subordinate position to Allāh) in
the formula of the basmala (q 27:30) that
becomes the introductory verse to each
qurānic chapter except q 9.
One crucial stage of transition toward
the breakthrough of the ﬁnally dominant
“Allāh” may be traced in God’s declaration
of his unicity before Moses (q 20:12-4; cf.
27:8-9). Immediately following the declaration, “I am your Lord” (innanī anā rabbuka,
q 20:12), the name Allāh is afﬁrmed by the
ﬁrst form of the emphatic, “I, I am God
(innanī anā llāh), there is no deity save me”
(lā ilāha illā anā, q 20:14) in a passage that
belongs to the second Meccan period. This
verse is chronologically later than sūra 79
including Pharaoh’s blasphemous utterance, “I am your Lord the most high” (anā
rabbukum al-alā, q 79:24). After q 20:12 the
use of rabb decreases noticeably in frequency, while the afﬁrmations, “there is no
deity save me” (lā ilāha illā anā, in late Meccan verses, i.e. q 16:2; 20:14; 21:25) and
“there is no deity save him” (lā ilāha illā
huwa, in late Meccan verses, i.e. q 28:70,
88, and increasingly in Medinan verses, i.e.
q 2:163, 255; 3:6, 18) occur repeatedly.
Since rabb was applied to a variety of deities in pre-Islamic Arabia, it proved less
suitable to serve as the name for the one
God of Muammad’s monotheistic message than Allāh, a name that by its very
nature is deﬁnite and unique. An explanation for the rare occurrence of Allāh in the
early Meccan sūras may also be found in
the possibility of Muammad’s original
reluctance to adopt any name associated
with polytheistic practices as a proper
name for a supreme God. For pre-Islamic
Arabs swore solemn oaths “by Allāh” (billāhi, q 6:109; 16:38; 35:42), worshipped
Allāh as creator and supreme provider
(q 13:16-7; 29:60-3; 31:25; 39:38; 43:9, 87)
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and asserted Allāh to have a kinship with
the jinn (cf. q 6:100, 128; 37:158; 72:6) and
a relationship to subordinate deities such as
al-Uzzā, Manāt and al-Lāt, identified as
his daughters (cf. q 53:19-21; 16:57; 37:149),
and others anonymously as his sons
(kharaqū la-hu banīna wa-banāt, q 6:100). The
sheer amount of references to God in the
Qurān, which number in the thousands,
makes it difﬁcult to develop a precise curve
of chronological development. Nevertheless, the overwhelming inner-qurānic evidence suggests that Muammad moved
from a forceful personal experience of God
who could be addressed as “my Lord”
(rabbī), to a conception of the unique godhead of Allāh, the one and only God of his
message (lā ilāha illā llāh), to whom a great
number of epithets and attributes (al-asmā
al- usnā) were applied in the Qurān (see
god and his attributes).
The ﬁgure of Abraham (q.v., Ibrāhīm),
who appears with many details of his story
in twenty-ﬁve sūras, also provides an important touchstone for inner-qurānic
chronology. In the ﬁrst Meccan period the
“sheets” ( u uf ) of Abraham are cited as
previously revealed scriptures and Abraham stands as a prophetic ﬁgure next to
Moses (q 87:18-9). In the second and third
Meccan periods Abraham is identiﬁed as
“a prophet, speaking the truth” ( iddīqan
nabiyyan, q 19:41) and depicted in detail as
a staunch monotheist who attacks the idolworship of his father and his people
(q 37:83-98; 26:69-89; 19:41-50; 43:26-8;
21:51-73; 29:16-27; 6:74-84; see idolatry
and idolaters; polytheism and atheism).
Next to many other details (e.g. Abraham’s
rescue from the ﬁre and his intercession for
his idolatrous father), the same periods also
record men sent by God to visit Abraham
and to announce the punishment imposed
on Lot’s people (q 51:24-34; 15:51-60;
11:69-76; 29:31-2). They also refer to
Abraham’s near sacriﬁce of his son

(q 37:100-11), ordinarily understood to be
Isaac (q.v.) on account of q 37:112-3 and,
anonymously, q 51:28 and 15:53. In the
Medinan sūras, Abraham, supported by his
son Ishmael, erects the Kaba in Mecca as
a place of pure monotheistic belief and as
a center of pilgrimage (q.v.; cf. q 2:124-41;
3:65-8, 95-7; 6:125; 22:26-9, 78). Called emphatically a “true monotheist” ( anīf ), who
did not belong to the idolaters (mushrikūn,
cf. q 2:135; 3:67, 95; 4:125; 22:31, 78) and
mentioned once as God’s friend (khalīl,
q 4:125), Abraham becomes the exemplary
prototype for Muammad who identiﬁes
the religion he himself proclaims as “the
religion of Abraham” (millat Ibrāhīm,
q 2:130, 135; 4:125; 6:161; 16:123).
The characteristic features of the qurānic story of Abraham have been the subject of much scholarly research by Snouck
Hurgronje (Mekkaansche feest), A.J. Wensinck (Muhammad and the Jews) and Y. Moubarac (Abraham), and more recently R.
Firestone ( Journeys). These scholars have
laid great stress on the re-interpretation of
Abraham in the Medinan sūras as provoked by Muammad’s break with the
Jewish tribes of Medina. Muammad’s reorientation to Mecca, linking the ﬁgure of
Abraham with the change of the prayerorientation (qibla) to Mecca, is most certainly a signiﬁcant chronological incision in
the interpretation of Abraham and in the
thrust of the qurānic message. What tends
to be de-emphasized in the chronological
analysis, especially of the Meccan verses,
however, is an indisputable fact analyzed
by E. Beck (Die Gestalt des Abraham). According to Beck, Abraham was already
understood in the Meccan verses as connected with Mecca, prior to his association
with Ishmael in the Qurān, and Muammad had developed his idea of the millat
Ibrāhīm, at least initially, already at Mecca
prior to his break with the Jews of Medina.
In this perspective, some of G. Lüling’s
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observations about Muammad’s “religion
of Abraham” (pruned of their bitterly controversial aspects, cf. Wiederentdeckung,
213-303), call for a more substantive examination as to whether Muammad possessed a distinct knowledge of Hellenistic
and Judaeo-Christian trends in Christianity
that facilitated his turning to a pre-Islamic
Arab tradition of Abraham, closer akin to
the latter, while rejecting the icon-worship
of the former.
These four examples of a detailed approach to inner-qurānic chronology that
concentrates upon central themes — i.e.
the literary phenomenon of the disconnected letters, the institutional genesis of
the ritual prayer, the qurānic development
of the proper name for God and the tradition of the prophetic ﬁgure of Abraham
and his religion — may open ways to complement the standard approach to qurānic
chronology based on the four-period classiﬁcation advanced by T. Nöldeke or the
three-phase hypothesis advocated by R.
Bell. The mosaic stones of such innerqurānic approaches, case by case and limited to a manageable amount of verse
analysis, may help to ﬁll the somewhat indistinct and conjectural framework of the
chronological approach to the Qurān as a
whole.

ance of the ﬁnal vocalized text of the
Qurān in the fourth⁄tenth century. This
history of the text moves the Qurān from
the life of the Prophet into the life of the
Muslim community and from the principal historical author of the qurānic message to the chief redactors who produced
the ﬁnal written version we hold in our
hands today. Due to its very nature, the
history of this process is a mineﬁeld of
chronological problems that are deeply
rooted in the highly complex and contradictory evidence included in the Islamic
tradition, especially the adīth.
After Muammad’s death, the Muslim
community faced three major tasks with
regard to establishing the Qurān as canonical scripture: it had to collect the
text from oral and written sources, establish the consonantal skeleton of the Arabic
text (see arabic script) and ﬁnalize the
fully-vocalized text that came to be accepted as the canonical standard. The traditional view depicting the accomplishment of these tasks covers three centuries
and telescopes the history of the text into a
basic scheme (the principal objections to
which are examined in volumes ii and iii of
Nöldeke’s revised Geschichte des Qorans). This
scheme proceeded on the assumptions that
Muammad did not leave a complete written text of the Qurān and that the Qurān
was preserved primarily in oral form in the
memory of a considerable number of Muammad’s direct listeners with a sizeable
amount of the text having been recorded
in writing by scribes during Muammad’s
lifetime. A group of the Companions (see
companions of the prophet), led by Zayd
b. Thābit (q.v.; d. 46⁄665), whom Muammad himself had employed as a scribe in
Medina, collected and arranged the oral
and written materials of the Qurān in a
complete consonantal text during the second half of the caliphate of Uthmān (q.v.;
r. 23⁄644-35⁄656; see collection of the

Compilation of the Qurān
As mentioned above, it is a well-known fact
that in the “completed” Qurān, i.e. that
ﬁnally produced as Islam’s holy book, the
sūras are generally arranged according to
decreasing length. This order was established in the ﬁnal redaction of the written
text of the Qurān, which reached its canonical completion many years after Muammad’s death in 11⁄632. This process
of ﬁnal redaction and canonical completion represents the history of the text from
Muammad’s last qurānic proclamation,
shortly before his death, until the appear-
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qurn). The ﬁnal fully-vocalized text of
the Qurān was established and completed
only in the ﬁrst half of the fourth⁄tenth
century after different ways of reading —
either seven, ten or fourteen in number —
displaying slight variations in vocalization,
came to be tolerated and accepted as standard. In addition to these standardized
variations of vocalization, however, thousands of other textual variants were recorded in the literatures of Islamic tradition and Qurān commentary (tafsīr
al-Qurān), many of which cannot be found
in the myriad, complete and fragmentary,
manuscripts of the Qurān, extant in libraries all over the world (see codices of
the qurn).
It is unlikely, as is maintained in a number of early accounts, that the initial collection of the Qurān took place in the
short reign of the ﬁrst caliph Abū Bakr
(11⁄632-13⁄634) at the instigation of
Umar. Umar is supposed to have perceived a serious threat to the integrity of
the transmission of the qurānic text in the
many casualties at the battle of al-Yamāma
because these included a number of reciters (qurrā) who knew the text by heart.
According to this story, Abū Bakr, though
hesitating for fear of overstepping Muammad’s precedent, ordered Zayd b. Thābit
to collect all of the qurānic fragments
written on palm leaves, tablets of clay and
ﬂat stones and “preserved in the hearts of
men” and to write them out on sheets
( u uf ) of uniform size. These written
sheets came into the possession of Umar
upon his accession to the caliphate in
13⁄634 and when he died in 23⁄644, his
daughter af a, one of the Prophet’s
widows (see wives of the prophet), inherited them from him. Another account
credits the creation of the ﬁrst collected
volume (mu af ) to Umar while yet another refutes this by asserting that Umar
did not live to see this collection com-

pleted. The historicity of these accounts,
placing the collection of the Qurān within
the caliphates of Abū Bakr and Umar, has
been challenged on the grounds that critical study shows only two of the dead at the
battle of al-Yamāma actually qualiﬁed as
reciters (see reciters of the qurn), that
Uthmān’s widely-attested role in establishing the ofﬁcial text has been intentionally
neglected and that Muammad’s role in
the preparation of the text and the scribal
work done during his lifetime have been
under-emphasized.
The most widely-accepted version of the
traditional history of the Qurān places the
collection of the ﬁnal consonantal text in
the caliphate of Uthmān about twenty
years after Muammad’s death. The occasion for the ﬁnal collection of the Qurān,
according to this account, was a military
expedition to Azerbayjan and Armenia
under the leadership of the general udhayfa. Apparently his Muslim contingents
from Syria and those from Iraq fell into
dispute about the correct way of reciting
the Qurān during the communal prayers.
Trying to establish order, Uthmān appointed a commission of four respected
Meccans, presided over by Zayd b. Thābit,
to copy the “sheets” that were in af a’s
personal possession. Where variant readings of words were encountered, they
chose the one in the dialect of the Quraysh. When the scribes completed their
assignment, Uthmān kept one copy in
Medina and sent other copies to al-Kūfa,
al-Ba ra and Damascus. He then commanded that all other extant versions be
destroyed. His order, however, was not
heeded in al-Kūfa by the Companion Ibn
Masūd (d. 32⁄653) and his followers. The
difﬁculties of this version of the story center on essential points, namely the doubt
that accuracy in the recitation of the Qurān would have caused signiﬁcant unrest in
the military during the early conquests of
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Islam, the widely-accepted view that the
Qurān is not actually in the dialect of the
Quraysh (q.v.) and the improbability that
the caliph would have given an order to
destroy the already existing copies of the
Qurān. Further, the appearance of af a
in this narrative probably functions simply
as a mechanism to link the Abū Bakr⁄
Umar and Uthmān versions together and
to establish an unbroken chain of custody
for an authoritative text that remained
largely unnoticed in the community. Despite the difﬁculties in this version of the
chronology of the collection of the Qurān, scholars generally accept that the ofﬁcial consonantal text of the Qurān was established in Uthmān’s caliphate and that
Zayd b. Thābit played a signiﬁcant role in
effecting it.
To gain a clearer picture of the collection
of the standard consonantal text of the
Qurān, one may have to consider the possibility of a number of factors, among
them the following: 1) that Muammad
himself had begun the work of establishing
a written version of the Qurān without
completing it; 2) that during the ﬁrst two
decades after his death, the Muslim community was focused on expansion and conquest rather than on standardizing the
qurānic text; 3) that the need for a standardized text of the Qurān manifested itself
only after local Muslim communities began
to form in the newly established garrison
cities (am ār) such as al-Kūfa, al-Ba ra and
Damascus; and 4) that the “Uthmānic
text” established in Medina by the chief
collector Zayd b. Thābit has to be seen as a
parallel phenomenon to the codices containing textual variants — all of which are
said to have been begun during Muammad’s lifetime — the one attributed to
Abdāllah b. Masūd and accepted in alKūfa, the one attributed to Ubayy b. Kab
(d. ca. 29⁄649) and accepted in Syria, the
one attributed to Abū Mūsā al-Asharī

(d. 42⁄662) and accepted in al-Ba ra as
well as to other “primary” codices of individuals (see A. Jeffery, Materials; see also
textual history of the qurn). Alī b.
Abī ālib (q.v.; d. 40⁄661), Muammad’s
cousin and son-in-law, is also cited in the
early sources as the ﬁrst to collect the Qurān after the Prophet’s death. It is said
that he arranged the sūras in some form of
chronological order and that he allowed
his codex to be burned when the “Uthmānic text” was promulgated.
While the establishment of the consonantal text of the Qurān, the “Uthmānic
text,” is intertwined with the question of
the parallel personal or metropolitan codices (ma ā if, see muhaf), the promulgation
of the fully vocalized text involves the
question of the various “readings” (qirāāt)
of the Qurān (see readings of the qurn). Since the non-vowelized “Uthmānic
text” was written in a “scriptio defectiva”
that was merely a consonantal skeleton
lacking diacritical marks that distinguish
certain consonants from each other, oral
recitation was needed to ascertain the intended pronunciation of the text. As the
qurānic orthography developed step by
step over more than two centuries and as
the linkage between the consonantal skeleton and the oral recitation became more
and more deﬁned, the deﬁciencies of the
Arabic script were gradually overcome.
The variations of recitation, in the vast
majority of a minor nature, were either
reconciled or accommodated and the written text became increasingly independent
of its linkage to oral pronunciation. This
process culminated with the “scriptio
plena,” the fully-vocalized and pointed
text of the Qurān.
This text may be considered as a “textus
receptus, ne varietur” with the proviso that
no single clearly identiﬁable textual specimen of the Qurān was ever established or
accepted with absolute unanimity. Rather
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the ﬁnal, fully-vowelized and pointed text
of the Qurān, accepted as normative and
canonical, may best be understood as a
construct underlying the work of Abū Bakr
b. Mujāhid (d. 324⁄936), who restricted the
recitation of the Qurān to seven correct
readings, termed a ruf (lit. letters) on the
basis of a popular adīth. Ibn Mujāhid
accepted the reading (qirāa) of seven
prominent Qurān scholars of the second⁄
eighth century and declared them all as
based on divine authority. In 322⁄934 the
Abbāsid establishment promulgated the
doctrine that these seven versions were the
only forms of the text and all others were
forbidden. Nevertheless, “three after the
seven” and “four after the ten” ways of
reading were added somewhat later to
form, respectively, ten or fourteen variant
readings. Finally, each of the ten ways of
reading was eventually accepted in two
slightly varying versions (sing. riwāya), all of
which, at least theoretically, belong within
the spectrum of the “textus receptus, ne
varietur.” For all practical purposes today,
only two versions are in general use, that of
af (d. 190⁄805) from (an) Ā im (d. 127⁄
744), i.e. af ’s version of Ā im’s way of
reading, which received ofﬁcial sanction
when it was adopted by the Egyptian standard edition of the Qurān in 1924; and
that of Warsh (d. 197⁄812) from (an) Nāfi
(d. 169⁄785), i.e. Warsh’s version of Nāfi’s
way of reading, which is followed in North
Africa, with the exception of Egypt.
The hypothetical nature of the scholarly
arguments about the textual variants of the
parallel codices ultimately led those scholars who most meticulously examined them
(e.g. G. Bergsträsser, O. Pretzl, A. Jeffery,
and A. Fischer) to pronounce a very
guarded judgment about their authenticity.
It became the increasingly accepted scholarly view that most of the allegedly preUthmānic variants could be interpreted as
later attempts by Muslim philologists to

emend the “Uthmānic text.” In the second
half of this century two scholars came to
the conclusion that these “codices” were
virtual fabrications of early Muslim scholarship without offering, however, substantive and irrefutable proof for their claims.
Arguing in opposite directions, J. Wansbrough (qs ) concluded that the Qurān was
not compiled until two to three hundred
years after Muammad’s death while
J. Burton contended that Muammad himself had already established the ﬁnal edition of the consonantal text of the Qurān.
Such widely-differing hypotheses, as well as
the fact that there is no single uniform text
of the Qurān that would represent a textcritical edition composed on the basis of
the essential extant manuscripts and the
critically evaluated variant readings, demonstrate that much of the chronological
reconstruction of the Qurān’s ﬁxation as a
written text has reached an impasse. Only
the future will tell whether a possible computer analysis (see computers and the
qurn) of the sheer mass of textual material may enable scholarly research to develop a more consistent picture of the Qurān’s textual chronology.
Certain breakthroughs with regard to
qurānic chronology, however, may be
achieved through a more systematic chronological analysis of the major themes within the Qurān such as the four examples
cited in this survey. Another challenge
might be a more consistent search for an
Ur-Qurān, initiated by G. Lüling, that
would reopen scholarly debate about the
sources of Muammad’s proclamation and
whether he only began to produce religious
rhymed prose after the deﬁning religious
experience that the sources identify as his
call to prophethood, an event that took
place when he was a man of about forty
years of age. Searching the text for segments that could antedate this experience
may reveal their roots in usages of religious
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worship and liturgy within the Arab environment in which Muammad grew up
and reached his maturity. Finally, it may
be necessary for scholarly research to espouse more unequivocally the view that
Muammad was not the mere mouthpiece of the Qurān’s proclamation but,
as its actual historical human author,
played a major role in its collection and
compilation.
Gerhard Böwering
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Church
Building in which public Christian religious services occur. Christian churches,
shrines, monasteries and other institutions
were common in the territories inhabited
by Arabic-speaking peoples in the world
in which Islam was born. In the early Islamic period both Muslims and Christians
regularly used the word kanīsa to mean
“church” and sometimes “synagogue.” Although this conventional Arabic word for
church does not appear in the Qurān,
there is one verse that has been interpreted
as referring to churches. In q 22:40,
churches (biya) are mentioned along with
monasteries ( awāmi), synagogues ( alawāt,
see jews and judaism) and mosques (masājid, see mosque) as places “in which God’s
name is mentioned frequently.” The Arabic noun bīa (pl. biya ) that appears in this
verse very probably came into the language from Syriac where the cognate
word, bītā, means simply “egg.” The eggshaped dome found on many shrines and
churches in the geographical milieu of
early Islam is thought by many commentators to explain the appropriation of the
word to mean “church” in Arabic already
in pre-Islamic times. In the qurānic commentary (tafsīr) literature, the word kanīsa is
used by the earliest exegetes to gloss the
more obscure term bīa.
In addition to numerous references to
churches in the documentary sources such
as early Arabic poetry, inscriptions and the
capitulation treaties of numerous cities at
the time of the Islamic conquest, there is
an increasingly abundant archaeological
record of churches in the Arabian milieu
well into early Islamic times (see south
arabia, religion in pre-islamic). Their
ruins have been discovered in south Arabia, east of the Jordan river, in the modern
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, in Syria
and in Iraq as well as in Palestine and in
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the Sinai peninsula. Of particular signiﬁcance are the shrine churches of Syria such
as those at Qalat Simān and Ru āfa (Sergiopolis), the memorials of St. Simeon the
Stylite the Elder and of St. Sergius the
Martyr respectively where, according to
the sources, in the sixth and seventh centuries Arab Christians were among the
numerous pilgrims who thronged to these
sites. Similarly important in early Islamic
times would have been the smaller
churches and chapels of the numerous
monastic establishments that were located
on the periphery of the Arabian desert (see
monasticism and monks). Not only did
Muslims and Christians sometimes both
worship in them, but as a result of the
practice of visiting monasteries for a measure of rest and recreation, a sub-genre of
Arabic-Islamic poetry, “On Monasteries”
(al-diyārāt), soon developed. While these
compositions had wine (see intoxicants)
and revelry as their principal themes, they
did often mention in passing some aspects
of the ecclesiastical structures in which
they found their settings.
Churches also ﬁgured in early Islamic
legal texts, particularly those concerned
with spelling out the stipulations (shurū) in
the observance of which the subject Christian populations were allowed to live under
the protection (dhimma, see protection) of
the Islamic community in return for the
payment of the capitation tax ( jizya, see
taxation) and the maintenance of a low
social proﬁle as the Qurān requires (cf.
q 9:29; see law and the qurn). Speciﬁcally, new church construction was often
theoretically prohibited as were repairs to
existing structures. Churches were required
to be no taller or more sumptuous in presentation than neighboring mosques and
they were not allowed to display crosses,
icons or other troublesome decorations
(see iconoclasm). They were forbidden to
ring bells or to sponsor public parades or
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processions or in any other way to draw
public attention to themselves. See also
christians and christianity.
Sidney H. Grifﬁth
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Cinema and the Qurān see media
and the qurn

Circumambulation see kaba;
pilgrimage

Circumcision
The removal of the foreskin of the penis
or, in the case of females, of the internal
labia. Male circumcision is denoted in
Arabic by the term khitān, and sometimes
by ahāra, “purity.” For female circumcision, the term usually employed is khaf ,
“reduction,” i.e. of the clitoris. Circumcision of either type is nowhere mentioned
in the Qurān but was practiced by preIslamic Arabs and is mentioned in poetry
(see pre-islamic arabia and the qurn;
poetry and poets).
There are two qurānic occurrences of
the plural form of an Arabic term (aghlaf,
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pl. ghulf ) that can mean uncircumcised.
“They [the Jews] say: ‘Our hearts are
hardened (qulūbunā ghulf ).’ Indeed, God
has cursed them for their unbelief. Little is
that which they believe” (q 2:88; cf. 4:155).
According to the qurānic exegete Ibn
Kathīr (d. 774⁄1373; Tafsīr, ad loc.), the reference in q 2:88 and 4:155 is to Jewish
hearts as “wrappings” of God’s word. Although ironic for its semantic relation to
foreskin (ghulfa), the word probably does
not intend the sense of uncircumcised in its
qurānic occurrences (but cf. Lev 26:41,
which refers to sinful Israelites with uncircumcised hearts and Jer 10:25-6, concerning “all those who are circumcised [i.e. in
the ﬂesh] but still uncircumcised [in the
heart]”).
To be uncircumcised (aghral or aghlaf )
was considered a disgrace among preIslamic Arabs. According to the biographer of the Prophet, Ibn Isāq (d. ca. 150⁄
767; Sīra, ii, 450; Ibn Isāq-Guillaume,
572), during the battle of unayn (q.v.) in
the year 8⁄630, the corpse of a young
enemy warrior was discovered by one of
the Helpers (an ār, those inhabitants of
Medina who assisted Muammed as he
emigrated from Mecca to Medina; see
emigrants and helpers) to be uncircumcised (aghral). The discoverer of the dead
man’s anomalous condition “shouted at
the top of his voice: ‘O, fellow Arabs! God
knows that Thaqīf are uncircumcised!’”
Fearing that the report would spread
among the Arabs, a comrade took the
shouter’s hand and said that the deceased
was only a Christian slave. Upon examination, it was discovered that other slain
soldiers were properly circumcised Arabs,
albeit worshippers of al-Lāt (see idols and
images) rather than of God.
The notion of fira, which has the sense of
humankind’s natural disposition or character as created by God (mentioned once
in the Qurān at q 30:30), ﬁgures in later

references to circumcision. The details of
this disposition are given in the adīth:
“Five are the acts of fira: circumcision
(khitān), shaving the pubes, clipping the
moustache, cutting the nails, plucking the
hair under the armpits” (Abū Hurayra as
reported by Muslim; cf. Nawawī, a ī
Muslim. K. al-ahāra. B. Khi āl al-fira, iii,
146; Muslim, a ī [Eng. trans.], i, 159).
Abraham’s (q.v.) circumcision is also reported in the adīth literature. Muslim
(d. ca. 261⁄875) relates:… “Abraham circumcised himself (ukhtatana) by means of
an adz (bi-l-qadūm) at the age of eighty”
(Nawawī, Sa ī Muslim. K. al-Fa āil, xv,
122). Some scholars have attempted to discern circumcision in the Qurān by referring to q 3:95 where Abraham is declared
to have been a anīf (q.v.) and not a polytheist (see polytheism and atheism), but
D.S. Margoliouth (Circumcision) objects
that the passage says nothing about any
particular ritual obligations (see ritual
purity).
The question of whether circumcision is
absolutely required of Muslims was addressed by classical jurisconsults with varying opinions. For example, al-Shāfiī (d. ca.
204⁄820) considered it obligatory for both
males and females (see al-Nawawī’s commentary in Nawawī, a ī Muslim. K. alahāra, iii, 148; for an English translation
of the passage, see A.J. Wensinck, Khitān).
Some jurists consider circumcision to be a
recommended (sunna) rather than an obligatory (wājib) practice, although custom
has usually supported it strongly, particularly in the case of males (see lawful and
unlawful; law and the qurn). Thus,
while explicit qurānic support is lacking,
the strong support for circumcision in the
Islamic tradition suggests that it was simply assumed by Muammad and his
community.
Frederick Mathewson Denny
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City
An inhabited place of greater size, population or importance than a town or a village. Although the construction of a monotheistic, just and ethical social order is a
fundamental theme running throughout
the Qurān, surprisingly little is said about
the city, the most elaborate of human organizations (see community and society
in the qurn; social interactions;
social relations). Even the city of Yathrib, which was at that time being refashioned as madīnat rasūl Allāh, the “city of the
messenger of God” (i.e. Muammad), is
mentioned only four times — at q 9:101,
120; 33:60; 63:8 — and in each instance
is termed al-Madīna, i.e. “the city” (see
medina). References to cities in the Qurān
are typically laconic, non-speciﬁc and
oblique. One of two terms — qarya and
madīna — is always used to designate a city.
A third term, dār, which generally means
“abode,” is ordinarily employed with a
qualiﬁer to designate the House of God
(see house-domestic and divine) or the
hereafter (see eschatology; resurrection) but at least once (q 59:9) it appears to indicate Yathrib at the time of
the emigration from Mecca (hijra, see emigration; mecca). Qarya, clearly the preferred term, occurs a total of 56 times. Madīna with its more meaningful etymological
connections to religion (dīn), judge or governor (dayyān) and civilization (madaniyya),
appears only 17 times. In two cases —
q 18:77, 82 and 36:13, 20 — qarya and
madīna seem to have been used synony-
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mously. This makes it difﬁcult to assert that
the Qurān originally drew the distinction
that later developed in Islamic thought
whereby madīna became the term for the
city as the center of religiously and politically structured social life while qarya receded to mean a village or any small human agglomeration.
Madīna occurs 14 times in the singular
form, four of which — q 9:101, 120; 33:60;
63:8 — are in reference to madīnat rasūl
Allāh, as Yathrib became known after the
Prophet’s emigration (hijra). It also appears
three times in the plural (madāin), always
in reference to a gathering of the sorcerers
from the cities of Egypt (q.v.) in the context
of the story of Moses (q.v.) and Pharaoh
(q.v.). Of the 56 times that qarya appears,
37 are in the singular form, one followed by
the second person masculine singular possessive, “qaryataka,” (in reference to Mecca),
two by the second person masculine plural
possessive, “qaryatakum” and one by the ﬁrst
person plural possessive “qaryatanā.” It also
occurs once in the dual form “qaryatayn”
(q 43:31), which seems to refer to the two
cities of Mecca and āif and 18 times in
the plural “qurā,” two of them (q 6:92 and
42:7) in the form umm al-qurā, “the mother
of cities.” This epithet seems to have been
applied to Mecca, although in one instance
(q 28:59) the expression refers to some
other capital to which God sent a messenger (q.v.) to warn a group of cities (see
also warning).
Most references to qarya and madīna occur
in conjunction with the parables of past
nations. In the majority of instances, the
qarya is described as an insidious environment: Its people revel in excess and perversion, ignore their religious duties and chase
out God’s prophets (see punishment stories; prophets and prophethood). They
therefore deserve God’s ﬁre and brimstone,
not because of their status as cities, but
because they usually reject God’s warning
delivered by his messengers (see chas-
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tisement and punishment). This negative
impression of cities in the Qurān inﬂuenced many early Islamic views expressed
in adīth, exegesis (tafsīr) and belles-lettres
(adab) and even found its way into later
legal ( ﬁqh) discourses, the main objective
of which was to regulate the Islamic urban
order (see law and the qurn).

a written document). However, this verb,
which is not found in the Qurān, is clearly
denominal. Most European scholars assume that the substantive īn is a loan
word, although its occurrence in early
poetry may indicate that it was already in
circulation in pre-Islamic times ( Jeffery,
For. vocab., 208). The most plausible derivation is from the Syriac īnā which likewise
means simply “clay.” The noun al āl is
derived from the Arabic verb al ala, “to
make repeated sounds.” It denotes dry clay
that has not been baked but which makes a
sound when struck (abarī, Tafsīr, xxvii,
73). The noun fakhkhār cannot be derived
from the Arabic verb fakhara which means
“to boast.” There is consensus among the
classical commentators that the noun denotes baked clay or earthenware. It is
probably derived from pa ārā, the Syriac
term for potter. As sijjīl is used interchangeably with īn (q 11:82; 15:74; cf. 51:33), it
must have a similar meaning. It is widely
acknowledged that it is the Arabicized
form of säng-i gil, a Persian expression
denoting stones of clay or petriﬁed clay.
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Civil Society see politics and the
qurn; community and society in the
qurn

Clans and Tribes see tribes and clans

Clay
An earthy material, plastic when moist but
hard when baked or ﬁred. There are
twelve references to clay (īn); four to “resounding” clay ( al āl); three to petriﬁed
clay (sijjīl); and one to baked clay or earthenware ( fakhkhār). Whereas al āl is pure
Arabic, īn and fakhkhār are probably Syriac
loan words and sijjīl is almost certainly Persian (see foreign vocabulary).
Etymology
Arabic lexicographers derive īn from the
verb āna, “to plaster with clay” (said of a
roof or wall) or “to seal with clay” (said of

The creation of humankind from clay
There are eight references to the creation
of humankind from clay (q 6:2; 7:12; 17:61;
23:12; 32:7; 37:11; 38:71, 76); three to their
creation from “resounding” clay (q 15:26,
28, 33) and one to their creation from “resounding clay like earthenware” (q 55:14).
Most of the passages refer to the creation
of the ﬁrst human being, although in
q 6:2, it is the Prophet’s contemporaries
who are envisaged (see biology as the
creation and stages of life).
The ancient Egyptians depicted Knum,
the ram-god of Elephantine, as fashioning
man on a potter’s wheel and the Bible,
which speaks of God creating man from
the earth (Gen 2:7), likens human beings to
pots in his hands (e.g. Jer 18:6, Rom 9:21). In
the Qurān, however, the emphasis is on
humankind’s base origins rather than their
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malleability or fragility. According to Ibn
Abbās (an early exegete to whom much
material is ascribed, d. 68⁄688), Adam’s
body lay prostrate for 40 nights after God
had fashioned it. Then Iblīs (the devil)
came along and kicked it with his foot and
it resounded (abarī, Tafsīr, xxvii, 73).
At q 23:12, God says “We have created
humankind from a sulāla of clay.” A standard exegetical work glosses this as “He extracted him from it and it is his essence”
( Jalālayn, 452). Hence most translators assume that sulāla means “an extract.” However, the word occurs elsewhere in the
Qurān only at q 32:8 where it clearly
means “semen.” Bell therefore suggests
that q 23:12-4 was an early revelation
which originally referred to natural procreation and that the words “of clay” (min
īnin) were added to make it rhyme when it
was inserted in its present context (WattBell, Introduction, 90-1; see blood and
blood clot).

correctly that the word which is usually
translated “birds” simply means “ﬂying
creatures” and could therefore denote insects. As there is a tradition that smallpox
ﬁrst appeared in Mecca (q.v.) in the year of
the expedition of the elephant (see muammad; expeditions and battles; chronology and the qurn), he therefore argues
that the Qurān is at this point referring to
an insect-born disease. Then, ingeniously,
but most implausibly, he connects sijjīl with
sijill, a word which means a scroll (see
scrolls) or written decree, and renders
the passage “Thus, he let loose upon them
great swarms of ﬂying creatures which smote
them with stone-hard blows of chastisement
pre-ordained.”

Clay projectiles
God is said to have punished Lot’s (q.v.)
people by sending his angels to rain “pebbles of clay” (q 51:33) or “pebbles of petriﬁed clay” (q 11:82; 15:74) upon them (see
punishment stories). This corresponds to
the biblical account of their destruction by
showers of brimstone (Gen 19:24). It is conceivable that the phenomenon in question
was occasioned by a volcanic irruption but
Amad Alī goes too far when he translates
sijjīl as “hardened lava.” God is also said to
have sent ﬂocks of birds to hurl “pebbles of
petriﬁed clay” at the owners of the elephant
(q 105:3-4; see abraha). Some modernists
have been reluctant to admit that the Qurān contains legends of this sort and have
therefore attempted to interpret these verses
in the light of modern science (see exegesis of the qurn: early modern and
contemporary; mythic and legendary
narratives). M. Asad, for example, notes

Other passages
Two Medinan verses relate how Jesus (q.v.)
fashioned birds from clay (q 3:49; 5:110). A
similar miracle (q.v.) is attributed to him in
an apocryphal gospel known as the Infancy
story of Thomas (see christians and christianity; scripture and the qurn).
Whereas Christians interpreted Jesus’
action as proof of his divinity (Ibn IsāqGuillaume, 271) because it resembled
God’s initial creation of humankind, the
Qurān stresses that it was a sign which
Jesus performed with God’s permission
(see creation; signs). There is no justiﬁcation for eliminating the supernatural element as M. Asad, Amad Alī and other
modernist translators have done by giving
the impression that Jesus, rather than fashioning birds from clay, moulded his disciples’ destiny.
Finally, in one passage, Pharaoh (q.v.) is
said to have ordered Hāmān to ﬁre clay for
him and build a lofty palace so that he
could mount up to the God of Moses
(q.v.; q 28:38). This episode resembles the
biblical story of the Tower of Babel (Gen
11), which contains a mocking allusion to
the ziggurats of ancient Mesopotamia.
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However, the pharaonic building projects
were equally extravagant. According to the
early exegete Qatāda (d. 117⁄735), Pharaoh
was the ﬁrst person to have bricks made in
this way (abarī, Tafsīr, xx, 49).

(see intoxicants; lawful and unlawful).
Those who are intoxicated are to wait until
they are cognizant of what they say, while
those who are sexually polluted must wait
until they have “washed” ( attā taghtasilū),
understood as a reference to the full-body
ablutions known in the legal literature
( ﬁqh) as ghusl. An exception to the requirement of washing is made for those who are
“passing on the road” (illā ābirī sabīl). This
dispensation is commonly interpreted in
two ways: Some commentators explain it
as an allusion to the traveler’s prerogative
of performing substitute ablutions with
dust (tayammum) when water is unavailable,
while others argue that one does not “approach” the act of prayer (q.v.), thus inferring that one must not enter places of
prayer (i.e. mosques, see mosque) in a state
of sexual pollution except when passing on
a journey (q.v.).
q 5:6 begins with a detailed description of
the minor ablutions known to the juridical
literature as wu ū: “O believers! When you
rise to pray, wash your faces and your
hands up to the elbows, and wipe your
heads and your feet up to the ankles.” It
then instructs those who are in a state of
sexual pollution ( junub) to purify themselves (iahharū). These apparently simple
and explicit instructions contain several
points which emerged as major interpretive controversy among jurists and writers
of exegetical works (tafsīr). These include
the verse’s opening injunction to perform
wu ū when they rise to pray, which in its
most literal meaning would contradict the
almost universal understanding that one
must perform wu ū only if in a state of
minor impurity. Most commentators have
understood this command to be qualiﬁed
in light of the verse’s later reference to
“coming from the privy” and “touching
women” while others have interpreted it as
a reference to “rising” from sleep. Yet other
interpreters accept a literal understanding
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Cleanliness and Ablution
Cleanliness, the quality of keeping oneself
free from deﬁlement; ablution, an oftentimes ritual process by which one is puriﬁed. The concepts of cleanliness and ablution are represented in the Qurān both by
a small set of speciﬁc injunctions regarding
purity practices and by a vocabulary of purity with ethical and spiritual dimensions
(see purity and impurity; ritual purity).
The Qurān’s speciﬁc directions regarding ablutions and the occasions on which
these must be performed are concentrated
largely in two lengthy verses, q 4:43 and
q 5:6. q 4:43 opens by instructing the believers not to “approach” prayer when they
are intoxicated (sukārā) or sexually polluted
( junub), a command that suggested to commentators an early date of revelation preceding the deﬁnitive proscription of wine
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of the verse’s wording while rejecting its
legal implications. Thus, some hold that
the Prophet was originally enjoined to perform the minor ablutions before every
prayer but that, this requirement proving
onerous, it was abrogated (mansūkh) at the
time of the conquest of Mecca (q.v.). Others argue that the directive to perform ablutions before every prayer was directed
exclusively to the Prophet or that it is directed at all believers but represents a recommendation rather than a command (cf.
J. Burton, The practice of wu ū, 32).
Questions have also been raised by the
syntactical structure of the verse’s instruction to “wash your faces and your hands
up to the elbows and wipe your heads and
your feet.” The most obvious reading
would place “feet” in apposition to “heads”
and thus imply that the feet are to be wiped.
This reading was early rejected by Sunnī
commentators who believed that the feet
were to be washed and accordingly read
“feet” in apposition to “hands.” Because
Shīī interpretations rejected this understanding, the washing or wiping of the feet
came to be among the most visible everyday ritual distinctions between Sunnīs and
Shīīs, starting in the early Islamic period
(see shism and the qurn).
Verses q 4:43 and q 5:6 then continue
identically enumerating a series of situations understood to be the occasions of
pollution (“coming from the privy,” i.e. urination and defecation, and “touching
women,” variously understood as sexual
intercourse or simple skin-to-skin contact)
and the special circumstances (illness and
travel) under which one is entitled to perform symbolic ablutions with dust (tayammum). Each verse then ends with a reference to the clemency of God.
These two lengthy verses opened a number of questions debated by exegetes and
jurists not only because of their syntactic
and semantic complexity but because of

their apparent interrelation. Some commentators argue that q 4:43 was abrogated
(mansūkh) by q 5:6, a chronological sequence suggested by q 4:43’s apparent
reference to the use of intoxicants (see
abrogation). Further complication is introduced by a well-known tradition from
the Prophet’s wife Āisha bint Abī Bakr
(q.v.), in which her search for a misplaced
necklace detains a caravan in a waterless
spot and prompts the revelation of the
“verse of tayammum” (see occasions of
revelation). Commentators are generally
undecided about which of the two verses
is intended since both contain the dispensation relating to tayammum. Perhaps the
“verse of tayammum” of the tradition
should in fact be understood as the segment on tayammum shared by q 4:43 and
q 5:6.
Purity practices are also addressed in a
small number of other verses. q 2:222
instructs men to “avoid” (itazilū, see abstinence) women during their menstrual
periods, a command understood in the exegetical tradition to prohibit only sexual intercourse (in contrast with the comprehensive avoidance practiced by Zoroastrians
and⁄or Jews). The praise of “those who
purify themselves” (al-muahhirīn) in
q 9:108, although it seems to invite a metaphorical interpretation, is traditionally understood to refer to the practice of cleansing the affected parts with water after
relieving oneself. A widespread adīth
identiﬁes as the people of the Mosque of
Qubā the verse’s “men who love to purify
themselves” and who merit the right to
stand in the “mosque founded upon piety.”
They are said to have learned this form of
puriﬁcation from neighboring Jews (see
jews and judaism). q 9:28, which identiﬁes
polytheists as “unclean” (najas, see contamination) and bars them from the
Sacred Mosque (i.e. that of Mecca), is understood in the Sunnī tradition either as a
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metaphorical reference to moral turpitude
or as an allusion to chronic sexual pollution resulting from the failure to perform
ablutions. The Twelver Shīī tradition, in
contrast, has embraced a literal understanding that non-believers are substantively impure (see belief and unbelief;
polytheism and atheism).
The verses enjoining speciﬁc purity practices occur in Medinan chapters although
the practice of ablution was traditionally
understood to have been introduced to the
Prophet by the angel Gabriel (q.v.), along
with prayer, at the beginning of his mission
(cf. Ibn Isāq-Guillaume, 112). In general,
the qurānic chapters which contain the
verses describing purity practices are sūras
thematically concerned with the deﬁnition
of community boundaries, containing a
high proportion of references to deﬁning
ritual practices (prayer, pilgrimage [q.v.],
fasting [q.v.], alms [see almsgiving]) and to
relations with non-believers and members
of other religious communities (see community and society). The Qurān’s provisions regarding ritual purity seem to be
thematically linked with the concept of the
covenant (q.v.) which is also strongly represented in the relevant chapters. This linkage is reﬂected in the end of q 5:6 and the
opening of q 5:7 which conclude the instructions regarding ablutions by stating:
“God does not wish to burden you, but to
purify you and to complete his favor to
you, so that you may give thanks. Remember God’s favor to you, and his covenant
which he concluded with you when you
said ‘We hear and we obey’…”
The relationship between the early study
and interpretation of the qurānic text and
the development of the Islamic law of
ritual purity seems to have been a complex
one. The centrality of qurānic exegesis to
early legal discussion of purity practices is
demonstrated by the fact that all important
interpretive cruxes in the relevant qurānic

verses generated juristic debates that can
be traced in the early sources. However,
the development of Islamic law ( ﬁqh) does
not merely represent unconstrained reﬂection on the qurānic text. Rather, as in the
case of the washing or wiping of the feet,
pre-existing understandings of right practice sometimes led to strained readings of
the wording of the Qurān. The development of ﬁqh must be understood to represent a living tradition of normative practice as well as exegetical reﬁnement (see
law and the qurn).
In addition to providing instructions for
the practice of ritual purity, the Qurān
uses a terminology of purity in a number
of different contexts. Notable among these
are its description of paradise and its selfdescription as a revealed book (q.v.; see
also revelation and inspiration). The
blessed in paradise will enjoy pure drink
(q 47:15; 76:21) and consort with pure
spouses (q 2:25; 3:15; 4:57); the Qurān is a
pure scripture (q 80:14; 98:2) and is
touched by none but the pure (q 56:79), a
statement interpreted either as a requirement of ritual purity for those who touch
earthly copies of the Qurān or as a description of the heavenly exemplar of the
Qurān touched only by the angels (see
angel). The term “pure” (-h-r) is also used
in an ethical context referring to sexual
and moral purity (q 74:4, also sometimes
interpreted in a physical sense; q 2:232;
7:82; 11:78; 27:56; 33:53). The literal meaning of the word zakāt, “alms” (etymologically derived from the root z-k-y, “to be
pure”), is reﬂected in verses describing
almsgiving as purifying (q 9:103; 58:12).
The strong connection between the
Qurān’s purity terminology and its moral
vocabulary is exempliﬁed by the antonyms
ayyib⁄khabīth (“pure, pleasant, good”⁄“vile,
evil”) and the range of their usage extends
from the purity status of foods (e.g. q 5:4-5)
to general moral censure and praise. These
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two contrasting roots are among the most
frequently used in the purity terminology
of adīth and of opinions attributed to the
earliest jurists. The antonyms alāl⁄ arām
(“licit”⁄“forbidden”) cover a similar semantic range (cf. q 5:1-5). Izutsu (Concepts,
237) suggests that these antonyms “go back
to the old Semitic idea of ritual cleanness”
with arām denoting that which is taboo
(i.e. both holy and polluted) and alāl denoting that which is free from this ban.
Signiﬁcantly, the legal scholar al-Shāfiī
(d. 204⁄820) uses “ arām” as a synonym of
“najis” (i.e. substantively impure).

community and society; law and the
qurn). A client was either under the protection of, or nominally equal to, those
born into, and thus “full” member(s) of, a
family, clan or tribe (Watt-Bell, Introduction,
6; see kinship). The meanings of both
mawlā (in the sense of client, protégé, afﬁliated free person or manumitted slave or a
group of such individuals) and walā (clientage, patronage) essentially vary according to their legal, historical or theological
usage and according to the periods and the
social contexts to which they were applied
(A.J. Wensinck, Mawlā, in ei 1, iii, 417-8;
J. De Bruijn, Iran, 44; Juda, Mawālī, 1-29;
P. Crone, Mawlā, 874; and esp. id., Roman
law, 43-4; 49-63; and W. Hallaq, Use and
abuse, 84-7).
In the Qurān mawlā occurs 21 times
(three of which are in the plural form,
mawālī ), predominantly with a signiﬁcation
antonymous to that of the English expression “client,” i.e. with the meaning of
master or patron. In the majority of the
qurānic occurrences, mawlā is an epithet of
God or a divine attribute with the meaning
of Lord (synonymous with al-sayyid ), Protector, Helper and Trustee (q 2:286; 3:150;
6:62; 8:40; 9:51; 10:30; 19:5; twice in 22:78;
47:11; 66:2, 4). The term also indicates a
master, a responsible person or thing
(q 16:76: “He is a burden upon his mawlā”;
q 57:15: “Your refuge is the ﬁre (q.v.; see
hell), that is your mawlā”), a good protector (q 47:11: “Unbelievers have no mawlā”)
or an evil protector (q 22:13) and it occurs
in the sense of heir (q 4:33: “To everyone
we have appointed mawālī ”) or kinsman
(q 19:5, where Zechariah [q.v.] prays:
“Now I fear my kinsfolk (mawālī) behind
me”).
Only twice does mawlā occur in the Qurān with the common meaning of client.
q 33:5 from a Medinan sūra states: “They
[i.e. the adopted sons] are your brothers in
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Clear and Unclear see ambiguous

Clients and Clientage
The legal attachment of a person or group
to another person, family, clan or tribe (see
family; tribes and clans). The term “client” (mawlā, pl. mawālī) plays, along with
“confederate, ally” ( alīf ) and “protected
neighbor, temporary protégé” ( jār), a
prominent role in pre-Islamic Arabia and
in early Islamic society and law (see
pre-islamic arabia and the qurn;
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religion and your mawālī ” (see children).
q 44:41 from a Meccan sūra captures, in
some interpretations, the term’s antonymy:
“the day a master (mawlā) shall be of no
proﬁt to a client (mawlā).” The basic meaning of the root w-l-y, “to be near or close
to, to be connected with someone or something,” is the linguistic explanation for this
antonymy. Mawlā connotes primarily a person or party linked to another person or
party by proximity (walā), and can thus, as
attested in the Qurān, be a designation for
both client and its counterpart lord (q.v.) or
master (q.v.).
The qurānic use of client is explained by
the exegetes as meaning close person or
relative (qarīb, Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, iv, 233, ad
q 44:41) and, ﬁguratively, fellow-tribesman
(ibn al-amm), helper (nā ir), friend ( adīq,
Qur ubī, Jāmi, xvi, 148, ad q 44:41), the
one to whom one feels connected by closeness or friendship (bi-qarāba aw adāqa,
Jalālayn, 377, ad q 33:5), but also as protector (walī, Qur ubī, Jāmi, xvi, 148, ad
q 44:41) which again has a double meaning
(see B. Carra de Vaux, Walī). However, on
the day of judgment (see last judgment)
no mawlā can protect another mawlā from
punishment (“lā yadfa anhu mina l-adhāb,”
Jalālayn 457; cf. Qur ubī, Jāmi, xvi, 148, ad
q 44:41). Compared with the (also ﬁguratively used) word, brother (akh, see
brother and brotherhood), mawlā is the
expression which describes a slightly ﬁrmer
relationship to another person (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, xiv, 119, ad q 33:5). Both terms, however, can also be understood as synonyms
(as exempliﬁed by Ibn Kathīr, Taf īr, iii,
772, citing the saying of the Prophet “anta
akhūnā wa-mawlānā,” see Bukhārī, a ī ,
nos. 2700, 4251; Ibn anbal, Musnad, no.
933). It is important to note that the close
relationship, which both client (mawlā) and
brother (akh) commonly represent, seems
to be speciﬁed and restricted in the Qur-

ān to a relationship in terms of religion,
as shown by the parenthetical usage of
“ikhwānukum fī l-dīn wa-mawālīkum” (q 33:5).
The qurānic conception of clientage,
however, seems to reﬂect the old Arab pattern of collective, egalitarian social relationships of mutual assistance. This differs
from Islamic patronage (walā) in its institutionalized form, the latter’s being individual and assimilative (P. Crone, Roman law,
35-42, 43). Furthermore, it is of theological
relevance that the idea of God as the Lord
and mawlā of believers not only indicates
the one who has the authority (q.v.) over
them but also implies that he is close to
and, in a certain sense, in charge of them
(while always protecting his “clients”). The
qurānic notion of a certain kind of
interrelation between the human and the
divine spheres contributes to enabling
Muslim believers to feel closer to God and
to making the “All-Mighty” (e.g. q 16:70)
seem somewhat more approachable (see
fism and the qurn).
Clientage of a slightly different nature is
mentioned in q 20:39-43. Here it is the
word i anaa which signiﬁes the patronage
of God over a client: Moses (q.v.) is told by
God when his mother puts him in the Nile:
“And I laid upon you love from me, and to
be formed in my sight” (wa-li-tu naa alā
aynī, q 20:39). Moses grew up with the
education and experience that God had
desired for him, at which point God said
to him: “I have bound you to myself ”
(wa- anatuka li-nafsī, q 20:41) According to
Muslim commentators, this phrase means
that God had chosen, formed and educated Moses for himself in order that Moses
might establish God’s proof (q.v.) and serve
as his spokesman, or that Moses might undertake a special task (see prophets and
prophethood). The idea of helping or
promoting somebody as contained in the
qurānic i anaa, seems to have gained a
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new importance in medieval Islamic society, as shown by its frequent appearance in
texts of the fourth⁄tenth and ﬁfth⁄eleventh
centuries. Here it means “to foster someone’s career” but connoting at the same
time an almost parental connection of a
master to his client or protégé (mu ana,
anī, anīa) who has been reared, educated
and trained well by his master (cf. R. Mottahedeh, Loyalty, 82-3).

(mail) shirts (sarābīl, q 16:81), sandals (nal,
q 20:12), robes ( jalābīb, q 33:59) and shirt
(qamī , q 12:18, 25-8, 93). A wrap or cloak
(dithār) is evoked in q 74, which is entitled
“The Cloaked One” (Sūrat al-Muddaththir). In the Qurān ijāb denotes a curtain
or separation rather than a female head
wrap or face-veil (see barrier; veil). As
presented in the Qurān, clothing is made
from various materials, including animal
hides and furs (see camel; animal life).
The making of coats of mail ( anat labūs) is
alluded to in q 21:80 (see solomon); and
mountains are likened to carded cotton (alihn al-manfūsh) in q 101:5 (see apocalypse).
On the whole, the Qurān provides little
information regarding speciﬁc forms of
dress, though it is categorical regarding
women who should “draw their hooded
robes ( jalābīb) close around themselves”
(q 33:59; cf. 24:31; see women and the
qurn). Yet the Qurān’s use of clothing
imagery in a metaphorical sense is noteworthy. The verse, “We have revealed
(anzalnā) to you clothing (libās) to conceal
your nudity⁄pudenda (sawāt), and attire
(rīsh),” for example, continues “but the garment (libās) of piety is superior” (q 7:26;
see nudity; piety). Indeed, the “ﬁrst” garments were not Adam and Eve’s “leaves of
the garden” (waraq al-janna) but rather the
“garment” of honor stripped away by Iblīs
(q 7:22; 20:121; see adam and eve; fall of
man; devil; garden; paradise). And in
q 2:187 men and women are described as
garments for one another (see marriage
and divorce). The night (q 25:47; 78:10)
and hunger and fear (q 16:112) are also described as garments.
The Qurān’s most symbolic garment is
the shirt (qamī ) of Joseph (Yūsuf; see
joseph). It is produced by Joseph’s brothers
as bloodstained proof of his death (q 12:18;
see brother and brotherhood); it is rent
by Zulaykhā as she attempts to seduce him
(q 12:25-8) and is used to restore his
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Clothing
Garments worn for modesty (q.v.), utility,
protection and decoration. Explicit references to clothing appear 23 times in the
Qurān. Qurānic terms for clothing are
libās and thiyāb (clothing, garment), zīna
(ﬁnery), ilya (ornament) and rīsh (attire).
Only rarely are speciﬁc items mentioned:
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father Jacob’s (Yaqūb; see jacob) sight
(q 12:93). The shirt, a synecdoche for Joseph, serves each time to establish truth (q.v.)
or restore honor (q.v.). q 12:18 explains that
the shirt is in fact stained with false or lying
blood (dam kadhib). The discovery in
q 12:28 that it is torn from behind proves
Joseph’s innocence; and in q 12:94, in proclaiming to Jacob that Joseph is still alive,
prophecy and kingship are validated (see
prophets and prophethood). A similar
validation is echoed in q 27:44 where the
Queen of Sheba (see bilqs; sheba), mistaking Solomon’s crystal palace-ﬂoor for a
deep pool, raises her garment and thus immodestly exposes her legs. On discovering
her error, she is forced to acknowledge Solomon’s superior knowledge. Her act of uncovering results in a validation of Solomon
as prophet and ruler.
Shīī exegesis of q 3:61-2 and q 33:33
relates the tradition of Muammad’s
embracing his daughter Fā ima (q.v.), his
son-in-law Alī b. Abī ālib (q.v.) and their
sons asan and usayn under his cloak, a
group subsequently honored as the “people
of the cloak” (ahl al-kisā, cf. W. Schmucker,
Mubāhala; A. Tritton, Ahl al-kisā; see
shism and the qurn). This bestowal of
favor highlights a connection between
clothing and reward (see reward and punishment; virtues and vices). Indeed, the
reward in heaven (q.v.) for the righteous includes garments of silk and brocade (sundus, istabraq, arīr). These luxurious fabrics
are in contrast to the clothing of the inhabitants of this world — Muammad proscribed the wearing of silk for men — and
in stark contrast to the ﬁre-dwellers’ garments of ﬁre (q 22:19; see hell; fire).
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Clouds see natural world and the
qurn

Codes⁄Markings for Recitation
see recitation, the art of

Codices of the Qurān
A designation generally used to refer to the
ma ā if, plural of mu af, meaning “a copy
of the complete text of the Qurān” as
these existed in the early period of Islam
(see J. Burton, Mu af ). These ancient
codices, both extant and presumed, are
important for the study of the history of
the text of the Qurān. There are supposedly two categories of these early codices,
the pre-Uthmānic codices and those with
an Uthmānic text (see collection of the
qurn; uthmn).
Until the present day, no pre-Uthmānic
codices of the Qurān have been discovered and deﬁnitively identiﬁed, although
possibly some extant palimpsest leaves may
contain a non-Uthmānic text (Nöldeke,
gq , iii, 97-100, but also see W. Diem, Untersuchungen, 211 and 226-7). Nevertheless,
many textual variants reported to have existed in these pre-Uthmānic codices are
known from other sources such as exegetical works (tafāsīr, sing. tafsīr) and specialized
works dealing with non-canonical readings
(al-qirāāt al-shādhdha) like Ibn Jinnī’s
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(d. 392⁄1002) Mu tasab and the much earlier Maānī l-Qurān works by al-Akhfash
al-Awsa (d. between 210-21⁄825-35) and
al-Farrā (d. 207⁄822). Or they are found in
works dealing speciﬁcally with the nonUthmānic codices as such, like the Kitāb alMa ā if of Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī
(d. 316⁄929; Jeffery, Materials) which appears to be the only surviving example of
this specialization in early qurānic studies.
Codices of the second category, however,
those with an Uthmānic text, have been
preserved. Yet the age of the oldest ones,
written in the māil script, has still not been
established beyond doubt (see arabic
script). Some of the codices that were discovered in the loft of the Great Mosque of
anā in 1972 appear to be of a very early
date. However, very little of this material
has become available for philological study
and until now it is not clear to what extent
these manuscripts deviate from the Uthmānic orthographic rendering (rasm, G.-R.
Puin, Observations, 107-11). For a number
of leaves from ancient codices that were
originally preserved in the Umayyad
Mosque in Damascus some scholars have
suggested an Umayyad origin (. alMunajjid, Dirāsāt, 90-5; see also S. Ory,
Nouveau type).
According to prevailing Islamic tradition,
the members of a group led by Zayd b.
Thābit (q.v.; d. ca. 34-5⁄655) discharged
the task, assigned to them by the third caliph Uthmān (r. 23-35⁄644-56), of producing a complete codex of the Qurān. This
became the master copy, usually referred to
as al-imām. Copies of this codex were made
and sent to the chief centers of the Muslim
empire; all other codices were ordered to
be destroyed. In Kufa, Abdallāh b. Masūd
(d. ca. 33⁄653) refused, however, to destroy
his codex, and his reading apparently remained in use there for some time. Eventually, some seventy years later, the famous
governor al- ajjāj b. Yūsuf (d. 95⁄714) felt

compelled to suppress it. Other codices,
like those of Ubayy b. Kab (d. 21⁄642),
Alī b. Abī ālib (q.v.; d. 40⁄661), the
Prophet’s wife Āisha bt. Abī Bakr (q.v.;
d. 58⁄678) and Abū Mūsā al-Asharī
(d. ca. 42⁄662), are also reported to have
been destroyed. Nevertheless, from these
codices variant readings are reported in
classical Islamic literature (see readings of
the qurn).
The Uthmānic recension credited by
Muslim tradition to the group led by Zayd
b. Thābit only established the rasm of the
text, i.e. the writing of the consonantal
structure but without the diacritics and
vowel signs incorporated at a later stage.
Thus the reported variant readings of the
ancient pre-Uthmānic codices — of which
the Ibn Masūd codex appears to have
been the most important — are of two
kinds: those which do and those which do
not presuppose a different rasm than that
recorded in the Uthmānic master copy.
Variant readings of the ﬁrst kind range
from a difference of one Arabic character,
like the reading of sirā instead of irā in
q 1:6 and all subsequent occurrences in the
Qurān as reported from a codex attributed
to Ibn Abbās (d. ca. 67-8⁄686-8), to the
addition of whole verses or even sūras like
“The Renunciation” (Sūrat al-Khal) and
“The Service” (Sūrat al- afd) in Ubayy’s
codex. Reported omissions fall within the
same range: from wa-nunsihā, “and we
cause to be forgotten,” instead of aw
nunsihā, “or we cause to be forgotten,” in
q 2:106 as reported from Alī and Ubayy, to
the omission of the ﬁrst and the two last
sūras from the codex of Ibn Masūd.
The readings reported from Ibn Masūd
of the kind which presupposes a different
rasm may be characterized as follows: (a)
They offer synonyms to the Uthmānic text
like irshadnā for ihdinā in q 1:6, both meaning “guide us.” (b) They leave less room for
ambiguity, as in tawīluhu illā inda llāhi, “its
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interpretation is only with God,” for wa-mā
yalamu tawīlahu illā llāhu, “and none knows
its interpretation, save only God,” in q 3:7,
the frame of which excludes the possibility
of the following phrase, al-rāsikhūna fī l-ilm,
“those ﬁrmly rooted in knowledge,” being
also “those who know.” (c) They provide
clariﬁcation, as in the addition of fī mawāsim al- ajj, “in the seasons of the pilgrimage (q.v.),” after an tabtaghū fa lan min rabbikum, “if you seek bounty from your Lord,”
in q 2:198. (d) They provide more easily
understood alternatives like mīthāq alladhīna
ūtū l-kitāb, “the covenant (q.v.) of those who
were given the book” instead of mīthāq alnabiyyīn, “the covenant of the prophets,” in
q 3:81. It is thus no wonder that these
readings continued to play a role in classical exegetical literature (tafsīr, see exegesis
of the qurn: classical and medieval).
Indeed one often ﬁnds in early commentary (tafsīr) a qurānic term explained by a
synonym or a phrase which elsewhere is
mentioned as a variant reading. This is
hardly surprising in view of the interdependence of early exegetical activity and
the regular recitation of the Qurān (F.
Leemhuis, Origins, 24 and 26-7; see recitation of the qurn).
Sometimes non-Uthmānic readings also
occur among the ones which the commentators explain and Uthmānic readings are
qualiﬁed as scribal errors. In Sufyān alThawrī’s (d. 161⁄778) commentary on
q 24:27 (Tafsīr, ad loc.), Ibn Abbās is
quoted as having said that tastanisū, “engaging in social talk,” is a scribal error for
tastadhinū, “asking for permission.” In the
tafsīr tradition of Mujāhid (d. 104⁄722) on
q 3:81 (both in al-abarī’s Tafsīr and in the
independently preserved recension of
Mujāhid, ad loc.), the case is the same, the
above-mentioned reading of Ibn Masūd
being presented as the correct one. In the
manuscript of the commentary of Sufyān
al-Thawrī the more than 60 variant read-

ings transmitted are nearly always clustered together near the end of his treatment of each sūra. Most of these are
attributed to Ibn Masūd and his followers
and the majority of them, but certainly not
all, do not necessarily presuppose a nonUthmānic rasm. The same treatment of
variant readings is found in the Jāmi of the
Mālikī traditionist of Egypt, Ibn Wahb
(d. 197⁄813; cf. M. Muranyi, Materialien,
239-42). All of this suggests that in the ﬁrst
half of the second Islamic century (720-70
c.e.) variant readings were considered to
fulﬁll a separate exegetical function and
that the Uthmānic recension, apart from
some exceptions, had been accepted as the
textus receptus. About half a century later,
al-Farrā (Maānī, i, 11) explicitly contrasts
“the reading (qirāa) of Ibn Masūd” with
“our reading.” Nevertheless, these texts
also make clear that the existence of variant readings which presupposed a nonUthmānic rasm was considered a matter
of fact.
Apart from the connection with qurānic
exegetical literature, there is also a connection with the corpus of adīth as some additions from the non-Uthmānic codices
are also reported as sayings of the Prophet,
whether inspired by God or not (see
revelation and inspiration; adth and
the qurn). The verse about the greed of
man (see avarice), “If man had two valleys of riches…” (law [kāna] anna li-bni
ādama wādiyāni min mālin…), for instance, is
reported both as an addition in Ubayy’s
codex at q 10:24 and in all the six canonical adīth collections as an utterance of
the Prophet and sometimes as a nonUthmānic Qurān quotation as well. It
also appears that, at least in some cases,
the supposed existence of some verses in
non-Uthmānic codices functioned in the
framework of the doctrine of the abrogation (q.v.) of the recited text but not of the
divine directive contained therein (naskh
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al-tilāwa dūna l- ukm, cf. J. Burton, Collection,
68-86).
It is often asserted that Ibn Masūd’s
codex contained a number of Shīī readings which were omitted from the Uthmānic codex. Although some of these readings are reported to have also been present
in other codices, like Ubayy’s and Alī’s, a
separate Shīī Qurān codex is not known
(see shism and the qurn). It could be
argued, however, that if there ever was a
distinct Shīī codex of the Qurān it probably would have contained the explicit Shīī
readings reported from Ibn Masūd’s codex.
Eventually, the readings from the preUthmānic codices which show a different
rasm disappeared from the recitation of the
Qurān. Those which did not, continued to
play a role in the recitation systems of the
Qurān as variant readings of the Uthmānic text. Parenthetically, it should be noted
that al-Farrā (Maānī, 95) suggests that in
some cases a canonical reading may actually have its origin in a different rasm.
Those non-Uthmānic readings which ﬁtted in with the later systems of the seven,
ten or fourteen accepted recitation systems
(qirāāt) remained accepted, like the reading asanan of Ibn Masūd in q 2:83 which
is also the reading of amza, al-Kisāī,
Yaqūb, Khalaf and al-Amash whereas
the rest (of the fourteen) read usnan (see
reciters of the qurn). Those readings
which did not ﬁt acquired the qualiﬁcation
of “deviant readings” (qirāāt shādhdha) and
became unﬁt for recitation, although they
continued to play a role in the interpretation and linguistic explanation of the
Qurān.
Alongside the different readings of these
pre-Uthmānic codices, a variant order of
sūras (q.v.) is frequently mentioned (see
chronology and the qurn), the most
plausible being the ones of Ibn Masūd
and Ubayy. As in the case of the variant
readings of the pre-Uthmānic codices,

until recently there was no extant manuscript evidence to support this. In some
early codices from anā, however, such
different arrangements are indeed found,
agreeing or nearly agreeing with what is
known from the Ibn Masūd and Ubayy
arrangements (G.-R. Puin, Observations,
110-1).
Although the concept of the Uthmānic
rasm suggests a uniform and invariable text,
such uniformity is not presented by most of
the oldest extant codices. Considerable
variation in orthography is found especially in connection with long ā and words
which in the later classical Arabic orthography required a hamza. Even the word
qurān is found spelled as qrn (e.g. in q 50:1
of the St. Petersburg fragment as reproduced in E. Rezwan, Frühe Abschriften,
120-1). In addition to their value for study
of the Qurān’s textual history such evidential examples are important for the history
of Arabic orthography.
Before the second World War, two complementary projects for preparing a critical
edition of the Qurān were initiated. A.
Jeffery’s aim was to present all variants of
the Uthmānic text that could be collected
from the Islamic literary tradition (see
literature and the qurn), whereas G.
Bergsträsser planned to collect variants
from (photographs of ) extant early manuscripts of the Qurān. Although neither
project survived the war, Jeffery was able to
publish his harvest of readings of the old
codices together with his edition of the
Kitāb al-Ma ā if of al-Sijistānī (d. 316⁄929),
and at least part of Bergsträsser’s work
found its way into the third volume of Geschichte des Qorāns (Nöldeke, gq ), which was
completed after his death in 1933 by O.
Pretzl, T. Nöldeke having died in 1930.
According to the hypothesis of J. Wansbrough (qs , esp. 43-52), which asserts that
the Qurān only reached its ﬁnal, standard
form during the formative process of the
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ﬁrst two centuries of the Islamic community, the reports of the Uthmānic recension and of the existence of pre-Uthmānic
codices, as well as accounts of their suppression must be regarded as ﬁction, probably patterned after Jewish views about the
creation of the Hebrew scriptural canon.
On the other hand, J. Burton’s (Collection,
esp. 160-89) thesis considers the collection
and codiﬁcation of the Qurān to have
been the work of the prophet Muammed
himself and the stories about its later collection and codiﬁcation are therefore to be
entirely distrusted since their function was
probably only to provide a basis for the
doctrine of abrogation (naskh).
From these two contrasting views, it is
apparent that the paleographical study of
ancient codices has produced no clear,
unambiguous and generally accepted results with respect to the dating of extant
codices. Recent, new studies, however, do
appear to be more promising in their attempts to develop a chronological framework based on an inductive approach or to
apply classical, art-historical methods to
the paleography of the early qurānic manuscripts. See also textual history of the
qurn; muaf.
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Coercion see tolerance and
compulsion

Collection of the Qurān
The assemblage, ordering and recording of
the textual material of the Qurān. Muslim
reports on the collection of the Qurān
must, like any other adīth, be tested by
exposure to the wider background of Islamic deﬁnition from which they emerged.
It was held by the most inﬂuential commentators and by a majority of the legal
scholars that the entire Qurān was never
collected. This view has been echoed by
Western scholars following Nöldeke’s Geschichte of 1860 (gq 1, 43; gq 2, i, 47; ii, 44).
From this perspective it is important to
note a basic verbal distinction: By Qurān
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was meant all that was ever revealed to the
Prophet as “the Book of God.” The word
refers not to a physical object but to an
idea. The inherited book or written manifestation, on the other hand, is called the
mu af (q.v.) and the adīths about the collection of the Qurān are concerned with
its identity, provenance and completeness
as a textual object (see book).
Several members of the Prophet’s circle
(see companions of the prophet) are said
to have prepared during Muammad’s
lifetime personal copies of the qurānic
revelations, the signiﬁcance of which became apparent only after Muammad’s
death. These texts, also called mu af, exhibited mutual differences. They also differ
from a deﬁnitive text, mu af, said to have
been promulgated by ofﬁcial state action
some dozen years after the Prophet’s
death. This last text, known as the Uthmānic mu af (see uthmn), shows three
classes of “omission” relative to the Qurān
and a fourth when compared to the mu afs
of the Companions (see codices of the
qurn).

sunna as well, while others — impressed
by their adoption in the law and by their
certainty that the Prophet had constantly
been directed by divine inspiration (see
revelation and inspiration; prophets
and prophethood) — postulated texts
(or pericopes) allegedly once revealed in
the Qurān although omitted from all
mu afs.
One ﬁnds, for instance, almost unanimous legal agreement in the early texts
that for certain cases of adultery (see
adultery and fornication; chastisement
and punishment; flogging) the penalty is
death by stoning (q.v.), a ruling that cannot
be reconciled with the penalty prescribed
in q 24:2, “Adulterers, male and female,
ﬂog each of them one hundred strokes.”
The law’s stoning penalty had been rejected by some precisely because it was absent from the mu af (Mālik [d. 179⁄796],
Muwaa, K. al- udūd ). But the majority accepted the penalty since it was present in
the inherited law and argued that it demonstrated the repeal of the mu af penalty
by the sunna penalty. Others, supposing
that the words and actions of a human,
however elevated, could never supersede
the words of the divine lawgiver (see
inimitability), were driven to argue that
stoning “must” have originated in a further
qurānic revelation, a stoning-verse that
had simply been omitted from the mu af
(Mālik, Muwaa, K. al- udūd ). Thus
knowledge of the law indicated that the
omission of a conﬁrmatory text from the
mu af carried no negative implication for
the continuing validity of a revealed ruling.
The inherited law also indicated that inclusion of a text in the mu af carried no positive implication for the continuing validity
of a revealed ruling. As an example,
q 2:240 seemed to establish a period of
twelve months during which a widow (q.v.),
since she might not legally contract a fresh
marriage, was entitled to accommodation

Legal rulings and the Uthmānic mu af
Islamic law (see law and the qurn) is
understood to have been derived primarily
from two sources, the Qurān and the
sunna (q.v.), the latter originally deﬁned as
reports on the words and actions of previous generations of Muslims but, as these
reports showed wide differences by the late
second century, redeﬁned as reports on the
words and actions of the Prophet speciﬁcally. These reports reach us through
the Companions of the Prophet and their
successors.
On certain topics the law exhibits rulings
that are not mentioned in the Uthmānic
mu af and are thought to derive from the
sunna. Other rulings of the law clash with
rulings mentioned in the mu af. Some
scholars traced these discrepancies to the
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and maintenance (see marriage and
divorce). q 2:234, it was argued, appears
to reduce the period to four months and
ten nights, the ruling adopted in the law.
It was concluded that verse 234 had been
revealed to repeal verse 240 although the
wording of both verses survived in the
mu af (abarī, Tafsīr, v, 250-62; J. Burton,
Sources, 56-80). The two cases are said to
represent partial omissions from the mu af.
One involved the omission of a text but
not its ruling; the other showed suppression of a ruling but not its text (see
ambiguous).
Other cases involving omission of both
text wording and ruling can with certainty
be traced to old exegetical assertions about
the implications of verses still present in
the mu af. q 87:6-7, for instance, “We shall
instruct you to recite it and you will not
forget — except what God wills,” was held
by commentators to mean, “except what
God wills you, Muammad, to forget”
( J. Burton, Interpretation; see abrogation). Ubayy b. Kab (d. 21⁄642) reports
that q 33 used to equal q 2 in length “and
we used to recite the stoning verse in
q 33.” Abū Mūsā al-Asharī (d. ca. 42⁄662)
reported that q 33 was once as long as q 9
“but I have been caused to forget it — except one verse.” udhayfa declared, “You
do not recite today a quarter of q 9” while
Āisha bint Abī Bakr (q.v.) stated that q 33
had once consisted of two hundred verses
(Burton, Collection, 80-2; Suyū ī, Itqān, ii,
26f.). The mu af ’s q 33 consists of
seventy-three verses. Such reports had convinced many that words and rulings together had been forgotten. The two kinds
of omission, total and partial, are said to
be the intended reference of the mention
in q 2:106 of the āya which was “abrogated” or “caused to be forgotten” (mā nansakh min āya aw nunsihā) and then replaced
with a better or a similar one.
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The mu afs of the Companions
Following the Prophet’s death, many of his
Companions had dispersed to participate
in the administration and islamization of
newly conquered lands outside Arabia.
Syrians and Iraqis, like the Arabians at
Mecca and Medina, claimed to have acquired and preserved their stock of sunna
and Qurān lore from these Companions.
The surviving literature shows the use
made of their names in disputes arising between regional coteries of scholars. The
following will illustrate this trend: Urwa
was perplexed by the status of the say or
“running” between afā (q.v.) and Marwa
(q.v.). q 2:158, “There is no harm for him
(lā junā alayhi) in moving about between
the two of them” appears to suggest that it
is optional — one Iraqi view — whereas
the Medinan law assumes that it is a rite
indispensable to the validity of the pilgrimage (q.v.). Urwa consulted his aunt Āisha,
a widow of the Prophet, who replied that
his view would call for a different reading,
i.e. “There is no harm in not performing
it.” She explained that the obligatory status
of this ritual derived not from the Qurān
but from the sunna, which had cleared up
the ambiguity of the text. The Medinese
and other Iraqis agreed that the say ritual
was obligatory. One early Iraqi exegete reports an anonymous variant identical to
Āisha’s hypothetical variant. Although
convinced that the ritual is obligatory, he
did not on that account reject the reading
(see readings of the qurn). Comparing
it with further qurānic usage, he neutralizes it. The variant incorporates a double
negative and so just as q 7:12 “What prevented you that you did not prostrate?”
means “What prevented you from doing
it?” q 2:158 means “There is no harm in
performing it.” He can now accept the
variant without having to accept the ruling
it implies since the variant means the same
as the mu af reading (Farrā, Maānī, i, 95;
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Burton, Collection, 12, 30-1). A century later,
reporting that certain Companions and
their successors had held this ritual to be
optional, al-abarī (d. 310⁄923) states that
their view was explicitly grounded in the
mu afs of Ibn Masūd (d. ca. 33⁄653) and
Ibn Abbās (d. ca. 67-8⁄686-8; abarī,
Tafsīr, iii, 241-2). That discrete variants had
logically evolved into discrete mu afs was
already a given for the earlier exegete mentioned above although, in this present instance, the variant he treated was still unattributed. One of two contending opinions
had claimed support in q 2:158. Its contrary, countering that such an understanding would necessitate a different text, had
sought its evidence in the sunna. An understanding of this ritual as optional requires
notional improvement of the text in the
form of an interpolation. The interpolation is supplied, ﬁrst as an anonymous
reading, but one that can be linguistically
neutralized. Persisting in its claim of qurānic support, the optional interpretation
next acquires speciﬁc attribution to named
Companion texts. The obligatory nature
of the ritual ﬁnally claims support in the
Uthmānic mu af as allegedly interpreted
by the Prophet. The interpolation proved
neither necessary nor effective.
Another example involves competing interpretations of a mandated expiation (see
atonement). umayd and Mujāhid were
circling the Kaba (q.v.) when a man approached and asked Mujāhid whether the
days of fast in expiation of the breach of
an oath (see oaths) had to be consecutive
(see fasting). umayd said the matter was
optional but Mujāhid disagreed. The fast
must be consecutive since in the reading of
Ubayy, “a fast of three consecutive days”
was the wording that actually appeared.
Non-committal as to the preferred reading,
Mālik b. Anas (d. 179⁄796) expresses his
own preference that all fasts imposed in the
Qurān should be consecutive (Muwaa,

iyām, al-nadhr fī l- iyām). Al-Ghazālī’s
(d. 505⁄1111) much later view was that this
fast need not be consecutive even if Ibn
Masūd did read q 5:89 as “three consecutive days” rather than the Uthmānic
mu af ’s reading of “three days.” According to al-Ghazālī, since Ibn Masūd’s interpolation was not universally acknowledged,
it is not part of the Qurān. Possibly Ibn
Masūd mentioned this restriction as his
considered interpretation or he may have
imported the wording from q 58:4, where
“consecutive” does occur, albeit in another
context. Abū anīfa (d. 150⁄767), who
conceded that the wording is not qurānic,
had accepted Ibn Masūd’s view — but as
a adīth. The practice, however, should
be understood as based solely on what is
reported from the Prophet (al-Ghazālī,
Musta fā, i, 102; Burton, Collection, 35, 128).
A anafī scholar argued that the principle of the omission of a qurānic wording
with no negative implication for the continuing validity of its ruling is shown “by
our doctrine that the fast in expiation of
the breach of the oath must be consecutive
on account of Abdallāh’s [i.e. Ibn Masūd]
reading ‘three consecutive days.’ ” That
reading was still current in Abū anīfa’s
day but had not achieved the universal
acknowledgment requisite to establish it as
the deﬁnitive text of the Qurān. As nobody questions the integrity and trustworthiness of Ibn Masūd as transmitter, the
early authorities had no alternative other
than to presume that his reading had been
the original text as preserved by him although omitted during the Prophet’s lifetime by God’s causing it to be forgotten —
except by Abdallāh b. Masūd whose reading was to be the means of preserving the
ruling. Since the status of his adīths is
that they must be acted upon, his Qurān
reading could not be held inferior to his
adīths as source (al-Sarakhsī, U ūl, ii, 81).
Examples like these demonstrate that the
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Companions were repositories of two
classes of adīths: Companion-sunnaadīths and Companion-Qurān-adīths
(see adth and the qurn).
The collection of the mu af
Reports on the collection of the mu af
reveal disparities as to its completeness or
incompleteness, evincing pressure from
some intepretations of q 87 and from the
condition of the law. To provide a summarized version of these reports: Muammad’s death had been followed by the
outbreak of civil wars, and al-Zuhrī
(d. 124⁄741) reports that men who had
memorized many Qurān passages fell in
the ﬁghting. Those passages had neither
been written down nor had the Prophet’s
successors as yet collected the texts. Consequently, those passages had been lost. That
impelled the Muslims to pursue the collection of the Qurān which, in the reign of
Abū Bakr (r. 11-3⁄632-4), they assembled
on sheets. They were motivated by fear
that others who bore much of the Qurān
in memory would perish and would take
their memorized portions to their graves.
Zayd b. Thābit (q.v.; d. ca. 34-5⁄655) states
that he was reluctant to attempt what the
Prophet had never undertaken but that he
had agreed to do so at the urgent requests
of Abū Bakr (q.v.) and Umar (q.v.) who
feared that much of the qurānic texts
would perish. Little more than a year after
the Prophet’s death, Zayd collected the
texts from the people’s memories and their
written memoranda. He found the ﬁnal
verse of q 9 with Abū Khuzayma, having
found it with no one else (Ibn ajar, Fat ,
ix, 9-12; Burton, Collection, 119, 128). It is
also reported that Zayd and others collected the Qurān from the personal copy
of Ubayy who dictated as they wrote ( Jeffery, Materials, 9; Burton, Collection, 124).
When they thought that they had completed the text of q 9, Ubayy read to them
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two further verses which they recorded.
Anas b. Mālik (d. ca. 91-93⁄709-711) claims
to have been among those who dictated as
this written record was being made (abarī, Tafsīr, i, 62). At a later date, when
Zayd was editing the texts for Uthmān, he
recovered from Khuzayma b. Thābit a
verse missing from q 33 ( Jeffery, Materials,
18-9; Burton, Collection, 142). Others report
that Khuzayma himself, noting the omission of the q 9 verse, brought it to Uthmān, who accepted it ( Jeffery, Materials, 11).
Additional reports provide ampliﬁcation
or variant scenarios. Adjudicating a legal
case, Umar inquired about the relevant
verse. Informed that it had been known by
a man who had fallen in battle, Umar
commanded that the Qurān be collected
( Jeffery, Materials, 10; Burton, Collection,
120). On this occasion, al- ārith b. Khuzayma brought the q 9 verse to Umar.
Further, Umar is said, before the Prophet’s
death, to have requested permission to
record the stoning verse, but the request
had been denied (Burton, Collection, 82;
Suyū ī, Itqān, ii, 26-7). Alī said that the
stoning verse had been revealed but that
those who had memorized it and other
revelations had perished in battle (Burton,
Collection, 121). Questioned about his nonappearance at the inauguration of the
Prophet’s ﬁrst successor, Alī explained that
he had solemnly sworn not to appear in
public following the Prophet’s death until
he had ﬁrst collected the Qurān. Having
now done so, he was free to take the oath
of allegiance to Abū Bakr ( Jeffery, Materials, 10; Ibn ajar, Fat , ix, 9; Burton,
Collection, 122).
In these and many similar reports, Western scholarship has traditionally detected
competitive claims to primacy in the Qurān’s collection on behalf of each of the
Prophet’s four immediate successors and
sought to determine which was the one
“true” version. It is, however, clear from
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the literature that this is not the usual Muslim duplication of attribution but an attempt to account for more than one aspect of the qurānic texts by assuming
more than one phase in their collection.
Abū Bakr assembled the text for fear of
further loss as a result of the deaths of
those who had memorized it ( Jeffery,
Materials, 23). The scrupulous care with
which Zayd proceeded, taking account
both of people’s memories and of written
records, is calculated to provide reassurance that nothing of what he could yet
collect had been overlooked. The early
date of the ﬁrst collection initiative aims to
provide similar reassurance. That is balanced by mention of loss through death
but even more importantly by the placing
of the ﬁrst collection after the death of the
Prophet. Some Muslim scholars suggested
a cause for the Prophet’s non-participation
in the collection but none has explicitly
questioned his exclusion.

tion of all other texts” ( Jeffery, Materials,
18-9; Burton, Collection, 141).
Inasmuch as reports about Uthmān’s initiative are hostile to the Companionmu afs, efforts were made to defend their
legitimacy. A man complained to the
Prophet, “Ibn Masūd taught me a Qurān
passage; Zayd taught me the same passage
and so also did Ubayy. The readings of all
three are different, so whose reading ought
I to adopt?” (abarī, Tafsīr, i, 24). The request received several replies in different
versions of the report. “Recite as you were
taught”; “their readings are all equally
valid” (abarī, Tafsīr, i, 26, 30, 32); “only
public contention over the Qurān
amounts to apostasy (q.v.)” (abarī, Tafsīr,
i, 44, 63; see recitation of the qurn;
reciters of the qurn).
Arbitrating similar quarrels between
Umar and a fellow Meccan or between
Ubayy and a fellow Muslim, the Prophet
announced, “Each of your readings is correct. The Qurān was revealed in seven
forms, so recite whichever is easiest”(abarī, Tafsīr, i, 24-5 [Umar]; 32 [Ubayy]).
Attempts to explain reading differences as
being caused by their different local dialects (q.v.) foundered on the observation
that Umar’s quarrel had been with a Meccan. Perhaps each had used different words.
Reciting q 73:6, hiya ashaddu waan waa wabu qīlan, Anas b. Mālik was corrected,
“It is aqwamu qīlan.” He replied, “Aqwamu,
a wabu, ahyau — they all mean the same
thing” (abarī, Tafsīr, i, 52). Even the synonym explanation had to be abandoned on
the mature view that at no stage had the
transmission of the Qurān according to
the meaning only ever been countenanced.
When the doctrine of the uniqueness (ijāz)
of the Qurān was being interpreted in the
sense that the text was inimitable in the
strict literary sense (see inimitability), it
had to be agreed that the transmission of
the early authorities had been rigorously

The Uthmānic mu af
As the traditional reports proceed, they
provide further elaboration: Scandalized
by the beadle’s separating those in the
mosque who followed the Ibn Masūd
mu af from those who adhered to that of
Abū Mūsā, udhayfa counseled the ruler
to take immediate action ( Jeffery, Materials,
11; Burton, Collection, 142). Uthmān
(r. 23-35⁄644-56) himself had been outraged by quarrels that broke out at Medina. He advised the other Companions
that he proposed to unite the people on the
basis of a single text. “Companions of
Muammad! Act in unison to write out a
deﬁnitive text for the Muslims that will
unite them” ( Jeffery, Materials, 21; Burton,
Collection, 143). “Abū Bakr was the ﬁrst to
collect the Qurān into folios on the deaths
of those slain in battle; Uthmān collated
and published the folios to produce a single
reading, he then commanded the destruc-
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verbatim. With the abandonment of the
dialect and synonym explanations, a reserve rationalization was proffered. According to this interpretation, Umar, an
early convert, would have memorized the
Qurān at an early date. His compatriot,
Hishām, had converted only after the conquest of Mecca and had probably memorized later additions to the text which, at
the time of their quarrel, Umar had not
yet heard (Ibn ajar, Fat , ix, 21).

rials, 15; abarī, Tafsīr, i, 28). Reading
differences had thus allegedly evaded the
supposed Uthmānic initiative to unite the
Muslims on the basis of a single text.
The readings attributed to Companions
are of two kinds: attempted interpolations
into a universally acknowledged text or
variations on the consonantal or vocalic
values that may be assigned to the script
used to record the mu af, a script which
originally lacked both diacritics and short
vowel markers (see arabic script). The use
of a denuded script has even been explained as a deliberate device to accommodate the “seven readings” which the
Prophet was said to have sanctioned. A
reading of the ﬁnal verse which Zayd, or
Umar, or Uthmān had recovered, “There
has now come to you a prophet from your
own number (anfusikum)” was ascribed to
Āisha and Fā ima (q.v.), respectively the
Prophet’s widow and daughter, and even to
the Prophet himself, as anfasikum, “from the
most noble among you” (Zamakhsharī,
Kashshāf, ad q 9:128).
At the time when irreconcilable doctrines
were being attributed to the different past
“authorities,” to whom appeal was made in
support of competing regional or school
attitudes, the sunna showed bewildering
contradictions and confusions. To control a
growing accumulation of disparate source
materials, scholars began to insist on the
naming of those in each generation who
transmitted relevant statements from their
putative authors among the Companions.
The lists could be compared and judgments made as to degrees of accurate
memorization, if, and trustworthy transmission, thiqa. Al-Shāfiī (d. 204⁄820)
sought to impose the solution of discounting all Companion information when
reports from the Prophet himself were
available. Reports from the Prophet continued to conﬂict, so al-Shāfiī insisted on
closer scrutiny of the lists of transmitters

The isnād of the mu af
Uthmān is said to have dispatched copies
of his mu af to the metropolitan centers
with the command that all other texts be
shredded or burned. “When the copy arrived at Ba ra, Abū Mūsā declared that
everything in Uthmān’s text and lacking in
his own should be added. Anything in his
own but lacking in Uthmān’s text should
not be omitted. udhayfa exclaimed,
‘What is the point of all our work? Nobody
in this province will abandon Abdallāh’s
[i.e. Ibn Masūd] reading, and nobody of
Yemeni origin will abandon Abū Mūsā’s’ ”
( Jeffery, Materials, 35). Abdallāh b. Masūd
is projected as protesting, “How can I be
ordered to conform to the reading of
Zayd, when I recited seventy sūras from
the very lips of the Prophet? Am I to be
excluded from the collection and the task
given to a man who was still an inﬁdel in
his father’s loins when I ﬁrst became a
Muslim?” ( Jeffery, Materials, 15, 17). Proponents of the Ibn Masūd mu af recruited
the Prophet’s authority in its defense.
“Whoever wishes to recite the Qurān in its
purest form, as it was revealed, should
adopt the reading of Abdallāh” (ayālisī,
Musnad, ii, 150-1). When Uthmān’s order
for the destruction of their copies reached
Iraq, Abdallāh b. Masūd is portrayed as
advising his followers to conceal their
mu af to preserve it from destruction
(ayālisī, Musnad, ii, 150-1; Jeffery, Mate-
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(sing. isnād ), applying the principle of
abrogation. It is possible to date a shift in
preference for reports from older to
younger Companions. Invariably, where
reports clash, the later are to be accepted.
The application of this rule can already be
seen in reference to the reported quarrel
between Umar and Hishām discussed
above. In this light, the participation of
Zayd in every phase of Qurān compilation becomes clearer. Addressing Zayd,
Abū Bakr declared, “You are young, intelligent and we know nothing to your discredit. You served the Prophet by recording
his revelations in writing, so now pursue
the Qurān and bring it all together.” Here,
the moral uprightness (adāla) of Zayd is
assured, and the projection or “raising”
(raf ) of the isnād of his mu af to the
Prophet is established as against that of
the older Companions. The UthmānZayd label identiﬁes the last historical link
between the time of the Medinan caliphate (see caliph) and that of the Prophet.
It was thus designed to supersede all other
Qurān traditions.
As to the abrogation principle, two features can be observed when it is applied to
the Qurān: alleged omissions from the
Qurān and alleged omissions from the
Uthmānic text. The latter are the Companions’ “variants,” actually attempted
interpolations. Yet despite the near unanimity on the stoning penalty, for example,
it is strikingly noteworthy that the wording
of the stoning verse has never been attributed to any Companion-mu af. Thus it
can be argued that it represents attempted
interpolation into an ideal text.
In another example, q 2:184 permits the
sick and those who are travelling to breach
the Rama ān (q.v.) fast on condition that,
when they can, they will fast the precise
number of days they had not fasted. The
manner of this compensatory fast became
the subject of dispute. Āisha reports that

the verse “was originally revealed: ‘a number of alternative consecutive days.’ Subsequently, the word ‘consecutive’ was
dropped.” One commentator explains
“was dropped” to mean that the word was
withdrawn by the divine author (Suyū ī,
Durr, i, 192). Elsewhere al-Suyū ī (d. 911⁄
1505) explains that “Abū Bakr’s aim was
seen to have been to collect the Qurān
‘between two covers’; Uthmān’s had been
to collect those readings attested as coming
from the Prophet and to reject all noncanonical readings. He sought to unite the
Muslims on the basis of a single text
containing no interpolations which still
appeared in written documents alongside
verses whose inclusion in the ﬁnal version
of the text had been endorsed” (Suyū ī,
Itqān, i, 60-1).
The extent of the Companion mu afs
When isolated readings from Companions
or their successors were discussed, the
majority of scholars tended to mention
them as curiosities and, apart from those
who were dependent on them for their evidence, to view them as variants or as explanatory additions, hence as secondary to
a generally recognized text. They were
only prepared to acknowledge readings
that conformed with the consonantal matrix of Uthmān’s mu af, conformed with
the rules of Arabic grammar (see grammar
and the qurn) and were equipped with a
sound isnād. Consonantal or vocalic readings can be indicated by symbols external
to the core script, which thus remains unaltered. Given this limitation, these tolerated
variants amounted to no more than the interpretation of a shared common text.
Only in very rare cases was there potential
for serious division of opinion. Such an instance occurred in the reading of q 5:6,
where the absence of short vowel markers
raised the difﬁculty of deciding whether, in
the ritual puriﬁcation required for prayer
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(q.v.), the feet should be washed like the
face and hands or merely wiped like the
head (see ritual purity; cleanliness and
ablution).
When, to reinforce appeal to Companion
readings, Companion mu afs began to be
mentioned, they had to be differentiated
from the Uthmānic mu af. The order of
the sūras in Ibn Masūd’s or Ubayy’s mu af
had, it was alleged, differed from that of
the Uthmānic text (see sra). Any sūra
lists produced for these codices merely had
to vary from the Uthmānic sequence.
Adoption of the present order could have
occurred, it was thought, when Uthmān
arranged the sheets of Abū Bakr. Further
reports state that annually during the
Prophet’s later years, in Rama ān, Gabriel (q.v.) reviewed the year’s revelations.
It was presumed that he would have ﬁxed
at least the order of the verses within their
sūras. There has, in any event, been no recorded dispute over the internal arrangement of the individual sūras. Perhaps the
order of the sūras themselves had also
been ﬁxed at the same time. The precise
order of the sūras is, however, of no practical relevance. All classical Muslim scholars
are agreed that the present order of the
mu af bears no relation to the order in
which the sūras were revealed. A chronological ordering of the revelations would
have been of practical utility only in discussions on abrogation, the earlier being
thereby more easily distinguished from the
later revelation. Although Alī is reputed to
have collected his Qurān materials in
chronological order and to have included
notes on abrogation, no copy of his mu af
has ever been located (Suyu ī, Itqān, i, 58).
A fourth⁄tenth century bibliographer
claimed to have handled a number of
mu afs, all of which were attributed to Ibn
Masūd, but no two of them agreed in respect of sūra order (Ibn al-Nadīm, Fihrist,
46, on the arrangement of the Qurān in

the mu af of Abdallāh b. Masūd).
Both the Abdallāh b. Masūd and the
Ubayy mu afs were said to have varied
from the Uthmānic mu af in length.
Numerous reports relate Abdallāh b.
Masud’s erasure of the ﬁrst and the last
two sūras on the grounds that “they were
not part of the book of God.” There was
considerable speculation as to the implications of this procedure. In the end, it was
concluded that, having seen the Prophet
frequently employ the three short passages
as charms (see amulets), Abdallāh had
supposed that they must be special prayers,
as opposed to revealed passages. Others
dismissed the reports outright as a pack of
lies fathered upon a leading Companion of
the Prophet who could not conceivably
have entertained doubts about the revelation. Abdallāh himself had characterized
denial of any part of the Qurān as apostasy (abarī, Tafsīr, i, 38). Eventually it
was settled that, because one may not simply dismiss reports of sound isnād, Abdallāh had at ﬁrst doubted whether the
Companions were justiﬁed in their determination to include these passages and was
only slowly won round to their view. It had
to be presumed that by “book of God,”
Abdallāh had meant only the mu af and
not the Qurān. Further, he may have considered that the purpose of the collection
was to obviate possible forgetting, loss or
addition, dangers which would not arise
with regard to the three sections. They
were all extremely brief and one was repeated ﬁve times daily in the ritual prayers
(Suyū ī, Itqān, i, 79; Burton, Collection,
221-4; see prayer formulas). Ubayy’s
mu af was said to have contained two sections absent from the Uthmānic mu af. It
was similarly supposed that, having noted
the frequency with which the Prophet had
recited them in the ritual prayers, Ubayy
had erroneously imagined that the formulae must have been part of the divine
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revelation since they were uttered in the
ritual. Misapprehension had thus led him
into admitting the two passages into his
recension of the Qurān (Burton, Collection, 221).
The final review of the text
There are numerous reports that record
what were understood to be the last stage
of the Qurān’s collection. The Prophet’s
daughter is reported as saying that her
father told her that Gabriel, who checked
the revelations with him once a year, had
just checked them twice, from which Muammad inferred that his death must be
imminent. According to another account
when Ibn Abbās asked, “Which of the two
texts do you consider the later?” they
said the Zayd text. “No,” he replied, “the
Prophet reviewed the texts annually with
Gabriel, twice in his ﬁnal year. The reading
of Ibn Masūd is that of the later of the
two ﬁnal reviews” (Ibn ajar, Fat , ix, 35-6).
When a man referred to “the former
reading,” Ibn Abbās asked what he meant.
He said “When Umar sent Abdallāh [b.
Masūd] to Kufa, the people there adopted
his reading. Then when Uthmān changed
the texts, they referred to the Abdallāh
reading as ‘the former text.’ ” “But it is the
later,” insisted Ibn Abbās, “based on the
ﬁnal review. Ibn Masūd attended the ﬁnal
review and learned what had been withdrawn and what had been altered” (Ibn
ajar, Fat , ix, 35-6).
Two sets of adiths involving Abdallāh
b. Masūd and Zayd concern the isnād of
the texts. One stressed the early date of
Abdallāh’s acceptance of Islam and
claimed that his mu af had considerably
predated that of Zayd. The second now
seeks to claim that Abdallāh’s represents
the most recent text. Appropriating this
second adīth motif, the proponents of the
Zayd-Uthmān mu af insist that Zayd
attended the ﬁnal review, learning what
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had been withdrawn and what remained:
“Zayd attended the ﬁnal review in which
he learned what had been removed and
what remained. He wrote out this ﬁnal
review text and read it over to the Prophet
for him to check once more. Thereafter
Zayd taught that text to the Muslims. That
explains why Abū Bakr and Umar relied
on Zayd to collect the texts and why Uthmān entrusted him with production of the
copies” (Suyū ī, Itqān, i, 51).
The Uthmān collection tradition was not
opposed to the Abū Bakr-Umar initiative.
It was opposed to the “variant reading”
and “variant mu af ” tradition (Dānī,
Muqni, 7; Burton, Collection, 146). As noted
earlier, the consolidation of the sunna
involved the transition from the adīths
reported from the Companions to those
reported from the Prophet and, as transmitters from the Prophet, younger Companions came to be preferred to older
Companions in order to ensure reports
from the Prophet’s late period. Mu afs
reported from the Companions, however,
failed to complete the transition since no
mu af has ever been attributed to the
Prophet. The reason is clear and simple.
No revealed verse still legally valid when
the Prophet died could have been omitted
from the mu af if the Prophet had been
credited with its collection. To accommodate the concept of abrogation, the collection had logically to be consciously and deliberately placed in the period following
the Prophet’s death, a motif the scholars
were keen to emphasize by repeating it in
the collection adīths. They knew why and
they explained why: “It is probable that the
Prophet did not himself collect the Qurān
into a single volume, since he expected
abrogation to affect either some of its legal
provisions or certain of the wordings.
Once revelation ceased absolutely on the
Prophet’s death, God inspired his Companions to the task of collecting the texts,
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in fulﬁllment of the divine promise (q 15:9)
to preserve them” (Ibn ajar, Fat , ix, 9).
Western scholarship has in the past century contributed considerably to the
knowledge of the Qurān sciences (see
exegesis of the qurn: classical and
medieval; traditional disciplines of
qurnic study) by discovering and publishing many works on the various aspects
of the qurānic texts with particular emphasis on the structure of the composition,
the periodization of the content and close
examination of accumulated variants. Interest has focused principally on the Qurān as a literary monument and the labors
of many outstanding experts might have
resulted in a scholarly edition of the entire
text. Such a project was, indeed, planned
in the earlier years of the century by G.
Bergsträsser, A. Jeffery and others but was
frustrated by the outbreak of the second
world war. It had probably, in any case,
been rendered unnecessary by the excellent Royal Egyptian version of 1342⁄
1923-4. It should also be remembered that
to Muslims, the Qurān is both unparalleled literary document and legal source
and it is this combined quality that has
determined their view of its history. See
also textual history of the qurn;
chronology and the qurn.

organised according to abwāb al-ﬁqh is found in
A. Dimyati, Min at al-mabūd, 2 vols., Cairo 1372⁄
1952-3); Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf.
Secondary: Burton, Collection; id., The
interpretation of q 87:6-7 and the theories of
naskh, in Der Islam 62.1 (1985), 5-19; id., The sources
of Islamic law, Edinburgh 1990; Goldziher,
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Colors
The distinguishing hues and shades reﬂecting or emanating from a light source. The
Qurān speaks of color generically as an
attribute of God’s creation: The fact of the
existence of diverse hues, alwān, is mentioned nine times (twice in q 2:69 and
35:27; also in q 16:13, 69; 30:22; 35:28; and
39:21), most often connected to evidence
for God’s handiwork in creation (q.v.). As
might be expected, then, a majority of the
mentions of individual colors are connected to this same motif.
Before discussing the qurānic material,
however, it is necessary to understand what
is meant by color terminology. Linguists
have established sets of criteria by which
words for basic colors may be identiﬁed.
The work of B. Berlin and P. Kay, Basic
color terms. Their universality and evolution
(Berkeley 1969) is the standard work in the
ﬁeld and the authors provide four such criteria for a word to be considered a “color
term” (p. 6): (a) it is monolexemic (i.e. not
predictable from the meaning of its parts);
(b) its signiﬁcance is not included in that of
any other color term; (c) its application is
not restricted to a limited class of objects;
and (d) it is psychologically salient for informants, i.e. it appears at the beginning of
elicited lists of color words, is stable across
informants and is used in ideolects of all
informants. Berlin and Kay have also
made a signiﬁcant contribution to the
study of the historical development of
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color terms, but the limited corpus of early
Arabic means that making suggestions
about the emergence of color terms in that
language is unlikely to be very proﬁtable.
Using these criteria for the assessment of
color terminology, then, certain words may
be isolated in the Qurān as representing
colors. White (abya ), black (aswad), yellow
(a far), red (a mar) and green (akh ar) are
all prominent; a number of other terms
may also be suggested as conveying color
perception, frequently with an ambiguous
relationship to these primary terms.
Red (a mar) is used only once (in the plural form umr) in the Qurān, in q 35:27-8,
a passage which speaks of the multicolored nature of God’s creation and
which conveys the signiﬁcance of most
color references in the Qurān by indicating that they are a part of the way of appreciating God’s creative work in the world
(see natural world and the qurn):
“Have you not seen how God sends down
water (q.v.) from heaven, and therewith we
bring forth fruits of diverse hues (alwān)?
And in the mountains are streaks white
and red, of diverse hues (alwān), and pitchy
black; men too, and beasts and cattle —
diverse are their hues.” Another word for
red (or crimson) is used in q 55:37, in
which the day of judgment (see last
judgment; apocalypse) is described: “And
when heaven is split asunder, and turns
crimson like [red] hide (warda ka-l-dihān).”
The phrase warda ka-l-dihān apparently has
an exact sense which, in this occurrence, is
nonetheless unclear. Dihān is used only
once (cf. q 23:20 with its use of duhn in reference to the anointing oil ﬂowing from a
tree on Mount Sinai; see anointing; sinai)
and some translations of the word suggest
“ointment” or “grease” although the lexicographers certainly favor a meaning of
“a red hide” (see Lane, ad loc.). Warda,
likewise, is only used once in what appears
to be a color reference (cf. warīd in q 50:16

meaning “jugular vein”; see artery and
vein) and the sense seems to ﬂow from the
context of a brilliant sky as being colored
red, rosy or crimson. While the word red is
commonly employed as a powerful image
associated with blood and life (see blood
and blood clot; biology as the creation
and stages of life), the Qurān does not
follow that direction in its color language.
Qurānic usage does, however, express the
prominence or “strikingness” of this color.
Green is mentioned six times as an adjective (khu r, akh ar, q 12:43, 46; 18:31; 36:80;
55:76; 76:21) and once as a participle
(q 22:63), “to become green.” The usage of
kha ir in q 6:99 is a related nominal usage
referring to a “green leaf ” but is not,
strictly speaking, a color word. Green conveys a sense of freshness and luxuriousness
in the Qurān. It is likely that the connotation of vegetation (see agriculture and
vegetation) explicit in the reference to
“green ears of corn” in q 12:43 and 12:46,
is the foundation for the associative senses
of the color green, as in the green garments of silk (q.v.; q 18:31; 76:21. Note may
also be made of the connected uses of gold
[q.v.] and silver here; see also clothing)
and of green cushions (q 55:76) pictured
within the comforts and lushness of the
hereafter (see heaven). The participial
usage of mukh arra in q 22:63 echoes the
more general color connotation of the glories of God’s creation manifested in the
colors which result, in this instance, from
rainfall. The word mudhāmm is commonly
translated as green pastures but has more
the sense of dark, tending towards black
(which is the common meaning of the
adjective adham). Its use in q 55:64 in reference to the “two gardens” tends to demand
a translation that stresses green; the lexicographers try to explain this as a shade of
green so intense that it “appears black
when viewed from a distance” (Lane, ad
loc; see garden).
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The color yellow or golden, a far, is used
ﬁve times including three times in verbal
form. The “golden cow” (see calf of
gold) of the Moses (q.v.) story in q 2:69 is
understood as intense, bright or pure, fāqi,
a word associated with both yellow and
white. In q 77:33, the association of yellow
is with hell ﬁre (see hell) in which sparks
are spoken of “as if they were yellow camels.” While it might be possible to suggest
that there is an association of the quality of
animals with brilliant yellowness, clearly
the biblical story of the golden calf could
very well have suggested the image as it is
found in the Qurān. The three participial
uses refer to a “yellow wind,” perhaps of a
sand storm (q 30:51) and to the withering
of vegetation after the rain has turned it
green and it has grown (q 39:21; 57:20).
Reference to color is thus again evidence
of God’s work although notably in this instance not simply of a generative kind, but
of involvement with the entire life cycle.
Absent in this list of colors thus far are
brown and blue. The use of zurq (plural
form of azraq, the common adjective for
blue) in q 20:102 denotes eyes (q.v.) speciﬁcally and cannot be considered truly a color word: “The day when the trumpet shall
be sounded, at that time we will gather the
sinful blue-eyed (zurqan).”
The fact that the adjective azraq is commonly associated with eyes (q.v.) that are
blind and, as a color, is often seen to tend
towards gray, makes it likely that the expression of the perception of the blue
spectrum in Arabic is more closely aligned
to that of green, as is common in many
languages, despite the sense that blue is
“one of the essential colors of nature”
(A. Morabia, Lawn). There may also be a
connection with the medical ailment of
cataracts, which turns the eye blue or even
grey or green. In contemporary Arabic dialects cataracts are called blue water (almā or al-miya al-zarqa). It is here that some

of the dimensions of the cultural values
which colors can convey may be perceived.
The gloriﬁcation of blue skies is perhaps
something meaningful only to those who
live in climates in which precipitation is an
expected element in life (see weather). It is
more likely that the appearance of storm
clouds is to be greeted with pleasure in
areas where rain is not a predictable phenomenon. Thus the symbolic usages of the
word — the praising of blue skies, blue
waters, blue eyes — are more limited and,
in fact, when used, tend towards the negative as indicated by the association of blue
eyes with evil in q 20:102. But even there, it
should be noted that explicit development
of the negative connotations of blue (the
use of blue to ward off the evil eye, for example) is absent from the Qurān. According to A. Morabia, the color blue was so
“magical, inauspicious and disturbing”
that “the Arabs took pains to avoid mentioning this color” (Lawn). The overlap
between brown and yellow and red makes
the absence of the color brown from the
Qurān perhaps less remarkable than the
absence of blue.
White and black, often contrasted, constitute a substantial portion of the color
references in the Qurān, as might be
expected. Abya , “white,” (including its
feminine and plural forms) occurs eight
times (the root is also used for eggs in
q 37:49) plus three times in a verbal conjugation. In q 35:27, white is a color of creation, put alongside red, black and “many
colors” as a description of colors in mountains, as mentioned above. Similar perhaps
is q 37:46 as a description of water in paradise (q.v.) but this may also be understood
as the use of white as a symbol of purity, a
notion conveyed in the contrast with black
in q 3:106 and 3:107 where the pure believers “glow in white” and the unbelievers
“glow in black” (see belief and unbelief;
faith). Another sense here might be that to
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“glow in white” is to be ﬁlled with joy
while “black” represents sadness (Mir,
Verbal, 63-4). Likewise, Moses’ hand being
miraculously white when he withdraws it
from his garments as an evidence to Pharaoh (q.v.) also conveys a sense of purity.
Numerically, this is the most signiﬁcant use
of white, being mentioned in q 7:108,
20:22, 26:33, 27:12 and 28:32. These passages have another interpretation, however, in precisely the inverse, emphasizing
the miraculous element rather than the
metaphoric. Developing a Rabbinic interpretation (Pirke Rabbi Eliezer, chapter 48,
quoted in A. Geiger, Judaism and Islam, 125,
n. 4), some Muslim commentators (e.g.
arafī, Qi a , p. 262) are aware of the version of the story in which Moses’ hand was
“white with leprosy (bara ),” thus white
would mean impure (see purity and impurity). Finally, in a passage which must
be understood as idiomatic, Jacob’s (q.v.)
grief over the loss of Joseph (q.v.) is described in q 12:84 as causing his eyes (q.v.)
to “become white with sorrow’’ (ibya at
aynāhu min al- uzn), sorrow causing blindness, which itself is characterized as showing the whites of one’s eyes (see Mir,
Verbal, 64).
The contrast between the “white thread
(or streak)” and the “black thread” in
q 2:187, as this refers to daybreak and thus
to the beginning of a day of fasting (q.v.;
see also raman), has been a locus of exegetical discussion about the meaning of the
statement. Generally this contrastive terminology is understood to indicate the
difference between dark and light (see
darkness) rather than the colors black and
white per se. Clearly there is a relationship
between these two pairs, especially on the
metaphorical level in which God is seen as
the source of light (q.v.) and of purity.
The color black is denoted primarily by
aswad and its derivatives although several
other terms apparently fall within the chro-

matic ﬁeld. Of the seven uses of the root
s-w-d, four (q 2:187; twice in 3:106; 35:27)
appear alongside white as detailed in the
previous paragraph, suggesting not only
the color black in nature but also its metaphorical usage as the opposite of white in
the latter’s sense of purity. The word muswadd is used in q 16:58 and its parallel
q 43:17 to suggest the darkening of the face
in the light of bad news as a reﬂection of
grief, echoing the eschatological (see
eschatology) usage in q 39:60, as well as
the previously-mentioned q 3:106 (see Mir,
Verbal, 177). Other words generally understood as the color black (or at least dark
hues) include a wā in q 87:5, where the
contrast is between lush pasture land (i.e.
green) and what becomes dark stubble
(ghuthā a wā), according to God’s (i.e.
nature’s) laws. Hāmida in q 22:5 means
lifeless and is ordinarily taken as blackened, as though by ﬁre (q.v.; an image
sometimes connected to aswad as well, due
to hell ﬁre “blackening” the faces of its inhabitants). Mudhāmm, used in q 55:64 in
the sense of dark, sometimes seen as dark
green (as mentioned in the discussion of
“green”) tending to black, is found as a description of lushness of the “two gardens.”
Several other terms related to darkness
have a primary sense of cloud covering,
shadows and the like and are not truly color terms.
Colors are present in the Qurān, therefore, in both descriptive and metaphoric
usage. The most pervasive sense of color is
detailed in God’s creative power, which is
witnessed in the presence and the changing
of colors in the world. Cultural values,
however, are also conveyed in the metaphorical instances, reﬂecting both common
elements of the biblical Near Eastern tradition and the culture of Arabic speakers
of the ﬁrst⁄seventh century.
Andrew Rippin
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Combat see war

Commandments
Moral regulations mandated by divine
decree. The Qurān does not refer explicitly to the biblical Ten Commandments
(see scripture and the qurn) or “ten
words,” and Muslim exegetes have not
generally tried to ﬁnd either the Decalogue
itself or a Muslim equivalent in the text.
The Qurān does speak of tablets (alwā )
given to Moses (q.v.; q 7:145f.) but alludes
to their content only in general terms:
“And we wrote for him on the tablets of
everything an admonition (mawia) and
exposition (taf īlān) for everything.” The
tradition often seems as interested in what
the tablets were made of (emerald with
gold writing, according to Masūdī, Murūj,
i, 49; other possibilities include ruby, chrysolite, wood, stone; see Qur ubī, Jāmi, vii,
179) as in what they contained. Otherwise,
commentators generally see the tablets of
q 7:145 as containing a law code of sorts
(“what [the Israelites, see children of
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israel] were commanded to do and forbidden from doing,” abarī, Tafsīr, ix, 57).
Some exegetes consider the tablets to have
contained both statutory rules (a kām, see
boundaries and precepts) and narrative
material intended to induce obedience
(q.v.; e.g. Rāzī, Tafsīr, xiv, 193). Wahb b.
Munabbih (d. 110⁄728 or 114⁄732), the Jewish convert and well-known transmitter of
“Jewish lore” or Isrāīliyyāt, is said to have
associated the tablets of q 7:145 with the
Ten Commandments and gives — without
identifying it as such — a close paraphrase
of some of the Decalogue: “[God] wrote:
Do not associate with me anything of the
heavens and the earth, for all of that is my
creation (q.v.; cf. the wording of Exod 20:4,
on graven images); Do not swear falsely in
my name, for I will not cleanse the one
who swears falsely (cf. Exod 20:7 and Deut
5:11, with the Hebrew lō ynakkeh [God will
not acquit, or purify] semantically equivalent to the Arabic lā uzakkī, “I will not
cleanse”); and honor your parents”
(abarī, Tafsīr, ix, 57f.).
Apart from the tablets of q 7:145, Moses
(q.v.) also receives nine “clear signs” (āyāt
bayyināt, see signs) at q 17:101. From the
context, this must refer to something other
than the Ten Commandments and most
commentators have taken it to mean nine
miracles performed for the beneﬁt of Pharaoh (q.v.; see also egypt) and his people,
spoken of elsewhere at q 27:12. These are
traditionally said to have included, among
other things, the changing of the rod into
a serpent, Moses’ white hand and the
plagues (q.v.) of locusts, lice, frogs and
blood (abarī, Tafsīr, xv, 171; Bay āwī,
Anwār, i, 583; Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxi, 54). However, one line of commentary takes these
“nine clear signs” to refer to nine speciﬁc
legal statutes, some of which are familiar
from the biblical Decalogue while others
are foreign to it: Do not associate anything
with God; do not steal; do not kill anyone
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(whose blood) God has declared unlawful,
except with just cause (see murder; bloodshed); do not use magic (see magic, prohibition of); do not take unjust enrichment,
i.e. usury (q.v.); do not bring an innocent
person before the ruler (see kings and
rulers) so that he may be killed; do not
slander a chaste woman (see chastity); do
not ﬂee on the day the army marches (see
war); and — a matter speciﬁcally addressed to the Jews (see jews and judaism) — do not transgress the Sabbath (q.v.).
Muammad’s recitation of this list is supposed to have pleased the two Jews who
had inquired about the meaning of
q 17:101 (abarī, Tafsīr, xv, 172; Tirmidhī,
a ī , v, 286, no. 3144) and there are indications that Muammad’s words were understood by some to recall the Decalogue.
In a late collection of adīths, one commentator remarks that the Prophet answered the question about the nine clear
signs by reciting the Ten Commandments
(Tabrīzī, Mishkāt, i, 62); moreover, the very
next tradition in this collection gives ten
commands which the Prophet is supposed
to have made, some of which link up with
the list of commandments Muammad recited to the two Jews. Finally, the presence
of the Sabbath command in Muammad’s
list is a strong indication that reference to
the Decalogue is being made here, as that
particular command is frequently omitted
in the few Muslim versions of the Ten
Commandments we have. (The command
has fallen out of Wahb’s partial version
noted above and it does not appear in
Thalabī, Qi a 180-1; though glossed in a
Muslim sense, it is present in Ibn Kathīr’s
version, Bidāya, i, 281. Both al-Thalabī and
Ibn Kathīr explicitly identify their text
with the “ten words,” al-ashar al-kalimāt, cf.
the aseret haddevārīm of Deut 10:4).
From the exegesis of q 7:145 and 17:101, it
would not seem that early Muslims had a
precise notion of the biblical Decalogue or

that they tried very hard to discern its presence in the Qurān, even if some did make
that effort. Elsewhere, the Qurān offers a
coherent list of precepts and prohibitions
which a few Western scholars have taken
to be an incomplete version of the Ten
Commandments (M. Seale, Qurān, 74f.;
T. Hughes, Dictionary, s.v. commandments).
The list appears at q 17:22-39 and an abbreviated version can be found at q 6:151-3:
Set not up with God another god…
The Lord (q.v.) has decreed that you shall
not serve any but him…
And [that you] be good to your parents…
Give the kinsman (see kinship) his right,
and the needy, and the wayfarer; and never
squander…
Slay not your children (q.v.) for fear (q.v.) of
poverty…
Approach not fornication (zinā)…
Slay not the soul (q.v.) God has forbidden,
except by right.…
Do not approach the property (q.v.) of the
orphan (see orphans) save in the fairest
manner…
Fill up the measure when you measure,
and weigh with the straight balance…
Pursue not what you have no knowledge
of; the hearing, the sight, the heart (q.v.)…
Walk not in the earth (q.v.) exultantly…
Much of this does indeed parallel the biblical Decalogue. The ﬁrst two echo Exodus
20:3f., where graven images and other
gods are prohibited (see idolatry and
idolaters; idols and images); the third
parallels Exodus 20:12; the sixth parallels,
but is somewhat broader than, the biblical
prohibition of adultery since the Arabic
zinā is understood to apply to all kinds of
sexual misconduct (see adultery and
fornication; sex and sexuality); the
seventh recalls the Decalogue’s prohibition
of murder (q.v.; Exod 20:13), although it is
much less unequivocal, and goes on to
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allow the Arabian lex talionis. For other
parts of this passage, parallels can be supplied from elsewhere in the Pentateuch: the
ninth, for example, concerning weights
and measures (q.v.), which echoes Leviticus
19:35. There are also divergences where
biblical parallels are harder to ﬁnd, as in
the case of the ﬁfth command prohibiting
infanticide (q.v.).
None of this, however, amounts to very
much: Commands such as these are the
common stock of ethical monotheism and
their collective grouping here need not
suggest a failed qurānic attempt to appropriate the biblical Decalogue. It is not clear
what particular importance the Qurān
attaches to this list, although it is interesting
to note that the abbreviated version in the
sixth sūra is juxtaposed with a reference to
Mosaic revelation. Although Muslim commentators have not generally connected
the list with the Ten Commandments, Ibn
Abbās (d. ca. 67-8⁄686-8) is said to have
referred to q 6:151f. as the “essence of
scripture” (umm al-kitāb, Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr,
ii, 178), and Ibn Kathīr (d. 774⁄1373) remarks, after giving a rare Muslim translation of much of the biblical Decalogue,
that many consider the content of the “ten
words” to be present in these verses from
the sixth sūra (Ibn Kathīr, Bidāya, i, 281).
W. Brinner has argued that q 17:22-39 and
6:151-3 represent less an incomplete Decalogue than a uniquely Muslim code of
ethics (see ethics in the qurn), albeit one
perhaps shaped by a desire to rival Moses.
The presence of this code in the seventeenth sūra may locate it, according to
Brinner, in the context of Muammad’s
divine ascension (mirāj, see ascension), traditionally associated with the ﬁrst verse of
this sūra if not explicitly mentioned in the
Qurān. Just as Moses received the tablets
while in the immediate presence of God,
so too Muammad’s commandments
might be seen as the product of a similar

experience, as the juxtaposition of Muammad’s code with Mosaic revelation
(q 6:155) might suggest (W. Brinner, Islamic
decalogue, 73-5, 81). Such a conclusion
must remain speculative since neither the
Qurān nor tradition unambiguously associates these verses with the Ten Commandments and the connection between the
divine ascension and the seventeenth sūra
is likely to be secondary. See also law and
the qurn; lawful and unlawful.
Keith Lewinstein
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Commentary and Commentaries
(tafsīr, tafāsīr; tawīl) see exegesis of the
qurn: classical and medieval; exegesis
of the qurn: early modern and
contemporary

Commerce and Commercial
Terminology see selling and buying

Community and Society in the
Qurān
It is noteworthy that the Qurān, as Islam’s
preeminent source of information about
God, is also the tradition’s deﬁnitive guide
to what constitutes a godly community
and society, in both theory and practice.
Although the Qurān’s discourse on social
dimensions of human existence is intended
principally for guidance, inspiration and
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regulation of Muslims in the service of God,
there is also an abundance of information
on a diverse range of human groupings
viewed from a religious perspective.
The Qurān is not a textbook that explicates the sociology of ancient Arabia (see
pre-islamic arabia and the qurn); that
must be constructed from a wide variety of
sources, including the Qurān. An extensive modern literature has been devoted
to that task since the appearance of W.
Robertson Smith’s Kinship and marriage
in early Arabia in 1885. Scholarship has
ranged widely, embracing both ancient
Arabia (e.g. H. Lammens, L’Arabie occidentale and B. Fares, L’honneur chez les Arabes)
and more recent Middle Eastern tribal
societies (e.g. T. Ashkenazi’s analytical essay, La tribu arabe). For an extensive listing of sources and studies, see the articles
“al-Arab,” “Badāwī” (Bedouin, pastoral
nomads),“abīla” (tribe), and “Nasab”
(genealogy) in ei 2. A relatively recent, comprehensive study, embracing the qurānic
period and early Islamic history, is R. alSayyid, Mafāhīm al-jamāāt fī l-Islām (concepts of human groups in Islam). See also
arabs; bedouin; kinship; tribes and clans.

This was, in Watt’s view, the effective value
system, really a functional religion, signiﬁcantly advanced beyond the old cults of
veneration of trees, sacred stones and
springs, with an extensive and diverse pantheon (see south arabia, religion in
pre-islamic). Tribal humanism, focusing
on social and economic matters far more
than transcendent spiritual concerns, was
itself also in decline by the time of Muammad. Its character can best be discerned in the poetry of those times which
witnesses to a strong veneration of tribal
heritages, a ﬁercely defended sense of
honor, bravery in combat and generosity
of a sometimes prodigal character. The
tribe with its kinship subdivisions was the
main focus of values rather than the individual, tribal unity and survival being the
greatest good. There is little if any awareness of the possibility of a personal afterlife and this fact becomes a key element in
the Qurān’s challenge to the old Arabian
worldview, with its fatalistic resignation
(see fate) and materialistic emphasis, denounced frequently by the Qurān as preferring the life of this world ( ayāt al-dunyā,
e.g. q 2:86; 9:38; 16:107) over the afterlife
(al-ākhira, see heaven and hell).
According to Watt (as summarized in his
more recent work, Muhammad’s Mecca,
1988, 15-25), the Arabian tribal system at
the time of Muammad was organized
principally in the male line (see patriarchy). Kinship of a matrilineal type had
earlier been known also in Medina (q.v.).
q 25:54 speaks of God having created
humankind from water (q.v.; see creation), then establishing relationships both
of consanguinity (nasab) and by marriage
or afﬁnity ( ihr) which latter may possibly
also refer to matrilineality, according to alBay āwī’s commentary (Anwār, ad loc.).
The Qurān also says (q 49:13) that God
created all humankind from one male and

The ancient Arabian context of qurānic
religio-communal ideas and institutions
A stimulating and inﬂuential older study,
with special reference to early Islam, is
W.M. Watt’s Muhammad at Mecca (1953) and
a sequel Muhammad at Medina (1956) which
provides detailed analyses of the Arabian
tribes and clans that ﬁgured in the formative phases of the Muslim community’s
(umma) development. The birth of Islam as
a new socio-religious system, unprecedented in some ways yet peculiarly and
effectively adapted to the existing social
and value system of the ijāz, is addressed
within the context of a theory of “tribal
humanism” (Muhammad at Mecca, 24f.).
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female couple and made them into nations
(shuūb) and tribes (qabāil) so that they
might know each other.
Tribes were subdivided into clans which
contained families (see family), but according to Watt (Muhammad’s Mecca, 16; also F.
Donner, see below) the highly elaborated
and differentiated deﬁnitions of ancient
Arabian tribal kinship were largely a later
development. During Muammad’s time a
kinship group was most often referred to as
“the sons of ” (banū) a certain tribal ﬁgure.
The word qawm occurs very often in the
Qurān with the general meaning of “people.” Little can be learned from the Qurān
about the speciﬁcs of tribal organization
and structure. Watt points out the word
mala, a collective term for the leading
males of a tribe and, in the Qurān, it
sometimes connotes a council or assembly
(e.g. q 10:75 for Pharaoh’s [q.v.] mala,
q 27:29 for the Queen of Sheba’s [see
bilqs], q 2:246 for the Children of Israel’s
[q.v.] “chiefs” as Yūsuf Alī renders the
term in his translation of the Qurān). The
Qurān also speaks of al-mala al-alā
(q 37:8; 38:69), an “exalted assembly” of
angels (see court). Mecca (q.v.) apparently
had a mala comprised of clan representatives, mentioned in q 38:6 as Muammad’s
opposition (see opposition to muammad).
Leadership of a tribe was in the hands of
a sayyid or “chief,” a term not found in the
Qurān in this precise sense. A tribal chief
was in no sense an autocratic ruler or hereditary monarch but a ﬁrst among equals,
respected for experience, character, good
judgment, courage, hospitality and wisdom
as well as the ability to provide protection.
This last virtue Watt considers to be the
most important aspect of pre-Islamic Arabian tribal life (Muhammad’s Mecca, 17-20).
Protection included the law of retaliation
(lex talionis), where an injury or killing in
one kinship group was answered in kind by

the other group. This is supported by the
Qurān, when it repeats the Mosaic law
(q 5:45) of “life for life, eye for eye, nose for
nose, ear for ear, tooth for tooth and
wounds equal for equal” and when it sets
forth a guide for Muslims (q 2:178f.)
which is similar and also provides, as in
ancient Israel, an opportunity for remission
through a just compensation known as
blood money (diya, see blood money). Killing people outside of one’s group was not
necessarily considered wrong per se but it
could bring a most costly and bloody retaliation (q.v.; see murder; bloodshed). What
is more, both warfare ( arb) and raiding
(ghazw) had clearly understood rules and
worked within the social system (see war;
battles and expeditions). War was the
norm in pre-Islamic Arabia but it became
unlawful under Islam for Muslims to shed
their co-religionists’ blood. Yet holy war
( jihād, q.v.) was permitted, indeed encouraged under certain circumstances in order
to defend the Muslims as well as to extend
the territories to be governed by Islamic
principles. War between Muslims and nonMuslims was to become a permanent state
of affairs but governed by the principles
and practices of Islamic law (sharīa) with
respect to the treatment of prisoners
(see captives) and other matters (see M.
Khadduri, War and peace).
People not belonging by blood to a protecting tribal structure could often ﬁnd
protection (q.v.) by attaching themselves to
a powerful group in a protected neighbor
( jār) relationship. The Qurān speaks of
this arrangement in various ways: It regards good done toward both the distant
and unknown as well as the near and intimate neighbor as meritorious (q 4:36); it
reveals that whereas God protects ( yujīru)
all things, he is himself unprotected (lā
yujāru alayhi, q 23:88); and it advises that
seeking protection from God is far more
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secure than relying on the material world
even if there is no evidence beyond belief
and trust in him (q 67:28-9; see trust and
patience). Expressions in a new light of an
old Arabian protection option did much to
promote the idea of a Muslim community,
an umma, that would far exceed tribal afﬁliation in beneﬁts bestowed.
Watt adds (Muhammad’s Mecca, 19) that a
more common notion of protective afﬁliation was that of friend or protector (walī,
pl. awliyā), terms that occur frequently in
the Qurān. The word walī may apply to
either the one protected or the protector as
patron or guardian (see clients and
clientage). q 3:68 states that “God is the
protector (walī) to those who believe” while
q 10:62-4 asserts “Truly, the friends (awliyā) of God, no fear will be on them, nor
shall they be sorrowful; those who believe
and are god-fearing for them is good news,
in the life of this world and in the hereafter.” The helpless individual in ancient
Arabian society could seek protection from
a human group of higher status whereas
Islam raised that paradigm to a theological
level by providing membership in a community that itself received protection from
the highest authority. Because the Qurān
was able to express old ideas and to reformulate customs in new and appealing
ways, Islam gained additional authenticity
while preserving much of the old values
and security. And, for example, the qurānic teaching on walī-hood would have far
reaching effects in the elaboration of later
Islamic ideas about human interpersonal
and inter-group relations no less than
divine-human relations, particularly in
ūfī confraternities (see fism and the
qurn).
Yet even though Islam could claim a
larger authority than the traditional tribal
system for the ordering and regulation of
community life, the old system was by no
means simply abandoned. Rather it was

incorporated into the larger complex of
Muslim community life by means of what
Fred M. Donner calls “genealogical legitimation” (Narratives, 104-11), an ancient
practice in the Near East. And although
the Qurān rejects claims that the superiority of people is based on their kinship
afﬁliation, in post-qurānic times there
developed a well-elaborated science of
genealogy, as has been mentioned. Donner
sees at the base of this a strong commitment by the dominant Arabs, however they
were deﬁned, to preserving hegemonic
control in the early empire over the subject
peoples of other ethnic-linguistic groups.
Arab tribal legitimation became stronger,
not weaker, as other peoples embraced
Islam and questioned the Arab suzerainty.
“Arabians were able to respond that their
rule was legitimate because, as the people
to whom the Prophet had been sent and in
whose language the Qurān had been revealed, they were the rightful heirs of the
Prophet, whose mission was, after all, universal” (ibid., 109). Further, Donner’s analysis of the sources for early Islamic history
includes attention to what he calls “themes
of hegemony” (ibid., 174-82) whereby Muslim conquerors, leaders and claimants to
leadership came to control not only nonMuslims but fellow Muslims as well. A major issue was ﬁtna, variously translated as
temptation or sedition, within the Muslim
community itself and the ways in which
various groups and interests justiﬁed themselves politically as ﬁt to rule. In other
words, war was not simply a matter of
conﬂict between insiders and outsiders,
Muslims and non-Muslims; increasingly, it
became an intra-communal phenomenon
with fateful consequences. Though the
Qurān provides general principles for Islamic community life, history itself posed
the greatest challenges to these ideals of
harmony and cooperation. See politics
and the qurn.
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Donner’s contribution to our understanding of the beginnings of Islamic historical
writing includes a useful treatment of
“themes of community” (Narratives, ch. 6)
in which he traces the umma idea from its
qurānic context and relates it closely to
another theme that he calls prophecy
(nubuwwa, Narratives, ch. 5; see prophets
and prophethood). Although Donner sees
the centrality of the qurānic message in
the Prophet’s development as both prophet
and community leader or shaper, he also
combines many other aspects of the complex history in a coherent manner. Thus, in
addition to Muammad’s establishment of
social and ritual practices which were foundational, Donner includes consideration of
how the cult of the community was routinized over time and administered in a
larger context of government and taxation
(q.v.). Donner’s approach is important for
its attention to the diverse historical sources,
of which the Qurān is but one, however
fundamental. He makes clear that one cannot arrive at a full understanding of community and society in the age of the Qurān and in the aftermath of the umma’s
founding from the Qurān alone.
A richly documented study of the evolution of ideas about community and society
since the pre-Islamic period in the Arabian
peninsula is Ri wān al-Sayyid’s al-Umma
wa-l-jamāa wa-l-sula. Dirāsāt fī l-ﬁkr al-siyāsī
l-arabī l-islamī (The umma, the community
and political authority. Studies in Islamic
Arab political thought). Drawing upon
modern scholarship as well as traditional
sources about Arabian religion and society
before Islam, the author proceeds to demonstrate the novelty of the Islamic umma
as a universal community intended to
unite humankind in a system of common
belief and action. The work is an absorbing example of a theologically informed
sociology that utilizes not only the Qurān
and other contemporary documents but

also adīth, qurānic interpretation (tafsīr),
poetry (see poetry and poets), history,
prophetic biography (sīra, see sra and
the qurn) as well as qurānic sciences
(see traditional disciplines of qurnic study) in addition to commentary
(e.g. asbāb al-nuzūl and nāsikh wa-mansūkh
discussions; see occasions of revelation; abrogation) to show how the umma
evolved over time into a multi-dimensional,
charismatic community.
It has been important to situate the Qurān within its larger historical, social, cultural, linguistic and religious contexts —
which can only be suggested here — before
turning to an exploration and survey of its
complex, evolving discourse on society and
community throughout the period of Muammad’s prophetic vocation. The remainder of this article focuses principally
upon the contents of the Qurān itself with
respect to this subject.
Religio-communal terms and ideas in the
Qurān: umma
The idea of Islamic community is based
deﬁnitively, if not exclusively, on the qurānic meanings of the ancient Semitic root
that produced the Arabic word umma (pl.
umam). Umma possibly derives ultimately
from the Akkadian ummatu ( Jeffery, For. vocab., 69) or from the Hebrew umma or the
Aramean umetha (Horovitz, Jewish proper
names, 190). In the Qurān, umma most often means a human religious community
although additional meanings include: any
traditional value or belief system (q 43:22,
23); a tribe or subgroup (q 7:164; 28:32); a
ﬁxed term or time (q 11:8; 12:45); a paragon or exemplar (see below in connection
with Abraham in q 16:20); and genera of
animals (q 6:38; see animal life). This last
is far-reaching in its moral and ecological
implications, for animals and birds form
“ummas like unto you” (see natural world
and the qurn).
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The term umma occurs in both Meccan
and Medinan passages a total of 62 times
(including 15 plurals). The term ﬁrst occurs
in Nöldeke’s (gq ) second Meccan period
where it refers to ummas either before or
concurrent with the Qurān’s revelation
(see chronology and the qurn). The
most numerous occurrences are in Nöldeke’s third Meccan period. The term has
a variety of references before it comes to
designate, more or less exclusively by the
Medinan period, a ﬂedgling Muslim community under Muammad’s guidance after
the Muslim umma as both a religious and
political entity had been established there
(see medina).
q 2:128 speaks of an umma muslima, a
community submitting to God; q 2:213
refers to an umma wā ida, meaning humankind as an archetypal “single community”
or a speciﬁc uniﬁed community (q 21:92);
and 2:143 identiﬁes the believers in the qurānic message as an umma wasaan, a “midmost community,” properly balanced and
standing as a kind of model among other
communities in relation to God. To every
umma has been given a prophetic messenger (q 10:47; see messenger) preaching both
good news (q.v.) and warnings (see warning). And every umma has been provided by
God with a ritual system (mansak) to observe (q 22:67; see ritual and the qurn).
Although nowhere does the Qurān explicitly state this, it is not inaccurate to assert that the Muslim umma is seen in Islam’s
scripture as the “qurānic umma.” The
word al-kitāb, meaning the scripture or
book (q.v.), is frequently associated with
religious communities such as the Jews,
Christians and Muslims (see people of the
book). When kitāb is used in connection
with the Muslims it generally means the
Qurān, as in q 2:2-4: “This is the book
(kitāb); in it is guidance sure, without
doubt, to those who fear God… who believe in the revelation (see revelation and

inspiration) sent to you [Muammad],
and sent before your time, and they are
certain of the hereafter.” In q 32:3 the
book is designated as a message for those
who had not previously received admonishment, namely the pagan Arabs (cf.
q 36:2-6 where qurān replaces kitāb). And
in q 42:7 an Arabic Qurān is declared to
have been inspired in order to warn the
“mother of cities,” Mecca (q.v.). There
have been and continue to be other entities
known as ummas, but by the end of the
Qurān’s revelatory stages the term refers
deﬁnitively, if not exclusively, to the Muslims as just stated. (Further consideration
of umma will be given as it relates to other
terms and concepts, but for a more extensive survey see F. Denny, The meaning of
ummah.) Still, the qurānic concept of umma
as it described the actual human groupings
of the early Islamic generations should not
be overemphasized. According to J. van
Ess, “the umma-concept, which today has
become so highly esteemed, hardly played
a role”; tribal and partisan associations
were far more prominent (tg , i, 17).
Other prominent religio-communal terms and
concepts in the Qurān
Although the umma idea is the most fully
developed qurānic concept of the community as applied to Muslims, other terms
and concepts are also signiﬁcant, both in
themselves and as part of a comprehensive
qurānic framework of socio-communal
meaning. There seems to be a category for
every type of individual and community in
the Qurān’s view and these categories
present a broad range of values from exemplary religio-moral qualities to disapproved and condemned characteristics.
anīf ( pl. unafā)
An example of the ﬁrst is the type of generic monotheist — being neither Jew
nor Christian — identiﬁed by the Qurān
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as anīf (q.v.). Although there is considerable scholarly literature about the origins
and meanings of the word anīf in the
Semitic languages (see F. Denny, Religiocommunal), the Qurān employs the term
twelve times in late Meccan and Medinan
passages with distinctive emphases. Ten of
the occurrences are in the singular, of
which eight refer to Abraham (q.v.). Of
these eight, ﬁve also contain the term milla,
commonly translated as religion (q 2:135;
3:95; 4:125; 6:161; 16:123) and one
(q 16:120) includes umma. All of the twelve
passages but one (q 4:125) directly contrast
idolater (mushrik) and anīf as opposites. So
one ﬁnds in the Qurān, apart from the
traditional monotheisms of Judaism and
Christianity, an ideal of an Abrahamic urmonotheism, as it were, that precedes them
as a paradigm of what God intends as religion for his human creatures. q 3:67 states:
“Abraham was neither a Jew nor a Christian; but he was a anīf, a muslim and was
not of the mushriks”; (see idolatry and
idolaters; polytheism and atheism).
anīf is not strictly a term denoting community but it does stipulate what the Islamic umma is meant to embody and from
where it should draw its inspiration: not
from the older monotheistic siblings mentioned but from Abraham and his community at the beginning of authentic religion.
Abraham was both a anīf and an umma.
The latter application seems somewhat
strange so that instead of thinking of the
patriarch as a community to himself, some
have suggested that umma in q 16:120
either has an eponymous meaning or
means paragon of virtue as Fakhr al-Dīn
al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1210) speculated in his
commentary (Tafsīr, ad loc.).

4:125; 6:161). Milla is a loan-word from
Aramaic and in the Qurān a synonym for
the Persian-derived dīn (Nöldeke, i, 20 n. 2).
Although milla and umma overlap in their
meanings to some extent, the former is a
much more restricted term referring to any
religion and, by extension, to its community but without deﬁning or representing a
tradition theologically or ethically. A milla
simply is whereas the umma, in the sense of
the Muslim community, becomes an historically particular community through faith
(q.v.), responses to challenges (see trial)
and maturation. When the Qurān declares
in q 109 “The Unbelievers” (Sūrat alKāﬁrūn): “To you your religion and to me
my religion,” (lakum dīnukum wa-liya dīn,
q 109:6) it could just as well have used milla
as dīn. W.C. Smith has wondered if milla
“is not the only word in any language or
culture that designates a speciﬁc and transferable religion, one as distinct from others,
and nothing else” (The meaning and end of
religion, 294). Of course, that the Qurān
could employ terms such as milla, with the
assumption that they would be understood
by the ﬁrst hearers, implies that the ijāzī
Arabs shared fully in the general Semitic
worldview that featured close relations between religions and communities, between
ethics and society in a pluralistic framework
(see ethics in the qurn; theology and
the qurn). The qurānic message, though
it sets forth absolute truth as it sees it, nevertheless also deﬁnes the rest of the world
in terms of a range of options that assume
close relationships between religious
commitments — whether traditional and
inherited or confessional (in the philosopher Karl Jaspers’ sense) and thus changeable — and socio-communal groupings.

Milla ( pl. milal)
This word is clearly a religio-communal
term, most often related to Abraham, as in
the phrase millat Ibrāhīm (e.g. q 2:130; 3:95;

Submitters and believers constitute the Muslim
umma
Arabic plural forms for human groups constitute much of the Qurān’s categories of
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society and community. Two of the most
frequently encountered terms also are pivotal for the Islamic religion: muslimūn and
muminūn, submitters (i.e. Muslims) and believers, those who have faith (īmān). The
two terms occur frequently, although perhaps surprisingly “believers” occurs ﬁve
times as frequently (ca. 200 times) as “submitters” (ca. 40). Faith (īmān) is a weightier
concept than submission (islām) both
throughout the Qurān and in the developed Muslim theological tradition (see
faith; islam).
Only rarely does umma occur in close
conjunction with islām, īmān, muslim or
mumin. However, when it does it is a signiﬁcant passage as in q 3:110: “You are the
best umma that has been raised up for humanity. You enjoin right conduct and forbid indecency; and you believe (tuminūna)
in God. And if the People of the Book
had believed (law āmana), it had been better for them. There are believers (muminūn)
among them but most of them are wicked
transgressors.” This passage appears to say
that being a nominal Jew or Christian is
not sufﬁcient to be acceptable to God; one
must also be a believer. q 3:113-4 states
that “of the People of the Book there is an
upright group (umma qāima)… [who] believe in God and the last day [see apocalypse; last judgment]… they are in the
ranks of the righteous (wa-ulāika min alāli īn).” This seems to be just as true of
Muslims who without faith are understood to be merely submitters and at an
inferior level of spiritual awareness and
development.
The occurrences of umma along with references to faith and submission are generally found in the most highly developed
instances of umma, those in Medinan passages when it refers to the Muslims exclusively. For example, q 3:102-4 states, “O
you who believe, fear God as he should be
feared, and do not die except as muslimūn.

And hold fast together to the rope of God
( abl Allāh), and do not become divided
among yourselves.… Let there arise from
you a community (umma) inviting to all that
is good, enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong. Those, they are the
prosperers.” Islam’s legendary sense of
strong community loyalty and solidarity
may be seen in its qurānic iteration in passages such as this. A similar passage
(q 2:256), that addresses the individual as
much as the group, speaks of “the strongest handhold” (al-urwa al-wuthqā), which is
available to those who avoid evil and believe in God. It should be recalled that
throughout the Qurān’s discourse on community the emphasis is not on community
as such; the ancient Arab world did not
lack understanding and appreciation of
strong social and communal networks. The
important thing is the Qurān’s consistent
pattern of linking community with belief
and morals within a monotheistic paradigm. This was one of the principal appeals of the new religion to tribal as well as
town folk who already placed such a high
value on kinship and covenants.
Watt has compared the Medinan Muslim
umma to a kind of tribe that was based not
on blood but on a common faith (Mu ammad at Medina, 239). The new order did not
discard kinship relations; rather it placed
them within the larger circle of loyalties
and afﬁliations brought by Islam. Just as
the Qurān appealed to its ﬁrst hearers
because of its excellence in Arabic expression so also there appears to have
been an elective afﬁnity between its sociocommunal emphases and the Arabs’ own
strong community-mindedness, albeit at
different levels. The “pattern-maintenance
system,” to borrow the sociologist Talcott
Parsons’ useful concept, of Arabian society
and kinship was to be enhanced by that of
the qurānic vision of submission, belief,
obedience (q.v.) and solidarity within the
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umma. It is worth noting here that, according to Watt at least, the term umma apparently did not dominate the discourse on
Muslim community to the end of the Medinan period for, after Mecca was incorporated, other terms, both non-qurānic
and qurānic, such as, respectively, jamāa
and izb Allāh (party of God) took its place
in extra-qurānic documents and treaties
(Muhammad at Medina, 247).
The important contemporary, extraqurānic document known as the Constitution of Medina uses the term umma but
with a somewhat different meaning from
that of the Qurān — moving in the direction of a political confederation more than
a single community united by a common
creed (see creeds). There is a diverse modern scholarly literature on this document
that is fairly summarized by R. Stephen
Humphreys in his Islamic history. A framework
for inquiry (92-8).
Faith as a higher value than submission
may also be seen in a dramatic passage
(q 49:14-5) where desert Bedouin declared
to Muammad: “ ‘We believe (amannā).’
Say [Muammad], unto them, ‘You do
not believe yet.’ Say rather, ‘We have submitted (aslamnā), for faith (īmān) has not
yet entered your hearts’… The believers
(muminūn) are those who believe in God
and his apostle [Muammad], and afterwards never doubt, but struggle with their
wealth and their lives in the way of God,
such are the sincere ones.” Passages like
this may mislead one into imagining that
submission (islām) is not such a profound
matter in the Qurān after all. It clearly is,
but it must be understood in relation to
other things. Submission is the crucial
gateway to the service of God, without
which faith would not be possible; humans
themselves are capable of submitting according to their own will and power whereas faith is bestowed as a grace (q.v.) later
on. As T. Izutsu has expressed the matter,

“surrender, far from being, as is suggested
by [q 49:14]…, a lukewarm and superﬁcial
sort of belief, or the ﬁrst stumbling step in
the faith, is the very foundation on which
the whole religion of Islam is based” (Concepts, 190-1). Faith and submission are often
coupled and placed as opposites to other
terms such as unbelievers (kāfirūn), idolaters (mushrikūn) and sinners (mujrimūn). The
last group are often spoken of as a sinful
people (qawm, e.g. q 6:147; 15:58; see also
belief and unbelief; sin and crime).
Servants (ibād) of God
When the most important dimension of
individual and group identity and values
is religion, it is not surprising that fundamental distinctions will be made between
insider and outsider, brother (see brother
and brotherhood) and other. The striking
early Meccan sūra, q 109 “The Unbelievers” (Sūrat al-Kāﬁrūn) reveals the tension
among Muammad’s contemporaries that
was brought by the preaching of Islamic
monotheism. This brief, vital sūra is a tourde-force focusing on the Arabic root letters
-b-d, from which are derived the terms for
worship of and service to God: abd, slave
or servant of God, ibāda, worship and
ibād, servants, especially of God. The active verbal form of the root applies in the
sūra both to Muslims and to disbelievers,
as both are viewed as serving some superior power. The Muslims serve God
whereas the disbelievers serve, according
to classical commentary, idols and are thus
mushriks as well as disbelievers (kāﬁrūn). The
terse ending of q 109 sharply distinguishes
the speaker’s community, the Muslims, and
the opposition’s, which according to the
commentaries, is devoted to disbelief (kufr)
or idolatry (shirk): “Say: O unbelievers, I
serve not what you serve and you are not
serving what I serve, nor will I serve what
you have served, neither will you serve
what I serve. To you your religion (dīn) and
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to me my religion.” Although the qurānic
use of the -b-d root generally refers to worship of and service to God, this early sūra
shows how it can be neutral as well, referring to the worship of anything.
The servant of God is not a passive
adorer; active exertion is a key aspect of
this status. There is a strong sense of work
involved, in a manner that parallels the
Jewish idea of worship (avoda), a Semitic
parallel that also means service. A Christian parallel is the medieval Benedictine
monastic expression, the work of God
(opus dei), meaning the Divine Ofﬁce of
daily prayers and worship as the primary
task of monks and nuns. The Qurān declares that the “servants of the Merciful
are those who walk humbly on the earth,
and when the ignorant address them say,
‘Peace.’ Who spend the night (in prayer),
prostrate and standing” (q 25:63-4; see
bowing and prostration). Clearly, the
qurānic idea of true religion is strongly invested in service, in “work” for God in
ways parallel to Islam’s older, cognate traditions of Judaism and Christianity (see
work; servant; worship; prayer).

of religion and⁄or impiety, generally the
message also regards human beings as
capable of repentance (see repentance
and penance) and conversion (q.v.) to the
“straight path” of Islam (see path or way
[of god]). So, to denominate people as
fated to sin or deceit or falsehood, at least
in the present, is generally un-qurānic if it
means there is no hope (q.v.) of deliverance
(q.v.) or, to be more idiomatically qurānic,
no hope of success or prosperity ( falā ).
Although the noun falā does not occur in
the Qurān, it appeared early on in Islamic
history in the clause of the call to prayer:
“Hasten to success” ( ayy alā l-falā , see
prayer formulas). Verbal forms derived
from the Arabic root letters f-l- , as well as
the human plural al-mufli ūn, the successful, do appear in strong ways, as in the frequently recalled q 2:1-5, where those who
fear God, believe in the unseen (see hidden
and the hidden), persist in prayer, share
their wealth (q.v.) with others, believe in
divine revelation, and anticipate the hereafter will be considered to be “on true
guidance from their Lord, and it is these
who will be successful (humu l-mufli ūn).”
Hence human groupings as described in
ethical and spiritual terms are not rigid,
unchanging realities in principal. Of
course, the Qurān frequently presents its
teachings through reference to historical
groups whose fate was already sealed.
Sometimes such groups saw the error of
their ways, repented, and were forgiven
and set on a new course (see forgiveness).
An example is when Moses’ (q.v.) followers
repented of their sin of creating and worshipping the graven image of a calf
(q 7:152-5; see calf of gold). At other
times, groups fell into error (q.v.) from
which they did not recover, as was the case
of the people of certain unnamed towns in
q 7:94-102 who failed to heed God’s wrath
(see anger) after they were warned. “Did
they feel secure against the trickery (makr)

Excursus: Concerning category formation in the
Qurān
It is all too easy for western readers of the
Qurān and other Arabic texts to fall into
the practice of reifying dynamic, verbal expressions such as islām, īmān, muslim, mumin,
shirk, mushrik and their human plural forms.
Stated differently, it would be a distortion
to consider muslimūn, muminūn, mushrikūn,
mujrimūn (“sinners”) and so forth as rigid,
unchangeable categories of human association based on this or that virtue or offense
(see virtues and vices; boundaries and
precepts). Nor do words like islām, īmān,
shirk and kufr refer to static abstractions;
they are essentially active and engaged.
Although it is true that the Qurān views
human groups according to their degree
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of God? But no one feels safe from God’s
stratagem (makr) except a people who have
utterly lost their bearings (al-qawm alkhāsirūn)” (q 7:99; see also punishment
stories).
Those who are saved and those who lose
out from previous generations do not receive their recompenses because they are
urban, or rural, or Jews, or Christians, or
foreigners; they are judged according to
their dispositions and behavior. The qurānic denomination of signiﬁcant human
groups, in the religious and moral senses,
usually pertains to faith and righteousness
or their absence. This universality of theological and moral vision has been fundamental in enabling Islam to be a world religion transcending social, cultural, political
and regional boundaries. The umma ideal is
thus global in both its intent and scope.
(See F. Donner, Narratives, 141-6, for a classiﬁcation of historiographical themes crucial for understanding the early Muslim
community’s “collective vision of the past”
and how these enabled Muslims to make
sense of their experience.)

drawn out from the larger human family
to be a specially dedicated cohort.
q 23:52-4 states, concerning the People
of the Book: “Lo, this umma of yours is one
umma, and I am your Lord so show piety
(q.v.) towards me. But they cut their affairs
into pieces amongst them in the matter of
scripture, each sect ( izb) in what is with
them rejoicing. Leave them in their confusion for a time.” This passage is from the
second Meccan period (according to Nöldeke, gq ), before umma came to refer more
exclusively to the Muslims under Muhammad’s guidance. If the Nöldeke chronology
is accepted, by the second Meccan period,
umma in its true sense is a religious community, ideally uniﬁed in its beliefs, although
not necessarily Muslim in the sense of
Muammad’s umma. During the Meccan
periods of the Qurān’s revelation, much
attention is paid to Jews and Christians as
fatefully important precursors of the Islamic venture between the archetypal era
of Abraham who was neither a Jew nor
Christian but a pure monotheist ( anīf )
and the prophetic career of Muammad.
Although the People of the Book had been
called to serve God, many of them failed
in their religion and fell astray (q.v.).
In addition to submission, belief, idolatry,
and other frequently expressed qurānic
ideas by which human groups are categorized, “brand name” communities are also
identiﬁed. Ahl al-kitāb, the People of the
Book, has already been mentioned as referring to the Jews and Christians, Islam’s immediate precursors in scriptural monotheism. The phrase occurs about 30 times.
Jews ( yahūd or hūd) occurs some nine times
(with hūd occurring three times; see jews
and judaism). Christians (na āra) occurs 14
times and the adjective Christian (na rānī)
once (with reference to Abraham’s not being such, or Jewish, yahūdī, in q 3:67; see
christians and christianity). The Sons of
Israel (Banū Isrāīl, see children of israel)

The ideal of a unified umma and the People of
the Book
Humankind were one umma but then they
went in different directions and split up
(q 2:213). From a somewhat different slant,
the Qurān states that God could have
created a uniﬁed umma but declined that
option so that people might be tested and
ﬁnd their own way as morally accountable
beings (q 5:48; see freedom and predestination). A single umma of humankind
would have included both unbelievers and
believers, the bad and the righteous
(q 43:33). The Qurān does not equate
humankind or the people (al-nās) with an
umma, at least not descriptively. Ideally, it
may turn out that all people will submit
and follow God’s teachings, but until then
an umma will be a selective grouping
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occurs some 40 times, whereas the Sons of
Adam (banū Ādam), i.e. humanity, occurs
seven times. ābiūn, referring to the Sabians (q.v.; probably meaning Mandaeans, a
Jewish-Christian sect in Iraq), occurs three
times. Muslims, Jews, Christians, Sabeans,
Magians (q.v.; i.e. Zoroastrians) and polytheists are all mentioned together in
q 22:17 as peoples among whom God will
judge. In his commentary on this verse, alZamakhsharī (d. 538⁄1144) recalls the view
that, according to the Qurān, there are
ﬁve religions, four belonging to Satan (see
devil; ibls) and one to God (Islam). In this
schema, the Sabians are considered to be
a branch of Christianity (Zamakhsharī,
Kashshāf, ad loc.).
There are some very negative remarks
directed at the Jews in the Qurān, much
more so than against Christians (see
polemic and polemical language). An
example is q 5:82: “The strongest among
men in enmity to the believers are the Jews
and idolaters; and the nearest to them in
love are those who say, ‘We are Christians.’
Because among these are priests and
monks (see monasticism and monks) and
they are not arrogant.” Al-Zamakhsharī
comments that because the Jews are mentioned before the idolaters in the passage,
they are at their head. The great rationalist
commentator closes his interpretation of
this passage by citing q 2:96 wherein the
Jews are portrayed as grasping for life as
much as a thousand years; but God would
still punish them at the end for “all that
they do” (as translated in H. Gätje, The
Qurān, 134). Al-Zamakhsharī declares:
“The Jews are like this, and even worse!”
Then he quotes a prophetic adīth: “If a
Muslim is alone with two Jews, they will try
to kill him” (Gätje, The Qurān, 134). The
Muslims had a great conﬂict with Jews in
Medina and this is reﬂected in strongly
critical qurānic passages such as q 5:82
(quoted above). Nevertheless, the Jews

were also considered, in the Constitution
of Medina, to be an umma alongside the
Muslim umma. And for a period Jews and
Muslims worshipped together facing Jerusalem (q.v.) as their common prayer orientation (qibla [q.v.], see F. Denny, Umma, 44;
also R. Humphreys, Islamic history, 92-8).
The Qurān’s criticism of Jews and, to a
lesser extent, Christians, exhibits early Islam’s struggle to deﬁne itself over against
the older siblings of the Abrahamic tradition. The disagreements between Islam
and the other two religions are not like the
fundamental controversy with the polytheists because there is a basic common foundation for the monotheistic traditions. The
disagreements over actual behavior versus
lofty ideals, as occurs in qurānic criticisms
of Jews or over a doctrine regarded as
heretical, such as the Christian Trinity
(q.v.), are nevertheless disagreements
among cognate systems. It is like a large,
extended family with diverse branches:
Their theological, scriptural and, with respect to Jews and Muslims, ritual, disagreements and conﬂicts only make sense within
their common monotheistic framework,
however generalized that may be. Religion
is ﬁrst of all an embodied and socially embedded reality in the Qurān’s view, so it is
individual Jews, Christians and others, as
well as groups of them, that are the focus
of criticism and occasional admiration
(as in q 5:82, quoted above) rather than
Judaism and Christianity per se. From this
perspective, it is hoped that the People of
the Book will someday see the light and
submit to God as proper Muslims; but
meanwhile they are to be tolerated because they are not all astray and they do
have a valid heritage in covenant (q.v.)
with God. (For an extended qurānic discourse, see q 3:64-115; covenant ideas are
treated below).
Fred Donner (From Believers to Muslims,) hypothesizes that the Muslim follow-
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ers of Muammad in the community’s formative period did not necessarily make a
strong distinction between themselves and
other monotheists in their environment but
viewed them as fellow believers (muminūn)
before the term Muslim took on the increasingly political and exclusionary meanings of the caliphal era (see caliph). There
is much to commend in Donner’s carefully
argued general thesis that the community
of believers in the period of the Prophet
and for a time thereafter did not constitute
a distinct religious confession although
such an argument certainly goes against
the traditional Muslim view of the matter.

throughout an ever-increasing umma. In a
way it reﬂects the notion that can be discerned in the Hebrew Bible, Genesis 31:49,
the famous Mizpah Benediction, wherein
Jacob and his uncle Laban, after much
conﬂict and disagreement over property
and relationships, solemnly declared together: “May the Lord watch between you
and me when we are absent from one another.” The core of this agreement is that
God sees all and will judge any misdeeds
accordingly. q 16:91 reﬂects this idea: “Fulﬁll the covenant of God when you have entered into it, and do not break your oaths
(aymān) after you have conﬁrmed them;
you have indeed made God your surety
(kafīlan), for God knows what you do”
(q 16:91). Islam adopted this idea and applied it both to human social relations and
to the divine-human relation of religion.
The establishment of the Muslim umma
on the occasion of the emigration (hijra) of
Muammad and his fellow Meccan Muslims (known henceforth as al-muhājirūn, the
Emigrants) to Medina in 622 c.e. (see
emigration) marked a deﬁnitive trend
away from tribalism toward a supra-community knit together by faith more than by
kinship, as was noted earlier. Before the
umma’s founding, there had been an intertribal confederation for mutual defense
known as ilf al-fu ūl, which Muammad is
said to have admired. Even so the Prophet
reportedly declared that there was to be
no ilf in Islam (see E. Tyan, ilf, and C.
Pellat, ilf al-fu ūl).
The Qurān frequently refers to the Mosaic covenant (ahd) as a paradigm of the
divine-human relationship (e.g. q 7:134).
In the Bible, the covenant is not between
God and Moses, but between God and
the community of Israel. The Qurān,
however, presents a covenant (mīthāq) that
is ﬁrst between God and his prophets —
Noah (q.v.), Abraham (q.v.), Moses (q.v.),
Jesus (q.v.) — and then through them to

The Muslims as a covenant people and a people
united by devotion to the Prophet of God
The Muslim umma, like its Jewish and
Christian predecessors, is a covenant
(ahd or mīthāq) community. Contracts,
covenants and treaties were important factors in pre-Islamic Arabian society (see
contracts and alliances; breaking trusts
and contracts). A key term was wafā,
“to fulﬁll, be faithful to.” This idea was
well established in pre-Islamic times as in
the ode of Zuhayr: “Whoever keeps his
word (man yūfi) goes unblamed; he whose
heart is set on the sure path of piety (q.v.)
needs not to fear or falter” (A.J. Arberry,
Seven odes, 117; cf. Izutsu, Concepts, 87). This
idea is clearly reﬂected in the following
qurānic passage, which chides some People of the Book for not fulﬁlling concluded
agreements with ignorant pagans (ummiyyūn): “No! The one who fulﬁlls his promise
(ahd) and is godfearing — truly God loves
the godfearing (al-muttaqīn, q 3:76).
The Muslim community came to view
God as the guarantor of oaths (q.v.) and
covenants. This belief in a divine witnessing of agreements contributed greatly to
the establishment of an Islamic ideal of
justice (see justice and injustice; law and
the qurn) that would be honored
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the Jews, Christians and Muslims (q 33:7;
cf. 3:81). There is, in the Qurān, a society
of prophets, as it were, that will endure
until judgment day and vindication, with
their communities safeguarded by their
faith. A vigorous declaration of these
closely related convictions is the following
passage from the Medinan period,
q 58:21-2: “God has decreed: ‘Verily, I and
my messengers shall prevail…’ You will not
ﬁnd any people believing in God and the
last day, loving those who resist God and
his messenger, even though they were their
fathers or their sons, or their brothers, or
their kindred. For such he has written faith
(al-īmān) in their hearts, and strengthened
them with a spirit from himself. And he
will admit them to gardens beneath which
rivers ﬂow, to dwell therein forever. God
will be well pleased with them and they
with him. They are the party of God ( izb
Allāh). Truly it is the party of God that will
be successful (al-mufli ūn).”
The word izb (pl. a zāb) occurs a number of times and is pertinent to this discourse because it can mean sect, party or
confederacy in the religious sense. A izb of
Satan is mentioned in q 58:19 and shortly
afterward countered by a izb Allāh
(q 58:22). q 33 takes its name, “The Confederates” (Sūrat al-Azāb) from a grouping of clans opposed to Muammad at the
Battle of the Ditch (khandaq) in 5⁄627. Earlier occurrences of a zāb refer to ancient
peoples who had rejected their prophets
(e.g. q 38:11-3; discussed in F. Rahman,
Major themes, 138-9). The idolaters are characterized in q 30:32 as “Those who split
up their religion (dīn), and became sects
(shiya) — each party ( izb) rejoicing in that
which is with itself.” Unlike umma, the term
izb does not come to refer to the Muslims
exclusively. Even so, it does have a powerful rhetorical impact when conjoined with
the divine name, as in izb Allāh. The party
of God trumps all other parties and is the

opposite of sectarianism and division.
The Qurān claims unity and communal
coherence in belief and practice, and that
not only for Islam as the religion established under the prophetic guidance of
Muammad. The Qurān further insists
that “the same religion (dīn) has he established for you [i.e. the Muslims under Muammad’s leadership] as that which he
enjoined upon Noah — that which we
have sent by inspiration to you — and that
which we enjoined on Abraham, Moses,
and Jesus: Namely, that you should remain
steadfast in religion and make no divisions
therein” (q 42:13). Passages such as this
help us to understand better the direction
and character of qurānic criticisms of
Jews and Christians. The message is not
denying the validity of those traditions’
fundamental covenants and doctrines —
indeed it is strongly afﬁrming it; the problem is a perceived deviation from the primordial monotheism that the Qurān views
as having been established by Abraham,
Moses and Jesus preeminently. The quarrel
is, as it were, a family affair. Inasmuch as
the old-style “Muslims” have slipped and
deviated as well as split up into sects, then
the fresh Muslims of the Muammadan
renewal movement — and such it is viewed
to be — must ﬁll the breach and constitute
the party of God.
The principal covenant term in the Qurān is mīthāq, from wathiqa, meaning to place
conﬁdence in someone. In the third form
the verb means to enter a compact or treaty.
Mīthāq can have a secular sense, as in
q 4:21 where it concerns a marriage price
compact. Most often, however, mīthāq in
the Qurān refers to a religious agreement
between God and humans or more speciﬁcally between God and his prophets, usually in the context of the People of the
Book (ahl al-kitāb). The term occurs 25
times, principally in Medinan passages.
Another important qurānic term for
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covenants and contracts is ahd, whether
with reference to the Children of Israel
(e.g. q 2:40) or to the Muslims. The root
occurs more than 50 times, mostly in Medinan passages. (A valuable exploration
and analysis of covenant ideas in the ancient Semitic world is J. Pedersen, Der Eid
bei den Semiten; a review of selected theories
concerning covenant in the Qurān is F.
Denny, Religio-communal terms).

be as heinous as idolatry (shirk) but it is a
grave offense and is sometimes understood
as interchangeable with idolatry. So prevalent is the Muslim awareness of being a
people strongly demarcated from other
communities and so persistent is the
Qurān’s condemnation of unbelievers that
Muslims have throughout history referred
to non-Muslims as kāfirūn, “unbelievers,
inﬁdels,” although the degree and type of
unbelief has been a topic of reﬂection and
mitigation (cf. Jewish characterizations of
outsiders as Gentiles (goyyim) and Christian
references to inﬁdels and gentiles, whether
Muslims or others). In this regard, recall
q 109, known as “The Unbelievers” (Sūrat
al-Kāﬁrūn), quoted and discussed above.
Another frequent signiﬁer for humans
engaging in disapproved beliefs and behavior is the Arabic root k-dh-b, which
occurs in the Qurān in active verbal forms
as well as plural forms, e.g. mukadhdhibūn,
“those who falsely accuse or deny.” In
q 77, an early Meccan litany of punishments to come, the following phrase punctuates the building tempo ten times: “Ah
woe, that day, to the rejecters of truth
(al-mukadhdhibīn)! ”
“Those who are astray, in error” are
known in the Qurān as āllūn. This term
often implies a willful straying and not a
haphazard mistake. An example is q 3:90:
“But those who disbelieve after they believed, and then go on adding to their disbelief — never will their repentance be
accepted; for they are those who have [of
set purpose] gone astray (ūlāika humu lāllūn).” The most frequently encountered
example of this group term is in q 1 “The
Opening” (Sūrat al-Fātia): “Show us the
straight path, the path of those on whom
you have bestowed your grace, not [the
path of ] those whose portion is wrath, nor
of those who go astray (al- āllīn)” (q 1:6-7).
One school of classical Qurān commentary (tafsīr) has interpreted this term in this

Some negative religio-communal terms
We have mostly considered positive communal terms and concepts such as umma,
milla, anīf⁄ unafā, submitters, believers
and the People of the Book. The strongly
negative and accursed category of idolaters (mushrikūn) has also been included
because of its frequent binary opposition
with the various positive dimensions of
monotheistic theology and ethics. Also,
there are the so-called hypocrites (see
hypocrites and hypocrisy), a category
represented in the Qurān more than 25
times often in contrast to the believers.
Although the historical Hypocrites (almunāfiqūn), a disaffected Medinan community that, covertly, supported the Meccan
Quraysh (q.v.), were nominally Muslim,
they are consigned, together with the unbelievers, to hell (q 9:68 with both masculine and feminine plural forms so as to
specify equal accountability and treatment;
cf. q 4:140; q 33:73 has the hypocrites and
idolaters, male and female, paired for punishment; see reward and punishment).
Another strongly negative category centers upon kufr, which can be translated as
unbelief, ingratitude or covering and concealing the truth (see gratitude and ingratitude). The root occurs three times as
often as the root (s-l-m) for Islam and Muslim. Only the root for faith (-m-n) occurs
more frequently among the terms we are
examining here. To disbelieve in or be ungrateful to God is not always considered to
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particular passage to refer to the Christians, with the Jews being understood as
the objects of the divine wrath. This is a
questionable interpretation of the meaning
of the references at the time of their revelation, however, because the sūra is universally regarded as very early and, thus, is
more pertinent to the conﬂicts between
Muammad and the polytheistic Qurayshīs of Mecca during a period when Muslim prayers at the Kaba (q.v.) sanctuary
were a vexed issue. (But see F. Donner, Narratives, 162-3, for a discussion of the matter
in the early Medinan context).
Another negative term applied to groups
is mutakabbirūn, “arrogant ones” (e.g.
q 39:60 where hell is the “abode for the
haughty”; see arrogance). Although this
category does not denote a moral meaning
as such, the desert Arabs (al-arāb) are
viewed somewhat negatively in the Qurān,
as in q 9:97: “The Arabs of the desert are
the worst in unbelief and hypocrisy, and
most ﬁtted to be in ignorance of the command which God has sent down to his
messenger.” But not all desert Arabs are
considered wicked and, although some
went to Muammad claiming to be believers, they had not quite reached that
level yet (q 49:14) as is described above.
This survey has not been exhaustive but it
does suggest the range of negative terms
by which human groups or types are categorized.

The Qurān does not explicate this topic
although key terms and concepts occur
here and there.
Perhaps the most explicit treatment of
kinship relations in the Qurān in a sociological (as well as a legal and moral) sense
involves the immediate family level in connection with what is permitted and forbidden with respect to marriage, family (q.v),
sexual relations (see sex and sexuality),
women’s rights, orphans (q.v.), inheritance
(q.v.) and related matters (see social
relations). The fourth sūra, “Women”
(Sūrat al-Nisā), is in a way a parallel with
the Jewish mishna’s book on women.
There is no sūra about men as such because the society into which the Qurān
came was an increasingly patriarchal and
patrilineal society albeit with some vestiges
of matrilinearity (if not matriarchy), depending on how the sources are interpreted (see W.R. Smith, Kinship and marriage, ch. 3; W.M. Watt, Muhammad at
Medina, 272-3; L. Ahmed, Women and gender,
41f.; A. Wadud-Muhsin, Qurān and
woman, 1992; see women and the qurn).
Watt contends, as was noted earlier, that
the pre-Islamic Arabian family tended
most often towards a matrilineal type with
both women and men “reckoned as belonging to their mother’s groups. Tribes
and individuals are known as sons of
females.” (Muhammad at Medina, 272). Marriage was uxorial and property was communally owned by the matrilineal group.
Women in this system could have several
husbands concurrently. But Watt ﬁnds
evidence of patrilineal practices as well,
strongest in Mecca. The Qurān favors
patrilinealism and probably de-emphasized
continuing evidence of matrilineal practices. By the time of the emigration (hijra)
to Medina both systems existed side by
side, according to Watt, and “often intermingled” (ibid., 273). Watt theorizes that
the patrilineal system came to replace

Marriage and family
Marriage and domestic interrelations between the sexes ﬁgure fairly prominently in
the Qurān. This is not surprising considering the importance of kinship in ancient
Arabian society. Although before the
founding of the Muslim umma there were
no stable, large scale social groups, particularly of a political character, beyond the
tribal level, kinship was a well delineated
social reality with varied, complex levels.
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matrilineal tradition by the time Islam
emerged and that it was based on increasing individualism. Males’ interest in their
own children went against the matrilineal
tradition when it came to distributing inheritances. Under patrilineal authority a
man could control the distribution of his
wealth after his death and preserve it for
his own sons especially, whereas under the
matrilineal custom the inheritance would
normally devolve to his sister’s son. As
patrilineal practices increased in inﬂuence
men were much more interested in who
was in fact father to sons while under a
matrilineal system that was not deemed to
be very important. Watt argues that the
Qurān encourages patrilinearity, for example, in its legislation concerning the
waiting period (idda) between divorce and
remarriage of a woman — to see if she
were pregnant from her former husband.
“In the case of divorce the man, if he was
a ‘gentleman,’ would do nothing during
the waiting period that would prevent cancellation of the divorce should his wife
present him with a son” (ibid., 274).
The Qurān exhorts men to marry up to
four wives (q 4:3). In pre-Islamic Arabia
men sometimes married more than four
wives concurrently but the Qurān stipulates that if wives cannot be treated equally
then only one woman should be married.
There is much concerning marriage in q 4.
There is also a detailed listing of people
whom it is forbidden for a male to wed
(q 4:22-4), namely his mother, daughter,
sister, aunt (on either side), his brother’s
or sister’s daughter, his wife’s mother or
daughter or his father’s or son’s wife,
someone who has nursed the male, stepdaughters (provided their mother and the
male have consummated their marriage),
women who have been married to one’s
sons or two sisters concurrently (see marriage and divorce).
The forbidden degrees of marriage just

summarized are complemented by a listing
of the legal bounds of consanguinity in
q 24:31. This regulation is situated in a discussion of personal and family privacy and
propriety governing believers: They should
not enter houses other than their own
without gaining permission, and both men
and women should be exceedingly modest
in their relations with each other (see
chastity). Women, particularly, should
draw their veils (see veil) over their bosoms and not display their beauty except to
their husbands, their fathers, their husbands’ fathers, their sons, their husbands’
sons, their brothers or their brothers’ sons
or their sisters’ sons or their women, or the
slaves whom their right hands possess or
male servants free of physical needs (see
slaves and slavery) or small children who
have no understanding of the nakedness of
women (cf. q 24:31).
Those enumerated in q 4:22-4 are known
in Islamic law as forbidden (ma ram) to
marry because of being within the bounds
of legal consanguinity (see lawful and
unlawful). Until the present, Muslims
have, more often than not, conducted their
social lives strictly within these boundaries
with the result that free mingling between
the sexes, as is often found in the schools,
workplaces, markets, entertainment centers
and so forth of western societies, is severely
censured by the traditionally-minded.
Needless to say, strict interpretation of the
qurānic teachings concerning social relations between the sexes is strongly challenging Muslim families and individuals
now residing in western countries where
such behavior is normal (see social interactions).
There is material in the Qurān pertaining to the prophet Muammad’s marriages
and family life (see family of the
prophet). In q 33:50 we read that, for a
period, he was permitted by God to marry
without limit, whereas other Muslims were
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limited to four wives concurrently. But this
permission to Muammad was later withdrawn (q 33:52) so that he ceased taking
wives (except for Mary the Copt, but she
was sometimes reported to have the status
of concubine, not wife). One of the issues
that loomed large in the Medinan period
of Muammad’s prophetic career was
privacy and security for his family in a
growing and sometimes unruly social
milieu. The Prophet’s family situation,
with multiple wives and households beyond the four permitted to Muslims by the
Qurān, required special attention and regulation. Watt characterizes Muammad’s
households as a “plural virilocal family”
(Muhammad at Medina, 284), meaning that
his residence was the base with close proximity of his wives’ separate households.
The Prophet visited his several wives in a
scheduled manner and sought always to be
equitable and just in his dealings with each
of them. Muammad’s wives had special
status above other women in the early
Islamic movement (see wives of the
prophet). This is seen, for example, in the
institution of veiling or covering ( ijāb)
addressed by the Qurān in q 33:53: “O
you who believe! Do not enter the Prophet’s houses until leave is given to you, for a
meal, but not so early as to await its preparation. But when you are invited, enter;
and when you have taken your meal, disperse without small talk. Such behavior
bothers the Prophet; he is ashamed to dismiss you, but God is not ashamed to tell
the truth. And when you ask of the women
of his household anything, do so from behind a screen ( ijāb): That is more pure for
their hearts and for yours.” A bit farther in
the same sūra, additional admonition is
provided: “O Prophet, tell your wives and
daughters, and the women of the believers,
that they should draw their jilbabs [ jalābīb,
ﬂowing garments covering the bosom and
neck, or even the whole body] about them-

selves. That is better, that they be recognized [sc. as respectable women] and not
bothered (q 33:59).” Whatever the original
reasons for such regulations, Muslims ever
since have drawn on the above two passages for guidance in the conduct of their
social relations, particularly regarding
male-female contact, the presentation of
the female self and proper deportment
generally.
The original context for the revelations
was clearly one of stressed conditions
wherein the Prophet’s family was subjected
to more or less public display because of
the proximity of their households to the
center of power in Medina. People apparently attempted to access the Prophet by
seeking the intervention of members of his
household which in the case of his wives
could lead to gossip and even scandal (see
W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Medina, 285).
There were also tensions and conﬂicts
between the elements of Muammad’s
extended households.
There has been considerable discussion
and debate over whether the passage about
the screen, or curtain, namely the ijāb,
applies only to the Prophet’s wives in that
context or more generally to Muslim
women in all times and places. There is no
consensus in a restricted sense although
Muslims generally accept the passages as
serious advice however the speciﬁcs are
interpreted and emulated.
Society perfected
Although the Qurān’s treatment of society
and community is focused principally on
the historical world, considerable attention
is also given to the afterlife, whether in
heaven or hell. The Companions of the
Garden (a āb al-janna), those who believed
and lived upright lives, will live an eternal
existence of happiness in the company of
God, the angels (see angel), the lovely
female denizens or houris ( ūr, see houris)
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and the community of the saved. As for
this last grouping, believing husbands and
wives will be together (q 43:69-70) as will
their pious parents and offspring (q 13:23;
cf. 52:21). Also in heaven will be those who
fought in the way of God. The blessed of
the garden will praise God (q 10:10) and
the angels in heaven will address the believers with: “Peace be unto you because
you persevered patiently! How excellent is
the ﬁnal home!” (q 13:24). q 52 contains
additional details about the heavenly society with its ranks of saved: persons reclining on couches (q 52:20), the availability of
good fruit and meat to eat (q 52:22), the
sharing of a convivial cup (q 52:23; see
cup) and enjoyment of mutual inquiry and
discussion without fear (q 52:25; see garden; paradise; blessing).
The damned, called Companions of the
Fire (a āb al-nār) will suffer eternal woe
and pain. The horrors of hell are described in various passages. The saved will
be able to observe the damned and communicate with them in a limited way
(q 7:44). Some humans and jinn (q.v.; the
creatures, made from ﬁre, that have a moral nature similar to that of humans and
include some converted by the Qurān;
q 72:1-19) will be consigned to hell
(q 7:179). Generally speaking, the saved in
heaven will enjoy life in a society of purity,
mutual respect and courtesy, and continued awareness of the blessings of God
and his created order at an exalted level
whereas the damned will suffer not only
the literal pains of the ﬁre (q.v.) but the
alienation and meaninglessness that prevail
when there is no meaningful social existence or community life. For the person
who is consigned to hell, “therein shall he
neither die nor live” (q 20:74).

and community and it has attempted to
place them in the social and cultural context of pre-Islamic Arabia. Although the
material in the Qurān concerning more
descriptive dimensions of our subject is
limited, the doctrines and views contained
there have nevertheless had the most important inﬂuences on the history, customs
and attitudes of Muslim peoples everywhere. Even today we ﬁnd Muslim countries aspiring to order their lives according
to the Qurān, treating it as a charter and
constitution for their societies.
Surely the most enduring and inﬂuential
qurānic idea and ideal of community is
that of umma and so ﬂexible is it in speciﬁc
social, religious, and political terms that it
can be embraced across a wide range of
concerns by Muslims without their losing a
general sense of common cause and consensus concerning the big questions of
belief and the proper conduct of life both
individually and communally. Indeed, the
umma idea has enabled Muslims to endure
serious setbacks as in the times of western
colonialism when political power was at a
low point in many Muslim regions. What is
more, the umma ideal does not require a
uniﬁed political order among Muslims in
order to be realized and activated. In
America, for example, Muslim prison inmates constitute ummas in the facilities
where they are incarcerated. And North
America itself, as is often said, is a place
where the umma is being established (see
african americans). There is one umma
ideally but there are multiple instances of
the umma being established, empowered
and enjoyed as an enduring religio-moral
community in touch with the Muslim
mainstream.
Wherever one looks in the spreading
Muslim populations of today — in the
traditional centers of Muslim civilization
and in new locales such as Europe, the
Americas, Australia, New Zealand and the

Conclusion
This article has covered the principle dimensions of the Qurān’s views of society
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Paciﬁc — the qurānic foundations and
models of social and communal life of
Muslims predominate and provide an ever
fresh and innovative approach to deﬁning
what it means to be Muslim and how to
live in a pluralistic world alongside other
communities and societies, whether religious or secular in nature. For an examination of the qurānic terminology relating to
the commercial and economic aspects of
communal life, see selling and buying.
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Companions of the Prophet
The body of people who had known or
seen the Prophet Muammad during his
lifetime. The plural “Companions of the
Prophet” (a āb al-nabī), otherwise known
simply as “the Companions” ( a āba), is
derived from the root - -b and has referred, at least since the classical period, to
this group. (On the question of whether a
merely ocular encounter with the Prophet
could be considered a sufﬁcient criterion to
render someone a Companion, cf. Goldziher, ms , ii, 240.) For Sunnī Muslims, a
reference to the Companions serves not
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only to describe certain individuals as a
collective entity but also carries with it an
immense weight from a theologico-political
prescriptive: Appeal is made to the sayings
and deeds of the Prophet and his Companions, as recorded in the adīth, in all
matters of Islamic decision-making as well
as for guidelines about personal piety and
everyday conduct.
As explicitly articulated in al-Shāfiī’s
(d. 204⁄820) great legal treatise al-Risāla,
the manner of conduct (sunna, q.v.) of the
Prophet and his Companions is considered
one of the four sources of the law (u ūl alﬁqh) and commands an authority second
only to that of the Qurān. Al-Shāﬁī locates the authority for the prophetic sunna
in the Qurān itself, insofar as the Qurān
commands Muslims to obey the Prophet’s
orders. Although al-Shāfiī asserts that the
Qurān “explains everything,” he argues
nonetheless that the sunna may clarify
the general or particular meaning of a
qurānic passage or supply an answer to an
issue not treated in the book. In response
to the question whether the Qurān can
ever abrogate the sunna, al-Shāfiī replies
that only another sunna can abrogate the
sunna (see abrogation). This statement
appears to be based on his explicit presumption that the sunna can never be in
contradiction with the Qurān. He also
avers that if there “is a contradiction [in
the sunna], it is not a contradiction” (cf.
al-Risāla, chapter ix, “On Traditions”).

lowing phrases: companions of the ﬁre
(q.v.; or hell, q.v.) and companions of paradise (q.v.; 42 times), and companions of the
right hand and companions of the left
hand (14 times; see hands). The Companions of the ﬁre (or hell) are also usually
identiﬁed, in a nearly formulaic fashion, as
“those who disbelieved [see belief and
unbelief; blasphemy] and lied about our
signs (q.v.).” It is emphasized that those
people are not only “Companions” of the
ﬁre but also that they are most emphatically “dwelling in it.”
The remaining instances of ā ib carry a
wide range of generic meanings including
any fellow traveler, fellow dweller, friend or
mate. In the three instances in which a verbal form of the root - -b occurs in the
Qurān, the actions are predicated by
Moses (q.v.; lā tu ā ibnī, q 18:76), Luqmān
(q.v.; ā ibhumā, q 31:15) and those who
worship other gods ( yu abūna, q 21:43; see
idolatry and idolaters), respectively.
The Qurān qualiﬁes the Prophet three
times as “your [ pl.] companion” and once
as “their companion.” However, in these
four cases the Prophet is not being described as the companion of the faithful
but rather as the companion of those who
disbelieve. “Those who have lied about our
signs” are addressed by the qurānic verse,
“your companion is not possessed”
(q 81:22). The same group is urged to see
that “there is no madness in their companion” (q 7:184). After recalling those
who have “lied about my messengers”
(q 34:45), the Qurān attests that “there is
no madness in your companion” (q 34:46).
The Qurān also reminds that “your companion has not gone astray (q.v.), nor is he
deluded” (q 53:2; see impeccability and
infallibility). q 9:40 is the only qurānic
verse in which someone is designated as
the “companion” of the Prophet. However,
Abū Bakr appears to be designated as such
only insofar as he is Muammad’s “fellow

Qurānic references
Given the enormous religious signiﬁcance
later accorded the Companions of the
Prophet by Sunnī Muslims, it is interesting
to note that the phrase a āb al-nabī does
not appear anywhere in the Qurān. Nor
does the plural form a āba occur there. Of
the 94 times that the noun ā ib and its plural a āb do appear in the Qurān, the vast
majority of instances are found in the fol-
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dweller” in the cave (q.v.) where they were
hiding (see emigration). The notion of the
Companions of the Prophet as a deﬁned
body with a special theologico-political
authority thus does not appear to be attested by the revelation.

Prophet himself (see adth and the
qurn). According to al-Shāfiī, the minimum proof for the authenticity of a narrative about the Prophet is that the narrative
must be “related by one person from another back to the Prophet or to one next to
the Prophet.” adīths are thus not only
about the Prophet and his Companions but
they are also recounted by them as well.
The adīth narratives also address the
question of their own authenticity internally. For example, one ﬁnds adīths in
which a Companion recounts that a adīth
about the Prophet and his Companions is
to be considered sound only if two Companions can testify to it. In some story cycles, one ﬁnds the Companions openly discussing and then deciding upon the limits
of their own authority. In the absence of a
clear prophetic precedent, they are often
called upon to make their own decisions on
the basis of utility, which in turn may be
further validated by God. One sees this, for
example, in Umar’s and Abū Bakr’s successful persuasion of Zayd b. Thābit to
compile the revelation into one written
book after the Prophet’s death on the basis
of God having “opened” their breasts to it
and its being a “good” thing despite the
fact that the Prophet himself had not done
it (cf. Bukhārī, a ī , Tafsīr al-Qurān, 9,
Fa āil al-Qurān, 3 and A kām, 37; see
codices of the qurn; collection of
the qurn).
Certain Companions enjoy a special distinction in adīth literature. The ﬁrst four
caliphs (or successors to the Prophet; see
caliph) are remembered by Sunnīs as the
Rightly Guided Ones (Rāshidūn). They are
Abū Bakr (r. 11-3⁄632-4), Umar b. alKha āb (r. 13-23⁄634-44), Uthmān b.
Affān (q.v.; r. 23-35⁄644-56) and Alī b. Abī
ālib (q.v.; r. 35-40⁄656-61) respectively.
Sunnīs recall the period of their political
leadership as a golden age from which the
Muslim community has devolved not only

The Companions in the adīth and exegetical
literature
While the Companions as a body as such
are not mentioned in the Qurān, they, as
well as their relations to the Qurān, are
amply attested in the adīth and exegetical
literature. One ﬁnds adīth collections in
the form of short manuscripts or pamphlets dedicated to the sayings and deeds
of a single companion, as well as larger anthologies that treat individual Companions
in sub-chapters (kutub, literally “books”).
The well known adīth collections of the
classical period gather stories about the
virtues ( fa āil or manāqib) of the Companions, taken as a group, in discrete chapters. The remaining narratives about the
sayings and deeds of the Prophet and his
Companions in this literature are organized according to practically expedient
themes such as prayer (q.v.), fasting (q.v.),
alms (see almsgiving) and so forth. Other
compendia supply a list of the Companions with short biographical references
along with some of the reports they
handed down. (For some of the most famous collections of adīth, sīra and abaqā,
see bibliography below; see also sra and
the qurn).
For Muslims, it is the reputation of the
men and women who handed down the
stories about the sayings of the Companions that guarantees the veracity of these
accounts rather than the content of the
stories and sayings themselves. Accordingly, one ﬁnds preﬁxed to the text of each
adīth story (matn) a chain of transmitters
(isnād) linking that particular account
back to one of the Companions or to the
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in time but also in righteousness. The
caliph Umar also appears to have predicted the revelation, verbatim, before it
was announced by the Prophet on at least
three different occasions. Accordingly, the
narratives have him claim that “my lord
agreed with me about three (things)” and
that “I agreed with God about three
(things)” (cf. Bukhārī, a ī , Tafsīr al-Qurān,
2 and alāt, 31). The Prophet’s cousin Ibn
Abbās (d. ca. 67-8⁄686-8; see family of
the prophet), as well as Muammad’s
youngest wife Āisha bint Abī Bakr (q.v.;
d. 58⁄678), are also frequently mentioned,
among many others. Over 600 women are
mentioned by name in the six canonical
collections alone, either as transmitters or
in the adīth stories themselves.
The canonical adīth also mention that
“ten will be in paradise” although the ten
names that comprise that list vary. According to Abū Dāwūd (d. 275⁄889) and Amad b. anbal (d. 241⁄845), the ten include Muammad, Abū Bakr, Umar,
Uthmān, Alī, ala, Zubayr, Abd alRamān b. Awf, Sad b. Abī Waqqā and
Saīd b. Zayd. According to al-Tirmidhī
(d. ca. 270⁄883-4), Ibn Sad (d. 230⁄845)
and Amad b. anbal, on the other hand,
the name of Abū Ubayda b. al-Jarrā is
substituted for that of Muammad in this
list. The ten later came to be referred to as
al-ashara al-mubashshara, although this term
does not appear in the canonical adīth
collections themselves.
The Prophet’s Companions were also
commonly distinguished according to
other categories such as whether they accompanied him as emigrants (muhājirūn)
from Mecca to Medina (then known as
Yathrib; see medina), whether they were
“helpers” (an ār; see emigrants and helpers) from Medina, whether they fought in
certain battles (such as the battle of Badr,
q.v.) and how early they converted to Islam. (Cf. Nawawī, Shar , v, 161, for a col-

lection of the differing views about the
gradations attributed to the Companions).
Whereas the muhājirūn were largely pagan
converts to Islam from Mecca, the an ār
were primarily converts from the Aws and
Khazraj tribes of Medina (see tribes and
clans). Both categories are mentioned by
name in q 9:100 and 9:117. The term an ār
is related to the verb na ara, in the sense of
coming to the aid of someone who has
been wronged by his enemy, which is found
in q 8:72, among other instances of its use.
The word an ār also bears some resemblance to the Arabic na ārā or “Christians,”
as when Jesus (q.v.) asks in q 3:52 “who will
be my helpers in God’s cause?” The more
common exegetical etymology of na ārā,
however, connects it to the village of Jesus,
i.e. Nazareth (al-Nā ira; see christians
and christianity).
Another group of Companions is distinguished as the so-called “people of the
bench” (ahl al- uffa). According to Lane,
these were the people who reclined on the
bench or banquette in a long, covered portico or vestibule attached to Muammad’s
home, part of the mosque complex in
Medina. Later legend traces the origins
of the mystical, ascetic ūfī group to these
Companions — based in part on the similarity between the Arabic words for bench
( uffa) and for the woolen ( ūfī) garment the
ūfīs wore (see fism and the qurn).
Some commentators, such as Muammad
b. Kab al-Quraī claim that qurānic passages such as q 2:273-4, 6:52, 18:27-8 and
42:26-7 are intended to refer to the ahl aluffa even though they are not explicitly
mentioned by name there. Other orthodox
commentators, such as al-Bay āwī (d. ca.
716⁄1316-7), are more hesitant to make
such assertions reporting only that “it is
said” to be the case.
Although some of the stories in Shīī collections of adīth overlap with those found
in their Sunnī counterparts, they are read
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by the Shīa (q.v.) in different, and sometimes in directly opposite, ways. Most notably, the Shīa read the Prophet’s sayings
and deeds regarding Alī b. Abī ālib as an
indication that the Prophet intended Alī to
succeed him following his death. Thus, in
direct antithesis to the Sunnīs, the Shīa
regard the rule of the ﬁrst three caliphs
not as a golden age but a period of unjust
usurpation.
In many cases, this difference results in
the paradoxical situation wherein Shīa
may point to a adīth about one of the
ﬁrst three caliphs as evidence of wickedness while Sunnīs may point to the very
same story in their adīth collection as evidence of that person’s exemplary conduct.
A classic example of this phenomenon
would be their diametrically opposed readings of the second caliph Umar. Shīa
read these stories, such as the one where
Umar refuses to let the Prophet write
something for his followers at the moment
of his death, as evidence of Umar’s unsurpassed wickedness while Sunnīs interpret it
as yet another example of Umar’s uncompromising defense of the Prophet’s tradition (cf. Bukhārī, a ī , Iti ām, 28).
According to the tradition about the
“people of the cloak” (ahl al-kisā) the Shīa
recount that Muammad went out one
morning during the visit of the Najrān
(q.v.) delegation and drew his daughter
Fā ima (q.v.), her husband Alī and their
sons al- asan and al- usayn under his
cloak (see clothing; curse). He then uttered the words in q 33:33: “God only desires to put away ﬁlthiness from you as
his household (ahl al-bayt), and with cleansing to clean you.” While the Sunnīs interpret the “ﬁlthiness” in this verse as unbelief, the Shīa understand it as a concern
with this impure world and in particular
with the Sunnī caliphate. For the Shīa,
the ahl al-bayt, or Family of the Prophet
(q.v.), have a special salvational function

(see salvation). Devotion to them is central to the religion and it has a redemptive
quality. In one version of the Prophet’s
farewell (q.v.) sermon, Muammad proclaims that God has given two safeguards
to the world, his book (q.v.) and the Prophet’s sunna. In another version, however,
Muammad describes the two safeguards
God left the world as his book and the
Prophet’s family (itra). The heads of the
family are the infallible and sinless Imāms
(see imm). For Muslims in general and for
Sunnīs in particular, the Companions of
the Prophet, collectively, can also be said to
have played a certain role in the work of
salvation as the link between the Prophet
and the transmission of the faith.
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Compensation see recompense
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Compulsion see tolerance and
compulsion

Computers and the Qurān
Electronic versions of the Qurān exist
in two major forms: multimedia presentations of the Qurān on compact discs
(CD-ROMs) and on the Internet, particularly on the World Wide Web (WWW).
Each of these two forms has its own peculiarities and consequently they will be
treated separately. The digitization of the
Qurān also offers new but as yet relatively
unexplored possibilities in computerassisted textual analysis. Producing electronic versions of the Qurān presents no
more of a technological difﬁculty than
any other text, though the Arabic alphabet
has several major encoding standards:
ASMO 449, ISO 8859-6 and UNICODE.
The pages of the Qurān need only be
scanned and preserved as images or, alternatively, scanned and then encoded according to one of these standards using
Optical Character Reader (OCR) software.
Many such electronic versions of the Qurān already exist and most of the major
translations of the Qurān have also been
encoded. Nor does digitizing the Qurān
present any signiﬁcant theological difﬁculty. The importance of both qurānic
recitation (see recitation of the qurn)
and calligraphy (q.v.) demonstrates that
Muslims accept the presentation of the
Qurān in various media and even recitational requirements such as the taawwudh
(a call for God’s protection before reading
the Qurān) can be incorporated digitally.
Multimedia presentations of the Qurān on
CD-ROM
The storage capacity of compact discs not
only allows the complete text of the Qurān to be preserved electronically in a rela-
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tively portable and inexpensive format but
also permits it to be presented in a multimedia format. The description which follows is based upon the two most popular,
currently available multimedia presentations on one or more CD-ROMs. Shared
features of these presentations include: the
fully vocalized text of the Qurān, a transliteration to aid pronunciation and as
many as three English translations. The
translations of Abdallāh Yūsuf Alī, Marmaduke M. Pickthall and Muammad
Shākir are the most common. The ability
to display these translations simultaneously along with the Arabic allows for
easy comparison. One presentation also
offers French, Spanish, German, Malay,
Turkish, Indonesian, Chinese and Urdu
translations as well as an Arabic exegetical
commentary (tafsīr; see exegesis of the
qurn: classical and medieval; exegesis
of the qurn: early modern and contemporary). The other presentation has
bundled a number of reference books with
the Qurān. The most notable of these are
English translations of selected sections of
Mālik b. Anas’ (d. 179⁄796) Muwaa, alBukhārī’s (d. 256⁄870) a ī and those traditions which Muslims believe convey
God’s very words as uttered by the Prophet
( adīth qudīs, see adth and the qurn). It
also includes abridged versions of the adīth collections (Sunans) of Muslim (d. ca.
261⁄875), al-Tirmidhī (d. ca. 270⁄883-4)
and Abū Dāwūd al-Sijistānī (d. 275⁄889).
None of these adīths are presented with
their lines of transmission (isnāds). Additional bundled reference materials include
English translations of Muammad’s last
sermon (see farewell), a legal ( fiqh) text,
biographies of the Companions (see companions of the prophet), various subject
indices, concordances and dictionaries and
the sūra introductions of the modern Pakistani exegete, Abū al-Alā al-Mawdūdī.
Both of these multimedia presentations
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also provide audio recitations coordinated
with the displayed text of the Qurān.
Several recitation styles may be present
(see recitation, the art of), though at
the time of writing these additional recitations require the use of more than one
compact disc.
All of these features on one or even a few
compact discs is certainly useful for a number of purposes. Pedagogically, they provide a means for more easily learning
proper qurānic pronunciation and even
the recitation(s) provided. The reference
books included are also helpful for homiletic purposes. These multimedia presentations, however, are less useful as research
tools. In one of the programs, searching
can only be done with the English translation. In the other, searching is done
with the Arabic text but only ﬁnds exact
matches. Therefore, words that are vocalized or declined differently (for example,
al-kitābu versus al-kitābi) are not found. As a
result, no searching can be done according
to the radical consonants alone. (For example, kitāb and its plural, kutub would have to
be searched individually rather than by
their three common consonants.)

The technology used for producing and
preserving written documents whether inscriptions on stone, wood or clay, handwritten papyrus scrolls and codices or
mechanically printed books, had a signiﬁcant effect on the form and concept of
scripture in two important ways (see codices of the qurn; collection of the
qurn; textual history of the qurn).
First, the prevalent technology determined
who had access to the meaning of the texts
and thus controlled that meaning. The
scroll and the codex visibly ﬁxed a text but
left the interpretative authority in the
hands of literate elites. This manuscript
culture allowed the concept of canon —
with its claims to unicity of authority,
content and source — to develop. The
printed book democratized direct access
to scripture while largely retaining its stability. Second, the technology, particularly
in the Islamic context, inﬂuenced the scripture’s self-description. In the Qurān, God
is even said to “teach by the pen” (q 96:4).
A sense of awe at the written word is also
obvious in the use of the word kitāb for
God’s various revelations (see book; revelation and inspiration), the records of
deeds (kitāb amāl, see record of human
actions) and the knowledge and power of
God (as in q 34:3; see power and impotence; god and his attributes). It is precisely in the areas of canonicity and respect for the written word, both products
of a manuscript and print culture, that the
reduction of God’s speech to ones and zeroes may prove problematic.
Computers have introduced the use of
hypertexts and hypermedia which represents a technological revolution as signiﬁcant as the inventions of papyrus and the
printing press. A printed book is a linear
structure — the reader moves from beginning to end or in the case of the Qurān
from one verse to the next sequentially.
Cross references in footnotes, indices and

The Qurān as hypertext on the World Wide Web
Electronic versions of the Qurān on the
Internet predate those on CD-ROMs and
can be downloaded to one’s personal computer. Numerous sites on the WWW also
contain electronic versions of the Qurān
that can be viewed by browsers (front-end
graphical interfaces) such as Netscape or
Internet Explorer — though this normally
requires that an Arabic font exist on the
destination computer. Most of the popular
translations of the Qurān are also readily
available. The placing of the Qurān in
this medium is not remarkable but it is the
potential of this medium that may have an
enormous impact on how the Qurān is
used and understood.
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concordances have adapted this linear
retrieval system somewhat and are themselves a form of hypertext or “nonsequential writing.” But such cross references are not problematic and in fact
support theological claims for the unity of
a text of scripture whereas hypertexts on
the WWW may undermine such claims.
More generally, hypertexts are texts with
links to other texts. These information
units are connected through linkages made
by the author or by the reader using a
browser. Instead of linear or sequential
access required of the printed text, the
author or reader can use the computer’s
ability to access a multitude of diverse
texts, some or all of which are located on
other computers connected by the Internet. The author of a particular text may be
able to determine what links to other texts
will be embedded in his or her own text,
but cannot control which other texts will
link themselves to his or her text. And since
it is the reader who determines which links
to follow, the text’s context and meaning is
also reader-dependent. In addition, these
linked “texts” can include images, sounds,
video and animation. Therefore it is more
correct to speak of hypermedia or interactive multimedia. By its very nature hypermedia lends itself to multiple or even
conﬂicting interpretations of these information units. They no longer speak with a
single voice nor are they ﬁxed and uniﬁed
with a linear, hierarchical structure. Pundits predict that without this structure the
binary opposites it produced such as central⁄marginal, top⁄bottom, ﬁrst⁄last,
orthodox⁄heretical, canonical⁄noncanonical will “vanish in the networked
world of the hypertext” (R. Fowler, The
fate of the notion of canon).
The doctrine of the Qurān’s unicity of
authority, content and source, a doctrine
that has been so ﬁrmly established during
the period of manuscript and print culture

which produced concepts of “canon,” is
unlikely to be affected in a hypermedia
culture. In other words, the content of the
Qurān may not be as malleable or multilinear as other electronic texts and its status as the central authoritative text will
probably survive the transition to the new
technology. Where hypermedia is already
affecting the Qurān is in its interpretation.
Exegesis or interpretation of the Qurān
(tafsīr) has been until now largely under the
purview of scholars steeped in the classical
tradition. Currently, a search of the WWW
on the word “Qurān” will yield close to
10,000 “hits” with subjects that range from
“how to become a Muslim” to “contradictions in the Qurān.” Websites offering access to electronic versions of the Qurān or
interpretation of the Qurān are as often
those of the Nation of Islam, Amadiyyas,
Bahāīs as those of more “orthodox”
groups and individuals (see african americans; amadiyya; bahs). While most
do not present themselves as commentaries
(tafsīrs), clearly the context in which they
are placed will affect how the reader interprets the Qurān. And on the WWW, there
are no scholars or ulamā to police or censor websites. Therefore, while the WWW
and hypermedia are unlikely to make the
qurānic canon more ﬂuid, the democratization of tafsīr has already begun.
Although this development presents new
possibilities for research about the popular
understanding of the Qurān, it will unlikely become a signiﬁcant new tool for
scholars of the classical exegetical tradition. There are, however, far more practical research applications for the WWW.
Digital libraries accessed through the
WWW have obvious advantages. Ancient
manuscripts of the Qurān, its commentaries or other early texts in museums and
libraries around the world can easily be
preserved electronically. Their copyrights
or ownership can be protected by invisible
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electronic watermarks. As electronic images, these manuscripts would be far
easier to protect from man-made and
natural disasters and even the slow decay
of time. Moreover, instead of relying on
the expertise of one scholar to analyze
the provenance and authenticity of a
text, digital preservation and distribution
allow anyone access to the “original”
manuscript.
Computer assisted analysis of the Qurān
Computers have proven to be extremely
useful and sophisticated tools for analysis
of texts. Stylistic, grammatical and lexical
features can be located and compared
with relative ease using computers (see
grammar and the qurn). Except for
isolated efforts such as Rashad Khalifa’s
search for words and letters in the Qurān
that occur in multiples of 19, little has been
done with computer-assisted analysis of
the text. For such analyses, the text of the
Qurān and a complete index of all positions of the words (or words with the same
roots) in the text are needed. At the very
least, these two components would provide
a simple computerized concordance — a
useful project in itself. Automatic index
and concordance software already exists:
WordCruncher, Oxford Concordance
Program, MacConcordance and TACT,
for example. Each of these provides keyword-in-context (KWIC) concordances,
meaning that these programs can generate
a list of passages from the text in which a
particular word occurs. Repetends, both
ﬁxed-order word sequences and collocations, can be discovered and even displayed
using distributional graphs. Such software
is not automatic — it still requires that the
scholar produce some initial hypothesis.
Unfortunately, at the date of the writing
of this article, the scholar must still work in
translation. Such programs cannot be used
with the Arabic text of the Qurān. Arabic,
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along with other Semitic languages, presents some unique morphological difﬁculties not present in most languages using
Roman script (see arabic script; arabic
language). In order to search for a particular word in the Qurān, the software must
be able to separate all the preﬁxes such as
the deﬁnite article, conjunctions, preﬁxed
prepositions, verbal preﬁxes and sufﬁxes,
nominal case sufﬁxes and enclitic directobject and possessive-pronoun sufﬁxes.
Only then could the root or stem of the
word and its consonant-vowel pattern
(both of which might be obscured by
phonological and orthographic practices
such as those associated with weak and
hollow roots) be discerned. Such difﬁculties, though complex, are now being overcome. One new morphological analysis
system includes a lexicon of 4,930 roots
and a dictionary of 400 phonologically
distinct patterns, many of which are obviously ambiguous (K. Beesley, Arabic
morphological analysis). However, such a
system has not yet been combined with
KWIC software. Thus, for the present,
computer-assisted analysis of the Qurān
remains an intriguing but unexplored ﬁeld.
Nevertheless, given the speed of technological innovation the reader should remember that this article could capture only
those advances available at the time of
its authorship.
Herbert Berg
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and, so, they have scorned God’s prophets
and their calls for religious and social reform (see prophets and prophethood;
gratitude and ingratitude; virtues and
vices). In this context the Qurān speaks of
those who are insolent (verb: atā; noun:
utūw): “Who is there to sustain you if he
withholds his sustenance? Yet [the unbelievers] persist in insolence and aversion”
(q 67:21). Conceit and insolence, then, are
directly opposed to belief which requires
obedience (q.v.) and humility (see belief
and unbelief). “Those who do not hope
to meet us say: ‘Why have no angels descended to us?’ or ‘Why do we not see your
Lord?’ They are full of self-superiority
(istakbarū fī anfusihim) and extremely insolent!” (q 25:21).
This passage introduces a third related
qurānic concept, that of being haughty,
arrogant or proud (kibr, takabbara, mutakabbir, istakbara, istikbār, mustakbir). In over ﬁfty
verses (q.v.), the Qurān condemns arrogance and pride (q.v.) which were ﬁrst
manifest by Iblīs when he refused the divine command to bow before Adam (see
adam and eve; bowing and prostration;
devil; angel): “When we told the angels,
‘Prostrate to Adam!’ they did so save Iblīs;
he scornfully refused and grew haughty,
and so became an unbeliever!” (q 2:34; cf.
38:74-5). Following in Satan’s footsteps was
Pharaoh (q.v.) and communities in the past
including those of Ād (q.v.) and Thamūd
(q.v.). In their arrogance, they denied
God’s message, persecuted his messengers
and so earned God’s wrath (e.g. q 23:46;
7:73-84; see punishment stories; chastisement and punishment; anger). In response
to such resistance “God seals up every
haughty, pitiless heart!” (q 40:35) and, as
the Qurān declares on numerous occasions, damnation is the fate of all those
who feel secure in their conceit and selﬁsh
ways: “And your Lord has said: ‘Call to me,
and I will answer you. Truly, those who are

Conceit
An exaggerated sense of one’s own importance. The Qurān declares conceit
and insolence toward others to be major
human failings, especially when directed
toward God and his prophets. Several qurānic terms elucidate the causes and consequences of conceit. Mukhtāl is a close
Arabic equivalent to “self-conceit,” and in
the Qurān the three instances of the term
are paired with the notion of boasting
( fakhūr, see boast) as in q 31:18: “Do not
turn your cheek away from people in contempt, or strut about the earth (q.v.); God
does not love any who are self-conceited
and boastful!” This attitude of superiority
stems from the mistaken belief that good
and bad fortune are solely the product of
one’s own efforts whereas in fact they may
be a test (see trial) sent by God: “No disaster falls upon the earth or among yourselves, save that it is in a book (q.v.) before
we cause it to appear — and that is easy
for God — lest you should grieve for what
has passed you by or be overjoyed by what
has come to you. For God does not love
any who are self-conceited (mukhtāl) and
boastful ( fakhūr), those who are stingy and
encourage others to do likewise…”
(q 57:22-4; cf. 4:36).
While all humans are vulnerable to moments of smug self-satisfaction, according
to the Qurān, persistent attitudes permeated with vanity and conceit have led
many to think themselves self-sufﬁcient

concubines
too proud to worship (q.v.) me will enter
hell (q.v.), humbled!’ ” (q 40:60; cf. 4:173;
7:36). See also arrogance.
Th. Emil Homerin
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Concordances of the Qurān see
tools for the study of the qurn;
computers and the qurn

Concubines
Female slaves who enter into a sexual relationship with their male master. In addition to four legal wives, Islamic law allows
a Muslim man the right of sexual intercourse with his female slaves (see marriage
and divorce; sex and sexuality). This
right is based on ancient Arab custom (see
pre-islamic arabia and the qurn) and
on several verses of the Qurān which refer
to “that which your [or their] right hands
own (mā malakat aymānukum, variants: aymānuhum, aymānuhunna, yamīnuka).” The
phrase occurs 15 times in the Qurān.
Other qurānic terms for female slaves
(ama, pl. imā, fatayāt) do not refer to concubines but appear in the context of marriage (ama, pl. imā, in q 2:221 and 24:32;
fatayāt in q 4:25) or prostitution ( fatayāt in
q 24:33). The classical Arabic word for
concubine, surriyya, is unknown in the
Qurān.
The circumlocution “that which your
right hands own” appears as a generic
term for slaves in several instances (e.g.
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q 24:32, 58; 30:28; 33:55; 70:30) although
elsewhere the subject of discussion appears
to be marriage, not concubinage (q 4:25;
33:50). For instance, q 4:3, “Marry such
women as please you — two, three or
four — but if you fear that you will not be
just, then only one, or those your right
hands own,” supports a reading of both
marriage and concubinage, but al-abarī
(d. 310⁄923;Tafsīr, ad loc.), Jalālayn (ninth⁄
ﬁfteenth century) and other exegetes gloss
this verse as referring to concubines.
q 23:5-6 and 70:29-30 are more explicit in
urging men to hide their private parts from
all except their wives and “those their right
hands own.”
The vague qurānic pronouncements on
concubines are matched by vigorous debates in the ﬁrst few centuries over the status of children (q.v.) born to concubines.
Although the Prophet is known to have
had a child by his concubine Māriya, who
was given to him by the Byzantine ruler of
Alexandria (see family of the prophet;
muammad; wives of the prophet), the
rules on the umm walad (literally “mother of
children”) were not solidiﬁed until long after the Prophet’s death. According to this
law, the children born to a free man and
his concubine are legitimate; further, the
concubine is freed upon the master’s death.
As the Islamic empire grew, concubines
were understood as a necessary part of a
ruler’s household and most of the Abbāsid
caliphs were sons of concubines, who were
able to exert considerable inﬂuence at
times on political and courtly affairs.
The right of intercourse with slaves is not
unlimited in Islamic law. For instance, right
of intercourse does not translate into license to sell that right, as the Qurān speciﬁcally forbids the prostitution of female
slaves (q 24:33); nonetheless, such prostitution appears to have existed in Islamic societies. Unlike ancient Roman law, Islamic
law does not extend the right of concubinage to female masters of male slaves nor
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does it condone in any way homosexual
intercourse. The Qurān also promotes
marriage to slaves and abstinence (q.v.;
see also chastity) as alternatives to right
of intercourse by possession. The marriage
of free persons to slaves was unusual in
other Near Eastern cultures and there appears to have been some problems with its
incorporation into Islamic society. While
al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538⁄1144; Kashshāf, i,
260) explains q 2:221, “A believing female
slave is better [to marry] than an idolatress,” by stating that “all people are slaves
of God (al-nāsu kulluhum abīdu llāhi waimāuhu),” while the Jalālayn (ad loc.), on
the other hand, regard marriage to slaves
as shameful (ayb). See also slaves and
slavery.

was before the Islamic conquests had begun, does not possess a clear concept of
conquest, but the Arabic root f-t- produced during the ﬁrst Islamic century the
technical term for the Muslims’ conquests
over the Byzantine and Sasanian empires
( fat ⁄futū ) and is frequently translated as
such in the Qurān.
The Qurān has much to say about warfare (see war). It is enjoined upon those
able to do so (q 48:17 exempts the blind,
crippled and ill) at speciﬁc times, outside
of speciﬁc places (q 9:36; 2:217) and only
within certain limits: “Fight in the way of
God (see path or way [of god]) those who
ﬁght you, but do not aggress (or transgress)” (q 2:190). q 61:4 enjoins a formation, “God loves those who ﬁght on his
path in a rank,” and q 47:4 recommends a
combat protocol, “when you meet the unbelievers, strike their necks until you have
subdued them, then bind a bond” (cf.
q 8:12; see belief and unbelief). In the
next world, the reward for those who ﬁght
and die in battle is the pleasures of heaven
(q.v.); in this world, it is the spoils of victory
(q.v.), the distribution of booty (q.v.) ﬁguring prominently — even producing the
name of a sūra, Sūrat al-Anfāl (q 8, “The
Spoils of War”; see reward and punishment; blessing). The reason and purpose
of warfare are less clear, perhaps because
they were so clear to contemporaries; but
they were probably religious. According to
q 9:33 and 61:9, Muammad had been
sent by God to make his religion prevail
over all others, “though the unbelievers
loathe it.” q 2:193 and 8:39 instruct believers to ﬁght until there is no ﬁtna, a term
usually understood to mean the Meccans’
opposition to Muammad and his followers (see opposition to muammad).
According to q 9:29, “those who have received the book (q.v.)” are to be fought
until they pay the jizya (see taxation), an
obscure verse that has inspired a small industry of scholarship.
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Confession of Faith (shahāda) see
witness testifying

Conquest
Gain or acquisition by force of arms. In
the Islamic context it is associated with the
“opening” of a land to the message and
rule of Islam. The Qurān, revealed as it

conquest
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For the historical context of these verses
one conventionally turns to the historical
and exegetical traditions. The Constitution
of Medina, the series of documents understood to have been drafted by Muammad
soon after his emigration (hijra, see emigration) from Mecca to Medina, makes
it plain that he put his community on a
war footing fairly soon after the hijra and
indeed the ﬁrst decade of the hijra was dominated by a string of campaigns, the most
prominent being Badr (q.v.) in Rama ān
(q.v.) of 2⁄624, Uud (q.v.), al-Khandaq
(“The Ditch”; see people of the ditch),
al- udaybiyya (q.v.), Khaybar (q.v.), Mecca
(q.v.), unayn (q.v.), and Tabūk in Rajab of
9⁄630. The political context of this campaigning was tribal rather than imperial:
Forces were small (tribesmen often numbering in the hundreds; see tribes and
clans), marches short and shows of
strength more frequent than actual violence. The handling of captives (q.v.), one
infers from q 8:67, seems to have been ad
hoc. The object of these campaigns, moreover, was not to acquire and control land
so much as to secure the loyalty and obedience of the principal tribes, an object also
achieved by negotiation and the promise of
material blandishments of various sorts.
That the tribesmen’s loyalties had been
committed to Muammad, rather than to
his nascent polity, is made clear by the
eruption of the so-called “Wars of Apostasy” that broke out upon his death (see
apostasy). In the view of modern historians, Abū Bakr’s (r. 11-3⁄632-4) campaigns
to re-impose Islamic rule within the Arabian peninsula led directly to Umar’s
(r. 13-23⁄634-44) campaigns beyond its
borders.
The qurānic lexicon of warfare is dominated by the Arabic terms qitāl and jihād
(q.v.), that of victory by na r and fat . The
ﬁrst of this latter pair of terms, na r, poses
fewer problems than the second, in part

because its qurānic usage is so clearly mirrored by that in the Constitution of Medina where it, too, signiﬁes “support” or
“help” (either God’s or the Believers’). As a
ﬁrst and second form verb, f-t- usually signiﬁes the basic Semitic meaning “to open
or loosen” (Hebrew pāta , Aramaic and
Syriac peta , Ethiopic fat a). Qurānic usage
correlates the verb with gates (usually of
heaven [q.v.], sometimes of hell [q.v.], cf.
q 6:44; 7:40; 15:14; 23:77; 38:50; 39:71, 73;
54:11; 78:19), belongings or baggage (matāahum, q 12:65; see joseph), and Gog and
Magog (q.v.; q 21:96). Lexical authorities
such as al-Rāghib al-I fahānī (d. early
ﬁfth⁄eleventh cent.) not infrequently explain the Fātia, the opening verses of the
Qurān (see ftia), as the “starting point,
by which what follows is opened.” The
range of this verb also extends in several
instances to the sense of revealing or delivering, e.g. “blessings from heaven and
earth” and mercy (q.v.; q 7:96 and 35:2,
respectively) and in this sense it is echoed
in assān b. Thābit’s (d. ca. 40⁄659) verses
as well as those of al-Farazdaq (d. ca. 110⁄
728; Shar dīwān al-Farazdaq, i, 375, line 6).
In two instances of the imperative
(q 26:118 and 7:89; cf. the tenth forms in
q 2:89, 8:19 and 14:15), the root clearly has
the narrower sense of to deliver, render or
make a judgment. In q 26:118, Noah asks
God to “make a judgment between me and
them” ( fa-fta baynī wa-baynahum fat an), a
translation that is indebted in the ﬁrst instance to J. Horovitz (“Urteil,” ku 18, n. 2)
who is followed by A. Jeffery (“judgment,
decision,” For. vocab., 221). Both adduce
Ethiopic and Jeffery includes South Arabian as well (see J. Biella, Dictionary, 412f.;
A. Beeston, Dictionnaire, 47; W. Leslau,
Comparative dictionary, 170). Commentators
suggest the same: R. Paret cites al-Farrā
(d. 207⁄822) apud al-abarī (d. 310⁄923) for
his reading of q 7:89 (rabbanā fta baynanā
wa-bayna qawminā bi-l- aqq wa-anta khayru
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l-fāti īn), to which can be added other authorities, both early and late. Thus Muqātil
b. Sulaymān (d. 150⁄767; Tafsīr, ii, 49)
glosses the imperative “make a judgment”
( fta ) as iq i; and Makkī b. Abī ālib (d.
437⁄1045; al-Umda, 136) and Abū ayyān
al-Andalusī (d. 745⁄1344; Tu fat al-arīb, 94)
gloss it as u kum, the latter also glossing
al-fattā of q 34:26 as the judge (al- ākim).
Paret (“Bedeutungsentwicklung,” Kommentar, 167) holds that this was the primary
meaning (Grundbedeutung) of f-t- , translating it as Entscheidung (thus q 8:19; 32:28, the
latter perhaps best translated in English as
reckoning). He further holds that it shifted
towards success (Erfolg), which is how he
suggests the noun and verb be read in a
number of instances (Paret, q 4:141; 5:52;
48:1, 18, 27; 57:10; 61:13; 110:1). q 48:1, innā
fata nā laka fat an mubīnan, which is said to
have been revealed in connection with either udaybiyya or Khaybar, is translated
by A.J. Arberry as “Surely we have given
thee a manifest victory,” and by Paret as
“Wir haben dir einen offenkundigen Erfolg bescheiden.” Abd al-Razzāq alanānī (d. 211⁄827; Tafsīr, ii, 225; see also
Muqātil b. Sulaymān, Tafsīr, iv, 65) glosses
this passage as “We have made a clear
judgment for you” (qa aynā laka qa āan
mubīnan).
For Paret, as for others (e.g. R. Bell, W.M.
Watt), the fall of Mecca, particularly as
mentioned in q 57:10, probably explains
the historians’ use of fat in the sense of
conquer. In the words of Watt, “The
meaning of conquest, however, is derived
from this conception of the conquest of
Mecca as a judgment or clearing up” (Muhammad at Mecca, 67). Certainly Mecca’s
capitulation hardly qualiﬁes as conquest in
any military sense. Only two Muslim fatalities are connected to the event, and these
only tangentially. The city never really resisted, Abū Sufyān, the leader of pagan
opposition, having been captured earlier.

Even so, when medieval Muslims came
across the term al-fat in adīth (e.g., lā
hijra bad al-fat , “there shall be no migration after the conquest”) or in history in a
more general context (e.g. ām al-fat , “the
year [a.h. 8] of the conquest”), they had
no doubt which one was intended; indeed,
according to some sources (e.g. Bukhārī,
a ī , ii, 301), Muammad uttered a version of the lā hijra statement on the very
day Mecca fell. Ibn Isāq (d. 150⁄767), as
well as later authorities on the biography of
the Prophet (sīra), describes any number of
forays (sariyyas) and raids (ghazwas), but
only one fat ; and it was the Prophet’s campaigns (conventionally called maghāzī ) that
produced the normative form of prophetic
biography in the ﬁrst three centuries, alternative titles (e.g. al-Madāinī’s putative
Kitāb Futū al-nabī cited by Ibn al-Nadīm,
Fihrist, 113) being extremely rare.
That the fall of Mecca came to be called
“al-fat ” tout court must therefore be explained in terms of salvation (q.v.) rather
than military or legal history. For unlike
the treaty of Najrān (q.v.) or especially
Khaybar, the terms of Muammad’s entrance into (pagan) Mecca seem to have
played no important role in legal discussions about the conquest fate of the
(mostly Christian and Jewish) communities
of the Near East (see jews and judaism;
christians and christianity). It might be
suggested that by labelling as futū the
Muslims’ victories outside of Arabia, historians sought to reinforce a point made by
Tabūk accounts and the modelling of Muammad’s biography upon Moses’, i.e.
that warfare beyond both the Arabian peninsula and the Prophet’s direct experience
enjoyed his (and God’s) sanction. The natural alternative, the Arabic root gh-l-b
meaning to overcome, conquer or prevail,
was perhaps too closely associated with
the fate of the Byzantines (q.v.) in q 30.
Exactly when and how Mecca emerged as
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the deﬁnitive fat is just as difﬁcult to know,
the evidence being so exiguous. For example, q 110:1 (idhā jāa na ru llāh wa-l-fat , see
Nöldeke, gq , ii, 219f.; followed by F. Buhl,
Leben, 310) is variously held to be a Meccan
or a Medinan verse. Adducing the Medinan-sounding second verse, Nöldeke opted
for the latter categorization, connecting
it, via the exegetical works, to the fall of
Mecca. This does appear to have been the
tradition’s consensus, one attested already
in the commentary attributed to Mujāhid
b. Jabr (d. 104⁄722, Tafsīr, 792; cf. Ibn anbal, Musnad, v, no. 3127). But some authorities held that events at unayn gave rise to
the verses (thus Wāidī, Asbāb, 506) or even
that it was revealed after the Prophet’s
Farewell Pilgrimage some two years later
(see farewell; occasions of revelation).
q 57:10 is sometimes taken to refer to
Mecca but other times to the truce ( ul ) of
al- udaybiya. Al-abarī preferred the latter. In fact, G.R. Hawting has adduced
some evidence suggesting that the association of fat in the sense of conquest with
Mecca is secondary on two counts: The
opening of the sanctuary at al- udaybiya
may be primary.
In any case, since the poetry of the early
Islamic period betrays a clear debt to qurānic imagery, one can fairly infer that the
infusion of the Arabic root f-t- with God’s
providential direction was indeed a qurānic innovation, albeit one with scriptural
precedents (e.g. Deut 28:12 and Ezek 25:9,
the latter closer to the classical notion of
conquest than anything qurānic). The ﬁrst
instance of this connection is a verse attributed to Muammad’s contemporary
assān b. Thābit (Dīwān, i, 17, line 14)
which is said to have been composed
shortly before Mecca fell in Rama ān of
8⁄629. It already echoes q 18:101 and
50:22, as well as prophetic adīth (Wensinck, Concordance, v, 50). Similarly, alFarazdaq’s panegyric to the Muhallabids

(Shar dīwān al-Farazdaq, i, 375, lines 5-6)
draws on q 48:18 ( fa-anzala l-sakīnata alayhim wa-athābahum fat an qarīban, see sechina). Elsewhere (Dīwān, i, 330, line 1), we
ﬁnd the qurānic conjunction of fat and
na r, along with the familiar instrumentality of human agents (see also Shar dīwān
Jarīr, 218, line 31): God conquers through
men. The poetry of this period now begins
to exhibit signs of the conquest rhetoric
that characterizes the historical prose of
the second and third centuries, even producing one of its principal genres, the futū
works of Ibn Atham al-Kūfī (ﬂ. third⁄
ninth century), al-Madāinī (d. 225⁄840)
and, most famously, al-Balādhurī (ﬂ. third⁄
ninth century), among others. When alFarazdaq has strongholds (maāqil) defy the
Sasanians, only to be conquered by the
sword of the Muhallabids (Dīwān, i, 380,
lines 5-6), the usage is identical to that
found amongst the narrators of historical
material (akhbārīs). See also expeditions
and battles.
Chase F. Robinson
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and the qurn). For the latter the locus of
proscription is q 5:103. Among ancestral
customs (awāid) that were considered sacred (a ā, a āyā) by pre-Islamic Arabs,
the following were condemned by q 5:103:
(1) The consecration to the gods of any female camel with her female offspring after
having given birth to the ﬁfth. Such a
camel (q.v.) was given the name of ba īra,
i.e. “with slit ear,” because as a sign of her
consecration her ear, as that of her female
offspring, was slit; as a consequence, people refrained from mounting such an animal or cutting its hair. According to the
biographer of the Prophet, Ibn Isāq
(d. 150⁄767), however, her milk could be
offered to a guest or to a person in need
(Sīra, 57f.). q 11:4 indicates that a camel
consecrated in this manner (nāqat Allāh)
was given by the prophet āli as a “sign”
(āya) of his mission and allowed to graze
on the “land of Allah” without any harm
being done to her. (2) The consecration of
any she-camel (or he-camel) following an
oath sworn for the purpose of healing an
illness or ensuring the success of a business. No subsequent beneﬁt was to be derived from this consecrated camel, and that
is why it was called sāiba, “left in nature.”
Ibn Isāq records that a camel that has
given birth to ten she-camels in ﬁve pregnancies with no intervening male offspring
was also given this name (Sīra, 57-8).
(3) The consecration of the fruit of the
seventh pregnancy: If a he-camel, it was
sacriﬁced, but if a she-camel, it was left in
the herd; if twins were born, however, consisting of a male and a female, the male
was not sacriﬁced. Hence the name of
wa īla was given to this she-camel whose
birth spared the life of her brother. Although Ibn Isāq states that both the male
and female were sacriﬁced, this contradicts
the meaning of the name given to such a
ewe. On the other hand, Ibn Hishām
(d. 218⁄833), the redactor of Ibn Isāq’s

Consanguinity see blood and blood
clot; kinship

Consecration of Animals
The ritual reservation or segregation of
animals for religiously mandated reasons.
Some information about pre-Islamic practices of this sort can be gleaned from qurānic statements that proscribe them. Islamic forms of animal consecration and
sacriﬁce (q.v.) present both continuities and
discontinuities with earlier practice.
Consecration in pre-Islamic Arabia
Animal consecration in pre-Islamic Arabia
can be conveniently divided into those
forms that involve bloodshed (q.v.) and
those that do not (see pre-islamic arabia
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text, comments that this name is applied to
the she-camel that gave birth to ten females in ﬁve pregnancies without any intervening male (Sīra, 57). (4) The consecration of a camel-bull that has become a
great-grandfather. This animal was no
longer mounted and it could graze and
drink wherever it wanted. It was called a
āmī, or āmī ahrahu, “protector of itself.”
Ibn Isāq (Sīra, 57) applied this term to a
camel-bull that had fathered ten females
in a row without a single intervening male.
(5) The hundredth he-camel of the herd
was added to these consecrated animals
that had been dedicated to the gods. If the
herd increased to one thousand animals,
an eye of this camel-bull was pierced and,
above this number, the second eye was torn
out as well. (6) In addition to the customs
just enumerated, the custom of tying the
she-camel to the tomb of its master by
pulling its head towards its tail and saddling it with its packsaddle should be
mentioned. If the animal succeeded in
escaping, it was given to the deity and
could graze wherever it desired. In later
heresiographical literature this custom
was explained as the wish to provide the
deceased with a mount on the day of universal resurrection (q.v.; Shahrastānī,
Milal, 439-40; Fr. trans. ii, 513-4; Lammens,
Culte des Bétyles, 99f.). Consecration of these
animals to the gods is condemned by the
Qurān together with the added stipulation
that only males may beneﬁt from them
(i.e. eat the ﬂesh of the sacriﬁced beast,
q 6:138-9), whereas both men and their
wives might partake in the ﬂesh of those
animals which have died of natural
causes. W.R. Smith (Lectures, 269) considered this common meal the most appropriate expression of the ancient ideal of
religious life.
The sacred character of these animals is
denoted by the term arām, the primary
meaning of which is “retrenchment, ex-

clusion, prohibition” (see lawful and unlawful; forbidden). According to qurānic
(as well as Mosaic) law, this designation
precludes any secular use and sets aside a
person, an animal, a place or a thing (the
urumāt, see sacred precincts) from any
common use as a result of its dedication to
God, including the impossibility of repurchase or exchange (cf. Lev 27, 28). (This
notion of taboo is also represented by the
Sumerian nig-nig. The opposing notions of
holiness and abomination, born out of the
concept of inviolability, are also attested in
other earlier Near Eastern Sources [W. Albright, De l’âge de la pierre, 128]).
Animal consecration that involved bloodshed also presents a speciﬁc vocabulary.
Animals (anām) destined for sacriﬁce were
called farāi (also fara ) and atāir, the ﬁrst
originally referring to the ﬁrst-born shecamel and the second designating the sacriﬁces offered during the month of Rajab.
Both were considered to be on the same
level as the produce of the earth ( arth), of
which the ﬁrst fruit was offered to the gods
(see agriculture and vegetation). The
Qurān expresses surprise that men dedicate to God a part of what he himself has
given them and especially that they give
another part to deities which are associated
with him. In such dedications the deities
will receive nothing nor will God receive
his due (q 6:136). Verses or verse segments
of q 6:138 elaborate the areas of contradiction and complexity: At the same time,
men decide that such animals and produce
are illicit ( ijr); they determine to whom
these can be given to eat (q 6:138a); some
animals are made sacred while others have
their throats slit without the name of God
spoken over them (q 6:138b); people go
even further by deciding that whatever is
born from these animals is licit for their
male children but illicit for their wives
(q 6:139a).
The Qurān raises the question of the
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gender of the animal to be sacriﬁced. Of
two sheep, goats, camels or cows, does
God want the males or the females of the
litter to be consecrated? q 6:143-4 concludes with the accusation that lies are told
in the name of God. Among animals are
those created for carrying burdens while
others are destined to be killed (q 6:142)?
q 6:145 states: “Say: ‘I do not ﬁnd in what
has been revealed to me anything which is
forbidden to eat, except for dead animals,
blood poured forth, and pig’s meat.’ ”
While the following verse explains what
had been prohibited to the Jews: “We have
forbidden to them all animals which have
nails (ufur) and we have forbidden the fat
of the cows and sheep, except that which
covers their back or their intestines or their
bones” (q 6:146). This prohibition of fat is
justiﬁed in Leviticus as follows: “All fat belongs to Yahweh. It is a perpetual law for
your descendants, in whatever place you
may live. You will eat neither fat nor
blood” (Lev 3:14-5).
q 6:143-4 refers to offerings of ﬁrst-born
animals which were made mainly during
the month of Rajab and which included
the ﬁrstborn animals of every herd (see
Henninger, Fêtes de Printemps, 37-44). It is
true that, according to these verses, the
ﬁrst-born animals were not explicitly the
“actual object of sacriﬁce, as there is no
other indication found that the Arabs felt
obliged, as did the Hebrews, to sacriﬁce
the ﬁrstborn animals” ( J. Lagrange, Étude,
299). To be sure, dhab al-atāir, the sacriﬁce of small cattle, was practiced during
Rajab but in reality the Arabs only carried
out spontaneous sacriﬁces (nadhr, Heb.
nedharīm) and Islam did not reject these sacriﬁces. During his farewell pilgrimage (see
farewell), the Prophet is said to have left
everyone completely free to sacriﬁce the
ﬁrstborn of the herd ( farāi) and to practice the sacriﬁces of the month of Rajab
(atāir, Ibn al-Athīr, Usd, i, 341) as he him-

self had carried out these sacriﬁces (Ibn
Sad, abaqāt, i, 104; on this subject also see
J. Chelhod, Sacriﬁce).
Consecration in Islam
It should be noted that the words farāi and
atīra do not appear in the Qurān. Perhaps
they are replaced by the term manāsik
which refers to both sacriﬁces with and
without bloodshed. The term nusuk consists
of the cultic practice in general, including
a sacriﬁce with bloodshed, there being no
mention of dhab al-manāsik during the
month of Rajab. The Qurān considers
nusuk to be at the same level as fasting (q.v.)
and almsgiving (q.v.). Another term,
shaāir, refers to the victims (budn, sing.
badana), destined for sacriﬁce which wear,
as a distinctive mark, a silver or iron collar
in the shape of a grain of barley (cf. T.
Fahd, Shiār). Camels wore a garland
(qilāda, pl. qalāid) of different materials. A
practice called ishār, consisting of making
incisions on one side of the bump of a
camel or on its skin for the purpose of allowing its blood to be shed, is also mentioned. Such an animal often wore a special cover.
This ritually mandated sacriﬁce, called
hadī, “oblation,” is still practiced today in
the entire Muslim world during the pilgrimage (q.v.) on the Day of Sacriﬁce
( yawm al-na r) in Minā, in memory of the
sacriﬁce of Ishmael (q.v.; see ritual and
the qurn; festivals and commemorative days). In reference to the topic of
almsgiving (zakāt) in the classical books
about ritual obligations (kutub al-ibādāt),
one ﬁnds that pre-Islamic customs continued under Islam after being puriﬁed from
any remains of paganism in accordance
with the conditions set forth in the sunna
(q.v.) of the Prophet. This is the case in
particular for the a ā ī l-na r, i.e. sacriﬁces
with bloodshed (a ā, a āyā), just mentioned, and consecration of the aqīqa of
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the newly born, i.e. the sacriﬁce of a sheep
(cf. M. Abduh, Ibādāt, 276ff.). These
bloody sacriﬁces are optional, whereas
consecration by invoking the name of God
and by carrying out the tazkiya or by pouring out as much blood as possible from the
animal slaughtered for eating, is obligatory
(see prohibited degrees).
Additionally, a temporary consecration of
animals within the aram (i.e. the sacred
territory of Mecca) was in force during the
sacred periods of the major pilgrimage
( ajj) and the minor one (umra). Whoever
hunts while in the state of ritual puriﬁcation (i rām) has to compensate for his yield
by carrying out an equivalent number of
bloody sacriﬁces (hadī) of camels, cows or
sheep, by giving food to the poor, or by
fasting (q 5:94-5). Five harmful animals are
exempted from this prohibition: crows,
kites, scorpions, mice and mad dogs (Bukhārī, iii, Bāb al-ma ar wa-jazā al- ayd ) as
well as animals that are similarly noxious,
such as snakes, wolves or panthers (see
animal life).
In many ancient Near Eastern cultures,
animals have been an object of worship
and were thus included in the sacred, either through sacriﬁce or incarnation of
a divinity, as in ancient Egypt, where they
served as an omen for the divine (see
omens). “The primitive belief that the god
or demon comes to dwell in his statue, by
virtue of the magic ritual of consecration,
has, in ancient Egyptian religion, been
raised to a real theological principle” (P.
Kraus, Jābir II, 131-2; for more information, see H. Bonnet, Tierkult, 812-24). Giving a “soul” to the objects of worship has
led to their sacralisation. Nothing similar is
found in the cultic traditions of central
Arabia, the cradle of Islam. The only
known divinity in the shape of an animal is
Nasr, the vulture god; but this god was part
of the South Arabian pantheon where animal ﬁgures were numerous (Fahd, Panthéon,

132-4; see south arabia, religion in preislamic). The sacred character of the
animal dedicated to a divinity is reﬂected
by the following rites: the use of its blood
for the unction of the central pole of the
tent or of an erect stone (an āb), the use of
its ﬂesh for a sacred meal and the prohibition of breaking its bones out of respect to
the animal. This can be concluded from
the book of Exodus (12:2-11); a text that is,
in fact, a typical example of a sacriﬁce
among nomads (Dhorme, L’evolution, 57f.;
cf. Henninger, Fêtes de prin-temps, 58f.).
The main idea which emerges from sacriﬁcing, among the ancient Arabs and in the
Qurān, is that an animal is a gift (see gift
and giving) from the divinity to human
beings as is the agricultural produce of the
earth. To gain his favor, the human gives
the divinity the blood, i.e. its life, so that his
own life may be spared. It is at once an
oblation (hadī, q 5:95, 97) and a ransom
( fidā, q 37:107) or a compensation, “because the soul of the ﬂesh is in the blood”
(Lev 17:11) and “it is by the soul that the
blood atones” (Lev 27:9f.). To this, ﬁnally,
should be added that the sacriﬁce of animals, common in Near Eastern religions
since the third millennium before Christ,
was meant to construct a dynamic bond
between the divinity and the faithful who
united with him in ﬂesh and in spirit, by
sharing the ﬂesh of the sacriﬁce (Albright,
De l’âge de la pierre, 195).
T. Fahd
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Muammad received God’s consolation
numerous times during periods of adversity or strife. After a discouraging period
during which he feared that divine revelation (see revelation and inspiration) had
lapsed ( fatrat al-wa y), Muammad was reminded how God sheltered (āwā), guided
(hadā) and enriched (aghnā) him when he
was a destitute orphan without direction
(q 93:6-8). God would not forsake him and
would aid him further as long as he remained thankful and obedient despite
hardships (cf. q 93:3-5; 94:1-8; U. Rubin,
Eye, 116-24, 250-2; see gratitude and ingratitude; obedience). He is advised to
overlook the unbelievers’ malicious words
(q 6:33-5; 10:65; 27:70; 36:76; 73:10; see
belief and unbelief; opposition to muammad), not to regard their error as his
failure (q 31:23) and to elicit assurance
from what God has revealed to him
(q 76:24). Similarly, he is to ignore the hypocrites and the Jews who twist his words
in an attempt to manipulate potential believers (q 5:41; see hypocrites and hypocrisy; jews and judaism). With respect
to speciﬁc events, God’s assurance (sakīna,
see sechina) descended upon Muammad during his migration from Mecca to
Yathrib (see medina), giving him strength
to console Abū Bakr (q 9:40; M. Lings,
Mu ammad, 118-9; see companions of the
prophet; emigration). He is told not to
grieve over those who deserted him during
the battle of Uud (q.v.; 3⁄625) since the
weakness of their faith was a divine curse
(q.v.) inﬂicted upon them (q 3:175-7; Wāqidī, Maghāzī, i, 327; see freedom and predestination). At unayn (q.v.; 8⁄630), it
was God’s assurance and unseen aid that
enabled Muammad and his followers to
win the battle after an initial retreat
(q 9:25-6; Wāqidī, Maghāzī, iii, 189-90; see
expeditions and battles). Muammad is
counseled many times to be patient in afﬂiction and await his due in both this

Consolation
A form of divine beneﬁcence bestowed
upon the pious or those confronted with
worldly misfortune despite their righteousness. The Qurān recalls instances of God
or his agents consoling some pre-Islamic
ﬁgures; in addition, a number of qurānic
verses themselves constitute divine consolation for Muammad and his followers.
God strengthened the heart of Moses’
(q.v.) mother (rabanā alā qalbihā) when she
was told to cast him into the river to elude
Pharaoh’s (q.v.) soldiers (q 28:10). She was
comforted (taqarra aynuhā) when Moses’ life
was spared and Pharaoh’s wife selected her
as his wet nurse (q 20:40; 28:13). On her
part, Pharaoh’s wife urged him to adopt
Moses rather than killing him so that he
might be a comfort (qurrat ayn) for them
(q 28:9; Speyer, Erzählungen, 241-5; G.
Newby, Making, 121-3; K. Prenner, Muhammad und Musa, 222-33). In another instance, God’s messengers told Lot (q.v.) to
“fear not, neither sorrow” (lā takhaf wa-lā
ta zan) when he felt himself unable to protect them from his people (q 29:33; Speyer,
Erzählungen, 147-58; G. Newby, Making,
83-5).
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world and the next (e.g. q 11:115; 16:127;
40:77; 74:7).
Muslims as a group received the good
news (bushrā, see good news) of victory
from God when they feared a much stronger enemy at Badr (q.v.; 2⁄624; q 8:10, 26;
Wāqidī, Maghāzī, i, 131-8). His consoling
words “fear not, nor sorrow” (lā tahinū walā ta zanū) comforted them after the retreat
at Uud (q 3:139-40; Wāqidī, Maghāzī, i,
320-1) and his assurance descended upon
them at udaybiyya (q.v.; 6⁄628) as they
negotiated a truce with the Meccans
(q 48:4, 18, 26; Wāqidī, Maghāzī, ii,
618-24). Their ﬁrm faith (q.v.) in God
gained them blessedness (ūbā, q 13:29),
worldly refreshment (qurrat ayun) such as
spouses and children (q.v.; q 25:74-5), and
it will secure them rewards in the hereafter
(q 32:17; 41:30; 78:31-6; 88:8-16; 95:6;
98:7-8). See also blessing; reward and
punishment.

not appear to have been used in Arabic before Islam and the revelation of the Qurān
and occurs only once in the text of the
Qurān at q 42:38. Yet, the term shūrā in
the sense of “consultation” has important
implications for social and political theory.
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Conspiracy see opposition to
muammad

Consultation
To confer with other individuals or a
group. The term consultation (shūrā) does

Etymology
The word shūrā is related to the verb shāra,
meaning to remove something from its
place. It can also refer to the display of a
thing, showing the good qualities inherent
in something. The term al-shūrā can thus
connote a handsome outward appearance,
while the linguistic usage of the term is
also connected to removal and the appearance of the thing removed (Lisān al-Arab,
iv, pp. 434-7). The term does not occur in
pre-Islamic poetry (see age of ignorance;
poetry and poets) but is ﬁrst found in the
Qurān. There it is used to indicate or describe a consultation and deliberation, a
practice which was known to the Arabs
(q.v.) and other peoples before Islam.
Given its pre-Islamic use the custom of
consultation was not necessarily a religious
impulse, but connected to a social or political impetus since consultation inevitably
involves a social structure.
Consultation according to the Arabs before Islam
The Arabs before Islam engaged in practices of social and political deliberation
and were considered to be knowledgeable
and experienced in worldly affairs. The
tribe of Quraysh (q.v.) had a meeting
house (dār al-nadwa and sometimes mala),
which was built by Qu ayy b. Kulāb and
established southwest of the Kaba (q.v.). It
was called this because the Quraysh used
to convene there to deliberate on issues of
social and political concern. Deliberative
authority rested with the elders of the tribe
(see tribes and clans) as the Quraysh had
stipulated that no one could enact legisla-
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tion until reaching the age of 40. A number of different types of deliberations were
conducted in this meeting house, including
the consideration of issues related to marriage, matters of commerce, and war and
peace (Shintināwī, Dāirat al-Maārif, ix,
92-3; Jawād Alī, Mif al, ii, 109).
Among the Arabs who were familiar with
consultation were the people of Yathrib
(see medina; city), the Aws and Khazraj,
some of whom were among those who
came to be known as the Helpers (an ār, see
emigrants and helpers) for assisting the
prophet Muammad after his emigration
(q.v.; hijra) to Medina. Ibn Isāq (d. 150⁄
767) mentions that they deliberated among
themselves when they sent the delegation
to negotiate the ﬁrst pledge at Aqaba. This
delegation consisted of twelve men representing different clans of the tribe of the
prophet Muammad and the pledge itself has been called the “pledge of the
women”; unlike the second pledge at
Aqaba, this one did not stipulate ﬁghting
for the cause of the Prophet (Ibn Isāq,
Sīra, 288-303).

prophet Muammad in the shadow of the
occurrence of the battle of Uud (q.v.) in
which the Muslims were defeated (see
expeditions and battles).
The three different signiﬁcations of these
verses can lead to the following conclusions. First, that consultation was originally
understood in relation to the prophet Muammad and in connection with Uud as
one of the most important early battles.
Second, that consultation was connected to
relations among Muslims in the establishment of an Islamic society (see community
and society in the qurn). Third, that
consultation was understood to be connected to situations of dispute (see debate
and disputation) where a form of communal deliberation was required or recommended for the Muslim judge, a usage
which continues to the modern period. A
fuller consideration of the qurānic contexts of the three passages will elaborate
these signiﬁcations.

Consultation in the Qurān
Because of the use of deliberation among
the Arabs before Islam the mention of
consultation in the Qurān need not be
understood as the introduction of a new
concept. As noted above, though the word
consultation (shūrā) as such occurs only
once in the Qurān, the word “consult”
(tashāwur) occurs in q 2:233 and the command “consult them” (shāwirhum) is found
in q 3:159. These three instances apply to
different situation and categories of Muslims. q 42:38 applies to all Muslims,
q 2:233 applies particularly to the potential
controversy between two divorced partners
(see marriage and divorce) concerning
the matter of weaning an infant and
q 3:159 is a special text related to the

Sūrat al-Shūrā (q 42)
According to traditional understandings,
the 53 verses of this sūra were revealed in
Mecca (q.v.), with the exception of four
(q 42:23-6) which were revealed in Medina
(q.v.). This is also related to the fact that
the sūra begins with the letters ā-mīm and
ayn-sīn-qāf; the other sūras (q.v.) which begin with ā-mīm are all said to be revealed
in Mecca (q 41-46) with the exception of
q 42:23-6 and q 45:14 which were revealed
in Medina (see letters and mysterious
letters).
It is not known with certainty why q 42
was called al-Shūrā but it was well-known
as ā-mīm-ayn-sīn-qāf owing to the letters
in the ﬁrst two verses. According to alSuyū ī (d. 911⁄1505; Itqān, 148-57), other
sūras derive their names from a word that
is mentioned in one of the verses. It is possible that q 42 derived its name from the
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mention of shūrā in verse 38. In the commentary known as Jalalayn, q 42 is also
called Shūrā but without the deﬁnite article.
Some scholars claim that an earlier verse
in this sūra (q 42:27) was revealed in reference to the ahl al- uffa, a group of Muslims who emigrated to Medina with the
Prophet but had no money or clothes with
them (see fism and the qurn). They
passed the night in the mosque of Medina
and were fed there. The Ahl al-uffa include
a number of prominent followers of the
Prophet such as Abū Hurayra, Sad b. Abī
Waqqā and Abū Dhurr al-Ghafārī (Qurubī, Jāmi, xvi, 27). The verse immediately
preceding q 42:37 is said to have been
revealed in reference to the viliﬁcation
of Umar b. al-Kha āb (q.v.) at Mecca. It
is also said that it was revealed concerning
Abū Bakr al-iddīq (see ab bakr) when
he was reproved by the people for giving
his property for charity (Qur ubī, Jāmi,
xvi, 35).
The expression “consultation” occurs in
q 42:38 and is understood in the context of
verses 37-9 as one of a series of attributes
of Muslims: They shun great sins (see sin,
major and minor) and indecencies, forgive
when angry, answer their Lord and persevere in prayer (q.v.). Their rule is to consult
one another, spend out of what God provides and, when tyranny afﬂicts them, defend themselves. Exegetes agree that these
verses were revealed in connection with the
Helpers (an ār) and that they were intended
to order deliberation among them. It is
also said that q 42:38 refers to their deliberation when they heard about the appearance of the prophet Muammad (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, xvi, 36-7; abarsī, Majma, xxv,
57-60). These interpretations are problematic, however, because the sūra is said to
have been revealed in Mecca and so it
would have to be supposed that the Helpers knew how to pray before they met with
the Prophet. The interpretation of Sayyid

Qu b (d. 1966) resolves this problem by
mentioning that the verse refers in general
to all Muslims, requiring a new call to
God, matters of prayer and faith (q.v.),
consultation among themselves and charitable giving (see almsgiving). It is also evident from the context of q 42:37, that this
refers to the Muslims of Mecca in particular, those who “respond to their Lord,” i.e.
through faith in the religion of Islam when
the Prophet ﬁrst began to call people to it.
Then they persevere in their prayer, for
they are the ones who were wronged by the
unbelievers (see belief and unbelief), such
as what happened to Bilāl al- abashī,
Ammār b. Yāsir and his mother Samiyya
(Ibn Isāq, Sīra, 205-7).
Sūrat al-Baqara (q 2)
According to the exegetes, this sūra was the
ﬁrst to be revealed in Medina, except for
v. 281 which is said to have been the last to
be revealed. The verses on usury are also
held to be among the last verses revealed in
the Qurān (Qur ūbī, Jāmi, i, 152). Mention of consultation appears in q 2:233.
The verse is long and is said to contain 18
different legal rulings relative to nursing
(see milk; wet nursing; lactation) and
the occurrence of divorce between two
parents (Qur ubī, Jāmi, iii, 160-73). If the
two parents concur on weaning the child
from the breast of its mother before the
child is two and there is no obstacle to this,
then it is legally per mitted on condition of
consultation and mutual satisfaction between the parents (Qur ubi, iii, Jāmi, 170-1).
This is a separate instance of the use of
consultation because it applies to the speciﬁc case of two divorced parents. The
greater importance of this reference, however, lies in its allusion to the necessity of
consultation in matters of the family (q.v.).
In pre-Islamic tribal society, the man held
complete control over family matters but
with the revelation of this verse the extent
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of his control was modiﬁed and the role was
given to the woman and the man jointly.

q 3:118-74 must be understood in the
context of these social relations. Verses
118-20 refer speciﬁcally to those among alAws, al-Khazraj and the Jews. Verses 121-2
refer to the ﬁghting at the battle of Uud,
verses 123-36 to the situation at the battle
of Badr, verses 137-59 to the victory of the
Muslims at the battle of Uud and verses
174-160 to what came after the battle of
Uud.
q 3:159 begins by indicating the tensions
among the Muslims. The situation was not
easy for the Prophet, who had to face the
Muslims who had been insulted by the defeat and those who had left their position
exposed to the enemy. This was compounded by other issues concerning patronage between the Helpers and the Jews,
and the two groups of al-Aws and alKhazraj who were upset about the failure
of the call to ﬁght after they themselves
had been wounded (Qur ubī, Jāmi, iv,
185-6). After the events of this battle, the
nascent Muslim community experienced a
period of communal tension. This uncertain situation perhaps explains the recklessness of the Helpers in battle, seventy of
whom were killed at Uud while only four
Emigrants died in that engagement.
q 3:159 addresses this situation: “This is
due to mercy from God that you treat them
lightly, for had you been heavy and hardhearted, they would have left your side.”
The release of tension is attributed to
God’s mercy (q.v.). Then comes the divine
command to pardon and forgive them (see
forgiveness), and consult with them in the
matter. The sequence of these commands
indicates that the command to Muammad to consult the people came after he
had settled with them, pardoned them and
forgiven them for their sins. It was only
after these events, which assured him of
the sincerity of his followers, that he established the process of consultation (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, iv, 249).

Sūrat Āl Imrān (q 3)
This sūra contains the term “consultation”
in the form of a command given directly to
the prophet Muammad in the context of
Medinese society. The term is found in
q 3:159 referring to the battle of Uud in
which the Muslims experienced their ﬁrst
defeat after the battle of Badr (q.v.). This
verse is not to be understood by itself or in
isolation but is to be explained in the context of q 3:118-74 and the picture of the
relations among the Muslims in the earliest
period of the Prophet’s emigration to Medina. In Medina, social relations were
organized according to different social
groups, such as those who lived in Medina
originally (the Helpers) and those who followed the Prophet to Medina from Mecca
(the Emigrants). Likewise, there were divisions according to religion between Muslims and Jews (see jews and judaism).
These groupings were further divided. To
the Emigrants belonged the tribes of alAws and al-Khazraj, and the Jews were
linked historically to the Helpers. There
were also the so-called Hypocrites (munāfiqūn) under the leadership of Abdallāh b.
Ubayy, leader of an inﬂuential group in
Medinese society. The relations between
the Helpers and the Jews were based on
long-standing connections between the
Jews and the tribes of al-Aws and alKhazraj. According to al-Qur ubī (d. 671⁄
1272) many of the offspring of the Helpers
were among the Banū l-Na īr (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, iii, 280; see nar). The many afﬁliations between the people of Yathrib, alAws and al-Khazraj and the Jews is wellknown from Ibn Isāq. The interactions
among the Muslims, the Helpers and the
Hypocrites headed by Abdallāh b. Ubayy
were also established according to tribal
ties (see hypocrites and hypocrisy).

contamination
Later theories concerning consultation
Based on these references in the Qurān,
and particularly the command in q 3:159,
later Muslim thinkers have theorized about
the social and political dimensions of consultation, including the scope and necessity
of its application. Examination of prophetic adīths related to these qurānic references also allowed for the extraction of
more general principles about the application of consultation (An ārī, Shūrā, 65-9
and 113-222). The historical setting of Medina was generalized to allow the emergence of questions of political theory, such
as the role of consultation in legislation,
the installation of community leaders and
the legitimacy of the state (see politics
and the qurn).
More recent theorists have sought to
compare the qurānic concept of consultation with the modern western notion of
democracy. Others have critiqued such a
comparison, arguing that it often results in
eschewing more felicitous explanations of
“consultation” in its qurānic and classical
exegetical contexts. According to these critics, a political system based on the consultation of a select group of religious scholars,
whose status is founded upon their expertise in qurānic exegesis, is at odds with a
number of the more normative understandings of broad-based and secular democracy.
Amad Mubārak al-Baghdādī
(trans. Brannon M. Wheeler)
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Consultative Assembly see
consultation
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Consummation see marriage and
divorce

Contamination
Soiling or corrupting. It is perhaps surprising to ﬁnd that the Qurān has no concept
of contamination per se, in contrast, for
example, to the Pentateuch which is very
much concerned with the concept. There
is no qurānic equivalent of Leviticus 15:19
which stipulates that “when a woman has a
discharge of blood which is her regular discharge from her body, she shall be in her
impurity for seven days, and whoever
touches her shall be unclean until the evening.” There are items to be avoided,
events and substances that leave one ritually disabled, but in the qurānic text
nothing suggests the transmission of impurity from one person to another.
Two words often understood as “impurity” are (in the qurānic vocalization) najas
and rijs. Najas appears only a single time in
q 9:28: “O you who believe, polytheists (almushrikūn) are only [i.e. entirely] najas; do
not let them draw near the sacred mosque
after this, their year.” Nothing here suggests contamination that is transferred to
others; only that some quality of polytheism disqualiﬁes one from attending the
sacred mosque (see belief and unbelief;
polytheism and atheism). Nonetheless, the
literature of qurānic commentary considers the possibility. According to exegetical
traditions, Ibn Abbās (d. ca. 67-8⁄686-8)
maintained that mushrikūn were najas in
their essence (ayn) like dogs or swine (see
lawful and unlawful; dog). And the
Zaydīs reportedly held, as do some Imāmīs, that touching a polytheist (mushrik)
requires ritual ablution (wu ū, Nīsābūrī,
Tafsīr, x, 64; Qur ubī, Jāmi, viii, 98; see
shism and the qurn). Yet the Prophet
drank from mushrik vessels (Nīsābūrī, Tafsīr,
x, 64). Moreover, nothing can make pork
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permissible for consumption ( alāl) but
upon conversion to Islam, a mushrik ceases
to be najas. It must be, as al-abarī (d. 310⁄
923, Tafsīr, x, 105) suggests, that it is their
dietary habits and omission of full ritual
ablution (ghusl) that makes them deserving
of the epithet for contamination or impurity (najas).
The more common word in the Qurān is
rijs — and this is surprising since the dominant words for ritually impermissible substances or acts in later legal literature are
(najis, najas or najāsa). Rijs occurs ten times
in the qurānic text. The locus classicus for
rijs as “contamination” is q 5:90: “O you
who believe, al-khamr, al-maysar, al-an āb and
al-azlām (see intoxicants; gambling;
divination) are entirely rijsun, and among
the works of Satan (see devil). Avoid it
( fa-jtanibūhu), that perhaps you might prosper.” The verbs derived from the root j-n-b
all convey, however, the sense of “separation, distinction from” in qurānic usage
and so what is meant here is only that one
should avoid these substances and practices. The basic meaning of the word, according to al-Nīsābūrī (d. mid eighth⁄
fourteenth century; Tafsīr, vi, 23), is “an
act that is repellent (qabī ), disgusting (alqadhir).” One commentarial tradition sees
the innamā as governing the list of things to
be prohibited so that it is only these items
that are rijs, i.e. only wine, gambling, divining, etc. are rijs (abarī, Tafsīr, vii, 31). AlNīsābūrī (Tafsīr, vi, 23) and others differ.
For them, wine (khamr) is “nothing but rijs.”
That is, under no circumstances can it be
considered other than rijs.
Another passage often read as a reference
to contamination is q 6:145: “Say I do not
ﬁnd in what is revealed to me anything
prohibited to eat except that it be carrion
(al-mayta, see carrion) or ﬂowing (masfū )
blood (see blood and blood clot) or the
meat of swine — these are rijs… Whoever
is compelled [to eat these things] while not
desiring [to do so] nor in hostility, your

Lord (q.v.) is forgiving, clement.” It is not,
therefore, that one is contaminated by contact with these items but that one is to
avoid them. If there should be contact, no
puriﬁcation is necessary, no penance is to
be performed (see also q 22:30).
The underlying meaning of rijs, when not
speciﬁcally contamination, is certainly
“something worthy of avoidance” but the
“why” of that avoidance is elusive (see
Lane, 1037; Nīsābūrī, Tafsīr, vi, 23 for etymology). Some insight may be gained from
consideration of the term in other contexts
where the reference is not to substances or
acts but is more metaphorical. q 10:100
states: “And no soul will believe except by
God’s permission, and he places al-rijs
upon those who do not reﬂect (lā yaqilūn).”
The failure to use common sense, to reﬂect
upon what one simply knows by virtue of
living in the world, seems to result in rijs.
Here the term must mean “repellent” or
“being such as to cause avoidance.” This
meaning makes sense of other secondorder usages such as q 7:71: “[Hūd, q.v.]
said ‘rijs and wrath (gha b, see anger) from
your Lord have befallen you.’ ” Those who
have rejected Hūd have become objects of
avoidance and wrath. Likewise q 9:125: “As
for those in whose hearts is a malady, repellence has been added to their repellence,
and they shall die as unbelievers.” It is
clear then that rijs suggests something that
evokes disgust, something that is repulsive.
Another domain often thought to reﬂect
a notion of contamination is that of ritual
puriﬁcation. After urination and defecation, sexual intercourse, ejaculation (male
and female), menstruation and parturition, one is ritually disabled until the appropriate ritual of puriﬁcation is performed (see q 4:43; 5:6). In these passages,
however, (with one possible exception)
there is no notion that the precluded ( junub) person or the “affected” (mu dath) person is contaminated or that the disability is
contagious.
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There is one suggestion that contamination by touch might be possible. q 4:43, in
the passage approving the “dry ablution”
(tayammum) states: “And if you are ill, or on
a journey, one of you comes from the privy
or you have touched (lamastum, variant lāmastum) women, and you do not ﬁnd water,
then perform the dry-ablution [with] ﬁne
surface-soil and rub your faces and hands.”
The question turns on what is meant by
“touching.” The synonym for lamastum
given in al-abarī (Tafsīr, v, 101) is bāshartum, the root meaning of which is “to touch
skin to skin.” Yet that term itself gives rise
to substantial discussion, so it is clear that
“touching” is exegetically signiﬁcant. In
one understanding, it is synecdochical and
understood to mean conjugal relation
( jimā). According to another, it is literal
and means “any contact of the two skins”
(Nīsābūrī, Tafsīr, v, 49). Al-abarī attributes these two positions to Arabs (q.v.), who
understood it as conjugal relation, and to
the mawālī (non-Arab converts to Islam),
who interpret the term to mean “contact,”
respectively. Within the exegetical tradition, the contact position is attributed to
Ibn Masūd (d. 32⁄652-3), Ibn Umar
(d. 73⁄693), al-Shabī (d. ca. 110⁄728), alNakhaī (d. ca. 96⁄717) and al-Shāfiī
(d. 204⁄820) and is justiﬁed by reference to
q 6:7: “So they could touch [the parchment book] with their hands” (with the
root l-m-s). The sexual congress position is
attributed to Ibn Abbās, al- asan (d.
168⁄784-5), Mujāhid (d. 104⁄722), Qatāda
(d. ca. 117⁄735), the anafīs and the Shīa
(q.v.) and justiﬁed by analogy to q 2:237:
“If you divorce them before you have
‘touched’ them” (here the root is m-s-s not
l-m-s) where touching clearly means “sexual intercourse” (Nīsābūrī, Tafsīr, v, 49-50;
see marriage and divorce). Only in this
qurānic passage does one ﬁnd suggestion
of contamination by contact with a
woman. Yet, for the most part, the legal

tradition rejected this literal reading and
required at least “desire” or “pleasure” in
the touching for one’s purity to be “lifted”
(see Qur ubī, Jāmi, v, 203f.).
The qurānic understanding that contamination or any repellent quality is not conveyed by transmission is conﬁrmed in adīth literature, for the most part, but is
substantially modiﬁed in ﬁqh, particularly
Shīī ﬁqh (see law and the qurn; adth
and the qurn). Yet for those who chose
to see Islamic ritual law as derivative of
Jewish and Zoroastrian sources, this difference, between qurānic understanding of
a repellent quality and the Jewish and Zoroastrian logics of pollution, constitutes a
datum that must be explained (see scripture and the qurn). See also purity and
impurity; ritual purity; cleanliness and
ablution.
A. Kevin Reinhart
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Contemporary Critical Practices
and the Qurān
Contemporary methodology operative in
the study of the Qurān, especially in the
West, and the philosophical and epistemological questions and problems related to
the study of the Qurān in its function as
the focal point of a religion and a religious
tradition. See also post-enlightment preoccupations of qurnic study.
Introduction: The ranking of rational processes
Reason no longer offers the certainty it
once did; only philosophers still adhere to
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the primacy of critical reﬂection in the
implicitly or explicitly assumed hierarchy
of approaches (l’ordre des raisons) in every
cognitive construction. The social sciences
continue to produce their own isolated critical approaches to knowledge, the result
being a reduction of epistemological exchange and confrontation and the rise of
what J. Derrida calls teletechnoscientiﬁc reason,
a disjointed conglomerate that claims to be
the only reliable form of thinking in current scholarly discourse. On the other
hand, P. Bourdieu has recently presented a
trenchant criticism of scholastic reason (in
Méditations pascaliennes), which is nevertheless unlikely to elicit any fruitful response
from the great ﬁgures of the scholarly
world since it is the systematic spread of
this very scholastic reason on which their
reputation has been based and continues
to depend.
Every scholar lives within the conﬁnes of
a speciality which can become a private
kingdom, and thus strives to establish certain aims which lack any real basis, in order to publicize assumptions of meaning
(effets de sens) or representations of them.
These, in turn, are presented under the
guise of meaning or truth as established by
a scientiﬁc method and as recognized by
the community of scholars. According to
J.F. Lyotard, “Scientiﬁc reason is not questioned according to the criterion of (cognitive) truth or falsehood on the message⁄
referent axis, but according to its (pragmatical) performative abilities on the messenger⁄recipient axis” (L’enthousiasme, 15).
European modernity, at least since the
eighteenth century, has left us with the impression that reason would ﬁnally be liberated from the constraints of dogmatism for
the service of knowledge alone, once a radical separation between every church and
the “neutral” state was accomplished.
When this latter body is free to exercise an
undisputed sovereignty, it does not, how-

ever, struggle with the same determination
for such a radical separation between cognitive freedom and its own aims and rationality. This is not the place to explore
this subject further; it is enough to recall
now that in various Islamic contexts, reason multiplies the constraints which it had
itself created for the sake of its initial independence in the face of the strict control
of the state, a state which unilaterally proclaims itself the exclusive administrator of
orthodox religious truth (q.v.).
Such are the two contexts in which the
Qurān has been read, consulted and interpreted for fourteen centuries on the Muslim side and for some two centuries on the
side of the modern West. This introduction of a hierarchy of approaches makes
the debate on orientalism irrelevant as it
has hitherto been conducted, i.e. apart
from any preliminary critique, apart from
scholastic reason (as deﬁned above), and
apart from recognition of the fact that cognitive reason has willingly accepted this
utilitarian, pragmatic, teletechnoscientiﬁc
reason. One must, however, remember two
troublesome issues for the Western scholar
of the Qurān who continues to be inﬂuenced by the tools and assumptions of a
positivist and philological methodology:
(1) With the exception of a handful of
scholars who have had no lasting inﬂuence,
all qurānic scholars have little regard for
any methodological debate and reject, if
they are not actually unaware of, questions
of an epistemological nature. They are
only sensitive to discussing the “facts” according to the meaning and in the cognitive framework which they themselves have
chosen. (2) Apart from specialists who are
themselves believers and bring their Jewish
or Christian theological culture to bear on
the question at hand, all who declare
themselves agnostic, atheist or simply secular dodge the question of meaning in religious discourse and thus refuse to enter
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into a discussion of the content of faith
(q.v.), not as a set of life rules to be internalized by every believer, but as a psycholinguistic, social and historical ediﬁce.
Hence the essential question about truth,
for religious reason as well as that of the
most critical philosphical kind, remains totally absent in the so-called scientiﬁc study
of a corpus of texts of which the raison
d’être — the ultimate goal to which all rhetorical and linguistic utterances bear
witness — consists in providing for its immediate addressees, who have multiplied
and succeeded one another throughout the
centuries, the unique, absolute and intangible criterion of Truth as a True Being, a
True Reality and a True Sense of Right
(al- aqq). Yet surely, this aqq has from the
time it was ﬁrst anounced orally between
610 and 632 c.e. until today developed in a
way which history and cultural sociology
must be willing to investigate and explain.
This is not a question of establishing the
true meaning of texts as lived by the faithful, i.e. as sacred and revealed nor is it a
matter of articulating the certitudes recorded in a long process of sacralization,
transcendentalization, ontologization, spiritualization, etc., and systematized in the
great products of theological, philosophical, legal or historiographical thought inherited from the Middle Ages. Rather, the
task of the contemporary researcher is to
problematize all systems which claim to
produce meaning, all the forms, still existent or not, which offer meaning and
assumptions of meaning. This is an essential distinction that encompasses many
problems yet to be raised or, if they have
been, only poorly or without full recognition. In the study of the Qurān and
similar corpuses in other cultures — comparison must always be utilized — the
scholar approaches the activity of the
human spirit that most closely expresses
its own utopian vision, its hopes, both

those which are unfulﬁlled and those
which recur, its struggle to push back the
limits of its servitude and to attain the full
exercise of its “will to know,” combined
with its critical and creative freedom. The
theme in the case of the qurānic corpus
and its vast historical development is to test
the capacity of reason to decipher the mysteries which it has itself produced.
Despite this shared reference to a utopian
vision, it is important not to lose sight of
the fact that contemporary qurānic studies
lag considerably behind biblical studies to
which it must always be compared (see
scripture and the qurn). This lag could
be said to reﬂect the different concerns that
emerged in the historical development of
societies in which the Qurān continues to
play the role of ultimate and absolute reference point and in which it has never
been replaced as the sole criterion for the
deﬁnition and function of all true, legitimate and legal value. In the violent and
passionate rejection of what political Islam
calls “the West,” the stakes lie less in the
seizure of an ephemeral power than in the
progress of the secular model of historical
production which could ultimately render
the “divine” model obsolete, as it has already done in the West. This point is important for any attempt to liberate the
problematic of the Qurān from its isolation vis-à-vis the historical perspective of
modernity as well as for any effort to address the religious problem, which has
been at one and the same time appropriated by and disqualiﬁed by this political
concern. The context is also essential for
clarifying the strategy of mediating a solution and thus guiding the pedagogy of the
reﬂective researcher (chercheur-penseur).
During the years of struggle for political
independence (1945-1970), one could have
hoped that an opening toward modern historical criticism as shown in the Middle
East and North Africa during the so-called
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Renaissance (Nah a, 1830-1940), would
have grown to incorporate subjects as taboo as qurānic studies, including the sacralised areas of law appropriated by the
sharīa and its legal statutes and rulings (see
law and the qurn), the corpus of adīths (see adth and the qurn) which
enjoy the status of fundamental source (a l)
as deﬁned by al-Shāfiī (d. 204⁄820). Certain historical events, however, altered this
potential course, beginning with the 1979
Islamic revolution in Iran and its eventual
global enlargement by so-called fundamentalist movements. This revived, in the
already very complex and inadequately explored area of qurānic studies, the rather
archaic combination of the violent and the
sacred, a combination that was still able,
with some effect, to bring its weight to bear
upon the global civilization of disenchantment, desacralization and the supremacy
of sciences over all dimensions of human
reality. In order to enrich the questions of
the social sciences and to radicalize their
criticism in every area, including, of
course, modernity, the reﬂective researcher
must bear in mind the historical, sociological and psychological signiﬁcance of the
religious imagination. This is a reality
which the assumptions of scientiﬁc socialism and militant secularism of the French
kind believed it was possible to eradicate
through teaching ofﬁcial atheism or
through eliminating the concept of the
religious event ( fait religieux) from an educational system run by a state that selfproclaimed its neutrality. By agreeing to
work within such assumptions, the social
sciences have contributed to nourishing
and even legitimizing recurrent wars between the forces, demographically in the
majority, that support sacrality and sacralization and the so-called enlightened who
support a rational process thought to be
emancipatory. But this process actually has
a hegemonic mission, since it continues to

spread pragmatic truths while refusing to
think philosophically about what is intolerable in relations between humans, cultures
and civilizations (cf. Arkoun, Les sciences
sociales).
Like Christians during the modernist crisis of the nineteenth century, Muslims have
reacted — and still react — against earlier
works marked by historicist-philologist
positivism as well as against more recent
research that is relatively free of the assumption of a triumphalist, even intolerant
science. Under the pretext of not wanting
to confuse different kinds of science, socalled pure researchers refuse to address
the conﬂict between full-blown scientiﬁc
reason and religious reason that is apparently vanquished intellectually or forced on
the defensive despite its historical persistence. This refusal continues despite the
many possible applications of an epistemological radicalization of the social sciences.
These “pure” researchers steadfastly refuse to integrate theological reasoning —
despite its popular persistence — into a
methodological program for an epistemology of historical research (épistémologie historique) which could include all aspects and
dimensions of reason and its products and
in which relations between religious, philosophical and scientiﬁc reason could be examined. They also prefer simply to ignore
even the mere suggestion of cooperation
with a reﬂective researcher since he or she
is dismissed as speculative and unable to
respect particular evidence (which does,
unfortunately, often happen) rather than
as a rigorous academic committed to the
establishment of facts. A necessary correction to this narrow perspective would mean
moving toward the use of historical psychology, historical sociology and historical
anthropology for vast territories of the
past, long ignored by the historian interested in narration, description and taxonomy. The recently published work of
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J. van Ess (Theologie und Gesellschaft) shows
all the richness of which we have been deprived and points to what will potentially
escape into the future.
As a rather marginal academic discipline,
the history of religions is looked at askance
by both theological authorities, guardians
of orthodoxy, and by secular states which
propagate a political “neutrality” yet to be
adequately examined philosophically and
anthropologically. Furthermore, this ﬁeld
remains uncertain of its precise scope since
it spills into many other disciplines. The
same uncertainty applies to its intended
objects of study which largely involve the
invisible, the untouchable, the unnamable,
the supernatural, the miraculous, the mysterious, the sacred, the holy, hope, love,
violence and so on, as well as its instruments, analytical framework and inevitable
relation to other disciplines, themselves
groping their way forward in the dark.
There is another rarely mentioned fact
about the history of religions: Specialists
writing for their colleagues are fully aware
of the academic constraints by which they
will be judged and admitted to the profession or excluded from it, no less differently
than theologians who must practice selfcensorship in order to obtain the imprimatur
of doctrinal authorities. In any case, the
populace at large, long conﬁned to the discourse of oral culture, does not appear in
scholarly writing, although they are the
most directly concerned addressee of this
research and form by far the largest and
most convinced bloc of consumers of
systems of belief and non-belief which
science has submitted to its examination.
Medieval élites (khā a) already taught
openly that the masses (awāmm) should be
kept away from scholarly debates. Today it
is left to the scorned popularizers of
knowledge to transmit to a large audience
bits and pieces of a highly specialized science. The distinctive feature of religion,

however, is that it is a source of inspiration,
hope and legitimatization for all and ﬁrst of
all for those who have not received instruction in critical thought. In the case of the
contemporary Muslim world, this observation bears considerably on qurānic studies.
Reading the Qurān today
As far as what is commonly called the
Qurān is concerned, it must be said that
this term has become so heavily laden by
theological inquiry and the practical goals
of secular approaches that it must be subjected to a preliminary deconstruction in
order to make manifest levels of function
and signiﬁcance that have been sidestepped, suppressed or forgotten by pious
tradition as well as by text-oriented philology. As is well-known, this situation has a
long history, extending from the moment
the Qurān was written down through its
centuries of propagation in manuscript
form until its modern-day dissemination
in print, an historical process which has
encouraged the rise of the clerical class to
political and intellectual power. The present conceptual burden of the term Qurān
is at odds with the social and cultural conditions prevailing at the time of the emergence and growth of that which the initial
qurānic discourse calls Qurān, the celestial
Text (al-Kitāb, see book), recited as a faith
event, aloud and before an audience. This
annunciation can be called prophetic discourse and establishes an arena of communication between three grammatical
persons: a speaker who articulates the discourse contained in the celestial Text; a
ﬁrst addressee, who transmits the message
of annunciation as a faith event; and a second addressee, the people (al-nās), who
constitute the group, large or small according to the circumstances, whose members
are nevertheless all equal and free in their
status as addressee. They are equal because
they share the same discourse situation, i.e.
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access to the same oral language used in
the annunciation of the message. They are
free because they respond immediately by
assent, understanding, rejection, refutation
or the demand for further explanation.
More will be said about the crucial importance of the psycho-socio-linguistic analysis
of what will henceforth be called prophetic
discourse. ( Justiﬁcation will be given for
the use of this qualiﬁcation of “prophetic,”
which, historically, is strongly contested by
the ﬁrst addressee, after the adage that “no
one is a prophet in his own country.”) It
must be remembered that all orientalist
scholarship, in limiting itself to the curiosities of the task of a philological restoration
of the text (grammar, morphology, lexicography, syntax) along with an historical
reconstruction of the simple facts, has ignored the concepts of the structure of relations between persons (Benvéniste), of the
discourse situation as conditioned by its
context (as described by P. Zumptor for
medieval literature by use of the term orature after the French écriture, “writing”), and
of the dialectic between the powerful and
the weak (dialectique des puissances et des résidus). This last-mentioned encompasses the
interaction between orature and écriture,
knowledge of the structure of myth and
critical historical knowledge, in other
words the functional solidarity among
1) the centralizing program of state education, 2) écriture, 3) the scholarly milieu and
the clerics who produce and manage it,
and 4) orthodoxy. Thus, four dynamic
socio-historical forces can be seen to be
dialectically related to four other forces in
the social arena which appear universally,
as in Mecca (q.v.) and Medina (q.v.) at the
time of the emergence of the qurānic
event ( fait coranique) no less than in the social milieu of the contemporary nationstate: 1) segmented society which deﬁes
uniformity, 2) orature, 3) culture which is
called popular and disintegrates into popu-

list culture in the contemporary megalopolis, and 4) heterodoxies. This interconnected conceptual framework allows an
integration of all levels at which qurānic
discourse functions — linguistic, social, anthropological, along with all historical
periods — into the project of analysis and
interpretation. This is demonstrated in a
reading of q 9, Sūrat al-Tawba (Arkoun).
One can still be grateful, in fairness to
orientalist scholarship, for the efforts and
achievements of such pioneers as J. Wellhausen, H. Grimme, T. Nöldeke,
F. Schwally, G. Bergsträsser, O. Pretzl,
I. Goldziher, T. Andrae, A. Guillaume,
A. Jeffery, M. Bravmann, whose work has
been continued by R. Paret, R. Blachère,
H. Birkeland, R. Bell, W.M. Watt, J. Burton, J. Wansbrough, A.T. Welch, U. Rubin
and so on. It should also be noted that for
an area of studies which is so rich and
vital, the names of those who really matter in this past century are quite few, as
can be seen in bibliographies. The current
generation seems promising, but the
number and isolation of the researchers
remain the same, along with the meager
size of the projects and the less than considerable importance of the publications.
Two additional remarks can elaborate
these assessments:
(1) The question of an epistemological
perspective — reductionist, scientist, positivist — that goes so far as to support,
openly and aggressively, an atheism that
does not acknowledge itself to be merely
one simple doctrinal option, must be examined, especially where it concerns comparative history and the anthropological
analysis of religion. This problem has to be
addressed repeatedly and discussed in relation to every scholarly production concerning the religious event. (2) A scholar such as
J. Van Ess, whose contribution to Islamic
studies is exceptionally rich, represents
another perspective, belonging to that
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school which undertakes to censor itself,
constantly and strictly, when it comes to
the arena of faith, going so far as to respect
the expression of this faith which proclaims itself to be orthodox by virtue of
the sole fact of its sociological inﬂuence
and political dominance. Against both perspectives, it must be emphasized that the
deconstruction of every form of orthodoxy
falsely rendered sacred by historical ﬁgures
who happened to succeed politically is one
of the most essential critical tasks for the
social sciences. Within this context the following quotes from J. van Ess prove instructive: “I could have brought examples
from the Mutazila (see mutazils), but
since they were considered to be heretics
by the majority of Sunni Muslims afterward, I would have to reckon with the
objection that they were ultimately not
representative for Islam… He [i.e. Bishr alMarīsī] is an interesting man, but, as in the
case of the Mutazilites, I do not want to
put the Islamic view of history upside
down. This would be something for the
Muslims themselves to do” (in Verbal inspiration? Language and revelation in classical Islamic theology, a lecture given on November 21, 1994 at the plenary session of
the annual conference of the Middle Eastern Studies Association (MESA) and published in Wild, Text, 180-1). He adds, “As an
historian and non-Muslim, I should not ask
who was right, and who was wrong.… Indeed, whoever believed the recitation to be
uncreated committed a sacriﬁce of intellect” (184-5). This is not the place to comment further on these two citations from
the perspective of the necessary epistemological commitments of reason in the domain of religious studies in general and
that of Islamic studies in particular. The
possibility of securing such commitments
and the way of deﬁning this territory will
be clariﬁed in the remainder of this essay.
From the vantage point of a kind of re-

search which is always accompanied by a
critical return to procedures, a process of
cutting and pasting, theoretical constructions, explanations and meaningful results,
it can be concluded that the Qurān is only
one among a number of events that have
the same level of complexity and the same
abundance of meanings. Others would be
the Bible, the Gospels and founding texts
of Buddhism and Hinduism, all of which
have already known and may in the future
know still more historical growth. It is necessary to ask what would ﬁnally serve to
distinguish the religious corpus just mentioned from the vast Platonic and Aristotelian corpus with all its different forms in
Islamic and later European contexts or
from the corpus of the French Revolution
or that of the October Revolution of 1917
(cf. the works of F. Furet). It is nevertheless
clear that the invocation of a religious dimension, which can act, as a corrective, to
remind us of the dangers of reductionist
readings and the scholarship of cutting
and pasting, ought not lead to any concession to dogmatic deﬁnitions as advanced
by believers in the name of their sacred
writings (which in fact are sacralized and
sacralizing). The constructions of faith
which aim to build and manage the heritage of symbols possessed by every community will be considered cultural manifestations and deﬁning premises in the type of
history produced with the attitude of the
believer. There should be no question of
screening these constructions of faith from
historical research or from a critical assessment of the arguments of the authors who
have defended them, the historical actors
who have promoted them and the managers of orthodoxy who have perpetuated
their point of view in scholastic traditions
marked more or less by a dogmatic spirit.
Belief is in itself a domain of human reality which has been either ignored or insufﬁciently integrated into larger undertakings
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of historical and philological research. Historical psychology, the discipline which
ought to treat this subject, has only begun
its ﬁrst steps of exploration. Is it appropriate to fragment, under the pretext of inevitable specialization, this contiguous and
indivisible domain which prophetic discourse has wrought and which believers
perceive and express daily?
By way of concluding these introductory
remarks, it will be helpful to ask whether
scholarly experience as amassed by orientalist scholarship enables us to pass to a
new phase of qurānic studies. What would
then be the epistemological orientations,
the methodological choices and the appropriate programs of this new stage? Such
new ﬁelds of scholarly investigation of the
qurānic event must obviously meet two
requirements: (1) Many more Muslim reﬂective researchers should be urged to
participate, by increasing the possibilities
and places for the exchange and confrontation of thoughts, in order to make progress
in what is bound to be a long-term enterprise with the ultimate goal, indeed, of
comprehensive thinking and knowing (la
noèse et la gnoséologie); (2) Room should be
given to previous and contemporary scholarship of Muslim believers. But which
scholarship? What positive knowledge,
independent of theological requirements,
can be derived from it? Will it be possible,
from this heterogeneous but undivided
reality that is the Qurān, the revealed
word of God, to separate data that can be
declared objective from the psychological
burdens and the content of faith which believers attach to the Qurān in their daily
use and which are still experienced as correct? Is it necessary to classify all Muslim
(or Christian or Jewish...) discourse as prior
or alien to the modern disposition towards
reason, as merely documentation for psychological and historico-sociological inquiry? This would lead to the placement

of a scientiﬁc goal, entirely artiﬁcial, next
to the exuberant and effervescent production of history by the strong dialectical
exchange between human faith (itself the
fruit of the interaction between the social
imagination, the imagined, reason and
memory) and the forces of upheaval in
what can be only partially expressed by
our concepts of speech, discourse, text,
Qurān, revealed word and so on.
I will attempt to answer these questions
under the following subtitles: (1) Priorities
and limits of historical-anthropological interpretation; (2) Linguistic, semiotic and
literary interpretation; (3) Religious interpretation, (4) Final proposals.
Priorities and limits of historical-anthropological
interpretation
The short list, given above, of pioneering
researchers in the ﬁeld of qurānic studies
includes only orientalists. The choice to
exclude Muslim authors is, in itself, enough
to disqualify this study in the eyes of orthodox believers (by which is not meant Muslims in general since this generic name includes practising believers as well as the
many individuals who make claims upon a
culture, a sensitivity, a spirituality, in other
words an Islamic ethos without conﬁning
their thought to the dogmatic enclosure of
a single orthodoxy). Mention will be made
of Islamic contribution to qurānic studies
in the third part, though it is ﬁtting to state
here that no arbitrary boundary has been
drawn. The epistemological criterion used
here is open to debate provided that the
essential distinction between the disposition of belief and that of critical reason
be respected. While no claim can be made
for the superiority of one over the other,
there are important differences separating
the two states of cognition in terms of
function, choice, aims, interests and results.
Furthermore, the confrontation between
these two attitudes and their respective
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products is necessary for a fuller awareness of the dimensions of cognition.
The criterion is as follows: The Qurān as
an object of research is a collection of initially oral utterances put into writing in
historical conditions not yet elucidated.
These utterances were then elevated, by
the industry of generations of historical
ﬁgures, to the status of a sacred book
which preserves the transcendant word of
God and serves as ultimate and inevitable
point of reference for every act, every
form of behavior and every thought of the
faithful, who themselves are to be considered as communally interpreting this heritage. In this framework of study, a number
of operative concepts and problems exist
and still await a sufﬁciently objective, wellconsidered and inclusive elucidation so as
to appeal not only to the community of
reﬂective researchers but also to those believers who consider themselves practising
and orthodox Muslims. This is a crucial
point if one wants to overcome the arrogance of scientiﬁc reason which provides
believers with no opportunity to speak and
which interprets, cuts and pastes, categorizes and judges without actually elucidating the mechanisms, the omnipresence, the
results and signiﬁcance of belief for every
human person. The task of the reﬂective
researcher is to include in his or her ﬁeld
of investigation and analysis all that is said,
experienced, constructed and emerges inside the dogmatic enclosure. To refuse today to enter these laboratories, so full of
liveliness and signiﬁcant events, which have
become the societies remade by so-called
religious revolutions, would deprive the
social sciences of essential data to renew
their theoretical positions and strategies
of intervention.
It will be seen later how the fact and
products of belief can be integrated into
such scholarship while also submitting it to
critical analysis of the most fruitful kind. In

a spirit of equity, it is necessary to mention
something of the still relevant achievements of orientalist scholarship. In Lectures
du Coran, this author has presented three
comparative tables which clarify the relations and differences between the Muslim
approach as synthesized by al-Suyū ī in his
Itqān fī ulūm al-Qurān, the orientalist approach as summarized and followed by
A.T. Welch ( urān) and the approach, still
in the process of elaboration, of the social
sciences which are themselves subject to
the ever evasive challenges of a comparative history of religions, conceived and
written as an “anthropology of the past”
and an “archaeology of daily life” (G.
Duby, J. Le Goff, A. Dupront). Although
not without problems, the theoretical project proposed by this last category of approach ought not to be too hastily reduced.
For example, the synchronic linguistic exploration of qurānic discourse, combined
with an anthropological analysis, has recently been used in an excellent monograph to be discussed later (Chabbi, Le seigneur). This third approach is made possible
by the progress of the social sciences and
by the accumulative achievements of orientalist scholarship.
The taboo that orthodoxy has always laid
on qurānic studies was more easily lifted
during the period of historical-philological
positivism than it is today because the euphoria of positivist reasoning was boosted
by colonial rule. Hence, the battle for a
critical edition of the text of the Qurān,
including most notably a chronological
ranking of the sūras (see chronology
and the qurn), is not as persistent as it
was in the period between T. Nöldeke and
R. Blachère. All the same, this initiative
has lost nothing of its scientiﬁc relevance
since it implies a more reliable historical
reading less dependent on suppositions, hypotheses and the quest for the plausible.
(Despite the trust she puts in her methods,
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J. Chabbi cannot avoid writing in the conditional mood). Unless more incontrovertible manuscripts related to the history of
the text are found, which is still possible, it
seems better to draw the conclusion that
an irreversible situation has been created
by the systematic destruction of precious
documents or by the lack of interest of
people today in all that has become essential for modern historical knowledge.
This ﬁeld of research does not seem to
have broadened its horizons or inquiries, if
one is to judge by three collections of articles bearing carefully chosen signatures:
Approaches to the history of the interpretation of
the Qurān, ed. Andrew Rippin, Approaches to
the Qurān, ed. G.R. Hawting and AbdulKader A. Shareef, and The Qurān as text,
already cited above, the title of which does
not fulﬁll its promises, as its editor, S. Wild,
has admitted. The articles in each volume
seem to be limited to verifying the continuity of historicist problematics, philological
procedures and peripheral curiosities. This
syndrome, clariﬁed by J. van Ess, is apparent in the work of the researchers who
contribute to these collections, each of
whom considers him or herself to be an
expert in a well-deﬁned domain but who is
never a reﬂective researcher vis-à-vis an
object of knowledge that demands precise
intervention on all levels and manners of
production and propagation of meaning
and assumptions of meaning. This critique
can be addressed to those involved in the
collections under examination as well as to
other interpretations, including those
which circulate among the community
interpreting its heritage (la communauté
interprétante).
The problem must be reiterated: We are
dealing with a corpus of which the primary constitutive function of its linguistic
articulation is to express the true meaning
of human existence — the objective, ideal,
intangible, insurmountable norms which

have to be strictly observed to keep this
existence in line with its true meaning. We
are also dealing with secondary corpuses
derived from the ﬁrst, of which the linguistic articulation has, in its long history, functioned in a similar fashion (the yaqūlu llāhu
of the exegetes and of current discourse or
jāa fī l- adīth) to perpetuate, throughout
the long course of history, the illusion of a
lived continuity between the revealed
norms and meanings and the accumulated
interpretations and plans used by the living
tradition of the community of believers.
We are thus dealing with such an existential structure as translated into multiple,
developing existential realities. Is the researcher permittted to sever systematically
knowledge of marginal facts from the critique of prophetic discourse as a discourse
of existentiation (the Arabic term, ījād, renders the causative function more explicit)
which gives shape, content and orientation
to the actual existence of the believers.
This is the problem toward which the reﬂective researcher directs his or her sights,
in reaction against the dominance of scholastic reason which imposes its manner of
cutting and pasting the heritage, not on the
basis of an intellectual authority — which
would create a debt of meaning in its regard, but by the mechanisms of academic
power which are intertwined with and dependent on the political philosophy of
modern states, just as the clerics who create and guard religious orthodoxies, were
enmeshed with these state powers before
the secular revolution.
The concepts introduced here as well as
those used previously are likely to alienate
quite a number of readers or even researchers not familiar with the discourse
used in the social sciences and in a Christian theology attentive to the challenges of
the modern criticism of religious thought.
Doubtlessly in deference to these pioneering theologians, J. van Ess leaves to
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Muslims the responsibility of accomplishing the same theological tasks. There
remains, however, an objection to this
reticence on the epistemological and
gnoseological level: The advances of critical thought, as brought to light by the example of their application to the Qurān,
will certainly beneﬁt from the conceptualization of thought and thinking as a general effort of the human spirit that can
push back against the limits encountered
by reductive critical analysis. In any event,
it is important to recall the distinct absence
of a prospective conceptual framework in
the most recent and best informed writings
on the Qurān and the Islamic tradition.
It is appropriate to say something now
about J. Chabbi’s contribution before analyzing it more fully later on. In brief, it is a
welcome example of historical analysis of
the Qurān which illustrates the possibility
of crossing an epistemic and epistemological threshold in the progress towards
the desired disposition of the reﬂective
researcher. The author traces the insurmountable boundary between the normative code of the professional historian and
the domain of the thought and knowledge
of the believer, while still incorporating
this methodologically separate domain into
the ﬁeld of historical inquiry. The result is
real progress, not only in historical writing
as such, but ﬁrst and foremost in the elucidation of the linguistic and historical processes which generated this belief. The
author works with a recognition that this
belief has become the inexhaustible source
and ever powerful force of all the combined efforts and mental projections for
understanding an inaugural moment (moment inaugurateur) and its mythological,
ideological, semantic and semiotic ramiﬁcation and enlargement, as well as its intellectual, institutional and artistic creations
which continue and become increasingly
complex. By using anthropological catego-

ries such as myth and social imagination,
the historian can, from the same critical
analytic perspective, gather the diverse
transformative dialectics reﬂected in the
Meccan utterances of the Qurān, carefully restore them to their context, thus liberating them from the overly determined
sense which subsequent religious readings
have projected onto them. As such, one
can retrace the inchoate manifestations of
a supra-tribal rationality and the formation
of a nascent conceptual framework, as
expressed in the linguistic usage, belief
and the account of the foundation of the
deﬁned social group (nās, ashīra, qawm) that
was meant to be the addressee. One can
see how this addressee gradually became
the dialectical protagonist and the involuntary agent of an historical transformation
which had been fought, refused and denied
in Mecca before imposing itself in Medina
through a doubly armed prophet who
added the weapon of revelatory speech to
that of military arms. The religious interpretation of these events, which historians
and anthropologists seek to reconstruct by
archaeological investigation, was later
transformed into a conglomerate of actors
in a vast and long-lasting foundation
story — opponents in Mecca, helpers in
Medina (the kāfirūn, munāfiqūn, vs. the
muminūn, muhājirūn and an ār of orthodox
terminology; see opposition to muammad; emigrants and helpers; hypocrites and hypocrisy) — which also requires the same kind of archaeological
investigation to distinguish between historical and sociological reality and the
subsequent mythical enlargment of the
religious imagination.
It is now becoming possible to see how
one might step out of the scientist rigidity
of the historical critical method which,
since the nineteenth century, has imposed
its judgments, chronological and thematic
categories, divisions of reality and objects
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of study, etymologism and quest for origins
and relations of ideas and accounts onto
highly charged and creative contexts (e.g.
the reduction of the Qurān to biblical and
Hebraic sources to the detriment of its literary and spiritual creativity which transforms language and thought dynamically
under the twofold horizon of fundamentally utopian thoughts and concrete action
meant to actualize these thoughts in history). Yet J. Chabbi is not entirely successful in escaping all of these shortcomings
despite the fact that she criticizes them
sharply. For example, she was unsuccessful
in clarifying the anthroplogical problems,
like the tribal and political organization
often used as key references for her impressionist interpretations, but not analyzed on
the level required by her ambitious theorizations. Even in this enhanced scholarly
environment, the philological concern is
still unavoidable, but it can now be enriched by the contribution of linguistics so
as to give place to the distinctive characteristics of the oral announcement (l’énonciation orale) in relation to written accounts
(énoncés écrits) and to replace etymologism
by the reconstruction of semantic ﬁelds
and networks of language connotation.
This is done through patient microanalysis
which combines archaeological excavation
(see archaeology and the qurn) with
vocabulary, ethno-linguistic inquiry and
ecological, sociological, cultural and political recontextualization. All this must be attained by using sources known for their
precariousness and insufﬁciency as well as
disguise, selection, transﬁguration, sublimation, transcendentalization, essentialization, sacralization, mythologization and,
now today, gross ideologization. This is not
the place to specify the signiﬁcance for the
historical method of this set of concepts,
intentionally grouped together, which are
often used to mark the substitution of a
principle of interpretation which is careful

to employ social dialectics and their effects
on the relation between language and
thought with a principle at once rigid, ignorant of these dialectics and with the tendency to turn developing ideas, contingent
representations, the assumptions of truth,
precarious power relations and functional
or arbitrary categories into eternal essences, intangible substances, ontological
and transcendent truths, and ethical and
juridical norms immune to every human
intervention.
The principle of interpretation for the
qurānic text should be equally applied to
all sources with the same set of requirements: the adīth collections, the works of
exegesis, the biographical literature, the
expanding biblical-qurānic imagination
in mystical experience, the Isrāīliyyāt, the
lives of the prophets, the integration myths
of symbolic founding ﬁgures, like Abraham (q.v.) in the pantheon and Arab rituals
associated with the Kaba (q.v.). These rich
sources can be reviewed and reinvested in
an archaeological excavation, now writ
large, where there is no question of quarreling over the sources or debating their
authenticity and the truth of positive facts
liberated from the superstitions of the
straightjacket of legends, popular stories
and the ramblings of a pious imagination.
This is what historicism has long done,
reinforced by dialectic materialism at a
time when Marxist rhetoric made its prejudice of rationality prevail in all domains
of knowledge. The great classical commentators are no longer consulted — as
many orientalists have done and still continue to do — as reliable authorities in
clearing up the semantic contents of qurānic vocabulary. All commentaries are
treated as corpuses which must be read
within the changing contexts of their production, reception and reproduction.
It will be useful to elaborate on Chabbi’s
monograph since it furnishes a relatively
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convincing illustration of both the methodological priority and the limits of the
historical-anthropological approach applied to a corpus which lays the foundation
of a religion. The limits are those which
the historian imposes on himself in deciding when the work of scrutinizing and exploiting the documents is ﬁnished. One
can see clearly that, regarding the question
of contemporary critical practices and the
Qurān, the historian is here caught within
an extreme tension between two different
attitudes of the human spirit: that of limiting knowledge to theoretical and practical
pieces of information artiﬁcially constructed by scholarly disciplines or that of
recognizing the reliable and potentially
universal teaching of these disciplines
while also creating space for a policy of
hope, a concept that enables the integration of theological developments about the
history of salvation, the quest for salvation
and eschatological hope into historical psychology and religious sociology.
To clarify: If the present resources of historical inquiry are willing to concede, in
accordance with a scientiﬁcally acceptable
manner, that the Qurān, when viewed in
the ecological, ethno-linguistic, sociological
and political theater of tribal life (see
tribes and clans) in Mecca and Medina
at the beginning of the seventh century
c.e., cannot but change its cognitive status,
a whole new ﬁeld of work will be possible.
This raises the question of whether a historian can do justice to two clearly different
realms of cognition: 1) that of a Meccan
Qurān restored to its concrete historical
and linguistic reality as distinct from the
Medinan corpus as well as from the universal corpus later imposed under the name of
mu af (q.v.), and 2) that of this mu af
which would be more aptly named the
Closed Ofﬁcial Corpus (see collection
of the qurn; codices of the qurn).
It is this later corpus that the interpreting

community has accepted and will continue
to accept for the foreseeable future as a
tanzīl, a revealed given (donné révélé) that
abolishes — in interpretation and in experience, i.e. in the course of history — the status of the corpus as unveiled by historians.
One cannot dodge this question by saying that this later corpus is the concern of
believers because it is the historian who
uncovers the new status of belief to the
extent that his or her achievements as a
historian are recognized to be intellectually
compelling. A ﬁrst answer would consist in
widening the same inquiry with the same
deconstructive procedure to the entire history of societies in which this revealed
given has been received, interpreted and
translated into ethical, juridical, political,
semantic, esthetic and spiritual codes. This
author has proposed the concept of societies of the book-Book (sociétés du Livre-livre),
including the Jewish and Christian examples, in order to integrate the revealed
given into the productive forces of the
history of these societies before it was disqualiﬁed, marginalized and even eliminated by scientiﬁc and political revolutions.
It is possible that the historian’s refusal —
by leaving to the theologian and the philosopher a task lying within the scope of the
historian’s responsibility — to enlarge the
working domain reﬂects a philosophical
commitment to the fait accompli of the
eighteenth century political revolutions in
Europe and America. This would explain
the difﬁculties of dialogue between historians, anthropologists, theologians and philosophers on these delicate subjects. This
author has shown, with the example of the
work of C. Cahen, that historians have
until now not assumed the responsibilities
that ensue from a historical-anthropological reading of the Meccan and Medinan
Qurān (Arkoun, Transgresser, déplacer,
dépasser, in Arabica 1996.1).
One should not forget that these battles
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and debates take place within the historical
trajectory of European thought as it has
developed since the sixteenth century, i.e.
with the ﬁrst challenges to the medieval
heritage by the Reformation and Renaissance. Within the Islamic context, these
questions are still suppressed and considered unimagineable. One can see the disarray in the human spirit wherever there
is a failure in the indispensable work, assigned to philosophy and anthropology, of
taking charge of the domains of thought
left in ruins by the social sciences which
limit themselves to working on divided
fragments of an undivided reality.

310⁄923) commentary, although limiting
himself to the classical scholarly track in
which he continues to make substantial
contributions.
As for the literary approach, there is
nothing in qurānic studies equivalent to
N. Frye (The great code), not to mention the
abundant research which has enriched and
renewed biblical studies. I have personally
planned to treat the use of the metaphor in
the Qurān in order to correct an intolerable shortcoming, one that has lasted since
the medieval battles over accepting or totally rejecting the metaphorical dimension
in the interpretation of God’s word. A
book by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751⁄
1350), bearing the eloquent title, “Thunder
Bolts Sent in Refutation of the Sectarian
al-Jahmiyya and al-Mua ila” (al-awāiq
al-mursala fī l-radd alā al-Jahmiyya wa-lMuaila), clearly sets out the stakes in the
debate over the theology of revelation. I
have not abandoned this rich project; but
the terrain left to be cleared is immense
and the few works available on this subject
are largely irrelevant. Muslims are themselves scandalised at hearing of this shortcoming and refer with pride to al-Bāqillānī
(d. 403⁄1013), al-Jurjānī (d. 471⁄1078),
Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1210), alSakkākī (d. 629⁄1231) and to the immense
ijāz literature of which the apologetic dimension still weighs heavily on contemporary works (e.g. Mu afā ādiq al-Rāfiī,
Sayyid Qu b, Muammad Sharūr).
These fail, however, to mention the current
hostility to metaphor and the fact that the
doctrine of the created Qurān (see createdness of the qurn) has prevailed
since the fourteenth century. For this reason, it is the literary approaches which
triumph today. Studies of Arabic rhetoric
and literary criticism are quick to scrutinize the positive and negative consequences of the inﬂuence exerted by theological tenets on linguistic, semiotic and

Linguistic, semiotic and literary interpretation
These approaches have produced far less
foundational or innovative work than the
historical approaches. Semiotics was in
fashion in France between 1960 and 1980
with the support of A.J. Greimas and a
number of his disciples. A relatively small
number of doctoral theses on the Qurān
have appeared in France during that period, but it has not been possible to publish any of them in contrast with studies
on the Bible and the Gospels that have
abounded and been published. Linguistic
approaches to the Qurān, especially in the
domain of discourse criticism, are not well
represented either, despite the fact that
studies of Arabic linguistic history have
ﬂourished especially during the last twenty
years. One can see this paucity as clear
proof of an intellectual timidity, itself
nourished by the researcher’s ‘prudent’
reluctance to study the Muslim sacred
text. At the Sorbonne, many have preferred to renounce subjects which had
aroused their intellectual curiosity but
which also aroused their fears of rejection
in their countries of origin. Among the
few exceptions is C. Gilliot who has been
willing to work on the common Islamic
imagination as found in al-abarī’s (d.
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literary approaches to the sacred text.
Among the positive results is the possibility
of enjoying, at one and the same time and
with the profound attention of an undivided conscience, the spiritual emotion,
ethical beauty and pleasure of the text,
whether read or recited. It is one of the
distinctive characteristics of prophetic discourse to bring together these three values — the true, the good and the beautiful — in order to draw the human subject
more surely to the salviﬁc utopia. This is
exactly what Greek literature did before
the intervention and victory of Aristotelian
logocentrism. Additionally, there remains
the simple fact that the foundational texts
of religions never lose their initial status as
oral announcement. Thus do the faithful
identify with them through liturgical recitation, ritual conduct and quotations in
current conversation (Graham, Beyond; see
recitation of the qurn; ritual and the
qurn; everyday life, the qurn in).
It is therefore important to consider the
possibilities of literary criticism itself lest
religious discourse monopolize the methods and issues found in modern works. For
example, beyond prophetic discourse, what
status should be assigned to the immense
corpus left by a ﬁgure like Ibn al-Arabī (d.
638⁄1240)? Religious and literary qualiﬁcations alone do not allow for an account of
the exceptional richness and dimensions of
such a written text, one for which the exact
status has yet to be deﬁned.
How to take up these scientiﬁc challenges? It is not enough to denounce the
shortcomings of apology and the repression of innovation by the guardians of
orthodoxy. To take one case, Na r āmid
Abū Zayd, the ﬁrst Muslim scholar to face
the Arabic world directly by writing in
Arabic while teaching at Cairo University,
tried to break the many taboos which prohibit the application of the most relevant
achievements of contemporary linguistics

to the Qurān. Before him, Muammad
Khalafallāh tried to apply literary criticism
to narrative in the Qurān, and in spite of
its modest scientiﬁc span, his essay caused
a major upheaval. The works of Abū Zayd
contain nothing revolutionary if one places
them within the scholarly production of the
last twenty years, since they explain quite
straightforwardly the conditions necessary
for applying the rules of deﬁning and analysing a text to the Qurān (Mafhūm al-na ).
Once more, the violent reaction to attempts
intending only to popularize knowledge
long since widely accepted, underlines the
area in contemporary Islamic thought of
what cannot be and has not been thought.
The religious interpretation
The concept of an interpreting community
leads to a wide range of possibilities for the
use of speech that has become text and of
a text that was laid down in the Closed
Ofﬁcial Corpus but which is still invoked
and experienced as speech. The range runs
the gamut from the most learned exegesis
to daily liturgical recitation and the spontaneous quoting of the text in current conversation, in controversy or at joyful or
somber events. Qurānic studies has been
chieﬂy interested in scholarly exegetical
readings that offer historical information,
cultural insights or grammatical and lexical explanations which could enrich the
understanding of the text as given in the
Closed Ofﬁcial Corpus. Insufﬁcient account has been taken of the cognitive status of the many other religious approaches
to the text as these are inter preted by and
for the community. There are two major
reasons for this: Firstly, all approaches and
all appropriations are conﬁned within a
dogmatic enclosure; secondly, the great
commentaries which were given authorization over the historical development of the
living tradition function as orthodox corpuses of interpretation.
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Not only are believing Muslims imprisoned in this dogmatic enclosure, orientalist
scholarship has also long contented itself
with transferring to European languages
the exegetical orthodoxy of the dominant
Sunnī Islam before doing the same with
Shīī Islam (and that at a time when political events enabled political scientists to dispute the supremacy of expertise claimed
by scholars of Islam). Those, for example,
who attempted to tackle the question of
the authenticity of the prophetic tradition
have instead used this material to prop up
artiﬁcially constructed historical argumentation. In so doing, they are careful to
protect their scholarly status with certain
rhetorical techniques: “according to Muslim tradition,” “according to Muslim
faith,” etc., and thus does the dogmatic
enclosure remain untouched and free to
operate without restraint.
The term “dogmatic enclosure” applies
to the totality of the articles of faith, representations, tenets and themes which allow
a system of belief and unbelief (q.v.) to
operate freely without any competing action from inside or outside. A strategy of
refusal, consisting of an arsenal of discursive constraints and procedures, permits
the protection and, if necessary, the mobilization of what is presumptuously called
faith (q.v.). It is well known how scrupulously the profession of faith (aqīda, see
creeds) is translated and described, but no
green light has ever been given to a deconstruction of the axioms, tenets and themes
that hold together and establish the adventurous cohesion of every faith. The point is
not to demonstrate the scientiﬁc validity
or the irrationality of the articles of faith
but rather to trace their genealogy from
Nietzsche’s perspective of the criticism of
values as well as their psychological functions and decisive role in the construction
and formation of every human subject.
All this is a matter for historical psychol-

ogy with its curiosity and inquiry which
has, as previously mentioned, not yet been
integrated into historical-anthropological
methodology. A realization of this direction of research is greatly to be desired
and could proceed by exploring the shared
Islamic imagination as represented in the
great corpuses of interpretation such as
those of al-abarī, Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī,
Muammad al-āhir Ben Ashūr (d. 1867),
and Muammad usayn abā abāī
(d. 1980) amongst others. As long as faith
and spirituality are the object of simple
narrative and descriptive accounts — be it
with the agnostic’s cold distance (in the
style of H. Laoust) or with the warm and
exhorting empathy of the believer (in the
style of J. Jomier or Kenneth Cragg) —
qurānic studies and, more generally, the
comparative history of religions will be
unable to achieve the exhaustiveness and
relevance expected of them.
The religious interpretation as applied to
foundational texts is also the place where
creativity of meaning, assumptions of
meaning, representations and mythological
or ideological construction emerge and
erupt in accordance with the cultural contexts of different social groups. This is
equally true for medieval approaches now
considerd sacred and treated as obligatory
classical reference works as well as for contemporary approaches. The functional relation between the Closed Ofﬁcial Corpus
(including the adīth collections), promoted to the rank of primordial foundational text, and the corpuses of interpretation to which the Closed Ofﬁcial Corpus
gives rise remains the same whether these
be religious corpuses, as in the societies of
the book-Book, or secular corpuses, or
those of modern political revolutions. The
latter two categories, however, beneﬁt from
historical clarity and from tools of analysis which exclude any possibility of resorting explicitly, as does the ﬁrst category, to
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mystery, the supernatural, transcendence
and the miraculous, where the operation of
sacralization, mythiﬁcation, sublimation,
transﬁguration, ontologization and even
mystiﬁcation rests. Still, the historian has
to determine the various forms of reason
used (grammatical, theological, juridical,
historiographical or philosophical reason)
as well as the kind of rationality, imagination and modes of intervention and creative imagination, recognizing their diversity in ﬁgures such as al- allāj (d. 309⁄
922), al-Tawīdī (d. 414⁄1023), Ibn alArabī (d. 638⁄1240), Mullā adra Shīrāzī
(d. 1050⁄1604), Sayyid Qu b (d. 1966), etc.
It is now possible to see in what way the
integration of religious interpretation into
the enlarged domain of the historian can
enrich historical knowledge while also restricting speculative criticism of religious
reason that, as demonstrated here, is only a
modality of the reason of belief. At the
same time, it has been shown that the various kinds of interpretation discussed here
lead to the same acknowledgment, namely
that the progress of qurānic studies has
depended on the orientalist scholarship of
the nineteenth century. (The term scholarship is used to underscore the orientalists’
refusal to commit epistemologically their
accumulated knowledge to a criticism of
religious reason that would include all
known examples in the societies of the
book-Book). The refusal of the historian,
anthropologist, sociologist, psychologist,
literary critic and semiotician to identify
and answer the challenges of prophetic
discourse and the logical universe it generates, will lead ﬁnally to the degeneration of
these disciplines themselves. As for Muslim
scholarship, it continues to inﬂict upon itself limitations, mutilations and prohibitions that only accentuate the dependency
and backwardness of qurānic studies.
What it has produced since the nineteenth
century has more of a documentary inter-

est for a history of religious psychology
and the enlargement of the imagination
of religious discourse, especially in the
domain of politics, than any intellectual
and scientiﬁc merit which could enrich our
knowledge of the qurānic event and of the
Islamic event and, beyond those, of the religious event in general. The recently published volume by Muammad Sharūr,
“The Book and the Qurān” (al-Kitāb wa-lQurān), has had a success that bears witness to both the intolerable pressure of
dogmatic control on qurānic studies and
the limits within which every discourse
with hopes of innovation must be pursued.
Final proposals
The project of publishing an Encyclopaedia
of the Qurān that is conceived and realized
with respect for the critical order of rational processes is long overdue. This delay
conﬁrms this article’s position on the historical and epistemological discrepancy between philosophic and scientiﬁc reason, as
practiced today in the West and elsewhere,
and Islamic reason as it asserts itself in its
positions on Islam as well as in political
action, legal codes, educational systems
and behaviors which encourage the traditional. As long as the Islamic logical universe continues to function within the
dogmatic enclosure of its historical form
as received since the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, there will be a place for a
parallel Islamic encyclopedia of Islam and,
all the more, an Islamic encylopedia of the
Qurān. The Encyclopaedia of the Qurān
constitutes a basis of data that will undoubtedly, like every work of scholarship,
be subject to discussions, additions and
revisions. It will, however, be impossible
to ignore, particularly by people who pursue the cognitive project of understanding
the religious event in a universal way.
To sustain this project within that perspective, it would be helpful to conclude
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with the following proposals: It is necessary
to open up the qurānic fact by situating it
in a comparative approach not only within
the three monotheistic religions but also
within a historical anthropology of the religious event in its geo-historical and geocultural ambiance that can, for the time
being, be qualiﬁed as Mediterranean. The
historical phase of what historians explore
under the name of the Near East should
always be kept in sight, although not in
order to rediscover so-called origins or to
reconstruct linear relations of ideas, representations, linguistic forms and rituals of
expression. The aim should be to deepen
our knowledge of constituent elements
common to the monotheistic religious conscience in its global historical genesis and
manner of differentiation. This should
include attention to inaugural moments
and new departures from cultural codes
that engender logical universes, dogmatic
enclosures, societies of the book-Book and
communities of election who have been
promised salvation in contrast to anonymous groups destined to stray and be
damned. In brief, it is a matter of deepening our knowledge of all these historical
formations that the ethnographic view
imprisons in so-called identities and encloses in alleged regions, traditions and
cultures.
The concept of the Closed Ofﬁcial
Corpus provides a good example of the
comparative approach that will enable
Muslim readers of the Encyclopaedia of the
Qurān to better assess the stakes in a scientiﬁc problematization of the orthodox
vocabulary inherited from a theological
theory of values resistant to every critical
examination. The Jewish and Christian
traditions have similarly had a before and
an after to what has been called the fait
accompli of the Closed Ofﬁcial Corpus.
Christians today are willing to read the
apocryphal writings left out by the church

between the fourth and the sixteenth centuries (cf. their publication in the Pléiade
series by F. Bovon and P. Geoltrain). The
results have not functioned in the same
way before and after the triumph of a
Closed Ofﬁcial Corpus in each tradition:
Scholarly research without the burden of
dogma creates more favorable conditions
for historical re-readings of the texts that
have been selected as sacred and thus untouchable. One can therefore understand
why the concept of a Closed Ofﬁcial Corpus is more effective for a comparative history of the religious event in its prophetic
trajectory.
Two more gaps are left that must be mentioned: The theological and philosophical
attitudes of reason in the so-called societies
of the book-Book should be the object of
the same comparative historical approach
within the perspective of a critical historical epistemology. Tackling such a task requires constant vigilance, not only to check
the use of all conceptual frameworks which
have been protected from the critique of
deconstructionism but also to introduce
and reﬁne more inclusive concepts which
are more productive from the perspective
of a critique of religious reason beginning
with its formulation by Jews, Christians
and Muslims.
In that which concerns the Qurān more
directly, it is clear that what is called for
here is a protocol of interpretation that is
free from both the dogmatic orthodox
framework and the procedural disciplines
of modern scientism which is, it must be
admitted, no less constraining. It is an interpretation which wanders, in which every
human, Muslim or non-Muslim, gives free
rein to his or her own dynamic of associating ideas and representations, beginning
from the freely chosen interpretation of a
corpus of which the often imputed disorder, so often denounced, favors the freedom to wander. This approach is able to
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extricate itself deﬁnitively from every kind
of arbitrary rhetoric, artiﬁcial and allegedly
logical reconstruction, and delusive coherence later imposed by juridical, theological, apologetic, ideological and fantastic
interpretations. One potential model here
is, of course, the creative freedom of the
likes of Ibn al-Arabī; but now the desired
freedom is more subversive since it would
include all forms and experiences of subversion that were ever attempted by mystics, poets, thinkers and artists.

not modern if by modern is meant the
critical-historical framework of analysis and
interpretation. It is easy to show that all of them
depend on the classical exegesis more than on
the modern approaches to religion as proposed
by the social sciences. A good example of this
epistemological posture which I support is given
in the two following titles by P. Gisel. See also my
essay, From inter-religious dialogue to the
recognition of the religious phenomenon); Ibn
Qayyim al-Jawziyya, al-awāiq al-mursala fī l-radd
alā al-Jahmiyya wa-l-Muaila, Cairo 1380⁄1960-1;
Qu b, ilāl; Suyū ī, Itqān; M. . abā abāī, alMīzān fī tafsīr al-Qurān, 20 vols., Beirut 19712.
Secondary: M. Arkoun, Les sciences sociales au déﬁ
de “l’islam,” Paris 19983; id., Lectures (a third
edition is in preparation under the title Critical
introduction to Qurānic studies, part of a larger
project presented since 1984 in the ﬁrst edition
of Pour une critique de la raison islamique. New
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live by the law constitutes a breach of this
commandment.
Other commentators advance a more
limited deﬁnition of the term. The scope
of ahd, they maintain, is conﬁned to the
People of the Book (q.v.). They breached it
by rejecting Muammad and his message
after having agreed to follow him once he
appeared. According to a third group of
commentators, apparently spearheaded by
al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538⁄1144), ahd is the
proof (q.v.) or set of proofs in favor of monotheism, proofs which God had implanted in the minds of disbelievers in the
form of a commitment on their part, a
commandment by which they should live.
In the majority of instances, the term ahd
is used with a negative tenor, in the sense
of breaching the commitment to God, a
commitment of a binding nature that was
also signiﬁed by the term mīthāq (q 2:63;
4:90; see children of israel). The preservation or abandonment of the ahd demarcates the boundaries between belief
and heresy, between believer (mumin) and
disbeliever (kāfir, fāsiq, cf. q 2:27-8, 100;
7:102; 33:23; see belief and unbelief). The
term also occurs in the sense of an alliance
or a treaty between Muammad and one
group or another of his contemporaries,
such as the Meccan polytheists (see polytheism and atheism) and the People of the
Book. q 9:1 declares: “Freedom of obligation is proclaimed from God and his Messenger toward those of the idolaters with
whom you made an alliance (or treaty)”
(see also q 9:7; 8:56; see idolatry and
idolaters). In other instances, ahd signiﬁes
personal commitment, such as in q 17:34,
“Come not near the wealth of the orphan
(see orphans) save with that which is better
till he come to strength; and keep the commitment (ahd) for to the commitment [is
attached] a responsibility.”
The notion of alliance is preeminently
expressed by the derivatives of the root

Contracts and Alliances
Contract, a unilateral or bilateral agreement or promise to do or not to do a thing
or a set of things; alliance, a relationship of
solidarity and support to preserve and further the common interests of those participating in the relationship.
The concepts of a strictly legal contract
or political alliance are not well articulated
in the Qurān. That of a contract (aqd)
in the sense of a covenant (ahd, see covenant) between God and man does, however, appear frequently. The word ahd
seems at times to be a virtual synonym of
aqd although the latter connotes more
than the former a sense of bilateralism
(q 17:34). The use of ahd in the Qurān
varies. In some passages it connotes a
self-initiated commitment (as in q 16:91)
while in others it expresses a commitment
of man toward God but a commitment
imposed by God and accepted by man
(as in q 48:10). The commentators disagree as to the meaning of ahd, some arguing that it is God’s commandment (see
commandments) to his creation (q.v.) to
live by the laws he revealed to them
through his prophets and books (see book;
prophets and prophethood). Failing to
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w-l-y, especially the noun walī which appears in the Qurān over 85 times. It seems
that in pre-Islamic Arabia, walā (also
known as ilf ) represented a relationship
of mutual support between two tribes or
between particular individuals belonging
to two tribes (see tribes and clans; preislamic arabia and the qurn). It also
represented the admission of individuals
into a clan or a tribe through an agreement
with one of its members or with the tribe
as a collectivity. The strength of such a relationship is reﬂected in the fact that once
walā is concluded the individuals on both
sides would acquire equal rights, would
inherit from each other and would be
bound by the same set of obligations.
From this perspective then walā creates
relationships that are equal in force to
blood relationships (see kinship; clients
and clientage). But the term walī may
designate a variety of relationships that
include a more basic form of loyalty and
support, relationships whose precise nature
is not entirely clear. It is fair to say, however, that the relationship of walā is nearly
always understood to entail support. In
numerous qurānic verses, the term walī
appears conjoined with the word na īr, an
ally, supporter or one aiding in achieving
victory (q 4:45, 75, 89, 123, 173; 33:17, 65).
A term that does not appear in the Qurān but which denoted signiﬁcant relationships of tribal alliance was ilf, a compact into which various related and
unrelated clans entered. The purpose of
such alliances was to establish permanent
peace among these clans, to unite them in
war against common enemies, to consolidate their wealth (q.v.) to pay for blood
money (q.v.; see also retaliation), to share
pasturage, etc. Since these alliances
strengthened tribal structures, which did
not serve the cause of the new religion, the
Prophet condemned them with his famous
declaration: “There is no ilf in Islam.”

In the Qurān, God is the true and, ultimately, only ally (walī) of the believers;
those who swerve from the path of belief
(see astray), especially apostates (see
apostasy), are left without such an ally
(q 2:107; 9:74; 41:31). “And they have no
protecting allies (awliyā) to help them instead of God” (q 42:46); “Besides God
you have no protecting ally or supporter”
(q 2:107; 42:31). Entering into alliance with
the People of the Book or with the Arab
polytheists is considered particularly reprehensible, if not absolutely forbidden: “Do
not take them as allies till they migrate in
the path of God” (q 4:89; see path or way
[of god]); “O you who believe, choose not
disbelievers for allies in place of believers”
(q 4:144); “O you who believe, take not the
Jews and Christians for allies. They are
allies of each other. He amongst you who
takes them for allies is one of them” (5:51).
As mentioned earlier, the term ahd was
considered virtually synonymous with aqd,
a word expressing notions of contractual
obligation. The latter term makes an appearance only once in the Qurān (q 5:1),
in the plural form uqūd. The form uqda
(lit. “knot”), however, in conjunction with
the word nikā appears twice in the sense of
marriage contract (see marriage and
divorce). Likewise, the verb aqada, again
used in the context of marriage, occurs
twice.
The most general precept regarding obligations or contracts occurs in q 5:1: “O
you who believe, fulﬁll your contracts
(uqūd).” The term, Ibn Manūr reports
(Lisān al-Arab, iii, 296-300, 311-5), was
taken by some scholars to refer generally to
uhūd (pl. of ahd ). Others understood it to
connote the religious obligations imposed
upon the believers. In commenting on this
verse, al-Zajjāj (d. 311⁄923) construes it to
have a double meaning; namely, the obligations that God imposed upon Muslims
and those which Muslims imposed upon
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each other as elements of juridical contractual transactions. Thus, accordingly,
the qurānic use of the root -q-d connotes
both unilateral and bilateral obligations.
When unilateral, they emanate from God
and are directed toward Muslims; when
bilateral, they are of human construction,
although the principles upon which they
are constructed are dictated by religion.
On the basis of q 2:282, the Qurān
was interpreted as having enjoined the
writing down of obligations. This particular verse, however, pertains to the recording and attestation of debts (q.v.). It reads
as follows:
O you who believe, when you contract a
debt for a ﬁxed term, record it in writing.
Let a scribe record it in writing between
you in (terms of ) equity. No scribe should
refuse to write as God had taught him, so
let him write, and let him who incurred the
debt dictate, and let him observe his duty
to God his Lord, and diminish not thereof.
But if he who owes the debt is of low understanding, or weak, or unable himself to
dictate, then let the guardian of his interests dictate in [terms of ] equity. And call to
witness, from among your men, two witnesses. And if two men be not [available]
then one man and two women, of such as
you approve as witnesses, so that if one
[woman] errs [through forgetfulness], the
other will remember. And the witnesses
shall not refuse when they are summoned
(see witnessing and testifying). Be not
averse to writing down [the contract]
whether it be small or great, with [record
of ] the term thereof. That is more equitable in the sight of God and more sure for
testimony, and the best way of avoiding
doubt between you; save only in the case
when it is actual merchandise which you
transfer among yourselves from hand to
hand. In that case, it is no sin for you if
you do not write it down. And have wit-
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nesses when you sell one to another, and let
no harm be done to scribe or witness. If
you do them harm, lo! It is a sin in you (see
writing and writing materials; sin
and crime).
Despite the relative detail of this verse and
the clarity of the prescription to write
down contracts, Islamic law neither recognized the validity of written instruments
nor elaborated a general, comprehensive
theory of contracts and obligations. To be
valid, it was required that an instrument be
attested by witnesses. Thus it is by virtue of
testimonial attestation that an instrument
acquires validity. The fact of its being a
written instrument did not, as a rule, bestow on it any validity. The Qurānic injunction to reduce contracts to writing reﬂected the legal practices of the Near
East, both to the north and to the south of
Mecca (q.v.) and Medina (q.v.). Why Islamic law — which developed primarily in
the Fertile Crescent, Egypt and the
Hijaz — broke away from this practice,
even at the expense of ignoring a qurānic
prescription, remains largely a mystery.
In classical and medieval Islamic law, several types of contract were recognized.
The most common source of contractual
obligations was primarily the aqd in matters of pecuniary transactions. More speciﬁcally, the contract of sale (bay, see
selling and buying) formed not only the
archetype of contractual theory but also
constituted the core of legal obligations.
Commutative and other types of contracts
stand on their own though they are nonetheless constructed on the contractual
model of sale which otherwise includes
barter and exchange. In the sale contract,
strictly deﬁned, the object sold is distinguished from the price and the value. And
being bilateral, a contract requires offer
(ījāb) and acceptance (qabūl), both taking
place in the same session in the presence
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of the contracting parties. It was generally
required that offer and acceptance be expressly stated although the Mālikī school
did fully recognize implied-in-fact contracts. The Qurān itself does not explicitly
enjoin express offer and acceptance but it
does acknowledge that the basis of contractual validity is mutual assent (q 4:29).
Islamic law recognizes the right to rescision which is a unilateral right to cancel or
ratify a contract of sale. The buyer has the
right to rescind the contract at the time
when he inspects the object purchased.
The right to rescision arises if there is a
defect in the object of sale. Deﬁciency is
taken to be a cause for the reduction of the
value and thus the price of the object, and
reduction in price upsets the terms of the
contract. This right, however, lapses if not
exercised within a certain time limitation.
And once it lapses, the sale would be considered complete and thus irrevocable.
Similarly, once the time limitation on rescision has expired, it is assumed that the reciprocal taking of possession has gone into
effect.
In addition to the narrowly deﬁned contract of sale, Islamic law recognized a
variety of other types of contracts. A special type was the salam which entailed the
ordering of goods to be delivered later (assuming usually that they are custom-made)
for a payment made immediately. Placing
an order for a ship to be built, for instance,
fell into this category. But because of the
disparity between the time of payment and
the delivery of goods, this type of contract
came close to violating the prohibition on
usury (ribā, see usury). So did another, similar type of contract known as nasīa whereby goods are delivered immediately for a
delayed payment.
An important type of contract is that of
hire and lease which involves the sale of a
usufruct. Two types of hire are distinguished, one for a period of time, the other

to carry out a speciﬁc task. Marriage is also
a type of contract under Islamic law and as
such it involves offer, acceptance and the
payment of a price, technically known as
dower (mahr, see bridewealth). The bridegroom concludes the contract with the legal guardian (walī) of the bride before two
male witnesses or one man and two
women. The walī is the nearest male relative, usually the father or older brother.
The element of price in this contract is
constituted by the dower which he pays to
the bride instead of her guardian.
In the wake of the so-called legal reforms
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the law of obligations underwent various degrees of change, depending on the
individual Muslim country in question.
The most fundamental change occurred
ﬁrst in Egypt in 1949, when the Egyptian
Civil Code became law through the efforts
of Abd al-Razzāq al-Sanhūrī. This code
became in many important respects the
model for the Syrian, Lebanese, Kuwaiti
and Libyan reforms. With its appearance, a
comprehensive and integrated text of legal
obligations replaced the medieval law
manuals, which lacked a uniﬁed theory of
contracts. Furthermore, formal matters of
wording and syntax, important in the medieval context, now become marginal if
not obsolete. See also law and the qurn;
breaking trusts and contracts.
Wael B. Hallaq
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Qurān by which the notion of this restoration is expressed is guidance, hudā. It
springs from the idea that the fundamental
relationship entails that humans follow
where God leads and in so doing fulﬁll
their existence. But the term has rather
more nuanced meanings than this basic
depiction suggests. On the one hand, the
Qurān makes clear that God’s guidance
enlightens (q 24:35) and directs to the path
of right action (q 10:25) and that he provides signs (q.v.) to help along the way
(q 3:103). But this guidance is not made
available to everyone. For on the other
hand, some have fallen into error (q.v.;
q 7:30; 16:36) or even been cast aside by
God (q 4:88) and purposely willed by him
to stray (q 7:155; 7:178; see astray). Exactly
why this should be is part of the divine
mystery, for only God can give guidance
(q 7:43) and no one else, not even the
Prophet (q 2:272; 4:88; 28:56). A partial
explanation, however, is provided by suggestions that humans have a crucial part to
play for themselves, for God could have
willed to guide all (q 6:149; 13:31; 32:13)
and he guides those who turn to him
(q 5:16; 13:27; 42:13). This is ampliﬁed by
indications that he gives guidance to those
who are already seeking it, alladhīna htadaw
hudān (q 19:76; cf. 47:17) and guides those
who believe (q 2:4-5).
The relationship between belief and
guidance is made yet more explicit in references to those who have made a choice.
God has shown the way to the grateful and
the ungrateful (q 76:3); however, he only
guides those who believe (q 64:11; 2:264).
Believers who turn away from their belief
can only be left to the consequences of
their choice (q 3:86; see fate; destiny).
Here the Qurān seems to suggest a subtle
interplay between God’s unbounded will to
guide and the human ability to accept or
reject. While humans are not left entirely
to decide for themselves — because God’s

Conversion
Spiritual and moral transformation attended by a sincere change of belief. The
concept of conversion is represented in the
Qurān by a group of teachings which together stress the importance of admitting
God’s lordship, accepting the guidance he
gives, following the way he has established
and conforming to his will (see belief
and unbelief; lord; obedience; islam). It
is essentially a matter of reverting to a
norm perceptible to all and to which one is
able to conform by one’s own efforts. The
initiative for the movement of restoration
lies with God, though humankind has the
ability to comply or not (see freedom and
predestination).
God has created all things primarily so
that they should serve and worship (q.v.)
him (e.g. q 6:102; 16:48-50; 21:19-20; 64:1;
see creation; servant). Among them are
humankind (q 51:56) whose vocation is to
seek God’s help (q 1:5) and thank him for
the good he gives. But humans are weak
and contentious (q 2:30; 4:28; 16:4; see
bloodshed; corruption) even though
God has given them intelligence (q 55:4),
and they allow themselves to be seduced
from their proper relationship with him
(q 20:121; 82:6-7; see disobedience;
gratitude and ingratitude). It is this fallibility that causes a slip from their true
nature (q 30:30; see fall of man) and
which God in his mercy (q.v.) seeks to
restore.
One of the commonest terms in the
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will is not to be resisted — the relationship
does involve a measure of freedom, with
the result that God’s guidance is occasionally identiﬁable as forgiveness (q.v.) offered
in order to bring back his willful creature
to his way (q 20:122-3).
This is the kind of awareness that is
shown by Abū āmid al-Ghazālī (d. 505⁄
1111) who tries to explain his recovery from
the debilitating skepticism (see uncertainty) which struck him when he taught
in Baghdad. Quoting q 6:125, he relates
that after a time God put light into his
heart (q.v.) to give him clearer insights than
he had obtained himself by the deductive
methods that he had previously employed,
implying that whereas his own faculties
had led him into error, he was brought
back to the truth by God’s guidance. He
readily admits that he is moved entirely by
God in his new vocation of teaching the
true knowledge and he asks God to guide
him and through him to guide others
(Ghazālī, Munqidh, 93, 159-60). It is clear
from what al-Ghazālī says that he attributes the origins of his recovery wholly to
God although the preparations he himself
made for the conversion are detailed
throughout his autobiographical account
in his expositions of the weaknesses of the
various sciences.
More or less the same dynamic is expressed in the less common notion that
God admits (adkhala) humankind into the
sphere of his mercy or into a place among
the righteous. While he admits those whom
he wills (q 42:8; 48:25; cf. 110:2), he also allows to enter those who show their worth
by good deeds (q.v.; q 29:9; 45:30; cf. 9:99).
The elaborate relationship of divine ordination and human qualiﬁcation is intimated in the prayer of the prophet Solomon (Sulaymān, see solomon) asking God
to compel him to have gratitude and to act
righteously and to admit him among his
servants (q 27:19). Human action and di-

vine conduct are inseparable here, forming
a partnership in which the responsibility
for fulﬁlling God’s expectations seems to
be reciprocal.
The manner in which these terms are
employed suggests that the act of conforming to God’s way requires a conversion that
is determined by God himself but also involves human initiative. The most intimate
form of this relationship is denoted by the
idea of returning to an initial position or
restoring a lost condition, expressed by the
verb tāba and its forms. In some instances
this is used of humans alone and carries a
strong element of repentance (q 4:146;
9:11). But in other signiﬁcant occurrences it
is used of God, as when he turns to Adam
and guides him (q 20:122; see adam and
eve), or when the three followers of Muammad who have failed in their duty try
to run away until God turns to them to
enable them to turn as well, (thumma tāba
alayhim li-yatūbū (q 9:118; compare 9:117;
see opposition to muammad). The use of
the same verb for both divine and human
action here graphically portrays the way in
which the fugitives’ return is reciprocated
by God’s move to restore them. The same
divine concern is shown in God’s turning
to those who believe (q 33:73), suggesting
that as soon as they signal their readiness,
he too is ready to help them in their faith.
The accounts of how the theologian
(mutakallim) Abū l- asan Alī al-Asharī
(d. 324⁄936) abandoned the Mutazilī doctrines (see mutazils; createdness of the
qurn) of his early years illustrate this cooperative action well. In most versions of
the story of his conversion, he is ﬁrst troubled by the insufﬁciency of the answers
provided by speculative theology (kalām)
and then, after praying to God, is guided
in visions of the Prophet to accept traditional beliefs and to defend them with
rational arguments (see exegesis of the
qurn: classical and medieval). Accord-
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ing to one version he publicly declares that
he now embraces Islam and repents of his
old ways, (innī qad aslamtu l-sāa wa-innī tāib
mimmā kuntu fī-hi, Ibn Asākir, Tabyīn, 40;
also, R. McCarthy, Theology of al-Asharī,
152). This conversion results from alAsharī’s own preliminary efforts and
God’s guidance working together.
The same movement, though only with
respect to human actors, is expressed in the
verb anāba, which similarly suggests the
motion of coming back to the same point.
So humankind is enjoined to make this return (q 31:15) and warned to do so before
punishment is inﬂicted (q 39:54; see chastisement and punishment; punishment
stories; warning) though they only comply when in trouble and at other times
ignore God’s oneness (q 39:8; see god and
his attributes). Human responsibility for
making this move is emphasized in the
forthright admonition to unbelievers: God
leaves to stray those whom he wills but
guides those who make the return (q 13:27).
Here again there is a hint that the action of
God in guiding and that of humankind in
accepting are interconnected. But if conversion consists in returning to the way
that God has set and which humans are
innately prepared to follow, there is still the
necessity of actively pointing them to this
way. The Qurān explains that the activity
of calling humankind (see invitation), indicated by the verb daā, is undertaken both
by God through clear signs (q 2:221), and
by the Prophet. Muammad is told to invite people (q 7:193; 12:108; 28:87) with
proper exhortation (q 16:125) though, like
Noah (q.v.) and other earlier messengers
(cf. q 71:7), he meets solid resistance
(q 23:73-5; 57:8; see messenger; prophets
and prophethood). One reason for this is
that God prevents those who have already
ignored his signs from hearing and understanding (q 18:57). And again we see an intimate relationship, this time between the

Prophet’s call, people’s readiness to heed
and God’s ordaining the outcome. An obligation for individual Muslims and the
community, the equivalent to the Prophet’s
calling, is striving, jihād (q.v.). While this
term is often employed for ﬁghting with
arms, some uses suggest conduct that
marks out believers. Such is the case when
those who are called strive in God’s way
(see path or way [of god]) with person
and possessions (e.g. q 8:72; 49:15; 61:11),
having been commanded to do this as part
of the observance of faith, as though their
conduct might attract others to imitate
them.
This nexus of movements in which God
and humankind seem engaged together
achieves its end in the conforming of the
individual to God’s way. The Christian
convert Alī b. Rabban al-abarī (d. ca.
250⁄864) attests to this when he confesses
that he was able to recognize the existence
of one, eternal God through his own reason, though it was God who called (daā)
him to exercise his reason and so escape
from the error of unbelief (I.-A. Khalifé
and W. Kutsch, Radd, 119). This is the true
conversion, fulﬁlled in the action of bowing (see bowing and prostration) to
God’s will as expressed by the verb aslama.
Its signiﬁcance is perhaps most fully conveyed in q 3:83 which proclaims that all
things in heaven and earth surrender to
God, whether obediently or not, and will
return to him, indicating that God is the
lord of all and that eventually nothing can
remain indifferent to him. This receives
endorsement elsewhere, e.g. where Muammad is told to say that God’s is the
only guidance and so humankind is commanded to surrender to him (q 3:20; 6:71)
and that there can be no help when punishment comes unless humankind surrenders to God (q 39:54). There is a
strong suggestion in such verses that the
act of bowing and submitting results for

coral
reasonable creatures from an awareness
of God and of the individual’s status as
subservient to him. Living indifferently
to him is, therefore, unreasonable and
fraught with obstacles, while living in harmonious conformity with his way brings
self-enhancement.
The inference to be drawn is that conversion and return to the position for which
creatures were ordained results from a
rational acknowledgement of the relationship between the created order and the
Creator. The prime example of this in the
Qurān is the prophet Abraham (Ibrāhīm,
see abraham) who, from the initial realization that idols cannot be objects of worship
(see idols and images), engages in a process of deduction. From his observation of
the changing condition of the natural
world in which stars (q.v.), moon (q.v.) and
sun (q.v.) can appear to be supreme until
they decline and disappear, he deduces the
existence of the one who made them all
(q 6:74-9; see cosmology in the qurn).
The prophet himself works out the difference between the created and Creator
but at the same time he is supported and
guided in his growing understanding by
God himself (q 6:83).
It is salutary to be told in the Qurān that
while the act of acknowledging God and
submitting to him is in conformity with his
will, it is not a cause for complacency as
though those who had accomplished it
have been able to do so through their own
insight. For the very act itself results from
God’s guidance which he gives as a favor
(q 49:17; see blessing; power and impotence). Again, the human’s return through
reason to the appropriate position in relation to God is as much an act of God’s
care as the individual’s efforts. See also
islam.
David Thomas
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Coral
The lime-skeleton of sea-creatures covered
by animalcular polyps. Red coral (Corallium
rubrum), which is particulary valued, is harvested from the depths of the sea and used
in jewelry; moreover, it is supposed to possess curative power. The Arabic term for
this coral, marjān, appears twice in the
Qurān.
The two qurānic references to coral
occur in q 55 (“The Merciful,” Sūrat alRamān; see god and his attributes).
Reﬂecting the name of the sūra, coral and
pearls (lulu, see solomon) are mentioned
together in q 55:22 as symbols of the
mercy (q.v.) and beneﬁts of God (see
blessing): “He has loosed the two seas
[fresh-water and salt-water] which meet.
Between them is a barrier (q.v.) which they
do not transgress. Which then of the beneﬁts of your Lord will the two of you count
false? From both come forth the pearl and
the coral” (q 55:19-22). (q 35:12 contains a
similar passage, but with no reference to
any speciﬁc product: “… yet from each [of
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the two seas] you eat fresh meat, and bring
forth adornment ( ilya) to wear.”) The second reference to coral is found in q 55:58:
“As if [in paradise] they [women of restrained glance] are jacinth and coral [i.e.
like them in beauty].” In this passage, coral
and jacinth ( yāqūt, which term eventually
came to denote a variety of minerals, most
commonly referring to the colorless corundum) are used as attributes of modest
women. They also symbolize the beneﬁts
of God in the next world (see reward and
punishment).
Reliable Arabic commentaries on the
Qurān like al-abarī’s (d. 310⁄923) Tafsīr,
al-Zamakhsharī’s (d. 538⁄1144) Kashshāf or
Ibn Kathīr’s (d. 774⁄1373) Tafsīr refer to
marjān not only as a precious red jewel, but
provide several other connotations. The
exegesis of q 55:22 explains marjān to be a
small pearl in opposition to the large one,
the lulu. Commentary on q 55:58 holds
that jacinth serves as a symbol of pureness
and coral as a symbol of beauty and glitter.
Another interpretation of coral and jacinth
offered by the commentators is that the
lexemes refer to the transparent silk (q.v.)
robes of the houris (q.v.) in paradise (q.v.)
with their legs shining through.
As for the Arabic sources that do not deal
with the Qurān, coral, which is classiﬁed
as a mineral or a stone, is never found in
the zoological works. An extensive description of coral that shows its resemblance to
certain plants is offered by the Egyptian
scholar al-Tīfāshī (d. 651⁄1253) in his work
on mineralogy entitled Azhār al-afkār.
Egypt (q.v.) was the center of the coral
trade for centuries, as many varieties of
coral are found in the Mediterranean
Sea. See also material culture and the
qurn.
Herbert Eisenstein
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Corruption
Decay, depravity, impurity. The topic of
corruption has two general references in
the Qurān: (1) committing mischievous
and depraved deeds that willfully subvert
God’s order and purposes (see disobedience); (2) perverting scripture (see scripture and the qurn) so as to mislead
and conceal its meanings. The ﬁrst reference is most often expressed by the Arabic
root f-s-d, occurring principally in late
Meccan and Medinan passages, e.g.
q 2:251: “If God did not check one group
of people by means of another, the earth
(q.v.) would certainly have been corrupted”
(la-fasadati l-ar ). This root is very frequently paired with the phrase “in the
land⁄earth,” e.g. in the account of Cain’s
slaying of his brother Abel (see cain and
abel) in q 5:32: “We decreed for the Children of Israel (q.v.) that if anyone killed a
person — except for murder (q.v.; see also
bloodshed) and corruption in the land
( fasād fī l-ar ) — it would be as if he had
slain all the people.” Punishment for “corruption in the land” is extremely severe
(“execution, or cruciﬁxion [q.v.], or the
cutting off of hands and feet from opposite
sides, or exile from the land; that is their
disgrace in this world, and a heavy punishment is theirs in the hereafter,” q 5:33; see
chastisement and punishment; reward
and punishment), unless the perpetrator
sincerely repents in time (see repentance
and penance). The sense that threads
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through such passages is that corruption
and mischief are not only evil personal
deeds but also expressions of fundamental
hostility to and subversion of God’s created order, an order which embraces both
nature and justice (q 26:151-2, 183; see
justice and injustice). A particularly
pointed passage about the perpetrator of
corruption is q 2:204-5: “There is the type
of individual whose speech about the life
of this world delights you, and he calls
God to witness what is in his heart (q.v.);
yet he is the most contentious of opponents. When he turns away, his effort is to
run about in the land sowing corruption in
it ( yufsida fīhā), destroying crops and young
livestock — God does not love corruption
( fasād).”
Another root, occurring far less frequently than f-s-d, is chieﬂy found in Medinan passages: kh-b-th, as in q 8:37, “that
God may distinguish the corrupt (khabīth)
from the good (ayyib, see good and evil),
and put the corrupt one upon another,
heap them together and cast them into hell
(q.v.).” This root is dramatically displayed
in q 24:26, where both masculine and feminine forms are used: “Corrupt women (alkhabīthāt) are for corrupt men (al-khabīthīn),
and corrupt men for corrupt women.”
“Impure” is an alternative translation because the passage addresses the slandering
of chaste women (see adultery and fornication; chastity). Humankind’s proneness to corruption is an undesirable but inevitable consequence of their God-given
freedom of action in the natural, moral
and social realms (see freedom and predestination).
The matter of distorting scripture is addressed in Medinan passages accusing Jews
(see jews and judaism; medina) of the practice, e.g. q 4:46: “Some of those who are
Jews shift ( yu arrifūna) words from their
proper places and say, ‘We hear and disobey,’ and ‘Hear as one who hears not,’

and ‘rāinā’ [an insulting corruption of an
Arabic phrase, ‘rāinā,’ meaning “Please listen to us”], distorting with their tongues
and slandering the religion.” The corruption of scripture is not a major or sustained
topic in the Qurān although it became an
important and abiding theological as well
as textual controversy in later relations between Muslims and the People of the Book
(q.v.; see also polemics and polemical
language; theology and the qurn).
Frederick Mathewson Denny
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Corruption of Scripture see revision
and alteration; people of the book;
abrogation; corruption

Cosmogony see creation; cosmology
in the qurn

Cosmography see cosmology in the
qurn

Cosmology
Introduction
A divinely governed order of the universe
and the place of humans within it. This
qurānic understanding of cosmology is
dramatized in diverse reports: the divine
six-day-work of creation (q.v.; khalq) of the
cosmos (al-samāwāt wa-l-ar ), of humankind (insān) and its habitat in nature (nabāt
al-ar ; see agriculture and vegetation),
of demons or spirits ( jinn, q.v.) and the
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animal world (al- ābba, al-anām, see animal life) as well as the resolution of created space on the day of doom (see judgment) — all occupy prominent roles in the
Qurān. Additionally, the existence of humans on earth (q.v.), the ambiguity of their
moral condition, the liability they bear to
fall prey to the seduction exercised by a
negative ﬁgure, Iblīs (Diabolos, see iblis;
devil) or al-Shay ān (Satan) and the evil
( fasād; see evil deeds; good and evil;
corruption) they commit are all elaborated from an etiological orientation. All
these issues may, however, be due to the
peculiar genesis of the Qurān as viewed
from two principally different perspectives. The Qurān ﬁrst manifested itself as
the immediate expression of the psychicprophetic experience of Muammad himself, meant to be read out to his audience
(qurān); only later, once being canonized
(see collection of the qurn), did it become the binding document (mu af, q.v.) of
a religion with social demands of its adherents, “the corporate confession of it in the
inward possession of Islam and of Muslims” (Cragg, Event). In the latter context
the cosmological recollections have served,
as did the analogous accounts in the scriptures of the neighboring religions (see
scripture and the qurn), to explain a
given world order and to justify particular
rulings therein. To read them exclusively in
a post-canonical context as etiological texts
is, however, by no means the only way to
look at them. One has to be aware that the
status of a canon presupposes a ﬁxed, indeed “frozen” corpus of equally ranked
textual entities with no distinction regarding the function they held in the text as a
“qurān” in statu nascendi, i.e. in that historically unique sequence of communications
between a speaker and his audience, accompanying and at the same time documenting the historical process of the emergence of the early Muslim community (see

community and society in the quran).
The value of references to cosmology and
of cosmogonic accounts in that process
can be made clear only by observing their
structural function within their particular
context of discourse, i.e. their particular
sūra.
Indeed, considered in the context of the
emergence of a community, i.e. reﬂecting
the process of a “canonization from below” of the successively publicized liturgical texts, the recollections of cosmogonic
accounts assume a different value. They
present themselves as new readings of a
familiar narrative with the perspicuous
tendency to demythologize it in certain
substantial traits, though not without introducing new mythic elements meant to
elevate contemporary developments onto
a salvation-historical level (see mythic
and legendary narratives). The qurānic
cosmological recollections are presented to
their listeners less as narrative accounts
than as exhortations serving immediate
theological rather than etiological aims:
The creation of nature — ﬂora and
fauna — appears as a starting point
of the divine interaction with humans, a
“sign” (āya) of divine omnipotence and
an instigation for human gratefulness
(shukr). The creation of human beings,
moreover, framed in a divine deal with
Iblīs, is presented as a challenge for the
option of accepting divine guidance (hudā)
and as an afﬁrmation that the socioreligious antagonisms existing in the
world of the addressees during the ﬁrst
transmission of the Qurān are nothing
else than part of a divine plan of salvation (q.v.).
In order to give due attention to both
perspectives, canonical and pre-canonical,
evidence will be presented in this article,
wherever possible, from two different angles: (1) a macro-structural perspective
on the basis of the Qurān as canon, i.e.
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presented in the form of a cumulative
synopsis of qurānic references to cosmology; (2) a micro-structural perspective, by
situating references into their communicational framework with a particular view to
their various typological features such as
situation of speech, context and referentiality.

(alladhīna ya milūna l-arsha, q 40:7), who
move in row after row (q 89:22; cf. 37:1).
The lowest heaven is adorned with lights
(wa-zayyannā l-samāa l-dunyā bi-ma ābī a,
q 41:12): the sun and the moon (q 71:16;
78:13), the stars (bi-zīnati l-kawākib, q 37:6;
cf. 67:5) and the constellations of the zodiac (wa-laqad jaalnā fī l-samāi burūjan,
q 15:16; cf. 25:61; 85:1). The sun (q.v.)
which follows a regular path is considered
to be subject to humans (wa-sakhkhara lakumu l-shamsa wa-l-qamara dāibayni, q 14:33).
Its course serves man to reckon the periods of time (wa-jaalnā āyata l-nahāri mub iratan… li-talamū adada l-sinīna wa-l- i āba,
q 17:12; cf. 6:96-7; see day and night; day,
times of). As to the moon (q.v.), particular
stations are decreed for it, again as a
means at man’s disposal for his chronological orientation (wa-qaddarahu manāzila
li-talamū adada l-sinīna wa-l- i āba, q 10:5).
Accordingly, the number of the months
have been ﬁxed at creation (inna iddata
l-shuhūri inda llāhi thnā ashara shahran fī kitābi
llāhi yawma khalaqa l-samāwāti wa-l-ar a,
q 9:36). The stars serve to guide people in
the darkness of the land and the sea (wahuwa lladhī jaala lakumu l-nujūma li-tahtadū
bihā fī ulumāti l-barri wa-ba ri, q 6:97). The
lowest heaven is also the assembling place
of demons ( jinn, wa-laqad jaalnā fī l-samāi
burūjan…⁄wa- afināhā min kulli shayānin
rajīm, q 15:16-7; cf. 21:33; 25:62; 67:5; 85:1),
who attempt to listen to the heavenly councils in order to convey supernatural knowledge to privileged humans (hal unabbiukum
alā man tanazzalu l-shayāīn, q 26:221). They
are, however, chased away by shooting
ﬂames (illā mani staraqa l-sama fa-atbaahu
shihābun mubīn, q 15:18; cf. 37:6-10). God
raised the vault of the heaven high (rafaa
samkahā fa-sawwāhā, q 79:28; wa-l-samāa
banaynāhā bi-aydin wa-innā la-mūsiūn,
q 51:47) without support (rafaa l-samāwāti
bi-ghayri amadin, q 13:2), keeping it from
collapsing and falling down on the earth

The six-day work: Creation of the material
world
Collecting the dispersed qurānic statements about the creation of the world into
one comprehensive picture, an image in
accord with more ancient Near Eastern
lore emerges (for individual parallels see
Speyer, Erzählungen, 4f.): God created the
heavens (see heaven) and the earth in six
days (khalaqa l-samāwāti wa-l-ar a fī sittati
ayyāmin, q 7:54, cf. 10:3; 11:7; 25:59; 32:3),
not in jest (wa-mā khalaqnā l-samāwāti wa-lar a wa-mā baynahumā lāibīn, q 44:38-9, cf.
21:16), nor in vain (a-fa- asibtum annanā
khalaqnākum abathan, q 23:115; wa-mā
khalaqnā l-samāa wa-l-ar a wa-mā baynahumā
bāilan, q 38:27) but in truth and with a
stated term (illā bi-l- aqqi wa-ajalin musamman, q 30:8; cf. 44:38). The heavens and
earth were completed in two days (khalaqa
l-ar a fī yawmayn, q 41:9), formed from
an integrated disk-shaped mass which
had to be split (a-wa-lam yara lladhīna kafarū
anna l-samāwāti wa-l-ar a kānatā ratqan fafataqnāhumā, q 21:30). From smoke (thumma
stawā ilā l-samāi wahiya dukhānun, q 41:11f.)
the seven heavens were created ( faqa āhunna saba samāwātin fī yawmayn,
q 41:12; cf. 23:17; 78:12) forming layers, one
above the other (ibāqan, q 67:3; cf. 71:14).
In the seventh heaven or above it, where
the angels praise God ( yusabi ūna bi- amdi
rabbihim, q 40:7; cf. 39:75; 42:3; see angel;
praise) and seek forgiveness (q.v.) for the
believers ( yastaghfirūna li-lladhīna āmanū,
q 40:7), the divine throne (arsh) is located
(see throne of god), carried by angels (q.v.)
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(wa-yumsiku l-samāa an taqaa alā l-ar ,
q 22:65). In accordance with ancient Near
Eastern models the earth is viewed as being surrounded by waters separated by the
creator through a barrier (maraja l-ba rayni... wa-jaala baynahumā barzakhan waijran ma jūran, q 25:53; cf. 27:61; 35:12;
55:19), which are themselves divided into
two “oceans,” the waters of one being
fresh and sweet, those of the other being
bitter (hādhā adhbun furātun wa-hādha mil un
ujājun, q 25:53; cf. 35:13).
God extinguishes the light (q.v.) of the
day and introduces the night (see darkness), as two of his signs (q.v.; wa-jaalnā
l-layla wa-l-nahāra āyatayni fa-ma awnā āyata
l-layli wa-jaalnā āyata l-nahāri mub iratan,
q 17:12), alternating continuously (innā fī
khalqi l-samāwāti wa-l-ar i wa-khtilāfi l-layli
wa-l-nahāri… bi-mā yanfau l-nāsa, q 2:164;
cf. 3:26; 31:28; 35:14; 36:37; 39:7). In four
days God furnished the creation of the
earth with mountains, rivers and fruitgardens (wa-jaala fīhā rawāsiya min fawqihā
wa-bāraka fīhā wa-qaddara fīhā aqwātaha fī
arbaati ayyāmin sawāan lil-sāilīn, q 41:10;
cf. 13:3-4; 15:19; 16:15-6; 27:61). From
water (q.v.) he created the animals, some
that creep on their bellies and others that
walk on two or four feet (wa-llāhu khalaqa
kulla dābbatin min māin fa-minhum man yamshī alā banihi wa-minhum man yamshī alā
rijlayni wa-minhum man yamshī alā arbain,
q 24:45). They have been created for the
beneﬁt and adornment of man (wa-lanāma khalaqahā lakum fīhā dif un wamanāfiu wa-minhā takulūn, q 16:5). Man
was elected to rule over the animals
(a-wa-lam yaraw annā khalaqnā lahum
mimmā amilat aydīnā anāman fa-hum lahā
mālikun, q 36:71). No less was the sea
created for the beneﬁt of man, supplying
him with food and ornaments to wear
(wa-huwa lladhī sakhkhara l-ba ra li-takulū
minhu la man ariyyan wa-tastakhrijū minhu
ilyatan talbasūnahā, q 16:14; see clothing).

cosmology
Time in cosmological context
After the six-day work of creation (q 7:54;
10:3; 11:7; 25:59; 32:4; 50:38; 57:4), that had
neither tired nor wearied him (wa-mā
massanā min lughūb, q 50:38; wa-lam yaya,
q 46:33), God seated himself upon his
divine throne (thumma stawā alā l-arshi,
q 7:54; 10:3; 13:2; 20:5; 25:59; 57:4) which
extends over heavens and earth (wasia kursiyyuhu l-samāwāti wa-l-ar a, q 2:255), to
govern everything through his divine command ( yudabbiru l-amra, q 10:3). He is continuously occupied with maintaining his
creation (kulla yawmin huwa fī shan, q 55:29)
and does not rest (lā takhudhuhu sinnatun
wa-lā nawm, q 2:255). This explicitly stated
effortlessness and untiring activity (Böwering, Time) is in clear contrast to the human
condition where sleep (q.v.) is part of the
divinely ordained rhythm (wa-jaalnā nawmakum subātan, q 78:9). God, moreover,
plays an active role in man’s sleep for “God
takes the souls unto himself at the time of
their death, and that which has not died in
its sleep. He keeps those on whom he has
decreed death, but looses the others till a
stated term” (Allāhu yatawaffā l-anfusa īna
mawtihā wa-llatī lam tamut fī manāmihā fayumsiku llatī qa ā alayhā l-mawta wa-yursilu
l-ukhrā ilā ajalin musamman, q 39:42; see
death and the dead).
Still, God’s undisrupted concern for the
world is reﬂected in the rhythm of human
interaction (see social relations). Although the heptad as a measure for counting days must be assumed to have been
known in ancient Arabia (see calendar),
the qurānic accounts of creation lack a
cosmic etiology or a divine prototype for
the concept of a six-day cycle of profane
working days culminating in a sacred seventh day of rest, a concept so characteristic for the rhythm of life with Jews and
Christians (see jews and judaism; christians and christianity). A particular day
of the week to be reserved for ofﬁcial
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services has been decreed in the Qurān
(q 62:9) but Friday was chosen for purely
pragmatic and mundane reasons which
lack any reference to cosmic contexts. Accordingly, not the whole day but only a
particular period — the time until midday
prayer — is reserved for religious purposes
(see friday prayer), the rest being profane,
a ruling that has given Islamic culture a
distinct imprint of its own.
Even though no entire day of the week is
held sacred, there are nonetheless particular times during the day which are considered to have a sacred character and are
thus apt to be dedicated to communication
with the divine, namely dawn ( fajr, q 89:1),
afternoon (a r, q 106:1), sunset (maghrib,
qabla l-ghurūb, q 50:39), later evening (ishā,
q 24:58; cf. q 30:18 where ashīyan is used)
and midday (uhr, īna tuhirūn, q 30:18).
Three of these prayer times (see prayer)
coincide with Jewish practice and in the
case of maghrib, the Hebrew erebh, the analogy is even etymologically obvious. The
two others are known as well in Christian
monastic contexts (see monasticism and
monks), for example, ishā, reﬂecting the
Greek apodeipnon. The Qurān knows about
additional sacred times like the time when
the day has reached its full light (al- u ā), a
time marked by prayers in pre-Islamic
times (al- jāhiliyya) and apparently also in
the early years of the Muslim community
(q 91:1; 93:1). To be sure, the Qurān does
not explicitly state that all these time periods bear a sacred character, but such can
clearly be inferred from some particularly
expressive verses which refer to these alone
and to no other periods as signiﬁcant in
themselves. This relates to the early sūras
where single oaths or oath clusters (see
oaths) refer to these periods (wa-l-fajr⁄
wa-layālin ashr, q 89:1-2; wa-l-a r, q 103:1;
wa-l- u ā, q 93:1). It is worth noting (Neuwirth, Images) that all the sūras in which
these oaths or oath clusters appear focus

on the idea of the believer’s intimate closeness to the divine speaker. The sūra texts
thus unfold the inherent liturgical relevance implied in the sacred time evoked in
their introductory oaths.
There are also longer cosmically determined periods of time which are deemed
sacred ( aram). It is true that the holy
months (al-ashhuru l- urum, q 9:5; see
months) which were cherished in the jāhiliyya and during which no blood was to
be shed (see bloodshed) — though reafﬁrmed in the Qurān — were already
superseded in signiﬁcance during qurānic
development by two important cosmologically determined feast periods (see festivals and commemorative days), one
inherited from pre-Islamic practice, the
other newly institutionalized, namely the
pilgrimage (q.v.) and the month of Ramaān (q.v.; shahru rama āna lladhī unzila fīhi
l-qurān, q 2:185). Whereas the period of
pilgrimage was to occupy only a number of
days, the notion of a full holy month survived most vividly in Rama ān. This Muslim month of fasting (q.v.) was introduced
as a cosmically deﬁned sacred time early in
the Medinan period ( fa-man shahida minkumu l-shahra fa-l-ya umhu… wa-li-tukmilū
l-iddata, q 2:185; see chronology and the
qurn), its beginning and end discernible
and deﬁnable only by the sighting (ruyā) of
a cosmic sign, the appearance of the new
moon (hilāl), as was the case for determining the beginning of the month of pilgrimage ( yasalūnaka ani l-ahillati qul hiya mawāqītu lil-nāsi wa-l- ajj, q 2:189). Similarly
the exact period of daily fasting was deﬁned by cosmic observations, the rising
and the setting sun respectively. The qurānic ruling, however, refers to these cosmic
aspects only obliquely, relying rather on a
cultural criterion for the distinction between daylight and darkness, i.e., the possibility of distinguishing a white from a
black thread. The reference is to a custom
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already in use in monotheistic contexts
which presupposes a black-white garment
used for prayer (wa-kulū wa-shrabū attā yatabayyana lakumu l-khayu l-abya u mina l-khayi
l-aswadi mina l-fajri thumma atimmū l- iyāma
ilā l-layli, q 2:187). Rama ān was marked
from the outset by a particular afﬁnity to
liturgical practice, the divine response to
human supplications uttered in that period
being assured already in the Qurān itself
(wa-idhā saalaka ibādī annī fa-innī qarībun
ujību dawata d-dāi idhā daāni fal-yastajībū lī,
q 2:186; cf. Isa 55:6).
In accordance with a pre-Islamic custom,
the ﬁrst ten nights of the month of pilgrimage are also counted as exceptional as
reﬂected in a qurānic oath (wa-layālin ashr,
q 89:2; see oaths). This month, Dhū lijja, had been — before the calendar became confused due to lax intercalations
shortly before the event of the Qurān —
the ﬁrst month of the new year, a time in
which ritual practices in support of the
emergence of a new season (see seasons)
had been essential. Though traces of ancient new year’s practices are still recognizable in some qurānic pilgrimage rites
(Wellhausen, Reste), the reform of the calendar, ordained through the Qurān, severed all relations of the pilgrimage with a
seasonal festival. The necessity of adducing cosmic evidence for determining
qurānically endorsed feasts, though interpreted explicitly as an act of obedience
(q.v.) toward the divine legislator, still leaves
a strong cosmic imprint on the character of
Islamic feasts. This manifests itself not only
in quantitative terms — cosmic observations alone are deemed valid as the criteria
for the exact times of beginnings and
ends — but in more general, aesthetic
terms as well. The cosmic references engender a peculiar imagery which connects
the idea of festiveness with that of the creation and the order of the cosmos, not as
a merely sensual backdrop, adding emo-

tional potential to the feasts, but in a more
sober manner, as a communicated “sign”
(āya), an invitation to humans to respond
to the divine gift of creation by conveying
gratefulness (shukr) and thus belief (see
belief and unbelief; blessing; gratitude
and ingratitude). So although an insistent
iconoclasm cannot be denied, yet the impact of the Qurān — to use Kenneth
Cragg’s words — eloquently conserved
that sense of the wonder of the natural order which inspires all religiosity, including
so-called paganism, and told it in “the
signs of God” as the grateful benediction
of the divine unity suffused through the
plural world (Cragg, Event, 24).
Space in cosmological context
The Qurān seems to reﬂect the
Aristotelian-Ptolemaic model with the
world (al-dunyā) as the lowest level in the
center covered by seven homocentric
spheres ( falak, pl. aflāk, q 21:33; 26:40). A
closer look, however, provides traces of an
older, ancient Near Eastern model of the
world which is also reﬂected in Genesis 1:6
(Allāhu lladhī khalaqa saba samāwātin wa-min
al-ar i mithlahunna, q 65:12). Here, the
world is viewed as not only covered by
seven heavenly spheres but also as relying on as many layers of “earths.” The
whole structure is surrounded by waters,
“oceans,” separated by the creator through
a barrier (maraja l-ba rayni yaltaqiyān⁄baynahumā barzakhun lā yabghiyān, q 55:19-20;
cf. 25:53; see barrier; barzakh). The cryptic qurānic statement about the two
oceans has engendered diverse interpretations, mostly attempts to vindicate the geocentric Aristotelean-Ptolemaic world view.
Only al-abarī (d. 310⁄923) presents an
interpretation in accordance with the
qurānic evidence, the image of a world
swimming in an ocean and being covered
by another ocean above the highest
heaven. Al-abarī (Tafsīr, xxvii, 75, ad
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q 55:19) states that the two oceans are
located above the earth and around it
respectively, the upper waters being fresh
and sweet (adhbun furātun), the lower salty
and bitter (mil un ujājun).
The metaphorical qurānic allusions to
the all-encompassing dimensions of God’s
throne (wasia kursiyyuhu l-samāwāti wa-l-ar ,
q 2:255; wa-huwa rabbu l-arshi l-aīm,
q 9:129) were already taken literally by
early exegetes who attempted to ﬁt the
two different designations for the throne
image into a comprehensive scheme, arsh
thus ﬁguring as the throne, kursī becoming
the footstool underneath. Throne and footstool were imagined to be of a physical
nature in the sense of celestial bodies located above the heavens and earths. The
earthly observer, facing the footstool from
below, thus ﬁnds himself in a dome-like
hemisphere. Equally, the “overﬂowing
ocean” (wa-l-ba ri l-masjūr, q 52:6), introduced as an image of the overwhelming
mono-mentality of creation under the sky,
was claimed as a celestial phenomenon
and explained as “the upper water under
the throne.” The assembled fragments of
early cosmological theories agree that the
space between the footstool or the whole
throne and the earth is ﬁlled with water.

sawwāka fa-adalaka, q 82:7), leading him
through the various phases of his life (q.v.;
huwa lladhī khalaqakum min turābin thumma
min nufatin thumma min alaqatin thumma
yukhrijukum iflan thumma li-tablughū ashuddakum thumma li-takūnū shuyūkhan, q 40:67),
giving him the beautiful shape he intended
(wa- awwarakum fa-a sana uwarakum, q 64:3;
cf. 7:10), supplying him with the sense of
hearing and seeing (wa-jaala lakumu l-sama
wa-ab āra wa-l-afida, q 32:9; see seeing and
hearing; eyes; ears; hearing and deafness) and blowing his spirit (q.v.) into him
(wa-nafakha fīhi min rū ihi, q 32.9, cf. 3:59;
40:68) or uttering the creational imperative “be” over him (khalaqahu min turābin
thumma qāla lahu “kun” fa-yakūn, q 3:59)
while at once he ﬁxed his death term
(thumma qa ā ajalan wa-ajalun musamman indahu, q 6:2). These stages of creation do
not necessarily refer only to the mythical
context of the creation of Adam (see adam
and eve) but may perhaps apply as well to
the empirically known process of human
reproduction in which God takes an active
part, forming the human being in the
womb of the mother (huwa lladhī yu awwirukum fī l-ar āmi kayfa yashāu, q 3:6; see
biology as the creation and stages of
life).
Contrarily, jinn (pl. jānn) in general have
been created from ﬁre (wa-khalaqa l-jānna
min mārijin min nār, q 55:15; cf. 15:27). Jinn
ﬁgure in the pre-qurānic world as familiar
beings. They are known from desert life as
mostly harmless demons manifesting themselves unexpectedly — often in the guise of
an animal — in front of humans as a help
(although sometimes as a trick). Alongside
this ambivalent role, they also play a significant part as bearers of a faculty of communication crucial for the social life of aljāhiliyya, acting as inspirers of supernatural
knowledge to humans who thus become
seers or poets (see poetry and poets). A
poet is supposed to be “possessed” by an

The inhabitants of the created world: humans
and jinn
God created humans from dust (wa-min
āyātihi an khalaqakum min turābin, q 3:52;
30:20; 40:67; 45:11) or clay (q.v.; wa-laqad
khalaqnā l-insāna min sulālatin min īn,
q 23:12; cf. 6:2; 32:7; 37:11), potter’s clay
(khalaqa l-insāna min al ālin ka-l-fakhkhār,
q 55:14), fermented clay (laqad khalaqnā
l-insāna min al ālin min amāin masnūn,
q 15:26) in contradistinction to the demons
which were created from smokeless ﬁre
(wa-khalaqa l-jānna min mārijin min nār,
q 55:15). He created, then proportioned
and stabilized man (alladhī khalaqaka fa-
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inspiring spirit (i.e. to be majnūn, passive
participle derived from jinn). This faculty
of the jinn which contradicts monotheistic
notions of inspiration is vehemently contested in the Qurān: Even the Prophet
himself has to cleanse himself of the accusation of being inspired by jinn (wa-mā
ā ibukum bi-majnūn, q 81:22; cf. 68:2, 51;
52:29; 37:36; 26:27; 15:6; see revelation
and inspiration).
Among jinn, Iblīs (q 2:34; 7:11; 15:31f.;
17:61; 18:50; 20:116; 26:95; 34:20; 38:74f.),
whose name is derived from Greek “diabolos” ( Jeffery, For. vocab., 47f.), plays a
prominent role in the Qurān. The noble
substance from which he is created (ﬁre,
q.v.) induces him to claim superiority over
man who is created from clay (īn). His
double afﬁliation — on the one hand with
jinn, as implied in q 15:27f. and as one
might infer from his occasional designation
as al-shayān (q 20:120; 36:60), and on the
other hand with the angels, as evident from
q 15:30f. — suggests that the Qurān shares
the notion developed in earlier Gnostic
thought that both groups, demons and angels, are closely related. They become,
however, clearly distinguishable in the
Qurān when the function of inspiration is
involved. The Prophet’s own angelic intermediator (qul man kāna aduwwan li-Jibrīla fainnahu nazzalahu alā qalbika bi-idhni llāhi…,
q 2:97; innahu la-qawlu rasūlin karīm,
q 69:40) is vehemently defended against
the suspicion of belonging to the jinn as
inspirers of poets (wa-mā huwa bi-qawli
shāir, q 69:41) or to be a shayān (wa-mā
huwa bi-qawli shayānin rajīm, q 81:25).

the vicegerent of God on earth. When the
angels contest the divine decree, God empowers Adam with the knowledge of the
names of all things whereupon the angels
accept to prostate themselves before him.
Only Iblīs — ﬁguring in the account as one
of the angels — refuses, claiming to be created from nobler material than humans.
Though condemning Iblīs for his disobedience (q.v.), God grants him his request to
play an active role in humankind’s destiny
as the seducer who performs the task of
testing humans until judgment day
(q 7:15-6).
After the creator has formed from Adam
a wife for him, “from one soul” (khalaqakum
min nafsin wā idatin wa-khalaqa minhā zawjahā, q 4:1; cf. 7:189; 30:21; 39:6; 42:11), he
lodges them in paradise (q.v.: yā-Ādamu
skun anta wa-zawjuka l-jannata, q 2:35; cf.
7:19; see garden). He forbids them to taste
from one particular tree (wa-lā taqrabā
hādhihi l-shajarata, q 2:35; cf. 7:19; see
trees), the tree of immortality (shajarati
l-khuldi wa-mulkin lā yablā, q 20:120), warning them about al-shayān ( yā-Ādamu inna
hādhā aduwwun laka wa-li-zawjika fa-lā
yukhrijannakumā mina l-jannati fa-tashqayā,
q 20:117), a ﬁgure identical to Iblīs but
bearing in his function of the seducer the
generic designation of al-shayān, i.e. a
spirit closely related to the jinn. Al-shayān
succeeds in seducing them with vain promises (q 7:20-2) and induces them to eat from
the forbidden tree. As a result they realize
their nakedness and thus their sexuality
( fa-akalā minhā fa-badat lahumā sawatuhumā,
q 20:121; cf. 7:22; also Bounfour, Sexe; see
sex and sexuality). Immediately they
cover themselves with leaves. Overtaken by
God, they have to descend from paradise
to earth ( fa-qulnā hbiū, q 2:36) where they
continue to live as mortals ( fīhā ta yawna
wa-fīhā tamūtūna wa-minhā tukhrajūn, q 7:25),
but they do receive, after expressing repentance (rabbanā alamnā anfusanā, q 7:23;

Descent of humans from paradise to earth
As known from the apocryphal “Life of
Adam and Eve” and other pre-qurānic
sources (for details, see Awn, Tragedy),
though also found in the Qurān, God had
announced his plan of creation to the angels (q 2:28-31; 15:28-38). Man was to be
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see repentance and penance), divine forgiveness ( fa-talaqqā Ādamu min rabbihi
kalimātin fa-tāba alayhi, q 2:37).
The episode is interpreted as an early
covenant between God and Adam, a covenant which Adam and his offspring later
forgot (wa-laqad ahidnā ilā Ādama min qablu
fa-nasiya wa-lam najid lahu azman⁄… faqulnā yā-Ādamu inna hādhā aduwwun laka…,
q 20:115-7). The covenant in pre-existence
is extended to humankind as a whole (a-lam
ahad ilaykum yā-banī Ādama an lā tabudū lshayāna innahu lakum aduwwun mubīn,
q 36:60). In spite of man’s liability to neglect it, Adam still ﬁgures as the ﬁrst among
the prophets with whom God entered into
covenant and is the prototype of the vicegerent of God on earth, destined to reign
in truth. The notion of a fatal sin committed by Adam and passed on to humankind does not exist in the Qurān (see fall
of man).

dwelling for humans, in the qurānic case it
is God who reminds them that his abundantly furnished habitat is both a gift
demanding thanksgiving in return and a
token for which account must be made.
It is obvious that the images used in the
Qurān to depict the human habitat as
divinely created and as divinely sustained
are in striking opposition to the image of
the heroic homelessness of human beings
in the midst of threatening and invincible
nature, as reﬂected in ancient Arabic poetry. Heroic man as depicted in the poetry
of the pre-Islamic Arabia is not only
charged with hardships to ensure the survival of his clan but also with existential
achievements to ensure the honor of his
tribe (see tribes and clans). The human
condition was understood to be governed
by the anticipation of a person’s ajal, his
fated time, life being understood as governed by the inscrutable will of a dark,
blind, semi-personal being, Fate (q.v.; aldahr) from whose strong grip there was no
escape (Izutsu, God ). Humans thus ﬁnd
themselves in constant confrontation with
al-dahr, a superior power which wastes his
strength and eventually overwhelms him,
if he himself does not forestall its blow by
exposing himself to the worst dangers,
thus inviting death itself to hit him before
the appointed time. Contrary to that scenario, in the Qurān humans are not only
provided for materially (q 78:6-11), being
accommodated in surroundings that sometimes reﬂects material abundance (wa-lar a wa aahā li-l-anām⁄fīhā fākihatun wa-lnakhlu dhātu l-akmām⁄wa-l- abbu dhū l-a fi
wa-l-ray ān⁄fa-bi-ayyi ālāi rabbikumā tukadhdhibān, q 55:10-13), but also spiritually since
God takes the responsibility for their dignity by inviting them to accept his guidance. Nothing is left to an unpredictable
fate, everything is measured in advance
(inna kulla shayin khalaqānhu bi-qadar,
q 54:49).

The human habitat in space and time
Qurānic sections entailing narrative reports of the creation of the world (q.v.;
q 41:8-12) and of humans (q 2:28-39;
7:10-34; 15:26-48; 17:61-5; 20:115-23;
38:71-85) are chronologically preceded by
reminiscences of creation embedded in exhortations to give thanks to God, i.e. “signs
of creation” (āyāt). These mostly hymn-like
appraisals of divine deeds, very frequent in
the early sūras (Graham, Signs; Neuwirth,
Studien, 192-6), that create the image of the
world as a lodging for humans, as a tent
granting them repose (a-lam najali l-ar a
mihādan⁄wa-l-jibāla awtādan⁄wa-khalāqnākum
azwājan⁄wa-jaalnā nawmakum subātan⁄wajaalnā l-layla libāsan⁄wa-jaalnā l-nahāra
maāshan, q 78:6-11), are often clad in images familiar to the Psalms (compare, for
instance, q 55 with Ps 136). There is, however, the marked difference that while the
psalmist praises God as the creator of a
monumental cosmos and a paradisiacal
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The human being’s approach to time,
conceiving it as devastating, al-ayyām and
even al-layālī — with the multiple meanings of darkness and fate — as wasting
one’s life away has thus been changed in
value. Day has become the portion of time
given to humans to strive for their livelihood (wa-jaalnā l-nahāra maāshan, q 78:11)
while nights are merely periods of repose
to be spent in the familiar space of home
and, moreover, conjugal company (wakhalaqnākum azwājan⁄wa-jaalnā nawmakum
subātan⁄wa-jaalnā l-layla libāsan, q 78:8-10).
These presentations of an intact created
space are not to be taken in isolation but
are meant to hint at a concealed meaning.
They are oriented toward an eschatological
focus (see eschatology): God’s absolute
power to create (khalq) warrants his power
to recreate (khalq jadīd, see power and
impotence). The image drawn by the āyāt
is therefore complemented by its reverse
projection, the image of the dissolution of
creation at the end of the days. These
counter-accounts to the āyāt, the “eschatological scenarios” (Neuwirth, Studien,
190-1), present created space in the situation of its destruction. The eschatological
events do not, however, mark the deﬁnite
extinction of the created cosmos, but
space — after passing the temporal limit of
judgment — reappears under two contrasting images: the absolute negative, tormenting ﬁre, hell ( jahannam, see hell; fire); and
the absolute positive, the shady paradisiacal garden ( janna), the representations of
which occupy considerable space in the
early sūras. The early verses about human
accommodation on earth (al-dunyā, “the
lower world”) and in the hereafter (alākhira, “the last times”), though highly referential, only incidentally reﬂect the older
scriptural narratives themselves. They are
very often closely related to the liturgical
recollections of ancient Near Eastern lore
with their rich metaphoric resources such

as the psalms (cf. Speyer, Erzählungen, 447-9;
Neuwirth, Narrative; see metaphor;
narratives) known from the practice of
the monotheist groups adjacent to the
early community — a fact scarcely astonishing in view of the liturgical character of
the early sūras. It is only subsequently that
later reminiscences of world creation, encountered in sūras that already serve primarily didactic ends, occur in the shape of
sermon-like admonishments.
God and humans
The Qurān stresses again and again that
humans, as such, are ambivalent creatures,
being ungrateful (qutila l-insānu mā akfarahu,
q 80:17; cf. 22:46; 42:48; 43:15; see gratitude and ingratitude) and stubborn (inna
l-insāna li-rabbihi la-kanūd, q 100:6), fainthearted (inna l-insāna khuliqa halūan,
q 70:19), heavy (laqad khalaqnā l-insāna fī
kabad, q 90:4), unruly and willful (inna
l-insāna la-yaghā, q 96:6). This deﬁciency — as the context of the sūras in question shows — is due both to their shortsightedness and to their obligations to their
creator (a-ya sabu an lam yarahu a ad, q 90:7;
cf. 100:9f.). It is a defect anticipated by the
angels who before the creation of Adam
disapproved of God’s plan to install humans as his deputies on earth arguing that
they might cause corruption and shed
blood (qālū a-tajalu fīhā man yufsidu fīhā wayasﬁku l-dimā, q 2:30). Still, “humanity,”
through Adam, is a khilāfa (see caliph) of
God. The centrality of humanity and its
representational relationship to God can
be seen as grounded in an ontological
“community” (al-Azmeh, Thought; see community and society in the qurn). Although according to the Qurān human
beings are not explicitly created in the image of God, they still share crucial faculties
with God, primarily that of mercy (q.v.;
ra ma, cf. e.g. wa-huwa ar amu l-rā imīn,
q 12:92; and fa-ammā l-yatīma fa-lā taqhar⁄
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wa-ammā l-sāila fa-lā tanhar, q 93:9-10), the
readiness to revise their positions and repent (thumma yatūbūna min qarībin fa-ūlāika
yatūbu llāhu alayhim, q 4:17), to remain patient (wa-lain abartum la-huwa khayrun lilābirīn, q 16:126). If humans do not cope
with the tasks imposed on them by God’s
primordial design, it still remains their destiny to take them upon themselves. As a
creature the human being is surely subject
to contradictory conditions, grandeur and
wretchedness (laqad khalaqnā l-insāna fī
a sani taqwīm⁄thumma radadnāhu asfala
sāfilīn, q 95:4-5). However, as the symbolic
subtext of the sūra suggests, human time
(q.v.) is not conﬁned to the circular span of
an individual’s lifetime but has become
linear, extending over a much longer period. Although human physical time does
describe a circle from insigniﬁcant beginnings to its climax in adulthood and back
to decrepitude, the signiﬁcant, spiritual
time of the human condition spans from
primordial creation and subsequent divine
revelation to humankind on the one hand,
to the resolution of creation and the ﬁnal,
eschatological rendering of account on
the other.
These images, in spite of their eschatological framework (see eschatology), are
closely reminiscent of the psalms, not only
implying an active, personal role on the
side of God but also his faculty to work as
an artisan who shapes humans like a potter
shapes his forms (khalaqa l-insāna min al ālin
ka-l-fakhkhār, q 55:14), who used his own
hands in creation (mā manaaka an tasjuda limā khalaqtu bi-yadayya, q 38:75) and who
certainly keeps everything under his supervision (wa- nai l-fulka bi-ayuninā, q 11:37).
These verses of the Qurān with their
overtly anthropomorphic imagery, attributing to God not only power and will but
also eyes (q.v.) and hands (q.v.) and most
strikingly a stable location, a throne (thumma
stawā alā l-arshi, q 7:54), are apt to coun-

terbalance the evidence of an absolute
transcendence of God as suggested by the
numerous verses about his extreme remoteness and exclusive power (see anthropomorphism). The notion of one particular
God as the creator of the world, of course,
had already been acknowledged in preIslamic Arabia but this association between
creation and God had not always been
necessarily ﬁrm and deﬁnite and thus
could be taken to be of little relevance for
created beings. It is exactly the awareness
of human “creatureliness” (Isutzu, God),
the acceptance of this particular descent of
humankind, that forms the basis of an Islamic consciousness.
There is further evidence of a totally new
scenario of mundane interaction: Social
life appears not only to be based on God’s
providence, as though God were simply a
substitute for the blind fate which overshadowed the jāhilī life (see age of ignorance), but also to be substantially new in
nature. Human interaction is no longer
conﬁned to the human agents involved
but has been extended to accommodate a
new “mythic participant,” — hierarchically more elevated than the human coactors — who plays the role of a “stage
director.” He lends his hand to support his
creatures in difﬁcult ventures such as the
exaction of blood revenge (see vengeance) — previously a domain of the heroic individual ( faqad jaalnā li-waliyyihi sulānan falā yusrif fī l-qatli innahu kāna man ūran,
q 17:33) and relieves man of the burden of
providing for his extended family in times
of crisis; God’s provision even works to
eliminate the barbaric forms of self-preservation inherited from the jāhiliyya, such as
infanticide (q.v.; q 17:31, cf. 81:9). But God
as the creator and preserver of his creatures is not only their co-actor, he is their
preceptor as well: The mode of communicating the new knowledge about the personal divine-human relation itself claims to
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encompass the participation of the dominant new protagonist as it emerges as
speech sent from on high. Insofar as this
sender is at once an ever-present actor in
the scenario of the new scripture-oriented
interaction, communication as reﬂected in
the Qurān decisively transcends all earlier
analogies of superhuman transmission of
knowledge, primarily the mode of soothsaying, wa y al-kahāna (see soothsayers).

by the account of the ﬁrst transgression.
All cases, however, work to elucidate particular needs of the community. The
complete set of structural elements are
(1) a short introductory recollection of the
creation of human beings or of the pact
concluded between God and humankind.
This is followed by (2) the drama in
heaven: (a) God’s announcement to the
angels of Adam’s creation, (b) their disapproval but (c) ﬁnal acceptance of Adam’s
election, and (d) the deal concluded between God and Iblīs allowing for the testing of man by Iblīs⁄al-shayān. After its
treatment in the first three sūra accounts,
the deal story is ﬁnally followed by (3) the
test of the ﬁrst couple. It is, however, noteworthy that the canonized ﬁnal text of the
Qurān (mu af, q.v.) has placed a most
elaborate and theologically relevant version of the comprehensive account in the
ﬁrst main part of the ﬁrst long sūra though
not the beginning of the corpus.

Developments
The problem of evil and suffering (q.v.),
the need to explain their existence, which
does not arise in tribally oriented traditional religions, had to be introduced for
pagan listeners of the qurānic message.
The myth of the ﬁrst sin or more precisely
of human initiation in the notion of good
and evil, is conveyed in a biblical context in
the account of the ﬁrst couple’s tasting of
the forbidden tree in the very beginning of
the Judaeo-Christian scripture. As for the
Qurān, the analogous account does not
occupy a comparably prominent position.
With regard to the early sūras, the divine
creation of humans is often recollected,
clad in hymn-like reminiscences of divine
providence that appear in the context of
short hymn-like verses (qra bismi rabbika
lladhī khalaqa⁄khalaqa l-insāna min alaq,
q 96:1-2; alladhī khalaqa fa-sawwā, q 87:2).
These texts are not interested, however, in
the dramatic circumstances of man’s transition from a mythic orbit into that of lived
reality. With the evolution of the polythematic sūra, i.e. with the transition of the
Qurān from an oral to a written and thus
scripture-oriented text and the accompanying process of a canonization from below (Neuwirth, Rezitationstext; see book),
a complex structure for the mythic drama
emerges. The divine choice of the human
being as God’s elect and the ensuing election (q.v.) of a community is presented in
six sūras; in later cases, it is complemented

Sūra 15:26-48
The earliest testimony of the story occupies the central part of q 15 (vv. 26-48). It is
still conﬁned to the drama of the deal in
heaven (2 a, c, d). This simple type (i.e.
without the test of the ﬁrst couple) unfolds
before the mythic backdrop of the creation
of humans and jinn from diverse substances
as stated in the programmatic verse
q 15:26, quoted almost exactly from the
earlier q 55:14-5 (innā khalaqnā l-insāna min
al ālin ka-l-fakhkhār wa-khalaqa l-jānna min
mārijin min nār, q 15:26-7). This diversity of
the elements of creation which did not
produce immediate antagonisms between
the two groups in q 55, gains momentum
in all the texts involving Iblīs. After creating the ﬁrst human being from clay God
invites the spirits — creatures generated
from ﬁre — to prostrate themselves before
him (see bowing and prostration). Only
Iblīs refuses — claiming to be of more
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noble origin than Adam. Accused of disobedience and cursed, he is nevertheless
granted respite from punishment and
authorized to set out to challenge his primordial rival, Adam, i.e. humankind,
through seduction. God himself thus cedes
part of his interaction with humankind to
Iblīs, entitling him to test humans. He will,
however, have no power over God’s elected
servants (illā ibādaka minhumu l-mukhla īn,
q 15:40). Humans thus have the option of
following guidance or giving way to seduction, which henceforth provides the criterion separating true believers and deluded
disbelievers (see belief and unbelief). It is
the work of Iblīs that underlies the crisis
reﬂected in the sūra, namely the schism of
the Meccans into believers and unbelievers. Inasmuch as the agreement between
God and Satan, concluded in pre-existence
(for the type of this mythical story cf. Job),
foresees that most of those put to the test
by Iblīs⁄al-shayān will not resist seduction,
it is only logical that the community of the
ﬁrst hearers of the Qurān (ibādu llāhi
mukhla ūn), who have remained untouched
by Iblīs, have to face a majority who insist
on denying the message (see opposition to
muammad). The Meccan community and
their opponents alike thus appear to have
been preconceived as such in pre-existence.
The focus of the argument is on the election of the group of actual listeners, the
adherents of the qurānic message, who,
though suffering social hardships, are divinely elected. The mythic narrative comes
as a consolation (q.v.), serving to reafﬁrm
for them the justice of their cause and to
legitimate them as a religious community.
Their status as a religious community is
afﬁrmed by the fact that the ensuing pericope addresses them (nabbi ibād, q 15:49)
as the recipients of a divine message, including the exemplary story of previously
beleaguered righteous believers. With such
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biblical predecessors of the Meccan community, who emerge from their struggle
against calumny, prejudice, superstition
and tradition, with manifest triumph,
with their foes and hostile conspirators
disowned and broken (Cragg, Event, 171),
the sūra predicts success for those who
endure.
Sūra 38:71-85
The second version of the simple type of
the deal-story (q 38:67-85) serves different
ends. The pericope which differs in rhythm
and rhyme from the preceding text may
have been linked to it in order to supply a
heavenly prototype (q 38:69) for the ambivalent activity of arguing which appears
as the leitmotiv of the whole sūra. Dispute
is presented as the negative counterpart of
the implementation of truth (al- ukm bil- aqq, q 38:22, 26; cf. 38:84; see debate
and disputation). The central ﬁgure of the
sūra is David (q.v.; Dāwūd), evoked as a
prominent scriptural personiﬁcation of the
primordial deputy of God on earth, as
divinely decreed ( yā-Dāwūdu inn jaalnāka
khalīfatan fī l-ar i fa- kum bayna l-nāsi bil- aqqi wa-lā tattabii l-hawā fa-yu illaka an
sabīli llāhi, q 38:26). The episode relates
that two numinous disputants (wa-hal atāka
nabau l-kha mi…⁄idh dakhalū alā Dāwūda
fa-fazia minhum qālū lā takhaf, kha māni…,
q 38:21-2) appear before David to enact a
symbolical lawsuit thereby arousing his
troubled conscience (wa-anna Dāwūdu
annamā fattannāhu fa-staghfara rabbahu,
q 38:24). The argument is about a case
where truth was suppressed by rhetorical
means (wa-azzanī fī l-khiāb, q 38:23), an
inappropriate use of dispute. Dispute to
avoid facing a truth is also practiced by
those condemned to hell (takhā umu ahli
l-nār, q 38:64). But the primordial origin of
arguing lies in the role played by Iblīs in
the heavenly deal. It is true, the heavenly
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council (see court) itself is in dispute (mā
kāna lī min ilmin bi-l-malai l-alā idh yakhta imūn, q 38:69), most probably an allusion
to the angels’ disapproval of the election of
Adam as deputy of God and thus entitled
to the obedience of the heavenly hosts (waidh qāla rabbuka lil-malāikati innī jāilun fī
l-ar i khalīfatan fa-qālū a-tajalu fīhā man yufsidu fīhā, q 2:30). But all ﬁnally comply;
only the pretentious Iblīs (istakbara, q 38:74;
see arrogance) insists on the inferiority of
humans to spirits, daring to dismiss God’s
argument of creating Adam with his own
hands (mā manaaka an tasjuda li-mā khalaqtu
bi-yadayya, q 38:75) in view of his nobler
substance. He is cursed (see curse) and
driven from the heavens. Being granted,
however, respite from punishment, he
starts a new argument. He invokes God’s
omnipotence itself (bi-izzatika, q 38:82) in
swearing to seduce all of Adam’s offspring — again excluding explicitly the
elected servants (q 38:83; cf. 15:40). Against
Iblīs’ pathetic oath, God invokes the truth
of his own word (qāla fa-l- aqqu wa-l- aqqa
aqūl, q 38:84) to attest to the ﬁrmness of
his will to punish Iblīs and his followers,
consigning them to hell. The pericope embedded in a section about reafﬁrmation of
the community is — however close in content to that in q 15 — distinguished from it
by its far higher tension, being itself an enactment of a takhā um, a ﬁerce argument.
Arguing, in the sense disapproved by the
adīth (inna abgha a l-nāsi ilā llāhi l-aladdu lkha mi) has its primordial origin in Iblīs’
performance in the deal episode. The focus
of the version presented in q 38 is on the
pretentiousness of Iblīs (istakbara, q 38:74-5)
who dares to argue with God, only to end
up with the power to work seductive works
(la-ughwiyannahum, q 38:82) that fail next to
God’s true words (al- aqq, q 38:84). His is a
merely rhetorical message devoid of truth
and meant to lead to an illusive conﬁdence

in human self-sufﬁciency on the side of his
followers.
Sūra 17:61-5
A further echo of the deal-story, again
placed in the context of consolation in a
crisis, is presented by a short pericope in
q 17:61-5. The passage is part of a vehement polemic (see polemic and polemical
language) against unbelievers which entails admonitions to the community to
remain patient with those who are obviously affected by Iblīs⁄al-shayān (wa-qul
li-ibādī yaqūlū llatī hiya a sanu inna l-shayāna
yanzaghu baynahum inna l-shayāna kāna lilinsāni aduwwan mubīnan, q 17:53). The isolation the community suffers thus follows
from Iblīs’ power over the majority of
humankind (la-a tanikanna dhurriyyatahu illā
qalīlan, q 17:62), while it is at the same time
proof of their being elected (inna ibādī
laysa laka alayhim sulānun wa-kafā bi-rabbika
wakīlan, q 17:65). The short recollection of
the deal-narrative pinpoints the means of
seduction introduced by al-shayān, particularly wealth and numerous offspring,
those privileges of which the community’s
powerful opponents boast. The mythic
story thus reveals them as most ambiguous
commands, no more than divinely intended devices for testing. In the end, the
essential remains the enactment of the
human response to the offer of divine
guidance.
Sūra 20:115-23
In the second type of the account, which
focuses on the test (3) of the primordial
couple, only allusion is made to the mythic
deal (2) between God and Iblīs. This more
complex narrative is presented in the ﬁnal,
consoling, section of q 20 (vv. 115-23). The
story is introduced (1) as a divine covenant
(q.v.) with Adam. Al-shayān, obviously
identical with Iblīs but introduced with his
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generic designation to underline his role as
a malign force, seduces the ﬁrst couple to
taste from the tree of immortality (shajaratu
l-khuld, q 20:120). They comply — in spite
of a divine warning ( yā-Ādamu inna hādhā
aduwwun laka wa-li-zawjika, q 20:117) —
obviously from mere curiosity since God
has reminded them that they do not lack
anything by which to satisfy their hunger
(inna laka allā tajūa fīhā, q 20:118). What
they actually gain from tasting the forbidden fruit is, however, not immortality but
the awareness of their nakedness and their
sexuality (Bounfour, Sexe). The hitherto
unfelt desire to consume the fruit from the
unknown tree is now followed by an
equally novel desire to cover their bodies,
a measure which God had declared to be
superﬂuous (inna laka allā tajūa fīhā wa-la
tarā, q 20:118). Once the fruit is tasted, the
awareness of individuality and thus the
need of delimiting oneself from the surrounding world, of bearing a secret (see
secrets) not to be exposed to outsiders, has
been aroused: They cover themselves with
leaves. The implications of their changing
relationship towards the outer world are,
however, fully elaborated. The transgression is, contrarily, viewed solely as demanding repentance. Accepted once
again by God they are granted guidance.
Though they have to descend from paradise, obviously understood as a demotion
in status, they do not part without the
divine promise that guidance will be offered to them later on to save them from
going astray (q.v.). It is the awareness of
this binding covenant between God and
humankind which can only be disrupted by
human forgetfulness (qāla ka-dhālika atatka
āyātunā fa-nasītahā wa-ka-dhālika l-yawma
tunsā, q 20:126) that marks the dividing line
between the community and the disbelievers. The community — and this is the message of the sūra — has become a people of

a divine covenant (q.v.). It is noteworthy
that this ﬁrst version of the test-narrative
displays a particular tendency to rid single
narrative elements of their virtual mythic
potency. Thus the act of tasting of the fruit
deemed fatal in the biblical story as well as
the desire to cover one’s body, an experience marking the transition to a new stage
of socialization, are both reduced in advance to a mere satisfaction of physical
needs, God admonishing the ﬁrst couple
that they do not suffer from hunger nor
from lack of clothing. The mythic signiﬁcance of the acts, the momentum of their
essential “ﬁrstness,” has thus been lost and
excluded.
Sūra 7:10-34
The third type of account, which is the
most comprehensive account, entailing an
introduction and both the deal- and the
test-narratives (1, 2, 3), is presented in a
pericope embedded in the polemical introductory section of q 7 (vv. 10-34). It starts
with an appeal (1) to the listeners — who
are viewed as embodying Adam — to
remember their creation and their accommodation in their earthly dwelling, presented as an ideal habitat, and to be accordingly grateful. The scenario then
switches to the heavens (2) where Iblīs ﬁgures in his well-known role as a rebel refusing to prostrate himself before Adam; he is
cursed but at his request granted a stay of
punishment. Rather, he sets out to seduce
humans to the vice of ingratitude — that
particular human deﬁciency already lamented as prevailing among them in the
introduction. The test story (3) again sets
forth an appeal, addressed to Adam and
his wife to enjoy the fruit of the garden
except for one tree which they are to avoid.
Al-shayān, eager to make them aware of
their nakedness, whispers that the restriction has only been made to deny them the
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status of angels and eternal life. Arousing
their curiosity and greed for a good withheld, he induces them to eat from the tree,
thus causing their discovery of their nakedness. Again they hasten to cover themselves
with leaves. The mischief cannot, however,
remain hidden; God calls them to account,
reminding them that they have been
warned about al-shayān — an allusion to
the earlier text q 20:117 ( yā-Ādamu inna
hādhā aduwwun laka wa-li-zawjika fa-lā
yukhrijannakuma mina l-jannati fa-tashqayā).
They acknowledge their transgression and
ask to be pardoned. Since the acceptance
of the plea is already known from an earlier text (thumma ijtabāhu rabbuhu fa-tāba
alayhi wa-hadā, q 20:122), the divine answer
is conﬁned to the decree that they have to
leave paradise altogether to ﬁnd their living on earth, destined moreover to be each
other’s enemies. Immortality is emphatically denied to them ( fīhā ta yawna wa-fīhā
tamūtūna, q 7:25) but death is not ﬁnal in
view of the central qurānic revelation, the
promise of resurrection (wa-minhā tukhrajūna, q 7:25). This account of both the election and the test of man, the fullest in the
Qurān, functions as an etiological basis
for an argument that is unfolded in the ensuing sermon. Humans are exhorted (see
exhorations) to accept the custom of
clothing as a divine grace calling for gratefulness, a social achievement to assure
decency — which is only eclipsed in value
by the allegorical cloth of humankind, the
virtue of fear of God. They shall beware
of al-shayān whose seduction brings about
degradation in rank and humiliation
through exposure. Further admonitions
ensue regarding decent behavior in places
of worship, while the upholders of coarse
pagan customs are denounced as followers
of al-shayān. The account, which is obviously understood to culminate in the primordial couple’s shocking awareness of

their nakedness, is thus put to the service
of a reform concept, the plea for a less
ostentatious pagan practice of ancient
Arabian rites which were occasionally performed by naked worshipers.
Sūra 2:28-39
The fourth type (q 2:28-39) presents yet a
different selection of elements: It is characterized by a particularly elaborate prologue
(2a) to the — shortly summarized —
heavenly deal (2b), leading to the test story
(3). The prologue, focusing on the newly
developed design, serves to solve the
enigma of God’s demand of the angels to
prostrate themselves before a ﬁgure other
than himself. The pericope (q 2:28-39) is
part of a sūra which appears as a loose collection of diverse text units, thus making it
difﬁcult to judge the structural function of
its single elements; the pericope may, however, be fruitfully juxtaposed to previous
versions. With a prelude which recalls
(1) the creation of humankind and the cosmos (q 2:28-9) it continues with God’s announcement that he is to establish a deputy
on earth (innī jāilun fī l-ar i khalīfatan,
q 2:30), a plan vehemently opposed by the
angels who anticipate the moral ambivalence of human behavior in contrast to
their own pure service of God (wa-na nu
nusabbi u bi- amdika wa-nuqaddisu laka,
q 2:30). In order for him to be superior to
the angels Adam is endowed with the
knowledge of the names of things and thus
accepted. The angels refrain from further
argument complying with God’s knowledge of hidden truth (a-lam aqul lakum innī
alamu ghayba l-samāwāti wa-l-ar i, q 2:33;
see hidden and the hidden). They prostrate themselves before God’s elect with
the now well-known exception of Iblīs
whose ensuing “investiture” as seducer is
now presupposed. In the second part of
the narrative (3), Adam, whose future
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important role in the lower realm of the
earth has already been disclosed to the listeners, has to go through the decisive
change from a privileged but not selfresponsible inhabitant of the garden to an
active responsible agent on earth. The positive response to God’s invitation to establish himself with his wife in the garden
but to conﬁne themselves to the share entrusted to them (wa-kulā minhā raghadan
aythu shitumā wa-lā taqrabā…, q 2:35) cannot therefore be lasting. Indeed, the ensuing transgression of the limits set in the
divine offer is but the enactment of the
transition demanded for the realization of
the destined change. But the qurānic perspective is different: The blame is laid on
al-shayān who is accused of having made
them slip and thus of despoiling their
enjoyment of the garden and the status
they had held. They are ordered to descend to earth, inimical to each other
(see enemy), where they will ﬁnd a living
place and provisional means of living.
Their repentance and rehabilitation being
known from the earlier texts, it is only ﬁtting that Adam whose election as khalīfatu
llāh on earth and whose endowment with
knowledge constituted the beginning of
the story, is honored in the end by a divine
message ( fa-talaqqā Ādamu min rabbihi kalimātin, q 2:37) and promised guidance for
his offspring. The pericope is strongly referential and relies on the listeners’ knowledge of important details from earlier
publicized pericopes. But the plot has by
now changed its focus: It is no longer a
consolation for the community of the elect
confronted with followers of the seducer as
in the earliest versions (type one), nor a lesson in obedience the neglect of which will
result in shameful self-exposure and humiliating degradation from a noble status to a
more burdensome one (type two), nor an
argument for the implementation of new
social norms (type three). Rather, it is obviously intended to be more universal by pre-

senting the primordial exemplum for the
endless coexistence of the positive option
of divine guidance — to be implemented
by the deputy of God on earth — and the
negative option of following one’s desire.
Inclination towards the wrong choice has
been already experienced by the ﬁrst human being and is reﬂected in human behavior since then. The human being now
established as the deputy of God on earth,
the qurānic admonitions and recollections
of examples acquire the momentum of
this deputy’s ethical project to be implemented on earth.
Summary: Some theological implications
The seemingly repetitive qurānic creation
accounts clearly convey various messages.
They share, however, the characteristic of
a far-reaching emptiness of those mythical
traits that in the biblical story serve to explain world order etiologically. Indeed, a
kind of demystiﬁcation has taken place.
The ﬁrst woman is neither compromised
by a “secondary” origin from a rib of
Adam, thus being degraded to comparatively inferior rank, nor does she play a
fatal initiative role in the act of transgression that could win her the doubtful reputation of a seductress. Furthermore, the
tasting of the food is not motivated by any
alluring mystery that could arouse desire
(the biblical concupiscentia oculorum); rather,
the act is marginalized as essentially superﬂuous in view of the lack of hunger suffered by the inhabitants of the garden. Not
even the sudden discovery of their nakedness as a shocking exposure is viewed as
more than incidental mischief. The most
signiﬁcant role of Iblīs as a dialogical
agent — bringing about the transformation of the human being from an obedient
but not self-responsible creature to an active agent ﬁt to take up his task on earth —
remains unacknowledged in the Qurān.
It is no surprise, then, that later exegetes
in the ūfī tradition have revised his image.
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Iblīs becomes a tragic ﬁgure raised to the
rank of the purest believer in the unrivalled uniqueness of his lord, whose refusal
to prostate himself before Adam though an
act of disobedience to God’s command,
becomes an act of faithfulness to God’s
will ( allāj; Awn, Tragedy). It is noteworthy
that determinist exegesis leads to similar
conclusions: If God has decreed the role
of Iblīs, how can Iblīs be blamed? The
Qurān and mainstream exegesis, however, do not allow for such a moral rehabilitation of the ﬁgure. Still in the narrative,
however, he alone retains a mythic dimension, posing an unsolved enigma. In view
of the otherwise strikingly a-mythic reading of the ancient accounts in the Qurān
it becomes all the more relevant that a
mythic elevation of the community of believers has taken place, their emergence being foreshadowed in the deal concluded in
pre-existence between God and Iblīs. It is
in that sense that the community is anticipated, raised to the rank of God’s elects,
inaccessible to the machinations of Iblīs.
The ﬁnal growth of the account reached in
q 2:28-39 culminates in a combination of
two election narratives, the universal election of Adam who is called upon to implement divine truth on earth and the historical election of the community to live up to
the truth transmitted to them from the
same source, is hardly purely accidental. At
this advanced stage of the canonical process where the concept of a khalīfatu llāh on
earth as an agent of God who is to reign in
truth (already touched upon, but not yet
unfolded in q 38:26) constitutes the nucleus
of a central qurānic design, could a more
qualiﬁed personiﬁcation of that divine design be imagined than that offered by the
elect community?
A later, isolated verse, q 33:72, presents
a shorthand mythic image — familiar to
other Near Eastern traditions as well (cf.
Speyer, Erzählungen) — for the unique rank
of man in the qurānic concept of cosmog-

ony: “We offered the trust to the heavens
and the earth and the mountains, but they
refused to carry it and were afraid of it;
and man carried it, verily man is sinful,
very foolish” (innā ara nā l-amānata alā lsamāwāti wa-l-ar i wa-l-jibāli fa-abayna an
ya milnahā wa-ashfaqna minhā wa- amalahā
l-insānu innahu kāna alūman jahūlan). Humans thus took upon themselves the
challenge and the risk of falling prey to injustice and error (q.v.). Human consent to
this privileged, yet dangerous stance within
the venture of creation appears like a
“ﬁat” to the order of a world that involves
humans as serious partners from the beginning (Talbi, L’homme). The risk is, of course,
mutual: Cragg (Mind, 142) has stressed,
“there is an evident risk divinely taken at
creation. Man was seen as a dubious proposition in the divine counsels — too frail
to be trusted, too arrogant to be thus empowered, too liable to shed blood and corrupt the earth. In this qurānic myth of
man-the-liability, history is seen as the
sphere of the Satanic determination to
prove the accusation valid and the divine
risk discredited. The very theme of history
is thus the question mark of human worth,
albeit understood as a vital question-mark
of divine wisdom and power. The wisdom
of God is staked on the credibility of man
as its supreme test and venture. The question of God is the question of man. The
human is in this way the sphere in which
the divine is either acknowledged or belied.” See history and the qurn.
Angelika Neuwirth
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Although this notion is often invoked in the
Qurān, especially in verses that describe
the struggle of the Muslim community
against their Meccan and pagan Arab foes
(see opposition to muammad; arabs), it is
usually expressed indirectly or descriptively.
The words shajāa, amāsa and basāla that
commonly designate “courage,” “bravery”
or “valor” in pre-Islamic poetry and tribal
lore are conspicuously absent from the
qurānic text (see pre-islamic arabia and
the qurn). Qurānic terms such as bas
(q 48:16; 59:14; 27:33), bash (q 50:36), abr
and its derivatives (q 3:142, 146; 2:153, 155;
8:46, 65; 19:65, etc.), jihād (q.v.) and its cognates (q 3:142, 9:41,81, etc.), do not cover
the same semantic ﬁeld as the former
three, although they do highlight some
important aspects of the idea at hand.
The qurānic avoidance of the common
pre-Islamic words for courage and bravery
may be attributed to the radical transformation of the traditional bedouin (q.v.)
tribal values following the advent of Islam
(see tribes and clans). Prominent among
these values were amāsa, muruwwa, and
ir which connoted, in addition to the dignity and power of a free tribesman, his
“bravery in battle, patience in misfortune,
persistence in seeking blood revenge [see
retaliation; blood money; murder; vengeance], protection (q.v.) of the weak, deﬁance of the strong” (Izutsu, Concepts, 27).
More importantly, the word amāsa implied
the tribesman’s readiness to defend valiantly
the gods and religious customs of his tribe
or tribal confederation, e.g. the ums and
the illa (Frantsouzoff, Processes; see idolaters and idolatry; polytheism and
atheism). Such connotations may have rendered it totally unacceptable from the Islamic viewpoint. After Islam had thoroughly revised these and other concepts to
suit its overall value system, some of the
terms that were intimately intertwined

Courage
That quality of mind which enables one to
meet danger and difﬁculties with resolve.
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with the pre-Islamic bedouin mentality
seem to have been consciously abandoned
in favor of more neutral ones.
This Islamic revision of the old values
and virtues did not necessarily entail a
total and indiscriminate rejection of the
pre-Islamic code of honor (q.v.) that
praised courage and condemned cowardice. It is more appropriate to speak of a
selective adaptation of this code to the
central tenets of Islam. In the process of
this adaptation, the thoughtless, impulsive bravery of the proud tribesman
(see arrogance) which often led to the
senseless bloodshed (q.v.) and inhuman
ferocity of tribal feuds was replaced with
the idea of “a noble, well-disciplined courage with a lofty aim serving the cause of
the right religion: courage ‘in the way of
God’ ” (Izutsu, Concepts, 85; see islam; path
or way [of god]). This type of courage is
frequently invoked in the Qurān without,
however, being described by such valueladen terms of the pre-Islamic past as
amāsa, basāla, shajāa and their derivatives.
In the Qurān, the correct type of courage
is consistently associated with the notions
of ilm and abr, which signify man’s ability
to “overcome his own blind passions and to
remain tranquil and undisturbed” in the
face of the gravest danger (Izutsu, God,
205) and to persevere in championing a religious cause (Izutsu, Concepts, 102). These
virtues (see virtue) are indispensable for
the Muslim warrior on the battleﬁeld (see
expeditions and battles; war). Therefore,
they develop “quite naturally into the spirit
of martyrdom, that is, the moral strength
to undergo with amazing heroism death or
any torment for the sake of one’s own
faith” (Izutsu, Concepts, 102; see martyr).
In the Qurān, these qualities are sometimes juxtaposed with the unpredictable,
reckless behavior of the pagan Arab, who
is quick to lose self-control and to succumb

to ﬁts of a destructive, blind rage. The contrast between the two types of behavior on
the battleﬁeld is thrown into relief in
q 48:26 which sets the senseless ﬁerceness
of the pagan inhabitants ( amiyyat aljāhiliyya) of Mecca (q.v.; see age of ignorance) in opposition to the unshakable
calmness and steadfast resignation of the
Muslims, which they acquire through the
Divine Presence (sakīna, see sechina) in
their midst (cf. q 9:26 and 40, where, in addition to the sakīna, God reinforces the believers with “the multitudes, or legions, [of
angels?] you do not see”; see hidden and
the hidden). Occasionally, the Muslims’
unﬂagging allegiance to God’s cause is
presented in terms of a commercial deal
between the two parties (see contracts
and alliances): “God has bought from the
believers their souls and their possessions
(see possession; wealth) as they will have
the Garden (q.v.; see also paradise); they
ﬁght in the way of God, they kill and get
killed; that is a promise binding upon
God in the Torah (q.v.), and the Gospel
(q.v.) and the Qurān; and who fulﬁlls his
covenant (q.v.) more truly than God?”
(q 9:111; see selling and buying). The
actions of the pagan warrior, on the other
hand, are dictated primarily by his exaggerated sense of pride and independence,
his obligations toward his kinsfolk (see
kinship) and his conﬁdence of his superior
physical strength, all of which constituted
the bedouin code of honor.
The Qurān accentuates the disparity
between the pagan and Muslim values by
attributing the distinctive concepts of fear
(q.v.) and honor to their respective carriers.
While the pagan’s haughty refusal to surrender to the will of any other person is
dictated by his fear of tarnishing his personal honor, as dictated by the unwritten
laws of the tribal society, the Qurān presents the Muslim as willingly bowing before
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the supreme authority and might of God
(see bowing and prostration; authority).
Hence his only fear is to fail in his obligations toward his Lord, e.g. by withdrawing
from battle or refusing to obey the commands of his Messenger (q.v.; see also
disobedience). This pious fear (khawf,
taqwā, see piety) strengthens the resolve of
faithful Muslims in times of adversity,
causing them to resign themselves to their
destiny and to ﬁght in the way of God to
the bitter end (q 3:172-5; cf. 9:81-3). Moreover, while pre-Islamic poetry (see poetry
and poets) usually celebrates individual
courage, the Qurān emphasizes the collective spirit of its Islamic counterpart:
“God loves those who ﬁght in his way in
ranks, as though they were a building wellcompacted” (q 61:4; see community and
society; social interactions). In this context, the god-fearing attitude of the Muslim ﬁghter which lies behind his inﬂexible
determination to defend his faith is intimately linked to the central tenet of the
Muslim religion, that is, the human being’s
unconditional submission to the will of
God. In return God gives them “the reward of this world and the fairest reward
of the world to come” (q 3:148; see reward and punishment; blessing).
As for those who waver when confronted
with a superior enemy force and who seek
refuge in their homes due either to weakness or to the whisperings of Satan (see
devil; ibls), they are threatened with “a
grievous punishment” in the hereafter. The
Qurān repeatedly condemns them as “the
hypocrites and those in whose hearts is
sickness” (q 33:12; see hypocrites and
hypocrisy). Boastful (see boast) and overconﬁdent in times of peace (q.v.), they
quickly panic and lose heart at the sight of
the approaching enemy: “When fear
comes upon them, you see them looking at
you, their eyes rolling like one who swoons

of death; but when the fear departs, they
ﬂay you with sharp tongues, covetous of
the good things. Those have not believed”
(q 33:19). Since such people are interested
primarily in the spoils of war (see booty),
they are prone to squabbling and mutual
recriminations; they also routinely doubt
the wisdom of the Prophet and the accuracy of his predictions (q 3:149-52; see
prophets and prophethood; wisdom;
infallibility). Their vacillation and opportunism are constantly juxtaposed with
the moral strength and selﬂess heroism of
the true believers who remain steadfast and
unshakeable under any adversity or suffering: “They were true to their covenant
with God; some of them have fulﬁlled
their vow (q.v.) by death, and some are still
awaiting, and they have not changed in the
least” (q 33:23).
In many verses, the trials and defeat in
battle experienced by the Medinan community are depicted as divine tests that
were meant to unmask the backsliders and
separate them from the true believers. Although God unfailingly comes to his community’s rescue with “legions you do not
see,” he wants the faithful to demonstrate
their ﬁdelity to his cause by exerting themselves in the struggle against their pagan
foes (q 3:140-2,154, 166; 47:4; see trial).
The valiant behavior of the Muslim warriors at Badr (q.v.) and Uud (q.v.) is preﬁgured by the feats of the faithful followers of
the earlier prophets, e.g. those of Saul’s
(ālūt; see saul) men against whom
Samuel (q.v.) sent the superior army of
Goliath ( Jālūt; see goliath) in an episode
probably meant to inspire a similar unswerving loyalty in Muammad’s own supporters following the defeat at Uud (Bell,
Commentary, i, 52): “Said those who reckoned they should meet God, ‘How often a
little company has overcome a numerous
company, by God’s leave! And God is with
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the patient.’ So when they went forth
against Goliath and his hosts they said,
‘Our Lord, pour out upon us patience, and
make ﬁrm our feet, and give us aid against
the people of the unbelievers!’ And they
routed them, by the leave of God!”
(q 2:249-50; see trust and patience).
A large group of hortative verses appears
to be explicitly designed to instill resolve in
the Muslim warriors ﬁghting against formidable odds. They urge the Prophet and his
followers to “faint not, neither sorrow”
(q 3:139; cf. 4:104; 47:35), to “struggle for
God as is his due” (q 22:78; cf. 5:35; 9:41,
73, 86; 25:52; 66:9), and to “ﬁght in the
way of God” (q 2:190, 244; cf. 2:193; 3:167;
4:76, 84; 5:24; 8:39; 9:12, 14, 29, 36, 123;
49:9). These and similar passages mostly
pertain to the Muslim battles against pagan Arabs (al-Nakhla, Badr, Uud, unayn [q.v.], etc.). Often invoked in these
contexts is the notion of abr, “patience,”
that lies behind the Muslim ﬁghter’s “inﬂexible determination to persist in the
face of unrelenting attacks of the enemy”
(Izutsu, Concepts, 104). The frequency with
which this notion is mentioned in “battle
sūras” (q 2:153-5; 3:142, 146, 150; 8:45, 65;
61:4) indicates its centrality to Muslim warfare. The concerted, disciplined war effort
of the Muslim community is thus implicitly
juxtaposed with the disorganized raiding
expeditions of the pagan Arabs that
quickly disintegrate when confronted with
a stiff resistance or ﬁrst reversals.
Verses pertaining to courage and heroism
on the battleﬁeld became objects of exegetical elaboration in later qurānic commentary (tafsīr). Muslim scholars sought to
elucidate the socio-political context in
which the particular verses were revealed
in order to draw moral and ethical lessons
(see occasions of revelation; ethics in
the qurn). In so doing, they often supported their exegesis by relevant adīth

enjoining martyrdom and bravery on the
battleﬁeld. Typical in this regard is Ibn
Kathīr’s (d. 774⁄1373) commentary on
q 3:143 in which he quotes the famous
prophetic tradition: “Do not yearn for
meeting your enemies; rather ask God for
well-being. But if you meet them, be steadfast, and know that paradise is under the
shadow of swords” (M. Ayoub, The Qurān,
ii, 334). Al-Shawkānī (d. 1250⁄1832) explains q 3:139 in the following manner:
“God consoled the Muslims for the injuries
and loss of life they suffered on the day of
Uud. He urged them to ﬁght steadfastly
against their enemies and not give in to
weakness and defeat. Then God informed
them that they would prevail over their
enemies with victory (q.v.) and conquest.
God meant to say, ‘You shall be uppermost
over them and any other people after this
battle’ ” (M. Ayoub, The Qurān, ii, 328).
ūfī commentators, on the other hand,
sought to detach the “battle verses” from
their historical context and infuse them
with a spiritual, transcendent meaning (see
fism and the qurn). As an example,
one may quote a gloss on q 3:141 by the
ūfī author al- asan al-Nīsābūrī (d.
728⁄1327). According to his interpretation,
the pain and hardships suffered by Muslim
warriors symbolize the “cleansing of their
hearts (see heart) of the darkness of unsalutary characteristics, illuminating them
with lights of divine mysteries (ghuyūb),
obliterating the attributes of unfaithfulness… and effacing the wicked marks of
their characters. Thus they would be liberated from the prison of phantoms into the
sacred realms of the spirits” (M. Ayoub,
The Qurān, ii, 334).
Frequently, such interpretative explanations and conclusions evince the underlying religio-political agendas of the exegetes. Thus, in an effort to reproduce the
devoted homogeneity and bold enthusiasm

court
of the primitive community of Medina,
Khārijī leaders often quoted “battle verses”
to instill in their followers the spirit of selfdenial and martyrdom that they attributed
to the ﬁrst Muslim heroes. Citing q 9:111,
the Khārijīs (q.v.) called themselves “vendors” (shurāt), i.e. those who sold their lives
and property to God in return for salvation
(q.v.). Pro-Alid and Shīī exegetes, for their
part, use these verses in order to demonstrate the exceptional courage and loyalty
to the Prophet shown by Alī during the
battles of Badr and Uud (see shism and
the qurn; al b. ab lib). Simultaneously, they tended to ascribe cowardice and
wavering to some of the Companions (see
companions of the prophet), including
Uthmān (q.v.) and to a lesser extent Umar
(q.v.), who are said to have ﬂed from the
battleﬁeld leaving the Prophet face to face
with his enemies. Conversely, Sunnī scholars sought to exonerate their rightly-guided
Caliphs (see caliph) by offering various explanations on their behalf and by emphasizing Abū Bakr’s unwavering commitment
to the Prophet and the Muslim cause during these fateful encounters (M. Ayoub, The
Qurān, ii, 311-3, 335-7, 339, 343, 354-5).
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Court
The celestial court of God as both divine
ruler and judge. No qurānic wording directly corresponds to the concept of a
celestial court but the idea is best approximated by the phrase al-mala al-alā which
occurs only twice in the Qurān (q 37:8;
38:69). q 37:6-8 reads: “We have adorned
the lowest heaven (al-samā al-dunyā) with
adornment, the planets, a security from
every daring devil. They cannot listen to
al-mala al-alā; they are pelted from every
side.” The Qurān contains many other
scattered references to the celestial court
of God, most containing only a few words
or lines and offering too few speciﬁc details
to form a clear picture of the court. This
celestial court may be related to preIslamic pagan nature myths, which contain similar imagery and for which the
sky is a central theme (cf. Bell, Commentary,
ii, 149; P. Eichler, Die Dschinn, 30-1; see
pre-islamic arabia and the qurn;
natural world and the qurn). The
qurānic court consists of God and his
angels (see angel) with certain inanimate
accoutrements, such as God’s throne (e.g.
q 40:7; see throne of god) and storehouses (e.g. q 15:21-2). Mention of the
court is mostly associated with either the
creation (q.v.) or the last judgment (q.v.).
Among the ongoing purposes of the
court is that it provides a place for the angels to sing God’s praises and to ask forgiveness for the believers (q 40:7-9). The
angels’ praises and supplications exalt
God’s majesty while also providing an
authoritative model for the worship (q.v.)
of God required of believers on earth
(q.v.). Another purpose of the court is to
serve as the locus from which God’s com-
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mands are sent down to the earth (q 32:5;
cf. 16:2). The mediation of God’s commands from the celestial court in the heavens, through angelic messengers, to the
earth emphasizes the divine authority (q.v.)
backing such commands (see messengers).
When a decree of God goes forth, the
devils try to steal a hearing of the court’s
conversations from the lowest heaven only
to be pursued by meteors: “They cannot
listen to al-mala al-alā; they are pelted
from every side, outcast and theirs is a perpetual torment; except for him who
snatches a fragment and a piercing ﬂame
pursues him” (q 37:8-10; cf. 72:8-10).
Sometimes, the court takes on a military
character as God sends down armies of
angels to participate in certain earthly battles (q 3:124-5; 8:9; see expeditions and
battles). The concept of God showering
his bounty on earth from his storehouses
may also be connected with the image of a
regal court, although this does not appear
to require angelic intermediaries
(q 15:21-2; see blessing).
The Qurān contains only general descriptions of the court’s working; the account of the creation of Adam (see adam
and eve) contains the sole mention of its
being issued a speciﬁc commandment
(q 2:30-33). The other event of note in
which the court participates is its assembling for God’s ﬁnal judgment (q 2:210;
25:25; 78:38; 89:22) where the angels,
prophets or others will not be permitted to
intercede with God except by his permission (q 20:109; 53:26; see intercession).
On that day, certain angels will bear God’s
throne (q 40:7; 69:17).
Although the qurānic references to the
celestial court are brief, general and devoid
of descriptive imagery, they still constitute
a signiﬁcant area of exegetical difﬁculty in
Muslim religious literature and have become a major subject of debate between
literalist and allegorical schools of inter-

pretation (see exegesis of the qurn:
classical and medieval), the central issue
being anthropomorphism (q.v.). On the
one hand, the transmitters of adīth (ahl
al- adīth) and those who, following Amad
b. anbal (d. 241⁄845), took a traditionalist
approach to the interpretation of the
Qurān, used a mass of prophetic traditions elaborating the qurānic verses on
the court to support their insistence that
the descriptions referred to actual identiﬁable objects and that God, in effect, had
the likes of a royal court. On the other
hand, most of the jurists (ahl al-ﬁqh), the
specialists in speculative theology (the
mutakallimūn) and the philosophers including al-Ghazālī (d. 505⁄1111) sought to deemphasize or avoid such interpretations in
favor of allegorical ones. Much debate was
generated over God’s location in the heavens and his ability to sit on a throne (cf. D.
Gimaret, Dieu a l’image de l’homme, 66-9,
76-89). Most works of qurānic commentary, however, have no reticence about presenting both types of explanation side by
side, especially as both sides — regardless
of their opinion about the validity of a
literal interpretation of the qurānic
imagery — are agreed that the celestial
court symbolizes God’s dominion over the
heavens and the earth (cf. q 48:4, 7; 78:37).
See also createdness of the qurn.
Khalid Yahya Blankinship
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“to entrust, empower, obligate,” a verb that
appears eleven times in the Qurān in its
third verbal form, āhada, “to make a covenant, to pledge oneself to,” a meaning
which stresses the bilateral aspect of covenant. Both terms are found frequently in
sūras of the third Meccan and the Medinan periods of Muammad’s qurānic
proclamation (with the earlier term, ahd,
already present in the second Meccan period and mīthāq appearing in the Medinan
period; see chronology and the qurn)
and are used interchangeably in the Qurān (compare q 2:27 and q 13:20, 25).
These two terms are applied to political
compacts and civil agreements as well as to
the idea of a covenant between God and
human beings (cf. A. Jeffery, Scripture,
119-121; see politics and the qurn; law
and the qurn). The political and civil
uses are less frequent (for ahd, cf. q 17:34;
23:8; 70:32; for mīthāq, cf. q 4:90, 92; 8:72)
with the compact between husband and
wife termed once an inviolable covenant
(mīthāqan ghalīan, q 4:21). The principal
qurānic signiﬁcation of covenant, however, is God’s enjoining a covenant upon
human beings, particularly upon prophets
and their followers (see prophets and
prophethood).
Underscoring God’s unilateral imposition
of the covenant, the Qurān prefers the
phrase that God “took” or “enjoined”
(akhadhnā, akhadha llāh, cf. q 33:7, 3:81) the
covenant (mīthāq) with Muammad (q.v.)
and with other prophets such as Noah
(q.v.), Abraham (q.v.), Moses (q.v.) and Jesus (q.v.). The same turn of phrase is used
for God’s covenant with the People of the
Book (q.v.; q 3:187), the Christians (na ārā,
q 5:14; see christians and christianity)
and Muammad’s following (q 2:84; 57:8),
whose loyal supporters keep the covenant
(q 13:20) while disloyal ones break it
(q 13:25; see emigrants and helpers; opposition to muammad). God’s covenant

Courtesy and Hospitality see
hospitality and courtesy

Cousin see family

Covenant
An agreement between persons or parties;
theologically, the promises of God offered
to representatives of humanity as revealed
in the scriptures. The Qurān employs two
principal terms for the idea of covenant,
mīthāq and ahd, using each in the singular.
Aqd, the term that is used in Islamic law
for the legal act of a contract, a will or
other forms of bi- or unilateral declarations, has only a slim qurānic basis: Twice
the cognate nominal form is used for the
marriage contract, i.e. the “knot of marriage” (uqdat al-nikā , q 2:235, 237; see
marriage and divorce); once the plural,
uqūd, is employed, probably in reference to
Muammad’s treaty with the Meccans at
al- udaybiya (q.v.; q 5:1; cf. 9:1; see contracts and alliances). Another cognate,
aqīda, which is the Arabic term for creed
or article of faith (q.v.) and which is central
to Islamic theology, does not appear at all
in the Qurān (see creeds). The noun
mīthāq, “agreement, covenant, contract,” is
found 25 times in the Qurān and is derived from wathiqa (constructed with bi-)
“to place conﬁdence in, depend on, trust
in” and wathuqa, “to be ﬁrm, solid.” Ahd,
the term for commitment, obligation,
pledge, or covenant, occurs 29 times in the
Qurān. It is the inﬁnitive (ma dar) of ahida,
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(mīthāq) with the Children of Israel (q.v.),
who broke the covenant made at Sinai
(q.v.; q 2:63, 83, 93; 4:154; 5:12, 70), is
couched in an imagery that can be traced
back to the biblical covenant (berit⁄diathéke)
of the Pentateuch (cf. Horovitz, ku , 41, 51;
Speyer, Erzählungen, 295-296; Wansbrough,
qs , 8-12; see scripture and the qurn).
An intriguing reference to God’s covenant
is also found in q 7:169 citing “the covenant of the book” (mīthāq al-kitāb, see book)
because it seems to imply that God separated the righteous from the damned prior
to creation (see freedom and predestination). Whether the qurānic “rope of
God” ( abl Allāh, cf. q 3:103, cf. 3:112) can
be understood as an image of God’s covenant depends in part on the interpretation
of the parallel though cryptic phrase of
“the most ﬁrm handle” (al-urwatu l-wuthqā,
cf. q 2:256; 31:22; wuthqā and mīthāq are derived from the same triliteral Arabic root,
w-th-q). The qurānic phrase of “holding
on” to God’s rope or to God himself
(ita amū bi-llāh, q 4:146; cf. 4:175; yata im,
q 3:101), especially when paired with the
duties of prayer (q.v.) and almsgiving (q.v.;
q 22:78), may refer to obligations pledged
at the moment of entering the Muslim
community in Medina (see community and
society in the qurn). Mawthiq, a cognate
form of mīthāq, is employed in reference to
God as the guarantor of the pledge that
Jacob (q.v.) takes from his sons promising
Joseph’s (q.v.) safe return (q 12:66, 80).
In the Qurān, as F. Buhl has shown
(urānexegese, 100-6), the notion of ahd
generally implies a reciprocal obligation of
two parties, yet frequently signiﬁes the
promise of God in the sense of a unilateral
obligation (not unlike the pentateuchal
berit⁄diathéke). This latter sense is contained
in q 20:115, “We made a covenant with
Adam before (la-qad ahidnā ilā Ādama min
qablu), but he forgot and we found no constancy in him.” This crucial qurānic refer-

ence to God’s covenant as ahd refers to
that which Adam (see adam and eve) broke
by eating from the tree of paradise when
prompted by the whisperings of Satan (see
fall of man). God also imposed a covenant on Adam’s offspring (q 36:60) obligating them not to serve Satan (see devil).
This covenant was broken by Israel
through the idolatry of the calf (q 20:86-9;
cf. 7:102; see calf of gold). Furthermore,
God concluded an ahd with Moses (cf.
q 7:134; cf. 43:49), voided his ahd for Abraham’s progeny when they betrayed it
(q 2:124) and summoned the Children of
Israel to fulﬁl the covenant so that he,
God, might fulﬁl it (wa-awfū bi-ahdī ūﬁ biahdikum, q 2:40, perhaps the strongest
bilateral declaration of covenant in the
Qurān). Intercession (shafāa, see intercession) in the hereafter is only granted to
one who has received the promise of the
All-Merciful (man ittakhadha inda l-ra māni
ahdan, q 19:87; cf. 19:78; 2:80). In their
deceit, unbelievers among Muammad’s
followers pledge their willingness to give
alms if they receive generously from
God’s abundance (q 9:75; see belief and
unbelief; hypocrites and hypocrisy).
q 16:91 reminds the believers of the absolute obligation to fulﬁl the covenant
of God into which they have entered
(wa-awfū bi-ahdi llāhi idhā āhadtum). In
q 9:1 and 54:43 the term barāa (originally, Aramaic barīya), seemingly reﬂecting
the Hebrew berit, is mentioned in the
meaning of God’s “pact,” and in q 5:97
the Kaba (q.v.) is cited as the visible symbol of God’s compact with humanity (qiyāman lil-nās). Furthermore, C. Luxenberg
(Die syro-aramäische Lesart des Koran, 37-8)
argues that the qurānic phrase millat Ibrāhīm (q 6:161 and passim), understood on
the basis of the Aramaic term underlying it
(and the Syriac, meltā, “word”; cf. F. Buhl,
Milla) implies the meaning of God’s
“covenant” with Abraham (cf. Gen 17:2).
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On the qurānic evidence alone it cannot
be demonstrated whether the entrance into
Muammad’s community was linked with
a (ceremonial) compact between the neophyte and God (or the Prophet) or an oath
of loyalty (baya). In Medina, however, Muammad required his followers to swear a
solemn promise of allegiance or a pledge
of loyalty (e.g. q 33:15; 48:10; 60:12; ta ta lshajarati, “under the tree,” q 48:18) prior to
crucial moments of his cause. The term
ahd, moreover, is used in the Islamic tradition for the treaty of protection (q.v.) the
Christians of Najrān (q.v.) received from
Muammad in exchange for their paying
tribute (q.v.) after the ordeal of the mubāhala (mutual imprecation) had been averted
(cf. q 3:61, thumma nabtahil). For the qurānic signiﬁcance of the oath (qasam, yamīn)
as both God’s oath and a human being’s
pledge to God, see oaths; pledge. For animal sacriﬁce connected to a pledge or a
compact between two parties as a qurānic
reﬂection of pre-Islamic Arab tribal custom, see sacrifice; consecration of animals; pre-islamic arabia and the qurn.
Early Islamic legal terminology used ahd
(short for kitāb al-ahd ) to signify a certiﬁcate of appointment to administrative
ofﬁce under the Umayyads while mīthāq
denotes hostages given as a pledge of security (cf. E. Tyan, Histoire, 56-7; 180-1). The
political language of walī al-ahd, the successor appointed by a ruler, and ahl al-ahd,
non-Muslims with whom the Islamic state
has entered into a treaty, also reﬂects postqurānic usage. For the way in which Arab
foreigners, non-Arab freedmen or converts
to Islam became associated with the Arab
tribal structure (see tribes and clans) as
kinsmen (see kinship) by oath rather than
birth, by way of ahd and through procedures known as compact or confederacy
( ilf ) or proximity of kinsmen or allies
(walā), see clients and clientage and
P. Crone, Mawlā.

q 7:172 includes reference to neither mīthāq nor ahd, but nevertheless became the
fulcrum of qurānic interpretation for the
primordial covenant on the “Day of
Alastu” (cf. Goldziher; Speyer, Erzählungen,
304-5; R. Gramlich, Urvertrag, 205-30)
which anchors mystical speculations of
ūﬁsm (Böwering, Mystical, 147-65; see
fism and the qurn). God’s servants
professed monotheism as humanity’s
pledge in response to God’s revelation in
the event of a primordial covenant concluded at the dawn of creation. To God’s
question “Am I not your Lord?” (alastu birabbikum) humanity answered with “Yes, we
testify!” (balā shahidnā) thereby acknowledging God’s oneness and sovereignty and instantiating the ﬁrst conscious act of the
human intellect (aql, the source of knowledge by nature in antithesis to naql, tradition). Linked with the qurānic notions of
“God-given nature” ( ﬁra, q 30:30) and
baptism ( ibgha, q 2:138; cf. Jeffery, For.
vocab., 192; see baptism), the covenant in
pre-existence inspired theological controversies on the issue of predestination (cf.
J. Van Ess, Zwischen adīth, 34-6, 105-7)
and the infant’s inborn nature (anima naturaliter moslemica) as expressed by the adīth,
“Every infant is born according to the ﬁra
(alā l-ﬁra, “on God’s plan”); then his parents make him a Jew or a Christian or a
Magian” (cf. D. Macdonald, Religious attitude, 243). The idea of a primordial covenant animated qurānic interpretation in
both Sunnī and Shīī circles and contributed to the subtle insights of Islamic
mysticism (cf. L. Massignon, Le jour,
86-92; U. Rubin, Pre-existence, 62-119;
C. Schöck, Adam, 138-40, 166-9, 187-92).
Lines of continuity between the qurānic
covenant in pre-existence and the JudaeoChristian (cf. J. Habermann, Präexistenzaussagen, 415-30) as well as the gnostic traditions (cf. I. Goldziher, Neuplatonische
Elemente, 317-44) remain insufﬁciently
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studied. See also breaking trusts and
contracts.
Gerhard Böwering
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Cow see animal life
Coward see courage
Cradle see jesus

Createdness of the Qurān
A central issue in Muslim theological discussion that asks whether the Qurān was
created by God or is, like him, eternal. The
term creation (khalq) appears 48 times in
the Qurān and designates the natural
world and all existence as God’s creation
(q.v.). Instances of the perfect and imperfect tenses of the verb (khalaqa, yakhluqu
and the passive khuliqa, yukhlaqu) appear

createdness of the qurn
over 200 times in reference to God’s act of
creation. God himself is referred to in the
Qurān as the Creator (khāliq) twelve times,
e.g. “There is no God but he, the creator of
everything” (q 6:102). The phrase khalq alQurān, often rendered as “createdness of
the Qurān” or “creation of the Qurān
(by God),” does not occur in the Qurān
as such. Assertions that the Qurān was
created appeared at the beginning of the
second⁄eighth century and eventually
came to be associated primarily with the
heterodox theological school known as the
Mutazila (see mutazils).
Introduction to the problem
The issue at hand does not conﬂict with
the fact of the prophetic event, i.e. the revelation of the Qurān to Muammad at a
particular point in history. Both proponents of and opponents to the theory of
the createdness of the Qurān understand
many qurānic verses as having been revealed in response to a particular situation
in Muammad’s life (see occasions of
revelation; revelation and inspiration).
Both sides also acknowledge the role that
Muslims in the generations after Muammad had in the collection and the ordering
of the codices of the Qurān (see codices
of the qurn; collection of the qurn). Nor did the discussion of “createdness” involve the status of the Qurān’s
existence prior to Muammad’s receiving
of the revelation or even its existence before the rest of creation. Rather, the debate
over khalq al-Qurān focuses on the nature
of the pre-existent prototype of the book
(q.v.), which is known as umm al-kitāb
(Mother of the Book, see heavenly book)
or law ma fū (Preserved Tablet [q.v.]).
Both sides are agreed upon the existence of this heavenly prototype, but are
in disagreement as to whether it is coeternal with God or contingent upon
the will of God, and thus created and
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existing within a limited sphere of time
(cf. van Ess, tg , iv, 625-7).
A legendary account of the origins of
the assertion of the createdness of the
Qurān that circulated among some Sunnī
heresiographies traces it back through extreme Shīī revolutionaries to ālūt, the
son-in-law of a Jew, Labīd b. al-A ām.
Labīd is said to have tried to cast a magical
spell on the Prophet (Ibn al-Athīr, Kāmil,
7:49; van Ess, tg , i, 442). This may be seen
as a later orthodox attempt to depict the
Mutazila and others who defended the
doctrine as enemies of the Prophet Muammad as well as of the Qurān itself.
Muslim heresiographers trace the ﬁrst
claims made by theologians (mutakallimūn)
that the Qurān was created (makhlūq) by
God and sent down to the Arabs in historical time to the last decade or so of the
Abbāsid revolution that brought down
Umayyad rule (ca. 120⁄738). In these tumultuous years of uprising and political
conﬂict, inevitably religious in its articulation, two of the darker ﬁgures of early
Muslim thought are named as proponents
of the createdness of the Qurān: Jad b.
Dirham (executed in 125⁄743) and Jahm b.
afwān (killed in 128⁄745 while supporting
the rebellion of al- ārith b. Surayj).

butes). All else, including heaven and hell,
and even the prototype of scripture —
written on a heavenly Tablet, the Mother
of the Book — is created. The strongest
opponents of Jahm b. afwān and his followers, known as the Jahmiyya, were the
Traditionalists (mu addithūn) led by Amad
b. anbal. The latter’s refutation of Jahm
is titled: al-Radd alā l-Zanādiqa wa-l-Jahmiyya, “Refutation of the deniers of our religion and the followers of Jahm.” Jahm’s
followers lasted apparently until the ﬁfth⁄
eleventh century. W.M. Watt has warned
that it is extremely difﬁcult to identify
those who are listed as members of the
Jahmiyya except to conclude that they are
enemies of the anbalīs (Formative period,
144-7; cf. van Ess, tg , ii, 507; v, 220, Text 19
d-e and W. Madelung, Origins, Nr. V, 506f.
for a discussion on Jahm; a good summary
is found in van Ess, tg , iv, 625-30). Nonetheless, the doctrine of the createdness of
the Qurān seems to have found defenders
after Jahm other than the Mutazila. The
latter were, however, the most important in
this debate. As a consequence of having to
defend the assertion of the createdness of
the Qurān, they developed a philosophy of
language to support their claim that everything about the Qurān — paper, ink, organs of speech, memory, writing, sounds
and phonemes — is a part of the phenomenal, created world.
One reason for Jahm’s insistence that the
Qurān was created was his strong denial
of anthropomorphism (q.v.). According to
Ibn anbal, Jahm held that “God has
never spoken and does not speak” (Ibn
anbal, Radd, 32). In the Qurān, Moses
(q.v.) is presented as the only prophet to
whom God spoke directly (from the ﬁre,
q 20:10-48; cf. M. Seale, Muslim theology,
102-12 for an English translation of relevant passages from the Radd ). Jahm held
that God could not have a physical body
like his creatures. Therefore God must cre-

Before the inquisition
Particular attention is paid to Jahm b.
afwān in the heresiographical literature
and especially among traditionalist opponents of the createdness of the Qurān
such as Abdallāh b. Abd al-Ramān alDārimī (d. 255⁄869) and Amad b. anbal
(d. 241⁄855). In a heresiographical notice
by Abū l- asan al-Asharī (d. 324⁄936),
Jahm b. afwān is also accused of denying
that heaven (q.v.) and hell (q.v.) are eternal
(Maqālāt, 280, l. 4, 279, l. 2; see eschatology). Jahm’s doctrine of God was
founded on the strict assertion that God
alone is eternal (see god and his attri-
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ate a speech (the Qurān) unlike his own
speech which human ears can hear. Part of
what was at issue in the ensuing debate between rationalist mutakallimūn on the one
side and the traditionalist anbalīs and
the Asharīs on the other was the problem
of God’s attributes ( ifāt, see god and his
attributes). Jahm promulgated a theologia
negativa by declaring it possible for humans
to say of God only what he is not. It followed that God’s attributes such as his
speech must be unlike the attribute of
speech among God’s creatures. During
the three centuries after Jahm b. afwān, the Mutazila became the main, but
not the exclusive, defenders of the doctrine
of the createdness of the Qurān (which
was not a monolithic position; cf. W. Madelung, Origins and van Ess, tg , iv, 620
for a discussion of the two prevalent
views supporting khalq al-Qurān). They
were opposed vigorously in the court of
public opinion by traditionalists such as
the popular Amad b. anbal. Their
chief theological opponents were the
Asharīs, who engaged the Mutazilī mutakallimūn on their own grounds of rational
argumentation.

many judges and court-appointed witnesses in the service of the caliph (q.v.) and
his provincial governors (not every province beyond Baghdad and its environs in
Iraq paid much attention to al-Mamūn’s
decree), only two steadfastly refused to
afﬁrm the doctrine of the created Qurān,
Amad b. anbal and Muammad b.
Nū. The latter died on his way to prison,
but Ibn anbal was imprisoned, beaten
and subjected to theological interrogation
and testing. Al-Mamūn’s brother and successor, the caliph al-Muta im (r. 218-27⁄
833-42), was less adamant about promulgating the afﬁrmation of the createdness of
the Qurān and feared the public reaction
gathering outside the prison in Baghdad
where Amad b. anbal was held. All
along, Ibn anbal refused to afﬁrm that
the Qurān was created. After his release,
he shunned public life and did not engage
the issue when it cropped up again under
the more aggressive inquisitional policies
of al-Muta im’s son, the caliph al-Wāthiq
(r. 227-32⁄842-7). Ibn anbal, nonetheless,
is remembered as the victor over the
Mutazilī doctrine of the created Qurān
and, in reference to this particular doctrine, over the three caliphs who attempted
to enforce it in Islamic public religious life
(cf. van Ess, tg , iii, 446-508).

The inquisition and the Mutazilī doctrine
The dispute between those who defended
the doctrine of the created Qurān and
those who denied it was one among many
such disputes in early Muslim thinking
about the nature of God, his attributes and
his revelation to humankind. It became a
major ﬁssure in Islamic religious doctrine
when the caliph al-Mamūn (r. 198-218⁄
813-33) made public afﬁrmation of the created Qurān a requirement for judges
(qā īs) during the last year of his reign (see
W. Madelung, Origins). The inquisition
(mi na), as it was called, lasted some 16
years until ﬁnally reversed by the caliph
al-Mutawwakil (r. 232-47⁄847-61) two years
after he assumed the caliphate. Of the

After the inquisition
The mi na was not only a test of traditionalist beliefs about the Qurān. It was also a
test of whether or not the caliphate had
the authority to deﬁne and enforce religious doctrine. Politically, the mi na and
Ibn anbal’s tenacious refusal to afﬁrm
the createdness of the Qurān constituted
an important moment in the contest between the caliphate and the religious scholars (ulamā) about the exercise of religious
authority in early and medieval Islam (see
exegesis of the qurn: classical and
medieval). Theologically, the mi na and
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the doctrine of khalq al-Qurān raised the
question of whether divine revelation,
“the Book” as the Qurān often refers to
itself, was coeternal with God or a created
vessel of communication from God to his
creatures. Since the third⁄ninth century
the majority of Muslims have condemned
the Mutazilī doctrine of the created Qurān by asserting that the Qurān is eternal.
Historically, the orthodox Shīī rebuttal of
the assertion of the createdness of the
Qurān has been more guarded.
For example, even in the second⁄eighth
century, the sixth Shīī imām, Jafar al-ādiq
(d. 148⁄765), is said to have replied, when
asked if the Qurān was the creator or the
created, that it was neither. A great many
early traditionalists such as Yayā b. Yayā
al-Tamīmī (d. 226⁄840) asserted against
the doctrine of the created Qurān that the
Qurān is the speech (q.v.) of God. For the
Mutazila, speech is phenomenal, that is,
sounds and letters which come into being
(mu dath) in the world God creates. Speech
is an attribute of God acting external to
himself. Later Mutazila developed a sophisticated theory of language and linguistics based on the ontology and mechanics
of speech. Whereas the Jahmiyya denied
that God could speak on the grounds that
this would constitute anthropomorphism — likening God to humans — the
Mutazila accused their opponents of
claiming that the Qurān was eternal,
which was tantamount to implying that an
entity other than God is coeternal with
God, in other words, dualism. The unacceptability of dualism, referred to as zandaqa and thanawiyya in the heresiographical
literature from the second⁄eighth century
on, was as strong among traditionalists
like Amad b. anbal as it was among
Mutazila.
In his super-commentary on Qā ī Abd
al-Jabbār’s (d. 414⁄1025) Shar al-u ūl al-

khamsa, Amad b. al- usayn b. Abī Hāshim, known as Mānkdīm (d. 425⁄1034),
says that the Qā ī classiﬁed the dispute
about the createdness of the Qurān under
the topic of divine justice (al-adl, one of
the ﬁve fundamentals of Mutazilī doctrine; see justice and injustice) because
the Qurān is one of God’s acts (Abd alJabbār, Shar , 527). Abd al-Jabbār identiﬁes Abdallāh b. Kullāb (d. 240⁄854) and
those whom he terms the “mindless” (alashwiyya) anbalīs as holding that the
Qurān is not created (ghayr makhlūq) and
not produced (lā mu dath), but that it is
eternal with God. He states the Mutazilī
doctrine of the createdness of the Qurān
as follows:
… the Qurān is the speech of God and his
revelation (wa y)… it is created (makhlūq)
and produced (mu dath). God sent it down
to his Prophet to be an emblem and evidence of [the latter’s] prophethood. [God]
made it an evidentiary proof (dalāla) so
that we could have rules to which we could
refer concerning what is permitted and
what is forbidden (see lawful and unlawful).… Therefore, the Qurān is that
which we hear and recite today. If it is not
produced by God [in the present moment]
it is attributed to him in reality, just as the
poems we [might] recite today [can be] the
poetry of Imru al-Qays [a pre-Islamic
poet] in reality, even though he is not producing them now [when we recite them]
(Abd al-Jabbār, Shar , 528).
Abd al-Jabbār’s contemporary and opponent, the Asharī Abū Bakr Muammad b.
al-ayyib b. al-Bāqillānī (d. 403⁄1013), replied to Mutazilī defenses of the createdness of the Qurān with arguments based
on qurānic proof texts. Especially crucial
was the passage from q 16:40: “For to anything we (God) have willed, we say to it ‘be’
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and thus it is,” on which al-Bāqillānī builds
several arguments to deny the createdness
of the Qurān (Bāqillānī, Tamhīd, 237-57).
Several historians of Islamic thought in
the twentieth century have also concluded
that Abd Allāh b. Kullāb, a contemporary
of Ibn anbal and considered a forerunner or early exponent of many of the views
held by al-Asharī, was in fact the chief
architect of the orthodox doctrine of the
eternity of the Qurān (cf. van Ess, tg , vi,
411-2). W. Madelung (Origins) believes that
the controversy over the createdness of the
Qurān was not a critical public debate
until al-Mamūn initiated the mi na, and
that Amad b. anbal, not Abdallāh b.
Kullāb, added to the traditionalist denial of
the createdness of the Qurān the claim
that the Qurān is eternal (qadīm). Taqī
l-Dīn b. Taymiyya (d. 728⁄1328), the later
theological critic of both Mutazilī and
Asharī theology (kalām) and reviver of
anbalī traditionalist thought, also argued
against the doctrine of the eternity of the
Qurān on the grounds that the pious ancestors (salaf ) had claimed only that it was
the speech of God, not that it was eternal
(kalām Allāh; Ibn Taymiyya, Majmūa, iii, 20
passim).

a return to the Mutazilī doctrine of the
createdness of the Qurān. In the comparative study of religions, the dispute about
the created versus the uncreated or eternal
nature of the Qurān is a theological problem of the proportions of the ancient
problem in Christian theology concerning
the divine versus the human nature of
Jesus Christ. In fact, as Trinitarian debates
are attested within Christian circles at
Baghdad contemporaneous with the Muslim discussion on the createdness of the
Qurān, the formulation of the Christian
doctrine of the Trinity (q.v.) and the Islamic debate on the createdness of the
Qurān may have inﬂuenced one another
(cf. H. Wolfson, Philosophy, 240-2; for a rebuttal of Wolfson’s position, see van Ess,
tg , iv, 625-7). See also theology and the
qurn.

Conclusion
Although the Asharī and traditionalist
Sunnī doctrine of the eternity of the Qurān has prevailed down to the present,
some modernist Muslims have challenged
the Asharī denial of the Mutazilī doctrine
of the createdness of the Qurān. Muammad Abduh (d. 1324⁄1906) did so in the
late nineteenth century, although he removed his defense of the createdness of
the Qurān after the publication of the ﬁrst
edition of Risāla al-taw īd, the work in
which it appeared. More recently, revisionist modernist writers such as Mohammed
Arkoun (Rethinking Islam, 6) have called for
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Creation
God’s origination of the universe and of
humankind. In cultural traditions around
the world, including the tradition of naturalistic evolution, creation stories serve to
explain the nature of the human social and
physical environment, to make sense of
what befalls human beings and, often, to
legitimate particular moral, political or
ideological systems. One of the central
themes in the Qurān is that reﬂection
upon creation (khalq) ratiﬁes God’s peerless authority (q.v.) to command (see
sovereignty) and his unique prerogative
to be worshipped (see worship). This, in
turn, indicates that the proper response to
him and to those who preach his revelation
(see revelation and inspiration) is submission (islām, q.v.) to his will.
God as sole creator
The Qurān is insistent that God, Allāh, is
the “creator (badī) of the heavens and the
earth” (q 2:117; 6:101; cf. q 2:54; 10:3;
12:101; 13:16; 21:56; 26:77-8; 35:1; 36:70;
39:46, 62; 40:62; 42:11; 46:3; 59:24; 64:2-3;
85:13; 91:5-6), which signiﬁes that he is
the creator of all things — the lowest,
the highest and, implicitly, all that is in
between.
Indeed, his being the creator is a central
reason that he is deserving of worship
(q 2:21; 6:1, 80, 96; 7:10; 11:61, 118-9; 14:10,
32-4; 16:52, 80-1; 36:22; 39:6; 43:26-7;
56:57-62; 87:1-4) for the entire universe
owes its existence to him. Moreover, in his
role as creator as with other aspects of his
nature, God has no partners, no helpers
and thus no peers (see god and his attributes). In fact, his uniqueness in this regard is recognized even by the Qurān’s pa-
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gan opponents (q 2:22, 164-5; 6:1, 14, 73,
80, 101-3; 7:54, 194; 10:32, 35, 69; 13:16;
16:17; 20:4; 25:3; 27:59-61, 64; 29:61; 30:27,
40; 31:11, 25; 32:4; 34:49; 35:3, 13, 40;
37:95-6; 39:38; 40:61-4; 41:9; 43:9, 87; 46:4;
52:35-6; 56:57-62) and therefore provides a
point of common agreement from which
theological debate can proceed. But, the
Qurān says, the pagans fail to draw from
their recognition of God as sole creator the
appropriate conclusion, namely that he is
uniquely worthy of worship: “Those upon
whom they call besides God create nothing, and are themselves created” (q 16:20;
cf. q 7:191; 25:2-3; see polytheism and
atheism). “Those upon whom you call
apart from God will never create a ﬂy, even
if they gathered together in order to do it.
And if the ﬂy should snatch something
away from them, they would be unable to
recover it from him. Weak is the petitioner, and weak is he who is petitioned”
(q 22:73; cf. 16:73; 25:2-3; see power and
impotence).
The Qurān is not, however, content to
assert merely that God created the universe at some deﬁnable point in the past.
As opposed to deism or to certain readings
of Newtonian physics, God continues to
sustain the creation during every moment
of its existence (q 2:255). (As discussed below, this has implications for understanding
precisely what the Qurān understands by
creation). Accordingly, worship of him
proceeds not merely from his gracious creative act in the past but from dependence
upon him for existence at every instant of
the present and the future. And in fact the
Qurān is deeply impressed with the ongoing order of nature and summons all
humankind to share in its admiration and
to learn from it (q 7:54-6; 24:43-4; 25:47-50,
53-4, 61, 62; 26:7; 29:19; 31:10; 35:13; see
natural world and the qurn). It is, for
instance, God who sends down water in
rain and sends it coursing through rivers
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(q 6:6) — a power that would arouse particular attention in the aridity of Arabia.
God’s purpose in creation
Creation had a divine purpose (q 3:190-1;
15:85-6; 30:8) and was done “in truth”
(q 6:73; 29:44; 39:5; 44:39; 45:22). But that
purpose is, in a sense, external to the deity
who does not need a cosmos for himself.
“We did not create heaven (q.v.) and earth
(q.v.) and what is between them for sport.
Had we wanted to adopt a pastime, we
could have found it in ourself,” says the
God of the Qurān (q 21:16-7; cf. q 44:38).
And since the creation and the cosmos itself are of a teleological character, those
who believe (see belief and unbelief) are
not free to view the universe or even their
own lives as pointless. “We did not create
heaven and earth and what is between
them for nothing. That is the thinking of
those who disbelieve” (q 38:27).
What was God’s intention in creating the
physical cosmos? On this point, the Qurān
is unabashedly anthropocentric. God’s
purpose in the creation of the universe was
focused on humanity. This is manifest, for
example, in the fact that the universe is
admirably designed to provide for human
needs and wants (q 2:22, 29; 10:67; 14:32-4;
16:5-8, 10-8, 80-1; 17:12; 20:54-5; 22:65;
23:17-22; 67:15; 78:6-13; 79:32-3). The
Qurān offers its own version of what has
come to be termed in cosmology the “cosmic anthropic principle.” This beneﬁcent,
human-centered design characterizes not
merely the arrangements on the earth
where humans actually live. It extends beyond to the heavens: “He cleaves the dawn
and makes the night for rest and the sun
(q.v.) and the moon (q.v.) for reckoning.
That is the decree of the Mighty, the Omniscient. He is the one who placed the stars
for you, so that you might be guided in the
darkness (q.v.) of land and sea” (q 6:96-7;
see cosmology in the qurn).
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God did not, however, create the universe
merely for the comfort and enjoyment of
the human race. It is also arranged as a
proving ground for them. “He it is who
created the heavens and the earth in six
days… in order to test you, which of you is
best in conduct” (q 11:7; cf. q 18:7; 67:2; see
trial. The Qurān generally describes the
creation of the universe as requiring the
biblical six days [as at q 7:54; 10:4; 11:7;
25:58-9; 32:4; 50:38; 57:4; but see 41:9-12]).
“God made the heavens and the earth in
truth, so that each soul (q.v.) could be rewarded for what it earned; they will not
be wronged” (q 45:22; see reward and
punishment).
A qurānic natural theology
But the physical cosmos provides more
than just necessities for survival and good
things to enjoy; it is more than simply a
place where humans can be tested and
tried. It is a message to human beings that
if heeded, will help them pass the divinely
ordained test. It is, itself, a kind of revelation. Nature is constituted as it is “that you
might remember” (q 51:49). Thus undergirding the special revelation of the Qurān
is a qurānically endorsed natural theology
according to which serious and discerning
minds can deduce much about the existence and character of God by contemplation of the cosmos (q 10:6-7, 67; 13:2-4;
16:10-8, 65-9, 79; 17:12; 20:53-4; 24:41, 44-5;
25:61, 62; 29:44; 42:29; 55:1-15; 56:57-62;
71:14-20; 88:17-20). “Truly, in the creation
of the heavens and the earth and the variation of night and day and in the ship (see
ships) that sails in the sea, carrying things
useful to the people, and in the water (q.v.)
that God sends down from the sky so that
he enlivens the earth after its death and
disperses every animal throughout it, and
in the direction of the winds and of the
subservient clouds between heaven and
earth, there are signs (āyāt) for people who
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have intelligence” (q 2:164; cf. 6:96-7;
45:3-5; see animal life; agriculture and
vegetation; air and wind).
Signiﬁcantly, the term used for the signs
(q.v.) of the natural realm, āyāt, is the same
Arabic word used to denote the individual
verses (q.v.) of Islam’s special revelation,
the Qurān. Thus nature, properly viewed,
becomes a revealed book (q.v.) very much
like the Qurān is itself composed of individual signs or miracles (q.v.). (The identiﬁcation of miracles as signs pointing to
the divine recalls the equivalent usage of
Greek semeia in the Gospel of John.) “Truly,
in the creation of the heavens and the
earth and the variation of night and day
there are signs (āyāt) for those of understanding, those who remember God standing, sitting, and lying on their sides, and
who contemplate the creation of the
heavens and the earth: ‘Our Lord, you did
not create this for nothing!’ ” (q 3:190-1; see
prayer). “Have they not looked at the sky
above them,” the Qurān asks of the unbelievers, “how we have built it and adorned
it without rifts? And the earth, how we
spread it out and cast into it ﬁrmly-rooted
mountains and scattered throughout it
every delightful pair, as a sight and a reminder for every repentant worshiper?”
(q 50:6-8; cf. q 67:2-5). Such passages imply that the ultimate condemnation of the
pagan polytheists will be just even if they
never heard the message of the Qurān itself because they had before them the book
of nature and its clear testimony to the existence, beneﬁcence and oneness of God.

7:11-22; 15:26-35; 17:61-2; 18:51; 20:120;
38:75-86; see disobedience; bowing and
prostration; adam and eve). In this respect, qurānic natural theology has ethical
as well as purely theological implications
(see ethics in the qurn). The universe
has been organized into a cosmos rather
than a chaos and humanity is accordingly
warned to introduce no human disorder
into the divinely ordained arrangement of
the physical world: “Do not sow corruption
(lā tufsidū) in the earth after its ordering
(bada i lā ihā)” (q 7:56; see corruption).
Moreover, humankind is admonished to
read the signs (q.v.) of nature correctly:
“Among his signs (āyāt) are night and day,
the sun and the moon. Do not bow before
sun and moon, but bow before God, who
created them” (q 41:37; cf. 6:75-9; see idols
and images; idolatry and idolaters).
The symbols were not created for their
own sake but are intended to point beyond
themselves.
As the creator of all things God is obviously also the creator of humankind (q 4:1;
6:2). In the intimate relationship between
creator and creature he knows everything
about human motivations, thoughts and
acts; he is closer to each person than that
individual’s own jugular vein (q 50:16; see
artery and vein) and is therefore uniquely
equipped both to understand and to judge.

The moral implications of God as sovereign and
creator
Humanity has been divinely appointed to
be God’s vice-regent (see caliph) upon the
earth (q 2:30; the Qurān knows the story
of the origin of the devil (q.v.), as when
Iblīs (q.v.) failed to prostrate himself before
the newly created Adam. See q 2:30-4;

God as absolutely free agent
The assertion that the creation of the
heavens and earth was in some sense a
greater achievement than the creation of
man (q 40:57; 79:27-30) does not imply that
it was a more difﬁcult act. For the Qurān
stresses God’s utter freedom in creation
and the sublime effortlessness with which
he acts (q 4:133; 5:17; 14:19-20; 35:16-7;
42:49; 46:33; 50:38). The most dramatic
qurānic assertion of divine creative power
is the repeated declaration that God has
merely to say, “ ‘Be!’ And it is” (kun fa-yakūn,
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at q 3:47, 59; 6:73; 16:40; 19:35; 36:82;
40:68; 54:49-50). An uncritical reading
might gloss such passages as promising
material for the construction of a theory
of creation from nothingness (creatio ex
nihilo). Indeed, verses containing this
phrase or a variant thereof are commonly
used to support such a concept. Usage of
qurānic evidence alone, however, does not
support the theory.

out of nothingness, it appears necessary to
examine whether such a concept appears
in the Qurān. Traditional understandings
to the contrary, it seems that it does not. In
several of the passages where the phrase
kun fa-yakūn occurs, creatio ex nihilo is excluded by the context. In no passages is
absolute nothingness a necessary prerequisite for the effectiveness of God’s creative act. The subject of q 3:47, 3:59 and
19:35 is the virginal conception of Jesus
(q.v.), whom, q 3:59 afﬁrms, God ﬁrst created from dust, and then said to him “Be!”
and he was (kun fa-yakūn). This points to a
striking characteristic of these passages:
q 2:117 typiﬁes them in its assertion that
God “decrees a matter (amr)” and then
“says to it (la-hu) ‘Be,’ and it is” (compare
q 3:47; 40:68). q 16:40 and 36:81-2 actually
speak of a thing (shay) to which God says
“Be!” and it is kun fa-yakūn, (cf. q 54:49-50;
cf. 19:35; 40:68). There seems to be an
underlying and pre-existing substrate to
which the divine imperative is addressed
as clearly is the case in the story of the
Sabbath-breakers who are told “Be apes!”
(kūnū qiradatan, q 2:65; 7:166; see curse).
The command kun! would therefore seem
to be rather more determinative or constitutive than productive of something out of
utter nothingness.
Indeed, a survey of the words used in the
Qurān in connection with creation and an
examination of the ways in which they are
used, reveals little or no reason to suppose
that any of them involves a creation from
nothing. The great Andalusian jurist and
philosopher Ibn Rushd (Averroës, d. 595⁄
1198) appears to have been correct when
he alleged that the theologians’ adherence
to creation from nothing rests upon an
allegorical interpretation of the Qurān
whose literal sense rather teaches a preexistent matter which simply received the
form given it in God’s creative act. “For,”
as he observes, “it is not stated in scripture

Origins of the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo
Although it is popularly regarded as a
teaching of their canonical scriptures, the
notion of creation from absolute nothingness appears to have developed relatively
late in the history of Judaism and Christianity. The biblical terms that are generally rendered in English as “create” have
their origins in the Hebrew terminology
for handicrafts and the plastic arts. They
primarily refer to mechanical actions such
as cutting out or paring leather, molding
something into shape or fabricating something, rather than to metaphysical origination (for which early Semitic thought
almost certainly lacked the conceptual
apparatus; metaphorical usage was a later
development). Throughout the Hebrew
Bible, the image recurs of God as a craftsman, a potter shaping a vessel from clay
(q.v.) or a weaver at his loom (Isaiah 29:16;
40:22; 45:9; 51:13, 15-6; Psalms 74:13-7;
89:11; 90:2; Romans 9:20-3). Although it is
very doubtful that a doctrine of creation
from utter nothingness is to be found in
either the Hebrew Bible or the Greek New
Testament, by the early part of the third
century of the common era creatio ex nihilo
had become a fundamental doctrine of
orthodox Christianity. Its near-universal
adoption by Jews may have come still later.
Does the Qurān teach creatio ex nihilo?
In light of the widely-held misconceptions
about the biblical attestation of creation
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that God was existing with absolutely nothing else: A text to this effect is nowhere to
be found” (Averroës, On the harmony, 56-7;
see exegesis of the qurn: classical and
medieval).
The most common relevant qurānic terminolgy for creation involves the Arabic
root kh-l-q. Its original meaning seems to
have been associated, much like the
creation-related vocabulary of the Hebrew
Bible, with such things as working leather.
The Qurān states that God created the
heavens and the earth in six days (q 7:54;
10:3; 11:7; 25:59; 32:4; 50:38; 57:4) and that
humankind is also among his creations (as
at q 2:21; 6:94; 7:11; 26:184; 37:96; 41:21; cf.
5:18; 50:16; 51:56; 55:3; 56:57). An examination of the occurrences of the verb virtually rules out creatio ex nihilo: Thus Iblīs
in particular (q 7:12; 38:76) and the jinn
(q.v.) in general (q 15:27; 55:15) are created of ﬁre (nār). The human, on the other
hand, is said to have been created from
dust (turāb, q 30:20; this is speciﬁcally
stated of Adam and Jesus [q.v.] at q 3:59),
from the earth (ar , q 20:55; see earth),
from clay (īn, q 6:2; 7:12; 32:7; 38:71, 76; cf.
17:61), from sounding clay drawn from altered mud ( al āl min amā masnūn, q 15:26,
28, 33), from an extraction of clay (sulālat
min īn, q 23:12), from sticky clay (īn lāzib,
q 37:11) and from sounding clay like
earthenware ( al āl ka-l-fakhkhār, q 55:14).
God created man with his hands (khalaqtu
bi-yadayya, q 38:75-6) — recalling Jesus’
“creation” of a bird from clay by the leave
of God (q 3:49; 5:110). See clay.
It is not only in the miraculous origination of Adam and Eve that the divine role
of the creator is to be recognized. For, as
noted above, God is actively involved in
the ongoing order of the universe. Thus he
is also the creator of men and women as
manifested in the ordinary processes of
human reproduction (q 7:189; 16:4; 19:9;
23:78-9; 30:54; 35:11; 36:35; 39:6; 49:13;

53:32, 45; 67:23-4; 74:11-2; 76:2, 28; 82:6-8;
90:4; 92:3; 95:4-5) and in the natural succession of human generations (q 2:21;
39:6). “He it is who forms you in the
wombs as he pleases,” says the Qurān.
“There is no god but he” (q 3:6). God’s
creative power is also at work in the everyday events of animal reproduction
(q 24:44-5; 36:36) and the propagation of
plants (q 6:95, 99; 13:4). The Qurān
names yet other materials, besides clay and
water, out of which the human body is
created — materials which cannot have
been involved in the origination of Adam
and Eve (q.v.). It is produced from a single
soul (nafs, q 4:1; 7:189; 39:6) or from a male
and a female (q 49:13). It is created from a
kind of water (q 25:54, 77:20-2, 86:5-7) as
were all animals (q 24:45) — though this
water is not to be confused with the primordial water from which Adam was
taken. For the human body is created from
a drop of sperm (nufa, q 16:4; 36:77; 76:2;
80:18-9; cf. q 53:45-6; 86:5-7), “from an extract of contemptible ﬂuid” (q 32:8-9; cf.
q 77:20-2; 86:5-7). “We have created them,
they know of what” (q 70:39; this is reminiscent of the mishnaic injunction [Aboth
3:1] to “know whence thou art come.”
The Mishna’s answer to this question,
obviously designed to promote humility
in humankind, is from a “putrid drop”
[tippah serukhah]). Yet the human body is
also created from a blood clot (alaq,
q 96:2).
How are we to reconcile these varied and
seemingly contradictory statements? It
would seem that there is really no contradiction, for the Qurān afﬁrms that human
beings are created in stages (awār, q 71:14),
obviously referring to the process of fetal
development from conception through gestation to birth, a process which at every
phase it ascribes to the creative agency of
God. “He creates you in the wombs of
your mothers, creation after creation in a
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three-fold gloom” (khalqan min badi khalqin,
q 39:6). The physical human body is made
ﬁrst from dust, then of a “drop,” then of
clotted blood, then of a morsel of partially
formed ﬂesh which turns into bones and
covering skin and, ﬁnally, it becomes a
man (rajul, q 18:37; cf. 22:5; 23:12-4; 40:67;
75:37-9). In every case, the “creation” described occurs from pre-existing materials.
See also birth; biology as the creation
and stages of life; blood and blood
clot.
Only two passages in the Qurān would
seem to be susceptible to an interpretation
indicative of creatio ex nihilo. Both occur in
q 19, “Mary” (Sūrat Maryam). When Zechariah (q.v.), a believer, expresses some
doubt that he and Elizabeth should have a
child at their advanced ages, the Lord (q.v.)
replies, “That is easy for me, since I created
you before, when you were not anything”
(wa-lam taku shay, q 19:9). Later it is the unbelievers who express doubt when they
question the possibility of bodily resurrection: “Man says, ‘When I have died, shall I
then be brought forth living?’ Does man
not remember that we created him before,
when he was not anything?” (wa-lam yaku
shay, q 19:66-7). But if these two passages
teach creatio ex nihilo, they are the only qurānic passages that do so, which in turn
suggests that they in fact do not propound
such a concept. See also mary.
There is no obligation, of course, to assume that the Qurān is a monolithic, totally consistent text, on this or any other
matter. There is no a priori reason, however, to take the opposite position, i.e. to
assume that the Qurān is inconsistent and
self-contradictory. The situation must be
evaluated on a case by case basis and, as
will be clear, there is no compelling evidence contained within these two passages
to imply that the Qurān contradicts itself
on the issue of creatio ex nihilo. In the absence of such compelling evidence, it is

reasonable to take this scripture as being
internally consistent.
We know from Aristotle that the Platonists called preexistent matter “the nonexistent” (to mē on, Aristotle, Physics 1.9.192a
6-7). More to the point, however, the early
fourth century Syrian monastic writer
Aphraates uses a similar argument to
make precisely the same point as does the
latter of the two passages in q 19 — and
Aphraates clearly does not intend to argue
for creatio ex nihilo: “About this resurrection
of the dead I shall instruct you, most dear
one, to the best of my ability. God in the
beginning created man; he molded him
from dust and he raised him up. If, then,
when man did not exist, he made him
from nothing, how much easier is it for
him now to raise him up like a seed sown
in the earth” (cited by T. O’Shaughnessy,
Creation from nothing, 278). What is involved here is creation not from absolute
but from relative non-existence, from a
condition when the human body did not
exist as such but existed only potentially as
dust or clay. It is God’s ability to give life to
inanimate matter both at birth and at the
resurrection (q.v.) which is the ultimate
proof of his power. Creatio ex nihilo is not
the point at issue.
If khalaqa is associated with pre-existing
material, the same is true of other words
used qurānically in connection with God’s
creative activity. The root j--l, for example,
is used to describe God’s creation of earth
and sky (q 40:64), of the constellations or
zodiacal signs (q 25:61), of darkness and
light (i.e. night and day: q 6:1; 10:67;
40:61), of the sun and the moon (q 6:96).
Indeed, it is very often used in precisely the
same sense as khalaqa — as, for instance,
when the Qurān states that every living
thing, including particularly the posterity
of Adam, has been made from a kind of
water (q 21:30; 32:8; see also q 23:12-4, in
which, when it is taken with other similar
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passages, jaala is synonymous with khalaqa).
It is also used to refer to God’s changing
Sabbath-breakers into apes (q 5:60), the
transformation of what is on the earth into
barren sterility (q 18:8), the laying out of
gardens (q 36:34), the production of ﬁre
from a green tree (q 36:80) and the divine
dispensation of ships (q.v.) and of cattle for
human usage (q 43:12). It is a form of this
root which is used when the Children of
Israel (q.v.) demand of Moses (q.v.) that he
“make” them a god like the gods of the
idolaters (q 7:138) — where presumably
what is meant is the fashioning of a material idol (see calf of gold). Likewise it is
the verb used by Pharaoh (q.v.) when he
orders Hāmān (q.v.) and his servants to
build him a tower out of ﬁred clay bricks
so that he may climb up to the god of
Moses (q 28:38).
Other verbs used in the Qurān seem to
imply a similar pre-existent material, an
Urstoff, out of which the universe was
made. At the very least, there is nothing
in them which would necessitate reading
the Qurān as advocating creatio ex nihilo.
Heaven, for example, of which it is repeatedly stated that God is the creator (using
the root kh-l-q as at q 65:12; 67:3; 71:15 and
throughout the Qurān), is said to have
been “built” as an “ediﬁce” (both the noun
and the verb are formed from the Arabic
root letters b-n-y, q 2:22; 40:64; 50:6; 51:47;
78:12; 79:27; 91:5). In another version of
Pharaoh’s order to Hāmān to build him a
tower, b-n-y is used as a synonym of jaala
(q 40:36).
In the case of badaa, too — which is used
as a synonym of khalaqa at q 7:29 — there
is no reason to infer, from the text as it
stands, a creation out of nothing. In the
passages relevant to the present concern,
the root b-d- invariably serves as an inceptive helping verb, with the actual content
relating to the creation being supplied by
another root. (See, for example, q 10:4, 34;

21:104; 27:64; 29:19-20; 30:11, 27; 32:7;
85:13 [by implication].)
The Arabic root b-d- (whose third radical
differs from the root just discussed) occurs
only four times in the Qurān. In two of
the four occurrences of the root, God is
simply declared to be the “creator of the
heavens and the earth.” Neither requires
an understanding of creatio ex nihilo. In
their third qurānic occurrence, the radicals appear in the eighth verbal form and
are used to describe the allegedly unauthorized “invention” of monasticism by
Christians (q 57:27; see monasticism and
monks; christians and christianity).
The fourth occurrence is in the form of
the noun, innovation (bid, q 46:9). Admittedly, the latter two cases might be interpreted to support the concept of creatio ex
nihilo, but there is nothing in the context
to suggest that they should be so taken.
The Arabic root b-r-, cognate with the
Hebrew verb of creation occurring at Genesis 1:1, is to be found almost solely (in the
contexts which concern the present discussion) in the neutral meanings of “creator”
(q 2:54; 59:24) or “creature” (q 98:6-7),
where nothing is speciﬁed about the mode
of creation. The one exception to this is
q 57:22, which speaks of misfortunes as
foreordained before God brings them
about. It is evident, however, that misfortunes in this life, whether earthquakes or
diseases or war (q.v.), are “brought about”
out of pre-existing matter or circumstances. Thus, again, nothing in the qurānic
use of baraa compels an assumption of creatio ex nihilo and, indeed, what evidence the
book does furnish would seem to militate
against such an assumption.
Much the same can be said of the root
n-sh- which, in its qurānic manifestation,
essentially means “to cause something to
grow.” God produces gardens, for example
(q 6:141; 23:19), and he makes trees grow
(q 56:72). He also causes clouds to swell up,
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heavy with rain ( yunshiu al-sa āb al-thiqāl,
q 13:12). Signiﬁcantly, the root occasionally
seems to be used as a synonym for khalaqa
as at q 36:77-9 and 29:19-20. God created
humankind from a single soul (q 6:98) or
from the earth (q 11:61; 53:32). Verbs derived from this root are also used to describe the raising up of a new human
generation (q 6:6, 133; 21:11; 23:31, 42;
28:45), the birth of a child (q 23:14) and
the development of sensory apparatus
(q 23:78). In none of these instances does
a concept of creatio ex nihilo appear to play
a role.

wearied in the ﬁrst creation,” God asks,
“that they should be in confusion about a
new creation?” (q 50:15). “Do they not see
that God, who created the heavens and
the earth and was not wearied in their
creation, is able to give life to the dead?”
(q 46:33).
The nature of resurrection (q.v.) as a
reviviﬁcation of once animate, now inanimate, matter and the pointed comparisons
to the initial creation (emphatically so at
q 22:5-6; 36:77-82; 75:37-40; 86:5-8) are
signiﬁcant in many ways. They sustain the
view that the qurānic concept of creation
was most likely conceived as the determination of pre-existent matter. They are
also strikingly reminiscent of the argument
advanced in a formative Jewish context at
2 Maccabees 7 — one of the most important documents for the study of the development of thinking in the Abrahamic traditions on the nature of creation (see also
scripture and the qurn). “When we are
dust,” exclaim Muammad’s Meccan critics, “shall we indeed be in a new creation?”
(q 13:5; cf. 32:10; 34:7; see opposition to
muammad). “They say, ‘When we are
bones and fragments, shall we really be
raised up again as a new creation?’ ” To
this, Muammad is instructed to reply
“ ‘Be stones, or iron, or some creation yet
more monstrous in your minds!’ Then
they will say, ‘Who will bring us back?’
Say: ‘He who originated you the ﬁrst
time’ ” (q 17:49-51). “Have they not seen
that God, who created the heavens and the
earth, is capable of creating the likes of
them?” (q 17:99; cf. 17:98).
Thus, while the Qurān forcefully asserts
God’s role as peerless creator of the universe and summons humanity to serve and
to worship him on that account, it does not
appear that a theory of creatio ex nihilo can
be constructed on the basis of qurānic
material alone. Rather, it is only with the
development of the Islamic sciences, such

Protology and eschatology
A further clue to the qurānic doctrine of
creation occurs in certain polemical passages (see polemic and polemical language) which might seem at ﬁrst only
marginally relevant. In accordance with
the ancient notion of history as cyclical,
almost every element of the traditional
creation myths was taken up again in
Judaeo-Christian apocalypticism, which
taught that God would renew the world in
a new creation or palingenesia. Not surprisingly, the same doctrine is abundantly attested in the Qurān where protology foretells eschatology (q.v.) and God’s initial
creation is a sign pointing forward to the
resurrection at the end of time (see apocalypse) as well as a demonstration of
God’s power actually to do it (q 6:95; 7:29,
57; 10:55-6; 13:5; 16:70; 17:49-51, 98-9;
19:66-7; 20:55; 21:104; 22:5; 27:64; 29:19-20,
120; 30:11, 27; 31:28; 32:10; 36:76-8; 46:33;
50:2-11, 15; 53:45-6; 75:37-40; 86:5-8; cf.
J. Bouman, Gott und Mensch, 252). God creates once and then he repeats the process
to bring men before his tribunal at the day
of judgment (q 10:4; 30:11; 32:10; 46:33-4;
see last judgment). Men will be “created”
again when they are but bones and dust
(q 13:5; 17:49-51, 98-9; 32:10; 34:7; 36:77-82;
see death and the dead). “Were we
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as adīth (reports of the sayings and the
deeds of Muammad and his early followers), qurānic commentary (tafsīr), theology (ilm al-kalām), and philosophy ( falsafa) that one ﬁnds extensive discussion
about the divine act of creation from absolute nothingness (cf. R. Arnaldez, Khal,
esp. sec. III-VI; van Ess, tg , iv, 445-77 and
“Schöpfung” in Index).

vary substantially in length, contents and
arrangement.
Although the Qurān does not proclaim
any formal creed or compendium of faith,
it does contain elements that form the basis
for most creeds. First among these is the
nature of God (see god and his attributes), particularly his unity and unicity
(e.g. q 2:255; 27:26; 28:70, 112), although
other attributes are sometimes included.
The following are often singled out for
special consideration: power (e.g. q 2:20,
106, 109 etc.; see power and impotence),
knowledge (e.g. q 4:11, 17, 24 etc.; see
knowledge and learning), will (e.g.
q 3:40; 14:27; 22:18 etc.), life, including
hearing (e.g. q 2:181, 224; 3:34) and sight
(e.g. q 2:96, 110; 3:15; 4:58, 134), speech
(q 2:253; 4:164) and visibility (q 75:22-3).
Other themes include the prophetic mission of Muammad and earlier messengers (e.g. q 4:136; 7:158; 8:1; 48:29; see
prophets and prophethood; messenger)
and eschatological matters, namely the
day of resurrection ( yawm al-qiyāma, e.g.
q 6:36; 50:41-2; 58:6, 18) following the annihilation of all creatures (e.g. q 28:88) and
preceding the last day or the day of judgment ( yawm al-dīn, e.g. q 37:20; 70:26; see
eschatology; apocalypse; last judgment; resurrection). In some passages,
the Qurān explicitly puts forth a credal
prototype, such as that found at q 4:136:
“O believers, believe in God and his messenger, and the scripture (see book) he has
revealed to his messenger, and the scripture
he revealed before. But he who believes not
in God and his angels (see angel) and his
scriptures and his messengers and the last
day, has wandered far away” (cf. q 2:136,
285; 3:84; 57:7; see belief and unbelief;
astray; scripture and the qurn).
The qurānic data constituting the necessary beliefs that determine the content of
the Muslim faith were further supplemented by data from the sunna (q.v.).
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Creeds
Concise and authoritative formulae that
provide a summation of the essentials of
faith (q.v.). Professions of faith or creeds
(aqāid, sing. aqīda) were formulated by individual scholars and by groups of scholars, yet there exists no standard or universally accepted Muslim creed. Rather,
there are a variety of Islamic creeds, which
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Moreover, as a result of the controversies
that developed during the earliest period
of Islam and gave rise to the schisms
within the Islamic community and various
politico-religious traditions, other issues
became relevant for consideration in any
formulation of a credal proclamation of
the tenets of the faith. These included the
validity of the imāmate (see imm), the
nature of faith (īmān), the conditions for
salvation (q.v.), the question of God’s predetermination of events and human responsibility for their actions (see freedom
and predestination) as well as the issue of
the createdness versus the uncreatedness
of the Qurān (see createdness of the
qurn). These issues, together with the
conceptual elaboration of the qurānic
data, were dealt with differently by various
Muslim groups. Thus, professions of faith
served not only to represent the faith of the
community but were also meant to refute
allegedly heterodox doctrines.
Although there are extant creeds from
the second Islamic century (such as those
of al-Awzāī, d. 157⁄774 and Sufyān alThawrī, d. 161⁄778; cf. Lālakāī, Shar ,
i⁄ii, 170-5), most of the earliest creeds were
formulated within the traditional, antirationalist camp, the adherents of which
were hostile to speculative theology (kalām)
and to esoteric interpretation by ūﬁsm
(see fism and the qurn). Instead, they
relied exclusively on the Qurān and the
sunna in its apparent form. Professions of
faith thus became a way for the adherents
of orthodoxy to express their doctrine and
to distance themselves from divergent
groups. This applies in particular to the
main representatives of orthodoxy, the
anbalīs. Six creeds are attributed to the
school’s founder, Amad b. anbal
(d. 241⁄855; see Ibn Abī Yalā, abaqāt, i,
24-36, 130-1, 241-6, 294-5, 311-3, 341-5; partial trans. in W.M. Watt, Creeds, 30-40;
Lālakāī, Shar , i⁄ii, 175-85, which contains

a version of Ibn anbal’s creed (itiqād) as
transmitted by his son, Abdallāh, another
rendition of which is found in J. Schacht,
Der Islam, 36-7; cf. L. Massignon, Recueil,
213-4). Similar creeds are attributed to the
disciples of Ibn anbal, notably his son
Abdallāh b. Amad (d. 290⁄903) whose
Kitāb al-Sunna (ed. A. b. Basyūnī Zaghlūl,
Beirut 19942) is one of the oldest extant
anbalī creeds, and Muammad b. Idrīs
Abū ātim al-Rāzī (d. 277⁄890-1; see Ibn
Abī Yalā, abaqāt, i, 284-6). Another early
creed is that of the famous compiler of the
prophetic tradition, Muammad b. Ismāīl
al-Bukhārī (d. 256⁄870; cf. Lālakāī, Shar ,
i⁄ii, 193-7).
In the early anbalī creeds the importance of polemics often eclipses the enumeration of even the most central articles
of faith, which are often missing. Moreover, these creeds frequently lack a logical
arrangement. Among the anbalīs of the
second half of the third⁄ninth century,
mention should be made of Abū Bakr alKhallāl (d. 311⁄922) who collected and
classiﬁed in his Kitāb al-Jāmi, partly extant
in manuscript, the responsa of Ibn anbal
on questions of law and dogmatics (cf.
H. Laoust, al-Khallāl); and Abū Bakr alSijistānī (d. 316⁄928) who wrote, among
other works, a short profession of faith in
verse (see Ibn Abī Yalā, abaqāt, ii, 53-4).
One of the most signiﬁcant anbalī creeds
of this period was composed by the militant traditionalist Abū Muammad alBarbahārī (d. 329⁄941) entitled Kitāb alSunna (see Ibn Abī Yalā, abaqāt, ii, 18-44;
H. Laoust, Les premières professions de
foi, 22-5; C. Gilliot, Textes, in mideo 24). It
is, above all, a polemic work denouncing
the proliferation of blameworthy innovations (bida), condemning pernicious deviations resulting from a personal and
arbitrary use of reason in the domain of
religious beliefs and enjoining a return to
the precepts of the “old religion” (dīn atīq)
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of the ﬁrst three caliphs. In his treatment
of doctrinal issues such as the divine attributes and theodicy, al-Barbahārī reproduces data drawn from the Qurān and the
sunna. His creed proved particularly inﬂuential for Ibn Ba a al-Ukbarī (d. 387⁄997),
who composed, among other works, two
professions of faith belonging to the great
tradition of anbalī polemics: the shorter
version, al-Ibāna al-saghīra (cf. H. Laoust,
Profession d’Ibn Baa) and the longer version, al-Ibāna al-kubrā, both of which have
been published (cf. J. van Ess, Notizen,
130f.). Ibn Ba a’s creeds apparently inﬂuenced the various edicts issued between
408⁄1017 and 409⁄1018 by the Abbāsid
caliph al-Qādir (r. 381-422⁄991-1031), who
wanted to make anbalism the ofﬁcial
credo of the state. These edicts came to be
known as the Qādirī Creed (al-itiqād alqādirī, cf. G. Makdisi, Ibn Aqīl, 8f.). However, despite its hostile attitude towards
dogmatic theology, anbalism was not
immune to its inﬂuence.
In contrast to former anbalī creeds, the
dogmatic treatise of Abū Yalā b. al-Farrā
(d. 458⁄1066), Kitāb al-Mutamad, is organized after contemporary treatises on kalām.
Towards the end of the sixth⁄twelfth century and the beginning of the seventh⁄
thirteenth century, Muwaffaq al-Dīn b.
Qudāma (d. 620⁄1223) composed a short
creed in traditional anbalī fashion, Lumat
al-itiqād (Brockelmann, gal , i, 398; G.
Anawati, Textes, in mideo 1, no. 22). Amad b. amdān b. Shabīb al- arrānī
(d. 695⁄1295) was also active in the seventh⁄thirteenth century. His creed, Nihāyat
al-mustadīn fī u ūl al-dīn, mentions the individual views of numerous former anbalī
doctors (cf. J. van Ess, Notizen, 127-8). A
century later, the neo- anbalī Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728⁄1328) wrote a number of
creeds, among them the Aqīda al-wāsiiyya
(cf. H. Laoust, La profession de foi d’Ibn Taymiyya) and the Aqīda al-tadmuriyya (cf. Wein,

Die islamische Glaubenslehre). His student Ibn
Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751⁄1350-51)
wrote a profession of faith in verse, the
Nūniyya (published as al-Kāﬁyya al-shāﬁyya fī
l-inti ār lil-ﬁrqa l-nājiyya, Cairo 1901, 19202;
cf. Brockelmann, gal , S ii, 128 no. 47), directed principally against the Jahmiyya
and the Ittiādiyya. Much use of the work
of Ibn Taymiyya was made by Muammad b. Abd al-Wahhāb (d. 1206⁄1791)
whose most signiﬁcant writing, apart from
several professions of faith, was his Kitāb
al-Taw īd (found in his Majmuat al-taw īd,
Cairo n.d., 21st treatise, 156-232; cf. H.
Laoust, Essai sur les doctrines sociales,
514-24 and 615-24 for Laoust’s French
translation of this aqīda and another
Wahhābī creed).
To a lesser extent, the other legal schools
have also developed creeds often attributed
to their founders, although the authenticity
of these attributions is not clear. Of Abū
anīfa’s (d. 150⁄767) own theological
tracts, only two epistles addressed to a certain Uthmān al-Battī are extant (Risālat Abī
anīfa ilā Uthmān al-Battī, in Abū anīfa,
al-Ālim wa-l-mutaallim, ed. M. Zāhid alKawtharī, Cairo 1949, 34-8). By contrast,
al-Ālim wa-l-mutaallim and al-Fiqh al-absa,
usually attributed to Abū anīfa, were
composed by two of his students, Abū
Muqātil al-Samarqandī (d. 208⁄823) and
Abū Mu ī al-Balkhī (d. 199⁄814) respectively (cf. U. Rudolph, al-Māturīdī, 30-78).
Al-Balkhī’s work is a collection of theological statements with commentary by Abū
anīfa. One of the most prominent
anafī creeds was composed towards the
end of the third⁄ninth century by Abū
l-Qāsim Isāq b. Muammad al- akīm alSamarqandī (d. 342⁄953), Radd alā a āb alahwā al-musammā Kitāb al-Sawād al-aam
alā madhhab al-īmām al-aam Abī anīfa
(Refutation of those holding heretical views entitled the Book of the vast majority of people who
follow the teaching of the worthy Imām Abū
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anīfa), which became known under the title al-Sawād al-aam. This creed, which alakīm al-Samarqandī had been commissioned to write, won the formal approval
of the Samanid ruler (amīr) Ismāīl b.
Amad (r. 279-95⁄892-907) and all the
anafī doctors of Transoxania. The tract,
translated into Persian and Turkish, served
as the ofﬁcial creed under the Samanids
and remained popular long after the fall of
the dynasty (cf. U. Rudolph, al-Māturīdī,
106-31 for a summary of the tract; he
gives a list of editions and translations on
p. 374). The anafī jurist Abū l-Layth alSamarqandī (d. 373⁄983) composed a short
catechism, Aqīdat al-u ūl, which became
highly popular among Indonesian and
Malayan Muslims (cf. Juynboll, Samarkandi’s catechismus) and a manual of basic
religious knowledge entitled Bustān alārifīn. In addition to these works, a commentary on the above-mentioned al-Fiqh
al-absa entitled Shar al-ﬁqh al-akbar has
been attributed to al-Samarqandī (H.
Daiber, Islamic concept of belief ). However,
this attribution is disputed (cf. U. Rudolph,
al-Māturīdī, 361-5).
Of the various professions of faith attributed to al-Shāfiī (d. 204⁄820) some (al-Fiqh
al-akbar fī l-taw īd and Wa iyyat al-Shāfiī)
may give the impression that his theological thinking preﬁgured either Asharism
or, depending on who makes the claim,
anbalism (Ibn Abī Yalā, abaqāt, i,
283-4). However, these attributions are
doubtful. For instance, later Shāfiī Asharīs like Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606⁄1209)
or al-Subkī (d. 771⁄1370) describe al-Shāfiī
as having favored the exercise of speculative theology (ilm al-kalām), whereas according to traditionalist Shāfiīs, he is described as having been hostile to this
discipline. Modern scholars usually consider both views to be retrospective projection (cf. Laoust, Šāﬁī and Makdisi, Juridical Theology).

A profession of faith was also formulated
by the historian and commentator on the
Qurān, al-abarī (d. 310⁄923), who was
the founder of a school of law which did
not survive. Though his creed bears a
strong resemblance to the traditional
creeds of his time, al-abarī deviates to
some extent from the orthodox doctrine
regarding the question of the imāmate and
that of the divine attributes. This was presumably the reason for the strong anbalī
opposition he encountered (for the creed of
al-abarī, cf. Gilliot, Elt, 60; Lālakāī,
Shar , i⁄ii, 206-9; D. Sourdel, Une profession; for creeds before al-abarī, cf. Gilliot,
Elt, 208-10).
Although creeds were natural expressions
of dogma for the orthodox, they are frequently encountered within other Muslim
theological traditions. As the Māturīdiyya
generally lagged behind the other kalām
schools in methodological sophistication
and systematization, professions of faith
played a far more important role in expounding and elaborating the doctrine of
al-Māturīdī (d. 333⁄944) than they did in
the reﬁnement of Asharī doctrines. Most
signiﬁcant for the dissemination of Māturīdī dogma was a creed by Abū af
Umar b. Muammad al-Nasafī (d. 537⁄
1142; for al-Aqāid al-nasaﬁyya, see the second creed in W. Cureton, Pillar; D. Macdonald, Development, 308-15; J. Schacht, Der
Islam, 81-7, no. 19; for Abū afs, see A.
Wensinck, al-Nasafī, no. III). It was frequently versiﬁed and many commentaries
and glosses were written on it, the best
known by Sad al-Dīn al-Taftazānī (d. 792⁄
1390; cf. C. Gilliot, Textes, in mideo 19,
no. 49; the English translation of alTaftazānī’s commentary is E. Elder, A commentary on the creed of Islam, NY 1950; the
best edition is that of Claude Salamé,
Damascus 1974). Alī b. Uthmān al-Ūshī
(ﬂ. 569⁄1173) composed another popular
creed in verse, known as al-Lāmiyya fī
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l-taw īd or Bad al-amālī (cf. Brockelmann,
gal , i, 429; S i, 764). Numerous commentaries were written on it, some of them in
Persian and Turkish. The most popular
was aw al-amālī of Alī al-Qārī (d. 1014⁄
1605; cf. Brockelmann, gal , S ii, 764, commentary no. 6). Other popular Māturīdī
creeds were composed by Nūr al-Dīn alābūnī al-Bukhārī (d. 580⁄1184) entitled
Kitāb al-Bidāya min al-kifāya fī l-hidāya (ed.
F. Khulayf, Cairo 1969, 180 p.) and by Abū
l-Barakāt al-Nasafī (d. 710⁄1310; cf. W.
Heffening, al-Nasafī, no. IV) entitled
Umdat al-aqīda li-ahl al-sunna (ed. W. Cureton, Pillar). On this latter creed, in support
of the creed of Abū af al-Nasafī (supra),
Abū l-Barakāt wrote a commentary entitled Kitāb al-Itimād fī l-itiqād.
Creeds were also frequently composed by
Asharī scholars. Al-Asharī (d. 324⁄936)
himself wrote a short creed, two versions
of which are extant, in his Ibāna (9-13) and
his Maqālāt (290-7; trans. W.M. Watt,
Creeds, 41-7; R. McCarthy, Theology, 235f.).
Later adherents of his school also composed numerous professions of faith. In
contrast to the specialized and elaborate
dogmatic treatises on Asharī doctrine,
these creeds were written for a wider audience with the purpose of attracting them
to Asharism. Examples are the Aqīda of
al-Ustādh Abū Isāq al-Isfarāyinī (d. 418⁄
1027; cf. R. Frank, al-Ustādh Abū Isā);
various creeds by Abū l-Qāsim al-Qushayrī
(d. 465⁄1074) such as al-Fu ūl fī l-u ūl (for
English translation, cf. R. Frank, Two short
dogmatic works, [part 2] in mideo 16
(1983), 59-94), the Luma fī l-itiqād (for English translation, cf. R. Frank, Two short
dogmatic works, [part 1] in mideo 15
(1982), 53-74) and al-Manūma, an aqīda in
verse (ed. K. al-Samarrāī, in Majallat almajma al-ilmī l-Irāqī, 18 (1969), 284-6); alAqīda al-niāmiyya of Abū l-Maālī alJuwaynī (d. 478⁄1085; cf. G. Anawati,
Textes, in mideo 15, no. 13); a profession of

faith by Abū l- āmid al-Ghazālī (d. 505⁄
1111; trans. W.M. Watt, Creeds, 73-9); alAqāid al-a udiyya of A ud al-Dīn al-Ījī
(d. 756⁄1355; trans. W.M. Watt, Creeds,
86-9) as well as a number of popular
creeds by Muammad b. Yūsuf al-Sanūsī
(d. 891⁄1486 or 895⁄1490; cf. W.M. Watt,
Creeds, 90-7).
Few if any creeds seem to have been formulated by the Mutazila (see mutazils).
However, a number of summaries of
Mutazilī doctrine meant to serve as professions of faith are extant. Examples are
the Mukhta ar fī u ūl al-dīn (see Rasāil, i,
161-254) and the Shar al-u ūl al-khamsa by
the Qā ī Abd al-Jabbār (d. 415⁄1025; cf.
Gimaret, Les U ūl), who was the head of
the disciples of Abū Hāshim Abd alSalām al-Jubbāī (d. 321⁄933), who are
called in Arabic al-Bahshamiyya (cf.
Shahrastānī, Livre des religions, 265-89). A
further example is the Minhāj fī u ūl al-dīn
of Mamūd b. Umar al-Zamakhsharī (d.
538⁄1144; (trans. Schmidtke, A Mutazilite
creed ), who was largely inﬂuenced by the
views of the founder of the last innovative
Mutazilī school, Abū l- usayn al-Ba rī
(d. 436⁄1044).
Countless professions of faith were composed by Imāmīs, not only by traditionalists like Ibn Bābawayh (d. 381⁄991; Risālat
al-itiqādāt, trans. A. Fyzee, Shiite Creed )
but also by later Twelver Shīīs who were
predominantly inﬂuenced by Mutazilism.
Examples are the two popular creeds by
the Allāma al- illī (d. 726⁄1325), the Bāb
al- ādī ashar (trans. W.M. Watt, Creeds,
98-105) and the Risāla fī wājib al-itiqād alā
jamī al-ibād, both of which received frequent and lengthy commentary; or the
Risāla tashtamilu alā aqalli mā yajibu alā lmukallifīn min al-ilm bi-u ūl al-dīn by Ibn
Abī Jumhūr al-Asāī (d. after 904⁄1499;
for further Imāmī creeds, see al-Tihrānī,
Dharīa, ii, 224-9; xv, 281, 306). An example
of an Ismāīlī creed is the Tāj al-aqāid of
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Sayyidnā Alī b. Muammad al-Walīd
(d. 612⁄1215; cf. Ivanov, Creed). Among
the Ibā īs, professions of faith were written by Zakariyyā Yayā b. al-Khayr alJannāwunī (ﬁfth⁄eleventh century; cf.
Cuperly, Profession) and by Abū af
Amr b. Jamī (eighth⁄fourteenth-ninth⁄
ﬁfteenth century; cf. A. Motylinski,
Aqīda). Concise overviews of the essentials of Islamic faith were also produced
by ūfīs (cf. W. Chittick, Faith and Practice;
see shism and the qurn; fism and
the qurn).
Sabine Schmidtke
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pears in the text seven times (q 2:53, 185;
3:4; 8:29, 41; 21:48; 25:1) and is also one of
the names given to q 25. It has long been
conjectured by Western scholars that the
origin of furqān is the Aramaic⁄Syriac purqāna (salvation, deliverance, redemption;
see foreign vocabulary). Although a foreign origin has not been posited by the
Muslim tradition, it has nonetheless been
recognized that a simple derivation from
the Arabic root letters f-r-q (to separate,
distinguish) will not easily explain all the
uses of furqān.
There seem to be two basic elements inﬂuencing qurānic usage of this term: a soteriological sense probably deriving from
an Aramaic or Syriac origin and the notion
of separation and discernment characteristic of the Arabic verb faraqa. When a sense
of connection to revelation and scripture is
added to these two factors, the resulting
semantic ﬁeld becomes quite complex (see
revelation and inspiration; scripture
and the qurn). The aspect of salvation
(q.v.) is clearest in q 8:29: “O you who believe! If you fear God, he will create for
you a furqān, acquit you of your evil-doing
and forgive you (see forgiveness).” Alabarī (d. 310⁄923) notes that in this context authorities have interpreted the word
variously as escape (makhraj), salvation
(najāt) or separation⁄discernment ( fa l, cf.
Tafsīr, ad loc.). Its use in connection with
Moses (q.v.) and Aaron (q.v.) forms a conceptual link between salvation and scripture: “We granted to Moses the book (alkitāb, see book) and the furqān. Perhaps you
might accept to be guided” (q 2:53); “Indeed we granted to Moses and Aaron the
furqān and a light and a reminder (dhikr)
for the God-fearing” (q 21:48; see piety).
Since the career of Moses unites the roles
of both liberator and deliverer of revelation, and since for the Qurān it is the latter role that is paramount, it is not difﬁcult

Crescent see days, times of
Crime see sin and crime

Criterion
A standard of judging. Among the many
names used by Muslims for the Qurān,
one of the most popular is al-furqān, usually
translated “the Criterion.” The word ap-
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to see how the emphasis in the usage of
this loanword might shift from salvation
to revelation.
This dual emphasis is evident also in the
career of the Prophet (see muammad):
q 8:41 refers to “what we revealed to our
servant on the day of al-furqān, the day
when the two armies met.” The tradition
universally recognizes this as referring to
the battle of Badr (q.v.) and so links the
revelation of the Qurān in the month of
Rama ān (q.v.) with the divinely-granted
victory of the Muslims over the Meccan
forces (see conquest; expeditions and
battles). In this verse the various levels of
meaning in the word furqān can be seen to
come together: God saves (Syr.⁄Aram. purqāna) the smaller Muslim band from almost
certain defeat and at this juncture a decisive break ( farq) between Muslims and
Meccans takes place. Furthermore, God’s
revelation in the Qurān is something by
which right is distinguished ( faraqa) from
wrong and it is also what distinguishes
( faraqa) Muslims from the unscriptured
and from the recipients of earlier revelations (see people of the book). The sense
that al-furqān refers to revelation is reinforced by the fact that it is used on all but
one occasion with the verbs “to grant” (atā)
and “to send down” (nazzala⁄anzala) —
verbs most often, although not exclusively,
connected with revelation. To the extent
that the Qurān recognizes a need for salvation, the term al-furqān shows how it
considers the salviﬁc action of God to be
the sending of prophetic guidance (see
prophets and prophethood).
Daniel Madigan
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Criticism, Critical Theory see
contemporary critical practices

Cross see crucifixion

Cruciﬁxion
Nailing or binding the hands and feet of a
criminal to a cross of execution. The verb
alaba, “to crucify,” occurs six times in the
Qurān: twice in the root form and four
times in the second verbal form. It is probably a Syriac loan word (see foreign
vocabulary).
Etymology and meaning
The verb “to crucify” ( alaba), which occurs in the active voice at q 4:157 and
in the passive at q 12:41, is a denominal
verb from the noun alīb, meaning a cross.
This noun does not occur in the Qurān,
although found in early poetry (see poetry and poets). It is probably derived
from elībā, the word for cross in Syriac.
The precise meaning of the second form
of the verb ( allaba), which occurs at
q 5:33 in the passive voice and at q 7:124,
20:71 and 26:49 in the active, is uncertain.
J. Penrice assumes that it is causative
(Dictionary, 85) but as the verb is denominal the ﬁrst and second forms may be
interchangeable. Other possibilities are
that the second form is intensive (“to
crucify with great violence”) or numerically extensive (“to crucify in large
numbers”).
Crucifixion as a pre-Islamic punishment
Cruciﬁxion was widely practiced in antiquity. Herodotus (ﬁfth century b.c.e.) makes
numerous references to its employment by
the Persians and other classical authors testify to its currency amongst Indians, Assyrians, Celts, Carthaginians and Romans
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(M. Hengel, Cruciﬁxion, 4-5). According to
the Gospels, when the Romans cruciﬁed
Jesus they nailed him to a cross which had
to be carried to the site of execution (e.g.
John 19:17-23; 20:25). However, Paul
equates cruciﬁxion with hanging on a tree
(Gal 3:13; cf. Deut 21:23).
In the Qurān, cruciﬁxion is associated
principally with ancient Egypt (q.v.).
Joseph (q.v.) interprets the dream (see
dreams and sleep) of a fellow prisoner to
mean that the latter will be cruciﬁed and
birds will eat from his head (q 12:41; cf.
Gen 40:23, where Pharaoh’s chief baker is
hanged on a tree; see bread). Another instance occurs in reference to Moses (q.v.).
When Pharaoh’s magicians testify to their
belief in the God of Moses, Pharaoh
(q.v.) says that he will cut off their hands
and feet on opposite sides and crucify
them (q 7:124; 20:71; 26:49). We are not
given details of the procedure, although in
one of these qurānic references, Pharaoh
tells his magicians that he will crucify them
“on the trunks of palm trees (q.v.)”
(q 20:71).

(d. ca. 127⁄745) which narrate how God
outwitted the Jews (N. Robinson, Christ in
Islam, 127-41, 171-2). Muslim rationalists
were quick to point out the difﬁculties in
the projection theory. Some of them proposed more credible alternatives, e.g. that
the authorities, after failing to arrest Jesus,
knowingly cruciﬁed another person and
that the crowds were misled into thinking
that the substitute was Jesus because they
were kept at a distance and his appearance
was disﬁgured by the ordeal (N. Robinson,
Christ in Islam, 136-8, 172; see polemics and
polemical language).
As some pre-Islamic texts such as the
gnostic Apocalypse of Peter discovered at
Nag Hammadi mention the cruciﬁxion of
a substitute, it is possible that the traditional commentators have interpreted this
verse correctly. However, Christian apologists have long argued that q 4:157 does not
actually deny that Jesus was cruciﬁed, but
rather, that it denies that it was the Jews
who cruciﬁed him. This accords with the
gospel accounts, which attribute his execution to the Romans (N. Robinson, Christ in
Islam, 108-9). Christian apologists also
draw attention to q 3:55, which seems to
imply that Jesus’ death is in the past and to
q 3:169, which asserts that Muslim martyrs
are alive with God. The Brethren of Purity
(see brother and brotherhood) apparently accepted these arguments and
adopted the view that Jesus’ body was
nailed to the cross but that his spirit was
raised alive into God’s presence (N. Robinson, Christ in Islam, 56).
M.Z. Khan’s translation of q 4:157
(… “those who have differed in the matter
of his having been taken down alive from
the cross are certainly in a state of doubt
concerning it”…) gives the impression that
the Arabic explicitly states that Jesus was
taken down alive from the cross. However,
as the Arabic reads: wa-inna lladhīna khtalafū

The non-crucifixion of Jesus
The Qurān takes the Jews to task for
claiming that they killed Jesus (q.v.) and it
states that they did not kill him or crucify
him but that it appeared so to them
(q 4:157; see jews and judaism; christians
and christianity). According to the traditional Sunnī and Shīī commentators, God
raised him alive to heaven, having ﬁrst projected his likeness onto someone else whom
the Jews cruciﬁed in the belief that he was
Jesus. In support of this interpretation,
they cite adīths which state that Jesus will
descend to kill the Antichrist (q.v.) before
he dies (see apocalypse; eschatology), as
well as reports attributed to the early exegetes Ibn Abbās (d. 68⁄686-8), Wahb b.
Munabbih (d. 110 or 114 a.h.) and al-Suddī
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fīhi la-fī shakkin minhu, a more literal translation would be along the lines of “those
who have differed in it are certainly in a
state of doubt concerning it.” He also renders q 2:72-5 so as to allude to the cruciﬁxion. His rendition of q 2:72-3, in particular, is at variance with the Arabic: “Call
to mind also when you claimed to have
brought about the death of a Personage
[wa-idh qataltum nafsan, lit. “and when you
killed a man”] and then differed among
yourselves concerning it, and Allah would
bring to mind that which you concealed.
So We said: ‘Test the crucial question by
putting together other incidents relating to
the affair and you will arrive at the truth.’
Thus does Allah plan to preserve alive
those considered dead [kadhālika yu yi llāhu
l-mawtā, lit. “thus does God make the dead
alive”] and shows you His Signs that you
may understand.” The interpretations conveyed in this translation, corresponding to
the teaching of the Amadiyya (q.v.), have
no textual basis.
Crucifixion as a divinely-ordained punishment?
The traditional interpretation of q 5:33 is
that it prescribes cruciﬁxion as one of four
possible punishments for brigandage. The
basis for this view is a adīth which states
that the verse (āya) was revealed when
some people from the tribe of Ukl abused
the Prophet’s hospitality by killing a herdsman and stealing cattle (Bukhārī, a ī ,
viii, 201-2; see occasions of revelation).
Without mentioning this adīth, M. Asad
argues that the Qurān would hardly promulgate a divine law which advocated a
punishment identical to that inﬂicted by
Pharaoh, whose qurānic characterization
is that of an enemy of God. Asad suggests
that the āya is not a legal injunction, but
rather a description of what the unbelievers were doing to each other in their perverseness (The message, 148-9; see chas-

cups and vessels
tisement and punishment; belief and
unbelief; gratitude and ingratitude;
disobedience; law and the qurn).
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Crusher see hell
Crying see weeping
Cultivation see agriculture and
vegetation

Cups and Vessels
Hollow or concave receptacles for conveying food and drink. As with qurānic religious terminology, some of the Qurān’s
cultural vocabulary, such as the various lexemes for cups and vessels, are of nonArabic origin (see foreign vocabulary).
As noted by Arthur Jeffery and others who
have investigated the origins of foreign
words in the Qurān, the borrowings came
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from other Semitic languages, such as Aramaic, Nabatean, Syriac, Ethiopian, as well
as from Persian and Greek. Eleonore
Haeuptner’s study on material culture in
the Qurān deals with the relationship between the references to material culture in
the Qurān on the one hand — not so
much focusing on speciﬁc vocabulary, but
rather on general categories to which the
terms belong — and pre-Islamic Arab culture on the other, as it is known from poetry and from other sources, such as adīth and biographies (see pre-islamic
arabia and the qurn), presenting a panorama of the cultural environment of the
Qurān. At least as important perhaps as
the etymology of the material-cultural
terms is the pattern of their occurrences.
The enumeration of vessels presented below reveals such patterns with regards to
certain lexemes. Some words are exclusively associated with speciﬁc contexts or
certain stories and do not occur elsewhere.
For example, kas, akwāb, abārīq, and qawārīr, which are of diverse origins and all of
which refer to various types of drinking
vessels, occur only in descriptions of the
pleasures of paradise (q.v.) whereas the
words uwā and siqāya, which also translate
as drinking vessels, are used only in q 12
(“Joseph,” Sūrat Yūsuf ) where none of the
previous paradisiacal vessels are mentioned. i āf, a kind of dish described as
made from gold (q.v.) and “vessels” (āniyya,
sing. inā), which are described as made
from silver, occur only in the context of descriptions of paradise. The word zujāja, like
qārūra, is usually associated with a glass vessel, but the former is used only in the symbolic context of the oil lamp (q.v.) in the
Light Verse (āyat al-nūr, q 24:35; see also
anointing) whereas the latter is used only
in a paradisiacal context. The following list
of qurānic terms for vessels is arranged alphabetically. Abārīq (sing. ibrīq), ewer, jug:
Like kas and akwāb, the word abārīq is

used in the context of paradise. It occurs
only once and in the plural form (q 56:18).
Akwāb (sing. kūb), goblet: Like kas the word
is used in the context of paradisiacal
drinks. In q 43:71 the cups are golden, in
q 76:15 they are made of silver. In q 56:18
the cup contains a wine that neither causes
headache nor intoxicates (see intoxicants). It occurs only in the plural form
(q 43:71; 56:18; 76:15; 88:14). Āniyya min
fi a, silver vessels: Like kas and akwāb, the
term appears in the context of the pleasures of paradise (q 76:15). Dalw, pail: It
occurs only once, in q 12 (“Joseph,” Sūrat
Yūsuf ), which relates the story of Joseph
(q.v.). Thrown by his brothers (see brother
and brotherhood) into a well (see wells
and springs), Joseph was found by someone who was drawing water from the well
with his pail (q 12:19). Jifān (sing. jafna), basin: The word is used once, in the plural, to
describe basins as large as troughs in King
Solomon’s (q.v.) palace (q 34:13; see jinn;
art and architecture and the qurn).
Kas, cup: The word occurs only in the singular, and in the context of the pleasures of
paradise where the believers will be served
in cups a drink (wine) from a paradisiacal
well. In verse q 76:5 the water in the cup is
camphor-ﬂavored (kāfūr, see camphor); in
q 76:17 the drink is ginger-ﬂavored (zanjabīl, cf. q 37:45; 56:18; 52:23; 76:5, 17; 78:34).
Qawārīr (sing. qārūra), a glass vessel, perhaps
a bottle: It is described as made of silver,
which could still mean that it is a glass
vessel, but comparable to or as shiny as
silver. The word is used in the plural and
in the context of paradisiacal delights; the
believers will be served in such vessels as
much as they like (q 76:15-6; see belief and
unbelief). Qudūr (sing. qidra), cauldrons:
The term occurs only once in the text and
in the plural, referring to built-in cauldrons
which the jinn made for King Solomon’s
palace (q 34:13). Mikyāl, a measuring vessel: The word is used in the singular to-
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curse

gether with mīzān in the metaphorical
sense of justice (q 11:84-5; see weights and
measures; measurement; metaphor). i āf
(sing. a fa), originally meaning a ﬂat surface, in the Qurān the term refers to
dishes. It occurs in the plural in the description of paradise, wherein the believers
will be served in golden dishes (q 43:71).
Siqāya, drinking cup: The word is used in
the singular, with two different meanings.
At q 12:70, Joseph places a cup (siqāya) in
his youngest brother’s saddlebag (see benjamin). Used in the context of pilgrimage
(q.v.) in q 9:19, however, it means a water
basin. uwā (from āa, ya ūu, to measure),
a drinking cup: The word is used once, as
a synonym for siqāya, the cup which Joseph
placed in his brother’s bag. The uwā is
described as a royal vessel ( uwā al-malik,
q 12:72). Zujāja, glass vessel: The term occurs only once and in the singular, at
q 24:35 (āyat al-nūr). The lamp that symbolizes the divine light is described as including a zujāja or glass vessel, which contains
the oil of an olive tree.
Conclusions about the signiﬁcance of a
qurānic lexeme cannot be drawn based
solely upon its status as a “loan word”
or an original Arabic term (see arabs; bedouin; arabic language; language and
style of the qurn; language, concept
of). It is important to know the history of
the presence of the term in the Arabic
language and to determine whether its
occurrence in the Qurān was an innovation. However, literature on material culture in the Qurān (see material culture
and the qurn) remains particularly
sparse.

Tübingen 1966; Jeffery, For. vocab.; Lisān al-Arab;
Paret; id., Kommentar; Suyū ī, Durr; abarī, Tafsīr;
Tāj al-arūs.
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Curse
A wish or prayer (q.v.) for misfortune or disaster to befall someone or something; with
speciﬁc reference to God, the prediction or
causation of misfortune; the expression of
this invocation, prediction or causation or
the result thereof. All of these signiﬁcations are rendered in the Qurān by lana,
“curse”; closely related is wrath (gha ab,
see anger). Curses are often expressed by
verbs with an optative sense, with “to
curse, damn” (laana) appearing most frequently. Other verses which may be read as
curses are: “May God ﬁght against them!”
(q 9:30; 63:4), “May their hands be tied
and may they be cursed for what they have
said!” (q 5:64), “May the hands [i.e. the
power] of Abū Lahab (q.v.) perish, and
may he perish as well!” (q 111:1). The passive qutila (“may he be killed!”) occurs ﬁve
times (q 51:10; 74:19, 20; 80:17; 85:4). The
accusative absolute understood to modify a
suppressed verb may also express a curse:
“May perdition befall them ( fa-tasan lahum) and may [God] make their actions
vain!” (q 47:8); “May the denizens of hellﬁre be far removed [from mercy]!” ( fasu qan li-a ābi l-saīr, q 67:11; see hell;
fire); “May the wrongdoing folk be far
removed!” ( fa-budan lil-qawmi l-ālimīn,
q 23:41; cf. 11:44, 60, 68, 95; 23:44; see
punishment stories). A curse is created by
inversion of the greeting “Welcome!”:
“May you not be welcome!” (lā mar aban
bikum, q 38:60). The noun wayl, “woe, misfortune,” appears in such frequent curses
as “Woe to the deniers on that day!” (e.g.
ten times in q 77; see last judgment).
The act of cursing is most often performed by God. God has cursed Satan
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(q 4:118; see devil), enemies of the faith
such as unbelievers, apostates, hypocrites
and those who conceal God’s signs (q.v.;
q 2:88, 159; 3:8; 9:6; 33:64; see belief and
unbelief; astray; apostasy; hypocrites
and hypocrisy; idolaters and idolatry)
as well as perpetrators of speciﬁc legal infractions such as Sabbath breakers, murderers and those who accuse innocent
women of adultery (q 4:47, 93; 24:23; see
boundaries and precepts; murder;
bloodshed; adultery and fornication).
The curse of God is sometimes associated
solely with eternal damnation (e.g. q 4:93;
33:64; 48:6) while other passages imply that
it has two distinct effects: damnation in the
afterlife and destruction in this world (q 11
passim; see chastisement and punishment;
reward and punishment). God’s curse
renders hypocrites blind and deaf (q 47:23)
and turns those who have incurred his
wrath into apes and pigs (cf. q 5:60). Those
who are cursed by God are doomed and
will ﬁnd no one to help them (q 4:52; see
fate; destiny). The curses of angels and
people may reinforce those of God
(q 2:159, 161). Nations curse their predecessors for leading them astray and causing
their doom to hell (q 7:38). Earlier prophets including Noah (q.v.), Moses (q.v.) and
Jesus (q.v.) cursed the stubborn opponents
among their peoples for refusing to accept
the Lord’s messages (q 5:78; 10:88; 71:24-8;
see disobedience; gratitude and ingratitude; opposition to muammad).
An oath often contains a conditional
curse upon oneself as with liān, whereby a
husband who has no witnesses other than
himself swears four times that his wife has
committed adultery and his wife swears
her innocence, each invoking God’s curse
if he or she is lying (q 24:6-9; see marriage
and divorce; law and the qurn; oaths).
As a means to settle a dispute concerning
the nature of Jesus as divine or human,
q 3:61 proposes a technique of mutual

cursing known as mubāhala, wherein the assembled disputants each present their case,
then pray humbly (i.e. to God; ibtahala)
and, ﬁnally, invoke the curse of God upon
those who lie. This incident, which apparently was never actually carried out, is said
to have been occasioned by a Christological debate between the Prophet and a deputation from the Christian Balārith
b. Kab of Najrān (q.v.) in 10⁄632 (see
polemics and polemical language;
christians and christianity; debate and
disputation). See also blessing.
Devin J. Stewart
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Dahr see fate
Damnation see last judgment
Dance see fism and the qurn
Dār al- arb see community and
society in the qurn

Dār al-Islām see community and
society in the qurn

Darkness
The absence of light (q.v.). In the Qurān,
darkness is almost always evoked within
the semantic ﬁeld of the term unbelief
(kufr, see belief and unbelief) as a metaphorical expression descriptive of the spiritual state of the unbeliever (kāfir). It is expressed by the word ulumāt (the plural of
ulma⁄uluma) attested 23 times in the text.
The fourth verbal form, which means to
become or to make dark (alama, q 2:20)
and its active participle mulim (q 10:27; cf.
36:37), account for the only other qurānic
references to darkness. Finally, the elative
form (alam), where it occurs, is not directly related to darkness semantically, but

rather to injustice (see justice and injustice), arrogance (q.v.), unbelief, etc. (ulm).
As its antonym, light (nūr), stands for faith
(q.v.; īmān), darkness is inextricably associated with the concepts of error (q.v.) or
straying from truth ( alāla, see astray),
perﬁdy (nifāq), and unbelief (kufr). Going
astray, open or hidden breach of faith and
concealment of the truth (q.v.) plunge human beings into the darkness of doubt (see
uncertainty), delusion and ultimately
faithlessness. In two powerful sequential
similes, the hypocritical dissenters (munāfiqūn, see hypocrites and hypocrisy) are
likened ﬁrst to those who have lit a ﬁre
which has gone out and left them in total
darkness so that they cannot see and then
to those who are caught in a rainstorm at
night, paralyzed by fear and darkness,
ironically able to take a few steps only in
the light provided by the lightening of
which they are terriﬁed (q 2:17-20). The
unbelievers, by contrast, are totally blind
and cannot be compared to “those with
sight (ba īr),” i.e. the believers (q 13:16;
35:19-20). The parallelism here between
the antonym pairs of light-darkness and
seeing-blindness is unmistakable. The commentators take the obvious step and superimpose the pair īmān-kufr onto the other
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two. This move also suggests an answer to
the question of why darkness is always expressed in the plural: Right guidance is singular and integral while error is multiple
(e.g. Bay āwī, Anwār, i, 292, ad q 6:1).
Even the more straightforward usage of
the term as in the expression “the darknesses of the land and of the sea” (q 6:63,
97; 27:63), which the commentators regularly gloss as difﬁculties attendant on travel
by land and sea, preserves the core metaphorical connotation of straying from the
proper course. The only exception to this
pattern is in q 39:6 where the “three darknesses” enveloping the fetus are decoded as
the belly, the womb, and the placenta by
the commentators (e.g. abarī, Tafsīr, x,
615-6; see biology as the stages and
creation of life; blood and blood clot).
The commentary tradition cites the crying
out of Dhū l-Nūn (see jonah) in the darkness (q 21:87) as another exception to the
general metaphorical interpretation of
darkness by interpreting ulumāt here as
physical darkness (of the ﬁsh’s belly, of the
sea, of the night, e.g. abarī, Tafsīr, ix,
76-7); yet the verse is patently about Jonah’s temporary spiritual deviation and his
subsequent return to the truth, making a
metaphorical understanding of the term
difﬁcult to rule out. Finally, it is noteworthy
that ulumāt is not found in semantic proximity to the important qurānic pair, day
and night (q.v.).

East: nakhl (collective noun), nakhīl (plural),
and nakhla (nomen unitatis). These forms appear in the Qurān a total of nineteen
times.
The date palm is mentioned in two general contexts. The ﬁrst is as one of the
signs (q.v.) of God’s muniﬁcence towards
his creation, occurring often with the olive
and the grape, e.g. q 6:99; 16:11; 80:29.
The second is in a metaphorical sense, likening God’s punishment of sin (see sin,
major and minor; chastisement and
punishment) to the “uprooted trunks of
palm trees,” as in q 54:20 and q 69:7. Both
contexts underline the great importance of
the palm tree in its various species to agriculture and human subsistence throughout
the Middle East (see agriculture and
vegetation).
This is conﬁrmed by the unusually large
number of terms in the Qurān which are
related to the plant, more in fact than to
any other. Of the following almost all are
single references, some used in a ﬁgurative
or metaphorical sense: līna, a kind of palm
tree (q 59:5); masad, the ﬁbers growing at
the roots of the palm branches, used for
making rope (q 111:5); nawā, the date stone
(q 6:95); ha īm, palm spathe (q 26:148); dusur (sing. disār), the palm ﬁber cord traditionally used in Arabian shipbuilding to
bind the planks of the hull together
(q 54:13); akmām (sing. kumm), the calyx of
the ﬂowers, the date bud (q 41:47; 55:11);
qimīr, the thin skin around a date stone
(q 35:13); qinwān, said by al-abarī (d. 310⁄
923) to be the fruit stalks and fruit of the
palm when ripe (q 6:99); naqīr, the groove
in a date stone (q 4:53, 124); jidh (pl. judhū),
the palm trunk (q 19:23, 25; 20:71); urjūn,
the dry date stalk (q 36:39); janā, fresh ripe
dates (q 55:54); ajāz (sing. ajuz), trunks of
the palm tree (q 54:20, 69:7); al, the spadix of the palm (q 50:10); arīm, dates cut
from the tree (q 68:20).
Two remarkable references may also be
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Date Palm
Phoenix dactylifera, a widely-cultivated tree of
great economic importance in the Middle
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noted. In q 19:23-5 Mary (q.v.) seeks the
cooling shelter of a palm tree and then is
fed by its nourishing fruit (ruab), while
painfully awaiting the imminent birth of
her child. And in q 16:67 there is a mention of the fruit of palms and grapes used
to make an intoxicating drink and a “good
substance.” Attention is directed to these
products as a sign of God. Commentators
agreed that these verses were later abrogated by the verses prohibiting the use of
alcohol (see intoxicants; abrogation).
In a adīth attributed to the Prophet, the
date palm is said to be the most blessed of
trees just as Muslims are the most blessed
community of humankind (see community
and society in the qurn). This saying
appears to have derived from the widespread notion in Iraq that the date palm
occupies in the plant kingdom the same
rank as the human being among the animals. The date palm was honored with the
epithet of “Adam’s sister” (Ibn Washiyya
[ﬂ. late third⁄ninth century], al-Filā a alnabaiyya, ii, 1339). In another tradition, the
Prophet recommended eating seven ajwa
(the best variety of dates grown in Medina,
called umm al-tamr, “the mother of dates”)
in the morning to counteract the effects of
poison and other ills throughout the day.
The Prophet is said to have enjoyed ays, a
mixture of pitted dates, clariﬁed butter and
dried curd, vigorously kneaded together
into a paste and shaped into mouth-sized
portions. Finally, dates could be used to
pay off a grower’s debts (Bukhārī, a ī , K.
Aima for all references; see debt).
In Ibn Washiyya’s Nabatean agriculture
(al-Filā a al-nabaiyya) the date is judged to
be more useful than the olive. It was more
widely cultivated than the olive and the
tree and its fruit were put to numerous
uses. The consumption of dates was seen
as the cause of the supposed longevity of
Arabs and was said to provide protection
against ulcers and tumors. Wine, vinegar

and syrup could be produced from the
fruit. Palm fronds were used to make
doors, beds, ﬂoor coverings and tents. (Indeed, down to the present day, houses constructed of palm fronds are found in certain coastal areas of Oman). Palm ﬁber
was woven to make shrouds for the dead,
plates, baskets, trays and jar covers. The
wood of the trunks could be burned or
used as a building material. The ﬁrst
mosque (q.v.) in the city of Medina (q.v.)
was constructed of palm trees. See also
food and drink.
David Waines
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Dates see date palm
Dating see calendar
Daughters see children
Daughters of God see polytheism
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and idolaters; pre-islamic arabia and
the qurn

David
The Israelite king, mentioned sixteen times
in the Qurān. David (Dāwūd) appears in
the Qurān as a link in the chain of proph-
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ets who preceded Muammad (q 4:163;
6:84). Although he is not one of the law
giving prophets (ulū al-azm), he is far from
a marginal ﬁgure.

or his other sons, with the exception of
Solomon. There is also no mention of his
stay in Hebron and Jerusalem (q.v.) and his
conﬂicts with the Philistines.
Sūrat ād (q 38) is also called “the sūra of
David” (Hibat Allāh b. Salāma, Nāsikh,
262). Exegetes explain that since David
prostrated when asking God to forgive
him, Muammad was ordered to imitate
him and to perform a prostration when
reading this sūra (Bukhārī, a ī , vi, 155;
see bowing and prostration).

David in the Qurān
David was the recipient of a written divine
book of psalms (q.v.; q 4:163; 17:55).
Mountains and birds obeyed him in praising God (q 21:79; 34:10). He killed Goliath
(q.v.; Jālūt) and God granted him kingship
(mulk, see kings and rulers) after Saul
(q.v.; ālūt) and wisdom (q.v.; ikma,
q 2:251), sometimes explained as the gift of
prophecy (e.g. abarī, Tarīkh, i, 559). God
also gave David and his son Solomon (q.v.)
“knowledge” (ilm, q 27:15), which in this
case is sometimes understood to be the
ability to comprehend the language of the
birds and animals (see knowledge and
learning). He was appointed a deputy of
God on the earth (khalīfa fī l-ar , q 38:26;
see caliph), a title given only to him and to
Adam (see adam and eve). David cursed
the unbelievers among the Children of Israel (q.v.; q 5:78). Exegetes commonly connect this verse with q 7:166: “Be you apes,
miserably slinking!” (e.g. abarsī, Majma,
iii, 231). He was given the ability to distinguish between truth (q.v.) and falsehood
when dispensing justice ( fa l al-khiāb,
q 38:20; see justice and injustice; decision). God softened iron for him and instructed him to make coats of mail
(q 21:80; 34:10-1) to provide for his livelihood. David thought that God was putting him to the test (see trial). Then he
prayed and repented and God forgave him
(q 38:24-5; see forgiveness; repentance
and penance). A divine forgiveness that
commentators have linked to the biblical
story of Bathsheba and Uriah (abarī,
Tafsīr, ad q 38:24) yet unlike the Hebrew
Bible, the Qurān does not explicitly mention anything about Uriah, Bathsheba or
the other wives of David or about Absalom

David in qurānic exegesis and the stories of
prophets
The need to explain some cryptic allusions
in the Qurān opened the door to the
abundant and readily available Jewish and
Christian legends about David (see mythic
and legendary narratives). In particular,
homiletic interpretations of the scriptures
(midrash, see scripture and the qurn)
and pious Jewish legends (haggada) were to
ﬁgure prominently in the exegesis of the
Qurān and in the nascent literature of the
“stories of prophets” (qi a al-anbiyā). An
early collector, Wahb b. Munabbih (d. 110⁄
728 or 114⁄732), played an important role
as a source for traditions about David.
The image of David in later exegesis
closely parallels that in the Jewish sources
(e.g. the Books of Chronicles, the mishna,
the talmud and the haggada), where he is
represented as completely puriﬁed of all
sins. Such traditions were compatible with
the Islamic doctrine of infallibility of
prophets which developed in the second⁄
eighth and third⁄ninth centuries (see impeccability and infallibility) and Muslim authors followed this lead. For example, in the Muslim tradition Bathsheba
was engaged to Uriah, not married to him.
David asked for her hand and her parents
preferred him, the king, to Uriah, the warrior. Other versions of the story maintain
that Bathsheba was divorced or widowed
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and Uriah was resurrected for a moment
to tell David that he forgave him, not for
sending him to his death, but for marrying
his widow. God pardoned David (Sib b. alJawzī, Mirāt al-zamān, i, 484-5). Muslim
story-tellers (qu ā , sing. qā ) accepted
these legends and rejected the older image
of David from the Book of Samuel and
Kings, where he is charged with adultery
and murder. Further, it seems that such a
total change in the attitude towards David
(and other biblical ﬁgures) in the Jewish
sources is one of the bases for the qurānic
accusation that the Jews had falsiﬁed the
Bible (q 2:75; 4:46; 5:13, 41; see
corruption).
The image of David varies in different
currents of Islam. The canonical Sunnī
adīth collections, which were compiled in
the third⁄ninth century (see adth and
the qurn), strengthened opposition to
the use of traditions from Jewish sources
(Isrāīliyyāt) by neglecting all the abovementioned stories. In these sources David
is represented largely by his prayers, fasts,
songs and handiwork. On the other hand,
the Shīī tradition insisted on the complete
infallibility of David and blamed the Sunnīs for the accounts which portray him as
less than perfect (Majlisī, Bi ār, xiv, 26). Finally, the ūfīs made David a symbol of asceticism, circulating his pious prayers and
utterances and the legends dealing with his
repentance. He became a supreme example of devotion (Mojtabāī, Dāwūd in EI r,
vii, 161-2). Accounts concerning David also
form an integral part of every book celebrating the importance and sanctity of Jerusalem ( fa āil bayt al-maqdis). See also
prophets and prophethood.
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Dawa see invitation
Dawn see day, times of

Day and Night
Alternation between light (q.v.) and darkness (q.v.) due to the rotation of the earth
upon its axis. The numerous references in
the Qurān to day and night (al-nahār wa-llayl) fall under four general themes. First,
the phenomenon of day and night itself, or
aspects of it, is frequently presented as a
sign (āya, see signs), lesson (ibra) or expression of God’s mercy (q.v.) for the wise to
note and remember. The other related aspects of the phenomenon of day and night
include their alteration (ikhtilāf), succession, covering up one by the other and
stripping off one from the other ( yūliju,
yaqlibu, yaghshā, yaslukhu). As signs or proofs
of God, the darkness of the night and the
brightness of the day are called to witness
against unbelievers (see belief and unbelief). Second, the Qurān repeatedly
afﬁrms that together with such natural
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phenomena as the heavens (see heaven),
earth (q.v.), sea, clouds and wind (see air
and wind), God subjugates ( yusakhkhir) the
night and day for the service of humankind (see natural world and the qurn;
creation). Thus, the night has been created as a time for rest, sleep, covering up
and concealment (maskan, manām, subāt,
libās, sarmad, mustakhfā) while the day exists
for seeing, rising, walking freely and seeking one’s livelihood (mub ir, nushūr, sārib,
maāsh, ibtighā). The alteration of night and
day also enables people to compute years
and numbers (q 17:12; Qur ubī, Jāmi, viii,
227-8; see calendar; numbers and enumeration). The third theme is the precise
manner in which God creates day and
night (q 39:5) so that each has a prescribed
measure (q 73:20) and does not transgress
the orbit of the other (q 36:40). Interpretations of q 73:20 often maintain that only
God knows the exact measures of day and
night whereas humans need to investigate
and exercise their judgment to estimate
these measures (Qur ubī, Jāmi, xix, 53).
Finally, there are several references to
praying and singing the praise (q.v.) of
God during the night and day or parts
thereof. Moreover, the Qurān enjoins people to pray at the “watches of the night”
(min ānāi l-layl) and the “ends of the day”
(arāf al-nahār, q 20:130); this, according to
many interpreters, is a reference to the
sunset (maghrib) and evening (ishā) prayers
(Qur ubī, Jāmi, xi, 261; see prayer).
Qurānic references, in addition to various mundane concerns, gave rise to an
elaborate mathematical tradition of calculating the exact length of day and night
and of determining the times of prayer relative to their beginning and duration. Two
systems were used for measuring the length
of the hours of the night and day. In the
system of equal hours, one daylight hour is
equal in length to one night hour and the
whole day is divided into twenty-four equal

parts. In the system of unequal hours,
however, the arc of daylight and the arc
of the night are each divided into twelve
equal parts; thus, one daylight hour generally differs from a night hour while the total number of each of the daylight hours
and the night hours is always twelve. While
this and other topics were already treated
in pre-Islamic astronomy, there are some
subjects unique to the Islamic astronomical
tradition which received no equivalent attention in earlier traditions (see cosmology
and the qurn; science and the qurn).
One such subject is the elaborate discussion of dawn and twilight which originated
in the need to determine the morning and
evening prayers commencing after dawn
and sunset, respectively. Many works of Islamic astronomy include chapters on dawn
and twilight and provide exact mathematical methods for their determination (see
day, times of).
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Day, Times of
Day ( yawm) together with the corresponding terms night (layl) and daytime (nahār),
as well as the regular intervals of the day
and parts or particular times of the day.
Such apparently familiar concepts actually
have considerable importance in the
Qurān. Five sūras are named for times of
day or daily natural phenomena: “The
Dawn” (al-Fajr, q 89); “The Night” (alLayl, q 92); “The Forenoon” (al- uā,
q 93); “The (late) Afternoon” (al-A r,
q 103) and “The Daybreak” (al-Falaq,
q 113). Times of day serve as a framework
for the events of the history of revelation
and sometimes determine rules of worship,
i.e. ritual as opposed to the actions of
everyday life. They are also used metaphorically and can assume a supernatural
dimension in formulas of evocation. Understanding such uses can offer much insight into the intellectual and emotional
sensibilities of Islam.
The entire day
The full day is called yawm. To express the
full period of twenty-four hours, the
Qurān usually employs “night and daytime” (layl wa-nahār) or, ﬁguratively, “evening and morning.” An entire day is the
period from sunset to sunset. The night
makes up its ﬁrst half, starting immediately
after sunset at dusk (q 17:78; Ibn al-Sikkīt,
Kanz, 51). The understanding of night as
the naturally more immediate portion of
the full day is reﬂected in the Islamic calculation of the twelve months (q 9:36) according to the lunar phases (see calendar)
and the notion that the daytime is somehow derived from night (q 36:37). This
seems to have already been common practice among the Arabs in pre-Islamic times
(cf. Fischer, “Tag und Nacht,” 741; see preislamic arabia and the qurn) as it was
in much of the ancient world. According

day, times of
to Pliny in his Naturalis historia (cf. Orelli,
Tag, 312), the earliest Hebrews and the
Athenians counted the entire day from sunset to sunset (cf. “evening-morning,” Dan
8:14; “night-day,” 2 Cor 11:25; see also Day
and Night, in Encyclopedia Judaica), while
the Babylonians counted from morning to
morning, and the Egyptians and the Romans from midnight to midnight. The
proto-Semitic sequence “day-night”
( *yawm-*laylay) has been substantiated,
with *yawm, originally designating daytime,
but eventually coming to mean the entire
day (Fischer, “Tag und Nacht,” 753-5). The
simple fact that the qurānic reference to
sun (q.v.) always precedes that to the moon
(q.v.), when the two occur in sequence
(eighteen times except q 71:16), is possibly
due to this proto-Semitic understanding of
the day (Fischer, “Tag und Nacht,” 745-6).
The indication of a period of time by
days, as can be seen in Western translations of the Qurān, is often expressed in
terms of nights (layl, less frequently layl, pl.
layālin, see q 2:51 [but cf. Exod 34:28];
q 7:142; 19:10; cf. also q 89:2 and Luke 1:20
without indication of time). This method
of counting can also be found in adīth
(e.g. Muslim, a ī , no. 584). The reference
to God’s creation of heaven (q.v.) and earth
(q.v.) in six days (ayyām, q 7:54) has a biblical parallel (Exod 20:11). In q 69:7, yawm
indicates not the entire day, but daytime
(Paret, Koran, 405).
“Day” ( yawm) occurs 378 time as a noun,
mostly in the singular, but also in the dual
(q 2:203; 41:9, 12) and as an adverb of time
(al-yawma, “on the day [of judgment]” or
“today”; yawma, “the day when,” cf. WattBell, Introduction, 79-80; yawman, “on a [certain] day”). The plural (ayyām) appears 27
times; and the temporal adverb “on that
day⁄time” (yawmaidhin) 69 times. Generally,
yawm describes a deﬁnite day, an event or a
certain date. In what follows, the speciﬁc
connotations of the word will be given.

day, times of
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(a) In eschatology (q.v.): The day of judgment (see last judgment) is expressed in
several ways in the Qurān, each beginning
with the word “day,” as in the day of doom
( yawm al-dīn, e.g. q 1:4; 13 times); the day of
resurrection ( yawm al-qiyāma, e.g. q 2:85; 70
times; cf. Rosenthal, The “Time,” 13-4);
the last day (al-yawm al-ākhir, e.g. q 2:8; 38
times); a mighty⁄dreadful day ( yawm aīm,
q 6:15; 10 times); a great day ( yawm kabīr,
q 11:3); a painful day ( yawm alīm, q 11:26;
43:65); an encompassing day ( yawm mu ī,
q 11:84); a tempestuous day ( yawm ā if,
q 14:18); a day wherein shall be neither
bargaining nor befriending ( yawm lā bayun
fīhi wa-lā khullatun wa-la shafāatun, q 2:254;
yawm lā bayun fīhi wa la-khilālun, q 14:31);
the day of the time appointed ( yawm alwaqt al-malūm, q 15:38; 38:81; see death
and the dead); an appointed day ( yawm
malūm, q 56:50); the day of (painful) distress ( yawm al- asra, q 19:39); a disastrous
day ( yawm aqīm, q 22:55); the day of victory ( yawm al-fat , q 32:29); the day of decision ( yawm al-fa l, q 37:21, 6 times; see
decision); the day of reckoning ( yawm alisāb, q 38:16, 26, 53; 40:27); the day of the
encounter ( yawm al-talāqi, q 40:15); day of
the imminent doom ( yawm al-azifa,
q 40:18); the day of [disaster for] the factions [of unbelievers] ( yawm al-a zāb,
q 40:30); the day of invocation ( yawm altanādi, q 40:32; cf. 41:47); the day of gathering ( yawm al-jam, q 42:7; 64:9); the day of
the threat ( yawm al-waīd, q 50:20); the day
of eter nity ( yawm al-khulūd, q 50:34); the
day of coming forth (from the grave; yawm
al-khurūj, q 50:42); a hard day ( yawm asir⁄
asīr, q 54:8; 74:9); the day of advantage
(of believers over unbelievers; yawm altaghābun, q 64:9; see belief and unbelief);
a gloomy and wrathful day ( yawm abūs
qamarīr, q 76:10); a burdensome day ( yawm
thaqīl, q 76:27); and the promised day (alyawm al-mawūd, q 85:2).
(b) In the history of revelation (see reve-

lation and inspiration): The Ād (q.v.)
were killed “on a day of constant calamity”
( fī yawmi na sin mustamirrin, q 54:19); Moses
(q.v.) set the feast day ( yawm al-zīna,
q 20:59); Lot (q.v.) spoke about the ﬁnal
judgment in terms of a ﬁerce day ( yawm
a īb, q 11:77; cf. Paret, Kommentar, 238-9 on
q 11:69-83); the magicians of Pharaoh
(q.v.) were gathered on an appointed day
( yawm malūm, q 26:38; cf. Paret, Kommentar,
170 on q 7:113-4); and on an appointed day
the Thamūd (q.v.) were given a sign
(q 26:155).
(c) In early Islamic history: the day of
decision⁄salvation ( yawm al-furqān, q 8:41;
probably in reference to the battle of Badr
[q.v.]; cf. Paret, Kommentar, 19 on q 2:53 and
187, q 8:29 and the literature given there
on al-furqān; see also criterion; salvation); and the day of unayn (q.v.; q 9:25,
in reference to the battle of unayn; cf.
Buhl, Das Leben, 311-3).
(d) In religious and everyday life: the day
of congregation ( yawm al-juma, q 62:9; see
friday prayer); the Jewish Sabbath (q.v.;
yawm sabtihim, q 7:163; 16:124); the day of
the greater pilgrimage ( yawm al- ajj alakbar, q 9:3, probably in reference to the
major day of the pilgrimage [q.v.] on the
ninth⁄tenth Dhū l- ijja; cf. Paret, Kommentar, 195 ad q 9:3; but noted differently by
Bell, Muammad’s pilgrimage, 233-44); the
day of the harvest ( yawm al- a ād, q 6:141);
and a day of privation ( fī yawmin dhī masghaba, q 90:14).
The particular times of a day: the night and
daytime
The times of a day and their terminology
reﬂect the natural cycle of darkness (q.v.)
and light (q.v.; q 2:187) and the position of
the sun (q 25:45) and moon, God having
created “the sun and moon [as a medium]
for reckoning [time]” (q 6:96; 55:5). A
mathematical-chronometrical division of
the day (as the Babylonian system of
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hours, minutes and seconds) is not encountered in the Qurān.
The word “hour” (sāa) is mentioned several times. It does not, however, describe a
timed or calculated hour but rather an indeﬁnite shorter period or particular time of
the day. Thus we ﬁnd the hour of difﬁculty
(sāat al-usra, q 9:117); the hour of judgment (q 6:31, 40; 7:187; 12:107; 15:85; 18:21,
36; 19:75; 20:15; 21:49; 22:1, 7, 55; 25:11;
30:12, 14, 55; 31:34; 33:63; 34:3, 30; 40:46,
59; 41:47, 50; 42:17, 18; 43:61, 66, 85; 45:27,
32; 47:18; 54:1, 46; 79:42) where God’s order comes to pass in “a twinkling of the
eye or less” (q 16:77); the period until the
last judgment will not be extended “by a
single hour” (q 7:34; 10:49; 16:61); and after
the resurrection people will feel as if they
had not tarried but “an hour,” long enough
to “mutually recognize one another”
(q 10:45; 46:35; also q 30:55). It should be
added that the manner in which time is
partitioned “by a strip of the night” (biqiin min al-layl, q 11:81; 10: 27; 15:65) remains vague.
The corresponding terms “night and daytime” (al-layl wa-l-nahār, cf. Pellat, Layl and
nahār) often express — in addition to
amounting to an entire day (e.g. q 34:18) —
reiteration, regularity or unqualiﬁed continuation of an action or a procedure. One
should, therefore, “constantly” give alms
(from one’s wealth; q 2:274; see almsgiving); to God belongs “whatsoever inhabits the night and the day,” i.e. all things
(q 6:13); and God’s command is to be expected “at any time” (q 10:24); one should
glorify the Lord “continuously” (q 21:20),
etc.
God subjected “the night and the daytime” to the beneﬁt of humankind (q 7:54;
14:33; 16:12). Their creation as a pair
(q 17:22; 21:33) and their permanent and
mutual succession (q 24:44) are signs of
God’s omnipotence (e.g. q 2:164). “God
[alone] determines [the extent and goal of ]

night and daytime” (q 73:20). Here again,
night precedes daytime (q 2:164; 3:190;
10:6; 23:80; 25:62; 45:5) and retreats before
it (q 74:33). However, night covers daytime
[then again] (q 7:54; 1313), since both night
and daytime are made to enter into one
another (q 3:27; 21:61; 31:29; 35:13), and to
become wrapped together (q 39:5). Like all
celestial phenomena night and daytime follow divinely ordained rules: “The [following] night will never outstrip the daytime”
(q 36:40) although “it [daytime] is in haste
to follow it (q 7:54). The night “conceals”
the sunlight (q 91:4), “enshrouding [everything with darkness]” (q 92:1).
Night implies quietness, tranquillity
(q 93:2) and security. It is “a garment [in
which you can swathe yourself ] and [it
offers you] sleep for rest” (q 25:47; 78:9).
Darkness can also imply helplessness:
“Their faces were covered with [and unprotected like] strips of night shadowy”
(q 10:27). Important events in the history of
revelation occur at night: The Qurān is revealed in “a blessed night” (q 44:3), the
Night of Power (q.v.; laylat al-qadr), which
“is better than a thousand months”
(q 97:1-3); Muammad is taken at night
on his journey from Mecca to the Farther
Mosque in ( Jerusalem and to) heaven
(q 17:1; see ascension); Muammad’s
opponents seem to have tried to discredit
him by claiming that writings of the
ancients were dictated to him at dawn and
early in the evening (q 25:5; see illiteracy); and the night gives to the god-fearing
protection from Pharaoh (q.v.; q 44:23).
Morning, conversely, implies freshness
and pristineness (e.g. the root b-k-r from
which is derived not only early morning
[bukra], but also virgins [abkār], q 56:36;
66:5). At this time, the normal work of the
day is described as beginning (q 68:21-2,
25) and important events such as battles
(q 3:121) are prepared. Also a decreed punishment came upon the people in the early
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morning (q 54:38; see chastisement and
punishment) as did the wind which killed
the Ād (q 69:7; see air and wind). In the
daytime everything is clearly visible
(q 10:67; 17:12; 27:86; 40:61) and obvious
(q 13:10). It is the time when one becomes
active again (q 25:47). It is the time of action (q 6:60), created so that people might
earn their living (q 78:11) and seek the
bounty of the Lord (q 17:12; see blessing).
In early Mekkan sūras (see chronology
and the qurn), certain times of the day
frequently occur as basic elements in formulaic evocation, contributing to the hymnal tenor of the given sūra, as in q 74:33,
“[I swear] by the… night when it retreats
and the dawn when it is white”; q 81:17,
“by the night swarming”; q 81:17-18, “by
the dawn sighing”; q 92:1, “by the night
enshrouding”; q 89:4, “by the night when
it journeys on”; and q 93:1,“by the sun and
his morning brightness”; etc. (see Günther,
Tag und Tageszeiten, 54-5). This special
way of evoking a time of the day seems
somehow to record “the liturgical experience of the recipient of the revelation.” It
seems to keep present the perception of
light and dark accompanying certain
exercises of worship and thus to ‘capture’
this powerful experience for later generations of worshippers (Neuwirth, Zur Relevanz, 21). It is interesting to note in passing
that the emphasis here is on the time of
twilight, i.e. the impressive period of transition from dark to light and vice versa as
known in the Middle East. However, the
last part of the night, i.e. the time of
morning twilight, seems to be of particular
importance in this regard. This observation is conﬁrmed by two epithets of God:
“lord of the daybreak” (rabb al-falaq,
q 113:1) and “the one who splits the sky
into dawn” ( fāliq al-i bā , q 6:96).

Wensinck, Mīāt) was standardized only
after the death of the Prophet in adīth
and in works on jurisprudence (ﬁqh). The
Qurān only generally mentions times of
day for (a) prayer and (b) gloriﬁcation of
God (tasbī ). This led Muslim and nonMuslim commentators to differing interpretations of qurānic information on the
times of prayer (e.g. Paret, Kommentar, 305
on q 17:78-9; Watt-Bell, Introduction, 163;
“the middle prayer” [al- alāt al-wusā,
q 2:238], which gives no indication of
time).
(a) “And perform the prayer ( alāt) at the
two ends of the day and nigh of the night”
(q 11:114, i.e. the morning prayer at dawn
( alāt al- ub or alāt al-fajr), the afternoon
prayer at the beginning of sunset ( alāt aluhr or alāt al-a r), and the evening prayer
immediately after sunset ( alāt al-maghrib).
“Perform the prayer at the sinking of the
sun to the darkening of the night, and the
recital of [the Qurān at] dawn” (qurān alfajr, q 17:78). Some authorities interpret the
time of “the sinking of the sun” to start
from the point of the sun’s culmination (at
noon) and thus include four canonical
prayers, i.e. al-uhr, al-a r, al-maghrib, alishā . Then, the ﬁfth canonical prayer, alāt al- ub , would be represented by qurān
al-fajr (cf. Paret, Kommentar, 305-6 on
q 17:78-80).
(b) God should be remembered, gloriﬁed
and praised in the morning and evening
(e.g. q 7:205; 33:41; 48:9) when all who are
in the heavens and the earth bow to him
(q 13:15; 24:36; also 38:18; 41:38; see bowing and prostration; glory; praise).
Early sūras call to “remember the name of
your Lord at dawn and in the evening and
part of the night… and magnify him
through the long night” (q 76:26; also 73:2);
or “in the night, and at the declining of the
stars” (q 52:49). Among the People of the
Book (q.v.), there is a standing (qāim) community “that recites God’s signs [at certain
times] of the night…” (q 3:113). To “keep

Divine service, rules of religious and everyday life
The ritual prayer (q.v.; alāt), including its
ﬁve appointed times (mīqāt, pl. mawāqīt, cf.
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vigil a part of the night” is a supererogatory work and will be rewarded in the next
world (q 17:79; see reward and punishment). Further utterances, however, state
that the “ﬁrst part of night is heavier in
tread, more upright in speech” (q 73:6) and
that eating, drinking and sexual intercourse
are permitted on the nights of Rama ān
(q.v.) “until [the early morning when] the
white thread appears clearly to you [in distinction] from a black thread” (q 2:187).

end of the night (see metaphor). Similarly,
at “the setting of stars” (idbār al-nujūm,
q 52:49) can mean not only the very early
morning but also, more generally, the day
(cf. Paret, Kommentar, 460 ad q 52:48-9; 456
ad q 50:39-4). The short period directly before daybreak is referred to by a term best
translated as “the breaking of morning”
(sa ar, q 54:34; pl. as ār, q 3:17; 51:18; cf.
Mustafa, Morgenanbruch, 113). The “daybreak” ( falaq) itself designates the time
when dark and light split (lord of the daybreak, rabb al-falaq, q 113:1; and cleaver of
the daybreak, fāliq al-i bā , q 6:96).
Daytime (nahār, 57 times; nahāran, three
times) is the second half of the full day. It
starts with the opening or “face of daytime” (wajh al-nahār, q 3:72). In this sense,
also used are the “[rising of ] dawn, morning twilight” (mala al-fajr, q 97:5; fajr,
q 2:187; 17:28 [two times]; 24:58; 89:1) and
the period “before sunrise” (qabla ulūi lshams, q 20:130; 50:39).
The “[early] morning” (ibkār) indicates
the time “before sunrise” (Hamadhānī,
Alfā, 287), “the end of the night” (Ibn
Kathīr, Tafsīr, iv, 134 ad q 40:55) and “the
beginning of the bright day” ( Jalālayn, 54
ad q 3:41). It is the counterpart of the late
evening (bi-l-ashī wa-l-ibkār, q 3:41; 40:55).
Another word for morning, bukra, is also
used in this sense; it is also given as a counterpart to both the early evening in which
daylight still appears (bukratan, bukratan waa īlan, q 25:5; 33:42; 48:9; 54:38; 76:25) and
the late evening when daylight is gone (bukratan wa-ashiyyan, q 19:11, 62). The period
of “sunrise” (ishrāq, cf. bi-l-ashī wa-l-ishrāq,
q 38:18; mushriqīn, q 15:73; 26:60) is also
called “the sun, when it [rises]” (al-shams
idhā alaat, q 18:17) or “the sun rising” (alshams bāzighatan, q 6:78).
The “[early bright] morning” (ghadāh,
ghuduww) generally relates to the time “after sunrise” (Hamadhānī, Alfā, 287). We
ﬁnd it as bi-l-ghadāt (wa-l-ashī), ghuduww
(an wa-ashiyyan), q 6:52; 18:28; 34:12;

The times of the day in chronological order
The “night” (layl, 93 times; layla, 8 times;
pl. layāl, 4 times) is the ﬁrst, dark half of
the full day. It starts with the “evening twilight” (shafaq, q 84:16; deﬁned as “the ﬁrst
moment of the night,” li-awwal sāa min allayl [Hamadhānī, Alfā, 287]; cf. Pellat,
Layl and nahār, 709). Furthermore, the
beginning of the night is described as “a
darkening [at the beginning] of the night”
( ghasaq al-layl, q 17:78) or the “nigh of the
night” (zulafan min al-layl, q 11:114; see day
and night).
The “late, dark evening” (ashī, ashiyya)
corresponds to the period “from the time
when the sun starts to disappear until it
completely sets” (Qur ubī, Jāmi, vi, 82, ad
q 3:41). It marks the “end of the bright
day” ( Jalālayn, 54, ad q 3:41). It occurs as
ashiyyatan (q 79:46); bi-l-ashī (q 38:31); bi-lashī wa-l-ibkār (q 3:41; 40:55); bi-l-ashī wa-lishrāq (q 38:18); ashiyyan wa- īna tuhirūna
(q 30:18); ashiyyatan aw u āhā (q 79:46);
and, in a different sequence, bi-l-ghadāti
wa-l-ashī (q 6:52; 18:28); ghuduwwan waashiyyan (q 40:46); bukratan wa-ashiyyan
(q 19:11, 62). The term ishā, however, is
used both as a synonym for ashī and in
designation of a time following it
(Hamadhānī, Alfā, 287). It foreshadows
the beginning of darkness (q.v.); see ishāan
(q 12:16) and alāt al-ishā (q 24:58).
“The night when it journeys forth” (wa-llayli idhā yasri, q 89:4) is one of several metaphorical utterances which denote the
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40:46; bi-l-ghudū wa-l-a āl, q 7:205; 13:15;
24:36; “breakfast,” ghadā, q 18:62; ghadā,
q 3:121; 68:22, 25. Both “the dawning
of morning” (i bā , q 6:96) and “morning”
( ub , abāh) designate the “ﬁrst hour of the
daytime (before sunrise)” (Hamadhānī,
Alfā, 287; see ub , q 11:81; 74:34; 81:18;
100:3; abāh, q 37:177; abba ahum bukratan,
q 54:38; a ba a, q 7:78, 91; 11:67, 94; 18:40,
41, 42, 45; 28:18, 37, 82; 30:17; 46:25; 67:30;
68:20; mu bi īna, q 15:66, 83; 37:137; 68:17,
21). The time when the Lord “has
stretched out the shadow” (madda l-illa,
q 25:45), again, refers to early morning.
The “completely bright morning, or forenoon” ( u ā, q 7:98; 20:59; 79:29, 46; 91:1;
93:1) follows al-ghadāh (Hamadhānī, Alfā,
287), represents the “ﬁrst part of the daytime [after sunrise] or daytime itself ”
( Jalālayn, 567 ad q 93:1), but also means
“sunlight” (wa-l-shamsi wa- u āhā, q 91:1).
This time is followed by the “heat of the
noon” (ahīra, q 24:58; see also “in your
noontide hour,” īna tuhirūna, q 30:18).
The “later afternoon” (a r, q 103:1) generally indicates the period from before sunset until the sky is red with the glow of the
setting sun (Hamadhānī, Alfā, 287). It is
also described, however, as “the period…
between the sinking of the sun [after passing its culmination, zawāl ] and sunset”
( Jalālayn, 572 ad q 103:1). The period of
the “return” home in the evening (rawā ,
q 34:12) seems to precede (Hamadhānī,
Alfā, 287) the “late afternoon” or “early
bright evening” (a īl, q 25:5; 33:42; 48:9;
76:25; pl. ā āl q 7:205; 13:15; 24:36). The
latter determines the “end of the daytime”
( Jalālayn, 382 ad q 33:42; Ibn Kathīr,
Taf īr, iv, 298 ad q 48:9) and is explained as
being a synonym for both ashī (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, vi, 267 ad q 48:9) and masā (Ibn
Kathīr, Taf īr, iii, 818 ad q 33:42). Its counterpart is the “early morning” (bukra).
The time of a īl is followed by the “evening” (masā, Hamadhānī, Alfā, 287): “in

your evening hour and in your morning
hour” ( īna tumsūna wa- īna tu bi ūna, q 30:17).
Apart from this, the time “before sunset”
(qabla l-ghurūb, q 50:39) appears to precede
the period of the “sinking of the sun
[against the horizon]” (dulūk al-shams,
q 17:78), although the latter can designate
both (a) the time starting with noon, when
the sun has passed its zenith and, probably
originally, (b) the time of the bright evening, directly before sunset.
Sebastian Günther
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Days of God
A literal translation of the Arabic expression ayyām Allāh. The expression assumes
its fuller signiﬁcance in analogy to the
phrase ayyām al-arab, i.e. battles of Arab
tribes in the pre-Islamic era (see preislamic arabia and the qurn), leading to
the more appropriate translation, “battles
of God.” The phrase ayyām Allāh occurs
twice in the Qurān.
The ﬁrst occurrence is q 14:5 (Sūrat Ibrāhīm), which reﬂects God’s retribution —
grace and reward for believers and punishment for unbelievers (see reward and
punishment; chastisement and punishment). More speciﬁcally, ayyām Allāh in
q 14:5 refers to the signs God sent through
Moses (q.v.) for distinguishing between belief and unbelief (q.v.). Apart from this explicit injunction to Moses in q 14:5, exegetes identiﬁed this and following verses
with the ill omens that befell the peoples of
Ād (q.v.) and Thamūd (q.v.) for rejecting
God’s revelations (see punishment stories).
The second occurrence of ayyām Allāh is
q 45:14 (Sūrat al-Jāthiyya, “The Hobbling”), the only verse revealed at Medina
of this otherwise Meccan sūra (see chronology and the qurn). The verse, which
urges believers to forgive those who do not
look ahead to ayyām Allāh but who will ultimately receive their due in the ﬁnal abode,
i.e. hell (q.v.), was eventually abrogated (see
abrogation). Indeed, the Qurān repeatedly commands the believers to ﬁght
against unbelievers — thus contravening
the injunction for forgiveness in the verse
just cited.
The speciﬁc qurānic locus of the abrogation of q 45:14 is uncertain. Whereas some
consider it to be the ninth sūra (Sūrat alTawba, “Repentance”) in its entirety, others restrict this function to q 9:5 alone
(since it speciﬁcally calls for violence
against unbelievers, it is known as the verse

death and the dead
of the sword, āyat al-sayf ). Other authorities link it to either q 9:5 or 9:36, or both.
Further, a minority view considers q 22:39
(Sūrat al- ajj, “The Pilgrimage”) as an alternative. Finally, there are exegetes who
argue that q 8 (Sūrat al-Anfāl, “The
Spoils”) is acting in conjunction with q 9.
Reference to Sūrat al-Anfāl — a sūra revealed shortly after the battle of Badr
(q.v.) — constitutes a direct link to that battle and as such forms the basis for the analogy touched upon earlier between ayyām
Allāh and ayyām al-arab. The Muslim victory at Badr highlighted God’s support of
the believers and gave them a ﬂawless rationale for setting themselves apart from
unbelievers. Since Badr reﬂects in essence
a battle between good and evil (q.v.), there
is logic to the claim of those who point to
Sūrat al-Anfāl as the sūra which abrogates
q 45:14, a verse that initially called for the
forgiveness of those who are not part of
God’s religion. See also expeditions and
battles; war.
John A. Nawas
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Deadly Sins see sin, major and minor

Death and the Dead
The end of life (q.v.). The following aspects
of the qurānic depiction of death (mawt,
wafāt) and the dead (al-mawtā) shall be addressed here: various qurānic descriptions
of attitudes towards death on the part of

death and the dead
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both believers and unbelievers (see belief
and unbelief); the main themes connected
with death which occur in the Qurān, ordered according to Bell’s chronology; distinctive features of qurānic statements
about death; and, ﬁnally, a sketch of the
qurānic vision of death and its meaning.

fear death itself and to fear retribution;
when they are punished it will be too late
to repent (see reward and punishment;
repentance and penance). The Qurān
vividly describes the last moments of their
lives (q 6:93; 33:19; 47:20; 56:83) and their
agony (q 50:19). Angels of death stretch
out their hands and speak to them while
they are dying (q 6:93). Those attached to
this world ﬂee death in vain. One text,
however, describes how in a particular case
God had pity on thousands of people who,
threatened by death, left their houses
(q 2:243).

Attitudes of believers and unbelievers
The Qurān, especially in its Medinan
parts, takes the human fear of death for
granted. Death is the great enemy of humankind which overtakes (adraka) even
those who seek refuge in lofty towers
(q 4:78). Dying is a physical and spiritual
event of great importance that only happens under divine authority and by divine
decree. Death — whether natural or in
battle — loses its terror for the true believer: “… my life and my death belong to
God…” (q 6:162). Three passages containing the prayers of those known to be believers depict them as requesting that God
allow them to die (tawaffā) as just men or
“surrenderers” to God’s will (muslimūn,
q 7:126; cf. q 3:193; 12:101). In short, death
need be feared only by those who have led
evil lives (see evil deeds). Those who have
given witness of their belief by dying as
martyrs (in battle; see martyr) should be
thought of not as dead but as living
(q 2:154; 3:169). One passage promises immediate passage (lit. gathering [tu sharūna])
to God for those who die “in the way of
God,” ( fī sabīl Allāh, q 3:157-8; see path
or way [of god]).
An unbeliever, however, clings to this life
and believes death to be the inevitable result of fate (dahr). Unbelievers who do not
believe in the resurrection (q.v.) are only
concerned with life in this world (dunyā,
q 6:29; 23:37). They think their life is splendid but deceive themselves and are deceived by Iblīs (q.v.; q 15:39; see devil);
they should rather be called “dead” already. They have reason to fear doubly: to

Main themes of death
Following T. O’Shaughnessy (Muhammad’s
thoughts on death, the only monograph on
the subject), one can organize the various
qurānic themes of death according to
Bell’s chronology of the revelation of the
Qurān (see chronology and the qurn).
In the Meccan period, death is ﬁrst used
metaphorically in “sign passages,” texts
speaking of God’s providence: He brings
to life dead land (i.e. waste land) by sending rain; in seeds he gives life to what has
been considered dead (see agriculture
and vegetation). Very soon those who refuse to believe in God and his judgment
(see last judgment) are also considered to
be “dead.” Inability to recognize God’s
bounty (see blessing) and his control over
life and death is presented as a spiritual
death. In a further development hell (q.v.)
is called a “second” or “living” death, reserved for those who have entered into
their “ﬁrst” death as unbelievers. In the
face of skeptics in Mecca and Medina who
maintain that there is only one (i.e. the ﬁrst
physical) death, the Qurān asserts this second death as well for the unbelievers.
The question “When I am dead, shall I
be brought out alive?” (q 19:66) elicits
lengthy responses. The imagery of the earlier “sign passages” referring to God’s
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providence is combined here with the
theme of the resurrection which testiﬁes to
God’s supreme power over life and death.
The resurrection represents the ﬁnal restoration and re-commencement of the human race as it was at the beginning, at the
pristine moment of creation (q.v.). It is
God who brings to life and causes to die,
who raises the dead as a new act of lifegiving creation and who brings the faithful
back to him in paradise (q.v.). This power
of God is the decisive argument in the
Qurān for belief in God (see power and
impotence).
In the Medinan period these themes all
receive further elaboration in various ways.
Here, however, the stress is on God’s omnipotence and his control of anything that
has to do with life and death, the ultimate
proof being the resurrection which is
viewed as a second creation. God’s causing
objects to penetrate (walaja) one another
and then to come forth (kharaja) from one
another also illustrates his omnipotence.
Yet, most important is the fact that he has
power (qādir or qadīr) to bring the dead to
life. In former times, God returned the
dead to life in this world: He raised some
of the dead from among the followers of
Moses (q.v.; q 2:55-6) and gave leave to Jesus (q.v.) to bring the dead to life (q 3:49;
5:110). God differs from all living beings in
that he does not die; he is the Living One
(al- ayy, q 25:58; see god and his attributes). By his capacity to create life God
distinguishes himself from the idols which
are themselves created and simply dead
(q 16:20-1; see idols and images).
The appointed term (ajal) of human life
also receives emphasis in Medina. God determines (qaddara) a human’s life span at
his birth (see fate; freedom and predestination). At death God executes (qa ā) this
predetermined will for each person and
takes him or her to himself (tawaffā). Consequently, human life and death are pre-

sented as subject to God’s direct authority.
It is no accident that notions of God’s
omnipotence and the human being’s predetermined life are stressed in the Medinan years of war (see war; expeditions and battles; opposition to
muammad). The same holds for a third
theme, that of fear (q.v.) of death, which is
found almost exclusively in the verses of
this period. All 48 qurānic passages treating it are Medinan. These texts include
explicit references to Muammad’s own
foreseeable death as well as to the deaths
of earlier prophets (see prophets and
prophethood). Moreover, they afﬁrm
God’s providence and protection (q.v.) of
every believer. Typically, even more than
before, they insist that humans should not
cling to this passing life but instead prepare
for the everlasting life in the hereafter.
They should commit their lives to causes
connected with God; those who ﬁght in
jihād (q.v.), for instance, make proper use of
their life “in the way of God.” In jihād, the
fear of death is absent, at least consciously.
In this period the theme of violent death,
whether of those committed to the cause
of Islam or of innocent people, is a matter of particular concern (see murder;
bloodshed).
Distinct features of the qurānic treatment of death
The presentation of death in the Qurān,
while resembling that of other religious
systems, also has its own distinctive traits.
For the Arabs of the pre-Islamic period,
for instance, death came about through the
(sometimes sudden) entrance of fate (dahr)
into a human’s life (see pre-islamic arabia
and the qurn). They saw death basically
as the soul’s (q.v.) departure from the body,
either in a bloody fashion (in case of a violent death) or by escaping from the nose at
the ﬁnal breath (in case of natural death).
The survivors had the duty to see to a correct burial and to exact vengeance (q.v.; in
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case of a violent death), to ensure peace for
the departed soul, which would be forced
to wander otherwise, and to maintain the
honor of the tribe (see tribes and clans).
In ancient times a certain cult of the dead
may have existed, with offerings and sacriﬁces. A real man would show no fear of
death and the survivors would glorify the
departed (see courage).
In the Qurān it is not dahr but God who
decides the appointed time (ajal) of each
individual and who causes the person to
die (amāta); human beings can only mortally wound (qatala) someone but it is God
who causes that person to die. The last act
in a person’s life is thus an act of God.
The relation to death is a key issue for
two reasons. First, it implies a relation to
life and the freedom to decide what to do
with it. Second, in the qurānic view any
attitude to death implies an attitude to
God, either of belief or unbelief. In the
qurānic view, life and death have been instruments of God’s providence to humankind from the very beginning. This theocentric view of death implies a radical
contingency of human beings as well as of
the world in which they live and to which
they should no longer attach themselves.
The way of life of the ancient Arabs is declared to have been ignorance ( jāhiliyya,
see age of ignorance). Life itself comes
about through God’s blowing something of
his spirit (rū , see spirit) into Adam’s form
(q 15:29; 32:9; 38:72; see adam and eve).
This rū is thus the principle of life which
leaves the body at the moment of death.
The fact that it originates in God has important implications. First of all, life is a
gift apportioned by God; this also means
that it is forbidden to kill someone (for instance, out of revenge) except after due
process of law (see blood money; retaliation). Second, the community of the faithful replaces the older kinship (q.v.) and
tribal community organized along blood

relationships (see community and society
in the qurn). Third, every believer is individually responsible for his life, thought
and action. The ancient gloriﬁcation of the
dead gives way to a humble appeal to God
to show mercy (q.v.) on the dead. The
Qurān suggests the continued existence of
the rū after it has left the body in death
but leaves unspeciﬁed the period between
the grave and later resurrection (see
barzakh). In the new Islamic theocentric
framework, it is no longer the exact moment of death but the allotted term of life
as man’s testing period (see trial) that is
important. Islam brings a profound change
not only in the visible customs of life but
also in the way in which one can and does
understand one’s own life. Human life is
not the individual’s property but a divine
gift to be used in God’s service (ibāda, see
servant) or to be dedicated to a divine
cause or to God himself. God is seen as
creator of all that is and as the source of
all life: “… everything perishes except his
countenance…” (q 28:88).
Thus, with Islam, death is no longer the
end of life, but only the end of the appointed period (ajal) in which humans are
tested in the world. Human existence has
been extended to eternity and death becomes a merely transitional phase during
which the rū , the principle of life, provisionally remains separated from the disintegrating body. In other words, death has
been designed as a part of creation and is
put to use to attain creation’s aim; God
wants human life — understood as service
(ibāda) to him — not to end but to receive
eternity in paradise.
In a broader context the qurānic message thus follows very much the tradition
of the Near Eastern prophetic religions
from Zoroastrianism and the oldest prophets of Israel onwards, all of whom call people to choose between the new life which
they offer and the old life linked to by-gone
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conditions, ways of life and ideas, which
they consider to be in the realm of death.
Different prophetic religions, including
Christianity, have given different descriptions of what may be called the old dispensation in the light of their particular message of renewal. They proclaim God as a
fundamentally liberating force.
In this context the Qurān distinguishes
itself ﬁrst by its proclamation of the God
of providence, liberating human beings
from the curse of dahr by causing them to
rise again as a new creation. After humankind has been haunted by fear of dahr and
death, dahr is nulliﬁed and death is brought
under God’s omnipotence. Additionally,
the Qurān distinguishes itself from other
prophetic messages by calling speciﬁcally
for action in this world in the dedicated
service of God. It shares the general
framework of resurrection and judgment
(q.v.) known since Zoroaster and shares
with the Akkadian and the Israelite religions the idea of a gloomy abode for the
deceased. There is a striking parallelism
between the qurānic and Syriac emphasis
on the inevitability of death and the consequences humans should thereby draw regarding their eternal destiny (q.v.), ending
in parallel descriptions of the terrors of
hell as the destiny of unbelievers. In the
case of the Qurān, however, this preaching did not lead to monastic asceticism
(see monasticism and monks) as in Eastern
Christianity but to a particular form of
“inner-worldly” asceticism (q.v.).
Two facts are worth noting. First, this
kind of “Weberian” attitude produced an
outburst of energy which was invested in
worldly enterprises of a military, political
and economic nature. The qurānic view of
life and death undoubtedly contributed to
the mobilization of many in this sense.
Second, in Islam as in other prophetic religions, God was proclaimed to be the force
which brings about a decisive change from

death to life. Where unbelief was seen as
chaotic since it did not recognize the providence and rule of God in this world, belief
was held to lead to the establishment of
God’s rule through a particular ordering of
this world by means of a law considered to
have been revealed and to be contained, at
least in essentials, in the Qurān.
The qurānic vision of death; its meaning
Throughout the Qurān the issue of death
is apparent, explicitly in the numerous
verses and implicitly as an inescapable human condition, which the Qurān’s preaching continuously notes. Though the descriptions of resurrection and ﬁnal
judgment have attracted much scholarly
attention, the subject of death — with the
exception of T. O’Shaughnessy’s study —
has been strangely neglected. For the Near
East at the time of Muammad, death was
a problem, solutions for which were sought
in ascetic orientations and movements.
There is reason to assume that this was
also the case among bedouin Arabs (see
bedouin; arabs) and townspeople in Arabia, for whom it was the impersonal, lawlike and fatal dahr that brought man’s life
to an end (q 45:24).
If the Qurān maintains that the moment
of death is inescapably determined, this is
no longer the work of the power or law of
fate, but has been established, as the moment of birth, by God. The vision broadens still further through the idea that God
alone can conquer death. This conquest
shows his omnipotence and his divinity;
idols cannot rival him. The ﬁnal delivery
from death by fate (dahr) happens through
the anticipated resurrection. From the second Meccan period onwards, there is a
qurānic triad of concepts that constantly
reappears: God, life⁄death and resurrection. The last is primarily a deliverance of
humankind from the condition of death,
for the sake of a new creation, a gift of
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restoration. The judgment may be positive
for some, negative for others; common to
all, whether they like it or not, is that they
are brought to life again. Only God is able
to restore the creation after the temporary
condition of death.
Life and death — like God and humankind or this world and the hereafter — are
absolutely opposed to each other in the
Qurān, but a shift in meaning is discernible. The terms no longer signify the natural contrast between what is alive and what
is not, but indicate the opposition between
two states that are metaphysical rather
than physical, religious rather than empirical. On the one hand there are those who
reject belief in one God, in Muammad as
a prophet and in the Qurān, its preaching
and prescriptions as revelation (see revelation and inspiration). Since unbelief is
viewed as a kind of death, these people,
seen as attached to this world and imprisoned by it, are considered to be “dead.”
On the other hand, those who believe in
God and the resurrection as well as in
Muammad and the revelation are thereby
considered to be oriented towards eternal
life, as “living.” In the Qurān the natural
opposition between life and death merges
into the spiritual one between belief and
disbelief.
This vision of death is part of the
broader qurānic vision of the purpose
of God’s creation of humans to whom he
has assigned a ﬁnal destiny. As a created
being, the human should live in his Creator’s service (ibāda). To carry out his
task, he disposes of his natural faculties, his
reason and the revelation provided in the
Qurān. As a logical consequence, once he
has accomplished this ibāda in the course
of the lifetime allotted to him, he will be
with God forever. Human life has an eternal destiny and the earthly phase of this
life is essentially a test of human submission to God. Death in this perspective is

simply the end of a testing period and a
threshold which must necessarily be
passed. Those who fail the test will simply
not reach their destiny. Normally, life
stretches from birth to paradise; abnormally, it extends from birth to hell. The
message which emerges from this vision is
clear. Humans are warned (see warning)
and called not to attach themselves to this
life or to delude themselves with rewards
that are of a transient nature. They should
turn to God and take care to live as God’s
servants and hence prepare for the real life
of the hereafter.
The Qurānic view of death and the attitude and actions which derive from it signify a complete shift from what may be
called the “natural” as well as the “secular”
view of life. As in other prophetic religions,
life and death are simply a testing ground
of human beings’ basic intentions regarding eternity and, in the case of the Qurān,
the human willingness to put one’s life entirely at God’s disposal. The result may be
not only an inner life of faith (q.v.) and
piety (q.v.) but also an extraordinary mobilization of life forces for action — communal or individual — in this world. The
Qurān’s message on the subject can be
seen as a liberation from the conﬁnes of
death, for which humans are grateful to
God (see gratitude and ingratitude). Or
is the very concept of God in prophetic religions perhaps born from the experience
of a conquest of and a liberation from
death — whatever the concept has meant
in particular contexts?
Jacques Waardenburg
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port the exchanges of Moses (q.v.) and
Pharaoh (q.v.). Even the famous parable of
the two gardens (see garden) in q 18 (Sūrat
al-Kahf, “The Cave”) is cast in the form of
a debate.
As just stated, the Qurān uses several
terms to designate the multiple modes of
oppositional discourse. Of these jadala in
its various forms is central. While Arabic
lexicographers give “to twist ﬁrmly” or “to
make strong and compact” as the base
meaning of this verb, they also note the
more frequent use of those forms of the
verb that can denote reciprocal speech acts
such as debates, disputations, altercations,
arguments, quarrels, etc. (Tāj al-arūs, vii,
253-5; see also dialogues). Extra-qurānic
attestation of jadala and its cognates, with
connotations of debate and confrontation,
can be gathered from a range of early
sources such as the verses of al-Kumayt b.
Zayd (d. 126⁄743) and Dāwūd b. Salm (d.
ca. 132⁄750).
In the Qurān jadala and its cognates occur 29 times, with the ﬁrst use in q 2:197
and the last in q 58:1. This latter sūra,
which is entitled Sūrat al-Mujādala (“She
Who Disputes”), is the only sūra to carry a
form of the triliteral Arabic root j-d-l as its
title. The ﬁrst use of a form of jadala in the
Qurān is an imperative, as are four other
occurrences (q 4:107; 16:125; 22:68; 29:46).
All but one of these is, like the ﬁrst, a negative imperative prohibiting disputation.
The initial mention, in q 2:197, groups disputation ( jidāl) with obscenity (rafath) and
wickedness ( fusūq) as forms of behavior
prohibited during the pilgrimage (q.v.) and
the majority of the other uses in this category are also negative imperatives.
Descriptive and interrogative uses of jadala and its cognates constitute a larger category. q 4:109 raises the issue of disputation on behalf of the soul (q.v.) on the day
of resurrection (q.v.) by asking, “You have
disputed on their behalf in this present life,

Death Penalty see boundaries and
precepts

Debate and Disputation
An oppositional mode of discourse and a
formal process of argumentation. References to the activities of disputation and
debate are associated with several qurānic
verbs in their various forms. Terminology
pertinent to the process of argumentation
occurs throughout the Qurān and the importance of such forensic activities as proving, explaining and making manifest is repeatedly stressed. Demonstrable proof
(q.v.) and convincing argumentation are
represented as indispensable elements of
conveying the divine message and actual or
anticipated opponents are a prominent feature of much qurānic discourse. Further,
the qurānic text frames and focuses upon
striking scenes of debate: Satan (Iblīs, see
devil) argues with God about his superiority over humans (q 15:30-3; 7:11-2; 17:61;
38:73-6); Abraham (q.v.) and Noah (q.v.)
dispute with the unbelievers among the
people to whom they are sent as do such
other prophets as Hūd (q.v.), āli (q.v.)
and Shuayb (q.v.). Lengthy pericopes re-
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but who will dispute with God on their behalf ( fa-man yujādilu llāha anhum) on the
day of resurrection?” q 16:111 speaks of
the “day when every soul shall come debating on its own behalf (tujādilu an nafsihā)
and every soul (q.v.) will be recompensed
for what it has done and they will not be
wronged.” A quasi-judicial eschatology
(q.v.) is evoked by this vocabulary. If debate
can constitute part of the process of human accountability, then the individual’s
pleading may take the form of self- or mediated representation.
Yet this eschatological possibility captures
only a small proportion of the descriptive
and interrogative uses of jadala forms. In
most cases disputation is portrayed as deliberate disavowal of God’s “signs” (q.v.). A
prominent example of this is q 6:25 which
insists, “Were they to see every one of the
signs, they would not believe in them, even
to the extent that when they come to you,
they dispute with you ( yujādilūnaka) [and]
those who do not believe say, ‘These are
nothing but the tales of the ancients.’ ”
Again, q 13:12-3 contends, “He is the one
who shows you the lightning, [arousing]
both fear and hope, and raises the clouds
heavy [with rain]. Thunder extols his
praise (q.v.), as do the angels with awe. He
sends thunderbolts, striking by them whom
he wishes. Yet they dispute about God (wahum yujādilūna fī llāhi).” There is a persistent
rhetorical structure that emerges in these
qurānic references to debate: Messengers
(see messenger) have been sent, the truth
(q.v.) has been given, parables have been
struck and “signs” made manifest but still
people dispute (cf. q 8:6; 18:54, 56; 31:20).
This connection of debate with “signs” is
pervasive. Multiple mentions of such
phrases as “those who dispute about the
signs of God” (alladhīna yujādilūna fī āyāti
llāhi, q 40:56; cf. 42:35; 40:69) and “the
only ones who dispute about the signs of
God are those who disbelieve” (mā yujādilu

fī āyāti llāhi illā lladhīna kafarū, q 40:4; cf.
40:35) reinforce the linkage of disputation
and God’s “signs.” In every instance this
linkage is connected with condemnation
and rebuke.
Rebuke also characterizes the reference
to ignorantly disputing about God himself.
q 22:3, 8; 31:20 contain the phrase, “There
are people who dispute about God without
knowledge (wa-mina l-nāsi man yujādilu fī
llāhi bi-ghayri ilmin).” The ﬁrst time this accusation occurs, q 22:3, it is connected
with devils or with behavior prompted by
devils. “Those who dispute about God
without knowledge” are characterized as
following “every willful devil” (kulla shayānin murīdin) while q 6:121 states, “Truly
the devils prompt their friends to debate
with you (li-yujādilūkum). If you obey them,
you are polytheists.”
A ﬁnal note should be made of a category of statements which associates jadala
with the prophets, sometimes directly,
sometimes tangentially. These would include the brief pericope in q 43:57-8:
“When the son of Mary (q.v.) is cited as an
example (mathal), your people turn away
from it [the example]. They say, ‘Are our
gods better or is he?’ They cite it to you
only in debate ( jadal). Indeed they are a
contentious people (qawmun kha imūn).” (Cf.
q 18:54 — with its similar tagline — where
the provision of another “example” provokes dispute.) At q 43:57-8 Jesus’ (q.v.) association with disputation is somewhat
tangential. A more immediate connection
between prophets and disputation is found
in those instances where the prophets
themselves argue. In q 7:71, Hūd challenges his people: “Atrocity and anger have
fallen on you from your Lord; would you
dispute with me about names (tujādilūnanī fī
asmā) that you and your fathers have assigned for which God has sent down no
authorization?” The ﬁgure of Noah is particularly associated with disputation. In
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q 11:32 Noah’s people charge: “Noah, you
have debated with us and prolonged our
disputation (qad jādaltanā fa-aktharta jidālanā). Now, if you are truthful, bring upon
us what you threatened.” Perhaps most
striking are Abraham’s debates with God
himself: “When fear had left Abraham and
the good news [of Isaac’s (q.v.) conception]
came to him, he was disputing with us
( yujādilunā) concerning the people of Lot
(q.v.)” (q 11:74; cf. Gen 18:23-32). The classical exegetical tradition (see exegesis of
the qurn, classical and medieval) also
regularly understood Abraham to be debating the messengers (rusul) mentioned in
q 11:69. Of course, with Muammad himself the topos of prophets who debate and
dispute reaches its fullest exempliﬁcation
(see opposition to muammad; prophets
and prophethood). Disputation, recollected and anticipated, drives the rhetorical
engine of the Qurān. Instances of this are
too numerous to catalog but at least one
should be mentioned since it is captured
by the title of a sūra. This is Muammad’s
exchange in q 58:1 with the eponymous
“disputatious woman” (mujādila). The literature dealing with the circumstance under which this verse was revealed (sabab
al-nuzūl, see occasions of revelation) asserts virtually unanimously its exegetical
association with the wife of Aws b. alāmit, who was complaining that her husband had unjustly divorced her. (For representative accounts and for variations of
her name, e.g. Khawla bt. Thalaba, see
abarī, Tafsīr, xxviii, 1-6.)
There are other qurānic terms relevant
to this topic such as the vocabulary related
to ikhta ama and nāzaa, both meaning “to
argue or dispute,” that can be grouped in
the same way as the jadala category. These
include the strong negative imperative of
q 50:28, “Do not dispute in my presence
when I have already set the threat before
you (lā takhta imū ladayya wa-qad qaddamtu

ilaykum bi-l-waīd),” and other occurrences
that maintain the connection of debate
and disputation with eschatological events
(q 36:49; 38:64; 39:31), with the rejection of
“signs” (cf. q 22:19) and with the denigration or disregard of messengers (q 26:96-7;
27:45; cf. 3:44). The nearly synonymous
nature of this vocabulary is evidenced by
paired usage in passages like q 4:105-7 and
q 43:58 (forms of the Arabic roots j-d-l and
kh- -m) and q 22:67-8 (forms of the Arabic
roots j-d-l and n-z- ). Taken together the
qurānic vocabulary associated with this
topic demonstrates that, in the overwhelming majority of cases, debate and disputation are assessed negatively. The activity of
oppositional discourse is associated with
human ignorance or with satanic insinuation or with human insolence, as when individuals are unwilling to recognize the
probative value of God’s “signs.” Although Abraham was permitted to debate
with God about the people of Lot, other
qurānic scenarios depict prophets whose
people dispute with them as a form of rejection. While there are exceptions such as
the eschatological possibility in q 16:111,
the human propensity to debate and dispute generally elicits qurānic condemnation. In fact, q 18:54 laments that “more
than anything, humans are disputatious
(wa-kāna l-insānu akthara shayin jadalan).”
Yet a keen awareness of that very propensity emerges in those verses describing
how one should deal with disputation that
express an etiquette of oppositional discourse. q 22:68 advises: “If they dispute
with you (wa-in jādalūka), then say, ‘God
knows best what you are doing.’” Even
more explicit is q 16:125 with its encouragement to “summon to the way of your
Lord (q.v.) with wisdom and ﬁne exhortation (see exhortations) and debate with
them in the better way (wa-jādilhum bi-llatī
hiya a sanu).”
This latter verse emerged in post-qurānic

debt
literature as a frequently cited justiﬁcation
for the use of disputation as a powerful
tool in ﬁelds such as law (see law and the
qurn) and theology (see theology and
the qurn). With the assimilation of
Greek dialectic as a major mode of intellectual engagement, classical Muslim
scholars began to discuss scenes of debate
and disputation in the Qurān from the
perspective of these reﬁned rhetorical
tools. As indicated above, they were able to
point to many instances of this within the
textual narrative but they were also cognizant of the frequent qurānic denunciation
of the human propensity to argue, disagree
and contradict. Consequently, in the classical Islamic treatises devoted to such topics
as logic and jurisprudential theory it became common to enumerate the qurānic
texts where disputation is censured or, less
frequently, praised. This commonplace
of commendable⁄reprehensible disputation — the usual pair of Arabic adjectives
is ma mūd and madhmūm — can be found in
the works of many authors. Some examples are Isāq b. Ibrāhīm’s (ﬂ. third⁄ninth
century) al-Burhān fī wujūh al-bayān, Ibn
Fūrak’s (d. 406⁄1015) Mujarrad maqālāt alAsharī, the Kāfiyya fī l-jadal attributed to
Imām al- aramayn Abd al-Malik alJuwaynī (d. 478⁄1085; but see D. Gimaret,
La doctrine d’al-Asharī, 183, n. 2), Sulaymān
b. Khalaf al-Bājī’s (d. 474⁄1081) al-Minhāj
fī tartīb al- ijāj, Ibn azm’s (d. 456⁄1064)
al-I kām fī u ūl al-a kām, Ibn al- anbalī’s
(d. 634⁄1236) Istikhrāj al-jidāl min al-Qurān
al-karīm, Najm al-Dīn al-ūfī’s (d. 716⁄
1316) Alam al-jadhal fī ilm al-jadal. Finally,
the most noted of the works on the traditional disciplines of qurānic study (q.v.)
include debate ( jadal) among their long list
of contents. Al-Zarkashī (d. 793⁄1391) included a section on the subject in his Burhān as did al-Suyū ī (d. 911⁄1505) in his
Itqān. See also rhetoric of the qurn.
Jane Dammen McAuliffe
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Debt
A ﬁnancial obligation due to another. The
qurānic expression for debt is the Arabic
word dayn. Two places in the Qurān, both
Medinan chapters, deal with the matter of
debts. At q 2:282, the longest verse in the
Qurān, detailed instructions are given for
the actual handling of debts. All debts, be
they large or small, in the form of loans or
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deferred payment for goods received, are
to be recorded in writing. The only exception to this is “local business transactions”
involving nearly immediate exchange. Recognizing the paucity of literacy (q.v.) in
ﬁrst⁄seventh century Arabia, the Qurān
instructs the literate minority to serve as recorders in cases where the parties to a debt
are illiterate. Recognizing also the tribal
structure of the society, literate persons are
forbidden to refuse to record a debt whenever they are petitioned to do so; and they
are commanded to discharge this duty with
accuracy and without prejudice to either
party, i.e. regardless of clan- or tribe-afﬁliation (see tribes and clans; cheating).
Debtors, not creditors, are to dictate to recorders. If a debtor is mentally or physically incapable, a representative is to dictate
on his or her behalf. In addition to being
recorded, debts are to be validated by witnesses, preferably two males or, if that is
not possible, one male and two females. (As
an aside, it is on the basis of this verse that
the jurists have developed the more general
rule that one male equals two female witnesses in a court of law [see law and the
qurn; witnessing and testifying]). Both
male and female witnesses must be morally
upright. Here again, regardless of clan- or
tribe-afﬁliation, individuals are commanded not to refuse to serve as witnesses
nor to refuse to come forth and testify to
what they witnessed whenever petitioned
to do so. Finally, in circumstances such as
journeys where there is no access to scribes
to record the transaction, debtors are instructed to offer collateral to their creditors. This, however, is not obligatory and
those who contract debts without collateral
are commanded not to betray the trust
placed in them.
The second passage that deals with debts
is in the fourth sūra, entitled “Women”
(Sūrat al-Nisā; see women and the qurn). In a series of appendages to verses
outlining the shares of inheritance the stip-

ulation is added that any debts contracted
by the deceased prior to death are to be excluded from the shares distributed to his or
her heirs (cf. q 4:11-2). The shares of inheritance (q.v.), in other words, are to be computed after any and all debts have been settled even if these should exhaust the entire
estate.
The Qurān mentions no legal sanctions
to be applied to those who fail or refuse to
pay their debts. The matter is referred
rather to the forum internum as the Qurān
bids debtors to be conscious of God in
their ﬁnancial dealings (see economics).
Islamic law, however, subsequently developed elaborate rules on bankruptcy and
related matters (cf. A. Delcambre, Dayn).
See also contracts and alliances;
breaking trusts and contracts.
Sherman A. Jackson
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Decadence see evil deeds; intoxicants
Decalogue see commandments
Deceit see trick

Decision
In the qurānic context, a divine decree reﬂecting omniscience and omnipotence.
The notion of decision in the Qurān is related to the concept of God as the creator,
the king and the judge whose decisions —
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decrees, judgments and sentences — represent his supreme wisdom (q.v.) and power
(see power and impotence). These decisions emerge in both the initial and the ﬁnal phase of all acts and events. Through
them God creates inanimate objects and
human beings (see creation), rules over
the life of his creatures, which he brings to
their ﬁnal end on the day of judgment (see
last judgment).
There is, however, no unique term in the
Qurān which speaks in general to this conception of decision. The terms which convey the idea — namely ukm, fa l, and
qa ā — can function interchangeably (e.g.
q 4:65; 6:57; 27:78; 42:21). There are, however, signiﬁcant semantic differences between the three terms and the frequency
with which they occur also varies.
The most ubiquitous of the terms, ukm,
which is best translated as judgment (q.v.),
is historically related to pre-Islamic judges
( akam, pl. ukkām) who exercised justice in
ancient Arabia (see pre-islamic arabia
and the qurn). Lexically, it is associated
with wisdom ( ikma) and authority ( ukm,
ukūma) embodied in two of the most beautiful names of God (al-asmā al- usnā, see
god and his attributes): al- akam, “the
Judge,” and al- akīm, “the Wise.” The
term ukm already occurs in early Meccan
sūras (see chronology and the qurn) in
the juxtaposition of the human judgments
of the pagan Arabs (see age of ignorance)
next to divine judgment (q 5:50). God is
described as “the most just of judges”
(a kam al- ākimīn, q 11:45; 95:8) and “the
best of judges” (khayr al- ākimīn, q 7:87;
10:109; 12:80). Of the three stages of existence of humans and the world — creation,
life history and resurrection (q.v.) — ukm
is overwhelmingly related to the second
and the third, since it appears in only one
qurānic passage in the context of creation
(q 13:41; see death and the dead; eschatology). ukm is also used in discussions

about the prophetic authority to judge individuals with the help of scriptures (see
book), wherein special emphasis is given to
Muammad and the Qurān, which is
called “the Arabic code” ( ukm arabī,
q 13:37). Moses (q.v.), David (q.v.) and Jesus
(q.v.) are also mentioned in this context, together with the Torah (q.v.; q 5:44) and the
Gospel (q.v.; q 5:47).
The term fa l, which is translated variously as cut, division, separation, differentiation and judgment, and which appears
the least frequently of the three qurānic
terms for decision, resembles ukm in its usage. It refers to the last judgment (q 22:17;
60:3) and gives an early name for it, “the
day of separation” ( yawm al-fa l, q 37:21;
44:40; 77:13, 14, 38; 78:17), which is later
replaced with “the day of judgment”
( yawm al-dīn, as in q 1:4). It is etymologically related to the biblical Hebrew idiom as
well as to a qurānic epithet of God, “the
best of arbiters” (khayr al-fā ilīn, q 6:57). It
is also associated with the notion that the
revealed word, speech or utterance is the
basis of the judgment of prophets (q 6:57;
42:21; 86:13; see prophets and prophethood; revelation and inspiration).
The third term, qa ā, which has the sense
of decree, order or ﬁnal judgment, is opposed to the previous two in many respects.
First, it never occurs in the early Meccan
sūras. Secondly, it rarely conveys the idea
of a human judgment (with the exception
of q 10:71 and 20:72). Thirdly, the term
usually implies God’s pre-existent decision
to undertake creation (q.v.; kun fa-yakūn,
q 2:117; 3:47; 19:35; 40:68) as well as the
pre-ordained life-span (ajal) of human life
(q 6:2; 10:11; see fate), approximating the
meaning of qadar, i.e. the Lord’s eternal
universal decision concerning his creatures
which he has determined for them from
their creation (see freedom and predestination). The main issues which Muslim
theology (see theology and the qurn)
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discussed in connection with qa ā included
the following: determinism; the essence of
the Prophet’s mission; “acquisition” (kasb
or iktisāb), i.e. the way in which humans
acquire the acts determined and created
for them by God (see anthropomorphism;
mutazila); the relationship between justice
(see justice and injustice) and mercy (q.v.)
at the last judgment and the role of intercession (q.v.).

ber of different groups of early Muslims
usually called Murjiīs (murjia, see creeds;
theology and the qurn).
The concept of deferral (irjā) is derived
from the fourth form of the Arabic root
r-j-, uniquely used in connection with God’s
judgment (q.v.) at q 9:106 (the fourth form
is also used at q 33:51 but in reference to
the Prophet’s choice of spouses; see wives
of the prophet). The word means to “delay” or “postpone” and refers to a group
whose ultimate fate is postponed. With this
deﬁnition, the verse could be translated:
“There are others for whom God’s command is deferred (murjawna), whether he
will punish them or forgive them; for God
is knowing, wise.” Some commentators
read the word as murjaūnā from the same
root and with the same meaning while others derive the word from the root r-j-w,
meaning “to hope” or “to anticipate,” rendering the translation: “There are others
who are made to hope for God’s command….” This reading, however, contradicts the historical understanding of
q 9:106 (see occasions of revelation).
The context of q 9:106 is usually understood to involve the defection of some of
Muammad’s putative supporters in the
expedition to Tabūk (see expeditions and
battles). There were those who were said
to receive punishment twice, meaning in
this world and the next (see reward and
punishment), whereas those whose actions
were considered a mixture of good and
bad and who acknowledged their bad
deeds (see good and evil) were offered the
hope of God’s forgiveness (q.v.; q 9:101-2).
The third group, those of q 9:106, who
had not repented but were not in either of
the other groups, had their judgment deferred (see repentance and penance). After Muammad’s death, various doctrinal
and political positions arose around the issues of sin and punishment (see sin, major
and minor). The Khārijīs (q.v.) held that
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Decoration see material culture and
the qurn

Deed Scroll see record of human
actions; book

Deeds see ethics in the qurn; evil
deeds; good deeds

Defamation see lie; opposition to
muammad

Deferral
The qurānic concept of postponement or
delay in God’s punishment. It was this concept, derived from the single occurrence of
this word in conjunction with the decisionmaking character of God at q 9:106, that
formed the basis of the doctrine of a num-

deliverance
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anyone who committed a grave sin had
also committed apostasy (q.v.) and was condemned to hell (q.v.). They had emerged
from a group of adherents to the fourth
caliph (q.v.), Alī (see al b. ab lib),
whose soldiers parted ways with him over
the issue of arbitration during the battle of
iffīn (q.v.). They held that Alī and his
Umayyad opponents were guilty of such a
sin and were thus not to be followed. In opposition to the Khārijite position, some argued that these Muslims belonged to the
category of those for whom God’s judgment was deferred, and they too thus refrained from making a categorical judgment. From this also developed the notion
that faith (q.v.) was sufﬁcient to make one a
Muslim, even if his or her works were not
perfect (see work; good deeds; evil
deeds). As Islam spread into Khurāsān
and Transoxania, the Murjiīs became supporters of unity among all Muslims and
were thus in opposition to Shīīs as well as
Khārijīs in disputes about legitimate rule
as well as the deﬁnition of a good Muslim,
the Shīīs holding as illegitimate the rule of
the caliphs Abū Bakr (q.v.; r. 11-13⁄632-4),
Umar (q.v.; r. 13-23⁄634-44) and Uthmān
(q.v.; r. 23-35⁄644-56). While the Murjiīs
split into a number of factions, Murjiism
became identiﬁed with support of converts
to Islam, in opposition to some Umayyad
policies, and Murjiīs became the champions of the converted non-Arab Muslims,
the mawālī. The famous jurist Abū anīfa
(81-150⁄700-760) held moderate Murjiī beliefs and many scholars see the origins of
later Sunnism in moderate Murjiism.
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Deﬁlement see purity and impurity
Deities see polytheism and atheism;
idols and images; idolatry and idolaters

Deliverance
Throughout the Qurān, but especially in
later Meccan sūras, various forms of deliverance (najjā⁄anjā, anqadha, waqā) illustrate
God’s saving power (see power and impotence; salvation). God typically speaks in
the divine plural, recalling speciﬁc settings
in which he had acted on behalf of either
the prophets or their people. Many of the
references occur in the context of Muammad’s efforts to counteract Meccan opposition (see opposition to muammad).
Prominent among the beneﬁciaries of
divine deliverance are the prophets (see
prophets and prophethood), several of
whom God rescues from the treacherous
designs of those who reject their message
(see messenger). Moses (q.v.), Noah (q.v.)
and Lot (q.v.) appear most often in this
connection, their deliverance usually
linked to that of the believers among their
peoples. God rescues Moses (q 14:6; 20:40,
65), the people of Israel (q 2:49; 10:86;
20:80; 44:30; see children of israel) and
Moses’ brother Aaron (q.v.; q 37:115) from
the evil designs of Pharaoh (q.v.). The
adīth attribute the cause for fasting (q.v.)
on Āshūrā (the voluntary fast-day observed on the tenth of Muarram) to that
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rescue (al- adīth al-sharīf, Bukhārī 3145 and
parallels, najjā). Earlier in his career, Moses
begs deliverance from the angry throng
pursuing him after his murder of the
Egyptian (q 28:21; also 28:25). Pharaoh’s
wife, Āsiya, becomes the paradigm of the
believer whom God saves in the very home
of the arch-unbeliever (q 66:11); but God
accepts even Pharaoh’s conversion as the
sea engulfs him (q 10:92). See belief and
unbelief.
Noah’s escape from the clutches of unbelievers appears frequently (q 7:64; 10:73;
21:76; 23:28; 26:118). Several texts
(q 10:22-3; 17:67; 29:65; 31:32) speak of
God rescuing sea travelers from storms,
only to have them return to idolatry once
safely on land. One such text (q 36:43)
comes immediately after a reference to
Noah’s ark (q.v.), emphasizing that only
God’s power saves from death (see death
and the dead). For that verse, some exegetes gloss anqadha with najjā (abarī, Tafsīr, x, 446; Bay āwī, Anwār, ii, 283; Abū
ayyān, Ba r, viii, 324); other exegetes
elaborate and identify deliverance as puriﬁcation (see purity and impurity) from all
that is loathsome (Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād, vi,
282), and compare drowning to eternal
punishment (Qurtubī, Jāmi, xv, 25; see
reward and punishment). Lot and his
family (q 21:74; 26:169-70; 37:134), with the
exception of his unbelieving wife (q 29:32),
merit deliverance, once in explicit association with Abraham (q 21:71). God rescues
all three of the pre-Islamic Arabian prophets: Hūd (q.v.), Shuayb (q.v.), and āli
(q.v.; q 11:58, 94, 66; 41:18).
Though references to the deliverance of
Muammad’s people are scarce (q 6:63-4),
some texts refer to God protecting believers, either in general or as nameless individuals, from apocalyptic or eschatological
disasters (see apocalypse; eschatology)
such as the ﬁre of hell (q.v.; q 52:18 which
uses waqā in the sense of “deliver”; q 70:14

[anjā]; q 3:103; 39:19 [anqadha]), fearsome
wind (q 58:23, often associated with the destruction of Hūd’s [q.v.] people, the Ād
[q.v.]) or the evil of the last day (q 39:61;
76:11; 10:103; see last judgment). The
adīth speak of the deliverance of individuals from the ﬁre more often than the
Qurān. For example, among the three
kinds of people who experience the sweetness of faith (q.v.) are those who, once God
has delivered them (anqadha) from unbelief,
would rather be thrown into hell (q.v.) than
revert to unbelief (kufr, al- adīth al-sharīf,
Bukhārī 20; Muslim 60; Ibn anbal 11563;
Tirmidhī 2548; Ibn Māja 4023; Nasāī
4902 and parallels; a similar theme is
found in Ibn anbal 8051, 13467 and parallels). God alone is the unprotected protector (wa-huwa yujīru wa-lā yujār alayhi,
q 23:88) whose deliverance and forgiveness
(q.v.) await all who heed the prophets
(q 46:31; see also q 67:28 and 72:22 on denial of deliverance).
John Renard
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Demons see devil; spiritual beings

Deobandis
The name given to Muslim scholars
(ulamā) associated with the Indo-Pakistani
reformist movement centered in the religious school (dār al-ulūm) of Deoband, a
country town some ninety miles northeast
of Delhi. Founded in 1867, the school was
a pioneering effort to transmit the religious
sciences by organizing staff and instruction
on the model of British colonial schools
(see traditional disciplines of qurnic
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study). The goal of the school was to preserve the teachings of the faith (q.v.) in a
period of non-Muslim rule and considerable social change by holding Muslims to a
standard of correct individual practice.
Central to that goal was the creation of a
class of formally trained and popularly
supported religious scholars (ulamā, see
scholar) who served as imams (see imm),
guardians and trustees of mosques (see
mosque) and tombs, preachers, muftis, spiritual guides, writers and publishers of religious works. The school’s curriculum has
included study of the art of reciting the
Qurān (tajwīd, qirāāt, see recitation of
the qurn), of translation (tarjama, see
translation of the qurn) and of
qurānic commentary (tafsīr and u ūl-i tafsīr
such as Jalālayn; Shāh Walī Allāh, al-Fawz
al-kabīr; al-Bay āwī, Anwār; and Ibn Kathīr,
Tafsīr; see exegesis of the qurn: classical and medieval). At its ﬁrst centenary in
1967, Deoband counted almost 10,000
graduates including several hundred from
foreign countries. Hundreds of Deobandi
schools, moreover, have been founded
across the Indian sub-continent.
The early Deobandis were associated
with a shift in emphasis from the rational
sciences (al-ulūm al-aqliyya) to the revealed
or traditional sciences (al-ulūm al-naqliyya)
of Qurān and, above all, adīth. In this
they followed their forebear, Shāh Walī
Allāh Dihlavī (1702-63) whose qurānic
commentary stressing the clear meaning of
the Qurān was highly inﬂuential and
whose translation of the Qurān into Persian stimulated further translations into
Urdu, among them two produced by his
sons. They have also been ﬁrmly committed to the anafī legal tradition (see law
and the qurn). The Deobandis were
among those ulamā who took advantage of
the newly available lithographic presses to
disseminate sacred texts and vernacular

materials widely. The scholar and revered
spiritual guide, Mawlānā Ashraf Alī
Thānavī (1864-1943), one of the most inﬂuential Deobandis of this century, is an important example of the school’s qurānic
scholars. He was an accomplished reciter
(qāri) of the Qurān, enjoyed the prestige
of those who knew the holy text by heart
( āfi), was esteemed for his natural voice
in recitation and authored many works on
tajwīd. He translated the Qurān into excellent and accurate Urdu and prepared a
twelve-volume commentary, Tafsīr bayān alQurān, with citations from adīth to elucidate matters of law and ūﬁsm (see fism
and the qurn).
Deobandi devotion to the Qurān was not
merely scholarly. When Rashīd Amad
Gangōhī (1829-1905), for example, read the
Qurān alone at night, his biographer
wrote, he would be overcome with joy or
shake in terror as he read of God’s mercy
(q.v.) or his wrath (see anger). The Deobandis also used sections of the Qurān for
amaliyyāt, i.e. prescriptions of certain
prayers and readings intended to secure
particular concrete goals. Indeed another
of Ashraf Alī Thānavī’s books was the
Amāl-i qurānī, intended to save common
people from undertaking illegitimate works
(amāl).
The central school, as well as Deobandi
schools throughout the sub-continent, continue to teach many students. The apolitical strand within the school’s teaching has
taken shape for many in the widespread,
now trans-national, pietist movement
known since the 1920s as Tablīghī Jamāat;
the movement has particularly cherished
the popular writings of Mawlānā Muammad Zakariyyā Kandhalavī (1897-1982),
among them the Fa āil-i Qurān (1930) and
its discussion of forty adīth.
Barbara D. Metcalf
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Depravity see evil
Desert see geography in the qurn
Design see cosmology in the qurn
Desire see wish and desire

Despair
The loss of hope. Rendered in Arabic by
the following ﬁve different roots: y--s, q-n-,
b--s, b-l-s, w-h-n. Loss of hope in God’s
mercy (q.v.) is the chief cause of despair in
the Qurān which contrasts human responses in good times with feelings that
can prevail in dire straits. Human beings
consider bounty to be the result of their
own doing, but when they encounter difﬁculties, they assume God is to blame and
give up (q 11:9; 17:83; 41:49; 57:23; see
30:49, 42:28 for the converse). In fact, human beings often cause their own sense of

despair
desperation through evil deeds (q.v.;
q 30:36; 47:35). A adīth says that God
“laughs at the despair of his servants,”
amused at humanity’s insecurity about
something so inﬁnitely certain as the divine
mercy (al- adīth al-sharīf, Ibn Māja 177, Ibn
anbal 15598, 15612).
Prophets (see prophets and prophethood) must maintain courage (q.v.) while
striving in the way of God (q 3:146; see
path or way [of god]) amongst unbelieving peoples (q 12:110) though they may
be tempted to despair of God’s largess for
themselves as Abraham (q.v.) did when he
doubted that the birth of a son would
come to pass (q 15:55, 56). Joseph (q.v.) tells
Benjamin (q.v.) not to lose heart at the actions of their brothers (q 12:60), and God
instructs Noah (q.v.) to rise above rejection
and build the ark (q.v.; q 11:36). Conversely,
a prophet’s enemies (q.v.) may despair when
they fail to undermine the divine message
(q 5:3). Joseph’s brothers lose hope of persuading Joseph not to detain the falsely accused Benjamin (q 12:80). Ironically, Jacob
(q.v.) later encourages his sons to return to
Egypt (q.v.) to ask about Joseph, so as not
to despair of God’s mercy as unbelievers
do (q 12:87; see belief and unbelief).
All who reject God’s signs (q.v.) despair of
divine deliverance (q.v.) and of a life hereafter (q 29:23; 60:13; see reward and punishment). After death (see death and the
dead) the burden of their deeds will mire
them in hopelessness (q 43:75), for none
will intercede for them (q 30:12; see intercession). Distracted by every whim, the
spiritually petulant expect blessing (q.v.)
without consequence, unable to cope with
the ethical demands of God-given success
(q 23:77), while people of faith (q.v.) do
not lose heart (q 3:139). A adīth says:
“No believer who knows the punishment
God has in store aspires to heaven; and
no unbeliever who knows the extent of
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God’s mercy despairs (q-n-) of paradise”
(al- adīth al-sharīf, Tirmidhī 3465; Muslim
4948; Ibn anbal 8063, 8799, 9890).
For sinners, trust in God’s forgiveness is a
struggle (q.v.; q 39:53). Ibn Kathīr (d. 774⁄
1373; Tafsīr, iv, 65-6) provides an excursus
on adīth about counteracting despair
with the certainty of divine forgiveness;
al-abarī (d. 310⁄923; Tafsīr, xi, 14) and
Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 597⁄1200; Zād, vii, 59)
gloss q-n- with y--s; the Mutazilite alZamakhsharī (d. 538⁄1144; Kashshāf, iv,
130-1) emphasizes that God forgives all sin
since he is impervious and “does not care,”
i.e. is not affected by the sins of his creatures. God seeks to bring the heedless back
through bounty, only to see them regress
into hopelessness at the merest hint of
accountability (q 6:44). ūfī authors also
develop the theme. Abū ālib al-Makkī
(d. 386⁄996) quotes q 39:53 in his section
on hope (rajā, Qūt, i, 375); Abū Saīd alKharrāz (d. 286⁄899) glosses rajā as “ ‘despair ( yas) of all that God has marked
with the stamp of nothingness,’ that is, all
that is not God” and interprets the “truth
of longing” ( idq al-raghba) as despairing
(qunū) of lust and covetousness (Nwyia,
Exégèse, 280-1; see fism and the qurn).

fate in particular, a condition foreordained
by divine will or human will, a real or
imaginary impersonal power or agency.
From the ﬁrst Islamic centuries, the question of the agency of human works and
eternal destiny was a widely discussed controversy among Muslim theologians —
whether they are ordained by God’s decree
or whether they are executed by man himself (see freedom and predestination;
anthropomorphism; decision). Both determinists and non-determinists made reference to the Qurān in support of their respective views with scriptural proofs (see
theology and the qurn).
In the Qurān, deterministic and nondeterministic sayings stand side by side.
The qurānic concept of the last judgment
(q.v.) when God will demand individual
reckoning from each human being clearly
presupposes man’s individual liberty and
responsibility for his actions in this world
and his destiny in the hereafter (e.g.
q 3:161, 182; 4:110-2; 18:29-31; 36:54;
45:24-37; 53:33-41, 56-62; 99:1-8). All that a
person has done in this world is recorded
in his or her individual record book (alkitāb) throughout life (see record of
human actions). When the day of judgment comes, the acts of everyone in this
world are shown to the individual by God
(e.g. q 6:59; 10:61-5; 17:13-4, 71-2; 34:3;
36:12; 39:69-70; 45:28-9; 83:7-24). God is
considered an impartial judge. He objectively evaluates that which the individual
has done in this world. The objective character of the judgment is allegorically expressed by the metaphor of scales (e.g.
q 7:8-9; 21:47; 23:101-5; 101:4-11; see
eschatology). Without the freedom to
choose one’s actions, personal responsibility for conduct on the day of judgment
would be meaningless. Free choice is also
expressly stated in those passages where
God is said not to lead astray (q.v.) except if
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Destiny
The predetermined course of events in
general and of human actions and eternal
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one chooses to disobey (e.g. q 7:28; 11:101;
see disobedience). Similarly, God cannot
effectively guide those who are not willing
to receive his guidance (e.g. q 16:104).
In contrast, other passages of the Qurān
emphasize God’s omnipotence and omniscience and human responsibility appears
completely eclipsed. Here, human destiny
is said to depend on the will of God. He is
the originator of belief and unbelief (q.v.),
he guides or leads astray as he pleases.
Whomsoever God desires to guide, he
opens his heart (q.v.) to Islam (q.v.); whomsoever he desires to lead astray, he hardens
his heart, narrow, tight, as if forced to
climb to heaven unaided. So God lays
abomination upon those who believe not
(q 6:125; see also q 2:6-7; 7:177-9; 9:51;
10:98-103; 11:118; 13:27; 14:27; 16:35-40;
16:93; 18:17; 24:21; 32:12-4; 76:27-31;
81:27-9). God’s omniscience furthermore
includes foreknowledge of all future events
which are laid down in the clear book (kitāb
mubīn) or heavenly book (umm al-kitāb, see
book). In contrast to the record book, kitāb
here refers to a book of destiny that contains everything that God knows (e.g.
q 6:38; 11:6; 13:38-43; 15:4; 17:58; 20:51-5;
22:70; 27:75; 35:11; 57:22-3). The idea of
predetermination is also conveyed by the
concept of ﬁxed terms (ajal) set by God in
his governing of the world and denoting, at
least in some instances, the time of death
(q 3:145; 10:49; 11:3; 15:4; 39:42; 63:10-11;
see death and the dead).
In other passages a combination of determinist and non-determinist outlooks is
found. In the following verses, for instance,
the idea of a book of account seems to be
confused with the idea of destiny or fate
fastened on man’s neck: “Around each
man’s neck we have hung his ledger (āir)
of deeds and on the day of resurrection we
will present it as a book spread out [and
say]: ‘Read your ledger; this day you are

sufﬁcient to take your own account’ ”
(q 17:13-4; see also q 22:67-72; 27:71-5;
34:1-5; 53:33-62; see record of human
actions; resurrection).
It has been argued (Blachère, Paret) that
the discrepancies of the Qurān on the issue of human destiny are to be explained
in terms of chronological development.
During his early period, when the Prophet
demanded repentance in the face of impending judgment (see repentance and
penance), he assumed freedom of choice
and responsibility on the part of his hearers. The opposition he encountered, however, called for an explanation which was
found in the idea of predestination; the unbelief of his hearers must be due to the will
of God (see opposition to muammad).
This explanation also served as a practical
source of comfort for the Prophet who was
thus freed from personal responsibility for
the unbelievers. Other scholars (Rahbar,
Räisänen) have argued that the determinist
passages should be interpreted in the light
of non-determinist sayings and attempted
to show that there are no predestinarian
teachings at all in the Qurān. In their
view, the idea of human responsibility and
of judgment according to deeds is so fundamental in the Qurān that it predominates even where the language has a predestinarian coloring. Nagel and Jomier do
not see a contradiction in the two standpoints as found throughout the Qurān,
but rather understand them to result from
and stand in subordination to the notion
of the divine who is both supreme judge
and omnipotent, bountiful creator and
preserver of his creation (see god and his
attributes; creation). Whenever emphasis is placed on God as the supreme
judge over his creation, man’s freedom
and responsibility is implied. Whenever
God is referred to as omnipotent, bountiful
creator and preserver of his creation the
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deterministic standpoint is included (see
power and impotence). It should also be
mentioned that the Qurān, a text designed
to call people to faith (q.v.), had no intention of precise theological harmony, but
stands on the force of its rhetoric, much
of which involves contrasting language to
evoke a response in its hearers (see
rhetoric of the qurn).

Greek demon “accuser” and the Hebrew
“adversary” are brought together in one
character.
The word shayān is used 70 times in the
Qurān in the singular form, including six
times in the indeﬁnite (q 4:117; 15:17; 22:3;
37:7; 43:36; 81:25), plus 18 times in the plural, shayāīn, which is always deﬁnite. Etymologically, the word is related to the Hebrew sāān; and the passage of the word
into Arabic is not clear, although it is usually thought to have come into Arabic
through Christian languages (especially
Ethiopic; see foreign vocabulary). A recent study of early Qurān manuscripts has
suggested another reason for the particular
form of the Arabic word: The pronunciation of the word may be due to a misunderstanding of early Arabic orthography
(see calligraphy). The word was originally
to be pronounced sāān or shāān, and the
ﬁrst long a of the word was written with a
yā, contrary to the rules of later orthography which does not allow yā to represent ā
in the middle of a word (but only at the
end). The loss of understanding of that orthography then resulted in the pronunciation shayān (see Gerd-R. Puin, Neue Wege
der Koranforschung, in Universität des Saarlandes Magazin Forschung 1 (1999), p. 40).
Iblīs, on the other hand, is used only 11
times in the Qurān, always as a proper
name. The general consensus is that the
word is derived from the Greek diabolos.
Arab tradition connects the word to the
verbal sense of ublisa meaning “he was rendered without hope,” a reference to Iblīs’
fate of being cursed and sentenced to punishment by God (see Jeffery, For. vocab.,
47-8, with a full bibliography). That sense
of the verbal root is itself present in
q 30:12: “On the day when the hour will
arrive the guilty will be in despair,” and
also q 6:44, 23:77, and 43:75, with the same
sense of the punishment of the evil doers
(see chastisement and punishment); in
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Destroyed Cities and Peoples see
punishment stories

Determinism see freedom and predestination

Devil
The fallen angel (q.v.) or jinn (q.v.) known
by two names in the Qurān, Iblīs (q.v.) and
Shay ān. The ambiguities present in the
English word “devil” (themselves a result of
early Christian translation activities; see
Jeffrey Burton Russell, The devil. Perceptions
of evil from antiquity to primitive Christianity,
Ithaca 1977) are precisely those reﬂected in
the Qurān, such that the heritage of the
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q 30:49 people are in despair (q.v.) over the
difﬁculties of life. In none of those cases,
however, does the ﬁgure of Iblīs actually
enter into the picture.
The name Iblīs ﬁgures mainly in the stories of the creation of Adam (see adam
and eve) and the subsequent fall of the
devil (the context of nine of the instances
of the name is the “bowing” before Adam).
When the angels were ordered to bow before the ﬁrst man Adam (see bowing and
prostration), Iblīs refused (q 2:34; 7:11;
15:31; 17:61; 18:50; 20:116; 38:74-5; see
cosmology in the qurn), citing the human’s creation from clay as the reason (e.g.
q 15:33: “I am not going to bow to man
whom You have created from clay of
moulded mud”). God then curses Iblīs,
calling him “accursed,” rajīm (q 15:34;
38:77, lit. “stoned,” also used in reference
to al-Shay ān and the shayāīn and symbolically as “accursed” but meant literally in
the rituals of the pilgrimage [q.v.; ajj]; see
the commentary (tafsīr) tradition on the
istiādha [the statement said before reciting
the Qurān, “I seek refuge with God from
Satan, the accursed”], e.g. abarī, Tafsīr, i,
111-13, trans. J. Cooper, The commentary on
the Qurān by Abū Jafar Mu ammad b. Jarīr alabarī, Oxford 1987, 46-7). God orders
Iblīs “out” (of paradise presumably;
q 15:34; 38:77) but the punishment promised to him (unspeciﬁed but cf. q 26:94-5:
“they will be thrown into it [hell, q.v.], they
and the perverse, and the hosts of Iblīs”)
is delayed until the judgment day (see last
judgment), as a result of Iblīs’s plea. Iblīs
is given the power to lead astray (q.v.) those
who are not followers of the true God
(q 15: 39-40; 34:20-1). The name alShay ān, however, is used in speaking of
Iblīs’ ﬁrst act of temptation, when he
tempts Adam and Eve to eat of the “tree of
immortality” (q 20:120-3; see also 7:20-2;
see fall of man).
Al-Shay ān’s role in scripture extends well

beyond this one myth (see mythic and
legendary narratives), however, while
the ﬁgure of Iblīs is conﬁned to it. Iblīs
may be characterized, then, as the one
who is proud and disobedient (see disobedience; arrogance), while al-Shay ān is
the tempter, and it is in that role that the
emphasis falls within other sections of the
Qurān when al-Shay ān is mentioned. It is
notable that the two names, Iblīs and alShay ān, are used within the same narrative (q 2:30-9; 7:11-25; 20:116-23) in such a
manner as to discount a simple blending of
separate myths related to these two names;
rather, the narrative appears integrated
and the change in name is best interpreted
to suggest that Iblīs gained the name alShay ān after his disobedience, which is
how the Muslim tradition has frequently
understood it.
The details of the story of the fall of the
devil are very similar to those found in Jewish and especially Christian apocryphal literature (and quite distinct from the sketchy
story found in the biblical text itself; see
scripture and the qurn). The idea of
the angels worshipping Adam and of the
devil’s refusal is found in the Life of Adam
and Eve (written no later than 400 c.e.; see
the introduction and translation by M.D.
Johnston, in James H. Charlesworth, The
Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, Garden City,
NJ 1985, vol. 2, 249-95, esp. Vita 12:1-16:3)
and the Questions of Bartholomew (likely
third century c.e. in its original form) explains, among many details similar to the
qurānic story, that the devil’s refusal to
bow was based on the objection that his
essence was of ﬁre (q.v.) as opposed to
Adam’s clay (q.v.; see the introduction and
translation by F. Scheidweiler and W.
Schneemelcher in W. Schneelmelcher (ed.),
New Testament Apocrypha, vol. 1, Gospels and
related writings, trans. R.M. Wilson, Louisville 1991, 537-53, esp. 4:54).
It is thus to al-Shay ān that most of what
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have become the traditional characteristics
of the devil are ascribed. He has the ability
to cause fear (q 3:175), cause people to slip
(q 2:36; 3:155), lead astray (q 4:60), precipitate enmity and hatred (q 5:91), make people forget (q 6:68; 12:42; 18:63), tempt
(q 7:27; 47:25), and provoke strife (q 17:53).
He is described as a comrade to unbelievers (q 4:38), a manifest foe (q 7:22, 17:53,
43:62), an enemy (q 12:5). Guile (q 4:76),
deﬁlement (q 8:11) and abomination
(q 5:90) are associated with him. The image of evil (see evil deeds) as a “path,” like
that of righteousness, is conveyed in
q 7:16-7, “Said [the devil], ‘Now, for Your
putting me out, I will sit in ambush for
them on Your straight path. Then I will assault them from in front and from behind,
from their right and their left.’ ” Al-Shay ān
also is spoken of as “taking steps” and his
followers take steps towards him (q 2:168,
208; 6:142; 24:21; see also 4:83). He is seen
as an inﬂuence towards a number of speciﬁc as well as more general sins (see sin,
major and minor), actions which take people away from God. Among his tools to do
this are several vocal attributes: He calls
(q 31:21), simply speaks (q 14:22; 59:16),
promises (q 2:268), and whispers (q 7:20;
20:120; see also 50:16; 104:4-5). The attributes, “the deluder” (gharūr, q 3:33; 35:5;
57:14) and “the one who slinks or sneaks
around” (khannās, q 114:4) have particularly
stuck with al-Shay ān, such that they have
even been used on occasion as proper
names for particularly evil people.
The proper name al-Shay ān may be distinguished from the qurānic plural usage
shayāīn which is often thought to reﬂect
Arabian notions of devils (although it is
used in a sense which is not unknown
within the biblical tradition as in the “adversaries” of 1 Sam 29:4). These “devils”
can be humans or jinn (q 6:112) and come
in varying ranks (see spiritual beings).
The word is used to refer to the hosts of

evil (q 2:102; 6:121), the evil leaders among
humans (e.g. q 2:14) and mischievous
spirits very similar to jinn (q 6:71; 21:82).
They are the friends of the unbelievers
(q 7:27), they make evil suggestions
(q 23:97) and they were believed by Muammad’s opponents to be the source of
his inspiration (q 26:210, 221; see opposition to muammad).
In exegetical material and other literature
reﬂecting more popular images, especially
those associated with ūﬁsm, the qurānic
predominance of the evil inﬂuence of alShay ān on humans becomes overtaken by
the personality of Iblīs, ultimately reaching
the point of mystical meditation on the
“disobedience of Iblīs.” This results from
Iblīs’s ascetic, worshipping nature (his refusal to bow down to Adam is an indication of how serious he took the command
to worship God alone) and because of his
personality which reﬂects human ambiguity and complexity (see fism and the
qurn). By no means is al-Shay ān neglected, however, although the two names
do become separated to some degree in
later Islamic thought, such that al-Shay ān
is the force of malevolence (see good and
evil) and Iblīs more of a symbolic ﬁgure of
human failings.
A good deal of discussion has taken place
over the original nature of Iblīs (and, thus,
al-Shay ān). One statement in the Qurān
suggest that he was a jinn (q 18:50, “They
bowed themselves save Iblīs; he was one of
the jinn”); and yet he was among the angels when they were commanded to bow to
Adam. Resolving this apparent inconsistency consumed many pages in classical
Muslim writing and continues to vex polemicists today. The problem revolves
around an understanding of the nature of
the angels and the jinn. The angels were
considered incapable of disobedience; being sinless and able only to follow God’s
will, they are unable to have offspring, and
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they were said to have been created from
light (q.v.). The Qurān clearly indicates,
however, that Iblīs was one of the jinn, that
the jinn were made from ﬁre (q 55:15, “He
created the jinn of a smokeless ﬁre”), and
that he has offspring (q 18:50, “What, do
you take him [Iblīs] and his seed to be your
friends apart from Me while they are an
enemy to you?”). To resolve the problem,
many solutions were put forth, and they
are gathered together in works such as alabarī’s (d. 310⁄923) History and most
Qurān commentaries (mainly when dealing with q 2:34). One line of thought afﬁrms Iblīs’s angelic nature. The suggestion
is made that jinn was a tribal or clan name
of some of the angels (perhaps of the cultivators who lived on earth). The word
jinn was also said to be derived from janna,
paradise (q.v.) or garden (q.v.), and the jinn
are a special class of angels in charge of
access to paradise. In fact, Iblīs’s downfall
was the result of his pride (q.v.) at being in
charge of everything between heaven and
earth. On the other hand, some argued for
Iblīs as a member of a distinct class of creation, the jinn. One story recounts that
Iblīs was a jinn who was captured by the
angels when young and raised by them.
This was the result of a battle between the
two groups. Among the many reports on
the subject, al-abarī states, “God created
the angels on Wednesday, he created the
jinn on Thursday, and he created Adam on
Friday.… Some jinn disbelieved, and the
angels went down to them on earth to
ﬁght them. Thus, bloodshed (q.v.) and corruption (q.v.) came into being on earth.”
(abarī, Tarīkh, i, 82, trans. Rosenthal,
253) and “the angels used to ﬁght the jinn
and Iblīs was taken captive. He was young
and used to worship together with the angels” (i, 85, trans. 256). Popular imagination wound these and other such narrative
fragments into an imaginative story to reconcile the various qurānic elements, al-

though no consensus was truly reached as
to the nature or origin of Iblīs.
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Dhikr see prayer
Dhimma see people of the book

Dhū l-Kiﬂ
An enigmatic ﬁgure, whose name appears
in the Qurān in two places: “And [remember] Ismāīl (see ishmael) and Idrīs (q.v.)
and Dhū l-Kiﬂ, all of them were patient”
(q 21:85); “And call to mind Ismāīl and
Alyasa and Dhū l-Kiﬂ and all of the best”
(q 38:48).
In some exegetical works, it is held that
Dhū l-Kiﬂ was a prophet since he is mentioned alongside other prophets (see
prophets and prophethood). Most
exegetes, however, deny his prophethood,
conﬁning themselves to repeating the
qurānic statement that he belonged to
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those who were patient and the best.
A person named Dhū l-Kiﬂ is unknown
to the Bible (q.v.). One starting point for
ﬂeshing out this ﬁgure is the meaning of
the root k-f-l: to nourish, to take care of, to
oblige oneself (kafala); to entrust (kaffala);
to vouch for, to guarantee, to engage oneself (takaffala); portion (kiﬂ, also na īb, i.e.
“share,” sc. of felicity, a); the double and
more ( if ), sc. of doing good works and of
recompense (Azharī, Tahdhīb, x, 250-3;
Lisān al-Arab, xiv, 107-10; see good deeds).
Many stories are told in exegetical literature (tafsīr) and extra-scriptural tales (qi a )
to explain the name. While G. Vajda styles
these stories “edifying,” they do have a
theological meaning. Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 597⁄
1200; Zād, ad q 21:85) tells, on the transmission of Muammad b. al-Sāib (d. 146⁄
763), the story of Dhū l-Kiﬂ’s rescue of a
hundred prophets threatened with death
by an ungodly king and his care for them,
which recalls the biblical story of Obadiah
and Jezebel (1 Kings 18:4). Another story, in
which Dhū l-Kiﬂ promises a pious man
who performed a hundred prayers ( alāt,
see prayer) every day to do the same after
the latter’s death, ﬁrst appears in Abd alRazzāq al-anānī (d. 211⁄827; Tafsīr, ii, 25),
on the transmission of Abū Mūsā alAsharī (d. ca. 42⁄662; a prominent a ābī,
see companions of the prophet) and is
based on kiﬂ meaning “the double and
more.” The story of Dhū l-Kiﬂ’s kindness
to a prostitute illustrates the meaning of kiﬂ
as “portion, delight” (na īb, a): There,
he solicits her with money, but overcomes
the temptation and, having promised never
again to sin, dies the same night (Thalabī,
Qi a , 232; Shawkānī, Tafsīr, iii, 425f.). He
was rewarded by eternal delight in paradise (q.v.; see reward and punishment).
An example of Dhū l-Kiﬂ’s trust in God
and belief in the freedom of the will (see
freedom and predestination) is the popu-

lar story of his appointment to succeed to
the ofﬁce of a prophet or king of the Israelites, on condition of committing himself
(takaffala) to fast during the day, to remain
awake at night and to act as a judge without becoming angered. The devil’s efforts
at making him angry produce no effect
(Sufyān al-Thawrī, Tafsīr, 161f.; Suyū ī,
Durr, iv, 595f.). The story of Dhū l-Kiﬂ acting as bailsman (kafīl) on behalf of the
heathen king Kanān is an example of divinely conferred prophetic authority: Dhū
l-Kiﬂ converts the king and gives him a
letter in which he guarantess God’s obligation to reward the king (al-kafīl alā llāh liKanān) with paradise (Fasawī, Bad l-khalq,
71-4, in three different versions; see also
arafī, Qi a al-anbiyā, 239-41; Qur ubī,
Jāmi, xi, 217, has all six stories).
Much in these stories reminds one of
biblical tales of prophets and other heroes,
especially the Elijah (q.v.) and Elisha (q.v.)
cycle (1 Kings, 17; 2 Kings 13) and Moses’
(q.v.) appointment of Joshua as his successor (Num 27,16-23). Accordingly, Dhū l-Kiﬂ
has been numbered among the prophets
by identifying him as Elijah, Joshua or
Zechariah (Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, iii, 581;
Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxii, 183; Bay āwī, Anwār, ii,
77; Shawkānī, Tafsīr, iii, 425). His identiﬁcation as Zechariah (q.v.) is possibly
based on q 3:37, wa-kaffalahā Zakariyyā,
“and he entrusted her [Mary] to the care
of Zechariah.”
According to al-abarī (Tarīkh, i, 364),
God called Bishr, the son of Job (q.v.), to
prophethood after his father’s death, naming him Dhū l-Kiﬂ; he converted the Rūm
(Thalabī, Qi a , 145; see byzantines).
When identiﬁed as Elisha (perhaps in recollection of 2 Kings 2:9, “Let me inherit a
double share of your spirit”), Dhū l-Kiﬂ is
said to be a cousin of the biblical and
qurānic Elisha (Bay āwī, Anwār, ii, 314), a
brother of the latter (Burūsawī, Tafsīr, iii,
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368) or Elisha, the son of Akh ūb or
Yakh ūb (abarsī, Majma, vii, 107).
Heribert Busse
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Dhū l-Nūn see jonah
Dhū l-Qarnayn see alexander
Dialectic and Debate see debate
and disputation

Dialects
Different forms of the Arabic language
(q.v.). Commentators on the language of
the Qurān, both medieval and modern,
often turn to dialectal material as a relevant source for understanding the contents
and linguistic background of the sacred
text (see exegesis of the qurn). Already
in the earliest sources treating of dialectal

forms (dating back to the end of the second⁄eighth century), which were produced
within the context of qurānic exegesis and
the description of the Arabic language, the
word lugha denotes not only language variants but also dialectal forms, i.e. the particular form of Arabic used in a region or by
an ethnic (tribal or super-tribal) group
(pace Hadj-Salah, Lugha). Kinberg’s index
of al-Farrā’s (d. 207⁄822) Maānī l-Qurān
lists 25 groups with their own forms of the
language (i.e. lugha, kalām): Azd Ummān,
Banū Asad, Tamīm, Tamīm wa-Bakr,
Tamīm wa-Rabīa, Ulyā Tamīm wa-Suﬂā
Qays, Tihāma, Ahl al- ijāz, Ahl al- ijāz
wa-Ahl al-Āliya, Banū l- ārith b. Kab,
a ramawt, Ahl al- awrān, Salīm, alāiyyūna, Banū Uqayl, Ukal, al-Āliya,
Banū Āmir, Quraysh, Qays, Kinda, Najd,
al-An ār, Hudhayl, and Ahl al-Yaman, also
called lugha yamaniyya (Kinberg, Lexicon,
744-53; see tribes and clans). For all that,
it should be noted that these early sources
tend to refer to a vague notion of lugha
without any further attribution. Al-Farrā,
for instance, states in his discussion of q 1:7
on the alternative expression alayhum for
alayhim: wa-humā lughatāni li-kull lugha madhhab fī l-arabiyya, “… they are two modes of
expression, each one of which belongs to
an accepted custom in Arabic” (Farrā,
Maānī, i, 5). Likewise, in his discussion of
q 2:61, al-Farrā (Maānī, i, 41) identiﬁes the
use of “corn” ( fūm, variant reading “garlic”) as an archaic usage of the language
(lugha qadīma). The very obscure lughat man
qāla akalūnī l-barāghīth, “the lugha of those
saying ‘The ﬂeas devoured me,’ ” is Sībawayhi’s (d. ca. 180⁄796) recurring label for
what we would deﬁne as a structure in
which the verb (which should be in the
feminine singular form, but is in the masculine plural) agrees with its subject in
number (for the analysis of the Arab
grammarians, see Levin, What is meant).
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Sībawayhi does not deﬁne the group following this usage, but Abū Ubayda (d.
209⁄824-5) ascribes the label and the personal use of this structure as it occurs in
q 3:113 and in 5:71 to one Abū Amr alHudhalī, i.e. a person from Hudhayl
(Majāz).
It is instructive that the early commentators do not identify the language of the
Qurān as purely ijāzī. For example, in
q 25:18, “They were a corrupt people”
(wa-kānū qawman būran), the meaning of būr
is identiﬁed with the better known term for
“corrupt” ( fāsid) in “the language of the
Azd of Ummān” (lughat Azd Ummān) as
opposed to the common speech of the
Arabs in general (kalām al-arab), in which
it means “nothing” (lā shay). There is,
however, a tendency to prefer ijāzī variants, especially when they are faithful to
the orthography of the canonical text, e.g.
the reading fa-ajāahā of Ahl al- ijāz and
al-Āliya at q 19:23 is considered “qurānic” whereas Tamīm’s ashāa is called
“another language not valid in the book
(i.e. the Qurān)” (lugha ukhrā lā ta lu u fī
l-kitāb). Indication of dialectal peculiarities
offered early scholars a means by which to
explain variations in qurānic readings
such as the ijāzī mathulāt and the Tamīmi
muthlāt in q 13:6 and, likewise, aduqāt and
udqāt in q 4:4 (see readings of the
qurn).
The study of dialectal forms serves also
to explain the linguistic peculiarities of the
Qurān, for instance, the four occurrences
of “They fear not meeting us [God]” (lā
yarjūna liqāanā, q 10:7, 11, 15; 25:21) in
which the verb seems to mean “to be afraid
of,” and not the usual rendering, “to wish.”
A Tihāmī use of rajā in this sense is offered
as explanation by al-Farrā (Maānī, ii, 265).
Even more interesting is the attempt, regrettably missing in the otherwise useful
study of Burton (Linguistic errors), to recruit dialectal study for a convincing solu-

tion of the dialectal variant in “These two
men are sorcerers” (inna hādhāni la-sā irāni,
q 20:63). Al-Farrā (Maānī, ii, 183-4) explains the unexpected use of the nominative hādhāni (instead of the accusative
hādhayni ) on the basis of information received from a “most reliable” informant
with Asad afﬁliation (literally, “most eloquent,” in the sense of an accurate and
natural instinctive sense for language
peculiarities) who states that the tribe of
ārith b. Kab has an uninﬂected dual
case-ending -ā(ni) as well as an uninﬂected
relative dual alladhāni. In the same context,
al-Farrā (Maānī, ii, 184) mentions another
dialectal peculiarity concerning the irāb
(i.e. desinential inﬂection) of alladhūna as
attested by the tribe of Kināna. A similar
attempt is made by Abū Zayd according to
al-Akhfash’s (d. ca. 221⁄835) report in his
Maānī l-Qurān, who identiﬁes the dialectal
form in question as a shift of all -ay to ā
(e.g. alayka > alāka) and attributes its distribution to the tribe of Balārith (see Talmon, Arabic grammar). Could it be that this
mode of utilizing dialectal data in the service of qurānic exegesis created the dogma
which is formulated as “The Qurān has
been revealed in seven dialectal versions”
(nazala l-Qurān bi-sab lughāt)? Similarly,
al-Farrā contends that hayta in q 12:23,
“Come, she said, take me [lit. I’m yours]”
(qālat hayta laka) is a way of expressing oneself peculiar to the people of awrān
which had been adopted by the Meccans
(Maānī, ii, 40: innahā lugha li-ahl awrān
saqaat ilā Makka fa-takallamū bihā) whereas
“the Medinans read hīta,” (wa-ahl al-Madīna
yaqraūna hīta). This, it can be argued, is indicative of the thesis, developed later, that
the virtues of the Meccan dialect in the
Prophet’s days comprised the virtues of all
other dialects.
Modern scholarship on the relations between the dialects of old Arabia and their
relation to qurānic language reached its
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peak in the 1940s with the studies of
Kofﬂer (Reste altarabischer Dialekte) and
Rabin (Ancient west Arabian). A revision of
their ﬁndings is a desideratum, considering
the abundance of ﬁrst hand information
about the old philologists’ original studies
on these data (see grammar and the
qurn). Mention should also be made of
Nöldeke’s careful treatment of the question of dialectal features in the Qurān,
particularly two exemplary cases. First
(Neue Beiträge, 21), he identiﬁes the qurānic
negative particle in as a dialectal form of
Mecca and Medina on the basis of later
citations of local speech as recorded in alabarī’s History, Ibn Hishām’s biography
of the Prophet (Sīra) and in parallel passages. In the same study, he suggests Jarīr’s
use of lawlā to be a case of qurānic inﬂuence and notes the editor’s change to hallā
whereas lawlā was current in Mecca and
possibly in Medina. A generally more skeptical attitude towards Arab philologists’
identiﬁcation of dialectal features, notably
the indication of a ijāzī-Tamīmī dichotomy, is also expressed by Nöldeke (Neue
Beiträge, 3f.).
Rafael Talmon
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Dialogues
Conversations between two or more persons. Dialogue is an important and frequently occurring feature of qurānic style.
Direct speech, in fact, predominates in
many sūras while narration (see narratives) occupies relatively little space.
Of the four periods into which the
qurānic sūras are usually divided (three
Meccan and one Medinan; see chronology and the qurn), the second and
third Meccan periods are especially rich in
dialogue. The lack of dialogue in the sūras
from the early period may be explained by
the fact that, throughout the ﬁrst Meccan
period, the Quraysh (q.v.) ignored or ridiculed Muammad’s message (see opposition to muammad). When, however,
Muammad began to gain followers and
pose a challenge to their supremacy, they
began to take his presence seriously by
raising questions about the tenets of Islam
and doubts about its validity. In other
words, as they entered into a “dialogue”
with the Prophet, their questions and
doubts were increasingly addressed in the
Qurān. The criticisms made by the Quraysh, which began in the second Meccan
period, continued into the third, thus providing an explanation for the Qurān’s frequent use of dialogue in these two periods.
In the Medinan period, dialogue was to
become less frequent since the establishment of an Islamic state in Medina created
a situation in which recourse to dialogue
was less likely. Consequently, the absence
of dialogue in certain periods is as signiﬁcant as its presence in others.
Using the criteria of speaker and content,
qurānic dialogues can be divided into ﬁve
types. (1) Probably the most common dialogue is that between a prophet and the
nation to which he is sent: A prophet presents his message to his nation, which usually responds by ignoring or rejecting it (see
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prophets and prophethood). q 26 contains a series of such dialogues involving
the following prophets: Abraham (q.v.;
q 26:69-82), Noah (q.v.; q 26:105-18), Ād
(q.v.; q 26:123-38), āli (q.v.; q 26:141-56),
Lot (q.v.; q 26:160-9), and Shuayb (q.v.;
q 26:176-88). (2) Another common example of qurānic dialogue is one which takes
place between God and prophets. Here, a
prophet is charged with a mission (see messenger), a certain demand is made by a
prophet and God responds, or a prophet is
given an insight into divine acts (see impeccability and infallibility). Examples are
q 2:260, where Abraham demands to know
how God will resurrect the dead; q 7:143,
in which Moses (q.v.) demands to see God;
and q 28:29-35, where Moses, commanded
by God to go to Pharaoh (q.v.), expresses
his fear that Pharaoh will have him killed.
(3) A number of dialogues are situated in
the hereafter: In q 74:40-7 the people of
heaven (q.v.) and the people of hell (q.v.)
converse; in q 7:38-9 the people of hell
curse one another; and in q 34:31-3 the
wicked leaders and their followers indulge
in recriminations. (4) In some dialogues the
speakers consult with each other about
some important matter: In q 12:8-10 Joseph’s (q.v.) jealous brothers (see brother
and brotherhood) discuss ways to get rid
of Joseph and enjoy their father’s love and
affection, while in q 27:29-35 the Queen of
Sheba (see bilqīs) solicits her courtiers’
views on the appropriate response to Solomon’s (q.v.) letter. (5) In some passages,
only one side of the dialogue is related: In
q 2:34-9 God addresses ﬁrst Satan (see
iblīs; devil) and then Adam and Eve (q.v.),
and in q 31:12-9 Luqmān (q.v.), a wise man
of ancient Arabia, gives advice to his son.
Certain features mark the structure of
qurānic dialogues. The onset of a dialogue may be signaled by a short phrase
like idh⁄wa-idh + verb (“Recall the time
when such-and-such an event occurred”)

as in q 2:30-3, which reports the conversation between God and angels (see angel)
at the time of Adam’s creation (q.v.) or
q 5:20-5, where the Israelites (see children
of israel) refuse to enter Palestine when
commanded to do so by Moses. Two other
phrases serve the same function fa-lammā +
verb + qāla (“When such-and-such a thing
happened, so-and-so said,” cf. q 10:76),
and hal atāka adīthu fulānin (“Has the report
about so-and-so reached you?” e.g. q 20:9;
51:24-8; cf. 38:21-4).
Sometimes one dialogue blends seamlessly with another. In q 26:10-7, God commands Moses and Aaron (q.v.) to confront
Pharaoh, and at q 26:17 God asks Moses
and Aaron to tell Pharaoh that he must let
the Israelites leave Egypt (q.v.). Although
the speaker in this verse is God, the following verse, q 26:18, opens with Pharaoh’s
response to the demand while addressing
Moses — and thus starting a new dialogue.
It is assumed that Moses repeated the demand before Pharaoh but since this is not
explicitly stated, verse 17 serves as a connecting link between the two dialogues
since it belongs to both. Another example
is q 12:80-2, where Joseph’s brothers —
while still in Egypt — deliberate on how to
break the news to Jacob (q.v.) of Benjamin’s (q.v.) detention in Egypt. They agree
to inform Jacob that Benjamin was taken
into custody as punishment for theft and
that other members of the caravan may be
asked to verify this (q 12:82). Since the very
next verse reports Jacob’s skepticism about
their statement, it must be assumed that
the brothers, on their return from Egypt,
repeated the content of q 12:82. Dialogues
like these impart continuity to the narrative by “splicing” two passages. This point
calls for further comment.
The importance of dialogue in qurānic
narrative can be judged from the fact that
in some sūras it acts almost as an organizing principle. For example, q 12 (Sūrat
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Yūsuf ), which has 111 verses, is conceived
in terms of a series of dialogues: Joseph
and Jacob (q 12:4-6); Joseph’s brothers
(q 12:8-10); the brothers and Jacob
(q 12:11-4, 16-8); Potiphar’s wife and Joseph
(q 12:23); Potiphar’s wife, Joseph, the wise
observer and Potiphar (q 12:25-9); Potiphar’s wife, the Egyptian ladies and Joseph
(q 12:31-3); Joseph and his two prisonmates (q 12:36-42); the king and his courtiers (q 12:43-4); the butler and Joseph
(q 12:46-9); the king, the Egyptian ladies
and Potiphar’s wife (q 12:51); the king and
Joseph (q 12:54-5); Joseph and his brothers
(q 12:58-61); the brothers, and Jacob
(q 12:63-7); the brothers, Joseph’s men and
Joseph (q 12:70-9); the brothers among
themselves (q 12:80-2); the brothers and
Jacob (q 12:83-7); the brothers and Joseph
(q 12:88-93); Jacob and his neighbors
(q 12:94-5); and the brothers and Jacob
(q 12:96-8). It is thus through dialogue that
the plot of the story advances. Even in the
narrative portions of the sūra, direct
speech occurs in the form of a comment,
exclamation or aside (e.g. q 12:19, 30, 62,
77). A detailed study of the sūras of the
second and third Meccan periods is likely
to highlight the role of dialogue in establishing continuity and coherence in the
qurānic text.
Qurānic dialogues illustrate major
themes of scripture. A statement of the
themes may precede or follow the dialogues. q 2:257 says that God is the friend
and supporter of the believers and leads
them out of darkness (q.v.) into light (q.v.)
whereas the āghūt, “those who rebel
(against God),” are the friends of the unbelievers and lead them out of light into
darkness (see belief and unbelief; rebellion). This statement is followed by three
short dialogues: between Abraham and the
king of his time, usually identiﬁed as Nimrod (q.v.); between God and a certain man
whom God had caused to die for one hun-

dred years and then brought back to life;
and between God and Abraham. Taken
together, these dialogues explain how the
believers are strengthened in their faith by
God and the unbelievers are led further
astray (q.v.) by the āghūt. q 5:32, where the
law of vengeance or retaliation (qi ā , see
bloodshed; retaliation) is stated, is immediately preceded by a dialogue between
Cain and Abel (q.v.). q 37 (Sūrat al-āffāt,
“Those ranged in ranks”) underscores the
theme of the unity of prophecy and people’s unwillingness to accept it readily
through a series of dialogues between
prophets and their nations in which a number of prophets present essentially the
same message to their nations who frequently respond to it negatively. Finally, the
Qurān emphasizes that prophets, though
chosen individuals, are nonetheless human
and do not make any claims to divinity nor
should they be considered as such. In illustration of this, Moses, when commanded
by God to go to Pharaoh, shows fear and
reservation with words which any other
mortal might have spoken (q 26:12-4). Similarly, when angels visit Lot in the guise of
young boys, he is approached by his people, who demand that the boys be handed
over to them. Lot feels helpless and utters,
as would any other, a cry of pain: “I wish I
had the power to confront you or could
seek some powerful support” (q 11:80).
The Qurān uses dialogue to portray
character, as well, such as that of the
prophets. A study of the dialogues of
Abraham and Moses reveals interesting
differences between them. Abraham has
a sense of humor and would even play a
practical joke on his opponents. In
q 21:62-7 he smashes all the idols (see
idols and images) in the temple save one,
and when questioned by the indignant
priests, he tells them with tongue in cheek
that it was the work of the chief idol,
whom he had spared: “Ask them,” he says
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curtly, referring to the broken idols, “if
they can speak.” In this way he plays upon
the foolishness of deifying inanimate,
powerless things. The dialogue illustrates
Abraham’s characteristic use of irony and
satire (see language and style of the
qurn) to defeat his opponents in a debate
(see debate and disputation). Just before
destroying the idols, he engages in a mock
dialogue with them, asking them ironically
why they are not eating the food placed before them and why they are not speaking
(q 37:91-2). Moses, on the other hand, has
a serious temperament and is also quick to
anger. On returning from Mount Sinai he
learns that the Israelites have started worshipping a calf in his absence (see calf of
gold). Without stopping to investigate the
matter, he rebukes Aaron for his failure to
prevent the calf-worship. Aaron addresses
him with the words “Son of my mother,”
which show Aaron’s humility and his love
for his brother (q 7:150). In q 26 Moses
goes on a sea voyage to meet a certain individual whom the Qurān calls one of God’s
servants but whom tradition has identiﬁed
as Khi r (see khir⁄khir). Khi r is supposed to initiate Moses into certain mysteries. In the course of the journey Khi r
makes a hole in a boat, kills a young man
and repairs a wall. Moses, who has promised to remain silent until addressed by
Khi r, is unable to contain himself on any
of these occasions. The dialogue which ensues between the two after each outburst
demonstrates well Moses’ impetuous nature. In q 12 the characters of Joseph and
many other ﬁgures are revealed through
dialogue. When, for example, Joseph informs Jacob about his dream (see dreams
and sleep), he says: “My dear father, I
have seen eleven stars and the sun and the
moon — I have seen them bowing down
before me!” (q 12:4). The repetition of “I
have seen” (raaytu), signifying as it does a
certain hesitation on Joseph’s part, is signi-

ﬁcant, for it provides insight into Joseph’s
character: Being modest, he is reluctant to
relate a dream in which he receives homage from the heavenly bodies. His hesitation
may also be due to the fact that he already
knows the interpretation of the dream and
feels that he may appear presumptuous by
relating the dream. Only direct speech
could delineate character with such subtle
force. Similarly, only dialogue could have
revealed Joseph’s tactfulness in his attempt,
while imprisoned, to convert his two fellow
inmates (see prisoners) to his religion:
When the butler and the baker (see bread)
approach him for an interpretation of their
dreams, he assures them that they will have
the interpretation very soon; with this delay tactic, he proceeds to acquaint them
with his own monotheistic belief.
Dialogue represents one of the ways in
which the Qurān differs from pre-Islamic
Arabic literature, which primarily exists
only in the form of poetry. Essentially the
impassioned utterance of the individual
soul, pre-Islamic Arabic poetry (see age
of ignorance; poetry and poets; preislamic arabia and the qurn) makes
very little use of dialogue whereas the
Qurān — which presents a program of
social action within a framework of struggle — reﬂects, through dialogue, the interaction between the Muslim and nonMuslim communities of Arabia on the
one hand and among the members of the
Muslim community itself on the other.
Dialogue is inevitably interactive and social, and given the Qurān’s overt and
strong social dimension (see community
and society in the qurn), its frequent
use in the Qurān is understandable. At the
same time, use of dialogue makes the
Qurān stylistically akin to the Bible, where
dialogue is very prominent (see scripture
and the qurn).
Mustansir Mir
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Difﬁcult Passages
Seemingly contradictory verses in the Qurān. Although qurānic scholars frequently
used the word mushkil in its more usual
sense of “difﬁcult to understand” in reference to verses (q.v.) and individual vocabulary items in the Qurān, as a technical
term (mushkil al-Qurān) it refers speciﬁcally
to the apparently contradictory passages
within the holy text. In this application, the
term “difﬁcult” may have been somewhat
euphemistic. The analogous term in the
study of the reports of the utterances and
actions ascribed to the Prophet — where
the possibility of genuine contradiction, at
least among unauthentic reports, was
admitted — was called “contradictory
adīth” (ikhtilāf — or mukhtalif al- adīth).
The avowed aim of those who treated the
difﬁcult passages was nothing less than
conﬁrming the divine origin of the Qurān
by vindicating q 4:82: “If it [i.e. the
Qurān] had been from someone other
than God, they would have found much
contradiction (ikhtilāf ) in it.” The Cairene
expert in qurānic commentary as well
as several other religious disciplines, alZarkashī (d. 794⁄1392), stated this bluntly:
“Sometimes a beginner comes across
something which he mistakenly believes to
be a contradiction — and it is not one —
so [the putative contradiction] needs to be
eliminated” (Burhān, ii, 45). The range of
difﬁcult passages would seem to cover
some of the same territory as that of the
abrogating and abrogated verses (al-nāsikh
wa-l-mansūkh, see abrogation) and at least
one author regarded abrogation as a com-

difficult passages
ponent of the broader study of apparently
contradictory verses (al-Kāfījī, Taysīr,
228-35). In practice, classical Muslim scholars gave much more attention to the supposed instances of abrogation than to the
other apparently contradictory verses,
which deal largely with such matters as the
creation (q.v.) of the universe, the nature
of God (see god and his attributes) and
eschatological events (see eschatology),
in other words, subjects to which the mechanism of abrogation could not be readily
applied.
It appears that in the earliest times, Muslim attitudes about the validity of commentary on the difﬁcult passages varied
considerably, paralleling in some respects
those regarding the “ambiguous verses”
(mutashābihāt, see ambiguous). In one report, the early commentator Ibn Abbās
(d. ca. 68⁄687) is said to have refused discussion of the apparent qurānic contradictions (Suyū ī, Itqān, iii, 83); in others he
speaks volubly about them. Similarly, it remains unclear who undertook this criticism
of the Qurān by pointing out its alleged
inconsistencies. Those who harmonized
the apparent contradictions were defending the faith against non-Muslim attacks
(e.g. a Jew; Suyū ī, Itqān, iii, 83) and even
intra-communal criticism (cf. the title in
Ibn al-Nadīm of the contribution of
Qu rub Muammad b. al-Mustanīr [d.
206⁄821]: Regarding the verses of Qurān which
the heretics question [Fīmā saala anhu almul idūn min āyi l-Qurān], Fihrist, ed. R.
Tajaddud, 41). On the other hand, it is argued that the fact of the Qurān’s revelation in a hostile environment encouraged
the Prophet’s enemies to claim inconsistency and contradiction (Zarkashī, Burhān,
ii, 46). In fact, most of the examples of apparent contradictions cited in the various
manuals are often trivial (e.g. the alleged
objection that phrases like, “Indeed, God
was [kāna] all-hearing, all-seeing,” mean

disobedience
that he is no longer all-hearing, etc.) or
concern matters of which humans can
have no certain knowledge (e.g. whether
the earth was created ﬁrst [q 41:9-11] or
the heavens [q 79:27-30]). Despite its immense theoretical importance, the discipline of difﬁcult passages never seems to
have been widely cultivated. In fact, most
modern works ignore it. Furthermore, the
arguments produced to eliminate the apparent contradictions, while important
for a systematic presentation of the faith,
usually offer little to inter-confessional
polemic. As the passage quoted above
from al-Zarkashī suggests, it would seem
that the real reason for a scholar to study
the difﬁcult passages was to equip himself
to silence the conundrums posed by students in elementary classes on qurānic
commentary.
Eerik Dickinson
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Dīn see religion; last judgment
Disciple see apostle

Disobedience
Transgression of or failure to comply with
God’s commands (see commandments).
Disobedience, of which both angels (see
angel) and humans are capable, appears
in a variety of forms in the Qurān. The
Arabic root corresponding most directly to
disobedience is - -y (e.g. q 20:121, “And
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Adam disobeyed his lord”), which appears
32 times in the Qurān, and is translated
variously as to disobey, to rebel, to resist, to
ﬂinch or to ﬂout. Other roots reﬂecting different nuances of disobedience — such as
sin (kh--, 22 times in the Qurān; e.g.
q 4:92, 112; 12:29; also j-n- , 25 times, and
dh-n-b, 27 times; see sin and crime), fault
(-th-m, 35 times) and transgression (udwān)
of the limits sanctioned by God ( udūd
allāh, see boundaries and precepts) — also
appear in the Qurān. Disobedience often
appears in conjunction with the denial of
God’s signs (q.v.) or miracles (see miracle),
which leads one to go astray (ghawā,
q 20:121; see astray) and to transgress
speciﬁed limits (itadā, cf. q 2:61; 3:112;
5:78).
The Qurān distinguishes between the
disobedient and the obedient (see obedience). Two verses serve as reminders of
the fact that the angels are always obedient, even those in charge of hell (q.v.) “do
not disobey God in what he commands
them” (q 66:6). Abraham (q.v.) admits to
his father that “Satan (see devil) is a rebel
against the All-Merciful” (q 19:44). However, human beings are the only creatures
required to show proof (q.v.) of their obedience (various forms of the root -w-, “to
obey, be obedient,” appear 76 times in the
Qurān). Nevertheless, for many different
reasons, humans do disobey God.
Various peoples disobey the messengers
(see messenger) sent by God for their guidance. Noah (q.v.) states this in his supplication: “My Lord! Lo! They have disobeyed
me” (q 71:21). The people of Ād (q.v.) act
no better with regard to the prophet Hūd
(q.v.; cf. q 11:59-60). As for Abraham (q.v.),
he was obliged to say: “Whoever follows
me belongs to me, and whoever disobeys
me, but You are indeed all-forgiving”
(q 14:36). Aaron (q.v.), Pharaoh (q.v.) and
the Children of Israel (Banū Isrā īl, see
children of israel) all disobey Moses
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(q.v.). The latter reproaches his brother
concerning the golden calf (see calf of
gold): “O Aaron! What held you back
when you saw that they had gone astray,
that you did not follow me? Have you then
disobeyed my order?” (q 20:92-3). Pharaoh
himself repeatedly refuses to obey Moses:
“Pharaoh disobeyed the messenger”
(q 73:16); “He denied and disobeyed”
(q 79:21). Similarly, after the disaster which
befell him in the midst of the sea, he is
told: “What! Now! When hitherto you have
disobeyed and been of the wrong-doers!”
(q 10:91). So Pharaoh, like others who “disobeyed the messenger of their Lord”
(q 69:10), is condemned (see punishment
stories). Moses’ people experienced humiliation, wretchedness and the wrath (see
anger) of God because, to use A. Yūsuf
Alī’s rendition of q 2:61, “they rejected
faith, slew God’s messengers and went on
transgressing.” Twice the Children of
Israel are reported to have said, “We hear
and we disobey” (saminā wa-a aynā, q 2:93;
4:46), for (again, according to A. Yūsuf
Alī’s rendition) “the calf is the symbol of
disobedience, rebellion (q.v.), want of faith
(q.v.).” Moses, however, was an example of
obedience, saying to his anonymous guide
and spiritual leader: “God willing, you
shall ﬁnd me patient, nor shall I disobey
you in anything” (q 18:69). Another model
of obedience is John, son of Zechariah
(q.v.), for he “was not arrogant or rebellious” (q 19:14).
Muammad, just like the previous prophets, experienced rejection by his own people (see opposition to muammad). q 4:42
reads: “Those who disbelieved and disobeyed the messenger will wish that they
were level with the ground.” In fact, God
said to the Prophet: “If they [your kinsfolk]
disobey you, say: ‘Lo! I am innocent of
what they do!’ ” (q 26:216). The Qurān
cites the battle of Uud (q.v.; see battles
and expeditions) as a particular instance

of the disobedience of Muammad’s followers: “When… you disobeyed after he
had shown you that for which you longed!”
(q 3:152). So the followers of Muammad
must not disobey because “[God] has
made detestable to you disbelief, wickedness and disobedience” (q 49:7; see belief
and unbelief). Indeed, women are mentioned as taking the oath of allegiance to
Muammad so that, among other things,
“they will not disobey you in what is right”
(q 60:12; see women and the qurn).
q 58:8-9 summarizes the qurānic position
on disobedience: Regarding hypocrites (see
hypocrites and hypocrisy), q 58:8 states,
“Did you not see those who were forbidden
to hold secret counsels… and now conspire
together for sin, transgression and disobedience toward the messenger.” q 58:9 then
reads, “O believers! When you hold secret
counsel, do it not for sin, transgression and
disobedience toward the messenger; but do
it for righteousness and piety (q.v.); and
fear God.” Jews (see jews and judaism),
who are identiﬁed as disbelieving in the
revelations of God, are described as having
incurred the wrath of God (see anger)
“because they were rebellious and used to
transgress” (q 3:112). This disobedience
had also been denounced by the messengers before Muammad: “They were
cursed by the tongue of David (q.v.), and of
Jesus (q.v.), son of Mary (q.v.), because they
disobeyed and used to transgress” (q 5:78).
To disobey his messengers is to disobey
God himself, a truth asserted on three occasions, each of which implies various consequences: “Whoever disobeys God and his
messenger” and “transgresses his limits, he
will make him enter ﬁre (q.v.)” (q 4:14);
“he verily goes astray in error (q.v.) manifest” (q 33:36); “his is the ﬁre of hell”
(q 72:23). It is the disobedience towards
God which is the most serious infraction.
This, indeed, was Adam’s (see adam and
eve) sin: “And Adam disobeyed his Lord,

dissension
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so went astray” (q 20:121). Herein lies the
central theme expressed by the messengers
of God: In no way was God to be disobeyed. Sent to the Thamūd (q.v.), āli
(q.v.) expressed this fear in his own way:
“Who will save me from God if I disobey
Him?” (q 11:63). Muammad likewise expresses this fear: “If I were to disobey my
Lord, I should myself fear retribution of
an awful day” (q 10:15). He is actually
commanded to express such a fear on two
occasions: “Say: I would verily, if I disobeyed my Lord, fear retribution of an
awful day” (q 6:15; 39:13; see reward and
punishment).
These, then, are the types of disobedience which appear in the Qurān: Those
who disobey the messengers are really disobeying him who sent them. One interpretation of the prophetic mission is that the
prophets obey God’s law and beg God that
they might in no way be rebellious (a ī) to
his will (see prophets and prophethood).
Does not the fear of God (taqwā) consist in
obeying his commands (awāmir)? If obedience to God’s commands is the proper response in gratitude for his beniﬁcence, is
not disobedience, then, the highest form of
ingratitude? See gratitude and
ingratitude; sin, major and minor.

started its existence on earth as a united
religious community. The nature of this
primordial religion is not speciﬁed in the
Qurān; in exegetical literature it is described as “the religion of truth” (dīn alaqq), sometimes explicitly equated with
Islam. The dissension that set in later and
resulted in the disruption of this unity is
seen as a negative development, which
God wanted to rectify by sending prophets
to preach and warn (see prophets and
prophethood; warner). Dissension is reported to have been rampant between Jews
and Christians who denounced each
other’s religion (q 2:113; see jews and
judaism; christians and christianity).
Dissension within each of these two scriptuary communities (see people of the
book) was also recorded: Some believed in
the revelation they received and some rejected it (q 2:253). The Qurān instructs
Muslims not to follow the example of the
scriptuaries but rather to guard their own
unity (q 3:103, 105). Religious dissension is
thus perceived as a negative phenomenon;
nevertheless, God did not use his power to
unify all humanity in one religious community and saved from dissension only
those to whom he showed mercy (q.v.;
q 11:117-8; see community and society in
the qurn).
Attitudes to dissension in the adīth vary
(see adth and the qurn). Prior to his
death, the Prophet intended to write a
document that — according to some interpretations — would have prevented later
dissension among Muslims. He is also reported to have said that “Unity is tantamount to (divine) mercy while dissension is
torment” (al-jamāa ra ma wa-l-furqa adhāb,
Ibn anbal, Musnad, iv, 278, 375). The
Companion of the Prophet, udhayfa b.
al-Yamān, advocated the codiﬁcation of
the Qurān to save Muslims from the dissension that plagued Jews and Christians
(Bukhārī, a ī , Fa āil al-Qurān, 3, iii, 393;
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Dissension
Partisan quarreling which, in the Qurān,
denotes religious sectarianism. The qurānic concept of dissension is expressed by
the Arabic terms ikhtilāf or tafarruq, both
of which carry a pejorative sense. According to q 2:213 and 10:19, humankind
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see the collection of the qurn). Given
the failure to achieve this ideal of unity,
however, a adīth offers the gloomy prospect of the division of the Muslim community into 73 sects, only one of which will
merit paradise (q.v.; Dārimī, Sunan, ii, 158).
In support of the opposing view is the
well-known tradition which maintains that
“dissension among my Companions (or in
my community) is (divine) mercy” (ihktilāfu
a ābī⁄ummatī ra ma). Diversity among the
Companions of the Prophet (q.v.) is implied and legitimized in a tradition that
states: “My Companions are like the stars:
Whichever one [of them] you follow, you
will ﬁnd the straight path” (a ābī ka-lnujūm bi-ayyihim iqtadaytum ihtadaytum). Such
diversity was seen as minimizing the danger of deviations from the prophetic sunna
(q.v.). Similarly, the Umayyad Umar b.
Abd al-Azīz (r. 99⁄717-101⁄720) gave legitimacy to the diverse views of the religious
scholars (ulamā) in various areas of the
Muslim state and refused to impose a uniﬁed code on all (Dārimī, Sunan, i, 122). The
Shāfiī jurist al-Dimashqī (ﬂ. eighth⁄fourteenth century) wrote in the introduction
to his Ra mat al-umma fī ikhtilāf al-aimma
that the scholars “dissented while exerting
themselves in the search of truth and their
dissension was mercy for the people” ( fakhtalafū bi-shiddat ijtihādihim fī alab al- aqq
wa-kāna ikhtilāfuhum ra matan lil-khalq).
Traditions with a sympathetic view of
dissension were not included in the canonical collections of adīth. They were relegated to compilations of lesser authority or
to compilations dedicated to traditions
considered “fabricated” (maw ū) by the
Muslim mainstream. Conversely, traditions
advocating unity found their way into the
more authoritative compilations. This is an
indication of the importance attributed by
mainstream Islam to the unity of religious
belief. Nevertheless, the idea of dissension
was accepted in jurisprudential literature,

where differences of opinion between
schools of law and individual jurists became a permanent fact of life (for a survey
of relevant literature, see J. Schacht, Ikhtilāf; see law and the qurn; creeds). In
an attempt to ﬁnd theological justiﬁcation
for the existence of dissension amongst
Muslims, some scholars have argued that
without religious dissension the world
would cease to be a place of trial (q.v.), in
which people must choose the right way;
there would be no need of ijtihād and the
ulamā would loose their prestige ( fa īla) as
arbiters of the law.
Political dissension in the Muslim community is referred to as “strife” ( fitna),
sometimes equated with ikhtilāf (see Ibn
anbal, Musnad, ii, 345; v, 292). Al-Bukhārī
(d. 256⁄870; a ī , Maghāzī, 12, iii, 70)
mentions two such moments of strife in
early Muslim history: the assassination of
Uthmān (q.v.) and the battle of arra (see
L. Veccia Vaglieri, al- arra). The struggle
between Alī (see al b. ab lib) and
Muāwiya and other internal disputes
among the Muslims are also considered to
be strife which threatened the unity of the
Muslim community (see also rebellion).
Yohanan Friedmann
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their esoteric teachings. All such sects designated regions outside their community
as “the abode of dissimulation” (dār altaqiyya, but the Azāriqa used “the abode of
unbelief ” (dār al-kufr, see belief and unbelief) while referring to their own milieu
as “the abode of openness” (dār al-alāniyya,
Qummī, Maqālat, 22; Asharī, Maqālāt, 97f.,
111, 120; Baghdādī, Farq, 108).
Although taqiyya is known to have been
practiced by Sunnī Muslims in particular
political situations (Meyer, Anlass und Anwendungsbereich, 47f.; Kohlberg, Taqiyya
in Shīī theology, 361-2, n. 89), dissimulation has remained closely linked to the
Shīīs (with the exception of the Zaydīs; see
shsm and the qurn) since the classical
period. The origin of the practice most
likely derives from the Shīī doctrine of associating (tawallī) with Alī (see al b. ab
lib) and disassociating (tabarrī) from the
ﬁrst three caliphs, in particular the ﬁrst
two, Abū Bakr (q.v.) and Umar (q.v.;
Asharī, Maqālāt, 17; Shahrastānī, Milal,
435). Later taqiyya would be more precisely
applied to the concealment of particular
religious beliefs, divulgence of which ran
the risk of putting believers and especially
their leader, the Imām (q.v.), in danger.
Qarmā īs and later Ismāīlīs use it frequently (Daftary, The Ismāīlīs), but the
notion and practice of taqiyya became an
article of faith with important doctrinal
developments only amongst the Twelver
Shīa (Kohlberg, Imāmī-Shīī views; id.,
Taqiyya).
Taqiyya in Twelver Shīism is usually compared to the theological concept of badā,
i.e. change in God’s decisions (see decision) or will. It is with this connotation that
it became the principal accusation against
the Twelver Shīa, reproached for hiding
their erroneous and contradictory views
under the guise of dissimulation (Nawbakhtī, Firaq, 52; Shahrastānī, Milal, 469).

Dissimulation
The action of concealing one’s religious
convictions when divulgence would bring
danger or death, called taqiyya in Arabic.
Two qurānic verses seem to allow Muslims
to conceal their true convictions in case of
danger, i.e. q 3:28 and 40:28 (cf. q 16:106).
The two main terms found in these verses
for tactical dissimulation or mental concealment in matters of faith are taqiyya, literally “care” or “fear” (from the same root
w-q-y come tattaqū and tuqātan in q 3:28)
and kitmān, literally “the act of concealing
or hiding” (from k-t-m, cf. yaktumu in
q 40:28).
The ﬁrst Muslims to have practiced taqiyya seem to be the Alid Kaysāniyya
(Qummī, Kitāb al-Maqālāt, 22) and the
Khārijīs (q.v.) except for the Azāriqa subsect who considered taqiyya illicit (Shahrastānī, Milal, 379). Another Khārijī sub-sect,
the Najadāt, used it both in word and
deed, the ufriyya only in speech (Shahrastānī, Milal, 379, 413; Goldziher, Das Prinzip, 217⁄63). Among the Khārijīs in general, dissimulation was used in the context
of jihād (q.v.) against non-Khārijīs while the
Kaysānīs practiced it within the context of
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In addition to the above-mentioned verses,
the Twelver Shīa used other qurānic passages to legitimize their practice of dissimulation — called by them taqiyya, kitmān
or khab — such as q 2:61, 4:83, 16:106 or
41:34 (Kohlberg, Imāmī-Shīī views, 396b;
id., Taqiyya, 352). In Kohlberg’s analysis,
the concept underwent development in
Twelver Shīism (Kohlberg, Taqiyya),
allowing us to distinguish two kinds of
taqiyya: (1) a “prudential taqiyya” which especially characterized the Shīa (q.v.) during the Umayyad period, when most made
use of armed revolt against caliphal authority (q.v.; see caliph; rebellion) and
(2) a “non-prudential taqiyya” which took
shape primarily after the drama of Karbalā. This second form of dissimulation
arose along with the Shīī shift towards
quietism and the corresponding attempt to
elaborate esoteric doctrines in justiﬁcation
of their positions, especially from the time
of the imāmates of Muammad al-Bāqir
(d. 114⁄732 or 119⁄737) and Jafar al-ādiq
(d. 148⁄765).
Though Shīī law considers dissimulation
unnecessary as far as less signiﬁcant articles
of faith are concerned (Kohlberg, ImāmīShīī views, 399b-400a), taqiyya nonetheless
remains a canonical duty for fundamental
points of doctrine (Amir-Moezzi, Le guide
divin, 310-2). In many traditions attributed
to the Imāms, Twelver Shīī teachings are
presented as esoteric and hidden knowledge (see hidden and the hidden), a
secret (see secrets) that must be concealed
and protected from unworthy people
(Amir-Moezzi, Le Guide divin, 143; 174-199).
Generally, the Shīa present their doctrines
as a secret, esoteric dimension of Islam in
accordance with the tradition that “all
things have a secret, the secret of Islam is
Shīism” (li-kulli shay sirrun sirru l-Islām alshīa, Kulaynī, Raw a, ii, 14; Amir-Moezzi,
Du droit à la théologie, 38-40). A special

form of dissimulation, which seems to have
been elaborated ever since it found its way
into the oldest sources, is the technique of
attributing writings to Jābir b. ayyān (ﬂ.
second⁄eighth century), called tabdīd al-ilm
(lit. “dispersion of knowledge”) which consist of fragmentary esoteric teachings dispersed in the most unexpected places
throughout the corpus attributed to this
ﬁgure (Amir-Moezzi, Le guide divin, index,
s.v.). Moreover, the āhir⁄bāin (manifest⁄
hidden) complex is at work in every level
of reality, and each doctrinal system or
religious science is composed of many levels, from the most apparent and obvious to
the most secret. In other words, both exoteric and esoteric cosmogonies exist as well
as exoteric (obvious) and esoteric (secret)
qurānic exegesis (see exegesis of the qurn: classical and medieval), an exoteric
and esoteric theology (see theology and
the qurn), a divulged and secret law (see
law and the qurn) and so forth (AmirMoezzi, Du droit à la théologie).
It is well-known that dissimulation and
secrecy tend to be natural practices of minority movements. Notions like protection
of the secret ( if al-sirr), dissimulation
(katm or kitmān), deception (i.e. making
something ambiguous, talbīs), hiding the
real state of one’s conviction (ikhfā al- āl)
all constitute important characteristics in
occult sciences as well as in ūfī (especially malāmatī ) circles (see fism and the
qurn), in philosophical teachings or in
mystical poetry, especially in Persian
(Suhrawardī, Awārif, 72; Hujwīrī, Kashf,
500-1; Afīfī, Malāmatiyya, 89, 117; Shaybī,
Taqiyya, 20f.). In Persian literature, for instance, poets constantly refer to “the affair
of al- allāj,” the famous mystic who was
brutally tortured and executed in 309⁄922
and to his divulgence of the secret par excellence, i.e. the utterance of the celebrated
sha (ecstatic exclamation): “I am the
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Truth” (anā l- aqq). The greatest Persian
mystical poets, like A ār (d. 627⁄1230),
Irāqī (d. 688⁄1289) or āfi (d. 792⁄1390),
often make allusion to the “the cruciﬁed
one of Baghdad” (i.e. al- allāj, d. 309⁄
922) and call authentically inspired individuals “people of the secret” (ahl-e rāz,
Khorramshāhī, Hāfi Nāmeh).
Mohammad Ali Amir-Moezzi
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Divination
The art of foretelling the future or discovering hidden knowledge through augury or
omen (see omens). In q 52:29 and 69:42,
God reassures his messenger (q.v.) that he
is not a kāhin (i.e. a soothsayer; see soothsayers); in q 36:69 and 69:41, Muammad
is told that his message is not poetry (see
poetry and poets). Such verses, along with
others (e.g. q 21:5 and 52:30) mean to demonstrate that Muammad is neither poet
nor magician (sā ir, si r, see magic, prohibition of), nor possessed by a demon
(majnūn, mas ūr, see insanity). Whereas
these last qualiﬁcations were applied to all
previous messengers, only the terms kāhin
(i.e. soothsayer) and shāir (i.e. poet) were
used as a label for Muammad. This is related to the fact that these two categories
played an important role in the pagan society of pre-Islamic Arabia (see pre-islamic
arabia and the qurn). In preaching to
the members of this society, Muammad
made use, at the very beginning of the revelation, of the rhythmic and oracular style
then common (see rhymed prose). His opponents took this as a pretext to reduce his
message to the level of the rhymed prose
(q.v.; saj ) of the soothsayers and⁄or the
rajaz (end-rhyme) of the poets (cf. Fahd,
Sadj; see opposition to muammad).
The Prophet of Islam was born in an era
in which divination (kihāna) continued to
form one of the rare manifestations of the
divine in an Arab society in which religiosity, as it had been practised in the past,
had reached a critical point, if it had not
actually begun to fossilize (cf. Fahd, Le panthéon, intro.). Thus, the kāhin, with his various attributes (cf. Fahd, La divination,
91-129), continued to exist, although with
nothing of his former prestige and prosperity (which may be concluded from the
great number of divinities in the Meccan
pantheon; see kaba). The absence of
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other designations in the Qurān differentiating the kāhin’s functions is another indication of the collapse of a religious, cultural and social framework in the face of
calls for the renewal of outdated religious
and social concepts which no longer resonated with the society and its predominantly commercial activities and orientation. The kāhin was, in the eyes of Muammad’s contemporaries, already
scorned and despised, and thus calling
Muammad a kāhin was a clear attempt to
minimize his role and attack the revelation
itself. Since his craft was limited to a traditional knowledge, the kāhin was conﬁned to
a less signiﬁcant role than he had had in
ancient society. The decline of religious
thought and the cult in central Arabia in
the ﬁfth and sixth centuries c.e. reduced
the kāhin to a mere charlatan, magician or
even searcher of lost objects and camels
(see camel). More privatized forms of faith
gradually replaced public acts of devotion
in which the rites of pilgrimage (q.v.) remained the sole manifestation of community feeling. The development of individual
conscience favored the adoption of new
ideas; these found inspiration in the monotheist environment of the surrounding
countries through which Meccan trading
caravans used to travel (see caravan). Such
developments contributed to the depreciation of the surviving elements of the jāhiliyya (i.e. pre-Islamic times and customs;
see age of ignorance) while opening a
venue for the new horizons of enlightened
spirits, such as poets, “monotheists” ( anīf,
q.v.), preachers (khaīb) and sages.
In an effort to comfort his messenger (see
consolation), always inclined to doubt his
vocation, God asks him to tell his fellow
tribesmen that his message cannot be compared to that of a kāhin, “It is the speech of
a noble messenger. It is not the speech of a
poet (little do you believe) nor the speech of
a soothsayer (little do you remember), a

sending down [i.e. revelation] from the
Lord (q.v.) of all worlds” (q 69:40-3). Another Meccan sūra (q 52:29-34; see chronology and the qurn) emphasizes the
same assertion even more forcefully:
“Therefore remind [them]! By your Lord’s
blessing (q.v.) you are not a soothsayer, nor
possessed. Or do they say, ‘He is a poet for
whom we await fate’s (q.v.) uncertainty’
[particularly times of war]?.… Or do their
intellects [a lām, lit. dreams of an evil origin; see dreams and sleep] bid them do
this? Or are they an insolent people? Or do
they say: ‘He has invented it?’ Nay, but
they do not believe. Then let them bring a
discourse like it, if they speak truly” (a listing of all God’s works — beyond human
capacity — follows). This sūra reﬂects the
objections raised by Muammad’s adversaries. The most relevant, so they believed,
was the comparison of his ﬁrst revelations
to the prophecies of the soothsayers (kuhhān, pl. of kāhin) and to the trance of possessed poets. The Qurān underscores the
following response to these objections
(q 81:22-5): “Your companion ( ā ibukum) is
not possessed; he truly saw him [i.e. God]
on the clear horizon; he does not hold back
[what he knows] of the unseen (see hidden
and the hidden). And it is not the word of
an accursed satan (see devil; curse).” The
accusation levelled at Muammad was apparently based on observed practices. In
their ecstatic manifestations, the ancient
soothsayers used a more elevated style than
that of common language. Prophetic and
divinatory language is characterized by its
rhythm, the structure of the sentence, the
balanced use of verbs, a vocabulary full of
imagery and the use of uncommon terms.
This is called by the Qurān zukhruf alqawl, “the adornment of speech,” which
sought to mislead and seduce people (ghurūran). Arabs were (and remain) very sensitive to the melody of rhythm and the
magic of the word. The ﬁrst schism in
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Islam (ridda, see apostasy), the return to
paganism by the Yemenite tribes of the
Madhij in the year 11⁄632, was instigated
by Dhū l- imār Abhala b. Kab, nicknamed al-Aswad (i.e. the black one), a
soothsayer, conjurer and magician, who
“charmed the hearts of those who heard
him speak” (abarī, Tarīkh, i, 1851-80).
The second schism, led by Musaylima alKadhdhāb (see musaylima and pseudoprophets), also arose in response to the
seductive powers of his oratory style
(abarī, Tarīkh, i, 1929-57).
Muammad’s opinion about soothsayers
and divination illustrates his belief, particularly prior to his prophetic vocation, that
they offered a means by which the mysteries of God might be unveiled. When asked
about the kuhhān, Muammad is said to
have replied: “They are nothing.” Those
with him remarked that these soothsayers
nevertheless predicted events that came to
pass. The Prophet replied: “The true part
of what they say comes from the jinn (q.v.)
who, like chickens, cackle it into the ears of
the one into whose service he is placed,
while they mix with it more than a hundred lies” (Bukhārī, for reference see Fahd,
Nubuwwa). A adīth reported by Anas b.
Mālik (Wensinck, Concordance, ii, 26, s.v.
khurāfa) conﬁrms that the Prophet put great
faith in revelations by jinn. This adīth
concerns a man by the name of Khurāfa
from the tribe of Udhra who was abducted by the jinn; he listened to their reports from the sky and passed them on to
the inhabitants of earth (q.v.).
In other words, Muammad acknowledged that the kāhin received his knowledge
from a spirit through possession (majnūn),
i.e. a personal relationship with a jinn who
observes from the sky events below and relays this information to his conﬁdant(s).
When the Qurān was revealed to Muammad, the angels (q.v.) were said to have
been charged with guarding the sky by ﬁr-

ing shooting-stars at the jinn in order to
prevent their spying (q 15:15-8; cf. 41:12;
67:5; Ibn Isāq, Sīra, 129f.; Ibn Sad,
abaqāt, i, 1, 110).
The constant assertion that there is to be
no divination after the Islamic prophecy (lā
kihāna bad al-nubuwwa) was not accompanied by any negative assessment of a message transmitted by a jinn or shayān (see
devil). Though there is no talk in Islam of
soothsayers, kihāna was never formally prohibited by the Qurān or even the sunna
(q.v.). Two matters are, however, forbidden:
ﬁrst, consultation of a kāhin and belief in
what he says, since this is tantamount to
denying the revelation made to Muammad (Wensinck, Concordance, iv, 196); secondly, earning money as a kāhin or alloting
a salary for this activity (Wensinck, Concordance, i, 505). Nowhere in the Qurān can
one ﬁnd a prohibition analogous to the one
in Leviticus 19:3: “Do not turn to mediums
or wizards; do not seek them out, to be deﬁled by them.” It seems, however, that such
a prohibition was not altogether absent; in
fact, it is related on the authority of Wahb
b. Munabbih (d. 114⁄732) that God revealed to Mūsā b. Manassa b. Yūsuf and
his people the following: “I have nothing to
do with whoever practices magic or consults a magician, with whoever practices
soothsaying or consults a soothsayer and
with whoever draws omens from birds or
whoever lets anyone do so… Let he who
sincerely believes in me trust in me sincerely…” (Ibn Qutayba, Uyūn, ii, 263; cf.
Lev 20:6).
The Prophet’s reluctance to condemn
divination outright can be related to the
overall conception of prophecy and medium (i.e. supernatural agency) of his day
(see prophets and prophethood). Since
prophecy was considered an extension of
divination and an indication of a superior
state of being, it was only normal that certain pre-Islamic ideas and prophetic pro-
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cesses should have carried over into the
young Islamic community. This explains
the fact that the role of mediums, angels,
demons and jinn remained prominent in
the notion of inspiration as conceived by
early Islam (see Fahd, La divination, 63f.,
68f.; id., Kihāna, Nubuwwa; see also
revelation and inspiration).
In conclusion, it can be stated that vestiges of ancient Semitic concepts appear in
both the Qurān and the adīth, including
the recognition of a strong relationship between the seer and the divine: Knowledge
of the seer originates in divinity and no incompatibility exists between the craft of
the seer and divine inspiration; only the
origin of the message, its nature and its
content make it different.
T. Fahd
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Divisions of the Qurān see form
and structure of the qurn

Divisions of the Qurān for
Recitation see recitation, the art of

Divorce see marriage and divorce
Djinn see jinn

Dog
A carnivorous domesticated mammal,
the dog (kalb) is mentioned twice in the
Qurān, once in a generic sense and once
in reference to the dog of the Men of the
Cave (q.v.). Islamic law considers the animal unclean (see purity and impurity),
and although this cannot be inferred from
the qurānic references, it is evident in the
exegetical literature (see exegesis of the
qurn). That dogs were not entirely
shunned may be seen in q 5:4, which declares permissible eating that which has
been killed by “beasts of prey trained as
hounds.” It has been taken to mean any
beasts (even birds) of prey, but the adjective “trained as hounds” (mukallabīn), is a
derivation of kalb, indicating the importance of the hunting dog. However, the
occasion for this revelation (see occasions
of revelation) is said to have been an
order of the Prophet to kill all the dogs in
Medina (q.v.), for the angel Gabriel (q.v.)
would not enter a house in which there
was a dog.
In q 7:176, the dog is used in a simile in
reference to the unbeliever or apostate (see
apostasy): “So his likeness is as the likeness
of a dog: If you attack it, it lolls its tongue
out; if you leave it, it lolls its tongue out.
That is that people’s likeness who accuse
our signs (q.v.) of being lies.” Sometimes
this is considered to refer to the biblical
ﬁgure Balaam. The simile implies the
thoughtlessness of the dog, but exegetes
often claimed that the dog represents the
most base of creatures, distinguished by
the “weakness of its heart (q.v.).”
The story of the Men of the Cave
(q 18:9-26) contains two references to a
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dog, here presented as the companion of
the Sleepers. The believers sleep, and
“their dog stretches out its paws on the
threshold” (q 18:18). Utterance of this
verse (or of q 55:33), it is claimed, will stop
a dog from attacking (al-Damīrī, ii, 265).
More enigmatic is q 18:22: “[Some] will
say: They were three, their dog the fourth,
and [some] say: Five, their dog the sixth,
guessing at random; and [some] say:
Seven, and their dog the eighth.” Narrative details on the appearance and name
of the animal, as well as its relation to the
Sleepers, are described variously, but more
esoteric interpretations, even from the
most conservative commentators, have
been inspired by the place of the dog in
the parable. It is said to follow their religion, and in one common tradition, the
men try to drive the dog away, but it miraculously speaks, telling them that it is the
most beloved of God and will watch over
them. The fact of its presence among them
is proof of its exalted status, and it will be
the only dog to enter paradise (q.v.). L.
Massignon cites Ismāīlī explanations in
which the dog is the spiritual instructor of
the Sleepers or Salmān Pāk, accompanying
the Seven Imams (Les sept dormants, 72-3).
In other versions the dog is a human or the
reincarnation of a human, or some other
animal. There seems to have been a desire
to see it as a human, perhaps as the owner
of the dog, and a variant reading to this
effect is attributed to Jafar al-ādiq (d.
148⁄765; kālibuhum instead of kalbuhum),
but as pointed out by al-ūsī (d. 459⁄1066),
this variant is difﬁcult to reconcile with
“stretching its paws⁄arms on the threshold” (Tibyān, v, 30).
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Dreams and Sleep
Visions (q.v.) seen while asleep which convey a message or meaning of some import.
Four different terms denote dreams in the
Qurān. The word ruyā appears six times
(q 12:5, 43, 100; 17:60; 37:105; 48:27); the
word manām appears four times, twice
meaning sleep (q.v.; q 30:23; 39:42) and
twice meaning dream (q 8:43; 37:102);
bushrā, which means good tidings (see good
news), is interpreted once to mean a dream
(q 10:64). All three words signify good
dreams. For bad dreams the Qurān uses
ulm. This word occurs twice, both times in
the expression a ghāth a lām, meaning
“confused dreams” (q 12:44; 21:5). Of the
ten references, six deal with biblical ﬁgures:
four with Joseph (q.v.; q 12:5, 43, 44, 100)
and two with Abraham (q.v.; q 37:102, 105);
the other references deal with matters relating to central Islamic issues.
In their remarks on verses that mention
dreams, most qurānic commentators ad-
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duce adīth sayings of the kind found in
the canonical adīth collections (see
adth and the qurn). These sayings
deal with the authority (q.v.) of dreams and
their usage as a means of legitimization.
(For a characterization of the nature of
dreams in the adīth collections, see
Manām, Introduction, 36.) In citing these
sayings, the exegetical works (tafsīr) associate the qurānic dreams with the general
Islamic attitude toward dreams as expressed in the adīth. The adīth contributes to this association by referring to
qurānic dreams and citing relevant
qurānic verses in its dream chapters (for
example Bukhārī, a ī , Bāb al-tabīr, Bāb
ruyā al- āli īn). The same occurs in other
sources that dedicate special chapters to
dreams, using qurānic dreams to support their interest in the topic of dreams
(for example Abū l-Qāsim al-Qushayrī,
Risāla; cf. the examination of bushrā
below).
Some commentators suggest that qurānic dreams be classiﬁed according to
their fulﬁllment and clarity. Al-Rāzī (d.
606⁄1210; Tafsīr, xxvi, 157), for example,
mentions three classes: (1) dreams in which
the message or description becomes reality, such as the message in Muammad’s
dream in udaybiya (q.v.), foretelling
the conquest of Mecca (q.v.; q 48:27);
(2) dreams in which the message is fulﬁlled
in the opposite way, e.g. Abraham’s dream,
where the message was to sacriﬁce a son
but the reality was the sacriﬁce of a lamb
(q 37:102-5; see isaac; ishmael); (3) dreams
that need interpretation to be understood,
exempliﬁed by the four dreams in Sūrat
Yūsuf (q 12).
The remainder of this article is devoted
to an examination of qurānic verses that
allude to dreams (with a translation of the
verses), a summary of the relevant tafsīr
sections as well as an analysis of their applicability to the adīth.

dreams and sleep
Abraham’s dream
q 37:102-5 reads: “And when [his son] was
old enough to walk with him, he said, ‘My
son, I see in a dream (manām) that I shall
sacriﬁce (q.v.) you; consider, what do you
think?’ He said, ‘My father, do as you are
commanded; you shall ﬁnd me, God willing, one of the steadfast.’ When they had
surrendered, and he ﬂung him upon his
brow, we called unto him, ‘Abraham, you
have conﬁrmed the vision (ruyā)’…” Exegetical commentaries on these verses add
details to complete the account and raise a
few questions about the content and process of Abraham’s dream. Through such
details and questions, the status of dreams
in Islamic thought, not necessarily in the
Qurān, was articulated.
Several commentators mention that
when Abraham was informed about the
future birth of his child, he took an oath
(see oaths) that he would sacriﬁce the child
to God. In a dream he was reminded of
that oath (Muqātil, Tafsīr, iii, 615; Rāzī,
Tafsīr, xxvi, 153; Qur ubī, Jāmi, xv, 102;
Suyū ī, Durr, v, 307). Exegesis (see exegesis
of the qurn: classical and medieval)
further reports that Abraham saw the
dream three nights in a row. In the morning after the ﬁrst night, Abraham thought
about the dream and wondered whether it
was from God or from Satan (see devil).
The next night he had the same dream and
then he knew that the message was from
God. By the third night, Abraham was
ready to sacriﬁce his son (Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxvi,
153; Baghawī, Maālim, iv, 569; Qur ubī,
Jāmi, xv, 101-2; Suyū ī, Durr, v, 308). Abraham’s hesitation is understood to be in disagreement with the adīth that states that
prophets’ dreams (ruyā) are equal to revelation (wa y, Suyū ī, Durr, v, 305; cf. Joseph’s
dream below). If dreams have the authority of revelation, Abraham should not have
hesitated. Furthermore, the Qurān narrates that Abraham consulted his son
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about the sacriﬁce ( fa-nur mādhā tarā).
This, in the eyes of some commentators,
constitutes a contradiction: If dreams are
authoritative, as indicated by the adīth,
why did this dream not elicit Abraham’s
immediate trust and certitude (see trust
and patience)? On the other hand, if the
dream does not supply decisive proof of its
reliability, which may explain the hesitation,
how did it happen that Abraham decided
to sacriﬁce his son after all? Al-Rāzī’s (d.
606⁄1210) (Tafsīr, xxvi, 153) answer to both
questions is that Abraham hesitated with
regard to the dream (ruyā) but was reassured by a clear revelation (al-wa y al- arīkh).
Attention should be given to the terminology used by al-Rāzī: Although the verse
itself uses the word manām, the commentator refers to the word ruyā without indicating whether it was a synonym for manām or
not. When dealing with ruyā, he also refers
to wa y. The difference between the two
may be associated with the adīth that deﬁnes dreams as part of prophecy (see Abū
Hājir Zaghlūl, Mawsūa, v, 156; Kinberg,
Literal dreams, 283-4, and n. 12; Qur ubī,
ad Joseph’s dream, below). Al-Rāzī, when
explaining how Abraham made the decision, puts ruyā and wa y in a hierarchy, in
which the latter authorizes the former.
The tafsīr emphasizes that Abraham was
so determined about what he was going to
do that the efforts of Satan to change his
mind were in vain (Baghawī, Maālim, iv,
570; Suyū ī, Durr, v, 306-7). Abraham made
all the preparations and when he was
about to sacriﬁce his son, a voice was
heard, complimenting him for trusting the
dream (ruyā, q 37:105). This, according to
al-Rāzī, indicates Abraham’s awareness of
the fact that the message delivered in his
dream was obligatory. This does not mean,
however, that the command was actually
carried out (Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxvi, 156). Following this argument, al-Rāzī classiﬁes this
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dream among those in which the message
is fulﬁlled in an opposite way (id., 157).
Dreams related to Joseph
In Sūrat Yūsuf (q 12) there are four dreams
that are symbolic and require interpretation. As such they ﬁt the third category of
dreams mentioned above. In the beginning
of the sūra (q 12:3), Joseph tells his father
that he dreamt he had seen eleven stars,
the sun (q.v.) and the moon (q.v.), all bowing down before him (cf. Gen 37:4-6; see
bowing and prostration). Later in the
sūra we read about the dreams of the two
men who met Joseph in prison. One saw
himself pressing grapes, the other saw
himself carrying bread (q.v.) on his head
while birds were picking at it. Joseph interpreted the dreams to mean that the ﬁrst
man will pour wine for his king and the
other will be cruciﬁed (q 35-41; cf. Gen
40:5-19; see crucifixion). Verse 12:43 tells
of Pharaoh’s (q.v.) dream about the seven
fat cows eating the seven lean ones and
about the seven green and seven withered
ears of corn. Pharaoh’s counselors could
not interpret the dream and deﬁned it as
a ghāth a lām, “confused dreams” (q 12:44).
Joseph interprets the symbols as standing
for seven good years that will be devoured
by seven bad years (q 12:47-9). Toward the
end of the sūra Joseph’s dream, mentioned
at the outset of the sūra, is fulﬁlled with
the arrival of his family to Egypt: “And he
lifted his father and mother upon the
throne and they fell down prostrate before
him. ‘See, father,’ he said, ‘this is the interpretation of my vision of long ago; my
Lord (q.v.) has made it true’ ” (q 12:100).
As in the case of Abraham’s dream, here
too exegesis contributes to the understanding of the status of dreams in Islam. While
dealing with the verse that cites Jacob’s
(q.v.) advice to Joseph not to tell his dream
to his brothers (q 12:5), most commentators
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focus on the prophetic nature of this
dream and elaborate on the relationship
between prophecy and dreams. Al-Wāidī
(d. 468⁄1076; Wasī, ii, 600), for example,
explains that Joseph was a prophet and
states that prophets’ dreams (ruyā) are
equal to revelation (wa y, cf. Abraham’s
dream above). Jacob knew that his sons,
Joseph’s brothers, would understand the
meaning of the dream and would try to do
away with Joseph. Thus he advised him
not to tell them his dream.
For the same verse, al-Qur ubī (d. 671⁄
1272) adduces some of the adīth sayings
that actually underscore the reliability of
dreams such as the one which deﬁnes
dreams as part of prophecy (the 26th, 40th,
44th, 46th, 49th, 50th part of prophecy, Jāmi,
ix, 122-4; cf. Abraham’s dream above; see
revelation and inspiration; prophets
and prophethood). He further examines
the qualities of dreams as truth-holders
(see truth), as prophecies that come true,
and compares different kinds of dreams
and different times of dreaming (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, 125-9). He ends his commentary with
the presentation of Joseph as a prophet
and as the best dream-interpreter on earth
(id., 129, ad v. 6). In his commentary on the
verses dealing with Joseph’s interpretation
of the dreams of the two men in prison
(q 12:35-42), al-Qur ubī raises a question
concerning the actualization of dreams
according to their interpretation: When
the dreamer tells the truth, his dream will
be fulﬁlled according to its interpretation.
The process is different when the dreamer
lies. In this case, only the interpretation of
a prophet will be carried out. This is the
way to understand Joseph’s words: “The
matter is decided whereon you enquire”
(q 12:41). Al-Qur ubī explains that when
Joseph interpreted the dream of the
doomed man, the latter denied having
the dream. To that Joseph answered,

“Whether you saw it or not, ‘the matter is
decided whereon you enquire’ ” (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, ix, 193). The question of the fulﬁllment of dreams is raised again by alQur ubī when dealing with the number
of years that passed from the time Joseph
had his dream as a boy until he met his
family in Egypt as a hero (q 12:100). Forty
years, as stated by al-Qur ubī, is the longest time that can pass from the time the
dream occurred until its actualization (id.,
264 ad q 12:100).
Al-Qur ubī’s elaboration conveys the
exegetical inclination to consider qurānic
dreams an integral part of the literature of
dream interpretation (tabīr). An examination of the tabīr literature shows that although it also manifests that it has been
inﬂuenced by foreign cultures such as
Babylonian (Bland, Muhammedan science, 119; Fahd, The dream, 351), Greek
(Bland, Muhammedan science, 123-4;
Fahd, The dream, 248; Somogyi, Interpretation, 2) and Jewish (Kister, Interpretation, 99-101). The literature on oneiromancy is, however, Islamic in nature: A
basic requirement imposed on every
Muslim dream-interpreter is a thorough
knowledge of the tradition of qurānic
commentary (tafsīr) from which many ways
of interpretation derive (Bland, Muhammedan science, 132). Qurānic verses are
also often cited in tabīr works and are frequently used as means of interpretation
(id., 122; Kister, Interpretation, 90, 91;
Somogyi, Interpretation, 15-8). Joseph
appears in tabīr books in illustration of
methods of interpretation (Bland, Muhammedan science, 125). Certain parts of
the Qurān are considered protectors
against bad dreams (id., 129-30) and verses
heard or seen in dreams are interpreted
according to the nature of the sūra in
which they occur (id., 143).
More qurānic references to dreams deal
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with issues taken from the biography of
Muammad (see sra and the qurn) and
contribute to the establishment of basic
elements of Islamic belief related to good
tidings about the next world (bushrā), the
battle of Badr, the conquest of Mecca,
the nocturnal journey of the Prophet (see
ascension) and the accusation against
Muammad of being inspired by a ghāth
a lām, “confused dreams” (see opposition
to muammad).

are delivered. Such is the one transmitted
by Ayyāshī (d. early fourth⁄tenth) on the
authority of Abū Jafar al-Bāqir (the sixth
Shīī Imām, d. 114⁄733): When a man is
about to die, the angel of death comforts
him by telling him that his hopes will be
fulﬁlled and that none of his fears will materialize to hurt him. Then the angel (q.v.)
opens a door facing the gardens of Eden
and lets the man see his future abode (see
garden); there he sees the Prophet and
Alī (see al b. ab lib) and asan and
usayn (Kāshānī, āfī, ii, 410; see family
of the prophet; shism and the qurn).
Visions of paradise (q.v.) and descriptions
of rewards in the next world are the most
common motifs in the literature of dreams
(see reward and punishment). By using
these motifs, and by referring to adīth
sayings that legitimize the usage of dreams,
commentators try to anchor dream literature in the Qurān.

Bushrā
q 10:62-4 reads: “Surely God’s friends —
no fear shall be on them, neither shall
they sorrow. Those who believe, and are
godfearing — for them is good tidings in
the present life and in the world to come.
There is no changing the words of God;
that is the mighty triumph.” Several deﬁnitions of “good tidings” (bushrā) are adduced in the commentary on this verse,
among which “dream” (ruyā) is one.
Dreams are the good tidings in the present
world; the gardens of Eden ( jannāt Adan
(see garden)) are the good tidings of the
next world (abarsī, Majma, iii, 70). Apart
from commentary, this verse is often adduced as an opening to examination of
dreams. For example, al-Qushayrī begins
the chapter about dreams in his Risāla with
this verse in order to legitimize the interest
Islam has in dreams (Qushayrī, Risāla, Bāb
ruyā al-qawm, 304). Al-Qushayrī further develops the legitimization of dreams by adducing a set of prophetic sayings that denote the special value of this medium.
Similar traditions also appear in exegetical works. Al-Suyū ī (d. 911⁄1505), in his
commentary on this verse, cites a variety of
sayings deﬁning dreams as a part of prophecy that has ceased to exist (Durr, iii, 337-9;
Ibn A iyya, Mu arrar, iii, 129). Kāshānī
(d. after 1091⁄1680), on the same verse,
quotes a few Shīite traditions to demonstrate the way in which the good tidings

The battle of Badr
q 8:43 reads: “When God showed them to
you [Muammad] in your dream (manām)
as few; and had he shown them as many
you would have lost heart, and quarrelled
about the matter; but God saved [you]; he
knows the thoughts in the breasts.” Some
commentators report that before the battle
of Badr (q.v.), Muammad had a dream in
which he saw the enemy to be few in number. Upon divulging the dream, the people
were encouraged and declared that their
Prophet’s dream revealed the truth. In the
battleﬁeld, God, to fulﬁll Muammad’s
dream, decreased the number of inﬁdels in
the eyes of the believers (Muqātil, Tafsīr, ii,
117; Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī, Tafsīr, ii,
20; cf. Rāzī, Tafsīr, xv, 174). This verse
should be read together with q 3:13 which
states that the victory of the believers at
Badr became possible through a divine
sign (āya) which had caused a deceptive
change in the number. Thus, if q 8:43
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deals with a preliminary, revealing dream,
q 3:13 describes some kind of apparition
(q.v.) that took place on the battleﬁeld in
the fulﬁllment of the dream.
The conquest of Mecca
q 48:27 reads: “God has indeed fulﬁlled the
vision (ruyā). He vouchsafed to his messenger truly: ‘You shall enter the holy mosque
(q.v.), if God wills, in security, your heads
shaved, your hair cut short, not fearing.’
He knew what you knew not, and gave you
a victory beforehand.” Of the three groups
of dreams presented above, this verse is
used to demonstrate the ﬁrst kind, where
the message or description is fulﬁlled and
becomes a part of reality.
In explaining the background to the
verse, commentators emphasize that the
verse alludes to a dream which the Prophet
had before he went to udaybiya. In the
dream, he saw the believers entering the
holy mosque. The believers were pleased
to hear the dream, believing that they
would enter Mecca (q.v.) that same year.
When this did not happen, the so-called
hypocrites (munāﬁqūn, see hypocrites and
hypocrisy) became doubtful. The verse
was revealed to encourage believers and to
certify the trustworthiness of the dream
(see occasions of revelation), namely the
future entrance into Mecca (Muqātil, Tafsīr,
iv, 76; abarsī, Majma, iv, 78; Shawkānī,
Tafsīr, v, 55; Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxviii, 104. See
also Bukhārī, a ī , Bāb al-tabīr, Bāb ruyā
al- āli īn).
God’s promise to fulﬁll the dream (“You
shall enter the holy mosque”) seems to contradict the addition “if God wills.” Exegesis suggests several ways to settle the contradiction, all of which convey a need,
almost an obligation, to interpret the verse
in a manner that does not contradict the
idea of dreams as truth-holders or, as
stated by al-Qur ubī, as “means to deliver
revelations to prophets” ( Jāmi, xvi, 290).
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The nocturnal journey of the Prophet
q 17:60 reads: “And when we said to you,
‘Surely your Lord encompasses humankind,’ and we made the vision (ruyā), that
we showed you, an ordeal ( ﬁtna) for humankind and [also] the tree cursed in the
Qurān; and we frighten them, but it only
increases them in great insolence.” Exegetical literature offers various occasions to
which the ruyā in this verse may refer: One
is the ascension (q.v.; isrā), mentioned in
the ﬁrst verse of the same sūra. In this
case, ruyā (dream) might mean ruyat ayn,
“physical seeing in wakefulness” and the
cursed tree (al-shajara al-malūna) is the
zaqūm (abarsī, Majma, iv (xv), 66; Suyū ī,
Durr, iv, 210; Shawkānī, Tafsīr, iii, 240; Ibn
A iyya, Mu arrar, iii, 467, 468; see trees).
The reference could also be to Muammad’s dream regarding the conquest of
Mecca (q 48:27; abarsī, Majma, iv [xv],
66; Shawkānī, Tafsīr, iii, 240; Ālūsī, Rū ,
viii, 107; Ibn A iyya, Mu arrar, iii, 468) or
to the dream in which the Prophet saw
monkeys climbing his pulpit (minbar), interpreted as being the Umayyad caliphs. According to the last interpretation, the
cursed tree alludes to the Umayyad dynasty (abarsī, Majma, iv (xv), 66; Suyū ī,
Durr, iv, 211; Shawkānī, Tafsīr, iii, 240; Ālūsī,
Rū , viii, 107; Kāshānī, āfī, iii, 200; Ibn
A iyya, Mu arrar, iii, 468).
Unlike the other references discussed
above, the exegesis on this verse does not
examine the dream as a medium which reveals a future event but rather raises a question as to the circumstances under which
the dream could cause ﬁtna, “ordeal, insolence, dissension (q.v.).” Performing the ascension (isrā) through a dream would not
cause ﬁtna (Ibn A iyya, Mu arrar, iii, 468).
Only physical ascension could be considered a miracle, the acceptance of which requires profound belief and as such puts
people to the test. Following this line, attention should be given to the exceptional
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usage of ruyā in this verse. It means physical seeing rather than dreaming and indicates wakefulness rather than sleep (see
seeing and hearing). If that ruyā refers to
the dream Muammad had before the
conquest of Mecca, ﬁtna could be the outcome of the disappointment of the people
who did not witness the immediate fulﬁllment of the dream (see “The conquest of
Mecca” above).
A ghāth a lām
Dreams of this category are deﬁned as
frightful nightmares, deceptive dreams or
dreams with a meaning that cannot be interpreted (Qur ubī, Jāmi, xi, 270). In the
case of Pharaoh, the counselors did not
know how to interpret his dream and
named it a ghāth a lām (q 12:44). In q 21:5
the term refers to the Qurān brought by
Muammad and was used by those who
doubted his mission. Although not elaborated in the tafsīr, the difference between
the term a ghāth a lām and ruyā⁄manām can
be easily perceived. The latter are considered part of prophecy, of divine origin, revealing the future (see Bushrā above), they
hold the truth (see Muammad’s dream
before the conquest of Mecca, mentioned
above) and have the authority to lead people and instruct them on how to act (see
Abraham’s dream, and all the dreams in
Sūrat Yūsuf, mentioned above). A ghāth
a lām, on the other hand, are represented
as misleading lies, stories inspired by demons and, as such, invalid. By comparing the negative features of a ghāth a lām,
the value and weight of ruyā and manām
become prominent. This differentiation
also appears in the adīth literature, expressed in a widespread saying “ruyā is
from God and ulm is from Satan” (alruyā min Allāh wa-l- ulm min al-shayān, for
a reference to different versions of this
adīth, see Abū Hājir Zaghlūl, Mawsūa,
v, 157).
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Conclusions
Of all the references to dreams examined
above, only in Sūrat Yūsuf do we come
across dream narratives (q.v.). In all other
cases, the term “dream” is mentioned but
nothing is said about the content of the
dream, the reason for it or its background
(asbāb al-nuzūl; see occasions of revelation); these are elaborated in the exegetical literature. This observation allows us to
say that — except for the dreams in Sūrat
Yūsuf — the Qurān does not contain narratives of dreams. The examination of
dreams in the exegetical literature reﬂects
the concerns of later times, when dreams
had already gained a special status in Islam.
The legitimization of the usage of
dreams, established in the adīth, was set
to justify the special role dreams began to
play in the nascent Islamic community that
had lost its Prophet. People’s search for the
authority of dreams increased after the
death of the Prophet, when prophecy
came to an end (see Kinberg, Literal
dreams, 283, and n. 12; also Von Grünebaum, Cultural function, 7). As part of
prophecy, dreams were perceived as vehicles through which transcendental information could reach the believers. This created a special interest in dreams and, due
to the trust people had in them, they began
to function in a way similar to that of the
adīth, especially that of edifying adīth
(for further details see Kinberg, Literal
dreams, 283-92 [Dreams as a functional
parallel to adīth]). The Qurān naturally
was not in need of this kind of dream. The
exegetical literature, nevertheless, tried to
relate adīth and Qurān.
The same can be said of the relationship
between qurānic dreams and tabīr literature, the interpretation of dreams. Exegesis, whenever applicable, dealt with the
way in which the interpretation of dreams
operated and the circumstances under
which they could be fulﬁlled. Tabīr books,
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which developed into a distinct genre (for
details see Manām, Introduction, 43-6), referred to the Qurān and used its verses as
a means of interpretation. Nonetheless,
were it not for the contribution of tafsīr, no
qurānic verse would have been associated
with the tabīr literature.

on which individuals will receive their
reckoning (see last judgment; apocalypse;
eschatology), the Qurān also recounts
instances of God’s judgments against entire communities in former times. Due to
their corruption (q.v.), God had destroyed
these once powerful peoples, as stated in
q 29:40: “And we seized [and punished]
each for its crime. We sent a hail of stones
against some; others were overtaken by an
awful cry; some we had the earth (q.v.)
swallow up; while still others we drowned!
Surely God did not wrong them; rather
they had wronged themselves.” Such
drownings (gharaq, aghraq, mughraq) occur
approximately twenty times in the Qurān
and almost always in explicit reference to
either the story of Noah (q.v.) and the
ﬂood or to the destruction of Pharaoh
(q.v.) and his army in pursuit of Moses
(q.v.) and the Children of Israel (q.v.). Both
accounts depict people who are intransigent in their evil ways (see evil deeds) and
deny the messengers sent by God to warn
them of his impending judgment (see
messenger; warner): “When the folk of
Noah called the messengers liars, we
drowned them and made them a sign for
humanity. We have prepared a painful
punishment for oppressors!” (q 25:37; cf.
10:90; 11:37, 43; 23:27; 36:43; 44:24; 71:25).
Thus, and at times in nearly identical language, the Qurān describes God’s deliverance (q.v.) of Noah and Moses as well as
his punishment of their enemies by drowning: “And we saved Moses and all of those
with him, then we drowned the others. In
that is a sign, but most do not believe”
(q 26:65-7; cf. 26:119-21; also 2:50; 7:64,
136; 8:54; 17:103; 21:77). Far from being
random acts of nature (see natural
world and the qurn), these drownings
result from the ﬂood of forty days and the
parting of the Red Sea and as such they
are miraculous in nature (see miracle).
Due to their miraculous nature, these and
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Dress see clothing
Drink see food and drink

Drowning
Death by suffocation under water. Alongside warnings about the day of judgment
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similar events are meant both to underscore God’s justice (see justice and injustice) and, equally important, to serve as a
sign (āya, see signs) for later generations
(q.v.), that they might take heed and follow
God guidance for humanity as revealed by
his prophets (see prophets and prophethood): “So when they angered us, we took
vengeance (q.v.) and drowned them all,
and so we made them a precedent and an
example for those to come” (q 43:55-6; also
see 17:69; 25:37). See also chastisement
and punishment; punishment stories;
anger.

ship is unknown, all others bear the name
of one of the three founders of the faith:
amza b. Alī al-Zawzanī (d. after 411⁄
1021), known as the guide of the believers
(hādī l-mustajībīn), nos. 5-35 (although bearing no author’s name, the style of Epistles
5, 7, 8 and 11 indicate his authorship);
Ismāīl b. Muammad al-Tamīmī, second
in rank, nos. 36-40; and Bahā al-Dīn alMuqtanā (d. after 434⁄1032), whom
amza called the mouthpiece of the believers (lit. tongue of the unitarians, lisān
al-muwa idīn) on account of his skill in articulating the faith, nos. 42-111. The founders called themselves and their followers
unitarians (mūwa idūn) and their doctrine
unitarianism (dawat al-taw īd). Both terms
appear on almost every page of the Druze
Canon, where the epistles quote, either in
full or in part or sometimes even with a single word, more than 250 verses from the
Qurān to corroborate taw īd or to refute
tenets inconsistent with Druze doctrine
(Book I quotes 109 qurānic verses, Book II
58, Book III 30, Book V 60, Books IV and
VI 4 each). For amza (epistle 6), the Qurān as revelation has seven forms (unzilaalā
sabat unūf ), one part of which is nāsikh
(abrogating), the other mansūkh (abrogated),
and seven readings (quria bi-sabat a ruf ).
See abrogation; readings of the qurn.
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Druzes
A religio-ethnic community and offshoot of
the Shīī Ismāīlī branch of Islam. The
Druze (durzī, pl. durūz) trace their origins
to early eleventh-century Fā imid Cairo
and the reign of the Ismāīlī Imām-Caliph
al- ākim bi-Amr Allāh (r. 386⁄996-411⁄
1021). The Druze faith or doctrine (madhhab) is based on 111 “Epistles of Wisdom”
(rasāil al- ikma) written during the brief
period of its propagation, 408⁄1017-435⁄
1043. Three centuries later these epistles
were collected into six books by Īsā alTanūkhī. His organization of these epistles
constitutes the Druze Canon (14 in Book I,
25 in Book II, 15 in Book III, 13 in Book IV,
7 in Book V and 36 in Book VI; epistle 50
is addressed to Tanūkhī, himself. With the
exception of eleven epistles whose author-

From Ismāīlism to Dawat al-tawīd
Shīī Ismāīlī precepts and beliefs grew out
of those of the Shīa Imāmiyya (see shism
and the qurn) in the second half of the
third⁄ninth century. Disagreement over the
identity of the legitimate imāms led to divergence in doctrine (see creeds; dissension), which soon set the Ismāīlīs apart as
an independent sect. Ismāīlism achieved
its most brilliant success in North Africa
when in 297⁄909 it became the religion of
the Fā imid state that soon conquered
Egypt in 360⁄969. After the establishment
of this state, Ismāīlī theologians instilled in
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the followers of the sect messianic expectations of the coming of the mahdī (the divinely guided ﬁgure destined to usher in
the eschatological age of justice; see
eschatology), personiﬁed eventually in
the Fā imīd Imām-Caliph (see imm;
caliph). Some orthodox Ismāīlīs were
eager to see the messianic promise fulﬁlled
during their own lifetime and thus were described as extremists (ghulāt). Such messianic hopes reached their peak in 386⁄996
when, after almost a century and ﬁve
Fā imid caliphs, al- ākim bi-Amr Allāh
ascended the throne. In 408⁄1017 Fā imid
Ismāīlī missionaries (duāt, sing. dāī)
claimed that al- ākim was not only of
divine nature but that he was the longawaited mahdī. It is at this point that tradition locates the origin of the Druze religious sect.
The most radical change introduced by
Druzism was the abolishment of a hereditary system of the Imāmate; after the
divine manifestation in al- ākim, the
Ismāīlī messianic belief in the coming
mahdī was replaced by the deﬁnitive triumph of unitarianism. The Druze belief is
based on the idea that human beings,
bound by their physical nature, possess a
faculty of comprehension which is correspondingly bound by space and time and
thus incapable of conceiving the essence of
the divine (lāhūt). God can be understood
only within the limits of our own comprehension: Like an image in a mirror, the divine appears in human form (nāsūt). Lāhūt
and nāsūt are based on an interpretation of
qurānic verses. For example: “Say: ‘Who is
the lord (rabb) of the heavens and earth?’
Say: ‘Allāh’ ” (q 13:16). The qurānic terms
rabb and Allāh are interpreted by amza
(epistle 10) as the “Lāhūt of our lord… who
cannot be deﬁned and described.” The
nāsūt does not signify an incarnation of
God (see anthropomorphism) but an image through which God brings himself

closer to human understanding. Al-Tamīmī
(epistle 36) bases the form of nāsūt on the
Qurān: “Like a mirage in a desert which
the thirsty takes to be water, until when
he comes to it, he ﬁnds it to be nothing,
discovering instead God beside him”
(q 24:39). Al- ākim was the penultimate
manifestation of the lāhūt in the nāsūt form,
completing the cycle of unitarian messages. Throughout the Epistles of the
Druze Canon, there is a strong emphasis
on the unitarian concept, and warning is
given against taking the nāsūt image for the
divine itself: “God is unique, eternal, without a beginning, and abiding without end.
He is beyond the comprehension of human understanding. Thus, he cannot be
deﬁned by words or attributes distinct from
his essence. He has no body or spirit.”
Tawī
Druze doctrine follows Ismāīlism in its
distinction between formal revelation and
esoteric interpretation (see revelation
and inspiration) but adds a third element
in its call to apply, above all else, the heart
and mind to deep devotion to God, not to
rules and rituals. Those who follow either
the exoteric (tanzīl) or esoteric (tawīl) approach to interpreting scripture (see exegesis of the qurn: classical and medieval) remain dependent on intermediaries
and can thus never reach true belief in
God (taw īd). True unitarians have no need
for such mediation when it comes to worship. They are exempt from the performance of ritual obligations (daāim taklīﬁyya
or al-takālīf al-shariyya, see ritual and
the qurn) which they view as a form of
punishment God has set aside for nonmuwa idūn (see chastisement and punishment). In place of the seven ritual obligations or pillars (daāim taklīﬁyya), the Druze
faith substitutes seven unitarian principles:
(1) truthfulness, (2) mutual aid, (3) disassociation from unbelievers, (4) renunciation of
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belief inconsistent with taw īd, (5) belief
that the unitarian doctrine was preached in
every age, (6) content resignation to all
God’s actions and (7) submission to God’s
will. Al-Tamīmī (epistle 37) considers
daāim taklīfiyya to be ﬁre (q.v.) which
scorches those who practice the ritual obligations, as the Qurān describes: “The ﬁre
will scorch their faces” (q 23:104).
Thus early Ismāīlism was articulated
around the notion of the superiority of the
esoteric (bāin) over the exoteric (āhir) and
tawil over tanzīl, with the accompanying
conclusion that outward ritual acts are
God’s punishment for non-Ismāīlīs, i.e.
taw īd replaces tanzīl and tāwīl. In this,
Druze doctrine differs from the Shīī and
Ismāīlī approaches as well as the Sunnī
emphasis on the sacred law (sharīa). The
writers of the Druze Canon took pains to
ground their unique position in the Qurān
through allegorical interpretation of qurānic verses which are invariably quoted
to explain the principle of the unitarian
doctrine as the third or middle doctrine
(maslak) to which, according to al-Tamīmī
(epistle 38), the q 57:13 refers: “Between
them will be a wall with a door: The inner
side (bāinuhu) will contain mercy, and the
outer side in front (wa-āhiruhu min qablihi)
the punishment.” The three doctrines are
perceived as three stages of the religious
faith: “Islam (āhir) is the door to faith
(īmān, i.e. inner faith, bāin) and īmān is the
door to the ultimate goal (taw īd), the highest stage of the religion” (epistle 9). AlTamīmī (epistle 38) distinguishes these
stages by quoting q 20:55 in the following
way: “ ‘From it did we create you,’ i.e. from
āhir, ‘into it do we bring you again,’ i.e. to
bāin, ‘and from it do we bring you forth
another time,’ i.e. by setting the muwa idūn
apart from āhir and bāin and bringing
them to the middle doctrine of al-taw īd.”
There are three corresponding ranks of
believers: ahl al-āhir, i.e. Muslims (al-
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muslimūn); ahl al-bāin, i.e. Believers (almuminūn); and ahl al-ra ma, i.e. Unitarians
(al-muwa idūn).
Ethics
While the Epistles provide a general framework for morality (see ethics in the
qurn), the inﬂuence of ūfism (see fism
and the qurn) comes to the fore in the
many mystical principles to which Druze
sheikhs adhere in their overall demeanor
(maslak, lit. way, path, course), i.e. the way
they eat, dress and pray and in their attitude towards others (see food and drink;
clothing; prayer; social relations). Interesting is the way Bahā al-Dīn deals with
qurānic references to issues such as marriage (nikāh) which, according to him, contradict one another. This contradiction is
explained by the existence of abrogating
(nāsikh) and abrogated (mansūkh) verses.
Accepting the nāsikh but viewing mansūkh as
an addition to the qurānic revelation,
Bahā al-Dīn (epistle 71) considers that only
what is true, i.e. non-contradictory, in the
Qurān comes from God. Epistle 25 grants
women complete equality with men (see
feminism and the qurn; women and the
qurn) in what concerns marriage and
divorce (q.v.) as well as inheritance rights
(where Islamic law normally makes a distinction between sons and daughters; see
inheritance). Four epistles (8, 18, 83 and
84) are addressed to female unitarians (almuwa idāt) and extol the values of purity
(ahāra, see purity and impurity) and good
conduct. Furthermore, women have full
access to the Canon and take part in religious meetings.
al-Amīr al-Sayyid al-Tanūkhī
Al-Amīr al-Sayyid Jamāl al-Dīn Abdallāh
al-Tanūkhī (820⁄1417-884⁄1479) is revered
almost as highly as the propagators of the
faith themselves. Al-Amīr al-Sayyid devoted his life to the study of the Arabic
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language, logic, poetry, history and, above
all, the Qurān and the Druze Canon. His
legacy includes fourteen volumes with
commentary on the Epistles, theology and
ethics, with the aim of creating unity in the
exegesis of the Canon which guides the
Druze sages (uqqāl) until today. The moral
principles articulated by al-Sayyid and his
elaboration of “the lawful and the prohibited” (al- alāl wa-l- arām, see lawful and
unlawful) soon became the elementary
code on which Druze came to rely in their
everyday life and in the rules of their
newly-established religious courts.

economic and political changes, including
growing secularization, are reshaping the
life of the community as a whole.

Modern times
Until the end of the Ottoman era in 1918,
the Druze were able to preserve their traditional characteristics as a close-knit ethnoreligious community. In modern times an
emerging generation of intellectuals has
begun to search for ways to combine Islam
and Arab nationalism in order to unite all
the various Muslim sects. They now emphasize the Islamic character of the Druze
“school” (madhhab) and turn to the Qurān,
in addition to the Druze Canon, in order
to demonstrate that their madhhab represented one among several autonomous
Muslim doctrines. This work is often the
result of personal efforts of interpretation
and thus frequently adds new Islamic elements and incorporate beliefs current
among the Druze at large ( juhhāl, lit. the
ignorants), whose role in the formation of
the Druze faith has increased with the rise
of modernization and consequent diminishment of the numbers of uqqāl.
At the close of the twentieth century, the
Druze numbered about one million and
are geographically dispersed over Syria,
Lebanon, Jordan and Israel⁄Palestine.
Emigration mainly from Syria and Lebanon has created small pockets of Druze
populations in the American continents,
Australia and West Africa. Thus, socio-
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